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1.
1.1

Introduction

General Information

The Baram Haor System is located in Derai Upzila of Sunamgonj District. The haor is located
in between 24°41' and 24°47' latitude and between 91°19' and 91°25' longitude. It is a Flood
Control and Drainage (FCD) project. Among the 5,069 hectares of the project, 1800 hectare
of area is being benefitted from the project. The haor area is connected with Kalni and
Kushiara River directly, with other small rivers and canals surrounding the haor. There are a
lot of beels and water bodies inside the haor which are the only sources of cultivation water is
available in the dry season. The project was initiated in 1987 and completed in 1993.
1.2

Project Description

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) implemented the Baram Haor System Project
during 1987-1993 with GOB fund. The main objective of the project was to protect Boro crops
as well as to protect life and properties from early flash flood. The administrative and
management control lies with Sunamganj BWDB O&M division under Sylhet BWDB Circle
under the North Eastern Zone. The water management infrastructures of the Baram Haor
System Project include the following:

1.3



40 km embankment,



6 numbers of sluices



8.75 numbers of pipe sluices

Present Status of the Project Interventions

At present, most of the interventions in the Baram haor are still operational, but there are some
technical difficulties in some sluices. For example, the gates of the sluice at Keilla cannot be
operated properly since it has become very old. In recent times, the farmers are cutting the
embankment for boat passage and this is causing a threat to flooding.
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Figure 1.1: Hydrological Features of Baram Haor System
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2.
2.1

Water Resources

Flooding
Pre Project

Flooding situation in Baram Haor before the construction of the embankment was said to be
better by the local people. Before the construction of the interventions, incoming and outgoing
of water in the Haor was mellifluous. The water comes from mainly Kalni and Kushiara River
in Baram Hoar. During flash flood and monsoon flood before the interventions, the path, timing
and duration of flooding did not create too much problem. All parts of the haor flooded
simultaneously and vice versa. The depth of flooding did not vary.
Post Project
The intensity of flash flood has increased in Baram Haor System after the establishment of
the intervention. For the last two years, the pattern of flash flood has also changed. The flood
is seen to take place in the month of March which is supposed to occur in April. The
construction and repair work of the embankment along the periphery of the Haor cannot be
completed within that time. As a result, the intensity of the flood causes a huge damage to the
unprepared embankment and the people dependent on cultivation loss their only crop of the
year. The closures inside the project are very old. These closures are difficult to operate for
the regulation of water. For example, Keilla Sluicegate in Taral union has become too old to
open. To overcome the problem initiated from these malfunctioning sluices, people often cut
the embankment and make connection with nearby khal and rivers. This cutting in the
embankment makes it weak against water and sometimes it fails to provide protection against
flooding. Another problem has risen after the interventions. The depth of flooding varies in
different places. For example, quarter part of Asram goes under 7 feet water, quarter part
under 2 feet water and half under 4 feet water. This type of phenomenon did not take place
before the interventions.
Impact
The pattern and intensity of flooding after the interventions has changed in Baram Haor
system. Flooding has become more severe in the haor. More areas are getting flooded after
the interventions. In many cases, failure of embankment makes the situation even worse. The
flooding situation has become worse in the monsoon in the north-east side of the haor.
2.2

Drainage
Pre Project

Before the interventions, there was less problems associated with water logging and drainage.
The flash flood and monsoon flood in the haor used to take place and flooded the area. When
the water drained down, all the water drained along with it. No water lagged inside the haor.
The paths of water drainage were also clear. The water could drain down easily. There was
no occurrence of water logging in dry season either. But there used to be water logging in
Bhangagaha, Taral Union of Baram Haor in the monsoon. Some places of that part used to
be under 2-3 feet of water before the interventions.
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Post Project
As the water conveyance capacity of the rivers and khals around the haor has decreased a
lot, water logging and drainage problem has increased rationally. The Boalia khal once had a
width of 60 feet, but now after the interventions, this khal has both lost its depth and width.
Same kind of scenario is seen other khals as well. After the monsoon flood in August, the
situation is worsened. Before the project, there was a pressure of additional water due to
heavy rainfall, this extra water could not drain down and causes lagging in the villages. The
problem of water logging has been solved after the construction of embankment. Now, in the
dry season farmers can cultivate in those area.
Impact
Drainage situation has become worse after the interventions. The paths of water regulation
are blocked due to sedimentation. As a result, water cannot regulate through these paths
easily and the duration of flooding increases. The problem of water logging inside Baram haor
has been solved after the construction of the embankment.
2.3

Sedimentation and Siltation
Pre Project

Sedimentation and siltation condition in Baram Haor was better 25-30 years ago when there
was no intervention. The natural regulation of water turned out to be compatible in that time.
No sedimentation or siltation was seen during the flow of water, all of it got washed away with
the flow of water. As a result there was no sediment on the haor bed also.
Post Project
Problems regarding sedimentation in Baram Haor System after the interventions has
increased in a large scale. Kalni and Kushiara are two of main sources of water in Baram
Haor. The bed of both rivers has increased due to sedimentation. The bed of Kalni and
Kushiara River has decreased to about 20 feet after the interventions due to sedimentation.
Same thing has happened to Boalia and Mymensingh khals also. These khals convey water
from the rivers, but due to sedimentation they have lost their conveyance capacity. On the
other hand, sedimentation is accumulated on the bed of the haor after the drainage of the
water. A 6-8 inch layer of sediment follows the drainage of the water. Farmers face difficulties
in removing this layer of sediment. Sediment has also caused a problem to the sluices and
regulators in the embankment. As no maintenance work has done to these sluices and
regulators, sediment on the foot of these structures has blocked them from operating. The
beels inside the haor has also faced the complications regarding sediment. The bed of Chatal
Beel, Shaplachar Beel, Jibri Beel is rising. As a result, they are losing their ability to hold water.
Impact
The impact of sedimentation in Baram Haor has resulted in as the increment of duration of
flooding. The exit path of the water has been reduced because of sedimentation and
decreased the conveyance capacity of the khals and rivers. This is making the water to stay
longer and increase the duration. Also, additional sediment on the haor bed is delaying the
cultivation process to start.
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2.4

Erosion
Pre Project

Erosion in Baram Haor was comparatively less before the interventions. Very few places faced
the problem of erosion. Mainly the shore of the villages deteriorated due to wave action in that
period. There were less infrastructures in the haor before the interventions, so the damage
caused by erosion to the infrastructure was also less.
Post Project
Erosion problem has been increased in Baram Haor after the interventions were placed. After
the construction of the interventions, erosions have become severe to the shore of the villages.
A graveyard in Bowalia has completely disintegrated due to wave action. People use brick
masonry, water hyacinth and bamboo as protective measure against erosion. The rural roads
constructed inside the haor are another victim of erosion. The corners of these roads in Asram,
Daudpur and Taral are damaged heavily because of wave action.
Impact
The effect of erosion has been noticed to be in a large scale in Baram Haor. The previous
situation is described to be better than the present situation. Erosion has increased in this haor
after the interventions and a lot of lands are being eroded each year. The local infrastructures
are also facing the problem of erosion. Not many works are seen for the protection of erosion
in the haor area and as a result, the loss due to erosion is increasing every year.
2.5

Navigation and Transportation
Pre Project

20-25 years ago, when there was no interventions in Baram Haor System, boats were the only
mode of transportation inside the haor in Monsoon seasons. The Haor is directly connected
with Kalni and Kushiara River. It is very easy navigate in this haor because of the connections
to the nearby rivers. Some 50 years ago, launches used to navigate in the haor. With the
passage of time these launches stopped operating in the haor. In the pre-intervention condition
of the Baram non-motorized boats navigated mostly. On an average, 250 small non-motorized,
150 medium and hardly 50 big non-motorized boats plied on the haor. The introduction of
motorized boats was done after the interventions. There was no problem with navigation
either. All the villages in the Haor were connected via boats. In the dry season, no boats could
move. Walking was the solution then.
Post Project
The interventions have brought a huge change in the transportation system of the Baram Haor.
The most important change that the interventions brought is the introduction of motorized
trawlers. On an average, everyday 50 trawlers move in the haor. These trawlers are manly
used for carrying passengers from one place to another in the haor. Motorized small and
medium boats are seen in the haor system. These boats are more used for carrying goods
rather than passengers. These boats use diesel as the fuel. About 8-15 liters of diesel is used
on every motorized boats. The number of non-motorized boats have also increased by 30%
after the construction of embankment.As the connectivity inside the haor with the help of boats
has increased, the number of ghats have also increased. Almost every village has more than
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one ghat now. During the dry season, motorbikes are the medium of transportation in the haor
as the haor completely dries up.
Impact
The navigation and transportation facility of the Baram Haor has changed a lot in the
aftermaths of the interventions. Motorized trawlers are being introduced in the haor system
after the construction of the interventions, though launches stopped operating due lack of
passengers and maintenance. The number of water vessels has increased up to 30%
afterwards. The connectivity with one village to another with the help of boats has increased
by a large number.
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3.

Land Resources

The project area has fallen in one Agro-ecological zone, namely: Sylhet Basin (AEZ-21). Acid
basin clays and non-calcareous grey floodplain soil (non-saline) are the dominant soil. The
top soil texture are clay and clay loam; where clay texture is dominant. The soils are slow
permeable and have a medium moisture holding capacity. The land type characteristics are
not uniform within the project area. About 81% of cultivable areas are low to very low land
where minimum flooding depth is above 1.8 meter during the monsoon period. The recession
of surface water from most of the agriculture land starts at middle of December and become
free of flood water in late January.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under pre-project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land Use
Pre Project

The gross area of pre project has been considered as similar to post project. The gross area
was 5,069 ha under pre-project situation of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 4,497 ha.
The rest area was covered with water bodies (Baor, Beels, river and Khals), forest (herb, shrub
and tree) and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 4,554 hectare. The rest
area are covered with waterbodies (Baor, Beels, river and Khals), forest (herb, shrub and tree),
and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cultivated area and rural settlement area have increased about 57 and 10 hectare
respectively. On the other hand, water bodies and forest area have decreased about 57 and
10 hectare respectively. Detailed impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed Land Use in Baram Haor Project
Pre Project
Area (ha)

Post Project
Area (ha)

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)

4,497

4,554

57

Water bodies

137

128

-10

Forest

128

70

-57

Rural Settlement

307

317

10

5,069

5,069

0

Land Use
Net Cropped Area(NCA)

Total

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015
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Figure 3.1: Land Use Map of Baram Haor System (1989)
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Figure 3.2: Land Use Map of Baram Haor System (2015)
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3.2

Land Degradation
Pre Project

There was no information about sand carpeting in this situation.
Post Project
There was no information about sand carpeting in this situation.
Impact
There are no any issues of land degradation in study area at pre and post project situation
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4.

Agriculture Resources

Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops
are damaged by early flash flood which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall
in the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use
of agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due
to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from
stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The
secondary data were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level
Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) office.
4.1

Cropped Area
Pre Project

Before implementation of the project, total NCA was covered with only one cropping pattern
Fallow-Fallow-Local Boro. The land type of this study area was very low land (70%), medium
low land (19%) and low land (11%). However, total cropped area was 3,725 ha (Image
analysis data on 1989) where Local Boro crops were grown. During this phase, the variety of
Local Boro: Gochi, Boro, Tepi Boro, Jagli Boro, Pashu shai and Shail variety was very much
popular among the farmers. Detailed are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Cropping Pattern of Baram Haor Scheme
Post Project
Land type

Kharif-I

Kharif-II

Rabi

Area

(March-June)

(July-October)

(November-February)

(ha)

% of
NCA

Medium Low Land(F2)

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

708

19

Low Land(F3)

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

413

11

Very Low Land(F4)

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

2,574

70

3,725

100

Total
Cropping intensity (%)

100

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, July; 2017

Post Project
The study area was protected from flood by implementation of the project interventions. After
implementation of the interventions, it was performed well up to 2012. The Net Cultivated Area
(NCA) were increased and considered 3,840 ha (Image analysis data on 2015) in with project
situation. The cultivated area of Local Boro was gradually decreased after completion of the
project. According to the local people, the HYV Boro crops were introduced instead of Local
Boro due to higher yield of HYV Boro than Local Boro varieties. The hybrid Boro varieties were
also introduced in this area in 2008-09, but HYV varieties was more popular. Farmers of the
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study area were preferred short duration and HYV/Hybrid varieties (BRRI dhan28, BRRI dhan
29, Pajam, Lal pajam, Hybrid: Aftab, Hira and Jholok) than local varieties in with project
situation due to interventions was protect the crops from flash flood. The dominant cropping
patterns were Fallow-Fallow-HYV Boro which was covered 70% of the NCA in this phase.
Detailed are presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Cropping Pattern of the Baram Haor Scheme
Post Project
Land type

Kharif-I
(March-June)

Kharif-II
(July-October)

Medium Low Land(F2)

Fallow

Fallow

Rabi
(NovemberFebruary)
Hybrid Boro

Low Land(F3)

Fallow

Fallow

HYV Boro

422

Very Low Land(F4)

Fallow

Fallow

HYV Boro

2688
3,840
100

Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Area
(ha)

% of
NCA

730

19
11
70
100

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, July; 2017

Impact
The net cultivated areas were increased 115 ha (3% higher) in with project situation compared
to without project situation. The cultivated area of Local Boro was gradually decreased and
HYV/Hybrid Boro crops were increased due to higher production of HYV/Hybrid Boro than that
of local varieties, finally total local varieties were replaced by HYV/Hybrid varieties of Boro
crops. Detailed are presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Baram Haor Scheme
Pre Project

Post Project

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)

Area (ha)

Area (ha)

Area (ha)

Hybrid Boro

-

730

730

HYV Boro

-

3,110

3,110

Local Boro

3,725

-

-

Total

3,725

3,840

115

Crop name

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

4.2

Crop Production
Pre Project

In without project situation, total cultivated area was covered by Local Boro with the average
yield rate 3.0 ton/ha (Damage free). In case of damaged area average 1.6 ton/ha yield was
recorded. The annual crop production of the study area was recorded 9,814 tons after loss of
1,227 tons. Detailed are presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Annual Crop Production in Baram Haor Scheme
Pre Project
Crop name

Total
crop
area(ha)

Local Boro

3,725

2,794

3.0

931

1.6

9,814

1,227

Total

3,725

2,794

-

931

-

9,814

1,227

Damage free area

Damaged area

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Annual
production
(ton)

Production
lost
(ton)

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

Post Project
After implementation of the project, hydrological resume of the study area was changed.
According to the local farmers, the cultivated area of Local Boro were gradually decreased
and now totally replaced by HYV/Hybrid Boro due to higher yield rate of HYV/Hybrid Boro
crops than local varieties. The yield rate of HYV Boro and Hybrid Boro was 6.3 ton/ha and 7.2
ton/ha (damage free) respectively. In case of damaged area average yield rate 3.0 ton/ha and
2.3 ton/ha were recorded in HYV Boro and Hybrid Boro respectively. Annual production of the
study area was about 17,074 tons with the loss of 7,675 tons. Detailed are presented in Table
4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Baram Haor Scheme
Post Project
Total
crop

Crop name

HYV Boro
Total

Damaged area
Yield
(ton/ha)

Annual
production
(ton)

Production
lost

182

3.0

4,150

1,136

6.3

1,244

2.3

12,924

6,539

-

1,427

-

17,074

7,675

Area

Yield

Area

(ha)

(ton/ha)

(ha)

730

547

7.2

3,110

1866

3,840

2,413

area(ha)
Hybrid Boro

Damage free area

(ton)

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

Impact
Additional 7,260 tons (74% higher than without project) crops were produced in the study area
due to higher yield rate of HYV/Hybrid Boro crops. This benefit might be more before 2012
due to functional condition of interventions. Detailed are presented in Table 4.6
Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Baram Haor Scheme
Pre Project

Post Project

Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro

Production
(ton)
-

Production
(ton)
4,150
12,924

Local Boro

9814
9,814

Crop name

Total

Impact
(Pre project-Post project)

% increase/
decrease

4,150
12,924

0
0

-

9,814

0

17,074

7,260

74

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017
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4.3

Crop Damage
Pre Project

Before implementation of the project, Flash flood and heavy rainfall was the main causes of
crop damage in the study area (Baram haor scheme). Every year waters entered in the haor
area due to lack of embankment or infrastructure and causes the crop damage. In this
situation, farmers transplanted and harvested local varieties in early to protect crops from
damage. Annually crop damaged area was average 25% of total cultivated area due to
uncontrolled condition of the haor system. On the other hand, height of the local variety plant
was very high while production period was less than HYV/Hybrid varieties. So, flood water
couldn’t affect the whole crop area at a time. The annual crop damaged area was 931 ha due
to natural calamities (Flash flood, Heavy rainfall etc) before 2012.Total crop damage was
1,227 tons. Detailed are presented in Table 4.5.
Post Project
The study area was protected from flood by implementation of the project interventions and
performed well up to 2012. After this period, flooding intensity of this area was increased.
Flood water entered in to the haor area during early to mid March due to malfunctioning of
embankment, sluice gate and regulators. Surrounding rivers, khals and beels of the haor area
were silted up. So, water holding capacities were reduced of surrounding rivers, khals and
beels. Flash flood carried huge amount of sediment through river water and entered in to this
haor area. Plant height is less than local varieties and production period of most of the HYV
varieties are higher than local varieties except BRRI dhan28. So, flood water affects the whole
crop area at a time. For this reason crop damage areas were observed higher in with project
situation compared to without project situation. Crop damage areas were increased to 40%
and 25% in HYV Boro and Hybrid Boro (1,427 ha) due to malfunctioning condition of different
structure and siltation of rivers, Khals, and beels. Most vulnerable mouzas such as Bhanga
dahar, Taral, Santoshpur, Bausi, Banait, Sarmangol and Radhanagar were identified. Total
crop damage was recorded 314 tons in with project situation. Detailed are presented in Table
4.6.
Impact
The crop damage area was increased 40% and 25% in HYV Boro and Hybrid Boro crops. But
after the completion of project work and damaged area was 1,427 ha which was higher than
without project situation. The crop damage was increased 7,675 tons to 1,227 tons in with
project situation over without project situation. This was due to the malfunctioning of the project
interventions. Detailed are presented in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Impact on Crop Damage in Baram Haor Scheme
Crop name
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project

Post Project

Production Loss
(ton)
1,227
1,227

Production loss
(ton)
1,136
6,539
7,675

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017
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(Post project-Pre project)
1,136
6,539
1,227
6,448
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4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, surface water was sufficient for irrigation in this haor area.
Farmers of the study area was cultivated local Boro in that situation. Irrigation was provided
to local Boro crops by the surface water with the help of Seuti, Don, Cone etc. and other local
equipments. The River: Chamti river, Kalni river, Dharail river, beels: Shaplarchar beel, Chatal
beel, Choto kayia beel, Alkata beel, Baro kayia beel, Jibri beel, Gochakhai beel, Bhulai beel,
Meday beel and khals: Chamti khal, Aflachor khal, Boalia khal, Gorakhali khal, Machuakhali
Khal, Saitankhali khal and different ditches are the major sources of surface water. There was
no problems noticed the availability of irrigation water and cost of irrigation was less in that
time. Detailed are presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Irrigated Area by Crops in Baram Haor Scheme
Crop name
Local Boro

Pre Project
% of surface water irrigation
100

Area irrigated (ha)
3,725

Cost (BDT)
1,500-2,000

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

Post Project
Availability of surface water was reduced due to silted up of surrounding rivers, khals and
beels of the haor area. So, water holding capacities were reduced in the respective rivers,
beels and khals. On the other hand, Jibri beel, Bhulai beel, Meday beel, Alkata beel, Choto
kayia beel, Baro kayia beel and Gochakhai beel were filled up by sediment gradually and dried
up during December to March. Requirement of irrigation water increased gradually. For this
reason, difficulties of irrigation were observed in Mid December to Mid March at Bhanga dahar,
Taral, Santoshpur, Bausi, Banait, Sarmangol, Nayagaon and Radhanagar area. The
requirement of water for HYV/Hybrid Boro cultivation is more than Local Boro. Surface water
was extracted with the help of Low Lift Pumps (LLPs) instead of traditional methods of
extraction. This was due to increase the extension work by local Department of Extension
(DAE). The cost of irrigation was higher in with project situation compared to without project
situation. Detailed are presented in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Irrigated Area by Crops in Baram Haor Scheme
Crop name
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Total

Area irrigated
(ha)

Post Project
% of surface water
irrigation

730

100

7,500-8,500

3,110

100

6,000-7,000

Cost (BDT)

3,840

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

Impact
The irrigated areas were increased 115 ha (3% higher than without project) in with project
situation compared to without project situation. But, availability of surface water was reduced
due to silted up of surrounding rivers, khals and beels of the study area. So, water holding
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capacities were reduced in the respective rivers, beels and khals. On the other hand, Jibri
beel, Bhulai beel, Meday beel, Choto kayia beel, Alkata beel, Baro kayia beel and Gochakhai
beel were filled by sediment gradually and dried up during Mid December to March.
Requirement of irrigation water increased gradually. For this reason, difficulties of irrigation
were observed in mid December to mid March at Bhanga dahar, Taral, Santoshpur, Bausi,
Banait, Sarmangol and Radhanagar area. Detailed are presented in Table 4.10.
Table: 4.10: Impact on Irrigation in Baram Haor Scheme
Pre Project

Post Project

Impact

Area (ha)

Area (ha)

(Pre Project-Post Project)

Hybrid Boro

-

730

0

HYV Boro

-

3,110

0

Local Boro

3,725

-

0

Total

3,725

3,840

115

Crop name

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

4.5

Use of Agro-Chemicals
Pre Project

Farmers of the study area was cultivated Local Boro in the study area in without project
situation. They didn’t applied agro-chemicals during crop cultivation due to fertility of the study
area was good or suitable for crop production. According to the farmer, they are mixed grass
and rice straw in the crop field for restoration of soil fertility.
Post Project
After the completion of the project, HYV/Hybrid Boro varieties were introduced or replaced
instead of Local Boro crops. So, farmers applied agro-chemicals for HYV/Hybrid Boro crop
cultivation. Total 345 kg/ha chemical fertilizers, 0.8 liter/ha liquid pesticides in Hybrid Boro and
245 kg/ha chemical fertilizers, 0.5 liter/ha liquid pesticides were used for HYV Boro crop
cultivation. However, live parching was used for crop protections from pest infestation in
limited scale also. Detailed are presented in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11: Use of Agro-chemicals in Baram Haor Scheme
Post Project
Fertilizer (Kg/ha)
Crop name

Pesticides

Total
fertilizers
(kg/ha)

Liq.
(ml/ha)

Gran.
(Kg/ha)

Total
Granular/
Liquid
Powder
(Litre/ha)
(kg/ha)

Urea

TSP

MP

Hybrid Boro

225

80

40

345

800

-

0.8

-

HYV Boro

185

40

20

245

500

-

0.5

-

410

120

60

590

1,300

Total

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017
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Impact
Total 114 tons chemical fertilizers, 2.1 tons liquid pesticides were used for HYV/hybrid crop
cultivation due to introduction of HYV/Hybrid Boro crops cultivation instead of Local Boro crop
cultivation. This introduction of irrigated cultivation was likely to result in increased the use of
chemical inputs in the study area in with project situation. Detailed are presented in Table
4.12.
Table 4.12: Impact on Agro-chemicals in Baram Haor Scheme
Post Project
Pesticides

Pesticides

Total Fertilizer
(kg)

Liquid (Litre)

Powder/ Granular
(kg)

Total Fertilizer
(kg)

Liquid (Litre)

Powder/ Granular
(Kg)

Liquid (Litre)

Powder/ Granular
(kg)

Crop name

Pesticides

Impact

Total fertilizer (kg)

Pre Project

Hybrid Boro

0

0

0

251,850

584

-

251,850

584

-

HYV Boro

0

0

0

761,950

1,555

-

761,950

1,555

-

Total

0

0

0

1,013,800

2,139

-

1,013,800

2,139

-

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017
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5.

Livestock Resources

Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of Livestock Population, Feed and Diseases
Pre Project

Livestock provide significant draft power for cultivation and threshing, cow dung as a source
of manure and fuel; a ready source of funds and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption.
Most of the households were raised poultry and livestock, which significantly reduce poverty
through generating income. About 40%, 2%, 15%, 15% and 75% of the households of the
study area were rearing cows/bullock, goat, sheep, ducks and chickens respectively in without
project situation. Detailed are presented in Table 5.1
Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Baram Haor Scheme
Live stock/
Poultry

% of
HH

Pre Project
Number of
Livestock/ Poultry/HH

Cow/Bullock

40

15-20

20

2-3

-20

Goat

2

2-3

5

1-2

3

Sheep

15

6-7

10

3-4

-5

Duck

15

5-6

10

3-4

-5

Chicken

75

4-5

80

6-7

5

% of
HH

Post Project
Number of
Livestock/
Poultry/HH

Impact
(Pre ProjectPost Project

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

Beside this, a significant portion of the cultivable land was remains uncultivated. However, the
repeated seasonal flash floods damage crops in the fields severely reducing the amount of
straw and bran available for livestock and poultry. Large farmers of the study area were rearing
livestock/poultry satisfactory level due to availability of significant grazing area and fodder as
well as draft used as cultivation. Major bacterial and viral diseases include Foot and Mouth
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Disease (FMD), Diarrhea, Arthritis, Pox and worm infestation etc. which were observed in the
study area. Major poultry diseases were Duck cholera, Fowl pox and Fowl cholera etc. The
most vulnerable period was between May to November (rainy season) for spreading diseases
to livestock and poultry populations. However, some diseases were found in year round
(Figure 6.1). Mortality rate of the livestock/poultry was higher in the study area in this phase.
The shelter condition of livestock/poultry was not satisfactory level and they were lived there
in unhygienic condition. Marketing facilities was not in good condition due to poor
communication system. Market price was also low due to less demand of their products and
by products. Producer consumed their products at family level and if required additional
products were sold at local village market.

Figure 5.1: Status of Fodder and Diseases Infestation in Baram Haor Scheme
Post Project
Due to the expansion of cultivable land and unavailability of grazing land, rearing of cows,
sheep and ducks was reduced and rearing of goat chickens were increased at family level.
Total 8 numbers of poultry and 10 numbers of duck farms were recorded. The number of
chicken and ducks ranges from 200-300 and 200-250 was recorded in those farms. Very
recent, the no. of livestock was increased in individual level due to BRAC gave cattle and
sheep at poor and ultra poor dwellers in the study area under alternative income generating
programs. Uses of draft power also reduced in cultivation. Major bacterial and viral diseases
include Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR), Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD), Anthrax(Traka)
and Badla (Black Quarter) etc. which were observed. Major poultry diseases were Duck
plague, Duck pox and Newcastle etc. More or less similar or slightly changed infestation period
were also observed after implementation of the interventions (Figure 6.1). But, severity of the
infestation was higher in with project than that of without project situation. The shelter
conditions of the livestock/poultry were slightly improved. However, the mortality rate of the
livestock/poultry was negligible in with project situation compared to without project situation,
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due to extension works at farmers’ level such as immunization and insemination program by
Department of Livestock and some development project which was implemented by different
NGOs in the study area. Marketing facilities were also improved due to improve the
communication system by constructing the submersible embankment. However, improve the
communication system in the study area. The dwellers of the locality were used the
submersible embankment as road in dry season. In the rainy season, navigation system was
also improved by installation of engine on boat. Market prices were also increased due to high
demand of products and by products in with project situation. Additional products and by
products were sold at nearby/ upazila market or Faria.
Impact
Rearing of cows and ducks was reduced and rearing of goat and chickens were increased at
family level due to expansion of cultivation. On the other hand, rearing of goat was introduced
at family level. This was due to the extension works at farmers’ level by Department of
Livestock and some development project which was implemented by different NGOs in the
study area. Detailed are presented in Table 5.1.
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6.

Fisheries Resources

Baram Haor system is bounded by a series of river system (mentioned in Water Resource
Section) which act as the major water sources for maintaining sustainability of fish habitat.
The haor is fed by a number of connecting Khals of which important ones are Aflachor khal,
Boalia khal, Gorakhali khal, Machuakhali Khal and Saitankhali khal. The Haor possesses a
large number of Beels of which major ones (sizes vary from 4 to 24 ha) are Chatal Beel,
Saplachar Beel, Choto Kayia Beel, Baro Kayia Beel, Jibri Beel, Gochakhai Beel, Bhulai Beel
and Meday Beel. According to local people, these beels are the main fish breeding grounds
of this Haor system. Moreover, Chatal beel and Saplachar beel were used for leasing fisheries.
The field investigation revealed that the water centric interventions insignificantly control the
hydrodynamic condition for fisheries resources of this Haor System.Fish Habitat Area and
Suitability Condition
6.1

Habitat Area
Pre-Project

Fish habitat has been assessed from the land use data that is extracted from the satellite
image of 1989. The estimated total area of fish habitat of the haor was about 4,664 ha where
capture fishery was the sole contributor. There are some pits/ponds having no dykes which
were inundated naturally. These ponds are considered under floodplain habitat. Floodplain
shares the major part (about 97%) of habitat in the total area followed by Beel and Khal. The
breakdown of functionally different fish habitats of this Haor is given in Table 6.1.
Post-Project
Similarly, the estimated fish habitat area has been assessed from the land use data, which
extracted from image of 2015, is about 4,682 ha. The net increase of habitat comes from
river/khal and increment of floodplain and fish pond. It results in the decrement of beels. The
breakdown of functionally different fish habitats of this Haor is given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Breakdown of Fish Habitat Area by Habitat Type
Sl.
No.

Habitat
Category

1
2

Capture
Fishery

Area (Ha)
Habitat Type

Pre-Project,
1989

Post-Project,
2015

(Habitat Area
Change)

River and Khal

74

77

4

Perennial Beels

57

40

-18

4,527

4,554

27

7

7

0

0

4

4

4,664

4,682

17

3

Floodplain

4

Baor

5

Culture

Impact (Ha)

Extensive
Pond

Fish

Grand Total Area =

Source: Fish habitat assessment based on field findings and image based landuse data, 1989 & 2015.
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Impact
The net gain of fish habitat in the Pre-Project condition is about 17 ha, which is about 0.4% of
Pre-Project condition.
6.2

Habitat Condition
Pre-Project

Floodplain was unregulated; timely entry of water into the Haor; silt carried by the rivers was
dispersed over the Haor uniformly; river conveyance capacity was more. Local people opined
that the Beels retained water in the dry season at a depth suitable for fishery. Among the
Beels, Chatal beel, Saplachar beel, Choto kayia beel, Baro kayia beel, Jibri beel, Gochakhai
beel, Bhulai beel and Meday beel had an average depth of about 3m during dry season. Some
of the Beels, such as Chatal beel and Saplachar beel were shallow and dried up by bailing out
of water in the month of December-January for harvesting fish. These beels with leasing
system and the lessee control the Khal mouth to hold water for fish production during
recession period and to inhibit water entry into the Haor to protect Boro paddy during the onset
of monsoon.
Little better ecosystem was maintained with the exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between
river and haor; new water breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species (SIS) of fish;
higher breeding success; less natural and fishing mortality; rich biodiversity; more sustainable
fish production, etc.
Post-Project
Floodplain is regulated; floodwater enters into the Haor in the late pre-monsoon; silt deposited
on the river bed as dispersion of silt is hindered or restricted by the submergible embankment;
decreased river conveyance capacity. Local people opined that the Beels retained water in
the dry season at a depth less suitable for fishery. The Beels have an average depth of about
2 m during dry season. This is happened may be due to wash out of loose soil of agriculture
land and breached embankment along with river borne sediment. Some of the Beels, such as
Chatal beel and Saplachar beel are shallow and dry up by bailing out of water in the month of
December-January for harvesting fish.
Ecosystem is being degraded gradually but lightly as water control structures are not
functioning properly. Exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between river and haor is being
hindered or restricted to some extent by the submergible embankment; delayed new water
entrance into the haor and hampering breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species
(SIS) of fish; in some cases egg deposited in the fish body; lower breeding success; little
higher natural and fishing mortality; slightly declining trend in fish biodiversity; less sustainable
fish production, etc.
Impact
The net physical condition of habitat is negligibly degraded and corresponding ecosystem
goods and services including fisheries. The suitability condition for rivers, Khals and Beels has
not significantly changed due to water centric interventions. However, extensive use of
agrochemicals and pesticides in paddy land for higher agro yields (Highly Variety IRRI/Hybrid)
are becoming a threat to the existing aquatic environment for fish habitation.
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6.3

Fish Diversity
Pre-Project

This Haor was rich in fish biodiversity containing about 90 species (Table A1 of Appendix A)
in the without Project condition as some of the Beels are perennial and retained water at higher
depths mentioned above suitable for fishery. The fish diversity particularly SIS was also
facilitated by the unregulated lateral migration from river to Beel and vis-à-vis during premonsoon breeding season. Thus Beel resident fishes (particularly ‘SIS’ of fish) were dominant
in the Beels and floodplain. Moreover, the abundance of large-sized adult fish species (BoalWallago attu, Chital- Notopterus chitala, Shol- Channa striatus, Pabda- Ompok pabda, Boro
Baim- Macrognathus aculeatus, Shar Punti- Puntius sarana, etc.) were also more.
Post-Project
Fish species diversity has the declining trend but in slow pace in the Post Intervention
condition. This is happening may be due to habitat loss (both depth and area), water pollution,
water regulatory structures, unplanned fisheries management and indiscriminate fishing e.g.
use of harmful fishing appliances, catching of post larvae and brood fish, complete dewatering
of leased water bodies for fishing, etc. In consequence of the above phenomena, following
fish species become locally unavailable (for last 5-10 years) or have become rare includes
Pabda (Ompok pabda), Boro Baim (Macrognathus aculeatus), Shar Puti (Puntius sarana),
Chital (Chitala chitala), Boro Chingri (M. rosenbergii), Nanid (Labeo nandina), Riverine
Pangas (Pangasius pangasius), etc.
Impact
Comparing Pre and Post Intervention, it can be concluded that changes in fish species
diversity and composition are not comprehensible in response to Project intervention.
Whatever changes in species diversity and composition between two phases are observed
may be posed due to other anthropogenic factors mentioned above.
6.4

Fish Migration
Pre-Project

Local fishers stated that the lateral fish migration (early feeding and spawning migration rate,
15 April – 15 May, of riverine fishes, particularly ‘Black’ fishes) through natural connectivity
was hindered by locally built earthen bund at the mouth of connecting khals during both the
pre-monsoon and post-monsoon period. Furthermore, most of the fries of riverine fishes enter
into the Beels and floodplain along with flood water. However, successful lateral migration of
different fishes e.g. riverine carps, catfishes, etc. at their certain stages of lifecycle for food
and residence is happening due to sufficient depths of the Beels.
Post-Project
Pre-monsoon (15 April – 15 May) spawning/breeding migration rate of riverine and Beel
residence fishes is sometimes impeded through different connecting khals due to the closure
made by local farmers. Besides, riverine fishes migrate laterally to the Beels by overtopping
or breaching of the existing embankment of the Haor during flooding months of Jaistha-Ashar
(15 May–30 June). Lateral migration of different fishes e.g. riverine carps, catfishes, etc. is
being hampered due to insufficient depth of the Beels.
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Impact
Comparing Pre and Post project conditions, it can be concluded that no comprehensible
impact has been observed on fish migration in response to submergible embankment.
6.5

Fish Production Assessment
Pre-Project

The estimated total fish production was 406 metric ton (MT) in 1989 where floodplain shared
the most about 89% followed by Beel, Channel/khal and Baor (Table 6.2).
Post-Project
The estimated total fish production is about 1,665 metric ton (MT) in 2015 where floodplain
shared the most about 96% followed by Beel, Channel/Khal, Fish Pond and Baor. In the
production assessment, the productivity of the corresponding year has been used.
Impact
The total production was increased by about 310%, where the floodplain production by about
340% and the fish production from perennial beels by about 65% (Table 6.2). Such huge
increment in productivity may be caused due to adoption of fisheries management like Beel
fishery, Beel nursery, increasing fishing activities, fishing commercialization, stocking of
culture fish species in Beel fishery, etc. Moreover, the newly created habitat like fish pond has
added 6 metric ton of fish. The breakdown of fish productions is presented in the following
Table 6.2 by functional unit of fish habitats.
Table 6.2: Breakdown of Fish Production by Functional Habitat
Sl.
No

Habitat
Category

1
2

Capture

3
4
5

Production (MT)
Habitat Type

Without
Intervention, 1989

With Intervention,
2015

[Production
Change]

River and Khal

17

18

1

Perennial Beels

26

43

17

Floodplain

362

1,594

1,232

1

5

4

0.0

6

6

406

1,665

1,259

Baor
Culture

Impact (MT)

Extensive Fish
Pond
Grand Total Area

Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data, 1989 & 2015.

6.6

Fishing Appliances
Pre-Project

Different types of fishing appliances are used to catch fishes. The mostly used fishing
appliances are: gill net, Kona jal/Ghurni jal/Ber jal, push net, Khoira jal, hook, Kironmala (one
type of trap used to catch Guraicha- Leander styliferus), Gui (one type of trap used to catch
small fishes), Sip etc. are used to catch other fishes. Furthermore, illegal fishing practice was
reported during fishing in the leased Beel. Dried up the whole Beel for harvesting bottom
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dwelling fish species may be considered as a good example of illegal fishing. However, this
type of fishing depends on the leasing rotation system.
Post-Project
Leaseholders (LHs) generally use Katha as fish aggregating device (FAD) for fish. LHs usually
harvest fish annually in case of Chatal beel and Saplachar beel in the months of February and
March. However, another type of fishing pressure has been increased day by day around the
water control structures. The local fishers (particularly part-time fishers) create barrier at the
mouth of water control structure by net for catching fish. This fishing pressure becomes more
prominent during recession of floodplain water in the post-monsoon season.
Impact
Though the scheme is not fully functional but still the water control structures are there. For
this reason, some deviation in fishing activities is found in response to Project intervention.
Fishing is done at each of the water control structures which were absent in the Pre
Intervention condition. On the other hand, fishing pressure is also increased with the
increasing of fish demand and fish supply chain for both the national and global fish market.
6.7

Fishers Livelihood
Pre-Project

Field findings reveal that about 2% of the Haor population were engaged in fishing and
activities involved in fish supply chain for carrying out their livelihoods. Out of which about 12%
were commercial fishers and the rest of them were subsistence level fishers. Commercial
fishers spent annually about 180 days (6-8 hrs/day) in fishing.
Post-Project
Commercial and subsistence level fishers spend annually about 290 days (8-10 hrs/day) and
180 days (6-8 hrs/day) respectively in fishing. They mainly catch fish in the open water area
in and around the Haor for carrying out their livelihoods. Furthermore, a number of part-time
fishers groups are evolved and increased day by day for fishing at the mouth of the connecting
Khals where there are water control structures.
Impact
It can be concluded that the number of part-time and subsistence fishers are increased in
response to the Project interventions.
6.8

Fisheries Management
Pre-Project

Beel fisheries with leasing system were the prominent fisheries management as reported from
the local people. All Beels were harvested by three-year rotation in the months of February
and March. Beel fishery was more sustainable. However, there was no community based
fisheries management in this Haor.
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Post-Project
Beel fisheries with leasing system are also the prominent fisheries management in the Post
Intervention condition. There are three Beels, such as Chatal beel and Saplachar beel are
harvested annually in the months of February and March. The whole Beel is used to dry up
for catching bottom dwelling fish species. However, this type of fishing depends on the leasing
rotation system of the Government. Beel fishery is becoming less sustainable. There is no
community based fisheries management in this Haor and no enforcement at the indiscriminate
fishing at the water control structures.
Impact
Rotation length of time for fishing in most of the leased Beels is decreased from three-year
rotation to one-year rotation in the Post Intervention condition. Such over exploitation in
conjunction with indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures is being happened mostly
due to earn more money and driving fishery ecosystem into fragile resources.
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Ecosystem

The Baram Haor consists of different ecosystem scenarios. This haor remain fully flooded at
least six months in wet season and remain dry rest of the months. During the dry season, most
of the haor area (except few deep beels, homesteads, and kandas) converted into agriculture
lands and during the wet season this areas became flooded except few kandas and
homestead. In terms of two different hydrological patterns the faunal and floral diversity and
their appearance is different. The Baram Haor has been covered by bio-ecological zones
(BEZ) Haor Basin and consists with terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem. Different type of flora
and fauna is occurring in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem is present. However, seasonal
variation is common in terms of wildlife and floral diversity.
The impact due to intervention in this haor has been assessed undertaking both a desktop
and field based assessment of the area during July 2017 through interviewing of key
informants and local elderly people by using structured questionnaire. The brief summary of
impact assessment on this ecosystem includes indicator species, habitats and mitigation plan
which are described below.

Figure 7.1: Proportion of Major Ecosystem’s Sub-Units Area of Baram Haor
7.1

Terrestrial Flora
Pre Project

Previously, the homestead area of this haor was less. Therefore, the coverage and diversity
of terrestrial vegetation in homestead was not as much like present situation. However,
coverage of terrestrial vegetation (hijal- Barringtonia acutangula, jangli golap- Rosa
involucrata, bet- Calamus guruba, karoch- Pongamia pinnata, mera- Trewia nudiflora, barunCrataeva nurvala) in kanda area was healthy.
Post Project
The area of occupancy of local terrestrial plant species (hijal- Barringtonia acutangula, KarochPongamia pinnata, mera- Trewia nudiflora, barun- Crataeva nurvala) surrounding sites of
homestead and kanda area has been reduced due to increase of human population and fuel
demand. Subsequently, few tree species sucha as (kadam- Neolamarckia cadamba, rendeeAlbizia saman, kala- Mus paradisiaca, dhol Kalmi-Ipomoea fistulosa) has been increased in
homestead. The coverage of terrestrial vegetation is also increased as the number of human
settlement was increased.
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Impact
Due to fuel demand two species of plants (jangli golap- Rosa involucrata, bet- Calamus
guruba) disappeared from this haor and subsequently other local vegetation (hijal, Karoch,
merra, barun, binna chan- Vetiveria zizanoides) plant reduced from kanda and other fallow
land areas. Now days, Kanda area occupied by dhol kalmi (Ipomoea fistulosa) whereas
previously this area emerges with native vegetation (Table 7.1).
Table 7.1: Changes of Status of Terrestrial Flora

Indicator
species

IUCN
Status
1

Pre –
project
status

Post-project
status

Cause of Status
Change

Remarks whether
or not changes of
status caused due
to implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)

Pitali
(Trewia
nudiflora)

LC

Common

No change

-

No

Hijal
(Barringtonia
acutangula)

LC

Common

Reducing

Fuel and fishery
support demand

No

Karach (Millettia
pinnata)

LC

Common

Reducing

Fuel demand

No

Barun (Crateva
magna)

LC

Common

Uncommon

Less demand for
fuel wood

No

High growth rate
and fuel demand,
high stress
tolerant capacity

No

Dhol
Kalmi
(Ipomoea
fistulosa)

LC

Rare

Increasing

Jangli
golap
(Rosa
clinophylla)

VU

Common

Locally
disappeared

Over extraction,
habitat loss

No

Bet
(Calamus
longisetus)

VU

Common

Locally
disappeared

Over extraction,
habitat loss

No

Figure 7.2: Once This Area Occupied by Swam Forest, but now Remain with Few Lone
Karoch Tree (Pongamia pinnata)

1

IUCN Status Code: LC-Least Concern; EN-Endangered; CR-Critically Endangered; VU- Vulnerable;
NE- Not Evaluated; NA- Not Assessed; DD- Data Deficient; NT- Near Threatened
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7.2

Terrestrial Fauna
Pre Project

Previously the habitat and coverage of natural vegetation in fallow and kanda area was good.
Therefore, the diversity of common and rare terrestrial fauna was moderate.
Post Project
Currently common terrestrial faunal species found in village bush, jungle, paddy field are Small
Indian Mongoose, Indian Flying Fox, Fulvous Fruit Bat, Golden Jackal, Jangle Cat, Common
House Rat, and Greater Bandicoot Rat. Pallas’s Fish Eagle an indicator bird of the haor
ecosystem is reducing day by day due to unavailability of open water fishes and cutting of tall
trees. The terrestrial bird species diversity is higher than other wildlife groups. Common bird
species found in the study area are spotted owlet, Brown fish owl, Grey-headed fish eagle,
Pallas’s fish eagle, Brahminy kite, Black Drongo, Spotted Dove, House Crow, Red-vented
Bulbul, Pied Myna, and Common Myna etc. The common reptiles found within this haor area
are Common Garden Lizard, Common house Gecko, Keeled Grass Skink and Bengal Monitor.
Among the snake Spectacled Cobra and Indian Rat Snake are known to occur in terrestrial
habitat. The common terrestrial frog species is Common Toad, Cricket Frog, Asian Brown
Tree Frog, Indian Tree Frog etc.
Impact
The terrestrial faunal composition and species diversity have been changed due to agriculture
expansion and population growth. The interventions are protecting the agriculture, therefore,
the changed in faunal community is a result of indirect impact of interventions. Due to
agriculture conversion, population growth, degradation of natural forest beside the kandas and
homestead, terrestrial fauna has been decreased over the past decades specially the mammal
species. The population of Golden Jackal, Jungle Cat, has been reduced. Few terrestrial
mammal species such as Fishing Cat, Large Indian Civet, Small Indian Civet has been
disappeared from this haor area (Table 7.2).
Table 7.2: Changes of Status of Terrestrial Fauna

Indicator
species

IUCN
status

Preproject
status

Brahminy Kite
(Haliastur indus)

LC

Common

Postproject
status

Cause of Status
Change

No change

Remarks whether
or not changes of
status caused due
to implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)
No

Locally
disappeared

Use of dichlofenac
for cattle
treatment, large
tree cutting

No

Common

Rare

Habitat loss and
human behavior

No

Common

Uncommon

Habitat loss and
human behavior

No

White-rumped
Vulture(Gyps
bengalensis)

CR

Uncommon

Monocellate
Cobra (Naja
kaouthia)

NT

Bengal
Monitor(Varanus
bengalensis)

NT
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Indicator
species

IUCN
status

Preproject
status

Postproject
status

Cause of Status
Change

Remarks whether
or not changes of
status caused due
to implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)

Degradation of
swamp bush along
the wetland, Killing
by human

No

Fishing
Cat(Prionailurus
viverrinus)

EN

Common

Locally
disappeared

Small Indian
Civet(Viverricula
indica)

NT

Rare

Locally
disappeared

Killing by human,
habitat loss

No

Golden
Jackal(Canis
aureus)

LC

Very
Common

Common

Killing by human,
habitat loss

No

Pallas’s Fish
Eagle
(Haliaeetus
leucoryphus)

EN

Common

Rare

Feeling of large
tree, lack of open
water fishers

No

7.3

Aquatic Flora
Pre Project

The habitat condition of the aquatic flora and diversity was good in the pre project situation.
Among the indicator floral species abundance of makhana, singra and nolkhagra was good at
Baram Haor.
Post Project
At the species level Neel Shapla (Nymphaea nouchali), Nymphoides cristatum, Nymphoides
indicum, Ludwigia abscendens and Hygroryza aristata are the most common. The submerged
vegetation has been reduced from the beels due to leasing system and fishing activities
through at Baram haor during wet season. The local farmer treated aquatic plants as weed
and currently uses herbicide every year to demolish them. Due to use of herbicide in crop field
aquatic vegetation and species diversity has been decreased.
Impact
Among the indicator floral species, makhana, singra and nolkhagra have been disappeared
from the Baram Haor. Due to fishing activities and use of herbicide in crop field the coverage
of chailla gash (Hmarthira protensa) has been reduced. The local farmer treated aquatic plants
as weed and currently uses herbicide every year to demolish it. Due to use of herbicide in crop
field, wild plant vegetation and species diversity has been decreased. The submerged
vegetation has been reduced from the beels due to leasing system and fishing activities at
Baram haor during wet season (Table 7.3).
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Table 7.3: Changes of Status of Aquatic Flora

Indicator species

Nol Khagra (Phragmites
karka)

IUCN
status

Pre
project
status

Post
project
status

LC

Common

Disappeared

Cause of
Status Change

Remarks
whether or not
changes of
status caused
due to
implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)

Agriculture
conversion

Yes

Stagnant
situation,
drainage
congestion,
quick growth

NO

Kochuripana(Eichhornia
crassipes)

NE

Common

Increasing

Shapla (Naymphea
nouchuli)

LC

Common

Rare

Over
extraction,
Fishing in beel

NO

Disappeared

Over
extraction, Beel
leasing, over
extraction

No

No

Makhna(Euryale ferox)

NE

Common

Singara(Trapa
maximowiczii)

LC

Common

Disappeared

Over extraction
,fishing in beel,
over extraction,
Beel leasing

Chalia gash
(Hemarthria protensa)

LC

Common

Disappeared

Use of
herbicide

No

Panibaj (Salix
tetrasperma)

LC

Common

Rare

Over extraction

No

7.4

Aquatic Fauna
Pre Project

Currently, the population of bird species is healthier than other wetland faunal groups.
Common wetland fauna is currently common in Baram Haor is Indian Pond Heron, Great
Egret, Little Cormorant , checkered keelback, Skipper Frog, Indian Bull frog .
Post Project
Due to degradation of swamp forest and reedland for agriculture expansion rare wetland
dependent mammal species (Eurasian Otter) has been disappeared from this haor arera.
Among the aquatic reptiles species, drastic declined of turtle species from this haor area. This
decline has been related to the fisheries bycatch, directed hunting. The population of water
dependent frog has been reduced due to use of pesticide and insecticide in agriculture field.
Other water dependent birds (resident and migratory) like egrets, duck, wader and herons are
severely impacted from squeezing of wetland area and number in dry season for agricultural
expansion inside beel area. Leasing systems of beels is another factor for that the lease
owners tend to over drying the beels aims to catching fishes and not allow the water birds
within the lease area.
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Impact
Wetland dependent mammal species (Eurasian Otter) has been disappeared from this haor
arera (Table 7.4).
Table 7.4: Changes of Status of Aquatic Fauna

Indicator
Species

IUCN
status

Preproject
status

Spotted Flapshelled Turtle
(Lissemys
punctata),
Peacock Softshelled Turtle
(Nilssonia
hurum)

LC

Rare

Eurasian
Otter(Lutra
lutra)

CR

Common

Northern
Pintailed (Anas
acuta)
Snail/Oyster

7.5

Postproject
status

Cause of Status
Change

Remarks whether
or not changes of
status caused due
to implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)

Disappeared

Hunting, beel
leasing,
embankment,
destruction of eggs
due to land
preparation for
cultivation

Yes

Disappeared

Degradation of
swamp forest

No

Beel leasing,
hunting, agriculture
expansion ,
pesticide

No

Domestic duck
rearing, using for
culture fish feed

No

LC

Common

Uncommon

-

Very
Common

Common

Swamp Forest and Reedland (Area Coverage)
Pre Project

Previously no unique swamp forest was present in this haor. However, scattered optimum
level of swamp forest and reedlands was present with light coverage.
Post Project
The ree land areas of this haor reduced drastically due to agriculture practice. Previously,
reed lands were mixed with vegetation such as baro nal (Arundo donax), khagra (Phragmites
karka), murta (Schumannianthus dichotmus), chitki (Phyllanthus disticha) etc.
Impact
Disappeared of Redlands
7.6

Ecosystem Services
Pre Project

The scenario of provisioning services- food (fish, rice); fuel wood; biochemical (medicinal
plants); genetic resources of flora and fauna of this haor area was higher than current situation.
Climatic condition and other regulation services were good because of vast coverage of
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natural vegetation. Wetland function was good due to absent of different types of physical
structures. Culture service function was also fairly good.
Post Project
Due to implementation of interventions like construction of embankment and installation of
regulators for crop protection, the population within this haor area has been increased. To
meet up their daily natural resources demand, the genetic diversity of the haor area became
less and subsequently provisioning services has been changing day by day negatively.
Impact
The ecosystem services are changing negatively day by day in food, medicine, genetic
diversity, and population of flora and fauna. Anthropogenic causes leading indirect effect on
fish dependant bird and other wildlife resulting food crisis.
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8.
8.1

Socio-economic Resources

Introduction

The Haor system provides a wide range of economic and non-economic benefits to the local
people as well as to the people of Bangladesh at large. These include benefits in terms of rice
production, fish production, cattle and buffalo rearing, duck rearing, collection of reeds and
grasses, collection of aquatic and other plants. This study was conducted at Baram Haor
Project area. The socio–economic picture has been explored in this section to understand
both pre and p project people’s condition using both primary and secondary data in relation to
the objectives of the study.
8.2

Demographic Condition of the Study Area

The study area contains 20 mouzas, 4 unions and one paurashave under Derai and Sulla
upazilas of Sunamganj district. It is composed of about14,787 households with a total
population of 94,006 of which 48,523 are male and 45,483 are female. At present about 19,993
households are living in this area with a total population of 1,10,733 of which 55,733 are male
and 55,362 are female. It is observed that the female population is lower than the male
population in both scenarios. Pre intervention the average male-female sex ratio was 98.26
whereas the present sex ratio is 100. The average density of the area has also changed with
the increase of population. The average density of the population has changed to 517 from
400 persons per sq. km. The demographic data of this area is presented in the following Table
8.1.
Table 8.1: Distribution of Population and Household in the Study Area
Time

Household

Population

Sex Ration

Density

Pre Intervention

14,787

94,006

98

426

Present

19,993

1,10,733

100

517

Source: Bangladesh Population Census 1991 &Housing and Population Census, BBS, 2011

8.3

Livelihood Opportunity of the Population

A livelihood is a mean of making a living. For this study livelihood has been assessed based
on the occupation of the people. To assess the impact of the interventions in the livelihood of
the Haor people, the base situation and the present situation has been drawn based on their
occupational activities.
8.3.1

Livelihood Status
Pre Project

Pre the project intervention the majority of the households about 81.04% were directly
dependent on agriculture as the main source of income with 45.23% on cultivation/share
cropping, 4.69% on livestock, forestry and fishery, 0.41% on construction, 0.2 on transport
and 31.11% as agricultural labourer. But the occupational scenario has been changed in
course of time. At present, it is observed that about 88.17% of the population are directly or
indirectly dependent on agriculture. During the field visit it was also found that agriculture is
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the primary source of livelihood for 30.17% of the households. Another 38.5% are employed
as wage labourers on other farms and rest 19.5% of the household are involved both in farming
as well as in wage labour. Pre intervention other sources of household income were nonagricultural labour (3.19%), business (5.20%) and employment (2.75%). But, at present a
number of households are earning their livelihood from employed (41.0%), household work
(39%) and do not work (10%).
Post Project
During the field visit it was also found that the occupational groups are characterized by the
land holding category. Normally, the large and medium land owners did not engage
themselves any other secondary occupation for their livelihood. But the landless and the small
farmers were bound to engage themselves many other secondary occupations.Pre
intervention, the Labours were employed based on the duration of employment. Contracts
may be daily, seasonal or yearly. But at present due to the more employment opportunity the
availability of labour forces has decreased. Pre, the majority of labourers were engaged on a
seasonal basis and work in exchange for commodities, usually rice. Few male labourers went
outside the village or even outside the district to work for a season corresponding to a part of
full crop cycle. Women’s seasonal work usually occurred during the harvest. Women engaged
as day labourers performed various household task within the community.
Impact
Still farming is the main livelihood means of this area. It is observed that due to the intervention
the net cultivated areas were increased 3% in post project situation (4,554 ha) compare to pre
project (4497 ha) (Table 8.1). In relation to this, overall 85% labor input also increased pre the
use of modern technology into the agriculture. But the post intervention of modern technology
overall labor input has decreased up to 23%. Furthermore, with the introduction of HYV Boro
crops additional 20,248 tons crops were produced in the study area. With this extra production
farmers get on an average tk. 43.3 corer every year which is near about two times from the
base situation.
But, in the recent years the farming laborers are tuning to fishing due to different difficulties in
agriculture. Now a day’s some people are involved in other occupations like fishing, sand and
stone labor, coal laboring, and transportation and so on. Among many other causes siltation
of the river and canal bed, lack of drainage system people are compelled to change their
occupation. A good number of people have already left their ancestral dwelling place and
migrated to other areas of Sylhet. Dhaka, Narayanganj, Gazipur, Chittagong in search of better
fortune. But the fact that once the area allured people of other areas to migrate in for abundant
of wealth.
8.4

Socio-Economic Condition

8.4.1

Housing Condition
Pre Project

Due to the scarcity of land houses are touching with one another and no passage in between
the houses. Furthermore, with the rapid population growth the population density has also
increased and the scenario has also degraded. According to the community people, pre
intervention the dwelling households were predominantly made of straw/Bamboo (50.0%) over
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other three types. Tile/C.I sheet and combination of different types of materials household was
20.79% and Cement was negligible (0.71%). In comparison with the past, at present about
2.8% pucka houses, 7.51% semi-pucka, 87.18% kutch and 2.46% jhupri houses in the study
area.

Figure 8.1: Housing Condition in the Study Area
Post Project
From the field visit it is observed that only the Rich households of the area has tin-shed house
with totally metalled floor and tin made roof. Most of the middle class households have tinshed house with bulrush made fence. On the other hand, most households from the poor have
tin-shed and thatched fence in their houses. Some households among them have also paved
their house boundary with stones and the remaining have reed and soil macadamized floor
perimeter. One third houses of the very poor of the area own tin made roof and thatched fence
and the remaining have both thatched roof and fence.
Housing condition %
100.0
50.0

87.2

80.0
60.0

28.49

40.0

20.79

20.0

2.8

7.5

2.5

Jhupri

Kutcha

Semipucka

Pucka

Tille/C.I
sheet

Straw/Ba
mboo

0.0

Straw

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

Housing condition %

Type of Structure (%)

Material of Roof
Pre Project Situation

Post Project Situation

Figure 8.2: Housing Condition in the Study Area
Impact
It is found that pre the project intervention, all the houses of the village were thatched and
straw made (50%). But in course of time this scenario has changed. Local people argued that
post the intervention, the cropping area has increased and as well as the rice production has
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also increased. In relation to this the landless laborer and the small farmers took some land
from the large farmers and started farming. Especially, the large farmers were used to give
some low lands which were uncultivated pre the intervention. In this way the landless and
small farmers gained some extra income opportunity which contributed to improve their
housing condition.
8.4.2

Land Ownership
Pre Project

The local people opined that about 6% of the households were absolute landless i.e. which
have no lands either homestead or cultivated land, 33% households belong to functional
landless category that comprises households those have only homestead lands (cultivated
lands include mainly kitchen gardening produced predominantly by housewives mainly for
household consumption), 36% households belong to small farmer, 20% belong to marginal
farmer and 5% belong to large farmer categories. Table 8.2 shows the percentage of
households by land holdings.
Table 8.2: Households by Land Holdings

Pre Project
6

Cultivable land owned
(%)
Pre Project
0

33

30

36
20
5
100

41
22
7
100

Households (%)

Land Ownership Stratum
Absolute Landless (0 ha)
Functional landless and marginal farmer (0.004 –
0.198 ha)
Small farmer (0.202 - 1.008 ha)
Medium farmer (1.012 – 3.032 ha)
Large farmer (3.033 ha and above ha)
Total
Source: Field survey/RRA 2017

Post Project
The present scenario of land holding category has changed. The ration of land holding
category at present are as follows- absolute landless households are about 2%, functional
landless are 41%, small farmer 39%, marginal farmer 16% and 2% belong to large farmer
categories. Table 8.3 shows the households by land holdings in the study area.
Table 8.3: Households by Land Holdings

Pre Project
2

Cultivable land owned
(%)
Post Project
5

41

43

39
16
2
100

31
18
3
100

Households (%)

Land Ownership Stratum
Absolute Landless (0 ha)
Functional landless and marginal farmer (0.004 –
0.198 ha)
Small farmer (0.202 - 1.008 ha)
Medium farmer (1.012 – 3.032 ha)
Large farmer (3.033 ha and above ha)
Total
Source: Field survey/RRA 2017
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Impact
As stated earlier, in course of time the income source of the Baram Haor people has changed.
Many employment opportunities have been created inside and outside the Haor. Post the
intervention the cropped area has increased and the large farmers have sold their unused
very low lands and the landless and small farmers gained some land. Furthermore, the
landless farmers also got some khash lands from the government body.
8.4.3

Education
Pre Project

Pre intervention the literacy rate was 28.5%, where for male it accounts to 33.2% and female
23.5%. Post intervention the literacy rate is71.4%, where for male it accounts to 74.9% and
female 67.9%. Data shows that, in the study area the male populations are more educated
than the female counterpart. Literacy rate of male is (24.4%) higher than the female (18.1%).
The students are almost same in pre-school and primary level. But attending of female
students were start reducing from secondary level as the study area because of the distance
of the institutions and also for the financial incapability.
Post Project
At present the available educational institutes are Govt. and non-Gov. primary schools, Junior
high schools and Madrasah (religious school). But pre intervention there was only few primary
schools and Madrasah. Fifty five percent of the rich families have literacy in the area. All of
them try to maintain schooling for their children. Some people send their children to secondary
schools but they cannot continue. Most of the children become involved with agriculture
leaving their education behind in default of communication. Thirty percent of middle class have
literacy and the children of this category, although passing primary education but cannot enter
high schools. The primary schools of the village remains open two months of the year and
close the rest of time. In the Haor area floating education system continue now and effective
to them. Fifteen percent of the poor category is literate. Although the children of this category
get admitted to primary schools but due to failing the examination they cannot complete
graduation and ultimately become involved in their fathers' business. The very poor
households get their children admitted to primary school. Educational institutions in the area
have increased over last 15-20 years but the standard of education has yet to be improved.

Figure 8.3: Educational Facilities in the Study Area
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Impact
Field findings confirm that at present female attendance is higher because of existing
scholarship program and the parents also consider this basic schooling as an investment for
securing a good marriage of their girl child, decries of social barrier, parents are more aware
about female education. Furthermore, the male children are bound to involve in incoming
generating activity like fishing, agriculture and non-agricultural labor for securing the
household income. It has also been observed and our data confirms that post completion of
primary education, most of the girls get married and therefore the attendance rate gradually
starts decreasing. However, male attendance rate is decreasing due to their involvement in
income generating activities.
8.4.4

Health and Sanitation
Pre Project

There was very few tube-wells 20-25 years back in the area. So there had a great problem for
drinking water. On that time all the people had use river (The Kalni) and beel (Saplachar,
Chatal, Msdha, Jibri beel) water for drinking purpose. Taking a bath, cooking and other
domestic activities were also performed by the River and beel. It was observed that in an
average about 69 % of the households drinking water from tube-well, pond and river water
used respectively 14.8% and 15.8% in the study area. But at present it is observed that in an
average about 95.6 % of the households use drinking water from tube-well and tap and others
(river, beel, pond) sources water used respectively 0.1% and 4.3% in the study area.
Pre intervention only 5.2% households of the area had safe sanitary toilets whereas at present
about 25.91% of households are using sanitary toilet (water sealed 3.5% and non water sealed
22.41%). On the other hand, pre the intervention a total of 77.4 % of the households had nonsanitary latrines and 17.3% households not use latrine, but at present 59.4% are using nonsanitary toilets. The ration of no toilet facility also decreased to 59.4% from 77.4%. These
groups of people are still using open toilets covered with bulrush made fence.
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Figure 8.4: Health and Sanitation Condition in the Study Area
Post Project
The villagers were suffered from cold fever, fever, flue, malaria, chicken pox, diarrhea, TB,
jaundice, gastric ulcer, paralysis, and so on. Pre intervention, there were no medical amenities
in the area. The villagers were oriented with kaviraji treatment (traditional treatment) for any
kind of sickness. Besides, they were used to go to the village doctors for any kind of medical
treatment. If the sickness were very serious they went to Upazila and District level hospitals.
Treatment services were also very insufficient. During the monsoon and in case of violent wind
it was not possible for them to go there through stormy and wave Haor. On the other hand,
during the dry season due to the lack of transport facilities people were facing troubles to go
to Derai upazila or district (Sunamganj or Sylhet) level hospitals for treatment. During the dry
season due to the lack of available road network they also faced difficulties to carry the patients
outside the village. With construction of village roads and submergible embankments by
BWDB the road networks has improved and they villagers could take the patients outside the
village for better treatment at dry season.
Impact
The situation is compounded by flash floods, which are a major threat to health and sanitation.
Usually the Haor area is flooded from May to October. Most of the tube-wells and toilet are go
under water during monsoon and flood periods, creating scarcity of drinking water and
threatening the health of the Haor community. Moreover, the scenario were changing post
implementation of the projects.
8.5

Communication and Transport
Pre Project

There is a famous saying in the Haor area to describe the means of transportation “Borsha
kale naoarshukna kale pao”, which literally means “boats during monsoon and feet during dry
season”. Haor areas remain under water for 4-5 months during the pre-monsoon and monsoon
season. Pre intervention, there had no defined road network inside the Haor except the
compartment (Ayle) of crop land. In the dry season, people use bicycle or foot for
transportation, sometimes people from another Haor area come to this Haor through the main
River and local channels. In this connection, people use small non-motorized boat for
communication with nearest bazaar, cities and towns, carrying their commodities. Big sized
launches, ships, barges usually run in the river.
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Figure 8.5: Communication and Transport in the Study Area
Post Project
The transportation network, the waterway and the roadway have been developed over the
years in keeping with the unique characteristics of Haor. The Local Government Engineering
Department (LGED), Upazila parishad, Union Parishad have constructed some submergible
roads. Among them some are earthen and some are brick soiling. The rural roads of upazilas,
unions and villages are constructed by the Local Government Engineering Department
(LGED). In addition with, the BWDB have constructed submergible and compartmental
embankments that are playing significantly major role in the communication system during the
dry season though here too, the embankment is damaged post each flood.
Impact
The communication system has become improved as this Haor is very close to the Upazila
HQ and Derai paurashava. The BWDB’s submersible and compartmental embankments are
playing major roles in communication though this is damaged post each flood. Now a days,
due to eroding the submerged road, sufferings of the people become beggar’s description. In
the wet season, the sufferings increase many times. Poor communication hampers the overall
socio-economic activities and suppresses the developments as well. Proper and protected
road networks as well as the water way communication are essential to ensure the overall
socio-economic development of the Haor people.
8.6

Local Social Dynamics
Pre Project

There is conflict of interest in the area mainly between farmers and fishermen. Pre
intervention, the conflict of interest was not noticeable but in post project situation the conflict
has emerged.
Post Project
According to the local people, due to the interventions, at present some areas have become
water logged and some are congested by drainage obstacles. The lease holders of the jall
Mohal are prolonging the drainage congestion and water logged situation as they can capture
more fish out of it. In contrast, the agricultural group wants to pass away the water through the
river or canal to get rid of water logging. This is the biggest conflict at this moment of the area
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in between the farmers and the lease holders of Jall Mohal. In order to reduce the conflict
significantly, considerable remodelling of the rehabilitation work is needed.

Figure 8.6: Stakeholder Consultation with Local Social Dynamics
Impact
Sometimes social unrest situation emerged due to the control of water management.
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9.

Summary of Impacts

Table 9.1: Summary of Impacts
Indicators

Flooding

Drainage

Sedimentation
and Erosion

Pre project

Post project
Water Resources
 Flooding was uniform  The intensity of flooding
before
the
has increased after the
construction of the
construction
of
interventions.
interventions.
 The duration and  New areas have faced
timing of flooding was
flooding due to the
convenient before the
failure
of
the
interventions.
embankment
against
flooding.
 Variation in the depth of
flooding
is
also
observed.
 The
drainage
condition in the Baram
Haor was said to be
natural before the
interventions.
 Water could pass
through the river and
canal naturally. Water
lagged in some places
of the Haor in the dry
season with a depth of
2-3 feet.
 Sedimentation did no
create much problem
before
the
interventions.
 The bed of rivers,
channels and haor did
not face too much
problems regarding
sedimentation.
 Water was easily
carried through the
river and channel.
 The shores of the
villages eroded, but
the amount of erosion
was very little. Local
infrastructures did not
face erosion.

 The construction of
interventions has made
the drainage scenario
difficult in the Baram
Haor System.
 Water cannot regulate
from the haor easily due
to the blockage in the
path of water passing.
But the water logging
problem
has
been
solved.
 A lot of problems on
sedimentation
have
risen
after
the
interventions.
 River, channel, beel and
haor beds are rising due
to
sedimentation
causing decrease in
water
conveyance
capacity.
 Villages and local rural
roads are facing erosion
in a large scale.
 Lack
of
protection
against
erosion
is
making the problem
even worse.
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Impact
 There is a change in
flooding
intensity
after
the
interventions.
 More
areas
are
flooded after the
interventions.
 The
sluices
and
regulators
are
useless in regulation
of water which has
worsened
the
flooding situation.
 The
duration
of
flooding
has
increased as the
paths
of
water
regulation
are
blocked.
 People can cultivate
in the places where
there used to be
water before the
interventions.
 Increase of sediment
in the bed of water
bodies in Baram
Haor has decreased
the
water
conveyance capacity
which has reduced
the path of water
regulation
and
increased
the
duration of flooding
inside the haor.
 Infrastructures
are
facing erosion in a
large
scale.
Protective measures
by the local people
are
the
only
protection which is

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Navigation

Land use(ha)

Pre project

Post project

 Different kinds of non-  Motorized trawlers were
motorized
water
introduced after the
vessels dominated the
interventions. Also all
transportation system
types of non-motorized
in Baram Haor in the
boats have increased.
pre-intervention
 The surrounding of the
situation.
haor has increased the
 Number of ghats were
connectivity from the
comparatively
less
inside.
also.
Land Resources
 Gross area: 5,069
 Gross area: 5,069
 NCA: 4,497
 NCA:4,554
 Others:572
 Others:515

Land
degradation

No

Impact
not enough in the
long run.
 The
transportation
system has become
faster and easier in
the Baram Haor.
 People can move
with their goods in
more places than
before.




Change

NCA:+57
Others:-57
Change

Agriculture Resources
Cropping
intensity (%)
Cropped area
(ha)

100




Crop
production
(ton)

Crop damage

(ton)

Irrigated area

(ha)

Surface water

Irrigation
availability
Agro-chemicals 
use (ton or

kiloliter)

Livestock
population
(number)

Fish habitat
area

100

Rice:
4,497(Boro: 
4,497)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 11,848 (Boro: 
11,848)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 1,481

Non Rice: 0

Rice: 4,497

Non Rice: 0

Available


Fertilizers: 0
Pesticides: 0




Rice: 4,554 (Boro: 
4,554)
Non Rice: 0

Rice:
20,248(Boro: 
20,248)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 9,103

Non Rice: 0

Rice: 4,554

Non Rice: 0

Deficit during month of 
February to March
Fertilizers: 1,202
Pesticides:1.995

Livestock Resources
 Cattle:6,720
 Goat:310
 Duck:6,910
 Chicken:11,790
Fisheries Resources
 Total fish habitat area-  Total fish habitat area4,664 ha
4,682 ha,
 Habitat
area  Habitat area breakdown:
breakdown:
o Khal- 77 ha
o Khal- 74 ha
o Beel- 40 ha
o Beel- 57 ha
o Floodplain- 4,554 ha
o Floodplain- 4,527 ha
o Baor- 7





No change

Cattle:5,220
Goat:430
Duck:9,100
Chicken:9,490
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Rice:+57
(Boro:
+57)
Non Rice: 0
Rice:+8,400 (Boro:
+8,400)
Non Rice: 0
Rice:+7,622
Non Rice: 0
Rice:+57
Non Rice: 0
Deficit




Fertilizers: +1,202
Pesticides: 1.995






Cattle:+1,500
Goat:-120
Duck:-2,190
Chicken:+2,300

 Gain of total fish
habitat area by 17 ha
(contributed
by
river/khals, floodplain
& fish pond)

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Fish habitat
Condition

Pre project
o Baor- 7 ha
 Habitat quality and
suitability
condition
was in favor of
fisheries;
 Maintained
unregulated
ecosystem with better
provisioning services
like
sustainable
fisheries.







 Fish species were
distributed over the
area more or less
evenly.





Fish Diversity





Fish migration

 Unregulated
lateral
fish migration from
river to floodplain and
vis-à-vis through Khal;
 Regulated lateral fish
migration from internal
Khal to Beel.





Post project
o Fish Pond- 4 ha
Habitat
quality and
suitability
condition
becomes
little
degraded;
Regulated ecosystem
with
somewhat
degraded
and
unsuitable
habitat
condition particularly for
Beel resident fishes;
Increased pollution load
due to intensified Boro
cultivation.
Abundance of some
biologically
and
commercially important
fish species become low
or rare locally;
Population of benthoopen water loving fish
like
Puntius
ticto,
Notopterus
chitala,
Labeo calbasu, etc. and
bottom dwelling fish
species like Clarius
batrchus,
Channa
punctatus,
Macrognathus
aculeatus,
Lepidocephalichthys
guntea, etc. affected
more due to dewatering
of
Beels
and
indiscriminate fishing in
Beel leasing system;
Fish
species
were
distributed over the area
somewhat irregularly;
Increased abundance of
culture fish species.
Since the scheme is not
fully functional so fish
migration status has no
significant
deviation
from
the
Pre
Intervention condition.
Similar case to Pre
Intervention
condition
prevails for regulated
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Impact
 Slightly
degraded
habitat
condition
driving towards less
sustainable
provisioning services
majorly fisheries.

 Little imbalance in
fish
species
distribution over the
area;
 Vulnerability to Beel
resident
column
feeder and bottom
dwelling fish species;
 Possible inbreeding
problem
due
to
increase of culture
exotic fish species.

 There
is
no
significant implication
of interventions on
fish migration.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project

Fish production

 Fish production in
1989 was about 406
metric ton.

Fishing
Appliances

Fishers
Livelihood

 Sustainable
fishing
was
done
using
suitable mesh sized
fishing gears.
 Use of Kona jal
/Mosquito net (small
mesh sized net) was
not reported.
 Fishing pressure at
the mouth of the Khals
during
recession
period were very low
except leased Beel
connecting
Khals
(only by LH).
 Commercial
fishers
were dominant in
floodplain fish habitat
meaning
livelihood
fully dependent on
fishing.
 Fishing people were
less.


Fisheries
Management





Terrestrial flora

Post project
lateral fish migration
from internal Khal to
Beel and vis-à-vis by
making earthen closure
at the mouth of Khals by
Beel Leaseholders (LH).
 Fish production in 2015
was about 1,665 metric
ton.

 Unsustainable fishing is
being done using small
mesh
sized
fishing
gears like Kona jal
/Mosquito net (mesh
size below 1 cm);
 Fishing pressure at the
water structure points
during recession period
is more because of
engagement
mass
people.

 Part-time
fishers
become dominant in
floodplain fish habitat
meaning
carrying
livelihood with fishing is
not adequate and need
other income generating
activities.
 Fishing
people
are
more.
Beel
fishery  Beel fishery is being
maintained three-year
maintained mostly onerotation in harvesting
year
rotation
in
fish;
harvesting fish.
Fish got more time for  Fish is not getting
propagation;
enough
time
for
propagation;
Sustainable fishery.
 Unsustainable fishery.
Ecosystem
Floral coverage of  Floral diversity (kadamindicator species in
Neolamarckia cadamba,
homestead diversity
rendeesamania
saman)
enriched
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Impact

 Overall
fish
production gain is
about 1,232 metric
ton
in
2015
compared
to
production of 1989.
 Increased use of
unconventional
fishing
appliances
and thus increased
fishing pressure.

 Fishing
based
livelihood becomes
unsustainable.

 Beel fishery is being
secured
by
the
scheme though the
weak enforcement is
not yielding expected
benefit.

 The indicator floral
coverage is changed.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Terrestrial
fauna

Aquatic flora

Aquatic fauna

Swamp Forest
and Reed land

Ecosystem
goods and
services

Pre project
was not notable but in
kand area is notable.

 Faunal
indicator
species
(Brahmini
Kite,
White-rumped
Vulture, Indian Bull
Frog, Cricket Frog,
Monocellate Cobra,
Bengal Monitor, and
Golden
Jackal)
population were pretty
high.
 Aquatic
floral
coverage
was
enriched
especially
rooted floating plants
(makhnaEuryale
ferox,
singra-Trapa
maximowiczii, chalia
gashHemarthria
protensa).
 Aquatic
faunal
species
and
population
were
enriched throughout
the area.

 No swamp forest but
reeds
coverage
especially
on
Phragmites
karka,
Xanthium
indicum,
Calamus longisetus,
Vetiveria zizanioides,
Imperata cylindrical)
etc. and their density
were enriched.
 Ecosystem goods and
services
were
in
optimum level.

Post project
specially
on
homesteads
and
decreased
kanda
vegetation
(karach
(Millettia pinnata), pitali
(Trewia
nudiflora),
barun (Crateva magna),
hijal
(Barringtonia
acutangula)
 Faunal diversity and
population of faunal
indicator species has
been reduced, locally
diapered (White-rumped
vulture, Fishing Cat,
Large Indian Civet) due
to
agricultural
expansion,
planting
exotic and other human
interference.
 Due to over extraction,
agriculture
expansion
and other anthropogenic
activities
makhana
(Euryale ferox), singra
(Trapa
maximowiczii)
and
nolkhagra
(Phragmites karka) has
been
locally
disappeared.
 Aquatic
faunal
communities
have
changed specially the
turtle
and
otter
population.

 Reduced of
swamp
bush and reed land
density and coverage

 Ecosystem goods and
services have been
reduced over time for
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Impact

 Diversity
and
population
of
indicator
terrestrial
fauna
has
been
reduced over time.

 Indicator species like
(makhnaEuryale
ferox, singra- Trapa
maximowiczii, chalia
gashHemarthria
protensa) has been
locally disappeared.

 Indicator
faunal
diversity
and
population especially
the turtle, mammals
population
are
significantly
changed.
 Harvesting
of
economically
valuable plants reed
land has converted to
agricultural land.

 Ecosystem
goods
and services have
changed.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Employment
Opportunity

Gross income
from crop
production

Housing
condition

Communication
and Transport

Health and
Sanitation

Pre project

Post project
different anthropogenic
activities.
Socio-economic Conditions
 Total cropped area  Total cropped area were
was 3,725 ha where
3,840 ha where about
about 5,51,300 man
5,68,320
man days
days labor input were
labor input were needed
needed.
when there was no
technological use.
 After the technological
use labor input reduced
up to 20%.
 Annual
crop  Annual crop productions
production was 9814
were
increased
to
tons with approximate
17074 tons of which net
net value of 7.36
value is approximately
corer.
tk 20.45 corers.

 Households
were
predominantly made
of
straw/Bamboo
(56.99%),
tile/C.I
sheet
and
combination
of
different types of
materials household
was 41.59% and
Cement was 1.43%.

 About 87.18 percent live
in kutcha where 7.51
percent live in semi
pucka, 2.8 percent in
pucka and 2.5 percent
live in jhupri.

 No
defined
road
network inside the
haor
except
the
compartment (Ayle) of
crop land in pre
project situation

 LGED,
Upazila
Parishad,
Union
Parishad
has
constructed
some
submergible roads.
 BWDB
constructed
submergible
and
compartmental
embankments, playing
significantly major role
in the communication
system during the dry
season
 About 95.6 % of the
households use drinking
water from tube-well.

 There was no tubewell
in
pre
project
condition and people
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Impact

 About 81.04% labor
input has increased
for the intervention.
 After
the
technological use the
labor
input
has
reduced up to 20%.

 Additional 7260 tons
crops were produced
valuing
approximately
Tk
13.13 corer
and
about two times from
the base situation.
 Housing condition of
the
area
has
changed
for
the
increase of income
opportunity
from
agriculture.
 The Pucka and semi
pucka
households
increase
(10.58%
semi pucka & 1.37%
pucka).
 Rice production has
increase and many
landless
laborers
started to sharecrop.

 Asset value of land
has appreciated for
all
land
owning
households, making
them more credit
worthy
for
more
assets to own.

 People are using
safer drinking water

Summary of Impacts

Indicators









Pre project
had to use river and
beel
water
for
drinking.
69
%
of
the
households
drink
water from tubewell.
Pond and river water
used
respectively
14.8% and 15.8% in
the study area.
Only
5.2%
households of the
area had safe sanitary
toilets.
A total of 77.4 % of the
households had nonsanitary latrines and
17.3% households not
use latrine.
For any sickness
normally they used to
go to the village
doctors due to the
unavailability of road
network for district or
upazila
hospitals
access

Post project
Tap and others (river,
beel, pond) sources
water used respectively
0.1% and 4.3%
 About
25.91%
of
households are using
sanitary toilet (water
sealed 3.5% and non
water sealed 22.41%).
And also 59.4% are
using
non-sanitary
toilets.
 Due to the improvement
of road network and
transportation system
people are going to the
upazila and district level
hospitals.
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Impact
after
the
interventions
 The use of sanitary
latrine has increased
throughout the Haor
region
 The communication
system
rendered
people comfortable
at least during dry
season but frequent
breaches have left
them uncertain about
using embankment
as road as long as
these
are
not
submerged.

Summary of Impacts
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10. Environmental Management Plan
Table 10.1: Management Plan
Impact

Mitigation Measures

Flooding

 The submersible embankment
should be repaired as per
design section within the month
of February every year.
 Causeway
should
be
constructed
at
suitable
locations to avoid major
damage of embankment by
public cuts.
 Awareness raising program
should be carried out against
public cut.
 The beels, khals and rivers
should
be
dredged/
reexcavated to increase carrying
capacity and thereby reducing
the impact of flood.
 The dredging work should be
done in a proper way so that the
leeves of the Kangsha and
Konai River do not get eroded.

Drainage
Sedimentation

 The rivers and khals should be
dredged/ re-excavated on a
need basis.
 Sufficient outlets should be
constructed
at
suitable
locations for easy drainage.
 Katakhali Sluice gate should be
repaired for the betterment of
local stakeholders

and

Navigation

Enhancement Measures

 The outlets should have boat
pass facility to maintain
navigational connectivity.

Land use change

 Agricultural
land
graving
should be avoided.
 Fallow land should be brought
under cultivation

Increased cropped area

 Kanda should be utilized for
vegetables cultivation.
 Hydroponics or floating bed
vegetables cultivation should
be introduced.
 Medium high and medium low
land should be utilized for
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Impact

Mitigation Measures

Increased crop production


Increased irrigated area
and Availability of irrigation
water

Regular
reexcavation/dredging of the
Kangsho and Konai has to be
ensured in order for retention
of irrigation water.

 Crop area should be increased
by utilization of fallow land.
 Short duration high yielding
and hybrid varieties should be
developed/introduced/strength
ened.
 Crop damage should be
minimized by timely and
proper rehabilitation of water
control
structures
like
embankment,
regulators,
drainage sluices etc.
 Re-excavation of existing
beels and khals should be
ensured for retention of
irrigation water.
 Re-excavation of connecting
Saitankhali khal, Dubail khal
and Ranokhali khal etc.
 Irrigation water should be
ensured by stopping draining
out of the beels during early
dry season for fish harvesting.
 Grazing area should be
increased by utilizing fallow
land.
 Awareness build up through
training
 Marketing facilities should be
improved.
 Availability of high yielding
breed should be ensured.

Status of livestock/poultry

Increased crop damage

Enhancement Measures
short
duration
and
submergence tolerant T Aman
(BINA dhan7, BINA dhan 11,
BINA dhan12 and BINA dhan
13) cultivation.
 Flood tolerant submergence
variety (BRRI dhan51, BRRI
dhan52 and BRRI dhan79 may
be tested.

 Close the breach/public cut
properly.
 Raise this section of the
submersible
embankment
height up to 5 to 6 feet in
respective locations.
 Completion of the rehabilitation
work by December-January.
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Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 Regular dredging of the rivers
has to be ensured in order to
reduce the intensity of flash
flood.
 About 3-4km new embankment
should be constructed from
Ullashkhali-Daulotpur area.
 Maintenance work of the
embankments.
 Chandpur, Alipur and Dubail
regulators should be removed
due to have design problem.
 Constriction of four new
regulators: a) 3-vent regulator
at the location of Ullaskhali; b)
1-vent regulator at the location
of Airadair; c) 2-vent regulator
at the location of Saitankhali;
and d) 1-vent regulator at the
location of Kaingar bandh.
 Rehabilitation works should be
finished by February
 Quality materials should be
used for rehabilitation works.
 Short duration high yielding or
hybrid varieties should be used
instead of long duration BRRI
dhan29 variety.
 Local varieties should be
transplanted in the deeper part
of the haor area instead of short
height high yielding or hybrid
variety.

Increased use of agrochemicals

 Farmers should be encouraged
to use organic manure to
increase soil fertility while
avoiding water contamination
and reduce the soil fertility.
 Farmers should be encouraged
to cultivate leguminous crops to
enhance the soil quality.
 Farmer should be follow
modern agricultural technology
like
Integrated
Pest
Management/Integrated Crop
Management(IPM/ ICM), Good
Agricultural
Practices(GAP)
etc.

Increased fish habitat area

 Not applicable

 Maintenance work should be
conducted as and when
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Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures
necessary for keeping water at
a level in the Khal suitable for
fishery but not detrimental to
agriculture crops;
 Coordination among the line
agencies should be increased
and involve agencies in their
respective functions. In this
case should involve Upazila
Fisheries Office.

 Water holding capacity in the
Khals and in all Beels should be
increased
through
reexcavation/ dredging;
 Maintain minimum 1 m water
depth in almost all water bodies
during dry season.

 Not applicable

Imbalance in fish species
distribution
and
vulnerability to demersal
and bentho-pelagic fish
species

 Unconventional
fishing
appliances (i.e., fine meshed
gears, dewatering, poisoning,
etc.) should be banned;
 Should
motivate
and
encourage agriculture sector
people for abstaining from use
of chemical fertilizers and
pesticides for keeping water
uncontaminated.

 Beel nursery programme with
native fish species should be
increased;
 Build more sanctuary with the
involvement
of
adjacent
fishers
community;
For
sanctuary Dharam Beel and
Chadra Beel are suitable;
 The protected area should be
guarded especially at night by
the professional fishers of
adjacent village for facilitating
fish species diversity and fish
propagation.

Insignificant alteration to
fish migration

 Increase
the
conveyance
capacity of Khal maintaining
minimum 1 m depth during dry
season;
 Should bring fish friendliness in
the existing structures and new
structures should be fish
friendly. Structures should be
Khal’s width-wide, roughness of
the structure wall & bottom,
water retention at minimum 1m
depth in the dry season, etc.
 Fishing should be controlled
during
pre-monsoon
and
recession period.

 Proper maintenance work
should be conducted and
monitored by the Project
Implementation
Committee
(PIC).
 Monitoring and awareness
building activities should be
conducted through fishers’
communities
under
the
guidance of Upazila Fisheries
Officer.

Increased fish production

 Beel
fishery
should
be
promoted
with
three-year
rotation;

 Above measures.

Slightly degraded
habitat
quality
condition

fish
and
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Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 Beel dewatering should be
stopped.
 Unconventional
fishing
appliances should be stopped;
 Should
increase
law
enforcement for controlling
unlawful fishing.
 Strong
surveillance
for
maintaining
water
control
structures through controlling
fishing.

 Not applicable

Fishing based livelihood
becomes prominent.

 Not applicable

 Fishing ban time income
generating activities should be
promoted. In that case, the
fisher’s community should be
involved in water management
group.

Beel fishery is being
secured by the scheme
though
the
weak
enforcement is not yielding
expected benefit.

 The
scheme
should
maintained
with
coordination
of
the
agencies.

Hijal,
Koroch
and
Nolkhagra have been
decreased
due
to
agricultural and human
settlement expansion

 Keeping the kandas and village
grooves untouched in Govt.
khash land.
 Initiating plantation programme
along the river levees, kandas
and other khash lands

Reduced population of
Pallas’s
Fish
Eagle,
Vulture and Monocellate
Cobra

 Increase people awareness
about wildlife conservation
 Govt. initiative is required to
conserve respective amount of
natural vegetation and reedland
in the haor area

Reduced
Makhna,
Grass

Water
Lilly,
and
Chhaila

 overharvesting of aquatic plant
resources should be controlled
by the responsible authority

Turtle and Eurasian Otter
has been disappeared;

 Identify the core habitat for the
endangered animals and take
action
to
conserve
the
respective habitats
 Aware local farmers for using
optimum doses of fertilizers and
insecticides

Increased
use
of
unconventional
fishing
appliances
and
thus
increased fishing pressure.

Reduced population of
migratory birds and other
resident
aquatic
bird
species
Reduced
biodiversity
regarding
the
swamp
forest and their vicinity

be
the
line

 All the khash land with swamp
forest and reedlands should be
out of public lease and
allotments
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 Not applicable.

 Awareness campaign should
take place among the masses
regarding the issue
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Impact
Nolkhagra have been rare
due to conversion of
reedland
(Livelihood
and
employment
opportunity)
 New
employment
opportunity had been
created
with
the
increase of agricultural
production
 Employment
opportunity has been
created
during
the
period of operation and
maintenance of those
projects in Chandra
Shonarthal Haor.

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

-

 Training would be ensured for
the creation of alternative
livelihood options
 Submergible
embankment
must be repaired using the
local labor
 Allocation of all beel /Jall
Mohal to the actual fishermen
on equity basis
 Soft loan would be provided
especially in the emergency
period (i.e. post flooding
condition)
 Build up linkage with farmer
and national,
international
traders.

-

 New variety of crops and its
profitable production should be
ensured
among
farmers.
Appropriate training programs
should be initiated for farmers
to cope up with the changing
climate and technology

-

 Skill development training
program should be initiated for
capacity building especially for
men and women to enable
them to continue with the skill
as livelihood opportunity in
similar construction works.

--

 Regular
Operation
and
Maintenance
(O&M)
and
riverbank protection work
should be continued properly
to keep the land optimally
productive.

-

 A
functional
monitoring
Committee should be formed
in association with WDB and
local people to identify
damaged
parts
of
the
embankment

(Agriculture and wage
based income)
 Agricultural production
based
income
increased
due
the
project intervention.
 Agricultural wage labor
income increased with
project.
(Labor and Seasonal
Migration)
 The demand for skilled
and unskilled labor
increased during project
construction.
(Land Price)
 The opportunities for
agricultural production
increased for which the
value of agricultural
lands is also increasing
(Accessibility to Health
and
Educational
institution)
 The
submergible
embankments provided
opportunity to be used
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as road with project
intervention.
 Due to lack of proper
maintenance,
the
damage
of
the
embankments
was
increased and local
people started to face
problem to use these
embankments as their
means
of
communication.
 (Institution
and
Governance)
 There is no mechanism
to
consider
local
people’s ideas and
concerns while drawing
project operation and
maintenance systems.
Project people suffer
crop loss and other
household
vulnerabilities.
 The role of institution to
consider public demand
in policy, operation and
maintenance on the
issue
of
those
submergible
embankments.
(Livelihood
and
employment
opportunity)
 New
employment
opportunity had been
created
with
the
increase of agricultural
production
 Employment
opportunity has been
created
during
the
period of operation and
maintenance of those
projects in Chandra
Shonarthal Haor.

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures
 Local participation has to be
ensured to repair minor
damages to embankment.

 Quarterly Meeting should be
initiated with local water and
flood protection committee to
understand
the
gap
of
institutional
policy
and
governance
 A functional Monitoring team
should be formed to visit
submergible embankments
 People’s feedback should be
taken
before
the
implementation of any kind of
policy in relation to new project
and maintenance and operation
of
those
submergible
embankments.

-

 Training would be ensured for
the creation of alternative
livelihood options
 Submergible
embankment
must be repaired using the
local labor
 Allocation of all beel /Jall
Mohal to the actual fishermen
on equity basis
 Soft loan would be provided
especially in the emergency
period (i.e. post flooding
condition)
 Build up linkage with farmer
and national,
international
traders.

-
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Appendix A: List of Tables
Table A1: Availability of Major fish Species in Baram Haor
Sl.
No.

Local Name

Scientific Name

IUCN Status, 2015

1

Ayre

Sperata aor

VU

2

Bacha

Eutropiichthys vacha

LC

3

Baghair

Bagarius bagarius

CR

4

Baila

Glossogobius giurus

LC

5

Bajari Tengra

Mystus tengara

LC

7

Barobaim

Mastacembalus armatus

EN

10

Boal

Wallago attu

VU

11

Catla

Catla catla

LC

14

Chapila

Gudusia chapra

VU

15

Chang

Chana orientalis

LC

18

Chital

Chittala chittala

EN

19

Darkina

Esomus dandicus

LC

26

Ghoinya

Labeo gonius

NT

29

Gojar

Channa marulius

EN

33

Gutum

Lepidocephalichthys guntea

LC

34

Kabashi tengra

Mystus cabasius

NT

35

Kachki

Corica soborna

LC

36

Kaikla

Xenentodon cancila

LC

37

Kajuli

Ailia coila

LC

38

Kalibaus

Labeo calbasu

LC

40

Kanipabda

Ompok bimaculus

EN

42

Kashkhaira

Chela laubuca

LC

43

Katari Chela

Salmostoma bacaila

LC

44

Kholisa

Colisa fasciatus

47

Koi

Anabas testudineus

LC

48

Kuchia

Monopterus cuchia

VU

50

LalChanda

Chanda ranga

-

51

Lal kholisa

Colisa lalius

-

52

Magur

Clarias batrachus

LC

53

Mrigal

Cirrhinus mrigala

NT

55

Mola

Amblyphayngodon mola

LC

58

Nandil,
Nandina

59

Napit koi

Badisbadis

NT

64

Potka

Tetradon cutcutia

LC

68

Rani

Botia dario

EN

70

Rita

Rita rita

EN

Nandi,

Labeo nandina
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Sl.
No.

Local Name

Scientific Name

IUCN Status, 2015

71

Rui

Labeo rohita

LC

72

Shilong

Silonia silondia

LC

73

Shing

Heteropneus fossilies

LC

74

Shol

Channa striatus

LC

77

Tara baim

Macrognathus aculatus

NT

78

Tengra

Mystus vittatus

LC

80

Tit puti

Puntius ticto

LC

81

Veda/ Mani

Nandus nandus

NT
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1. Introduction
1.1

General Information

The Haizda Embankment Sub Project is located in between 24° 47' and 24° 55' latitude and
between 91° 58' and 91° 7' longitude. It falls under Mohanganj Upazila under Netrakona
District. The project has a gross area of 16018.71 ha of which the Rivers and Khals occupy
an area of about 455 ha. This Haor system is bounded by Dharmapasha Upazila in the north,
Mohanganj Upazila in the west and the Khaliajuri Upazila in the southern east side. The Land
slopes down from North to south side of the project area.
The water resources system of the project area is comprising many peripheral rivers viz.
Kangsha, Baulai, Dhalai, and Satma-Dhalai and a number of khals and beels. Kangsa River
flows from the west to the north and meets with the Dhalai in the east. The Dhalai meets with
the Baulai and flows towards the north. The Satma-Dhalai River traverses towards the Dhalai
in the southern side. Three are also rivers inside the project such as; Tunai, Gurai and Hanbir.
The main khals within the project area are Kalanker Khal, Sapmara Khal, Datta Gilla Khal, and
Gura Ukra Khal. Besides khals, there are number of beels of different sizes namely; Sulai
beel, Makra beel, Bandha beel, Satil beel, Nimaikona beel and Char Haisdia beel. The khals
are connected with the beels which finally meet with the main rivers around the project.
1.2

Project Brief

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) implemented the Haizda Embankment Sub
Project during 1982-1992 with GOB fund. The major physical interventions of the project are
31.81 km submersible embankment and 10 (ten) regulators on several rivers and khals. The
main objective of the project was to protect Boro crops as well as to protect life and properties
from early flash flood.

Figure 1.1: Boat Ghat at Tentulia

Figure 1.2: View of Regulator at Barunka
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Figure 1.3: View of Regulator at
Gaglajore

Figure 1.4: Launch Ghat at Jainpur
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Figure 1.5: Hydrological Features of Haizda Embankment Project
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1.3

Present Status of the Project Interventions

Major interventions include submergible embankment with regulators. According to local
people, sedimentation is a big problem in this project and the regulators are not functioning
properly due to heavy siltation.
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2. Water Resources
2.1

Flooding
Pre Project

Before implementation of the project, flash flood frequently entered into the haor area through
the Kangsa, Dhalai and the Baulai River during middle of March to early April. Local people
informed that the local stakeholder temporarily built embankment to protect their crops from
flash flood. Besides, the conveyance capacity of the water bodies was more at that period.
This activity was not systematic and sustainable as well as reliable to withstand the flash flood.
Post Project
With a view to saving the Boro crops from flash flood, BWDB constructed the submersible
embankment and other structures in 1992. After construction of submersible embankment and
regulators, entrance of flood into the project area got delayed by 10 to 15 days. Thereafter,
flood water enters in the Haor through Kangsha River at Gaglajore union at 3rd week of May.
After that, the floodwater moves gradually towards northern side. Local people reported that
there are several vulnerable locations of embankment within Jainpur and Char Haizda through
which flood water also enters into the middle of the haor system. At present, the crest levels
of the embankment at some locations like Jainpur and Char Haizda were found to be lower
than the design level. The Peripeheral Rivers of this haor system has been affected by
sedimentation over the years that further exaggerates the problem of flash flood. Mentionable
that no public cut is being practiced in this haor. At the flash flood sometimes enter into the
project area early which is supposed to inundate 12 to 15 days later.
Impact
Interventions of the haor have delayed the entrance of flood water by 10 to 15 days. However,
flash flood sometimes enters early due to delayed repairing of embankment. People
demanded to complete the O&M work within February to avoid the hazard of flash flood.
Stakeholders of Tentulia and Gaglajore also opted for strong monitoring for operation and
maintenance of the embankment.
2.2

Drainage Congestion and Water Logging
Pre Project

According to the local people, in Pre Project period most of the water could smoothly be
drained out through the Kangsa, Dhalai and Baulai River as there was no embankment and
the entire area was open. They did not face drainage congestion and water logging problem
at large scale before implementation of the interventions. Most of the area of the haor got dried
up before 2nd week of January except the low lying beel areas.
Post Project
The flood water is being drained out through the peripheral rivers as well as through regulators
at Hanbir, Shympur, Chandpur and Barantar which is mostly located in the southern side of
the project. There are some low lying areas in the southern part (Shaympur, Bamaikona etc)
where drainage congestion occurs. Local people informed that 25% areas of Gaglajore Union
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faces water logging problem for about 15 to 20 days. Local people of Barunka area in the
upstream side informed that they are not facing drainage congestion problem but the people
of Barantar are facing the problem because the regulator is not working properly. Water
recedes slowly from the regulator due to sedimentation of the khals. Most of the area of the
haor gets dried up within 1st week of February.
Impact
The drainage in the project area has been slowed down as well as impeded in the downstream
area due to the interventions of the project.
2.3

Sedimentation
Pre Project

The sediment carried by the flash flood got deposited both in the rivers and haor area. Hence,
sedimentation was not that much problem before implementation of the interventions.
Post Project
Normally sediment cannot enter in the haor due to embankment and get deposited in the
peripheral rivers. However, sediment enters into the area due to breach of the embankment
at several locations like Alipur and Jainpur during severe floods. On the other hand, rapid
siltation has taken place on the bed of Baulai and Dhalai River. According to local people,
sedimentation rate in southern side of the project area is higher now a days compared to the
Pre Project.
Impact
Sedimentation has increased rapidly in the peripheral Dhalai and Baulai River as well as in
the internal rivers like Tunai and Gurai Rivers compared to the Pre Project.
2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

During Pre Project period, there was navigational connectivity between the haor and the
peripheral rivers throughout the year.
Post Project
Navigational connectivity between the haor and Peripheral Rivers like Kangsha, Dhalai and
Baulai mainly remains operative during monsoon. Besides, navigation also operates through
the breached points (if it occurs) before repairing in February/March. Launch service prevails
in Dharmapasha to Madhupur route due to dredging of Kangsha River in 2016 by BIWTA.
Moreover, boats can ply freely within the haor for fishing and other purposes. However,
navigational connectivity does not persist during pre-monsoon due to repairing of submersible
embankment.
Impact
The navigational connectivity has not been affected in monsoon but it does not operate during
pre-monsoon. Besides, navigation in the peripheral rivers has not been affected.
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3. Land Resources
The project area has fallen in two Agro-ecological zone, namely: Sylhet Basin (AEZ-21) and
Old Brahmaputra Floodplain (AEZ-9). Non-calcareous grey floodplain soils (non-saline) and
non-calcareous dark grey floodplain soils are the dominant soil. The top soil texture are clay,
clay loam and loam; where clay texture is dominant. The soils are slow permeable and have
a medium moisture holding capacity. The land type characteristics are not uniform within the
project area. About 58% of cultivable areas are low to very low land where minimum flooding
depth is above 1.8 meter during the monsoon period. The recession of surface water from
most of the agriculture land starts at middle of December and become free of flood water in
end December.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under Pre Project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land Use
Pre Project

The gross area of pre project has been considered as similar to post project. The gross area
was 16,019 hectare under Pre Project situation of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was
13,248 hectare. The rest area were covered with waterbodies (baor, beels, river and khals),
forest (herb, shrub and tree) and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are
presented in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 12,858 hectare. The
rest area are covered with waterbodies (baor, beels, river and khals), forest (herb, shrub and
tree), and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cropped area has decreased about 390 hectare. On the other hand, waterbodies, forest
and settlement area have increased about 32, 193 and 168 hectare respectively. Detailed
impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed Land use in Haizda Embankment Sub-project
Land use
Net Cultivated Area(NCA)
Water bodies
Forest
Rural Settlement
Others
Total

Pre Project
Area(ha)
13,248
455
944
1,365
16,019

Post Project
Area(ha)
12,858
487
1,137
1,533
4
16,019

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
-390
32
193
168
4
0

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015
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Figure 3.1: Land use of Haizda Embankment Project (1989)
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Figure 3.2: Land use of Haizda Embankment Project (2015)
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3.2

Land Degradation
Pre Project

There was no sand carpeting in this condition.
Post Project
Sand carpeting observes at the location of Tetulia, Hanbir, Jalalpur, Battali-Balihari, Barunka,
Kalunka and Goraun beel area.
Impact
Sand carpeting observes at the location of Tetulia, Hanbir, Jalalpur, Battali-Balihari, Barunka,
Kalunka and Goraun beel area after implementation of the scheme.
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4. Agriculture Resources
Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops
are damaged by early flash flood which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall
in the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use
of agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due
to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from
stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The
secondary data were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level
Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) office. Besides, Boro crop areas under pre and
post project situation were identified by analyzing satellite images.
4.1

Cropped Area, Cropping Pattern and Intensity
Pre Project

Before the project interventions, the Net Cropped Area (NCA) was 13,248 hectare, where
dominant cropping pattern was Fallow-Fallow-Local Boro. The land type of this project area
was low land (about 55% of NCA) followed by medium low land, medium high land and very
low land as presented in Table 4.1.
Farmers usually grew B. Aman, Lt. Aman and Local Boro crops in Kharif-II and Rabi season.
Different varieties of B. Aman, Lt. Aman and Local Boro such as Khama, Ratishail, Biroi,
Chapali, Gochi, Boro, Tepi Boro, Jagli Boro and Shail were very much popular among the
farmers. Cropping intensity of this area was 121%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type
under Pre Project situation is presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pre Project Cropping Pattern of Haizda Embankment Sub-project
Land Type
Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium Low Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)
Very low Land(F4)

Kharif-I
(March-June)

Kharif-II
(July-October)

Fallow

Fallow

Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow

Lt. Aman
B. Aman
Fallow
Fallow

Rabi
(NovemberFebruary)
Fallow

1,457

Local Boro

662

Local Boro
Local Boro
Local Boro
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Area
(ha)

3,465
7,331
396
13,248
121

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, September; 2017
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NCA
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5
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55
3
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Post Project
The project area became protected from early flash flood due to the interventions, which
influenced farmers to grow HYV Aman, HYV Boro and Jute crops instead of Local Boro. HYV
Aman and HYV Boro crops also produces higher yield than local varieties. The most popular
varieties which are used in the project area are BRRI dhan 28 and BRRI dhan 29, BINA dhan7,
BR22, BRRI dhan32, BRRI dhan39, BRRI dhan 40 and Mesta. The Net Cultivable Area (NCA)
has been decreased to 12,858 hectare after interventions. Dominant cropping pattern of the
project area is Fallow - Fallow - HYV Boro covering 54% of the NCA. The cropping intensity
of the area is increased, which is 131%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under with
project situation is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Post Project Cropping Pattern of the Haizda Embankment Sub-project
Land type
Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium Low Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)
Very low Land(F4)

Kharif-I
(March-June)

Kharif-II
(JulyOctober)

Rabi
(NovemberFebruary)

Area
(ha)

% of
NCA

Jute

HYV Aman

HYV Boro

2,057

16

Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow

Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow

3,343
6,943
129
386
12,858
131

26
54
1
3
100

HYV Boro
HYV Boro
Fallow
HYV Boro
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, September; 2017

Figure 4.1: View of HYV Aman at
Barunka Mauza

Figure 4.2: View of Jute(Mesta) for Seed
Production Field at Barunka Mauza

Impact
The Net Cultivable Area (NCA) has been decreased to 390 hectare after taking interventions.
On the other hand, total cropped area has been increased to 863 hectare. The cultivated area
of B. Aman, Lt. Aman and local Boro has gradually been decreased and replaced by HYV
Aman, HYV Boro and Jute variety after completion of project due to its higher yield rate and
ensured early flash flood protection by project interventions. Impact on cropped area is
presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Haizda Embankment Sub-project
Crop Name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Jute
Total

Pre Project
Area(ha)
3,465
662
11,854
15,981

Post Project
Area(ha)
2,057
12,729
2,057
16,844

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
-3,465
-662
+2,057
+12,729
-11,854
+2,057
+863

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.2

Crop Production
Pre Project

The estimated total annual crop production of the project area was about 44,020 tons after
loss of 4,975 tons before any interventions. Detailed crop production statistics before
interventions is presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Annual Crop Production in Haizda Embankment Sub-project under Pre
Project Situation

Crop Name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
Local Boro
Total

Total
Crop
Area(ha)
3,465
662
11,854
15,981

Damage free
Condition
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
3,119
2.6
563
3.1
9,483
3.2
13,165
-

Damaged
Condition
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
346
1.1
99
1.2
2371
1.4
2,816

Annual
Production
(ton)

Producti
on Loss
(ton)

8,491
1,865
33,665
44,020

519
189
4,267
4,975

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Post Project
After the implementation of the project, hydrological regime of the project area is changed.
Farmers started to cultivate HYV Aman, HYV Boro and Jute due to presence of submersible
embankment, compartmental embankment, regulator and closure, which protect their crops
from early flash flood. Hence, total annual crop production is about 65,575 tons with loss of
15,752 tons after interventions. Detailed estimation of crop production after interventions is
presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Haizda Embankment Sub-project under Post
Project Situation

Crop Name
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Jute
Total

Total
crop
area(ha)
2,057
12,729
2,057
16,844

Damage Free
Condition
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
1,749
3.4
8,274
5.5
2,057
2.1
12,080
-

Damaged
Condition
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
309
1.5
4,455
2.2
4,764
-

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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Annual
Production
(ton)

Production
Loss
(ton)

5,946
55,309
4,320
65,575

1,049
14,702
15,752

Agriculture Resources

Impact
Additional 21,555 tons crop is being produced in post project situation. The crop production is
increased due to the protection of flash flood which encourages the farmers for practicing high
yielding variety instead of local variety. Detailed estimation of impact on crop production is
presented in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Haizda Embankment Sub-project
Crop Name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Jute
Total

Pre Project
Production (tons)
8,491
1,865
33,665
44,020

Post Project
Production(tons)
5,946
55,309
4,320
65,575

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
-8,491
-1,865
+5,946
+55,309
-33,665
+4,320
21,555

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.3

Crop Damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in Pre Project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro crop, water entered into the haor area and damaged the crops. So, farmer of this area
suffered due to damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project area
was 4,975 tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.4.
Post Project
Haizda embankment sub-project is now protected from early flash flood by the project
interventions which basically performed well up to 2010. After that, most of the year, flood
water enters into the project area before harvesting of Boro crop (early to mid-April) due to low
height of submersible embankment and malfunctioning of structures.
Floodwater coming from the upstream through the Kangsha, Dhalai and Bauilai rivers enters
the project area through embankment breaches as well as through regulators. The main khals
through which floodwater enters: a) Kalanker Khal, b) Baranka Khal, c) Pasukhali Khal and d)
Tengra Para Khal are located at the upstream part of the northwestern area. As this haor is
located relatively downstream in comparison with the haor in Sunamganj, flash floods enter
the haor in the 1st week of the month April. The main reasons for the flash floods are: a) more
rainfall-runoff and inflow from the upstream, b) weak flood protection embankment c) silted up
rivers and as a result, fast rising water level.
According to local people, repairing of embankment is done by loose earthen materials of Haor
in the month of March, which period is not suitable for embankment repairing. Besides, the
flash flood is being carried huge amount sediment and these is being deposited in Rivers,
Khals and Beels. Consequently, water carrying as well as retention capacities of surrounding
rivers, khals and beels are being reduced. For these reasons, crop damage areas are now
observed higher compared inthe Pre Project situation. Moreover, plant height of hybrid/HYV
is less than local varieties and growing period of most of the Hybrid/HYV varieties are higher
than local varieties except BRRI dhan28. So, flood water affects the whole crop area at a
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time. The situation was different in 2004, when the disastrous floods that took place in midApril damaged 90% of Boro and T. Aus crop areas. In 2007, 95% of Boro crops areas were
damaged. However, the devastating floods that took place in early March in 2017 damaged
100% of Boro crops at pre-mature stage.Most vulnerable mouzas such as Mouzas such as
Alipur, Barunka, Kalunka, Hanbir, Tetulia, Fagua, Noagaon, Shaympur, Gheriyahair,
Baniahari, Farachapor, Darun Banihari, Dhanua, Mollikpur, Chechrakhali, Paboi, Naljuri,
Adarsha nagar, Sheoratoli, Kurpar, Ghorautra, Ghaglajore, Rampasha, Kurshidmahal and
Shiadhar are identified in this respect. Total crop damage is recorded as 15,752 tons after
interventions. Detailed estimation of crop damage in Post Project situation is presented in
Table 4.5.
Impact
Though, the crop damage area has been decreased from 20% to 35% after interventions.
However, crop damage has been increased 10,777 tons because the total production has
increased significantly. The crop damage area is increasing day by day due to malfunctioning
of the interventions and reduced water carrying as well as retention capacity of surrounding
rivers, khals and beels. Detailed impact assessment on crop damage is presented in Table
4.7.
Table 4.7: Impact on Crop Damage in Haizda Embankment Sub-project
Crop Name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project
Production loss (tons)
519
189
4,267
4,975

Post Project
Production loss (tons)
1,049
14,702
15,752

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
-519
-189
+1,049
+14,702
-4,267
+10,777

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, only surface water was used for irrigating Local Boro crops.
The local people normally transplanted this crop immediately after the floodwater recedes and
the land is under shallow inundation. Local farmer reported that they stored water with help of
bundh/dyke management and irrigated their crop with the help of flooded water in the low lying
part of the Haor. They also used traditional modes like Seuti, Don and Cone for irrigating their
crop from surrounding rivers, Beels and Khals during dry season. Prior to the implementation
of the project, irrigation water was more available.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the irrigation water demand has been increased due to
cultivation of high water demanding HYV Boro instead of Local Boro crop. On the other hand,
the availability of surface water is being reduced due to siltation of surrounding rivers, khals
and beels of the project area. Therefore, the scarcity of irrigation water has been observed
from early February to end of March in most of the year. In this time, Kangsha, Bauilai and
Dhalai river, khals (Kalanker Khal, Sapmara Khal, Datta Gilla Khal and Gura Ukra Khal) and
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beels(Dingi Utta Beel, Haizda Beel, Sonar Khal Beel, Dubail Beel, Goraun Beel, Chandra Beel,
Naobanga Beel) are the main source of surface water irrigation. Mainly Low Lift Pumps (LLPs)
is being used for lifting surface water instead of traditional mode. Ground water extracted with
help of Shallow Tube Wells (STWs) instead of traditional mode. Kalanker Khal, Sapmara Khal,
Datta Gilla Khal and Gura Ukra Khal) dried up in December-January and Beels( Dingi Utta
Beel, Sonar Khal Beel, Dubail Beel, Goraun Beel, Chandra Beel, Naobanga Beel) are also dry
up by bailing out of water in the month of December-January for harvesting fish. Thus,
difficulties in surface water irrigation are now observed in mid-February to mid-March in higher
part of the haor.
Impact
There was deficit of irrigation water due to increase of water demand and decrease of water
availability during dry season. The irrigation water demand has increased for cultivating high
yielding crop variety. On the other hand, surface water irrigation availability has decreased
due to siltation of rivers, khals and beels of the project area.
4.5

Agro-chemicals Use
Pre Project

Farmers of the project area cultivated B. Aman, Lt. Aman and Local Boro in Pre Project
situation. They didn’t apply agro-chemicals for crop cultivation. However, some farmers used
inorganic fertilizer like mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for the restoration of soil
fertility.

Post Project
Generally more agro-chemicals are required for cultivating HYV Aman, Jute and HYV Boro
crops. So, farmers applied more agro-chemicals for HYV Boro crop cultivation. Total about
4,986 tons chemical fertilizers, 3.5 Kiloliter liquid and 72 tons granular/powder pesticides were
used in the study area for crop cultivation per year. Detailed use of agro-chemicals under Post
Project situation is presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Use of Agro-chemicals in Haizda Embankment Sub-project under Post
Project Situation
Fertilizer (kg/ha)
Crop Name
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Jute
Total

Urea

TSP

MP

120
200
80
400

70
80
150

50
60
110

Total
Fertilizer
(kg/ha)
240
340
80
660

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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Pesticides
Liquid
Gran.
(ml/ha)
(kg/ha)
200
4
250
5
450
9
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Impact
Use of agro-chemical has increased largely under Post Project situation compared to Pre
Project situation. Additional about 4,986 tons chemical fertilizers, 3.5 Kiloliter liquid and 72
tons granular/powder pesticides are used for crop cultivation annually. Detailed impact on use
of agro-chemical is presented in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Impact on Agro-chemicals in Haizda Embankment Sub-project

Crop Name

HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Jute
Total

Pre Project
Pesticides
Total
Fertilizer Liquid
Gran.
(ton)
(kilo
(ton)
litre)

-

-

-

Post Project
Pesticides
Total
Fertilizer Liquid
Gran.
(ton)
(kilo
(ton)
litre)

494
4,328
165
4,986

0.411
3.182
3.594

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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8
64
72

Total
Fertilizer
(ton)

494
4,328
165
4,986

Impact
Pesticides
Liquid
Gran.
(kilo
(ton)
litre)

0.411
3.182
3.594

8
64
72
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5. Livestock Resources
Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of Livestock Population, Feed and Diseases
Pre Project

According to livestock census 1996, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
were 20,340 cattle, 4,410 goats, 50,200 chicken and 32,650 ducks (Table 5.1). Before
implementation of the project, the major feed available to ruminants was mostly crop residues
(rice straw) supplemented with weeds from cultivated fields. They are to depend on naturally
grown grasses in Kandas and alongside roads and embankments. Most of the year before
implementation of the project, the crops were to damage by early flash flood. As a result,
shortage of feed from crop residues, reduction of grazing facilities seriously affect livestock
rearing. That time, the small holders were to depend on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant
for their cattle. The major poultry feeds were rice bran, broken rice, kitchen wastes like rice,
rice-gruel, vegetables, fish wastes etc. In addition, the duck usually scavenge in the nearby
waterbodies like haor, beel, khal, river or any other low lying areas; mainly eat various types
of aquatic insects, small fish, shell or snails. Major livestock and poultry diseases were Gola
Fula (Haemorragic Septicemia), Foot and Mouth Diseases (FMD), Pox and Cholera, Duck
Cholera, Fowl Pox and Fowl Cholera etc. which were observed in the project area. The most
vulnerable period was between July to November for spreading diseases to livestock and
poultry populations. Mortality rate of the livestock/poultry was higher due to poor shelter
condition and they lived in unhygienic condition. Marketing facilities was not in good condition
and price was also low due to less demand of their products and by products. Producer
consumed their products at family level and additional products were sold at local village
market.
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Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Haizda Embankment Sub-project
Pre Project
Livestock/
Poultry
Category

Cattle
Goat
Chicken
Duck

Post Project

Impact

No of
Households
having Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

Number of
Livestock
Population

5,890
2,100
8,710
4,990

20,340
4,410
50,200
32,650

8,520
2,340
10,860
5,100

27,190
5,230
62,040
29,740

6,850
820
11,840
-2,910

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on livestock census (1996), agriculture census (2008) and field information
(September2017)

Figure 5.1: View of Ducks at the Tetulia
Mauza

Figure 5.2: View of Chicken at the
Alipur Mauza

According to agriculture census 2008, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
are 27,190 cattle, 5,230 goats, 62,040 chicken and 29,740 ducks (Table 5.1). After
implementation of the project, crop is protected from early flash flood. As a result, the feed
availability of livestock is increased due to increase of crop production. However, some of the
year, the crops were damaged by early flash flood. In that year, the small holders were depend
on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The poultry feeds are same as in
pre project situation. On the other hand, more or less similar diseases are found in post project
situation. The mortality rate of the livestock/poultry became negligible during the project
period, due to extension works at farmers’ level such as immunization and insemination
program by Department of Livestock (DLS). Marketing facilities during dry season also
improved due to improvement of the communication system by constructing the submersible
embankments. Therefore, market prices are increased due to high demand of products and
by products.
Impact
From 1996 to 2008, about 6,850 cattle, 820 goat and 11,840 chicken have increased due to
the reduction of flood vulnerability, improvement of marketing facilities and strengthening of
livestock extension services. On the other hand, duck population has been decreased to
2,910. Details about impact on livestock are presented in Table 5.1.
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6. Fisheries
Haizda Embankment Sub-project is bounded by a number of river system (mentioned in Water
Resource Section) which act as the major water sources for maintaining sustainability of fish
habitat. The Haor is fed by a number of connecting Khals of which important ones are Kalanker
Khal, Sapmara Khal, Datta Gilla Khal, and Gura Ukra Khal. The Haor possesses a large
number of Beels Dingi Utta Beel, Char Haizda Beel, Sonar Khal Beel, Goraun Beel, Chandra
Beel, Naobanga Beel and many other Beels) the size of which vary from 1 to 73 ha. According
to local people, Char Haizda Beel is the main fish breeding ground of this Haor system. The
field investigation revealed that the water centric interventions remotely control the
hydrodynamic condition for fisheries resources of this Haor System.
6.1

Habitat Area
Pre Project

Fish habitat has been assessed from the landuse data that is extracted from the satellite image
of 1989. The estimated total area of fish habitat of the Haor was about 13,707 ha where
capture fishery was the sole contributor. There were some ponds having no dike, inundated
naturally. These ponds are considered under floodplain habitat. Some ponds with high dike
were reported by local people and considered in the habitat assessment. Floodplain shares
the major part (about 97%) in the total habitat area followed by River and Khal, perennial
Beels, Baor and fish pond. The breakdown of functionally different fish habitats of this Haor is
given in Table 6.1.
Post Project
Similarly, the estimated fish habitat area has been assessed from the land use data, which
extracted from satellite image of 2015, is about 13,356 ha. The decrement of fish habitat area
by about 391 ha, is contributed by the modest reduction of floodplain area of about 390 ha
and Baor of about 1 ha. On the other hand, the increment of fish habitat area by about 39 ha,
is contributed by the gain of Khal area of about 4 ha, perennial Beel area of about 24 ha, fish
pond of about 10 ha and newly evolved integrated fish culture area of about 1 ha. The habitat
area gain offsets the habitat area loss and thus the resultant net loss of habitat area is about
351 ha. The increased area of Channels/Khals occurs may be due to increasing length through
meandering. The breakdown of functionally different fish habitats of this Haor is given in Table
6.1.
Table 6.1: Breakdown of Fish Habitat Area by Habitat Type
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Habitat
Category
Capture

Culture

Area (Ha)
Habitat Type
Channel/Khal
Perennial Beels
Floodplain
Baor
Extensive Fish Pond
Integrated Fish Culture
Grand Total Area =

Pre Project, 1989

Post Project, 2015

357
78
13,248
24
1
0
13,707

361
102
12,858
23
11
1
13,356

Impact (Ha)
(Habitat Area
Change)
4
24
-390
-1
10
1
-351

Source: Fish habitat assessment based on field findings and image based landuse data, 1989 & 2015.
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Impact
The net loss of fish habitat area in the Pre Project (WI) condition is about 351 ha, which is
negligible about 3% in compared to Pre Project (WOI) condition.
6.2

Habitat Condition
Pre Project

Floodplain was unregulated; timely entry of water into the Haor; silt carried by the rivers was
dispersed over the Haor uniformly; river conveyance capacity was more. Local people opined
that the Beels retained water in the dry season at a depth suitable for fishery. Among the
Beels, Char Haizda Beel had an average depth of about 2-2.5 m during dry season. No Beel
was dried up by bailing out of water in the month of December-January for harvesting fish.
Little better ecosystem was maintained with the exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between
river and Haor; new water breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species (SIS) of fish;
higher breeding success; less natural and fishing mortality; rich biodiversity; more sustainable
fish production, etc.
Post Project
Floodplain is regulated; floodwater enters into the Haor in the late pre-monsoon; silt deposited
on the river bed as dispersion of silt is hindered or restricted by the submersible embankment;
decreased river conveyance capacity. Local people opined that the Beels retained water in
the dry season at a depth less suitable for fishery. This is happened may be due to wash out
of loose soil of agriculture land and breached embankment along with river borne sediment.
Other Beels are shallow and dry up by bailing out of water in the month of December-January
for harvesting fish. However, among the Beels, Char Haizda Beel has an average depth of
about 2-3 m during dry season as found in case of Pre Project scenario.
Ecosystem is being degraded gradually but lightly as water control structures are not
functioning properly. Exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between river and Haor is being
hindered or restricted to some extent by the submersible embankment; delayed new water
entrance into the Haor and hampering breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species
(SIS) of fish; in some cases egg deposited in the fish body; lower breeding success; little
higher natural and fishing mortality; slightly declining trend in fish biodiversity; less sustainable
fish production, etc.
Impact
The net physical condition of habitat is not significantly degraded and corresponding
provisioning and supporting services of ecosystem goods and services including fish and
fisheries. However, the changes in habitat suitability condition of rivers, Khals and Beels in
terms of quantity and quality occurred more due to unconventional Beel fishery, illegal fishing,
extensive use of agrochemicals and pesticides in paddy field, etc. rather than water centric
interventions.
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6.3

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

This Haor was rich in fish biodiversity containing more than 50 species (Table 1 of Appendiix1) in the Pre Project condition as some of the Beels are perennial and retained water at higher
depths mentioned above suitable for fishery. The fish diversity particularly SIS was also
facilitated by the unregulated lateral migration from river to Beel and Beel to river during premonsoon breeding season. Thus Beel resident fishes (particularly ‘SIS’) were dominant in the
Beels and floodplain. Moreover, the abundance of shallow open water loving fish species
(Chela- Salmostoma bacaila, Chapila- Gudusia chapra, Punti- Puntius ticto, Bajari TengraMystus tengara etc.) were also more and evenly distributed in the whole Haor system. Major
predatory fish species were known to inhabit include Boal- Wallago attu, Ayre- Sperata aor,
Baghair- Bagarius bagarius, Shol- Channa striatus, Chital- Chitala chitala, etc.
Post Project
Fish species diversity has the declining trend but in slow pace in the Post Intervention
condition. This is happening may be due to many factors other than water control structures.
The factors include habitat loss (both depth and area) and shifting, water pollution, water
regulatory structures, unplanned fisheries management and indiscriminate fishing e.g. use of
harmful fishing appliances, catching of post larvae and brood fish, complete dewatering of
leased water bodies for fishing, etc. In consequence of the above phenomena, following fish
species become locally unavailable (for last 5-10 years) or have become rare includes Ayre
(Sperata aor), Baghair (Bagarius bagarius), Chital (Chitala chitala), Nanid (Labeo nandina),
etc. Furthermore, open water loving fish (particularly Ekthuto, Chela, Chapila, Tengra, etc.)
species were evenly distributed regarding richness inside the total haor system as reported in
case of Pre Project scenario. Among predator fish species, Boal (Wallao attu) had
predominantly been increased in the haor area.
Impact
Comparing Without and Post Project, it can be concluded that changes in fish species diversity
and composition are not comprehensible in response to Project intervention. Whatever
changes in species diversity and composition between two phases are observed may be
posed due to other anthropogenic factors mentioned above.
6.4

Fish Migration
Pre Project

Local fishers stated that the lateral fish migration (early feeding and spawning migration rate,
15 April – 15 May, of riverine fishes, particularly ‘Black’ fishes) through natural connectivity
was hindered by locally built earthen bund at the mouth of connecting Khals during both the
pre-monsoon and post-monsoon period. Furthermore, most of the fries of riverine fishes enter
the Beels and floodplain along with flood water. However, successful lateral migration of
different fishes e.g., riverine carps, catfishes, etc. at their certain stages of lifecycle for food
and residence is happening due to sufficient depths of the Beels.
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Post Project
Pre-monsoon (15 April – 15 May) spawning/breeding migration of riverine (mainly the Dhalai
and the Dhanu Rivers) and Beel residence fishes through different connecting Khal is
sometimes impeded due to the closure at Chandpur Mouza and Adorshogram Village.
Besides, riverine fishes migrate laterally to the Beels by overtopping or through breaching
points of the existing embankment during flooding months of Jaisthya-Ashar (15 May–30
June). Lateral migration of different fishes, e.g., riverine carps, catfishes, etc. is being
hampered due to insufficient depths of the Beels. Moreover, internal movement of ‘SIS’ of
fishes is also being hampered through culverts (which are in the flood free road) due to high
velocity barrier during monsoon.
Impact
Comparing without and Pre Project conditions, it can be concluded that migration of SIS is
impeded during the pre-monsoon in Pre Project condition and comprehensible impact has not
been observed on fish migration in response to submersible embankment. Whereas major
impacts were resolute due to other factors mentioned above.
6.5

Fish Production Assessment
Pre Project

The estimated total fish production was about 1,181 metric ton (MT) in 1989 where floodplain
shared the most about 90% followed by Channel/Khal, perennial Beel and Baor (Table XX).
Post Project
The estimated total fish production is about 4,712 metric ton (MT) in 2015 where floodplain
shared the most about 99% followed by perennial Beel, channel/Khal, extensive fish pond,
Baor and integrated seasonal fish culture. In the production assessment, the productivity of
the corresponding year has been used.
Impact
Net increase in fish production in Pre Project condition is about 3,531 metric ton. As a whole,
fish production has been increased by about 299%, whereas the increments of production
from floodplain and perennial Beels are about 325% and about 214% respectively (Table 6.2).
Such huge increment in productivity may be caused due to adoption of fisheries management
like Beel fishery, increasing fishing activities, fishing commercialization, stocking of culture fish
species in Beel and culture fishery, etc. The breakdown of fish productions is presented in the
following Table 6.2 by functional unit of fish habitats.
Table 6.2: Breakdown of Fish Production by Functional Habitat
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5

Habitat
Category

Capture

Culture

Production (MT)
Habitat Type

Pre Project, 1989 Post Project, 2015

Channel/Khal
Perennial Beel
Floodplain
Baor
Extensive Fish Pond

81
35
1,060
5
0

10

82
110
4,500
5
15

Impact (MT)
[Production
Change]
0.84
75
3,440
0
15
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Sl.
No
6

Habitat
Category

Production (MT)
Habitat Type

Pre Project, 1989 Post Project, 2015

Integrated Fish Culture
Grand Total Area =

0
1,181

1
4,712

Impact (MT)
[Production
Change]
1
3,531

Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data, 1989 & 2015.

6.6

Fishing Appliances
Pre Project

Different types of fishing appliances are used to catch fishes. The mostly used fishing
appliances are: gill net, Kona Jal/Ghurni Jal/Ber Jal, push net, Khoira Jal, hook, Kironmala
(one type of trap used to catch Guraicha- Leander styliferus), Gui (one type of trap used to
catch small fishes), Sip etc. are used to catch other fishes. Furthermore, illegal fishing practice
was reported during fishing in the leased Beel. Dried up the whole Beel for harvesting benthic
fish species may be considered as a good example of illegal fishing. However, this type of
fishing depends on the leasing rotation system.
Post Project
Leaseholders (LHs) generally use Katha as fish aggregating device (FAD) for fish. LHs usually
harvest fish by three (3) years return in the months of February and March. However, another
type of fishing pressure has been increased day by day around the water control structures.
The local fishers (particularly part-time fishers) create barrier at the mouth of water control
structure by net for catching fish. This fishing pressure becomes more prominent during
recession of floodplain water in the post-monsoon season.
Impact
The scheme is not fully functional but still the water control structures are there. For this
reason, some deviation in fishing activities is found in response to Project intervention. Fishing
is done at each of the water control structures which were absent in the Pre Intervention
condition. On the other hand, fishing pressure is also increased with the increasing of fish
demand and fish supply chain for both the national and global fish market.
6.7

Fishers Livelihood
Pre Project

Field findings reveal that about 2-3% of the Haor populations were engaged directly and
commercially in fishing and activities involved in fish supply chain for carrying out their
livelihoods, referred as commercial fishers. There were no part-time and even subsistence
level fishers. Commercial fishers spent annually about 180 days (6-8 hrs/day) in fishing.
Post Project
There is an increasing trend of fishing based livelihood, reported by local people in Pre Project
condition. However, no change in amount of commercial fishermen is reported in case of Pre
Project condition. Around 25 percent of the farmers change their occupation to fishing and
fish trading seasonally. Commercial and subsistence level fishers spend annually about 290
days (8-10 hrs/day) and 180 days (6-8 hrs/day) respectively in fishing. They mainly catch fish
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in the open water area in and around the Haor for carrying out their livelihoods. Furthermore,
a number of part-time fisher groups are evolved and increased day by day for fishing at the
mouth of the connecting Khals where there are water control structures.
Impact
It can be concluded that the number of part-time and subsistence fishers are increased in
response to the Project interventions.
6.8

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

Beel fisheries with leasing system were the prominent fisheries management as reported from
the local people. All Beels were harvested by three-year rotation in the months of February
and March. Beel fishery was more sustainable. However, there was no community based
fisheries management in this Haor.
Post Project
Beel fisheries with leasing system are also the prominent fisheries management in the Post
Intervention condition. Some Beels are harvested annually in the months of February and
March. The whole Beel is used to dry up for catching benthic fish species. However, this type
of fishing depends on the leasing rotation system of the Government. Beel fishery is becoming
less sustainable. There is no community based fisheries management in this Haor and no
enforcement at the indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures.
Impact
Rotation length of time for fishing in most of the leased Beels is decreased from three-year
rotation to one-year rotation in the Post Intervention condition. Such over exploitation in
conjunction with indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures is being happened mostly
due to earn more money and driving fishery ecosystem into fragile resources.
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7. Ecosystem
The Haor Basin in the north eastern part of Bangladesh is a wetland ecosystem considered to
be of international ecological importance due to the extensive waterfowl population that uses
the basin as its habitat. But its anaerobic conditions inhibit normal plant growth and only the
plant groups known as hydrophytes which have adapted to thrive in such conditions. Haizda
Embankment project area comprised of several khal, beel and river those are internally
connected with each other. The project area possesses a unique ecosystem that supports
various types of terrestrial and aquatic floral and faunal species. Terrestrial ecosystem belongs
to different homesteads, kanda and roadside vegetation’s of the scattered settlement and their
associated submergible roads. The remaining flora is aquatic life-forms. Similarly, a diversified
fauna group along with aquatic species also occurs in this haor ecosystem. The ecosystem of
the haor plays an important role in balancing overall environment, economy and livelihood of
the region.
7.1

Terrestrial Flora
Pre Project

Before intervention taken place, the study area was comprised of different terrestrial species
but dominant tree sp ecies was naturally grown water resistant tree species like Pitali (Trewia
nudiflora) Hijal (Barringtonia acutangula), Koroch (Pongamia pinnata), Barun (Crataeva nurvala) etc.
The settlement coverage of study area was about 1365 ha of land. In homestead area the fruit
yielding tree species was commonly found more than timber plants. Mango and jackfruit tree
was most popular fruit yielding tree among others. The bushy shrubs like Nolkhagra,
Dholkolmi, different herbs and grasses were commonly found over the area. According to aged
persons living in the area, the present vegetation coverage area is much higher than the past
(before intervention) as homestead vegetation gradually increasing over time.
Post Project
Homestead or settlement vegetation has been increased about 6.45 ha area per year after
the intervention work taken place in this haor area. Vegetation pattern has also been changed
by introducing fast growing species and fruit yielding plants. The local resident of the area is
interested to plant those trees from which they will get early benefits. To get timber and wood
they usually plant Rain tree, Sirish, Mahagoni, and for fruit yielding purpose they commonly
plant Narikel, Banana trees in the study area. Koroch, Dholkolmi plant is excessively used for
fuel wood purpose throughout the whole area
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Figure 7.1: Settlement Vegetation at Jainpur Village

Figure 7.2: Road side Vegetation at Alipur
Village

Figure 7.3: Koroch Plantation near
Naogan Village

Source: CEGIS field visit 21 & 22 September, 2017

Impact
On the basis of perceptions gathered from the sample respondent and from field observation
the change in the terrestrial flora has no effect from the interventions. The changes in the floral
diversity and tree coverage of the area happened naturally and it has no direct link with the
intervention activities. The homestead vegetation and roadside vegetation increased over time
that enhanced the overall green coverage from terrestrial plant species.
Table 7.1: The Status of Indicator Plant Species and Their Impacts over the Time
Sl.
No.

Indicator
Species

Pre Project

Post Project

01
02
03
04
05
06

Pitali
Hijoll
Koroch
Baroon
Dhol Kolmi
Nol Khagra

Available
High
High
Medium
Available
Medium

Flora
Available
Medium
Less
Less
Available
Rare

8

Causes of status change/
Interventional linkage
Use as fuelwood/Other purposes
Over extraction/use as fuelwood
Over extraction/use as fuelwood
N/A
N/A
N/A

Ecosystem

7.2

Terrestrial Fauna
Pre Project

Terrestrial vegetation was the shelter and roosted place for different bird species especially
Pallas's Fish Eagle, Brahminy Kite, Black Kite and other common birds. During winter, Jackal,
Big rat were frequently seen along crop field and bushy high land of the haor. South-western
part of Haizda Embankment project area was favorable place for fishing cat, jackal and other
wildlife. According to local old people, otter was very rarely seen inside the haor area. The
reptiles and amphibians population was also found good in number.
Post Project
During the field survey, Pallas's fish eagle has been observed in Haizda Embankment project
area which is an important bird species. But due to the lack of tall trees, human disturbances
and food scarcity (decreasing open water fish population) this majestic bird population is
declining gradually. Besides, some other prey bird species have declined in number in this
haor. For instance, Brahminy Kite and Black Kite have lost their population density comparing
with the pre intervention period. But commonly available terrestrial birds like Black Drongo,
Common Myna, Asian Pied Starling, Oriental Magpie Robin, Spotted Dove, Red-vented
Bulbul, House Sparrow, Common Tailorbird, etc. has been sighted good in number and their
population remains almost similar in comparing pre-intervention period. Among the reptiles,
the Indian Rat Snake, checkered Keelback, Common Garden Lizard, House Lizard, Skink,
Bengal Monitor, are reported to be commonly found in the area. The amphibians inhabit in
various habitats from human settlement to agricultural lands and even in ditches. The frog and
toad species those are commonly observed in the area are Common Toad, Indian Bullfrog,
Cricket Frog etc. Two mammalian species i.e.Otter and Fishing cats are not commonly seen
in this Haor (source: local people) which was available 30 years ago in substantial number.
Impact
Excessive fuelwood collection reduces the habitat of wildlife. It is evident after field survey
that, interventions have not any direct relation for habitat loss and the number of terrestrial
fauna in the study area.
Table 7.2: The Status of Indicator Faunal Species and Cause of Changing State
Sl.
No.

Indicator Species

Pre Project

Post Project

Causes of status change/
Interventional linkage

Fauna
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Pallas’s Fish Eagle
Brahminy kite
Snail
Black kite
Vulture
Rat snake
Fishing Cat

Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Less

Less
Medium
Medium
Less
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
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Open fish population reduction
N/A
Duck cultivation
Food scarcity/ Habitat loss
N/A
Killing/ Habitat loss
Killing/Habitat loss

Ecosystem

7.3

Aquatic Flora
Pre Project

The sample respondents those who can recall the haor scenario before intervention taken
place opined that, the aquatic bodies were full of different floral groups especially in Sulai
beel,Char Hashdia beel, Makra beel,Tunai and Gurai river. They were also important perennial
wetlands of the haor and served as the main source of irrigation and fish habitat during dry
season. Tunai, Gurai and Bauli River are strongly related with the scheme area. Floating plant
like Eichhornia crassipes and rooted floating plants like Water Lilly (Nymphaeaceae) and
singra (Water caltrop) had been found comparatively shallow land of northern and eastern
parts of Haizda Embankment project Haor.
Post Project
After the intervention, the floral diversity lessened for different anthropogenic activities.
Present use of pesticides and fished methods causing harm towards the aquatic flora. Over
extraction of floating, rooted or deeply rooted plants; causing threat for the diversity of this
floral community. Major free floating plants found within the study area are: Azolla pinnata,
Eichhornia crassipes, Lemna perpusilla, Pistia stratiotes, and Salvinia cucullata. A number of
submerged and attached floating plants exist in this haor but lower in number considering the
pre-intervention period according to the sample respondents.

Figure 7.4: Aquatic Flora in Haizda Embankment Project Haor
Source: CEGIS field visit 25 & 26 September, 2017

Impact
There is no direct impact of intervention work on aquatic floral species rather different
anthropogenic factors reducing the diversity and population. Over extraction of aquatic plants
like Singra, makhna Shapla etc is one of the main reasons for lessening the diversity of aquatic
flora.
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Table 7.3: Status of Indicator Aquatic Floral Species and Impacts on it over the Time
Sl.
No.

Indicator Species

Pre Project

Post Project

01
02
03
04
05

Kochuripana
Shapla
Makhna
Singra
Chailla Ghash

Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High

Flora
Less
Less
Less
Less
Less

7.4

Causes of status change/
Interventional linkage
Use as a fodder
Over extraction
Over extraction
Over extraction
Use as a wave protection/pesticide
uses/Over extraction

Aquatic Fauna
Pre Project

Haizda Embankment project area was rich in aquatic faunal resources. The varied number of
fish’s species is linked with a complex network of food web in the entire ecosystem. According
to the senior respondents, the area was an ideal place for different aquatic fauna. The area
was occupied with numerous local and wetland dependant migratory bird species namely
Indian Pond Heron, Little Egret, Common Kingfisher, Little Cormorant, different duck species
etc. Migratory bird was commonly found at abundant at Dingaputa and Char hashdia beel.
Water dependant amphibians and reptile species were commonly found in this haor.
Post Project
It is evident after field visit that, considering the before project scenario the number and
diversity of aquatic fauna has been decreased over time. The number of mammalians, birds,
amphibians and reptiles all are dropped down gradually for different factors. As per the sample
respondents, now migratory bird species are visiting only few spots of the total haor area and
the resident aquatic birds are not seen frequently. Current status of bullfrog, turtle decreases
over time due to hunting and death from fishing nets.
Impact
Variation of wetlands and its characters support habitats for various aquatic fauna. Over the
time for different anthropogenic causes the number of aquatic fauna reduced remarkably but
it is evident that there is no direct connection for such loss with the intervention activities. To
increase agricultural production locals use pesticides which are causing death of many aquatic
faunal species.
Table 7.4: Change of Aquatic Faunal Status within Project Area and their Impacts over
the Time
Sl.
No.

Indicator Species

Pre Project

Post Project

01
02
03
04
05

Bull frog
Cricket frog
Checkered Keelback
Otter
Migratory bird

Medium
High
Medium
Rare
High

Fauna
Less
Medium
Less
Not seen
less

06
07

Egrets/Herons
Turtles

High
high

Less
Less
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Causes of status change/
Interventional linkage
Killing/Improper insecticide use
N/A
Killing/ habitat loss
Habitat loss
Hunting/food shortage/Human
Disturbance
Human disturbance/Trapping
Hunting/habitat loss

Ecosystem

7.5

Swamp Forest and Reed Land
Pre Project

Hijol and Koroch may be natural and locally introduced massively at Dingaputa haor, char
hashdia beel of the study area. This place was the roosting and nesting place of different
wetland bird and waterfowl. Reed beds were used livestock grazing ground.

Figure 7.5: Present Condition of Swamp Forest at Rajapur Village (24°51'55.14"N, 91°
2'52.86"E)
Post Project
Currently Haizda embankment haor area consists of swamp forest in some areas namely
Fagua, Noyagon, Tetulia village area. The total number of tree has been reducing over time
instead of new plantation works. Reed bed of the study area mainly composed of grasses
and herbaceous land. Recent crop practice on reed bed is a threat for wildlife habitat.
Especially on wetland bird like crane, heron, cormorant may lose their habitat. To get extra
income hijal plantation practice is common among the locals as there is a good demand for
dry hijal plant parts as a fuel wood. The existing reed land and swamp forests is supporting in
local biodiversity enhancement and good earning source for the haor inhabitants.

Figure 7.6: Hijol Private Garden at
Tetulia Village

Figure 7.7: Hijol Garden at Dungaputa Village
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Figure 7.8: Swamp Forest at Haizda Embankment
Source: CEGIS field visit 21 September, 2017

Impact
The Herb dominant area has been increasing about 7 ha per year. Few bird species losing
their roosting and nesting places as swamp forest has been declining over time. Degradation
of swamp forest is also causing negative impacts on fish population because some fish
species generally use swamp forest area as their breeding habitat. Thus indirectly the fish
dependent bird and other wildlife is also suffering food crisis. Intervention may suspect to the
siltation in the haor area but has no direct relation with the effect of swamp forest and reeds
land regeneration. Conversion of reed land for agricultural expansion is only considered
indirect impact regarding this issue.
7.6

Ecosystem Goods and Services
Pre Project

This haor basin supports numerous wetland habitats. Different types of plants were found
here. Various known- unknown plants and rare aquatics adorn this area with shades of green.
The abundance of trees and herbs was remarkable. Before the intervention taken place, local
fishermen used to get large amount of fishes and the perennial beels of this hoar supported
commercial fishing all over the year. The abundant aquatic vegetation also provided rich
grazing supply for domestic livestock and an alternative source of fuel and fertilizer to the local
people. In dry season, the area supports huge rice growing activities. In winter, khal area
received large amount of wetland resources that plays a great role in the human lives of
settlement area. Economic activities including commercial fishing, harvesting and sales of
grasses were generally seen in study area. Other activities was very important for local people
like rearing of cows, buffalo’s, goats, collecting fuel wood, singra, makhna, sapla from the
wetlands. Available resources kept control to help restore biodiversity for future uses.
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Post Project
Different method of fishing practice is followed over the study area. Over harvesting of edible
plants occurs due to population demand. At present, converting grazing land into seasonal
crop production is very common scenario.
Most of haor and beels have now been leased to private individuals. Khas land also been sold
for cultivation during dry season. Beel and river provides irrigation facilities in dry season. Early
flash flood and other natural disaster sometime caused serious damage of agriculture. As a
result more people engaged themselves in fishing over the time. Shortage of food, human
pressure and excessive catching decreased the number of fishes and ultimately relocate
wildlife due to shortage in food supply. The homestead vegetation coverage is increasing over
the time and facilitates wood production, oxygen supply, fuel wood production and alternate
income generation. Agriculture production also increased over the time. But in the study area,
over extraction of aquatic flora is one of the main reason for reduction of these natural
resources. Local people are using dholkolmi as a fuel wood and drying kochuripana as a
fodder of cattle. The haor wetland has also been used for rearing ducks.

Figure 7.9: Duck Cultivation at Haizda
Embankment Project Haor

Figure 7.10: Kochuripana use as Fodder
at Haizda Embankment Project Haor

Impact
To meet the demand of growing population, people of study area are harvesting excessive
amount of fish. Overharvesting of fishes, dewatering of beel areas are the major causes for
deterioration of fisheries and other ecological resources. Intervention potentially impact on
agricultural production. Overall the ecological resources have not been directly impacted for
the interventions.
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8. Socio-economic Resources
8.1

Introduction

The Haor system provides a wide range of economic and non-economic benefits to the local
people as well as to the people of Bangladesh at large. These include benefits in terms of rice
production, fish production, cattle and buffalo rearing, duck rearing, collection of reeds and
grasses, collection of aquatic and other plants. This study was conducted at Haizda
Embankment Project area. The socio–economic picture has been explored in this section to
understand both before and after project people’s condition using both primary and secondary
data in relation to the objectives of the study.
8.2

Location and Demography

The Haizda Embankment Project area is located at the Dharmapasha and Mohanganj Upazila
of Sunamganj and Netrokona district respectively. The study area has a total estimated
population of 215320 at present (2017). Its population was only 112138 at the time of
construction of this project by BWDB. Based on population and housing census the number
of households, population, density and sex ratio for the year 1991 and 2017 are presented in
the following table. About 20727 households with a total population of 112138 of which 57174
are male and 54964 are female. At present about 43064 households are living in this area
with a total population of 215320 of which 108467 are male and 106853 are female. It is
observed that the female population is slightly lower than the male population in both
scenarios. Before intervention the average male-female sex ratio was104whereas the present
sex ratio is 101. The average density of the area has also changed with the increase of
population. The average density of the population has changed to 584 from 532persons per
sq. km. The demographic features of this area is presented in the following Table 8.1 based
on Bangladesh population and housing census 1991, 2011 and projected population in 2017.
Table 8.1: Distribution of Population and Household in the Study Area
Time
Pre Project (1991)
Post Project (projected, 2017)

Household
20727
43064

Population
112138
215320

Sex ration
104
101

Density
532
584

Source: Bangladesh Population and Housing Census 1991 & 2011 and projected up to 2017.

8.3

Livelihood Status
Pre Project

Before the project intervention the majority of the households (about 93%) were directly
dependent on agriculture as the main source of income with about 30% on cultivation/share
cropping and about 63% as agricultural labourer. But the occupational scenario has been
changed in course of time.
Post Project
At present, it is observed that about 90% of the population are directly or indirectly dependent
on agriculture. During the field visit it was also found that agriculture is the primary source of
livelihood for 20% of the households. Another 40% are employed as wage labourers on other
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farms and rest 30% of the household are involved both in farming as well as in other
occupation like wage labour.
Furthermore, during the field visit it is found that the occupational groups and occupational
patterns are characterized by the land holding category and seasonal variation in employment.
Normally, the large farmer (3.036 ha and above ha) and medium land owners (1.012 – 3.032
ha) did not engage themselves in any other secondary occupation for their livelihood. But the
landless and the small farmers were bound to engage themselves in many other secondary
occupations with seasonal changes. Before intervention, fishery and business were the
second dominant occupational group for earning their livelihood (2%). Other sources of
income were service and transport. But, in recent years the occupational pattern has changed.
A number of people about 7% have permanently migrated from the area at different parts of
the country for better income and livelihood. Besides, there also some seasonal migration was
found in the study area both in terms of out migration mainly in garments sector (10%) and
occupational migration especially in fishing (20%) due to continuous loss in agriculture. Mainly
the agricultural and non-agricultural labourers are these migrants. On the other hand, people
of the area are gaining their livelihood from business, non-agricultural labour, service and
transport.
Impact
Agriculture is the main sources of income so far and the agricultural production is increasing
in Haizda Embankment Project area. Income opportunity based on fishing has declined and
only some people from fishing community got access only to do work as a seasonal labor in
this particular area. Due to leasing arrangements, which are often controlled by local elites,
result in highly restricted access to open water fisheries by the poor.
8.4

Land Ownership
Pre Project

During field visit the local people opined that about 42% of the households are absolute
landless whereas at present the number decreases up to 10% i.e. which have no lands either
homestead or cultivated land. At the same time the percentage of large farmers also decrease
about 15% (before 20% and after 5%). There have some autonomous factors like population
growth and distribution of property through inheritance play the major role in the changes of
land ownership.
Post Project
After the project intervention the functional landless group and the small farmers gain some
new lands with the increase of income through higher production of rice.
Following Table 6.2 shows the agricultural income based on land ownership stratum. Based
on current production rate (per ha), agricultural income has been calculated and presented in
this table. According to this table, the category of landless people did not get opportunity in
both before and after project situation. Marginal farmer category with proportionally larger
income with project. The reason is learnt to be a proliferation in this category entering from
small farmer group who sell out land to owners of upper categories due to high cost of
production they cannot afford. Even they become landless when they sell all their land for
sustenance.
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Table 8.2: Households Income by Land Holdings
Land Ownership
Stratum
Absolute Landless(0 ha)
Functional Landless and
Marginal farmer (0.004 –
0.198 ha)
Small farmer (0.202 1.008 ha)
Medium farmer (1.012 –
3.032 ha)
Large farmer (3.036 ha
and above ha)

Average
size of
land (ha.)
0

Increased
Yield/ha (ton)

Total Increased
Production(ton)

Price/ton
(Tk)

0

0

0

Total
Additional
Income (Tk)
0

0.101

2.3

0.2323

21400

4971.22

0.605

2.3

1.3915

21400

29778.1

2.022

2.3

4.6506

21400

99522.84

6.518

2.3

14.9914

21400

320815.96

NB: the ceiling size of the large farmer assumed 10 ha, Average land owning size is the median value of the class,
Increase in yield/ha is a difference between yield of Local and HYV Boro, Price of Boro paddy /ton is Tk21400 as
per govt. procurement rate.
Source: Field survey/RRA 2017

Impact
As stated earlier, in course of time, the income source of the people of Haizda Embankment
Project has changed. Employment opportunities have been created inside and outside the
haor. After the intervention, the cropped area has increased in terms of more intensity and
area by releasing land from inundation through drainage congestion. The released land has
been brought under cultivation. The overall income of the farmers has, thus, increased and
affordability for a better living standard is achieved.
8.5

Accessibility in Education and Health
Pre Project

Before intervention, the health and education services for the people of Haizda Embankment
project area were not accessible to all. During the rainy season, primary education was
frequently disrupted during floods almost every year. People used boat to go to schools and
health clinics while walking was the only choice when boat did not ply. Schools remained
closed for 70 days on average every year due to flooding. The school houses were used as
flood shelter for the affected people. On the other hand, students living in distant area usually
used to drop their classes due to unsafe communication during monsoon. On the other hand,
the flood- induced poverty increased the number of drop-out students in this haor.
Post Project
Health and educational institutions have increased with time and people, especially school
going children, have become enthusiastic to go to schools run under different Govt. and NGOs
programs. Besides, when the submergible embankments were constructed, local people,
school going children, pedestrian, women and other people have been using it as road
especially in the dry season. Presently, when some of the locations of the embankments are
damaged, people’s way to reach to the schools and health institutions are reported to be
hampered for a certain period. But in wet season, deferent types of boats are the main sources
of transportation for going to school and health center.
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Impact
Impact of the construction of Haizda Embankment Project area on literacy and health has
been marginal: except for inundation of the embankment for, say 2 months a year, the
submergible embankments have been used as road to access schools and clinics for the
remaining period. Patients on emergency can be taken to clinics by using local vans or
rickshaws along the embankment in dry season when alternative roads are not existing. The
indirect benefit to education and health services is the increased affordability of small and
medium farm households to avail those services with their increased agricultural and ancillary
income due to protected crops and other resources from damage as an effect of flood control
and drainage infrastructures.
8.6

Land Price
Pre Project

Before intervention, the land price of this Haor region was minimal and people were not
interested to buy land due to regular flash flood and crop damage. It is reported by local people
that the price of agricultural land was 6000 to 7,000 Tk per Keyar1 and Tk.15, 000 to Tk.20,
000 for homestead land before project. With the project-induced change and autonomous
development in the whole Haor region this situation has changed and the land price has
increased with the period of time.
Post Project
After the project intervention, the land price has increased due to the increased productivity of
land and improved communication system. Though exogenous factors like macroeconomic
development and inflation have contributed to raise the land price, people’s interest to buy
those land is acknowledged to be one of the reasons of rise in land price.
Impact
Flash flood protection and enabling environment for HYV rice culture, value of land has
appreciated by more than thrice the Pre Project price. Presently, the price of agricultural land
per Keyar (30 decimals) is around BDT 70.0 thousand to BDT 80.00 thousand whereas the
price of homestead lands learnt as BDT 1.5 lakh to BDT2.0 lakh per Keyar.
8.7
8.7.1

Income
Agriculture based Income
Pre Project

Livelihood opportunities for households in the Haizda Embankment Project area were limited
and highly seasonal, as they were focused predominantly on agricultural labour associated
with the single annual local Boro rice cropping cycle. Fishing was traditionally an important
occupation for the people of Haor region. The incidences of livestock husbandry as a livelihood
activity in the Haor region were also prominent as their tertiary source of income before the
intervention.

1

1 Keyar = 30 decimals
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Post Project
After project intervention, the income opportunity based on agriculture increased and people
got chance to grow more HYV Boro paddy and recruit local labor, generating extra income
opportunities for the wage earning households.
Impact
The scheme area becomes protected from early flash flood due to implementation of the
interventions. Additional 21,555 ton of crops are being produced in the scheme area due to
interventions and higher yield rate of HYV paddy and newly introduced cultivation of HYV
Aman and Jute crops.
Following table 8.3 shows the agricultural income, based on cropped area and crop
production. Based on current production rate (per Ha), agricultural income has been calculated
and presented in this table. At present the overall cropped area has decreased but the net
production has increased. To calculate the direct financial outcome, the present government
procurement rate (tk21400/ton) of paddy and Jute (tk71020/ton) has been taken as unit price
into consideration. Before the project intervention total value of Paddy produced was tk 942.05
million while after the project intervention overall crop production has increased and production
value increased to tk1617.66 million.
Table 8.3: Agricultural Income based on Crop Production
Crop name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Jute

Pre Project
Production
(tons)
8,491
1,865
33,665
-

Post project
Production
(tons)
5,946
55,309
4,320

Price
BDT/Ton
21400
21400
21400
21400
21400
71020

Increased
Income BDT
(Million)
181.71
39.91
127.24
1183.61
720.43
306.81

Net
Increased
Income

675.61

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

8.7.2

Income from Agricultural Wage Labor
Pre Project

It was found that net demand for labor per ha near about 120 person for Local Boro and B.
Aman and a total number of 19.17 lac man days were needed. But after the project intervention
the crop variety has changed. As a result, the labour requirement has increased due to
improved cultural practices (transplanting, using fertilizers, pesticides etc.) From the field
investigation and CEGIS estimation it has observed that on an average a total number of 27.62
lac man days is needed annually. Before, about 55% labor used to migrate from outside the
locality at present.
Post Project
At present most of the labors are from the locality but still now on an average 20% labors
come from outside. For calculating the labours income the present wage rate (tk 300/day) is
considered per day.
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Table 8.4: Labour Wage based on Time
Crop
Name
HYV
Aman
HYV
Boro
B.
Aman
Local
Boro
Jute
Lt.
Aman
Total

Labor/Ha
Pre
Post
Project Project

Pre
Project
Area(ha)

Post
Project
Area(ha)

-

2,057

0

-

12,729

0

3,465

Total Man days
Pre
Post
Project
Project

Income
(MillionBDT)

155

318835

95.6505

175

2227575

668.2725

120

415800

124.74

120

1422480

426.744

Net
Increased
Income

267.7017
11,854

-

-

2,057

662
15981

105

215985

120
16,843

360

79440
435

1917720

64.7955
9.5328

2762395

1389.7353

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

Impact
Regular flooding and water logging condition especially during the time of Chaitra and
Baishakh (Bengali Month) inflicted damage to agricultural production before the project and,
therefore, the income opportunity of agricultural households was low. The opportunities for
agricultural labor were also limited before project condition. After project intervention, people
got enabling environment to grow more paddy and recruit local labor generating extra income
opportunities. So the income opportunity based on agriculture has increased up to BDT 267.70
million with project. People who have more land can grow more production during the project
period.
8.8

Transport and Communication
Pre Project

Before intervention, people mostly used boat during the rainy season, and specific
transportations system was not available during that period. People used to go to their desired
places on foot in the dry season. The roads for using any kinds of vehicle were not available.
Most of the social occasions were held during rainy season only to avail opportunities of using
boats.
Post Project
After the period of project intervention, people started to use those submergible embankment
as road to go to school, highways, bazaar and health center etc. Though those embankments
were not suitable for driving automobiles, people got opportunity to ply with auto rickshaws
and bikes during the dry season. But in wet season, boat is the main sources of transport and
communication in this region.
During last 5 to 10 years, the damage of submergible embankments have left the school going
students, pedestrians, children and women with problems to use those embankment even as
footpath during the early monsoon period.
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Impact
The communication system has become improved as this haor is very close to the Upazila
HQ. The BWDB’s submersible and compartmental embankments are playing major roles in
communication though this is damaged after each flood. Now a days, due to erosion of the
embankments, sufferings of the people has become beggar’s description. In the wet season,
the sufferings increase many times. Poor communication hampers the overall socio-economic
activities and suppresses the developments as well. Proper and protected road networks as
well as the water way communication are essential to ensure the overall socio-economic
development of the haor people.
8.9

Institution and Governance
Pre Project

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) was responsible forphysical implementation
of water sector projects in haor region. Of late, Department of Haor and Wetland Development
has been created. As apex institutions, these two have been administering all plans and
projects in haor region.
Before the project intervention, local government organization like Union Parishad or Thana
Parishad existed with mandate to look after haor water resources. Regular inundation by flood
waters was almost a regular phenomenon in haor area. Leasing of Jalmahals was the prime
activity of those institutions for raising revenue of the government. It was only after BEDB was
created that the issues of water development came in.
Post Project
After the project implementation, Water Development Board started to develop, manage and
monitor the project activities in Haizda Embankment Project area. Their role for operation and
maintenance was regular with the completion of submergible embankments. Presently, it has
been found from the consultation with primary stakeholders that those institutions are visible
only during the period of damage and to monitor the physical condition of those embankments
after the flooding condition. According to the local people, the officials from this institution do
not consult with the local people for lessening the damaged area of those submergible
embankments.
Impact
The presence of BWDB and the Water Management Group has some institutional impact on
the beneficiaries of the haor project. Overseeing the operation and maintenance of the
infrastructures is the main function of those institutions. But the condition of physical
infrastructures of the haor is reported to be running below the desired level.
8.10 Labor and Seasonal Migration
Pre Project
Before intervention, people did not get more access to do other works than to agriculture.
People from different regions came to join as work force for crop harvesting and fishing. The
intensity to come during that period was significant and people’s demand specific labors within
the haor area were not adequate to assist their agricultural production. The technological
innovation for agricultural production was not significant at that period. Use of transplantation
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system, pesticides, insecticides, fertilizers etc. were almost unknown. It was found that net
demand for labor per ha was roughly 120 and 55% of the labor came from outside than the
locality.
Post Project
After the project intervention, as the agricultural production has increased, livelihood
opportunity for wage labour has increased too. The net demand for agricultural labor (having
with technological innovation) is roughly 148 per ha. So, a net increase of 28 labour per ha.
has enhanced opportunity for their livelihoods. Now about 25% labours migrate from other
regions.
In a cropping season when the working opportunities are available, wage labourers rarely
migrate outside of their habitat and instead in-migration takes place during that time. During
last ten years people have been facing regular damage due to flood and water logging, in this
way, people who were dependent on agriculture for livelihood were forced to migrate to
neighboring districts for better livelihood. During the flash flood, people of this Haizda
Embankment Project area try to find other opportunity to render labour as motor driver,
garment workers, rickshaw puller in Netrokona, Mymensing and Dhaka city areas.
Impact
As a result of increased income from wage, relatively poor labour households of Haizda
Embankment Project area have been able to raise their living standard to some extent.
Opportunities of wage income from beyond this haor for those households also have increased
due to similar developments in agriculture. Therefore, the net impact of the project on income
and living standard of labour households of the Haor is positive.
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9. Summary of Impacts
Table 9.1: Summary of Impacts
Indicators

Flooding

Drainage

Sedimentation

Navigation

Land use(ha)
Land degradation
Agriculture Resources

Pre project
Post project
Water Resources
The haor was
After implementation of
inundated frequently by the submersible
flash flood during midembankment and other
March to early April.
structures by BWDB in
1992, entrance of flash
flood into the haor got
delayed by 10 to 15
days.
Most of the flood water
Drainage of flood water
could smoothly be
has been impeded due
drained out through the to interventions. Most of
Kangsha, Dhalai and
the haor area is drained
Baulai River. The haor
by the 1st week of
bed where agricultural
February.
activities were carried
out started recession of
water during 1st week
of January.
The sediment carried
by the flash flood got
deposited both in the
rivers and haor area.
Hence, sedimentation
was not that much
problem before
implementation of the
interventions.

Sedimentation has taken
place in the rivers over
the years. As a result
the bed level of the
rivers has risen and
conveyance capacity
has also been reduced.
Sedimentation has also
increased inside the
haor.
During Pre Project
Navigational connectivity
period, there was
between the haor and
navigational
peripheral rivers like
connectivity between
Kangsha, Dhalai and
the haor and the
Baulai mainly remains
peripheral rivers
operative during
throughout the year.
monsoon. Moreover,
boats can ply freely
within the haor for
fishing and other
purposes. However,
navigational connectivity
does not persist during
pre-monsoon due to
repairing of submersible
embankment.
Land Resources
Gross area:16,019
Gross area:16,019
i)NCA:13,248
i)NCA:12,858
ii)Others:2,771
ii)Others:3,161
No
Change
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Impact
Interventions of the
haor have reduced
the risk of entrance of
flood water and saved
the crops from
damage.

The drainage has
been delayed.
Moreover, the
drainage of the
southern side of the
haor has deteriorated
in the downstream
side as the regulator
is not working
properly in the post
moonsoon period.
Sedimentation has
increased compared
to the Pre Project.

The navigational
connectivity has not
been affected in
monsoon but it does
not operate during
pre-monsoon.
Besides, navigation in
the peripheral rivers
has not been
affected.

i)NCA:-390
ii)Others:+390
Change

Summary of Impacts

Indicators
Cropping intensity
(%)
Cropped area (ha)
Crop production
(ton)
Crop damage (ton)
Irrigated area (ha)
Surface water
Irrigation availability
Agro-chemicals use
(ton or kiloliter)

Livestock population
(number)

Fish habitat area

Fish habitat
Condition

Fish Diversity

Pre project
121

Post project
131

Rice: 15,981 (Boro:
11,854,Aman:4,127)
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 44,020 (Boro:
33,665,Aman:10,356)
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 4,975
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 11,854
Non Rice: 0
Available

Rice: 16,844 (Boro:
12,729,Aman:2,058)
Non Rice: 2,057
Rice: 65,575 (Boro:
55,309,Aman:5,946)
Non Rice: 4,320
Rice: 15,752
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 12,729
Non Rice: 0
Deficit during month of
February to March
Fertilizers: 0
Fertilizers: 4,986
Pesticides: 0
Pesticides:
Liquid:3.594
Granular:72
Livestock Resources
Cattle:20,340
Cattle:27,190
Goat:4,410
Goat:5,230
Duck:32,650
Duck:29,470
Chicken:50,200
Chicken:62,040
Fisheries Resources
Total fish habitat areaTotal fish habitat area13,707 ha
13,356 ha,
Habitat area
Habitat area breakdown:
breakdown:
Channel/Khal- 361 ha
Channel/Khal- 357 ha
Beel- 102 ha
Beel- 78 ha
Floodplain- 12,858 ha
Floodplain- 13,248 ha
Baor- 23 ha
Baor- 24 ha
Extensive Fish Pond- 11
Extensive Fish Pond- 1 ha
ha
Integrated Seasonal
Fish Culture- 1 ha
Habitat quality and
Habitat quality and
suitability condition was suitability condition
in favor of fisheries;
becomes little degraded;
Maintained unregulated Increased pollution load
ecosystem with better
due to intensified Boro
provisioning (i.e., fish)
cultivation.
and supporting (i.e.,
fish nursery and
breeding grounds)
services like
sustainable fisheries.
Open water loving fish
Abundance of some
species were
biologically and
distributed over the
commercially important
area more or less
fish species become low
evenly.
or rare locally;
Population of benthopelagic like Puntius ticto,
Notopterus chitala,
Labeo calbasu, etc. and
demersal fish species
like Clarius batrchus,
Channa punctatus,
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Impact
+10
Rice:+863 (Boro:
+12,729,Aman:2,057)
Non Rice: +2057
Rice:+21,555 (Boro:
+55,309,Aman:5,946)
Non Rice: +4,320
Rice:+10,777
Non Rice: 0
Rice:+875
Non Rice: 0
Deficit
Fertilizers: +4,986
Pesticides:
Liquid:+3.594
Granular:+72
Cattle:+6,850
Goat:+820
Duck:-2,910
Chicken:11,840
Loss of total fish
habitat area by about
351 ha

Slightly degraded
habitat condition
driving towards
relatively less
sustainable
mentioned
provisioning and
supporting services
majorly fisheries.

Little imbalance in
fish species
distribution over the
area;
Possible inbreeding
problem due to
increase of culture
exotic fish species.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project

Fish migration

Unregulated lateral fish
migration from river to
floodplain and
floodplain to river
through Khal.

Fish production 2

Fish production in 1989
was about 1,181 metric
ton.

Fishing Appliances

Sustainable fishing was
done using suitable
mesh sized fishing
gears.
Use of Kona Jal
/Mosquito net (small
mesh sized net) was
not reported.
Fishing pressure at the
mouth of the Khals
during recession period
was very low except
leased Beel connecting
Khals (only by LH).
Fishers were not
dominant meaning
some livelihood fully
dependent on fishing.

Fishers Livelihood

Post project
Macrognathus
aculeatus,
Lepidocephalichthys
guntea, etc. affected
more due to dewatering
of Beels and
indiscriminate fishing in
Beel leasing system;
Open water loving fish
species were distributed
over the area more or
less evenly;
Increased abundance of
culture fish species;
Wallago attu has
predominantly been
increased
Since the scheme is not
fully functional so fish
migration status has no
significant deviation from
the Pre Intervention
condition.
Pre-monsoon and postmonsoon (AugustOctober) lateral
migration was hindered
by embankment in
Chandpur Mouza
Fish production in 2015
was about 4,712 metric
ton.

Unsustainable fishing is
being done using small
mesh sized fishing gears
like Kona Jal /Mosquito
net (mesh size below 1
cm);
Fishing pressure at the
water structure points
during recession period
is more because of
engagement mass
people.

Part-time fishers
become dominant in
floodplain fish habitat
meaning carrying
livelihood with fishing is
not adequate and need

2

Impact

There is little
implication of
interventions on fish
migration.

Overall fish
production gain is
about 3,531 metric
ton in 2015 compared
to production of 1989.
Increased use of
unconventional
fishing appliances
and thus increased
fishing pressure.

Fishing based
livelihood becomes
unsustainable.

Major contribution to the increased production came from adoption of fisheries management like Beel
fishery, increasing fishing activities, fishing commercialization, stocking of culture fish species in Beel
fishery, etc.
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Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Fisheries
Management

Terrestrial flora

Pre project

Post project
other income generating
activities.
Fishing people are more.
Beel fishery maintained Beel fishery is being
three-year rotation in
maintained mostly oneharvesting fish;
year rotation in
Fish got more time for
harvesting fish.
propagation;
Fish is not getting
Sustainable fishery.
enough time for
propagation;
Unsustainable fishery.
Ecosystem
Settlement land was
Settlement land has
about 1365 ha area.
been increased to
1533ha area

Terrestrial fauna

Diversified terrestrial
wildlife (amphibian,
reptilian, aves and
mammals) species
were commonly found.

Aquatic flora

Numerous beels and
khals provided rich
aquatic vegetation.
Shapla, Makhna,
Singra were available
in shallow land at the
western part of the
Haor.

Aquatic fauna

The area was an ideal
place for different
aquatic fauna. The area
was occupied with
numerous local and
wetland dependant
migratory bird species
along with other
wildlife. Char Hashdia
beel and dingaputa
haor supports lots of
aquatic faunal species.
Swamp forests were
occupied at Fagua,
Noyagoan and Tetulia
in Haizda Embankment
project area.

Swamp Forest and
Reed land

Different anthropogenic
activities are reducing
the diversity and
population of terrestrial
fauna. Some small
mammals and bird
species became
extremely rare.
The perennial water
body of the Haizda
Embankment project
area is increasing about
3ha per year over time.
Siltation rate is also
increasing.
Anthropogenic activities
is a threat for some
aquatic floral species
like Shapla,Makhna,
Singra etc.
A few numbers of
migratory birds is seen
in winter. Over
extraction, Hunting
Killing, Trapping, Fishing
method causes
reduction of frog, fish
population, turtle, and
water fowl over the study
area.

Only a small portion of
swamp forest is remain
in the study area. But
privately Vegetable
practice on reeds bed
and fallow land has been
introduced overtime.
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Impact

Beel fishery is being
secured by the
scheme though the
weak enforcement is
not yielding expected
benefit.

Settlement with
vegetation increasing
at Haizda
Embankment project
Haor.
Interventions may
not any direct relation
with the change of
terrestrial faunal
condition in Haizda
Embankment project

Loss of habitat for
some aquatic floral
species. No direct
impact for
intervention activities.

Habitat damage
causes relocation and
reduction in
population size of
aquatic fauna.

Conversion of reed
bed into crop
production causes
damage of wildlife
habitat. Intervention
may facilitate to
converted reeds bed
into agricultural land.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators
Ecosystem goods
and services

Pre project
Haizda Embankment
project area had a
source of plentiful
natural resources. The
ecosystem provides a
vast amount of rice and
fishes. The haor had
huge water body
contains a rich
biodiversity and source
of many aquatic flora
and fauna. Undulating
land favored for the
cattle grazing land.

Post project
Irrigation facilities
provide extra facilities for
more production.
Different method of
fishing practice is
followed over the study
area. Over extraction of
edible plants occurs due
to population demand.
Converting of grazing
land into seasonal crop
production land is very
common.

Socio-economic Conditions
Total cropped area was Total cropped area were
15981 ha whereas
16843 ha where about
about 120 man days
148 man days labor
labour (per hector)
input were needed
inputs were needed.
Employment
Opportunity

Agriculture and
wage base income

Labor and Seasonal
Migration

The total agricultural
production value at
current price was BDT
942.05 million
The agricultural wage
base average income
was about BDT 561.01
million.

The total agricultural
production value at
current price is BDT
1617.66 million
The agricultural wage
base average income is
about BDT 828.71
million

The demand for labor
per ha near about 120
andmaximum labor
came from outside than
the locality.

The demand for
agricultural labor is near
about 148 per ha.
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Impact
Increasing settlement
vegetation causes
immediate alternative
income of rural
people. Fisheries
resources have been
reduced in study
area. Some species
of edible aquatic
plant like Shapla,
Makhna, Singra has
been reduced
remarkably.
Intervention may
facilitate more
production of rice and
fish production over
the area but no direct
impact on biodiversity
of this area.
Additional 8.44 lac
labor man days has
been employed due
to the change in the
crop variety which
was possible for
intervention.
Employment
opportunity has been
created during the
period of operation
and maintenance of
those projects in
Haizda Embankment
Project Area.
Agricultural
production base
income was
increased due the
project intervention
up to BDT 675.61
million
Agricultural wage
labor income
increased up to
267.70 during the
period of after project
condition.
The net demand for
labor has been 28
labour-days per ha.
Local wage earning
households within the
project have more
livelihood opportunity
and their
socioeconomic
situation has slightly

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Land Price

Pre project

Post project

The price of agricultural
land was 6000 to 7000
Tk per Keyar and that
of homestead land was
between BDT 15,000 to
12,000 only

The price of agricultural
land is near to be 70-80
thousand per Keyar
whereas the price of 1.5
lakh to 2.0 lakh for
homestead lands.

It was tough to go to
schools and health
institutions especially in
the wet season.

People started to use
the embankments as
their way of
communication.
With the damage of
certain locations of the
embankments people
felt in-secured to use
their way of moving
during the rainy season.
School going children
sometimes fall in
problem in using
breached embankments
as their way to go to
schools.
The institutions (i.e.
WDB) constructed
embankments and has
been conducting O&M of
infrastructures
Local people’s
participation in planning
and management has
been insufficient land
hence governance
ineffective.

Accessibility in
Health and
Educational
institution

Institution and
Governance

Local Union Parishad
used to manage local
water resources and
Beels and Haors were
managed by Deputy
Commissioner at
district level.
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Impact
improved with more
wage income.
Asset value of land
has appreciated for
all land owning
households, making
them more credit
worthy for more
assets to own.
The communication
system rendered
people comfortable at
least during dry
season but frequent
breaches have left
them uncertain about
using embankment as
road as long as these
are not submerged.

Institutional presence
(of BWDB) is seen
but efficiency of flood
control system is at
the low ebb.
In absence of
participatory
management body
within Haor, the
governance position
does not turn out
meaningful.

10. Environmental Management Plan
Table 10.1: Management Plan
Impact

Flooding

Drainage and Sedimentation

Navigation

Land use

Decreased cropped area

Mitigation Measures
 The submersible embankment
should be repaired as per
design section within the month
of February every year.
 Causeway should be
constructed at suitable locations
to avoid major damage of
embankment.
 Awareness raising program
should be carried out against
public cut.
 The beels, khals and rivers
should be dredged/ reexcavated to increase carrying
capacity and thereby reducing
the impact of flood as well as to
increase fish production.
 The dredging work should be
done in a proper way so that the
leeves of the Dhalai and Baulai
River do not get eroded.
 The rivers and khals should be
dredged/ re-excavated on a
need basis.
 Sufficient outlets should be
constructed at suitable locations
for easy drainage.
 Shympur regulator should be
repaired for the betterment of
local stakeholders
 The outlets should have boat
pass facility to maintain
navigational connectivity.
 Fallow land should be brought
under cultivation.
 Agricultural land graving should
be avoided.
 Kanda should be utilized for
vegetables cultivation.
 Hydroponics or floating bed
vegetables cultivation should be
introduced.
 Medium high and medium low
land should be utilized for short
duration and submergence
tolerant T Aman (BINA dhan7,
BINA dhan 11, BINA dhan12
and BINA dhan 13) cultivation.
 Flood tolerant submergence
variety (BRRI dhan51, BRRI
dhan52 and BRRI dhan79may
be tested.
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Enhancement Measures

-

-

-

-

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Land degradation/Sand
carpeting

Mitigation Measures
Re-excavation/dredging of
Kangsha, Dhalai and Bauilai river
and linked with the haor and other
adjacent haors. This will improve
the overall water management
system of this haor.

-

 Crop area should be
increased by utilization of
fallow land.
 Short duration high
yielding and hybrid
varieties should be
developed/introduced/stre
ngthened.
 Crop damage should be
minimized by timely and
proper rehabilitation of
water control structures
like embankment,
regulators, drainage
sluices etc.

Increased crop production

Increased use of agrochemicals

Enhancement Measures

 Farmers should be encouraged
to use organic manure to
increase soil fertility while
avoiding water contamination
and reduce the soil fertility.
 Farmers should be encouraged
to cultivate leguminous crops to
enhance the soil quality.
 Farmer should be follow
modern agricultural technology
like Integrated Pest
Management/Integrated Crop
Management(IPM/ ICM), Good
Agricultural Practices(GAP) etc.
 Regular re-excavation/dredging
of the Kangsha, Dhalai and
Bauilai river has to be ensured
in order for retention of irrigation
water.

Decreased irrigated area and
Availability of irrigation water
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-

 Re-excavation of existing
beels and khals should be
ensured for retention of
irrigation water.
 Re-excavation/dredging
of Dhala River about 10
km from ChayasiMollikpur area.
 Re-excavate the
connecting canal (up to
2km downstream), of
Kangsha River from
Madhupur to Baushi
(about 15 km).
 Re-excavate Barangka
Canal (up to 0.50 km
downstream) to retain
water for irrigation.
 Re-excavate Kangsha
River from Madhupur to
Mohanganj (about 7 km).

Environmental Management Plan

Impact
Status of livestock/poultry

Increased crop damage

Loss of fish habitat area

Slightly degraded fish habitat
quality and condition

Mitigation Measures

 Raise the height of this section
of the submersible embankment
up to 1 to 2 feet at respective
locations.
 Complete the rehabilitation work
by the months of DecemberFebruary
 . About 10-12 km maintenance
work of the embankments
should be done and raise the
height from Jainpur-Gaglajore
area which is used as local
road.
 About 2 km maintenance work
of the embankments should be
done and raise the height from
Barantor-Banihari area.
 Carry out regular O&M function
for easy operation of the
regulator.
 Repair the regulator gates.
 BWDB should communicate
with the local people to learn
about local problems and
needs.
 Short duration high yielding or
hybrid varieties should be used
instead of long duration BRRI
dhan29 variety.
 Local varieties should be
transplanted in the deeper part
of the haor area instead of short
height high yielding or hybrid
variety.
 Maintenance work should be
conducted as and when
necessary for keeping water at
a level in the Khal suitable for
fishery but not detrimental to
agriculture crops;
 Coordination among the line
agencies should be increased
and involve agencies in their
respective functions. In this
case should involve Upazila
Fisheries Office.
 Water holding capacity in the
Khals and in all Beels should be
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Enhancement Measures
 Grazing area should be
increased by utilizing
fallow land.
 Awareness build up
through training
 Marketing facilities should
be improved.
 Availability of high
yielding breed should be
ensured.

-

Not applicable

Not applicable

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Imbalance in fish species
distribution and vulnerability
to demersal and benthopelagic fish species

Insignificant alteration to fish
migration

Increased fish production

Increased use of
unconventional fishing
appliances and thus
increased fishing pressure.

Mitigation Measures
increased through reexcavation/ dredging;
 Maintain minimum 1 m water
depth in almost all water bodies
during dry season.
 Unconventional fishing
appliances (i.e., fine meshed
gears, dewatering, poisoning,
etc.) should be banned;
 Should motivate and encourage
agriculture sector people for
abstaining from use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides for
keeping water uncontaminated.

 Increase the conveyance
capacity of Khal maintaining
minimum 1 m depth during dry
season;
 Should bring fish friendliness in
the existing structures and new
structures should be fish
friendly. Structures should be
Khal’s width-wide, roughness of
the structure wall & bottom,
water retention at minimum 1m
depth in the dry season, etc.
 Fishing should be controlled
during pre-monsoon and
recession period.
 Beel fishery should be
promoted with three-year
rotation;
 Beel dewatering should be
stopped.
 Unconventional fishing
appliances should be stopped;
 Should increase law
enforcement for controlling
unlawful fishing.
 Strong surveillance for
maintaining water control
structures through controlling
fishing.

Fishing based livelihood
becomes prominent.
Not applicable
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Enhancement Measures

 Beel nursery program
with native fish species
should be increased;
 Build more sanctuary with
the involvement of
adjacent fishers
community; For sanctuary
Char Haizda is suitable;
 The protected area
should be guarded
especially at night by the
professional fishers of
adjacent village for
facilitating fish species
diversity and fish
propagation.
 Proper maintenance work
should be conducted and
monitored by the Project
Implementation
Committee (PIC).
 Monitoring and
awareness building
activities should be
conducted through
fishers’ communities
under the guidance of
Upazila Fisheries Officer.

Above measures.

Not applicable

 Fishing ban time income
generating activities
should be promoted. In
that case, the fisher’s
community should be
involved in water
management group.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact
Beel fishery is being secured
by the scheme though the
weak enforcement is not
yielding expected benefit.
Terrestrial flora

Terrestrial fauna

Aquatic flora

Aquatic fauna

Swamp Forest and Reed land

Ecosystem goods and
services

Mitigation Measures
 The scheme should be
maintained with the
coordination of the line
agencies.
 The change in the terrestrial
flora has no effect from the
interventions. The changes in
the floral diversity and tree
coverage of the area happened
naturally and it has no direct link
with the intervention activities.
The homestead vegetation and
roadside vegetation increased
over time that enhanced the
overall green coverage from
terrestrial plant species.
Reduction of prey bird population
is an alarming state for the overall
ecosystem. Only anthropogenic
activities are responsible for
habitat loss of terrestrial fauna.
Excessive fuel wood collection
reduces the habitat of wildlife

Perennial water body is
increasing over time. It favor for
the aquatic floral and faunal
composition. Intervention is
suspected to increase siltation
process which causes temporal
damage of habitat of aquatic flora
and fauna.
To increase agricultural
production locals use pesticides
which are causing death of many
aquatic faunal species.

Reduced the area of swamp
forest and reed land. Few bird
species losing their roosting and
nesting places as swamp forest
has been declining over time.
Degradation of swamp forest is
also causing negative impacts on
fish population because some fish
species generally use swamp
forest area as their breeding
habitat. Thus indirectly the fish
dependent bird and other wildlife
is also suffering food crisis. Due
to the conversion of reeds bed
into crop cultivation have negative
impact to the habitat of wetland
bird.
Over extraction of fishes and
other edible plant are observed in
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Enhancement Measures
Not applicable.
 Enhancement: Increase
public awareness about
plantation program and
continuation of
greeneries development
is required from all
sectors.

Mitigation: Awareness
among the masses
regarding conservation
value of wildlife. Avoid
harassment and
disturbance of wildlife,
especially during
reproductive (e.g., courtship
and nesting) seasons.
Mitigation: Regular
monitoring to check the
function of sluice gate of the
Haizda embankment

Mitigation: Wise use of
insecticide, stop killing,
hunting of migratory bird or
other wetland dependent
birds, amphibians, reptilians
and small mammals
Mitigation: New plantation
should be done.
Conservation of swamp
forest is needed. Take
Immediate initiative to
conserve reed land.

Mitigation: Sustainable use
of natural resources should

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Livelihood and employment
opportunity
 New employment opportunity
had been created with the
increase of agricultural
production
 Employment opportunity has
been created during the
period of operation and
maintenance of those
projects in Haizda
Embankment Project area.

Agriculture and wage based
income
 Agricultural production based
income increased due the
project intervention.
 Agricultural wage labor
income increased with
project.
Labor and Seasonal
Migration
 The demand for skilled and
unskilled labor increased
during project construction.

Land Price
 The opportunities for
agricultural production
increased for which the value
of agricultural lands is also
increasing
Accessibility to Health and
Educational institution
 The submergible
embankments provided
opportunity to be used as
road with project intervention.
 Due to lack of proper
maintenance, the damage of
the embankments was
increased and local people
started to face problem to use

Mitigation Measures
the study area. Overharvesting of
fishes, dewatering of beel areas
are the major causes for
deterioration of fisheries and
other ecological resources.

Enhancement Measures
be done in the study area
by making awareness
program of local people.
 Training would be
ensured for the creation
of alternative livelihood
options
 Submergible
embankment must be
repaired using the local
labor
 Allocation of all beel /Jall
Mohal to the actual
fishermen on equity basis
 Soft loan would be
provided especially in the
emergency period (i.e.
post flooding condition)
 Build up linkage with
farmer and national,
international traders.
 New variety of crops and
its profitable production
should be ensured among
farmers. Appropriate
training programs should
be initiated for farmers to
cope up with the
changing climate and
technology
 Skill development training
program should be
initiated for capacity
building especially for
men and women to
enable them to continue
with the skill as livelihood
opportunity in similar
construction works.
 Regular Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) and
riverbank protection work
should be continued
properly to keep the land
optimally productive.
 A functional monitoring
Committee should be
formed in association with
WDB and local people to
identify damaged parts of
the embankment
 Local participation has to
be ensured to repair
minor damages to
embankment.

-

-

-

-

-
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact
these embankments as their
means of communication.
Institution and Governance
 There is no mechanism to
consider local people’s ideas
and concerns while drawing
project operation and
maintenance systems.
Project people suffer crop
loss and other household
vulnerabilities.
 The role of institution to
consider public demand in
policy, operation and
maintenance on the issue of
those submergible
embankments.

Mitigation Measures

 Quarterly Meeting should be
initiated with local water and
flood protection committee to
understand the gap of
institutional policy and
governance
 A functional Monitoring team
should be formed to visit
submergible embankments
 People’s feedback should be
taken before the implementation
of any kind of policy in relation
to new project and maintenance
and operation of those
submergible embankments.
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Enhancement Measures

-

Environmental Management Plan
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Appendix A
Table 1: Availability of Major Fish Species in Haizda Embankment Sub-project
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
7
10
11
14
15
18
19
26
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
47
48
50
51
52
53
55
58
59
64
68
70
71
72
73
74
77
78
80
81

Local Name
Ayre
Bacha
Baghair
Baila
Bajari Tengra
Barobaim
Boal
Catla
Chapila
Chang
Chital
Darkina
Ghoinya
Gojar
Gutum
Kabashi tengra
Kachki
Kaikla
Kajuli
Kalibaus
Kanipabda
Kashkhaira
Katari Chela
Kholisa
Koi
Kuchia
LalChanda
Lal kholisa
Magur
Mrigal
Mola
Nandil, Nandi, Nandina
Napit koi
Potka
Rani
Rita
Rui
Shilong
Shing
Shol
Tara baim
Tengra
Tit puti
Veda/ Mani

Scientific Name
Sperata aor
Eutropiichthys vacha
Bagarius bagarius
Glossogobius giurus
Mystus tengara
Mastacembalus armatus
Wallago attu
Catla catla
Gudusia chapra
Chana orientalis
Chittala chittala
Esomus dandicus
Labeo gonius
Channa marulius
Lepidocephalichthys guntea
Mystus cabasius
Corica soborna
Xenentodon cancila
Ailia coila
Labeo calbasu
Ompok bimaculus
Chela laubuca
Salmostoma bacaila
Colisa fasciatus
Anabas testudineus
Monopterus cuchia
Chanda ranga
Colisa lalius
Clarias batrachus
Cirrhinus mrigala
Amblyphayngodon mola
Labeo nandina
Badisbadis
Tetradon cutcutia
Botia dario
Rita rita
Labeo rohita
Silonia silondia
Heteropneus fossilies
Channa striatus
Macrognathus aculatus
Mystus vittatus
Puntius ticto
Nandus nandus
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IUCN Status, 2015
VU
LC
CR
LC
LC
EN
VU
LC
VU
LC
EN
LC
NT
EN
LC
NT
LC
LC
LC
LC
EN
LC
LC
LC
VU
LC
NT
LC
CR
NT
LC
EN
EN
LC
LC
LC
LC
NT
LC
LC
NT
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1. Introduction
1.1

General Information

The Gozaria Beel Project is located in between latitude 24°30'22.87"N and 24°26'56.48"N and
between longitude 90°48'12.03"E and 90°52'15.45"E of Kishoreganj district. It falls under one
Upazila, Karimganj in Kishoreganj District. The project has a gross are of 2030 hectares and
1650 hectares of land has been benefitted from the project. The main source of water of this
beel is Narsunda River. The river is connected with the beel with a canal called Darga Khal.
There are some other beels inside the project area, namely Gabbo Beel, Bara Beel, Pacha
Hara Beel, Matikata Beel, Muhurir Beel etc.
1.2

Project Brief

This is a flood control, drainage and irrigation (FCDI) project. The key objective of this project
was to ensure sufficient protection from flooding and supply of irrigation water to the
agricultural field inside the beel area. The implementation works of the project was initiated in
the year 1984 and was finished in 1986. 2 regulators and 3 pipe sluices are provided in the
project. Approximately 3157.36 hectares of land has been benefitted from this project.



1.3

Drainage Canal 18.5 km
2 Numbers of Regulator
3 Numbers of Pipe Sluices

Present Condition of the Structures

Most of the interventions in the project area are in good condition and are operational. The
embankment near Gujdadia Bazar has been damaged and needs to be repaired, but there is
no serious threat.
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Figure 1.1: Hydrological Features of Gozaria Beel Project
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2. Water Resources
2.1

Flooding
Pre Project

Before the initiation of the project, Gozaria beel area was vulnerable to flooding. The intensity
of flash flood was not very severe, but it was enough to cause damage to the crops inside the
beel area.
Post Project
The implementation of the project was proved to be worthy since the project objectives were
fulfilled. The flash flood water from the Narsunda River cannot enter the beel area abruptly as
a sluices and regulators are provided inside the project area. The beels inside the project area
are connected with one another. When the water enters in the beel are, all the beels get
flooded together. But that does not reach the settlements around the beels. The embankment
around the beel is also used as a road. But in some certain places, for example near Gujadia
bazar the embankment has been damaged.
Impact
Because of the embankment around the project area, the entry of flood water inside the beel
has been delayed. As a result, the crop in the project area get protection from the threat of
late flash flood.
2.2

Drainage
Pre Project

Water from the Gozaria beel area did not have a proper way of drainage before the
intervention. If the water did not pass away completely from the project area, people made
pubic cuts to drain the water out without any proper planning.
Post Project
Drainage of water from the project area has become very convenient after the project. 2
regulators and 3 pipe sluices are provided in this project for the purpose of drainage. These
are enough to carry the internal water out of the project area. Now people do not make any
other way for water drainage. But in recent time due to lack of maintenance, proper operation
and sedimentation few of them have lost the full operational capability. It has not been creating
problem to drainage, but to ensure the optimum drainage these structures should be
maintained carefully. The rise of the Narsunda river bed has not created any major problem
to water drainage.
Impact
Drainage of water has become smooth and it is being done in a proper way after the project.
The regulators and sluices have played a vital role in the drainage of water.
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2.3

Sedimentation
Pre Project

No problems were associated with sedimentation problem in the Gozaria beel area in pre
project situation. There was no sign of sediment neither on the river bed nor on the agricultural
land.
Post Project
In post-project siruation, the scenario of sedimentation on the beel area has not changed very
much. Still the agricultural land inside the beel does not face any sedimentation problem. But
the river bed of Narsunda River is said to have raised by about 5-6 feet after the project. But
this has not created any problem in water conveyance capacity of the river.
Impact
The agricultural land of Gozaria beel has not faced any problem regarding sedimentation
problem after the project. But gradually, little by little the river bed of Narsunda is rising. But it
has not created any major problem yet.
2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

People living in the Gozaria beel area did not use boats very often before the project. During
that time, hardly few people used boats in the monsoon period to go to the nearest markets.
Few people used boats for fishing. There were no other use of boats then.
Post Project
After the project, a pucca road has been constructed around the beel area with bridges. This
has ended the little use of boats inside the beel. People use this road for their travelling
purpose.
Impact
The little use of boats for travelling purpose has ended after the project because of the road
constructed during the period.
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3. Land Resources
The project area has fallen in one Agro-ecological zone, namely: Old Brahmaputra Floodplain
(AEZ-9). Non-calcareous grey floodplain soils (non-saline) is the dominant soil. The top soil
texture are clay and loam; where loam texture is dominant. The soils are moderately
permeable and have a medium to high moisture holding capacity. The land type characteristics
are not uniform within the project area. About 86% of cultivable areas are medium to high land
where maximum flooding depth is below 90 cm during the monsoon period. The recession of
surface water from agriculture land starts at first week of October and become free of flood
water in end of December.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under pre-project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land use
Pre Project

The gross area of pre project has been considered as similar to post project. The gross area
was 3,157 hectare under pre-project situation of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 2,050
hectare. The rest area were covered with water bodies (baor, beels, river and khals) and
settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 2,029 hectare. The rest
area are covered with water bodies (baor, beels, river and khals) and settlements including
homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cropped area and waterbodies have decreased about 21 and 14 hectare respectively. On
the other hand, settlement area has increased about 558, 231 and 24 hectare respectively.
Detailed impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed Land use in Gozaria Beel System
Land Use
Net Cultivable Area (NCA)
Water bodies
Settlement
Total

Pre Project
Area (ha)
2,050
46
1061
3,157

Post Project
Area (ha)
2,029
32
1096
3,157

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
-21
-14
35
0

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015
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Figure 3.1: Land Use of Gozaria Beel Project (1989)
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Land Resources

Figure 3.2: Land Use Map of Gozaria Beel Project (2015)
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Land Resources

3.2

Land Degradation

No sand carpeting was found before or after implementation of the project.
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4. Agriculture Resources
Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops
are damaged by early flash flood which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall
in the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use
of agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due
to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from
stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The
secondary data were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level
Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) office. Besides, Boro crop areas under pre and
post project situation were identified by analyzing satellite images.
4.1

Cropped Area, Cropping Pattern and Intensity
Pre Project

Before the project interventions, the Net Cropped Area (NCA) was 2,050 hectare, where
dominant cropping pattern was Fallow-Lt. Aman-Mustard. The land type of this scheme area
was high land (about 73% of NCA) followed by medium high land, medium low land, low land
as presented in Table 4.1.
Farmers usually grew jute, B. Aman, Lt. Aman, Local Boro, mustard and vegetable crops in
Kharif-I, Kharif-II and Rabi season. Different varieties of Aman such as Agni Shail, Moina Shail,
Balam, Motanga, Kala Koira, Ecor Shail and Badal (B. Aman); Boro such as Ghochi, Rata,
Tapi, Balam and Borowere very much popular among the farmers. The cropping intensity of
this area was 188%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under pre-project situation is
presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pre Project Cropping Pattern of the Gozaria Beel System
Land type
High Land (F0)
Medium High Land(F1)
Medium Low Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)

Kharif-I
Kharif-II
(March-June) (July-October)
Jute
Lt. Aman
Fallow
Lt. Aman
Fallow
Lt. Aman
Fallow
Lt. Aman
Fallow
B. Aman
Fallow
Fallow
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Rabi (NovemberFebruary)
Fallow
Vegetables
Mustard
Local Boro
Local Boro
Local Boro

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017
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Area
(ha)
510
410
581
259
34
256
2,050
188

% of
NCA
25
20
28
13
2
12
100

Agriculture Resources

Post Project
The project area became protected from early flash flood due to the interventions, which
influenced farmers to grow HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro crops instead of Lt. Aman
and local Boro. HYV crops produces higher yield than local varieties. The most popular
varieties which are used in the project area are BRRI dhan 28, BRRI dhan 29 and BRRI dhan
48. Farmers prefer, Lt. Aman:Agni Shail, Moina Shail, Balam, Kala Koira and Kalizira HYV
Aman: BR 11, BRRI Dhan 40, BRRI Dhan 49, BRRI Dhan 52 in Kharif-II season, HYV Boro:
BRRI dhan 28, BRRI dhan 29 in Rabi season. The Net Cultivable Area (NCA) has been
decreased to 2,029 hectare after interventions. Dominant cropping pattern of the project area
is Vegetables – HYV Aman - HYV Boro covering 21% of the NCA. Cropping intensity of this
area is 223%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under with project situation is presented
in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Post Project Cropping Pattern of the Gozaria Beel System
Land type

High Land (F0)

Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium Low
Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)

Kharif-I
(March-June)
Jute
Fallow

Kharif-II (JulyOctober)
HYV Aman
HYV Aman

Fallow

HYV Aman

Vegetables

HYV Aman

Rabi (NovemberFebruary)
Fallow
Wheat
MustardVegetables
HYV Boro

Fallow

HYV Aman

Fallow

LT. Aman

Fallow

Fallow
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

396
370

% of
NCA
20
18

285

14

435

21

HYV Boro

256

13

HYV Boro

34

2

HYV Boro

253
2,029
223

12
100

Area (ha)

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017

Impact
The Net Cultivable Area (NCA) has been decreased to 21 hectare after taking interventions.
The cultivated area of B.Aman, Lt. Aman and Local Boro has gradually been decreased and
replaced by Lt. Aman, HYV Aman and HYV Boro variety after completion of project due to its
higher yield rate and ensured early flash flood protection by project interventions. Impact on
cropped area is presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Gozaria Beel System
Crop name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Wheat
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total

Pre Project
Area (ha)
34
1,760

Post Project
Area (ha)
34
1,742
978

549
370
396
285
720
4,525

510
581
410
3,844

Impact
(Pre Project – Post Project)
-34
-1,726
1,742
978
-549
370
-114
-296
310
681

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017
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4.2

Crop Production
Pre Project

The estimated total annual crop production of the project area was about 12,418 tons after
loss of 2,568 tons before any interventions. Detailed crop production statistics before
interventions is presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Annual Crop Production in Gozaria Beel System under Pre-project Situation
Damage Free Area
Total Crop
Yield
Area (ha) Area(ha)
(ton/ha)
B. Aman
34
27
1.9
Lt. Aman
1,760
1,267
2.5
Local
549
384
2.7
Boro
Jute
510
383
2.0
Mustard
581
465
1.1
Vegetables
410
287
18.0
Total
3,844
2,813
-

Damaged Area
Yield
Area(ha)
(ton/ha)
7
1.0
493
1.1

Crop
Name

Annual
Production
(ton)
58
3,710

Production
lost(ton)
6
690

165

1.2

1,235

247

128
116
123
1,031

1.2
0.7
6.0
-

918
593
5,904
12,418

102
46
1,476
2,568

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017

Post Project
After the implementation of the project, hydrological regime of the project area is changed.
Farmers started to cultivate HYV Aman and HYV Boro due to presence of submersible
embankment, compartmental embankment, regulator and closure, which protect their crops
from early flash flood. Hence, total annual crop production is about 24,597 tons with loss of
3,735 tons after interventions. Detailed estimation of crop production after interventions is
presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Gozaria Beel System in Post Project Situation
Crop
Name

Total Crop
Area (ha)

Lt. Aman
HYV
Aman
HYV Boro
Wheat
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total

34

Damage Free Area
Yield
Area(ha)
(ton/ha)
27
2.6

Damaged Area
Yield
Area(ha)
(ton/ha)
6.80
1.0

Annual
Production
(ton)
78

Production
Lost(ton)
11

1,742

1,394

3.8

348.40

1.2

5,714

906

978
370
396
285
720
4,525

734
303
329
242
569
3,597

5.2
2.5
2.2
1.2
20.0
-

244.50
67
67
43
151
928

1.8
1.1
1.4
0.6
8.0
-

4,254
832
817
316
12,586
24,597

831
93
54
26
1,814
3,735

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017

Impact
Additional 12,178 tons crop is being produced in post project situation. The crop production is
increased due to the protection of flash flood which encourages the farmers for practicing high
yielding variety instead of local variety. Detailed estimation of impact on crop production is
presented in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Gozaria Beel System
Crop Name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Wheat
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total

Pre Project
Production(ton)
58
3,710

Post Project
Production(ton)
78
5,714
4,254

1,235
832
817
316
12,586
24,597

918
593
5,904
12,418

Impact
(Pre Project – Post Project)
-58
-3,633
5,714
4,254
-1,235
832
-101
-276
6,682
12,178

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017

4.3

Crop Damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in pre-project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro/Robi crops, water entered into the haor area and damaged the crops. So, farmer of this
area suffered due to damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project
area was 2,568 tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.4.
Post Project
Gozaria Beel is now protected from early flash flood by the project interventions which
basically performed well up to 2010. After that, most of the year, flood water enters into the
project area before harvesting of Boro crop (early to mid-March) due to low height of
submersible embankment and malfunctioning of structures in Gozaria, Gabbuah and
Pochahara area.
Floodwater enters into the project area through the surrounding Narsunda River and Gozaria
Khalby overtopping or by breaching the embankment at several locations. The height of
embankment of the scheme area is low in comparison with the design level and more than
5breaches are located in this embankment at Gozaria, Gabbuah and Pochahara area. Every
year BWDB closes the major breaches and entrances of the khal. The main reason for flooding
in this area over the years is that the rivers have silted up and their water flowing capacities
are gradually reducing. The excessive sedimentation makes rivers incapable of holding and
conveying floodwater, which creates excessive pressure on earthen embankment. Moreover,
plant height of HYV is less than local varieties and growing period of most of the HYV varieties
are higher than local varieties except BRRI dhan28. So, flood water affects the whole crop
area at a time. The annual crop damaged area was about 15% due to natural calamities (Hail
storm, Heavy rainfall etc) and drainage congestion at before 2010 but now it increased to 20%
due to non-functional condition of different structure, over flow of flash flood and siltation of
rivers, Khals, and beels of the study area. The devastating floods of 2004 inundated the project
area on the mid-week of April. Local people reported, around 60% of Boro both HYV and local
varieties were damaged by the devastated flood and late flood damaged the seedbed of T
Aman and around 40% of the T Aman crop was also fully damaged in this year due to sudden
rise of the floodwater and wave action. In 2007, around 65% of Boro both HYV and local
varieties were damaged by the devastated flood. But, this year (2017), around 90% of Boro
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crop areas are damaged at pre-mature stage. Most vulnerable area such Gozaria, Gabbuah
and Pochahara are identified in this respect. Total crop damage is recorded as 3,735 tons
after interventions. Detailed estimation of crop damage after interventions is presented in
Table 4.5.
Impact
Though, the crop damage area has been decreased from 27% to 20% after interventions,
especially before 2010. Therefore, crop damage has been increased to 1,168 tons because
the yield rate of HYV crops is more than local verity. This crop damage area is increase day
by day due to the malfunctioning of the interventions and reduced water carrying as well as
retention capacity of surrounding rivers, khals and beels. Detailed impact assessment on crop
damage is presented in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Impact on Crop Damage in Gozaria Beel System
Crop name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Wheat
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total

Pre Project
Post Project
Impact
Production Loss (ton) Production Loss (ton) (Pre Project – Post Project)
6
-6
690
11
-679
906
906
831
831
247
-247
93
93
102
54
-48
46
26
-21
1,476
1,814
338
2,568
3,735
1,168

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017

4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, only surface water was used for irrigating Local Boro crops.
The local people normally transplanted this crop immediately after the floodwater recedes and
the land is under shallow inundation. Local farmer reported that they stored water with help of
bundh/dyke management and irrigated their crop with the help of flooded water in the low lying
part of the Haor. They also used traditional modes like Seuti, Don and Cone for irrigating their
crop from surrounding rivers, Beels and Khals during dry season. Prior to the implementation
of the project, irrigation water was more available than the requirement of crops.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the irrigation water demand has been increased due to
cultivation of high water demanding HYV Boro instead of Local Boro crop. On the other hand,
the availability of surface water is being reduced due to siltation of surrounding rivers, khals
and beels of the project area. Therefore, the scarcity of irrigation water has been observed
from early February to end of March in most of the year. In this time, only Narsunda River are
the main source of surface water irrigation. Mainly Low Lift Pumps (LLPs) is being used for
lifting surface water instead of traditional mode. In addition, about 35% of crop area is being
irrigated from groundwater by using Deep Tubewell (DTW).
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Impact
There was deficit of irrigation water due to increase of water demand and decrease of water
availability during dry season. The irrigation water demand has increased for cultivating high
yielding crop variety. On the other hand, surface water irrigation availability has decreased
due to siltation of rivers, khals and beels of the project area.
4.5

Agro-Chemicals Use
Pre Project

Farmers of the project area cultivated Jute, Aman, Boro, mustard and vegetables in pre-project
situation. They didn’t apply agro-chemicals for crop cultivation. However, some farmers used
inorganic fertilizer like mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for the restoration of soil
fertility.
Post Project
Generally more agro-chemicals are required for cultivating Hybrid and HYV Boro crops. So,
farmers applied more agro-chemicals for HYV Aman and HYV/Hybrid Boro crop cultivation.
Total about 1,262.3 tons chemical fertilizers, 4.65 Kiloliter liquid and 7.91 tons granular/powder
pesticides were used in the study area for crop cultivation per year. Detailed use of agrochemicals under post-project situation is presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Use of Agro-Chemicals in Gozaria Beel System in Post Project Situation
Crop Name
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Wheat
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables

Urea
100
150
180
140
150
100
150

Fertilizer (Kg/ha)
TSP
MP
30
30
60
50
80
60
50
60
20
50
40
25
60
80

Others
0
10
15
10
10
5
20

Pesticides
Total
(kg/ ha) Liq. (ml/ha) Gran. (Kg/ha)
160
500
1
270
800
1
335
1200
2.5
260
1000
2
230
1200
2
170
500
0
310
1500
3

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017

Impact
Use of agro-chemical has increased largely under post-project situation compared to preproject situation. Additional about 1,262.3 tons chemical fertilizers, 4.65 Kiloliter liquid and
7.91 tons granular/powder pesticides are used for crop cultivation in this area. Detailed impact
on use of agro-chemical is presented in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Impact on Agro-Chemicals in Gozaria Beel System

Crop name

Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Wheat
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total

Pre-project
Post-project
Impact
Pesticides
Pesticides
Pesticides
Total
Total
Total
Liquid
Powder/
Liquid
Powder/
Liquid
Powder/
Fertilizer
Fertilizer
Fertilizer
(Kilo
Granular
(Kilo
Granular
(Kilo
Granular
(ton)
(kg/ha)
(kg/ha)
Liter)
(ton)
Liter)
(ton)
Liter)
(ton)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.00

5.4
470.3
327.6
96.2
91.1
48.5
223.2
1262.3

0.02
1.39
1.17
0.37
0.48
0.14
1.08
4.65

0.03
1.74
2.45
0.74
0.79
2.16
7.91

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, November; 2017
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5.4
470.3
327.6
96.2
91.1
48.5
223.2
1262.3

0.02
1.39
1.17
0.37
0.48
0.14
1.08
4.65

0.03
1.74
2.45
0.74
0.79
0.00
2.16
7.91
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5. Livestock Resources
Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of Livestock Population, Feed and Diseases
Pre Project

According to livestock census 1996, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
were 6,440 cattle, 2,530 goats, 28,580 chicken and 8,230 ducks (Table 5.1). Before
implementation of the project, the major feed available to ruminants was mostly crop residues
(rice straw) supplemented with weeds from cultivated fields. They are to depend on naturally
grown grasses in Kandas and alongside roads and embankments. Most of the year before
implementation of the project, the crops were to damage by early flash flood. As a result,
shortage of feed from crop residues, reduction of grazing facilities seriously affect livestock
rearing. That time, the small holders were to depend on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant
for their cattle. The major poultry feeds were rice bran, broken rice, kitchen wastes like rice,
rice-gruel, vegetables, fish wastes etc. In addition, the duck usually scavenge in the nearby
water bodies like haor, beel, khal, river or any other low lying areas; mainly eat various types
of aquatic insects, small fish, shell or snails. Major livestock and poultry diseases were Gola
Fula (Haemorragic Septicemia), Foot and Mouth Diseases (FMD), Pox and Cholera, Duck
Cholera, Fowl Pox and Fowl Cholera etc. The most vulnerable period was between July to
November for spreading diseases to livestock and poultry populations. Mortality rate of the
livestock/poultry was higher due to poor shelter condition and they lived in unhygienic
condition. Marketing facilities was not in good condition and price was also low due to less
demand of their products and by products. Producer consumed their products at family level
and additional products were sold at local village market.
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Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Gozaria Beel System
Pre Project

Post Project

Impact

Livestock/
Poultry
Category

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

Number of
Livestock
Population

Cattle
Goat
Chicken
Duck

2,570
1,220
4,870
1,690

6,440
2,530
28,580
8,230

3,720
1,300
6,060
2,060

8,410
2,690
34,680
9,380

1,970
160
6,100
1,150

Source: CEGIS estimation based on livestock census (1996), agriculture census (2008) and field
information (July 2017)

Post Project
According to agriculture census 2008, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
are 8,410 cattle, 2,690 goats, 34,680 chicken and 9,380 ducks (Table 5.1). After
implementation of the project, crop is protected from early flash flood. As a result, the feed
availability of livestock is increased due to increase of crop production. However, some of the
year, the crops were damaged by early flash flood. In that year, the small holders were depend
on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The poultry feeds are same as in pre
project situation. On the other hand, more or less similar diseases are found in post project
situation. The mortality rate of the livestock/poultry became negligible during the project
period, due to extension works at farmers’ level such as immunization and insemination
program by Department of Livestock (DLS). Marketing facilities during dry season also
improved due to improvement of the communication system by constructing the submersible
embankments. Therefore, market prices are increased due to high demand of products and
by products.
Impact
From 1996 to 2008, about 1,970 cattle, 160 goat, 6,100 chicken and 1,150 ducks have
increased due to the reduction of flood vulnerability, improvement of marketing facilities and
strengthening of livestock extension services. Details about impact on livestock are presented
in Table 5.1.
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6. Fisheries Resources
6.1

Introduction

Fisheries resources are diversified with different fresh water fish habitats in project area. Some
perennial and seasonal beels, floodplain, khals and fish ponds are present. The project is
bounded by Narsunda River. The river is the main source of surface water of the project.
Basically this river facilitate the fish migration through the linked khal/canal. Monsoon flood is
almost regular phenomenon. The river and khals are act as fish migratory route as well as
sheltering place. In monsoon the floodplains area are use as fish spawning and grazing area.
The beels in the project area are contribute much in respect of fisheries production. Fish
habitat that create a good opportunity for fishing for different types of fishers in monsoon and
post monsoon. The floodplain area are use as crop field in dry season. Fish ponds are present
that contributing some extent in fish production.
Fish production trend is declining from the open water sources due to losing of river beel
connectivity in dry season, malfunctioning of water regulatory structures on the khals and poor
management of open water fisheries resources. The team discuss with the local farmers,
fishers, local elites, businessman in several spots during field visit. Entering system of water
in the project area was almost same in pre and post intervention period. Fishing in the project
area is almost open for everybody.
6.2

Fish Habitat Area

The fish habitat namely river and khals that play a vital role in respect of fish production. The
adjacent river Narsunda is perennial in nature. The major beels are namely Gozaria beel, Ara
beel, Gatua beel, Pijakara beel, Gozaria beel, Jaloadhera beel etc and the beels are Gabba
Khal, Syodi Khal, Jhaloali Khal, Baraki khal, Katila khal and Arar Khals are acting as major
arteries of fish migration into the project area. These are playing a vital role in maintaining the
fish productivity of the project area. The khals and beels are both seasonal and perennial in
nature. And in monsoon the floodplain are inundated either rain water or monsoon water and
the water stay about 3 to 4 months per year. The floodplain area are basically used as breeding
and feeding ground for the fishes in monsoon. In dry season the floodplains are use as
agriculture land.
Pre Project
Fish habitat in the project area was 968 ha. Out of that capture fish habitat was 967 ha and
fish pond 1 ha. Overall fish habitat scenario was good. And the connectivity of khals with beel,
floodplain and river was smooth. Some khas land was present and most of them was water
body.
Post Project
The total fish habitat is 884 ha. Of which 881 ha capture fish habitat and 3 ha culture fish
habitat. The rivers and perennial beels are silted up naturally. Photo of fish habitat in Gozaria
beel are given below in Figure 4.1.
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Gozaria beel

Gabbua khal

Figure 6.1: Fish Habitat of Gozaria Beel Area
Impacts
Decrease the fish habitat 84 ha in post project period. Breakdown of fish habitat is given in the
following Table 4.1.
Table 6.1: Fish Habitat of Gozaria Beel
Sl.
1

Fishery
Category
Capture

2

Culture

Habitat type
Perennial Beels
River, Khals
Floodplain
Sub Total
Culture pond
Sub Total
Grand Total

Area (Ha)
Pre Project
Post Project
42
26
3
3
922
852
967
881
1
3
1
3
968
884

Impact(Area
Change in Ha)
-16
0
-70
-86
+2
+2
-84

Source: Satellite Image-Landsat TM, 2015

6.3

Habitat Condition

Fish habitat condition was good and productive. But at present the water bodies are changing
because of siltation and incremental crop cultivation and other man made causes.
Pre Project
Habitat condition of fish and water quality was good and productive. The farmer mostly
cultivate local variety of rice in pre project condition. So use of agrochemicals and pesticides
and fertilizer was limited.
Post Project
Day by day boro cultivation is increasing in the project area. And increasing the use of
agrochemicals, pesticides and fertilizer. Reducing the water quality as well as habitat condition
due to residual impacts of agrochemicals, different types of wastages from homestead rotten
of jute etc. Disrupting the sheltering place of fish in the project area especially in dry season
due to insufficient water.
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Impacts
Decreasing the depth of water in beels in post monsoon period that decreasing the sheltering
place of fishes that influence the fish production.
6.4

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

Observed during field visit and also reported by the local peoples and fishers that abundance
of fish species was moderate. And the available fishes was koi, puti, mani, kholisha, rui, catla,
kalibaus, tengra, boal, deshi sarputi, magur, shing, pangus, kakila, chanda, taki, chang, shol,
potca, guchi baim, baila, tara baim, mola, chela, gutum, pabda, foli, darkina, chapila etc. About
70 fish species was present in Gozaria beel area.
Post Project
Number of fish species are almost same as before. But richness of biodiversity of fishes has
the declining trend over the years. Some species abundance like pabda, deshi sarputi, mani,
foli etc. are increasing day by day which was almost unavailable few years ago. Photo of fish
species in the project area are given in the following Figure 4.2.

Figure 6.2 Available Fish Species in Gozaria Beel
Impacts
Increase the abundance of some fish species like deshi sarputi, mani, foli, pabda, ghonia,
boal, mola etc.
6.5

Fish Migration
Pre Project

In pre project condition fish migration and movement was smooth. Most of the fish species
migrate without any obstacle. The fish use the shallow depth for breeding and feeding
purpose. Fish migration and movement was smooth.
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Post Project
Migration are hampering due to malfunctioning of regulators in the khals. Beside this siltation
in khal and beel bed and some man made obstacles also disturbing of fish migration. So the
spawning and feeding grounds are reducing day by day in the project area.
Impacts
Delayed of fish breeding of small fishes and disruption of fish migration due to decreasing of
spawning and feeding grounds that influence the fish production.
6.6

Fish Production
Pre Project

Fish production per year 116 Metric Ton (MT). From capture habitat was about 115 MT and
from culture habitat was about 1 MT per year.
Post Project
Per year fish production is 208 MT. From capture habitat is 202 MT and culture habitat is about
6 MT.
Impacts
Fish production increase about 92 Metric Ton (MT) per year. The location of the project is
adjacent of Narsunda River. The incremental fish production may causes due to location of
project, increasing of fishing activities and commercialization of fishing etc. Fish production
from pre project and post project scenario are given in the following Table 4.2.
Table 6.2: Breakdown of Fish Production by Habitat type of Gozaria Beel
Sl.

Fishery
Category

1

Capture

2

Culture

Habitat type
Perennial Beels
River and Khal
Floodplain
Sub Total
Culture habitat
Sub Total
Grand Total

Production (MT)
Pre
Post
project
project
22
23
1
1
92
178
115
202
1
6
1
6
116
208

Impact
(Production Change in MT)
+1
0
+86
+87
+5
+5
+92

Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data 1989 and 2015.

6.7

Fishing Appliance
Pre Project

In pre project scenario mesh size of net was above 2-3 cm (about 1 inch) that was mostly used
to catch the fishes. Types of used gears for fishing like ber jal, khora jal, thela jal, jhaki jal,
borshi, Gui (made by bamboo that used to catch small fishes) was used to catch fishes from
the Gozaria beel area. That gears was fish friendly and protect the small fishes during fishing
because of big mesh size.
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Post Project
The gear which was used as earlier are all most same. Some new nets and traps like moshari
jal (small mesh size net below 0.1 cm) and Kironmala (one type of trap made by plastic sheet
and use fish feed inside the trap) are using which are not fish friendly. Some cases the part
time fishers are catching fish from the beel by dewatering in post monsoon period.
Impacts
New nets like moshari jal (small mesh size net) and kironmala (trap) are not fish friendly and
damaging the fish fry as well as habitat quality.
6.8

Fishers Livelihood

Permanent, part time and subsistence fishers are involved with fishing activities in Gozaria
beel area. The fishers are both Hindu and Muslim communities. The fishers catch fish in the
project area during monsoon and post monsoon period about 5 to 6 month per year. After that
they catch fish in adjacent river. The professional fishers are fully dependent of fishing for their
livelihood round the year. But the part time fisher catch fish about 4-5 months after inundation
of project area. The part time fishers are engage with agriculture activities after fishing
activities.
Pre Project
About (5-6) month the professional fishers was involve to catch fish in the project area. After
that they catch fish in Narsunda River and fish culture pond in the area. Most of the
professional fishers was Hindu. The number was limited and the Muslim professional fishers
was almost absent.
Post Project
The number of fishers are increasing day by day. Good numbers of fishers are involve with
fishing in monsoon and post monsoon. Especially the number of part time fishers’ are
increasing rapidly. The part time fishers are mostly agriculturist and comes from Muslim
community. Beside these some peoples are involved as fish aratder, money investor, ice
producer, retailer, fish labor, transport worker etc. for their livelihood.
Impacts
Increasing the fishing pressure due to increasing of the fishers’ number. So decrease the
earning because of excessive fishing and that create a problem especially for the professional
fishers. Good numbers of peoples are involve for their livelihood like fish retailer, fish aratder,
money investor, ice producer, fish labor, transport worker etc. Overall involvement in this
sector is increasing day by day.
6.9

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

Peak time for fishing is monsoon and post monsoon. And the fishing was almost smooth. Even
some water area was untouched in beel or adjacent river / khal as safeguard for the next year
propagation. Fish catch by dewatering in beels was almost absent. And no restriction in
fishing.
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Post Project
No restriction of fishing in monsoon period the project area. But restricted in post monsoon
period especially in private own beels, katha / jhata (brush pill) and its adjacent areas. Fish
catch by dewatering in beels are happing in some extent.
Impacts
Decrease the fish habitat quality due to fishing by dewatering. That effects negatively for next
year fish production.
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7. Ecosystem
7.1

Introduction

The Gozaria Beel project area consists of 3,157 hector area. The project area mainly spread
in-between 2 upazilas of Kishoreganj district namely Karimganj and Kishoreganj sadar and a
smaller portion belong to Tarail uapazila. The intervention of Gozaria beel area instigated in
1984-1986. The project area possesses a unique ecosystem that supports various types of
terrestrial and aquatic floral and faunal species. Terrestrial ecosystem mostly belongs to
different homesteads. The remaining flora is aquatic life-forms which are spread throughout
the beels, connecting khals and the river surrounding the project area. The major beels in the
project area are Gozaria, Pochahara/Bora, Gabbua, Gangina, Gautta and Kadliona etc. The
haor basin indicator flora and fauna were less present at this part of the project.
7.2

Terrestrial Flora

Terrestrial flora as well as terrestrial vegetation among the study area can be categorized as,
i) Homestead vegetation, ii) Crop-field vegetation and iii) Roadside and embankment
vegetation. Each category of vegetation has distinguished characteristics to separate them
from each other. The project area consists of diversified terrestrial fruit and timber yielding tree
like Mango, Jackfruit, Mehogoni, Chambul etc. The trees those are capable to survive in flood
and moist condition also occur in this area. The bushy shrubs like Dholkolmi, different herbs
and grasses were less commonly found over the area.
Pre Project
Before intervention started in 1984, the study area was comprised of different terrestrial
species but dominant tree species were naturally grown Mango, Jackfruit etc. as fruit yielding
trees. Other tree species also found those are mainly planted for timber and fuel extraction.
The previous vegetation coverage area was much higher in the past. Cultivation of paddy was
less due to unavailability of dry land.
Post Project
According to senior respondents living in the area, the present vegetation coverage area is
lesser than the past (pre project). Though homestead vegetation gradually increasing with
timber trees. The common species those constitute homestead vegetation is Mangifera indica,
Artocarpus heterophulus, Syzygium cummini, Anthocephalus cadamba, Albizia procera,
Bambusa spp. Bombax ceiba, Cocos nucifera, Baringtonia actangula etc. Besides the
homestead area, some planted vegetables and agricultural crops also covers considerable
amount of homestead vegetation coverage. The dykes of the homestead ponds are planted
with economically important plant species like Coconut tree, Bamboo, etc. After the
intervention cultivation of paddy has been increased.
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A. Gozaria Beel

B. Gozaria Beel connecting Khal

C. Pochahara Beel

Source: CEGIS field visit 3rd& 4th November, 2017

Figure 7.1: View of the Study Area
Impact
The interventions like the embankment; sluice gate/regulator may be paving the way to
enhance the diversity of flora. Flash flood and yearly flooding has been playing a major role in
the declining of floral diversity. Population density and their daily needs are also downing the
current status. Access to more people to harvest natural resources as per demands has been
leading depletion of terrestrial floral coverage due to overexploitation. The specific impact on
terrestrial flora has been depicted below in Table 5.1.
Table 7.1: Changes of Status of Indicator Species
Indicator Species
Pitali/Mera
Hijol
Koroch
Barun
Dhol Kolmi
Nol Khagra

Pre Project
Less
Less
Less
Rare
Common
Rare

Post Project
Rare
Rare
Rare
N/A
Medium
N/A
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Cause of status change
Anthropogenic activities
Anthropogenic activities
Anthropogenic activities
Anthropogenic activities
Anthropogenic activities
Anthropogenic activities
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7.3

Terrestrial Fauna
Pre Project

Terrestrial vegetation was the shelter and roosted place for different bird species especially
Pallas's Fish Eagle, Brahminy Kite, Vulture and other common birds. Gozaria beel area was
favorable place for medium sized mammals like fishing cat, Bengal fox, jackal and other
wildlife. According to local elderly people, otter was very commonly seen inside the project
area. The reptiles and amphibians population was also found good in number. Bengal monitor
lizard was also a commonly found animal here.
Post Project
Throughout the post-intervention period, the terrestrial faunal status had been declining for
some species and some species are increasing in number. Most of the common terrestrial
fauna became lower in number due to different anthropogenic activities. After carrying out of
interventions, it had paved the way to produce more crops instead of keeping lands
unproductive. As a consequence, terrestrial fauna lost their suitable habitats. But commonly
available terrestrial birds like Black Drongo, Common Myna, Asian Pied Starling, Oriental
Magpie Robin, Spotted Dove, House Sparrow, Common Tailorbird, etc. population remains
almost similar. Among the reptiles, the Bengal Monitor Lizard, Garden Lizard, House Lizard,
Skink, are reported to be commonly found in the area. Indian Rat Snake, Checkered Keelback
are lesser than the pre intervention period. The frog and toad species those are commonly
observed in the area are Common Toad, Indian Bullfrog, and Cricket Frog etc. Bengal fox is
commonly seen here (source: local people) which has been remained almost similar to pre
intervention period.

Figure 7.2: Representing Bird Species of the Study Area
Source: CEGIS field visit 3rd& 4th November, 2017

Impact
The facilities provided by the intervention namely embankment, sluice gate, regulators; etc
has given the opportunity to other sectors for harvesting best service but for a small window
of time. But in the bigger aspect it has been indirectly triggered fauna into diminishing to the
threat of extinction. A specific status of the terrestrial fauna is presented in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Impact on Terrestrial Fauna of the Gozaria Beel Area
Indicator Species
Pallas’s Fish Eagle
Brahminy Kite
Vulture
Bull Frog

Pre Project
Common
Common
Less
Common

Post Project
Rare
Common
Extinct
Common

Fishing Cat

Less common

Unavailable

Bengal Fox

Common

Common

Checkered Keelback

Common

Medium

7.4

Cause of status change
changing of suitable habitat etc.
N/A.
N/A
N/A
Decreasing of suitable habitat
and hunting by local people.
N/A
Decreasing of suitable habitat
and death by fishing nets.

Aquatic Flora
Pre Project

The sample respondents opine that (those who can recall the scenario before intervention
taken place), the aquatic bodies were full of different floral groups especially in Pochahara
beel and Gozaria beel etc. The floral vegetation like Water Chestnut or commonly called
Singara (Trapa natans) and White Water Lily were with abundant because most the land was
fallow not to use for cultivation. Sometimes, flash floods occurred and made damaged to many
floral communities. The diversity of flora in this area was good enough compared to current
status.
Post Project
After the implementation of the project, the floral diversity lessened for different anthropogenic
activities. Present use of pesticides and population density causing harm towards the aquatic
flora. Over extraction of floating, rooted or deeply rooted plants; causing threat for the diversity
of this floral community. As the project area contains flowing water, water hyacinth is not
commonly seen here. Nol khagra, (Trapa natans) (commonly called Singara), and White
Water Lily’s lowered due to cultivation of paddy and the siltation of the beels.
Impact
The interventions for raising crop productivity have a major impact on aquatic flora throughout
the project area. Some species has lost its richness and received threats to its survival namely
Water Lilly, and Chhaila Grass, Nolkhagra became rare. Some of the respondents indicate
that using of power tiller as cultivating tool caused the deterioration of Water lily population.
The Following Table represents the status of indicator aquatic plant species of the haor and
their impacts over the time.
Table 7.3: Overall Status of Aquatic Flora of Gozaria Beel
Indicator Species
Kochuripana
Shapla
Makhna
Singra
Chailla Ghash

Pre Project

Post Project

Medium
Common
Not grown
Less
Rare

Less
Less
Not grown
Rare
Rare
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Interventional linkage
Anthropogenic factors
Anthropogenic factors
N/A
Anthropogenic factors
N/A
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7.5

Aquatic Fauna
Pre Project

Gozaria beel project area was rich in aquatic faunal resources. According to the senior
respondents, the area was an ideal place for different aquatic fauna. The area was occupied
with numerous local and wetland dependent bird species namely Indian Pond Heron, Little
Egret, Common Kingfisher, Little Cormorant, different duck species etc. Migratory bird was
commonly found at beel areas during winter. Water dependant amphibians and reptile species
were commonly found in this area.
Post Project
It is evident after field visit that, in view of the pre-intervention scenario, the number and
diversity of aquatic fauna has been decreased over time. The number of birds, amphibians
and reptiles all are dropped down gradually for different factors. Whereas Indian Pond Heron,
Little Egret, Common Kingfisher, Little Cormorant, Brahminy kite are commonly found in the
project area. As per the sample respondents, now migratory bird species visiting is limited due
to drying up of beels and habitat change. Interestingly, current status of bullfrog population
remained the same over time whereas the number of checkered keelback has been decreased
due to death by fishing nets. Snail and oyster are found abundantly in the project area which
is a major food source for the ducks.

Figure 7.3: Checkered Keelback, one of the Common Snake Species within the
Project Area
Source: CEGIS field visit 3rd & 4th November, 2017

Impact
Various wetlands and its different habitat characteristics support habitats for various aquatic
fauna. Over the time for different anthropogenic causes the number of aquatic fauna reduced
remarkably but it is evident that there is no direct connection for such loss with the intervention
activities. To increase agricultural production locals use pesticides, power tiller machines
which are causing death of many aquatic faunal species.
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Table 7.4: Overall Status of Aquatic Flora of Gozaria Beel
Indicator Species
Bull frog
Cricket frog
Checkered
Keelback
Eurasian Otter
Migratory bird
Egrets/Herons
Snail/Oyester

7.6

Pre Project

Post Project

Common
Common

Common
Common

Causes of status change/
Interventional linkage
N/A
N/A

Common

Common

N/A

Common
Common
Common
Common

Less
Less
Less
Common

Food and Habitat Loss
Food and Habitat Loss
Food and Habitat Loss
N/A

Swamp Forest and Reed Land
Pre Project

As per discussion with the elderly people, there was no swamp forest but few reed land existed
Gozaria Beel area before the intervention took place.
Post Project
Reed bed coverage has changed over time. Change coverage of reedbeds due to expansion
of cropping intensity.
Impact
The impact due to embanking the beel area and increasing population played major role in for
the change of reed area. The siltation of beels due to flood is another cause of decline.
7.7

Ecosystem Goods and Services

Fertilizer, food, medicine, energy, fiber, construction and craft materials are important
ecological goods. The ecosystem services have been divided into four categories on the basis
of their nature of functions and they are provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural
services.
Pre Project
Before the intervention taken place, local fishermen used to get large amount of fishes and
the perennial beels supported commercial fishing all over the year. The abundant aquatic
vegetation also provided rich grazing supply for domestic livestock and an alternative source
of fuel and fertilizer to the local people. In dry season, the area supports huge rice growing
activities. In winter, khal area received large amount of wetland resources that plays a great
role in the human lives of settlement area. Economic activities including commercial fishing,
was generally seen in study area. Available resources kept control to help restore biodiversity
for future uses.
Post Project
Most of smaller beels and large ponds/water-bodies have now been leased to private
individuals. Khas land also been sold for cultivation during dry season. Khals and deep tubewell provides irrigation facilities in dry season. Early flash flood and other natural disaster
sometime caused serious damage of agriculture. As a result more people engaged
themselves in fishing over the time. Shortage of food, human pressure and excessive catching
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decreased the number of fishes and ultimately relocate wildlife due to shortage in food supply.
Local people are using water hyacinth as a fodder of cattle. The homestead vegetation
coverage is increasing over the time and facilitates wood production, oxygen supply, fuel wood
production and alternate income generation. Agriculture production also increased over the
time. But in the study area, over extraction of aquatic flora is one of the main reason for
reduction of these natural resources.
Impact
To meet the demand of growing population, people of study area are harvesting excessive
amount of fish. Over harvesting of fishes, dewatering of beel areas are the major causes for
deterioration of fisheries and other ecological resources. Intervention potentially impact on
agricultural production. Overall the ecological resources have not been directly impacted for
the interventions.
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8. Socio-economic Resources
8.1

Introduction

This study has been conducted to understand the socio-economic condition of the project
population based on impacts of the project intervention to protect Boro paddy crops from early
flash flood. The study findings are focused to assess the project impact (Pre and post project).
The socio–economic profile has been explored to understand changes in people’s socioeconomic condition with project, compares to their pre project situation using both primary and
secondary data considering the objectives of the study.
8.2

Location and Demography

The Gozaria Beel project covers 3157 ha area. The area includes 9 Mouzas from 7 unions of
Karimganj, Kishoreganj and Tarail Upazila of Kishoreganj district. Among them 4 unions
(Gujadia, Jafarabad, Kadir Jangal and Karimganj) are from Karimganj Upazila, 2 unions from
(Mahinanda and Maij Khapan) Kishoreganj Shadar and1 union (Talganga) from Tarail Upazila.
The study area has a total estimated population of 61369 at present (2017). Its population was
53489 at the time of construction of this project by BWDB. Based on population and housing
census the number of households, population, density and sex ratio for the year 1981 and
2017 are presented in the following Table 6.1.
Table 8.1: Distribution of Population and Household in the Study Area
Time
Pre Project (1981)
Post Project (2017)

Household
6288
8283

Population
31443
41419

Sex ratio
99
98

Density
996
1312

Source: Bangladesh Population and Housing Census 1981 & 2011 and projected up to 2017

8.3

Livelihood Status
Pre Project

Agriculture was the prime source of livelihood of the majority (95%) of population. Very few
were involved in livestock rearing and fishery. The farmers depended predominantly on Boro
and Aman Paddy production and Jute as well. Besides, people of the area also cultivated
some winter crops like mustard and vegetable. The laborers are also mainly employed by the
farmers in this agricultural sector. Production of crops yielded them their food and cash money.
The livestock and fisheries were the secondary source of income. In addition, other sources
of income were non-agricultural labor, business and employment.
Post Project
Agriculture is still the primary source of livelihoods in the study area, its environment has
improved with higher yields and less damage to crops after the project intervention. According
to the local people, most of the people (about 90%) are engaged in agriculture. Besides, some
peopleare engaged in jobs, various types of business and other activities. There are a few
people who temporarily engage themselves in fishing for their livelihood.
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Impact
Agriculture is the main sources of income so far and the agricultural production has increased
in Gozaria Beel Project area. Higher yields and less damage to crops ensure the livelihood of
the poor people for at least 6 months. The labor community has also got some extra income
opportunity for their livelihood.
8.4

Agriculture Crop Production based Income
Pre Project

Livelihood opportunities for households in the Gozaria Beel project area were limited and
highly seasonal, as they were focused predominantly on agricultural labor associated with the
jute, B. Aman, Lt. Aman, Local Boro, mustard and vegetable crops in Kharif-I, Kharif-II and
Rabi cropping cycle. Following table 0.00 shows the agricultural income, based on crop
production. Based on current production rate (per Ha), agricultural income has been calculated
and presented in this table. It is observed that, before the project intervention total value of
annually produced crop in the project area was BDT 249.45 million. To calculate the direct
financial outcome, the present government procurement rate (Paddy BDT 21,000 per ton) of
each crop has been taken as unit price into consideration.
Table 8.2: Agricultural Income based on Crop Production
Crop name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
Local Boro
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total

Pre Project Production(ton)
58
3710
1235
918
593
5904

Total price (Million/BDT)
1.22
77.91
25.94
32.13
23.7
88.56
249.45

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

Post Project
In post-project scenario, the area becomes protected from early flash flood which influences
the livelihood opportunities for households in the Gozaria Beel project area. Then, the farmers
have more focused on HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro crops. Additionally, the farmers
were able to produce some vegetables in winter. The income opportunity based on agriculture
increased and the labor group got additional working opportunity generating extra income
opportunities for the wage earning households. The overall cropped area has also increased
due to the project intervention which also increased the net crop production. After the
intervention farmers got BDT435.03 million from their annually produced crop.
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Table 8.3: Agricultural income based on Crop Production
Crop name
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Wheat
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total

Post Project Production(ton)
78
5714
4254
832
817
316
12586

Total price (Million/BDT)
1.64
119.99
89.33
18.30
28.61
12.65
188.78
459.31

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

Impact
Due to the project intervention farmers got additional production from their cultivated crops
especially from paddy (105.93 ton) due to higher yield rate of HYV paddy and newly introduced
cultivation of HYV Aman and vegetable (6682 ton) in the study area. This cultivation was
introduced after completion of project due to its higher yield rate and ensured early flash flood
protection by project interventions. Therefore, the income opportunity of agricultural
households has increased. Before the project intervention the agricultural production base
total income was about BDT 249.45 million while after project income is about BDT 459.31
million. So, agricultural production based income increased up to 209.85 during the period of
after project condition.
8.5

Income from Agricultural Wage Labor
Pre Project

Before the project intervention the local varieties of paddy were cultivated and there also had
some vegetable cultivation in the study area. On that time HYV paddy technology was not
popular in the area. Net demand for labor per ha was about 141 person for the crop cultivation
and a total number of 5.58 lac man days were needed. The following Table 6.4 shows the
crop wise labor demand and their gross income.
Table 8.4: Agricultural Wage Labor
Crops Name
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
Local Boro
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total/Average

No. of Labor/ha
120
150
160
140
105
170
141

Pre Project
Total Man Days
4080
264000
87840
71400
61005
69700
558025

Income (BDT/Million)
1.22
79.20
26.35
21.42
18.30
20.91
167.41

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

Post Project
With the changed crop variety the labor requirement has increased due to improved cultural
practices (transplanting, using fertilizers, pesticides etc.) From the field investigation and
CEGIS estimation it is observed that on an average a total number of 6.86 lac man days is
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needed annually. For calculating the labors income the present local wage rate (BDT 300day)
is considered per day.
Table 8.5: Agricultural Labor Demand and Labor based Income (Project Level)
Crops Name
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
HYV Boro
Wheat
Jute
Mustard
Vegetables
Total/Average

Post Project
Total Man Days
4930
261300
156480
59200
55440
29925
118800
686075

No. of Labor/ha
145
150
160
160
140
105
165
143

Income (BDT/Million)
1.48
78.39
46.94
17.76
16.63
8.98
35.64
205.82

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

Impact
The opportunities for agricultural labor were limited in pre project condition though the then
the agricultural activity were conducted manually. After project intervention, people got
enabling environment to grow more paddy for introduction of HYV and additional 1.28 lac labor
man days were required which comes from the local labor community. The direct impact was
on agricultural wage based income and the laborers were able to earn an additional amount
of s tk. 38.42 million.
8.6

Housing condition
Pre Project

Overall housing condition was poor due to low income of households from traditional
agriculture, causing lack of affordability of households to build better houses. About 70.87%
of houses were made of straw/Bamboo, 28.86% made of Tile/C.I sheet and combination of
different types of materials. Concrete buildings were negligible and only the well-off families
(large farmers) had this type of houses only (0.27%).
Post Project
With the period of time, the housing materials have improved as well as the financial capacity
of the local people has, however, changed. The farmers have been able to produce more
crops and earn more from the production which has impact on the housing structure of the
area. In comparison with the past, about 91.8% houses of the area are now tin-shed and
thatched fence, whereas 6.2% of the houses are semi-pucka. Only the large farmers has the
pucka houses which is very low (2%)
Impact
More agricultural production has increased the income of the local people who are involved in
the agricultural activity. This has helped the farmer community to improve their housing
condition.
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8.7

Education
Pre Project

Before intervention the literacy rate was 20.3%, where for male it accounts to 25.3% and
female 15.3% (BBS, 1981). Data show that, in the study area the male populations are more
educated than the female counterpart. Attending rate of male is (20.8%) higher than the female
(9.8%) students. Attendance in pre-school and primary level was the same. But attendance
started reducing from secondary level in the study area because of the distance of the
institutions and also for the financial incapability.
Post Project
At present the literacy rate is 37.2%, where for male it accounts to 38.2% and female 36.3%
(BBS, 2012). Data show that, at present, in the study area the female populations are still now
less educated than the male counterpart. But, the ratio of female participation in education has
changed over the time. The scenario has started to change after the project intervention while
they got opportunity to earn more money from the improved agricultural production. Moreover,
better communication system due to the construction of embankment also increased the
interest of the students to go to school.
Impact
Field findings confirm that, the secured income opportunity and social awareness for education
lead the local people to send their children to school. Furthermore, different gov. and non-gov.
programs have also played a vital role to improve the educational status of the area.
8.8

Drinking Water and Sanitation
Pre Project

Before the project intervention the drinking water situation of the study area was satisfactory
and about 93.11% of the households were drinking tube-well water. Taking a bath, cooking
and other domestic activities was performed in local River/Canal and Pond. Besides, the
sanitation scenario was totally reverse. Only 2.34% households of the area were using
sanitary toilet whereas 60.78% household were not using non-sanitary toilet. The most
alarming, about 34.37% of households had no toilet facilities.
Post Project
The drinking water situation has slightly changed in the study area with the period of time. At
present about 96.5% of the dwelling households are using tube-well as main source of drinking
water. Taking a bath, cooking and other domestic activities is still now performed in local
River/Canal and Pond. The sanitation condition has also improved with the period of time. At
present 50.4 % households of the area have safe sanitary toilets whereas 44.2% of
households are using no-sanitary toilets. But, still now 5.4% of the households, mostly very
poor, have no toilet facilities.
Impact
Project impact on drinking water and sanitation has been positive. Around 3% additional
households (compared to pre-project situation) have been able to access tube-well water. But
sanitation facilities have improved a lot (48%, which cannot be directly be attributed to project
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development alone). National programs all over the country and other GO/NGO programs
have jointly achieved the high level. Income increase due to project, associated with
exogenous factors have made it possible.
8.9

Land Price
Pre Project

In pre project, the land price of this beel was minimal and people were not interested to buy
land due to regular flash flood and crop damage. It is reported by local people that the price
of agricultural land was BDT15000 to 20,000 Tk per Keyar1.
Post Project
With the project-induced change and autonomous development in the area this situation has
changed and the land price has increased with the period of time. After the project intervention,
the land price has increased due to the increased productivity of land. Though exogenous
factors like macroeconomic development and inflation have contributed to raise the land price,
people’s interest to buy those land is acknowledged to be one of the reasons of rise in land
price. Presently, the price of agricultural land per Keyar is around BDT 70.0 thousand to BDT
80.00 thousand\ per Keyar.
Impact
Flash flood protection and enabling environment for HYV rice culture have caused value of
land to appreciate by more than thrice or fourth than the pre-project price. Asset value of land
has increased for all land owning households, making them more credit worthy for more assets
to own.
8.10 Transport and Communication
Pre Project
In pre project situation, the communication system of the area was developed. There were
road networks from 3 sides of the beel and people were used to use these roads for their
everyday business.
Post Project
One side of the beel was open and unprotected before project intervention. To protect the beel
from flash flood a 3 km embankment with a sluice gate was constructed which has developed
connectivity between Gujadia Bazar and Tamni. After the period of project intervention, people
of these two areas started to use this embankment as road for their everyday purposes.
Impact
This embankment has improved the connectivity between Gujadia and Tamni. The people of
Tamni have been highly benefited due to the embankment and they got easy access to the
Upazila road.

1

1 Keyar = 30 decimals
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8.11 Labor and Seasonal Migration
Pre Project
During the pre-project condition, people did not get more access to do other works than to
agriculture. People of the area were migrated to different regions to join as work force for crop
harvesting and fishing. The intensity of migration during that period was significant and
people’s demand specific labors within the haor area were not adequate to assist their
agricultural production. The technological innovation for agricultural production was not
significant at that period. Use of transplantation system, pesticides, insecticides, fertilizers etc.
were almost unknown. It was found that net demand for labor per ha was roughly 141 and
60% of the labor migrated outside.
Post Project
After the project intervention, as the agricultural production has increased, livelihood
opportunity for wage labor has increased too. The net demand for agricultural labor (having
with technological innovation) is roughly 143 per ha. So, average labor input has increased
due to the introduction of high yielding variety which requires more maintenance for better
production. Now about 30% labors migrate to other regions as the working opportunity has
increased in the locality.
Impact
As a result of increased income from wage, relatively poor labor households of Gozaria Beel
Project area have been able to raise their living standard to some extent. Opportunities of
wage income from beyond this area for those households also have increased due to similar
developments in agriculture. Therefore, the net impact of the project on income and living
standard of labor households of the area is positive.
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9. Summary of Impacts
Table 9.1: Summary of Impacts
Indicators

Pre project



Flooding




Drainage


Sedimentation


Navigation

Land use(ha)
Land degradation
Cropping intensity
(%)
Cropped area (ha)
Crop production
(ton)
Crop damage
(ton)
Irrigated area (ha)
Surface water
Irrigation
availability








Post project
Water Resources
The agricultural land
 The arrival of flash
inside the beel was
flood water is belated
exposed to the threat of
after the project.
flash flood before the
 In recent time, the
project.
agricultural land inside
the beel receives full
Gozaria beel and the
other beels frequently
protection from flash
got flooded during that
flood.
time.
Drainage did not take
 The provision of
place in a proper way
regulators and sluices
before the project.
has brought a
systematic method in
People near the beel
the drainage of water.
area used their own
ways to take the water
 Water does not face
out of the beel.
any difficulty to drain
out because of these
structures.
There was no
 Beel bed is still free
sedimentation on beel
from sedimentation,
bed and river bed
but river bed is
before project.
gradually rising due to
sedimentation.
No major use of boats
 A new pucca road has
were seen before the
been constructed
project.
during the project.
Few boats were used
 The little use of boats
during monsoon to go
during monsoon is
to nearest markets.
seen no more because
of the road.
Land Resources
Gross area:3,157
 Gross area:3,157
NCA :2,050
 NCA:2,029
Others:1,107
 Others:1,128
No
 Change
Agriculture Resources

Impact
 The threat and
intensity of flooding
has been lessened
after the project.
 The agricultural
land is ensured to
have protection
from flash flood.
 The drainage has
come to a very
systematic way.
 The problem
regarding the
passage water has
been solved after
the project.
 The river bed is
facing little
sedimentation on its
bed after the
project.
 The little use of
boats in the beel for
travelling purpose
has ended
completely after the
project.

 NCA:-21
 Others:+21
 Change

 188

 223

 +35































Rice: 2,343
Non Rice: 1,501
Rice: 5,004
Non Rice: 7,415
Rice: 943
Non Rice: 1,624
Rice: 549
Non Rice: 410
Available
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Rice:2,754
Non Rice: 1,771
Rice: 10,046
Non Rice:14,551
Rice: 1,748
Non Rice:1,987
Rice: 978
Non Rice: 1,090
Deficit during month of
February to March

Rice: +411
Non Rice: +270
Rice:+5,042
Non Rice: +7,136
Rice:+805
Non Rice: +363
Rice:+429
Non Rice: +680
Deficit

Summary of Impacts

Indicators
Agro-chemicals
use (ton or
kiloliter)

Livestock
population
(number)

Pre project
 Fertilizers: 0
 Pesticides: 0

Impact
 Fertilizers: +1,262
 liquid pesticides:
+4.6 Kelo liter,
 granular/ powder
pesticides: +8ton













Fish habitat area

Fish habitat
Condition

Fish Diversity

Fish migration

Fish production 2



Post project
 Fertilizers: 1,262
 liquid pesticides:
4.6Kelo liter,
 granular/ powder
pesticides: 8 ton
Livestock Resources
Cattle:6,440
 Cattle:8,410
Goat:2,530
 Goat:2,690
Chicken:28,580
 Chicken:34,680
Duck:8,230
 Duck:9,380
Fisheries Resources
Fish habitat was about
 Total fish habitat is
968 ha.
884 ha.
Of which capture 967
 Of which capture 881
ha.
ha.
Culture 1 ha
 Culture 3 ha.

 Agrochemicals,
pesticides and fertilizer
was use in crop field
was limited.
 Some water bodies was
untouched from fishing
for next year fish
recruitment.
 Fish habitat quality and
water quality was
comparatively better.
 About 70 fish species
was available in project
area.

 Degrading the habitat
quality as well as
water quality in the
project area because
due to incremental use
of agrochemical in the
crop field.
 Water polluted due to
wastages from
homestead, market
and other sources.
 Species are almost
same but changing of
abundance of some
fish species.

 The fishes move easily
from one place to
another without any
disturbance. Fish
migration was smooth.

 Interrupt the fish
migration due to
malfunctioning of
regulator on
connected khals.
 Raising of bed level by
silt and manmade
activities.
 Total fish production is
about 208 MT per
year.
 Of which from capture
production 202 MT.
 From culture
production about 6
MT.

 Overall fish production
was 116 MT per year.
 Of which from capture
production was about
115 MT.
 From culture production
was about 1 MT.

2

Cattle:+1,970
Goat:+160
Chicken:+6,100
Duck:+1,150

 Overall decrease
the fish habitat 84
ha.
 Decrease the
capture fish habitat
area 86 ha.
 Increase the culture
habitat 2 ha.
 Decreasing the fish
habitat condition
and water quality by
wastage from
different sources of
adjacent areas.

 Some big species
are decreasing but
abundance of fish
species are
changing day by
day.
 Breeding of small
fishes are delayed
in some extent due
to hampering of fish
migration and
movement.
 Increase of fish
production about 92
MT per year.

Major contribution to the increased production came from adoption of fisheries management like
Beel fishery, increasing fishing activities, fishing commercialization, stocking of culture fish species in
Beel fishery, etc.
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Indicators

Fishing
Appliances

Pre project
 Types of fishing gears
namely jhaki jal,
dharma jal, thela jal,
borshi, ber jal, khora,
koi jal, Gui was used to
catch the fishes.
 The mesh size of net
and gears was about 2
to 3 cm that was fish
friendly that protect the
immature/ small fishes.
 Mostly the Hindu
fishers’ was involve
with fishing and number
of Muslim fishers was
almost absent.
 The fishers maintain
their live smoothly.

Post project
 Fishing gears are
almost similar.
 But at present the
fishers are using some
new net like moshari
jal and kironmala that
damaging both the fish
fry and habitat.

Impact
 Decrease the
habitat productivity
and fish species
richness.

 Both Muslim and
Hindu fishers numbers
are increasing day by
day. Mainly increased
the part time fishers
rapidly.
 Good numbers of
peoples are involved
with various activities
like fish aratder,
retailer, ice producer,
Money investor, fish
labor, transport worker
etc. for their livelihood.

 Some water area was
kept as non-fishing
area that helps for next
year breeding.
 Fishing by dewatering
was almost absent.

 Fishing is open for
everybody in
monsoon.
 But in post monsoon,
fishing are not allow in
the privately own beel
and katha / jatha and
its adjacent area.

 Increasing the
participation
numbers of peoples
in fisheries
activities.
 Fishing pressure in
project areas are
increasing day by
day due to
incremental fishers.
 The real fishers are
shifting from their
position due to
entrance of other
peoples.
 Fishing access is
limited especially in
privately own beel,
katha / jatha and
adjacent area in
post monsoon
period.
 So professional
fishers are not
getting full benefit in
post monsoon
period.

Fishers Livelihood

Fisheries
Management

Terrestrial flora
Terrestrial fauna

Aquatic flora

Aquatic fauna

Ecosystem
 Indicator species were
 Indicator species were
common
common or occasional
 Diversified terrestrial
 Different
wildlife (amphibian,
anthropogenic
reptilian, aves and
activities are reducing
mammals) species
the diversity and
were commonly found.
population of terrestrial
fauna.
 Numerous beels and
 Siltation rate is
khals provided rich
increasing.
aquatic vegetation.
Anthropogenic
activities is a threat for
some aquatic floral
species like Shapla,
Singra etc
 The area was an ideal
place for different
aquatic fauna. The area

 A few numbers of
migratory birds is seen
in winter. Over
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 Insignificant change
 Some small
mammals and bird
species became
extremely rare
 Loss of habitat for
some aquatic floral
species due to
anthropogenic
causes. No direct
impact for
intervention
activities.
 Habitat damage
causes relocation
and reduction in
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Indicators

Pre project
was occupied with
numerous local and
wetland dependent
migratory bird species
along with other wildlife.

Swamp Forest
and Reedland

 No swamp forest but
existed small coverage
of reeds

Ecosystem goods
and services

 Optimum

Employment
Opportunity

Agriculture
production base
income

Agriculture wage
base income

Labor and
Seasonal
Migration

Post project
extraction of aquatic
flora reduced the food
supply for water
dependent birds. In
addition to that,
hunting, killing,
trapping causing great
harm and running
fishing methods
causes reduction of
fish population and
water fowl over the
study area.
 Reedbed coverage
has changed over time
 Irrigation facilities
provide extra facilities
for more production.
Different method of
fishing practice is
followed over the
study area. Over
extraction of edible
plants are occurs due
to population demand.

Socio-economic Conditions
 Total cropped area was  Total cropped area
3,844 ha whereas
were 4,525 ha where
about 5.58 lac man
about 6.86 lac man
days’ labor inputs were
days labor input were
needed.
needed

 The total agricultural
production value at
current price was BDT
249.45 million

 The total agricultural
production value at
current price is BDT
459.31 million

 The agricultural wage
base average income
was about BDT 167.41
million.


 The agricultural wage
base average income
is about BDT 205.82
million


 The demand for labor
per ha near about 141
and 60% of the labor

 The demand for
agricultural labor is
near about 143 per ha.
and labor out
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population size of
aquatic fauna

 Change coverage
of reedbeds due to
expansion of
cropping intensity
 Increasing
settlement
vegetation causes
immediate
alternative income
of rural people.
Intervention may
facilitate more
production of rice
and fish production
over the area but
no direct impact on
biodiversity of this
area.
 Additional 1.28 lac
labor man days has
been employed due
to the change in the
crop variety and
cropping intensity
which was possible
for intervention.
 Agricultural
production base
income was
increased due the
project intervention
up to BDT 209.85
million
 Agricultural wage
labor income
increased up to
BDT 38.41 million
during the period of
after project
condition.
 Local wage earning
households within
the project have
more livelihood

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project
migrated outside for
work

 The price of agricultural
land was BDT 15000 to
20000 per Keyar

 The price of
agricultural land is
near to be BDT 70000
to 80000 per Keyar.

 About 70.87% of
houses were made of
straw/Bamboo.
Besides, 28.86% of the
dwelling houses were
made of Tile/C.I sheet
and combination of
different types of
materials.
 The literacy rate was
20.3% and the school
attending ratio was
29% on an average.

 At present about
91.8% houses of the
area are tin-shed and
thatched fence
whereas 6.2% of the
houses are semipucka

 About 93.11% of the
households were
drinking tube well
water.
 Only 2.34% households
of the area were using
sanitary toilet where as
60.78% household
were not using nonsanitary toilet. The most
alarming this was about
34.37% of households
had no toilet facilities.
 Before intervention,
there were road
networks from 3 sides
of the beel and people
were usually used to
use these roads for
their everyday use.

 At present about
96.5% of the dwelling
households are using
tube well as main
source of drinking
water.
 About 50.4 %
households of the area
had safe sanitary
toilets whereas 44.2%
of households are
using no-sanitary
toilets.
 A 3 km embankment
with a sluice gate was
constructed which has
developed connectivity
with Gujadia Bazar
with Tamni

Land Price

Housing condition

Education

Drinking Water
and Sanitation

Transport and
Communication

Post project
migration has
decreased and local
labors are employed

 The scenario has
started to change after
the project intervention
and the literacy rate is
at present the literacy
rate is 37.2% and the
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Impact
opportunity and
their socioeconomic
situation has
slightly improved
with more wage
income.
 Asset value of land
has appreciated for
all land owning
households, making
them more credit
worthy for more
assets to own.
 Secured income
opportunity possess
the local people to
construct better
household for their
living.

 The secured
income opportunity
and social
awareness for
education lead the
local people to send
their children at
school.
 Increased income
from agriculture has
enabled the local
people to improve
the living condition
of them. People
became interested
to construct and
use sanitary toilets
and safe drinking
water.
 The people of
Tamni has highly
benefited due to the
embankment and
they got easy
access with the
Gujadia Bazar.

Summary of Impacts
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10. Environmental Management Plan
Table 10.1: Management Plan
Impact

Flooding

Drainage and
Sedimentation

Navigation

Land use change

Increased cropped area

Mitigation Measures
 The gates of the sluices and
regulators should be maintained
properly.
 The gap under these gates should
be removed.
 The broken part of the
embankment should be repaired
as soon as possible.
 The gates of the sluices and
regulators should be maintained
properly for the smooth passage of
water.
 Narsunda River should be brought
under the planning of reexcavation.
 Sediment under the gates of the
sluices should be removed.
 Agricultural land graving should be
avoided.
 Fallow land should be brought
under cultivation
 Kanda should be utilized for
vegetables cultivation.
 Hydroponics or floating bed
vegetables cultivation should be
introduced or strengthened.
 Medium high and medium low land
should be utilized for short duration
and submergence tolerant T Aman
(BINA dhan7, BINA dhan 11, BINA
dhan12 and BINA dhan 13)
cultivation.
 Flood tolerant submergence
variety (BRRI dhan51, BRRI
dhan52 and BRRI dhan79may be
tested.

Enhancement Measures

 Crop area should be
increased by utilization of
fallow land.
 Short duration high yielding
and hybrid varieties should
be
developed/introduced/stren
gthened.
 Crop damage should be
minimized by timely and
proper rehabilitation of
water control structures like
embankment, regulators,
drainage sluices etc.

Increased crop production
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Increased irrigated area
and Availability of
irrigation water

Mitigation Measures
 Regular re-excavation/dredging of
the Narsunda River and adjacent
rivers has to be ensured in order
for retention of irrigation water.

Status of livestock/poultry

Increased crop damage

Increased use of agrochemicals

 Height of the embankment should
be improved as per design level.
 Repairing of embankment at
Gozaria, Gabbuah and Pochahara
area.
 Overall of the whole embankment
is to raise up to 1-3 ft. height
through earthwork from existing
level of the embankment for saving
boro crops.
 Regular maintenance work is
needed on compartmental
embankment by BWDB.
 Embankment should be repaired
during November to December.
 Regular dredging of the rivers has
to be ensured in order to reduce
the intensity of flash flood.
 Rehabilitation works should be
finished by February
 Quality materials should be used
for rehabilitation works.
 Short duration high yielding or
hybrid varieties should be used
instead of long duration BRRI
dhan29 variety.
 Local varieties should be
transplanted in the deeper part of
the haor area instead of short
height high yielding or hybrid
variety.
 Farmers should be encouraged to
use organic manure to increase
soil fertility while avoiding water
contamination and reduce the soil
fertility.
 Farmers should be encouraged to
cultivate leguminous crops to
enhance the soil quality.
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Enhancement Measures
 Re-excavation of existing
beels and khals should be
ensured for retention of
irrigation water.
 Irrigation water should be
ensured by stopping drain
out the beels during early
dry season for fish
harvesting.
 Grazing area should be
increased by utilizing fallow
land.
 Awareness build up through
training
 Marketing facilities should
be improved.
 Availability of high yielding
breed should be ensured.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Changing of fish habitat
and water quality.

Mitigation Measures
 Farmer should be follow modern
agricultural technology like
Integrated Pest
Management/Integrated Crop
Management(IPM/ ICM), Good
Agricultural Practices(GAP) etc.
 Ensure the optimum use of
agrochemicals and pesticides and
fertilizer in crop field.
 Fishing by moshari jal should be
ban and fishing by dewatering
should be stopped.

Decreasing the species
richness and declining of
some fishes.

 Fishing by de-watering and
moshari jal should be ban round
the year.

Hampering of fish
migration.

 Fish migration from river to beel or
floodplain gates of regulators
should be open in pre-monsoon
and monsoon period.

Increasing the fishing
pressure.

 Only the ID card holders’ fisher
should allow for fishing round the
year.

Decreasing of perennial
water area.

 Removal of silt from the Gabbua
khal through re-excavation.

Changing of fish habitat
and water quality.

 Ensure the optimum use of
agrochemicals and pesticides and
fertilizer in crop field.
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Enhancement Measures

 Demonstration of optimal
use of agrochemicals in
crop field should be
conducted by the
Department of Agriculture
and Extension (DAE) of
related upazila.
 Monitoring by the local
fishers’ communities in
coordination with
agriculturist, local elites to
protect the fishing by
moshari jal and guided by
the related upazila fisheries
officials.
 Repairing of regulator
(Gozaria and Gabbua
regulator) and proper
maintenance should be
conducted by regulator
management committee.
 Management committee (for
regulator operation) should
be formed by 7 or 9
members from the adjacent
village. The committee
members are land owner,
farmer, elite, and teacher,
UP member, fishers etc. At
least 1 fisher member
should present in regulator
operation committee.
 New ID card should be
provided by the related
UFO to the new fishers
through proper judgment by
the old ID card holder
fishers and coordination
with the local elites.
 Protect the water bodies
and proper maintenance of
regulator by the
management committee (as
mention above).
 Aware the local community
about the importance of
wetlands through different
program by the committee.
 Demonstration of optimal
use of agrochemicals in
crop field should be
conducted by the

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

 Slightly reduction of
population of terrestrial
fauna



 Reduced coverage most
of the aquatic floral
species at haor due to
Agricultural expansion,
over exploitation and
fishing activities are
responsible
 Decrease in aquatic
fauna





Mitigation Measures
Fishing by moshari jal should be
ban and fishing by dewatering
should be stopped.
Increase people awareness about
wildlife conservation
Initiate Govt. activities for conserve
respective amount of natural
vegetation and reedland in each
haor area
Control over harvesting of aquatic
resources

 Identify the core habitat for the
threatened animals and take action
to conserve the respective habitats
 Facilitate commercial snail culture
for meet up the duck feed demand

 Provisional services has
boosted up and
regulating and cultural
services has reduced
 No referable swamp
forest in the area.

Enhancement Measures
Department of Agriculture
and Extension (DAE) of
related upazila.
 Initiate plantation
programme along the river
levees, kandas and other
khash lands

-

 Aware local farmers for
using optimum doses of
fertilizers and insecticides
 Awareness among people
should be increased
regarding this.
 Plantation should be well
planned in the suitable
selection area.
 Training would be ensured
for the creation of
alternative livelihood
options
 Soft loan would be provided
especially in the emergency
period (i.e. post flooding
condition)
 New variety of crops and its
profitable production should
be ensured among farmers.
Appropriate training
programs should be
initiated for farmers to cope
up with the changing
climate and technology
 Regular re-excavation of
adjacent khals as they drain
out the water during
monsoon and contain
enough water in the post
monsoon season for
irrigation.
 Skill development training
program should be initiated
for capacity building
especially for men and
women to enable them to
continue with the skill as

Livelihood and
employment opportunity
 New employment
opportunity had been
created with the
increase of agricultural
production
Agriculture and wage
based income
 Agricultural production
based income increased
due the project
intervention.
 Agricultural wage labor
income increased with
project.

Labor and Seasonal
Migration
 The demand for skilled
and unskilled labor
increased during project
construction.
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures



Land Price
 The opportunities for
agricultural production
increased for which the
value of agricultural
lands is also increasing



Education and
accessibility Educational
institution
 The secured income
opportunity and social
awareness for education
lead the local people to
send their children at
school.



Health and Sanitation
 Drainage and flooding
condition has improved
and the tube wells and
toilets have been
protected from
inundation, which help to
protect people from the
water borne diseases.
Livelihood and
employment opportunity
 New employment
opportunity had been
created with the
increase of agricultural
production





Enhancement Measures
livelihood opportunity in
similar construction works.
Regular Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) of
sluice gates work should be
continued properly to keep
the land optimally
productive.
Regular re-excavation of
adjacent khals as they drain
out the water during
monsoon and contain
enough water in the post
monsoon season for
irrigation.
Regular Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) of
sluice gates and
embankment work should
be continued properly to
keep the land optimally
productive and keep the
embankment useable.
Special scholarship
programs for the poor
students
Regular Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) should
be continued properly to
keep the settlements and
their utility facilities/ roads
free from inundation.

 Training would be ensured
for the creation of
alternative livelihood
options
 Soft loan would be provided
especially in the emergency
period (i.e. post flooding
condition)
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1. Introduction
1.1

General Information

The Gangajuri FCD Sub-project encompasses part of Bahubal, Habiganj Sadar, Nabiganj and
Baniachang Upazilas of Habiganj District. It is bounded by the Bijna and Gangajuri rivers in
the north and west, Khowai River in the south and Dhaka-Sylhet road in the east. The gross
area of the project is 20,441 ha of which 237 ha is occupied by rivers and khals. The Gangajuri
Sub-project is located in between 24° 23' 23” and 24° 28' 06” latitude and between 91° 25' 27”
and 91° 34' 35” longitude.
Water resources system of the project area comprises rivers, Khals, Beels and Chharas. Major
rivers are Khowai, Karangi and Bijna-Gangajuri which are interconnected through a number
of criss-crossed khals. The Khowai River is located at the south western side of the project
area, Gangajuri river flows along the north-western side while the Karanji River flows across
the project area. There are a number of Khals as well as seasonal and perennial beels in the
Haor. The important Khals in the project area are Aralia khal, Najirpur khal, Poil khal, Suhilpur
khal, Bandar Teli khal, Mirjumla khal, Bogdair khal, Snanghat khal, Bauttar khal and Mahespur
khal. Besides khals, there are a number of beels of different sizes. The major beels are Ara
beel, Alla beel, Paical beel, Bira beel, Pokra beel, Goalia beel and Akti beel.

Partial View of Kaowai River

Sluice Gate at Goharoa

Figure 1.1: General View of the Gungajhuri Sub-Project

1.2

Project Description

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) implemented the Gangajuri FCD Sub-Project
during 1986-1993 with GOB fund. The main components of this project are 41.270 km
embankment in both banks of Karangi River, 123 km of drainage canal, 5.820 km of sub
mergible embankment along northern bank of Gangajuri River, seven regulators. The project
also includes construction of 20 km embankment along the left bank of the Khowai River. The
main objective of the project was to protect Boro crops as well as to protect life and properties
from early flash flood.
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Figure 1.2: River System of Haor Area indicating the location of Gangajuri FCD
Sub-Project System
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Introduction

1.3

Present Condition of the Interventions

Most of the interventions in the Gangajuri sub-project are capable of protecting the project are
from flooding. The embankment has deteriorated little, but still able fulfill its purpose. The
construction of a sluice in Bainna khal is creating difficulties for navigation in present.
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2. Water Resources
2.1

Flooding
Pre Project

Before implementation of the project, Tripura Hill range the area suffered from the flash flood
conveyed through the Khowai, Karangi and Gangajuri rivers as well as through the Chharas
(hill streams) emanating from the Tripura Hill range. The flash flood flowed quickly towards
the north-western part of the project area through numerous khals and internal canals. The
areas which are located beside the Karanji and Khowai rivers got inundated rapidly due to
raise of water levels of the rivers during 1st week of April.
Post Project
After construction of the embankment beside the Khowai River, major portion of the project
area is protected from the flash flood. However, most of the area in the northern side of the
project is inundated by 1-3 m depth during monsoon. The peak normally occurs in the month
of April and recession occurs during October-November. The local people informed that most
devastating flood occurred in 2004 due to excessive rainfall both in the upstream areas as
well as within the project area which affected most of the project area and caused severe
damage to Boro crops.
Impact
The project has delayed the entrance of flash flood. However, flash flood sometimes enters
early due to heavy rainfall. On top, the entrance of flash flood has reduced to an appreciable
extent.
2.2

Drainage Congestion
Pre Project

There is a number of drainage khals inside the Gungajuri FCD sub-project which helped drain
out the flood water. According to the local people, in pre-project period most of the flood water
could smoothly be drained out to the peripheral rivers through the drainage khals. Besides,
local people cut the embankment for smooth drainage of water. They did not face drainage
congestion and water logging problem at large scale before implementation of the
interventions.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the drainage system of the area has little bit been
deteriorated. The local people informed that they can’t cut the embankment as before because
the road has already been paved. This causes drainage congestion at some times.
Impact
The drainage in the project area has been slowed down as well as impeded due to the
interventions of the project.
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2.3

Sedimentation
Pre Project

The sediment carried by the flash flood got deposited both in the rivers and project area.
Hence, sedimentation was not that much problem before implementation of the interventions.
Post Project
Sedimentation is a natural phenomenon and not impacted largely after interventions.
According to the local people, bed levels of khals have risen due to sedimentation over the
years in the Mirjumla khal, Teli khal, Poil khal, Sashanadi, Aralia khal and Mora bijna gang..
Impact
Sedimentation in the rivers and khals has increased compared to the pre-project condition.
2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

During pre-project period, there was navigational connectivity between the haor and the
peripheral rivers throughout the year.
Post Project
Navigational connectivity has been severely deteriorated due to construction of sluice gate
over Bainna Khal. The height of the sluice gate is not suitable for safe passing of boats.
Moreover, the roads have been paved at present. So, there is no opportunity for the farmers
to transport the crops easily as they can’t cut the embankment cum road. The local people
suggested to demolish the sluice gate and build at a higher elevation for safe passage of boats
which is mainly used for transporting crops.
Impact
The navigational connectivity has been affected due to construction of sluice gate.
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3. Land Resources
The project area has fallen in three Agro-ecological zone, namely: Eastern Surma-Kusiyara
Floodplain (AEZ-20), Northern and Eastern Piedmont Plains (AEZ-22) and Northern and
Eastern Hills (AEZ-29). Non-calcareous grey floodplain soil (non-saline) and grey piedmont
soil are the dominant soil. The top soil texture are clay, clay loam and loam; where clay loam
texture is dominant. The soils are slow to moderate permeable and have a medium moisture
holding capacity. The land type characteristics are not uniform within the project area. About
24% of cultivable areas are low to very low land where minimum flooding depth is above 1.8
meter during the monsoon period. The recession of surface water from agriculture land starts
at first week of October and become free of flood water in late January.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under pre-project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land Use
Pre Project

Total gross area was 20,441 ha of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 17,434 ha. The rest
area was covered with Herb Dominated Area, Perennial Beels/Haors, ponds, Khals and rural
settlement with vegetation etc. respectively. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Post Project
Total gross area is 20,441 ha of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 16,990 ha. The rest area
is covered with brickfield, Herb Dominated Area, Perennial Beels/Haors, ponds, Rivers and
Khals brickfield and rural settlement with vegetation etc. respectively. Details are presented in
Table 3.1.
Impact
Brickfield area is 19 ha. Rivers and Khals decreased and others area is increased respectively.
Only cultivated area decried, but as a hole total production was increased. Detailed impacted
area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed land use in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project
Land use
Baor
Brickfield
Herb Dominated Area
Herbaceous Crops
Perennial Beels/Haors
Ponds
Rivers and Khals
Rural Settlement
Total

Post Project
area (ha) 2015
19
87
51
16,990
12
31
233
3,018
20,441

Pre Project Area
(ha) 1989
0
0.51
46.39
17,434
5.92
9.52
237.79
2706.92
20,441

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
19
86
5
-444
6
21
-5
311
0

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015
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Figure 3.1: Land Use Map of Gangajuri FCD Sub-Project (1989)
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Figure 3.2: Land Use Map of Gangajuri FCD Sub-Project (2015)
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3.2

Land Degradation
Pre Project

There was no information about sand carpeting before interventions.
Post Project
As per discussion with farmers SAAO of DAE and our observation there was no sand carpeting
in the crop field or nearby at the Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project area.
Impact
Sand carpeting observes at the Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project area.
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4. Agriculture Resources
Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops
are damaged by early flash flood which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall
in the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use
of agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due
to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from
stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The
secondary data were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level
Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) office. Besides, Boro crop areas under pre and
post project situation were identified by analyzing satellite images.
4.1

Cropped area, cropping pattern and intensity
Pre Project

Cropping pattern is a sequence of crops grown on a single plot of a land within a year by
covering three cropping seasons. According to local old farmers and SAAO of DAE (Figure
4.1) before implementation of the project interventions, the Net Cropped Area (NCA) was
17,434 ha, where dominant cropping pattern was Fallow-B.Aman-Fallow. The land type of this
scheme area was low land (about 52.7% of NCA) followed by medium low land as presented
in Table 4.1.
Farmers usually grew Lt Aus, B. aus and few HYV Aus in Kharif-I season, B.Aman, lt Aman
and HYV Aman in kharif-II season and local Boro and HYV Boro crops in Rabi season (Figure
4.2). Different varieties of Lt. Aus, B. Aus and HYV Aus varieties: IRRI-8, Hashikalmi,
Boteshor. For Lt Aman, B. Aman and HYV Aman: like Gochi, Maittail, Lal Tepi, Akhni, Lal
dengi and Lt Boro and HYV Boro like Gochi, Boro, Tepi Boro and IRRI-8 were very much
popular among the farmers. Though total scheme area was single and double cropped,
cropping intensity of this area was 124%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under pre
project situation is presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pre Project Cropping Pattern of Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System
Land type
High Land (F0)
Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium Low
Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)
Very Lowland (F4)

Kharif-I
(March-June)
HYV Aua
Fallow
Lt. Aus
B. Aus
Fallow

Kharif-II
(July-October)
HYV. Aman
HYV. Aman
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
Lt. Aman

Rabi
(November-February)
Fallow
HYV Boro
Fallow
Fallow
Lt. Boro

Area
(ha)
34
30
1,597
1,525
955

% of
NCA
0.2
0.2
9.2
8.7
5.5

Fallow

B. Aman

Fallow

9,186

52.7

HYV. Boro
Lt. Boro
Lt. Boro

815
1,783
1,509
17,434
124

4.7
10.2
8.7
100

Fallow
Fallow
Fallow

Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, October; 2017
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Figure 4.1: Data Collection from
Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project

Figure 4.2: Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project

Post Project
The scheme area becomes protected from early flash flood due to implementation of the
interventions, which influence farmers now to grow W. vegetables (Figure 4.3) and HYV Aus,
HYV Aman, Lt. Aman, and HYV Boro crops are grown by the farmers. DAE is doing
demonstration on verities introduction, seed production, ICM etc. In the project area (Figure
4.4).
Farmers usually prefer short duration HYV varieties i.e. BRRI dhan 28, BRRI dhan 29, BRRI
dhan 32, BRRI dhan50 and BRRI dhan48. Farmers grow, Aus: BRRI dhan 48 in Kharif-I
season. Lt. Aman: Naizershal, Maittail, Akhni, kartikshail, Moinashail in Kharif-II season, HYV
BRRI dhan 28, BRRI dhan 29 both in Kharif-II and Rabi season. Therefore, cultivated area of
Lt.Aman, and local Boro has gradually been replaced by HYV. The Net Cropped Area (NCA)
is 16,990 which has been decreased 444 ha after interventions. The reasons for decreased is
irrigation problem in the Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project area.
Dominant cropping pattern of the study area is Fallow-Lt. Aman-HYV Boro covering 44.2% of
the NCA in F2 land and rest of the NCA is covered by different cropping patterns. Cropping
intensity of this area is 193%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under post project
situation is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Post Project Cropping Pattern of the Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System
Land type
High Land (F0)
Medium High Land (F1)
Medium Low Land (F2)
Low Land (F3)
Very Lowland (F4)

Kharif-I (MarchKharif-II (JulyJune)
October)
HYV Aua
HYV. Aman
S. Vegetables
S. Vegetables
Fallow
Lt. Aman
Fallow
Lt. Aman
HYV Aua
HYV. Aman
HYV Aua
Lt. Aman
Fallow
Lt. Aman
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Rabi (NovemberFebruary)
Fallow
W. Vegetables
W. Vegetables
HYV Boro
HYV Boro
HYV Boro
HYV Boro
HYV Boro
HYV Boro
Lt. Boro

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, October; 2017
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Area
(ha)
32
30
1,150
1,474
1,350
1,440
7,512
2,532
580
890
16,990
193

% of
NCA
0.2
0.2
6.8
8.7
7.9
8.5
44.2
14.9
3.4
5.2
100
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Figure 4.3: View of vegetable crops in
Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project area

Figure 4.4: View of demonstration rice
field in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project area

Impact
The Net Cropped Area (NCA) has increased by 11,225 ha after interventions. The cultivated
area of B. Aus, Lt. Aus, and B.Aman has gradually been replaced by HYV Aman/Lt.Aman,
HYV Boro and vegetable crops due to its higher yield rate and ensured early flash flood
protection by project interventions. Impact on cropped area is presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System
Crop name
B. Aus
Lt. Aus
HYV. Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Boro
HYV Boro
W. Vegetables
S. Vegetables
Total

Pre Project Area
(ha)
1,525
1,597
32
10,783
2,480
64
4,247
845
21,573

Post Project Area
(ha)
2,822
11,576
1,382
890
14,888
1,180
60
32,798

Impact (Pre Project-Post
Project) Area(ha)
(1,525)
(1,597)
2,790
(10,783)
9,096
1,318
(3,357)
14,043
1,180
60
11,225

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October; 2017

4.2

Crop production
Pre Project

Total cultivated area was covered by B Aus, Lt. Aus, HYV Aus, B. Aman, Lt. aman, HYV Aman
Lt. Boro and HYV Boro with the yield rate 2.0 ton/ha, 2.1 ton/ha, 3.5 ton/ha, 1.9 ton/ha, 2.1
ton/ha, 3.1 ton/ha 2.8 t/ha and 3.5 ton/ha in damage free condition. Considering damaged
condition, 1.0 ton/ha, 0.7 ton/ha, 0.4 ton/ha, 0.1 ton/ha, 0.2 ton/ha, 0.5 ton/ha, 1.2 t/ha and 2.6
ton/ha yield was recorded on an average in B Aus, Lt. Aus, HYV Aus, B. Aman, Lt. aman, HYV
Aman Lt. boro and HYV Boro crops. Thus the estimated total annual crop production of the
scheme area was about 40,326 tons after loss of 6,932 tons before any interventions. Detailed
crop production statistics before interventions is presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Annual crop production in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project system under Pre
Project Situation

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Annual
production
(ton)

Production
lost (ton)

B. Aus
Lt. Aus
HYV. Aus

Total
Crop
Area
(ha)
1,525
1,597
32

1,220
1,246
30

2.0
2.1
3.5

1.0
0.7
0.4

2,745
2,862
107

305
492
5

B. Aman

10,783

8,626

1.9

0.1

16,606

3,882

Lt. Aman
HYV
Aman
Lt Boro
HYV Boro
Total

2,480

2,108

2.1

305.00
351.34
4.80
2,156.6
0
372

0.2

4,501

707

64

55

3.1

9.60

0.5

175

23

4,247
845
21,573

3,398
668
17,350

2.8
3.5
-

849.40
177.45
4,226

1.2
2.6
-

10,533
2,798
40,326

1,359
160
6,932

Crops
Name

Damage free area

Damaged area

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October 2017

Post Project
After implementation of project, hydrological regime of the scheme area is changed. Farmers
start to cultivate HYV Aus, HYV Aman, Lt. Aman, HYV Boro and Vegetables due to presence
of submersible embankment, compartmental embankment, regulator and closure, which
protect their crops from early flash flood. The yield rate of HYV Aus, Lt. Aman, HYV Aman,
HYV Boro and Vegetables is 3.2 ton/ha, 2.3 ton/ha, 3.3 ton/ha, 2.8 ton/ha, 4.6 t.ha and 10.0
ton/ha respectively in damage free condition. Hence, total annual crop production is about
110,559 tons with loss of 13,034 tons after interventions. Detailed estimation of crop
production after interventions is presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System in Post
Project Situation.

Crop name

Total
crop
area (ha)

HYV Aus
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Boro
HYV Boro
W. Vegetables
S. Vegetables
Total

2,822
11,576
1,382
890
14,888
1,180
60
32,798

Damage free area

Damaged area

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Annual
producti
on (ton)

2,399
9,840
1,189
757
12,059
944
47
27,233

3.2
2.3
3.3
2.8
4.6
10.0
10.0
-

423.30
1,736.40
193.48
133.50
2,828.72
236
13.20
5,565

0.5
1.2
1.1
1.2
2.0
2.0
2.5
-

7,887
24,715
4,135
2,278
61,130
9,912
501
110,559

Producti
on lost
(ton)
1,143
1,910
426
214
7,355
1,888
99
13,034

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October; 2017

Impact
Additional 70,232 tons local and HYV crops (Aus, Amon, Boro and vegetables) are being
produced in the scheme area due to interventions and higher yield rate of cropped. Detailed
estimation of impact on crop production is presented in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System
Crop name
B. Aus
Lt Aus
HYV Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Boro
HYV Boro
W. Vegetables
S. Vegetables
Total

Pre Project
Production(ton)
2,745
2,862
107
16,606
4,501
175
10,533
2,798
40,326

Post project
Production(ton)
7,887
24,715
4,135
2,278
61,130
9,912
501
110,559

Impact (Post project-Pre
project)
(2,745)
(2,862)
7,781
(16,606)
20,214
3,960
(8,254)
58,332
9,912
501
70,232

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October; 2017

4.3

Crop damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in pre-project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro crop, water entered into the haor area and damaged the crops. So, farmer of this area
suffered due to damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project area
was 6,932 tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.4.
Post Project
Gangajuri FCD sub-project is now protected from early flash flood by the project interventions
which basically performed well up to 2012. After that, most of the year, flood water enters into
the project area before harvesting of Boro crop (early to mid-March) due to low height of
submersible embankment and malfunctioning of structures.
According to local people, repairing of embankment is done by loose earthen materials of
project in the month of March, which period is not suitable for embankment repairing. Besides,
the flash flood is being carried huge amount sediment and these is being deposited in
Rivers,Khals and Beels. Consequently, water carrying as well as retention capacities of
surrounding rivers, khals and beels are being reduced. For these reasons, crop damage areas
are now observed higher compared in the pre project situation. Moreover, plant height of HYV
is less than local varieties and growing period of most of the HYV varieties are higher than
local varieties except BRRI dhan28. So, flood water affects the whole crop area at a time.
The annual crop estimation of crop damage is 13,034 tons after interventions is presented in
Table 4.5.
Impact
The crop damage area has been decreased from 15% to 31% after interventions. However,
crop damage has been increased 6,101 tons because the total production has increased
significantly. The crop damage area is increasing day by day due to malfunctioning of the
interventions and reduced water carrying as well as retention capacity of surrounding rivers,
khals and beels. Detailed impact assessment on crop damage is presented in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7: Impact on crop damage in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project
Crop name
B. Aus
Lt Aus
HYV Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Boro
HYV Boro
W. Vegetables
S. Vegetables
Total

Pre- project
Production loss (ton)
305
492
5
3,882
707
23
1,359
160
6,932

Post project Production
loss (ton)
1,143
1,910
426
214
7,355
1,888
99
13,034

Impact (Post- projectPre-project) Area(ha)
(305)
(492)
1,138
(3,882)
1,203
403
(1,145)
7,195
1,888
99
6,101

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October; 2017

4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, surface water used for irrigation. Irrigation was provided 675 ha
of land in Boro crops. A total of Tk. 1,500 to 1,800 was irrigation cost per ha. Detailed about
irrigation coverage under post project situation is presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Impact on Irrigation in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System
Crop Name
HYV Boro
Total

Area Irrigated (ha)
675

% of Surface Water Irrigation
100

Cost (BDT)
1,500-1,800

675

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October; 2017

Post Project
After implementation of the project, HYV Boro 1,400 ha and Vegetables 1000 ha area using
surface water irrigation. Now, availability of surface water is reduced during dry season due to
silted up of surrounding rivers, khals and beels. Water carrying as well as retention capacities
are also reduced in the respective rivers, beels and khals Therefore, surface water is now
extracted with the help of Low Lift Pumps (LLPs) instead of traditional methods. Detailed about
irrigation coverage under pre project situation is presented in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Impact on Irrigation in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System
Crop Name
HYV Boro
W. Vegetables
Total

Area Irrigated (ha)
1,400
1,000
2,400

% of Surface Water Irrigation
100
100

Cost (BDT)
8,000-8,500
7,500-8,000

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October; 2017

Impact
A total of 725 ha HYV Boro area is increased after interventions. Farmers also irrigated
vegetable crops bout 10,000 ha which was reported by local farmers and two local SAAO,s.
According to farmers irrigation water requirement is increasing day by day because area of
HYV Boro has gradually been increased as water requirement is more than the local Boro and
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other crops. On the other hand, water retention capacities are being reduced in the rivers,
beels and khals due to siltation. For this reason, farmers may face problem for irrigating their
cropland during mid-February to mid-March due to inadequate surface water. Details of impact
is presented in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10: Irrigated Area by Crops in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System
Crop Name

Post Project
Area (ha)
1,400
1,000
2,400

Pre Project Area (ha)

HYV Boro
W. Vegetables
Total

675
675

Impact (Pre Project -Post
Project) Area (ha)
725
1,000
1,725

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October; 2017Agro-Chemicals Use

Pre Project
Farmers of the scheme area were cultivated HYV Aus (few), Lt. Aman, B. Aman in before
project situation. They didn’t applied agro-chemicals for crop cultivation. However, according
to the farmer, they were mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for restoration of soil
fertility.
Post Project
After completion of the project, HYV Aus, Lt. Aman, HYV Boro varieties is replaced by HYV/Lt.
Aman and HYV Boro varieties. Farmers are also cultivating vegetables. Generally more agrochemicals are required for cultivating HYV Boro and vegetables crops. So, farmers applied
more agro-chemicals for HYV Aman, Vegetables and HYV Boro crop cultivation. Now-a-days
farmers are using Integrated Crop Management (ICM) mainly in the rice crop field with the
help of DAE. In future use of pesticides use may be reduce. Detailed use of agro-chemicals
under pre project situation is presented in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11: Use of Agro-Chemicals in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System in Post
Project Situation
Fertilizer (Kg/ha)
Crop name
HYV Aus
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Boro
HYV Boro
W. Vegetables
S. Vegetables

Urea

TSP

MP

Others

Total (kg/
ha)

70
80
120
100
150
140
120

50
35
80
40
80
90
70

40
35
60
30
70
80
50

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

160
150
260
170
300
310
240

Pesticides
Gran.
Liq. (ml/ha)
(Kg/ha)
1000
1
500
1
1000
2.5
800
1.8
1500
3
1500
3
900
2.5

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October 2017

Impact
Use of agro-chemical started under post project situation compared to pre project situation.
After intervention 1,500, tons of chemical fertilizers, 34,860 liter liquid and 68 tons granular
pesticides are used for HYV Aus, HYV and Lt. Aman, HYV Boro and vegetable crops
cultivation in this area. Detailed impact on use of agro-chemical is presented in Table 4.12.
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Table 4.12: Impact on Agro-Chemicals in Gangajuri FCD Sub- Project System

Crops name

HYV Aus
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Boro
HYV Boro
W. Vegetables
S. Vegetables

Pre Project
Pesticides

Total
Fertilizer
(kg/ha)

Liquid
(Litre/ha)

Powder/
Granular (kg/ha)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Post Project
Pesticides
Total
Powder/
Fertilizer
Liquid
Granular
(kg/ha)
(Litre/ha)
(kg/ha)
160
1
1
150
0.5
1
260
1
2.5
170
0.8
1.8
300
1.5
3
310
1.5
3
240
0.9
2.5

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, October; 2017
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Total
Fertilizer
(kg/ha)
160
150
260
170
300
310
240

Impact
Pesticides
Powder/
Liquid
Granular
(Litre/ha)
(kg/ha)
1
1
0.5
1
1
2.5
0.8
1.8
1.5
3
1.5
3
0.9
2.5

5. Livestock Resources
Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of livestock population, feed and diseases
Pre Project

Livestock provide significant draft power for cultivation and threshing, cow dung as a source
of manure and fuel; a ready source of funds and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption.
Most of the households were raised poultry and livestock, which significantly reduce poverty
through generating income. About 25%, 12%, 39% and 24% of the households of the scheme
area were rearing cows/bullock, Goat, chicken and duck respectively under pre project
situation. Satisfactory level rearing of livestock/poultry was possible due to availability of
significant grazing area and fodder. Sometimes repeated seasonal flash floods damaged
crops in the fields severely reducing the amount of straw and bran available for livestock and
poultry. Consequently, major bacterial and viral diseases include Gola fula (Haemorragic
Septicemia), Foot and Mouth Diseases (FMD), Pox and Cholera etc. which were observed in
the scheme area. Major poultry diseases were Duck cholera, Fowl pox and Fowl cholera etc.
The most vulnerable period was between July to November for spreading diseases to livestock
and poultry populations. However, some diseases were also found in year round. Mortality
rate of the livestock/poultry was higher in the study area. The shelter condition of
livestock/poultry was not satisfactory level and they lived in unhygienic condition. Marketing
facilities was not in good condition due to poor communication system. Market price was also
low due to less demand of their products and by products. Producer consumed their products
at family level and additional products were sold at local village market.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, it is observed that expansion of cultivable land has reduced
the grazing land. Total 4 to10 Nos. duck and 3-5 nos. poultry farming is observed in the
scheme area. The number of ducks ranges from 500-1,000, poultry ranges from 800-1,000 is
recorded in those farms. Uses of draft power are also reduced in cultivation. Now, about 10%,
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41% and 21% of the households of the scheme area were rearing cows/bullock, Goat, chicken
and duck respectively under pre project situation.
Major bacterial and viral diseases include Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR), Foot and Mouth
Disease (FMD) and Tarka (Anthrax) etc. which is observed in scheme area. Major poultry
diseases are Duck plague, Duck pox and Newcastle etc. But, severity of the infestation is
higher now than before intervention condition. The mortality rate of the livestock/poultry
becomes negligible under pre project situation, due to extension works at farmers’ level such
as immunization and insemination program by Department of Livestock. Marketing facilities
are also improved due to improvement of the communication system by constructing the
submersible embankments. Therefore, market prices are increased due to high demand of
products and by products. Details of livestock under pre project situation is presented in Table
5.1.
Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Post Project Scenario at Gangajuri FCD SubProject
Pre Project
Livestock/
Poultry
Category

Cattle
Goat
Chicken
Duck

Post Project

Impact

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

Number of
Livestock
Population

9,640
4,700
15,220
9,150

28,270
9,900
88,200
33,780

12170
4730
18780
9600

31720
10850
103540
38960

3450
950
15340
5180

Source: CEGIS estimation based on livestock census (1996), agriculture census (2011) and field information
(October 2017)

Impact
Rearing of Cattle and Chicken are increased and the rest are decreased. Though cattle is
increased most of them are milking purpose. Most of the farmers are using power tiller for land
preparation. Household level poultry and duck are increasing because of women are involved
for rearing. Detailed are presented in Table 5.1.
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6. Fisheries
6.1

Introduction

Fisheries resources in Gangajuri project area is good and diversified. Numbers of perennial
and seasonal beels, floodplain, khals, Chhara and fish ponds are present in the project area.
The rivers are the main source of surface water of the project area. Flood in monsoon is regular
phenomenon. And this is flash flooded area. The early flash flood is happening especially in
boro cultivation period and sometimes destroying the boro crop. Besides, the rain water is
coming directly to the project or through different khals and Chhara. The river and khals are
act as fish migratory route as well as sheltering place. In monsoon the floodplains are use as
fish spawning and grazing area.
Beels in the project area are enrich and diversified and contribute much in respect of fisheries
resources. Floodplain habitat that create a good opportunity for fishing for several types of
fishers in monsoon. And in post monsoon the floodplain are use as crop field except the
perennial water area. Fish ponds are present and contributing in fish production in some
extent.
Members of the field team observed the field scenario during field visit. Also the team discuss
with the local fishers, farmers, local elites in several field spots. And they informed that the
flash flood occurs due to upstream rain and enter the water into the project area with in short
time. Water entering system in the project was almost same in pre Project period. Fishing in
the project area is almost open for everybody. But fishing in monsoon in some water area is
difficult due to water hyacinth and aquatic weeds.
6.2

Fish habitat area

The river and khals in the project area that playing a vital role in respect of fish production.
The rivers are namely Khowai, Gangajuri, Bijna and Karanji. The rivers are perennial in nature.
The present khals are like Aralia khal, Najirpur khal, Poil khal, Suhilpur khal, Teli khal, Akilpur
khil, Joznar khal, Dolar khal, Muktakhali khal, Aktir khal, Kamlakhali khal, Mirjumla khal, Boalia
khal, Bogdair khal, Shankarpur khal, Petna Nodi and Noahati khal. The khals are both
seasonal and perennial in nature and different length.
The beels are Nolchara beel, Ikrar dobar beel, Dauki doba beel, Kunir doba beel, Moyajan
dair beel Modhukhali beel, Bogidhora beel, Nolchhara beel, Illjuri beel, Sakua beel,
Goborboddha beel, Roua beel, Hugli beel, Habua beel, Aloa beel, Kukrar beel, Patli beel,
Jaliagang , Aidoba beel, Urua beel, Ujanhazira beel. Chhoto Boalia beel, Patila beel, Kura
beel, Boropaikka beel, Tedalaer beel, Uttersur beel, Patasshari beel, Duailla beel, Kora beel,
Roail beel, Lorair beel, Mehedi beel and Haukka beel are present in the project area.
(Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (EIA/SIA) of Integrated Water Management
Project of Gangajuri Project Area, Final Report, June 2011). The characteristics of the beels
are both perennial and seasonal in nature. Water source of khals are mainly upstream hills.
The chharas are Kalisree Chhara Donaipul Chhara, Baira Chhara, Kalia Chhara, Bash
Chhara, Sukh Chhara, Pan Chhara, Rupaia Chhara etc are connected with the project area.
Beside these huge area are present as floodplain. Water is present round the year. But in dry
season depth of water is limited in these Chharas. The Chharas are originated from upstream
hills. The floodplain are inundated in monsoon and the water stay about 5 to 6 months. That
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are used as breeding and feeding ground for the fishes. Huge water hyacinth are present in
the beel and floodplain area that use as sheltering place for fish. Boro is the main crop. Most
of the floodplain area are used as crop field especially in dry season.
Pre Project
Fish habitat in the project was 6382 ha. Out of that capture fish habitat was 6372 ha and fish
pond 10 ha. Overall fish habitat scenario was comparatively good. And the connectivity of
khals with beel, floodplain and river was smooth. Some khas land was present and most of
them was water body.
Post Project
The rivers and perennial beels are silted up by silt through flash flood. The total fish habitat is
6266 ha. Of which 6235 ha capture fish habitat and 31 ha culture fish habitat. The connecting
khals and Chharas are silted up and loss the water holding capacity in dry season. Photo of
fish habitat in Gangajuri project area are given below in figure 6.1.

Beel in the Project Area

Karanji River

Culture Pond

Floodplain in the Project Area

Figure 6.1: Fish Habitat of Gangajuri Project Area
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Impacts
Decrease the fish habitat 116 ha in post project period, which is decrease about 2% of pre
Project condition. Breakdown of fish habitat is given in the following table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Fish Habitat of Gangajuri Area
Sl.

1

2

Fishery
Category

Capture

Culture

Habitat type
Perennial Beels
River, Khal and
Chhara
Floodplain
Baor
Sub Total
Culture pond
Sub Total
Grand Total

Pre Project
(as of 1989)
6

Area (Ha)
Post Project (as of
2015)
12

Impact (Habitat
area Change in Ha)
+6

238

233

-5

6128
0
6372
10
10
6382

5971
19
6235
31
31
6266

-157
+19
-137
+21
+21
-116

Source – Based on Sate light Image 2015

6.3

Habitat Condition

Fish habitat condition is comparatively good and productive. But water bodies are changing
due to siltation and incremental boro cultivation in the project area.
Pre Project
Habitat condition of fish and water quality was good and productive. The farmer mostly
cultivate local variety of rice in pre project condition. So use of agrochemicals and pesticides
and fertilizer was few.
Post Project
Day by day boro crop cultivation is increasing in the project area. Use of agrochemicals,
pesticides and fertilizer are increasing due to more cultivation of boro crop.
So the residue of that agrochemicals are going to the water bodies and decreasing the habitat
condition as well as water quality. Except these, the water and fish habitat in the project area
are also polluted by different types of wastages from homestead, market which is decreasing
the habitat and water quality. Siltation in Karanji River is decreasing the water depth in post
monsoon and also disrupting the fish habitat condition and sheltering place in the project area.
Impacts
Depth of water in river is decreasing in post monsoon period that decreasing the sheltering
place of fishes. And the fish habitat and water quality also degrading for wastage from different
sources and incremental use of agrochemicals, pesticides and fertilizer in boro field.
6.4

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

During field visit it is reported by the local people and fishers that abundance of the species
was very rich and diversified. Available fishes was rui, catla, kalibaus, mani, koi, puti, tengra,
boal, kholisha, deshi sarputi, kakila, chanda, taki, chang/okol, shol, potca, guchi baim, tara
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baim, mola, chela, gutum, magur, baila, shing, pabda, tit puti, foli, darkina, chapila, chital,
icha, etc. About 80 fish species was present in Gangajuri project area.
Post Project
In post project scenario the number of fish species are almost same as before. But richness
of fish species has some change. And some fish species are now available which was almost
unavailable few years ago. Some species abundance like mani, pabda, ghonia, deshi sarputi,
foli etc. are increasing day by day. Photo of some fish species in the project area are given in the
following figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Available Fish Species in Gangajuri Project

Impacts
Increase the abundance of some fish species like deshi sarputi, mani, pabda, kalibaus, ghonia,
etc.
6.5

Fish migration
Pre Project

In this period the fish migration and movement was easy. Most of the beel fish species use
the shallow depth for breeding and feeding purpose without any obstacle. Comparatively fish
migration and movement was smooth in the project area.
Post Project
Activities like embankment, sluice, culvert and malfunctioning of regulator and siltation in river
and khal bed are disturbing of fish migration. So the spawning and feeding grounds are
decreasing day by day in the project area.
Impacts
Delayed of fish breeding of small fishes and disruption of fish migration due to decreasing of
spawning and feeding grounds.
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6.6

Fish Production
Pre Project

Fish production was about 485 Metric Ton (MT) per year. Of which from capture habitat was
about 474 MT and from culture habitat was about 11 MT per year.
Post Project
Total fish production is about 1936 MT per year. Of which from capture habitat is about 1874
MT and from culture habitat is about 62 MT.
Impacts
Increase of fish production is about 1451 MT per year. The incremental fish production may
causes due to increasing of fishing activities, introducing of beel fisheries, beel nursery and
commercialization of fishing, stocking of culture species in the beel etc. Fish production from
pre project and post project are given in the following table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Breakdown of fish production by habitat type
Sl.

Fishery
Category

1

Capture

2

Culture

Habitat type
Perennial Beels
River and Khal
Floodplain
Baor
Sub Total
Culture habitat
Sub Total
Grand Total

Production (MT)
Pre Project
Post Project (as
(as on 1989)
on 2015)
3
13
42
47
429
1791
0
23
474
1874
11
62
11
62
485
1936

Impact
(Production
Change in MT
+10
+5
+1362
+23
1400
+51
+51
+1451

Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data 1989 and 2015.

6.7

Fishing Appliance
Pre Project

In pre project situation the mesh size of net was above 2-3 cm (about 1 inch) that was mostly
used to catch the fishes. Types of fishing gears namely ber jal, khora jal, thela jal, jhaki jal,
borshi, puti jal, koi jal, Gui (made by bamboo that used to catch small fishes) was used to
catch fishes from the Gangajuri project area. That net was fish friendly and protect the small
fishes during fishing due to big mesh size. No lease system was present.
Post Project
The gear are all most same which was used as earlier. But some new nets and traps like kona
jal/kafri jal, moshari jal (small mesh size net below 0.1 cm) using at present which are
damaging the fish fry as well as habitat quality. New trap named Kironmala (one kind of trap
made by plastic sheet and use fish feed inside the trap) are using to catch gura icha. Some
cases the part time fishers are catching fish from the beel by dewatering in post monsoon
period.
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Fishing by khora Jal

Fishing by Dharma Jal (Lift net)

Figure 6.3: Types of Fishing Gears of Gangajuri Project

Impacts
New nets like kona jal/kafri jal, moshari (small mesh size net) jal and kironmala are using
excessively that damaging the fish fry as well as habitat quality.
6.8

Fishers Livelihood

Permanent fishers, part time fishers and subsistence fishers are involved with fishing activities
in Gangajuri project area. Both Muslim and Hindu fishers are present. The professional fishers
used to catch fish in the project area during monsoon and post monsoon period about 6 to 8
month per year. After that they catch fish in Khowai River, pond and other culture fish habitat
in the area. The professional fishers are fully dependent of fishing for their livelihood round the
year. But the part time fisher catch fish about 4-5 months after inundation of project area. After
fishing the part time fishers are engage with agriculture activities. The subsistence fishers
catch fish for own consumption.
Pre Project
The professional fishers was involve to catch fish in the project area almost round the year.
And sometimes they catch fish in culture pond in dry season. Most of the professional fishers
was Hindu. The number was limited in pre project period and the Muslim professional fishers
was almost absent.
Post Project
Monsoon and post monsoon is the main fishing time. The number of fishers is increasing in
post project period. But the number of part time fishers’ are increasing rapidly. Besides that
the number of Hindu and Muslim fishers are increasing. The part time fishers are mostly
Muslim. Beside these some peoples are involved as fish aratder, ice producer, retailer, fish
labor, transport worker etc. for their livelihood. Good number of peoples are engage in fish
culture activities in the project area.
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Impacts
Increasing the fishing pressure due to increasing the fishers’ number. Good numbers of
peoples are involving as fish retailer, fish aratder, ice producer, fish labor, transport worker
etc. for their livelihood and the number is increasing day by day. Some peoples are involving
in fish culture activities and the number is increasing.
6.9

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

In pre project situation there was no restriction in fishing. Monsoon and post monsoon period
is peak time for fishing. And the fishing was almost smooth. Even some water areas was
protected as safeguard for the brood fish for next year breeding. Fish catch by dewatering in
beels was almost absent.
Post Project
No restriction of fish catch in project area. But restricted in post monsoon period especially in
private own beels and adjacent areas in some extent. So fishing access is open except
privately own beel areas. Fish catch by dewatering in beels in some extent.
Impacts
Fishing by dewatering that decrease the fish habitat quality. That influence negatively for next
year fisheries resources.
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7. Ecosystem
The Haor Basin in the north eastern part of Bangladesh is a wetland ecosystem considered to
be of international ecological importance due to the extensive waterfowl population that uses
the basin as its habitat.Gangajuri Haor sub-project area is one of the important ecosystems
consisting of mosaic of wetlands. During monsoon whole area provides habitat for waterfowl,
hydrophytes and fisheries while during winter, most of the area is covered with rice. The
species composition shows seasonal variation. The ecosystem also shows close relationship
with physical settings of the region. The area is distributed in the depressed area of Khowai,
Karangi and Bijna-Gangajuri River sub-project. Numerous hilly streams (Chhara), beels, three
major rivers with numerous canals, and vast area of perennial water bodies are the noteworthy
aspects of physical ecology of the area. It receives surface water runoff from rivers and Hilly
stream, and consequently, becomes vast water body during monsoon and dries up in post
monsoon except some beels.

Figure 7.1: Different ecosystems occurring in different physical variation
7.1

Terrestrial Flora
Pre Project

Before intervention taken place, study area was comprised of different terrestrial plant
communities of Gungajuri sub project include homestead vegetation and crop field vegetation.
According to the locals, the dominant species were Bot (Ficus benghalensis), Hijol
(Barringtonia aculangula), Khudijam (Syzygium fruticosa), Narikel (Cocos nucifera), Jambura
(Citrus grandis), Jarul (Lagerstroemia speciosa) etc. Crop field vegetation were mainly herb
species include Hatisur (Heliotropium indicum), Assamlata (Eupaiorium odoratum), Dhol kalmi
(Ipomoeae ftstulosa), Durba (Cynodon dactylon) etc.
Post Project
At the present scenario, terrestrial plant communities have been identified in the Gangajuri
project area: homestead vegetation, crop field vegetation and plantation vegetation. Rain tree
(Samanea saman), Kalojam (Syzygium cumini), Aam (Mangifera indica), Minjiri (Cassia
siamea), Narikel (Cocos nucifera), Mander (Erythrina variegate), Gab (Diospyros perigrina)
are commonly observed in settlement area. Compare to pre intervention period, crop field
vegetation has been reduced due to different anthropogenic activities. During field visit it is
observed that the area is covered by many plantations plot which is scattered distributed over
the area. The plantation species is mainly Eucalyptus, Akashmoni specially planted on border
of pond culture.
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Figure 7.2: Homestead Vegetation at Pail
Village

Figure 7.3: Road Side Vegetation at
Teghariya Village

Figure 7.4: Crop Land with Plantation at
Gangiajuri Project Area

Figure 7.5: Embankment Area Plantation
at Panchpariya Village

Source: CEGIS field visit 18th & 19th October, 2017

Impact
Intervention has no direct relation with the change of vegetation pattern in the study area. Only
anthropogenic activities are responsible for the change in terrestrial vegetation pattern. The
indicator species almost unchanged in the study area.
The following table 7.1 shows the status of the indicator of Gangajuri project area.
Table 7.1: Overall Status of Terrestrial Flora of Gangajuri Project Area
Sl.
No.

Indicator
Species

Pre Project

Post Project

Causes of Status Change/
Interventional Linkage

Flora
01
02
03
04
05
06

Pitali
Hizal
Koroch
Baroon
Dhol Kolmi
Nol Khagra

Medium
Medium
Less
Less
Medium
Less

Less
Less
Less
Less
Less
Less

Use as fuelwood/Other purposes
N/A
N/A
N/A
Use as fuelwood/Other purpose
N/A
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7.2

Terrestrial Fauna
Pre Project

Diverse ecosystems of the Gangajuri Project provide habitat for large number of Amphibians,
Reptiles, Mammals and Birds. Among the terrestrial mammals, common mammalian species
in the project area was Bengal fox (Vulp bengalensis), Common mongoose (Herpestes
edwardsii), Jungle cat (Felis chaus), Common House rat (Rattus rattus) etc. Different types of
birds were abundant in the study area. Homestead vegetation favor for Common myna, Red
Vented bulbul, Magpie Robin (Copsychus saularis), House sparrow (Passer domesticus),
Tailored bird etc. Some insectivore birds like Black Drongo, Bee-eater were seen in crop field.
Birds like Brahminy kite, Black kite were also common in the area.
Post Project
It was clear after field visit that, due to change of vegetation coverage and agricultural
expansion some small mammals (e.g. jackal, mongoose) and native birds like Mana, Dove,
Starling, Bulbul, Drongo etc. have been successfully adapted. Population of snakes, lizards,
skinks has been lowered in number due to hunting and killing by local people and depletion of
natural habitat area.
Impact
Human population growth of the haor area is increasing. For this reason, over extraction of
fishes and excessive fuelwood collection reduce habitat of wildlife. Interventions have not any
direct impact to reduce the habitat area and number of terrestrial fauna in the study area.
Following table 7.2 represents the status of indicator species of the haor and their impacts
over the time.
Table 7.2: Overall Status of Terrestrial Fauna of Gangajuri Project Area
Sl.
No.
1
2
4
5
6
7

7.3

Indicator Species
Pallas’s Fish Eagle
Brahminy kite
Black kite
Vulture
Rat snake
Fishing Cat

Pre
Project
Less
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Less

Post Project
Not seen
Medium
Less
Not seen
Less
Not seen

Causes of Status Change/
Interventional Linkage
Habitat loss
N/A
Habitat Loss
N/A
Hunting/Damage Habitat
Hunting/Damage Habitat

Aquatic Flora
Pre Project

Before intervention taken place, the following types of vegetation found in aquatic habitat were
submerged, free floating, and rooted floating, Sedges and meadows plants. Numerous canals, beels
were abounded with free floating and rooted floating hydrophytes. Submerged plants were
prevalent in the project area, both in perennial and seasonal wetlands. These plants start
growing with the rise of water level and persist as long as water is present. Hydrilla verticillata
were most common in this vegetation type. Free floating plants were also common throughout
the project area. Eichhornia crassipes and Jussia repens was the most dominant species
followed by Salvinia, Azolla, Pistia and Lemna. Rooted floating plants make one of the most
dominant plant types in the project wetland areas. At the species level Nymphaea nouchali,
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Nymphaea stellata etc. were most common aquatic flora. Chailla was found in abundant
among the grasses.
Post Project
After the intervention, the floral diversity lessened for different anthropogenic activities.
Present agricultural practices threaten for aquatic flora of the study area. Pesticides practices
also causes huge effect to the aquatic flora. Nymphaea nouchali, Nymphaea stellata species
retain their status in the study area.

Figure 7.6: Aquatic vegetation at Gangajuri sub project area
Source: CEGIS field visit 18th October, 2017

Impact
Anthropogenic activities reduce the number of different aquatic status in the study area. In
monsoon time scarcity of livelihood fodder insists find an alternative source like dry water
hyacinth. Over extraction of Singra, makhna, Shapla is going to their status extinct.
Intervention may not directly relate with their changed.
Following Table 7.3 represent the status of indicator species of the project area and their
impacts over the time.
Table 7.3: Overall Status of Terrestrial Flora of Gangajuri Project Area
Sl.
No.
01
02
03
04
05

Indicator
Species
Kochuripana
Shapla
Makhna
Singra
Chailla Ghash

Pre
Project
Medium
High
Medium
High
High

Post
Project
Less
High
Less
Less
Less

Causes of status change/ Interventional
Linkage
Fooder
N/A
Over extraction
Over extraction
pesticide uses/Over extraction for fooder
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7.4

Aquatic Fauna
Pre Project

The hydrological cycle and the presence of perennial and seasonal wetland provide a
diversified habitat for all biota inside the project area. In the dry period, most of the wetlands
except beels in these areas remained completely or partially dry. Among amphibians, , Skipper
frog (Euphlyctis cyanophlyctis), Cricket Frog (Fejervarya Sp.) were common and found in most
wetland habitat (e.g. ponds, canals and ditches) and has been the most successful in adapting
to the habitat. Common Smooth Water Snake, Checkered Keelback, Common Skink, was
found pretty common. Various water dependant bird species like Pond Heron, Little egrets,
Little cormorant, Common Kingfisher etc were commonly found in this project area.
Post Project
It was clear after field visit that, considering the before project scenario the number and
diversity of aquatic fauna has been decreased over time. The mammals, birds, amphibians
and reptiles population gradually dropped for different factors. As per the respondents, now
migratory bird species are visiting only few spots of the total project area and the resident
aquatic birds are not seen frequently.

Figure 7.7: Local people over extracting different aquatic resources including crab
species at Gangajuri sub project area
Source: CEGIS field visit 18th & 19th October, 2017

Impact
Over the time for different anthropogenic causes the number of aquatic fauna reduced
remarkably but it is evident that there is no direct connection for such loss with the intervention
activities. To increase agricultural production locals use pesticides which are causing death
of many aquatic faunal species.
A specific status of the terrestrial fauna is presented in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Status of the Terrestrial Fauna of Gangajuri Project Area
Sl.
No.
01
02
03
03
04
05
06
07

Bull frog
Cricket frog
Snail
Checkered Keelback
Otter
Migratory bird
Egrets/Herons
Turtles

7.5

Area of Swamp forest and Reeds

Indicator Species

Post
Project
Medium
High
Medium
High
Not seen
less
Medium
Less

Pre Project
High
High
High
High
Less
High
High
high

Causes of status change/
Interventional Linkage
Killing/Improper insecticide use
N/A
Duck cultivation
NIA
Siltation
Human disturbance
Human disturbance/Trapping
Hunting/damage habitat

Pre Project
Before project intervention, there was no swamp forest in Gungajuri Sub project project area
presence of wetland tree such as Karoch (Pongamia pinnala), Pitali (Trewia nudiflora), Baroon
(Crataeva nurvala), Hizol (Pongamia pinnata), etc. were found at agricultural land, settlement
ridge, along the road side. Reed land was not remarkable in the study area. Tall grasses were
quite common all over at the canal dukes and settlement ridge, grazing land inside the Project
area.
Post Project
No initiative for swamp plantation in the project area has been found during field visit. Existing
reed beds are declining due to the expansion of agriculture and pond culture. But still major
species are Nol (Phragmites karka), Ikor (Sclerostachya), Khagra (Xanthium indicum), Bet
(Calamus
tenuis)
Binna
(Vetiveria
spp.), Chan (Imperata
cylindrical), Patipata
(Schumanianthus dichotoma), Kakdumur (Ficus hispida) etc.

Figure 7.8: Common Grass Species of
Gangajuri Sub-Project Area

Figure 7.9: Indicator Plant Species at
Gangajuri Sub-Project Area

Source: CEGIS field visit 18th & 19th October, 2017
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Impact
Intervention may have not strong relation with the change in reed bed. Agricultural expansion
and different anthropogenic activities may consider for lessening the reeds and conversion of
land use within the study area.
7.6

Ecosystem services
Pre Project

The Gungajuri sub project area supports major fisheries activities, rice–growing activities,
habitat for wide range of diversified wildlife including several endangered species for long.
Ecological services of Haor ecosystem includes, protein source, agricultural fertility, fuel
source, navigation, materials formatting, livelihood opportunity, and quality environment to
live, etc. Furthermore, the area was one of the important habitat and breeding ground for
fisheries and other aquatic resources.
Post Project
Ecosystem goods and services are diversified within the Gungajuri sub project area Most of
beels have now been leased to private individuals. Khas land also been sold for cultivation
during dry season. Beel and river provides irrigation facilities in dry season. Early flash flood
and other natural disaster sometime caused serious damage to agriculture. Shortage of food,
human pressure and excessive catching decreased the number of fishes and ultimately
relocate wildlife due to shortage in food supply. Utilization of wetland plant products has been
reduced gradually over time. Chailla grass is now low in density in project area because of
over harvesting for household purpose. Medicinal plants have been almost destroyed due to
over extraction and agricultural expansion throughout the area.

Figure 7.10: Fishing at Gangajuri Sub
Project Area

Figure 7.11: Chailla Grass Extraction at
Gangajuri Sub-Project Area

Source: CEGIS field visit 18th & 19th October, 2017

Impact
To meet the demand of growing population, people of study area are harvesting excessive
amount of fish. Overharvesting of fishes, dewatering of beel areas are the major causes for
deterioration of fisheries and other ecological resources. Intervention potentially impact on
agricultural production for irrigation purpose in the study area. Overall the ecological resources
have not been directly impacted for the interventions.
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8. Socio-economic Resources
8.1

Introduction

Flash flood is the main disaster here which engulfs the primary production sector (e.g.,
agriculture) and thus threatens the lives and livelihoods of the inhabitants of the Gangajuri
FCD sub project area. Based on reconnaissance field visit and different impact studies in the
haor region, a few socio-economic components are selected to assess impacts for the study,
which are directly impacted. The impacts are evaluated in terms of difference in values of
socioeconomic variables occurring pre project and post (present) project period.
8.2

Location of the Study Area

This study is conducted at the Gangajuri FCD sub project region which is located in the
Bahubal, Baniachong, Chunarughat, Nabiganj and Habiganj Sadar Upazillas under the
Habiganj District in Sylhet Division. The administrative distribution of the project area is split
(into District, Upazila and Union) and shown in the following Table 8.1. The project extends
over an area of 20,441 hectares. Figure 1.1 shows the base map of the project area.
Table 8.1: Administrative Area in the Gangajuri FCD Sub Project Area
S.I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

District

Upazila

Bahubal

Baniachong
Habiganj

Chunarughat
Nabiganj

Habiganj Sadar

Union
Bahubal
Bhadeshwar
Lamatashi
Mirpur
Putijuri
Satkapan
Snanghat
Umednagar (Subidpur)
Pukhra
Ubahata
Kalair Banga
Bausha
Paniunda
Laskarpur
Nizampur
Poil
Gopaya
Habiganj Paurashava
Shayestagang Paurashava
Tegharia

Source: Spatial GIS analysis, CEGIS 2017

8.3

Demographic Condition of the Area

The union-wise population of this study area based on Bangladesh Population and Housing
Census 1991, 2011 and projected population in 2017 is presented in Table 8.2. The
Population and Housing Census 1991 data shows the demographic condition of pre project
period; the Population and Housing Census 2011 data and projected population data in 2017
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depicts the demographic condition of the study area post project intervention period. The
population, its density and number of household of this area is increasing.
Table 8.2: Population of the Study Area
Census
Year
1991
2011
2017
(Projected
Population)

63793
102536

Total
363372
549312

Population
Male
186591
272689

Female
176781
276623

Sex
Ratio
102
98

111258

596040

295886

300155

99

Household

Density
592
1009
1095

Source: Bangladesh Population and Housing Census 1991, BBS, 1992; Bangladesh Population and Housing
Census 2011, BBS, 2012 and population projection data by CEGIS, 2017 based on BBS 2012 data.

8.4

Livelihood Status
Pre Project

Before intervention, most of the households depended on agriculture and it was their main
source of household income. The livestock, forestry and fisheries were the secondary sources
of income. In addition, other sources of income were nonagricultural labor, business,
agricultural labor, transport and employment. The livelihood options in this Gangajuri FCD sub
project region were mostly dependent on the ecosystem specific resources of the region.
Generally, most of the people were involved in agricultural production and it was considered
as their primary means of livelihood. Besides, some people were involved in fishing (either
full time or part time).
Post Project
After the project intervention, agricultural production increased and still it is recognized as their
main source of income opportunity in this Gangajuri FCD sub project. The income opportunity
based on fishing declined and only some people from fishing community got access to work
as a seasonal labor in this particular area. Due to leasing arrangements, which are often
controlled by local elites, result in highly restricted access to open water fisheries by the poor.
The farming laborers are tuning to fishing due to different difficulties in agriculture. Now a day’s
some people are involved in other occupations like fishing, sand and stone laboring, coal
laboring, transportation and so on. Due to changing of ecological balance and environment
the overall livelihood of the area is being changed. Although farming and fishing were the
traditional occupations but due to different calamities like flash flood, siltation in river and canal
bed, lack of drainage system and so on the people are compelled to change their occupation.
A good number of people have already left their ancestral dwelling place and migrated to other
areas of Gazipur, Chittagong Sylhet and Dhaka, in search of better fortune. Some people
also went to Middle-eastern countries, London, Greece, Italy.
Impact
Livelihood in the Gangajuri sub-project area has changed after the implementation of the
project. People have shifted from their main occupation, agriculture and fisheries to more
dynamic occupations.
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8.5

Agriculture based income
Pre Project

Livelihood opportunities for households in the Gangajuri FCD sub project region were limited
and highly seasonal, as they were focused predominantly on agricultural labor associated with
the single annual rice cropping cycle. Fishing was traditionally an important occupation for the
people of the area. The incidences of livestock husbandry as a livelihood activity in the
Gangajuri FCD sub project were also prominent as their tertiary source of income before the
intervention.
Post Project
After project intervention, the income opportunity based on agriculture increased and people
got chance to grow more paddy and recruit local labor for generating extra income
opportunities. People who have more land can grow more crops after project intervention.
Table 8.3 shows the agricultural income based on land ownership stratum. Based on current
production rate (per ha), the agricultural income is calculated and presented in this table (Table
8.2). According to this table, the category of landless people has not got such opportunity
either pre or post project situation. People who had 0.101 ha of land (26% pre and 30% post
project) got the chance to generate income grossly like BDT 5,404. In relation to that situation,
the agriculture income was started to increase (after project) and people who have a certain
amount of land got the opportunity accordingly like the Table 8.3. Regarding this option, people
who have more land (3.032 and above ha) became benefitted more and their income
increased up to BDT 348713. In this way, in an average, agriculture based income increased.
Table 8.3: Agricultural Income Based on Land Ownership Spectrum in Gangajuri
Project Area
Land Ownership
Strata
Absolute Landless
(0 ha)
Functional landless
and marginal
farmer (0.004 –
0.198 ha)
Small farmer (0.202
- 1.008 ha)
Medium farmer
(1.012 – 3.032 ha)
Large farmer (3.033
ha and above ha)

Average
size of
land (ha.)

Increased
yield/ha
(ton)

Total
increased
production
(ton)

Price/ton
(Tk)

Total additional
income (BDT) as
per government
procurement rate

0

0

0

0

0

0.101

2.5

0.2525

21400

5404

0.605

2.5

1.5125

21400

32368

2.022

2.5

5.055

21400

108177

6.518

2.5

16.295

21400

348713

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview
NB: The ceiling size of the large farmer is assumed 10 ha. Average land owning size is the median value of the
class. Increase in yield/ha is a difference between yield of Local and HYV Boro. Price of Boro paddy /ton is BDT
21400 as per government procurement rate.
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Impact
People have got agronomic environment to grow more paddy and recruit local labor,
generating extra income opportunities. So the income opportunity based on agriculture has
increased with project. People who have more land can grow more production in the post
project period.
8.6

Labor and Seasonal Migration
Pre Project

As the area was dominated by medium high land, people were mainly engaged in agriculture.
People from different regions came to join as work force mainly for crop harvesting laborers.
The intensity to come during that period was significant and people’s demand specific labors
within the project area were not adequate to assist their agricultural production. It was found
that net demand for labor per ha near about 115 for local Boro before 20 years. Furthermore,
twenty years before people faced damage due to flood and water logging, in this way, people
who were dependent on agriculture were forced to migrate to neighboring districts for better
livelihood and for lack of employment opportunity in their area.
Post Project
In the present situation, as the agricultural production has increased, therefore, it is easily
estimated that livelihood opportunity for wage laborer has increased. The net demand for
agricultural labor (having with technological innovation) is near about 165 per ha. About 35%
laborers come from other regions, which is higher than before. In a cropping season when the
working opportunities are available, people rarely migrate outside of their habitat and instead
in-migration takes place during that time. During the flash flood, people of this area try to find
other opportunity to do work as motor driver, garment workers, rickshaw puller in Sylhet,
Gazipur, Chittagonj and Dhaka city areas.
Impact
The profile of out migration of laborers from Gangajuri FCD sub project for employment has
decreased, causing less strain for the labor households. Absence of earning member of those
households in the past for employment for two/three months before project used to affect
family’s own welfare. After the project intervention, the agricultural productions were
increased, therefore, it is easily estimated that the demand for labor would have to be
increased. However, regarding this situation, the net demand for agricultural laborer (having
with technological innovation) is near about 165 per ha whereas most of the laborer come
from the local areas. As total crop area has increased and new technology adopted, skill of
wage laborers has also increased. This impact is expected to sustain for long.
8.7

Land Price
Pre Project

Pre project, the land price of this area was minimal and people were not interested to buy land
due to regular flash flood and crop damage. The price of agricultural land was BDT 8,000 to
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12,000 per Keyar1 in pre project period and that of homestead land was BDT 20,000 to 25,000.
With the change and autonomous development in the whole project area, this situation was
changed and the land price started increasing with the period of time
Post Project
After the project intervention, the land price increased due to the increased productivity.
Though here is an impact of natural flow of development and increased inflation rate, people’s
interest to buy those land has been acknowledgeable post project intervention. Presently, the
price of agricultural land (per keyar) is around BDT 2.0 lakh to 2.25 lakh whereas the price of
homestead land is around BDT 2.75 lakh to 3.5 lakh per Keyar.
Impact
Though here has an impact of natural flow of development and increased inflation rate, but
people’s interest to buy those land were acknowledgeable after the time of project intervention.
Presently, the price of agricultural land (keyar) is near to be BDT 2.0 lakh to BDT 2.25 lakh
whereas the price of homestead lands found as BDT 2.75 lakh to BDT 3.5 lakh.
8.8

Accessibility to Education and Health
Pre project

Before intervention, the health and education services for the people of Gangajuri FCD sub
project region were not accessible to all. The health and educational institutions were not
reachable and people were reluctant to go due to poor transport and communication system
in this region.
During the rainy season, people used to use boat to go both schools and health institutions
while walking was the main way to go at the remote schools and health institutions. Due to
this poor communication system, pregnant women and other patients were forced to take
ordinary treatments which were available around the locality in pre project period.
Post Project
With the period of time, the health and educational institutions increased and people especially
school going children became enthusiastic to go to schools run by different Government and
NGOs programs. Besides, when the submergible embankments were constructed, local
people, school going children, pedestrian, women and other people got the embankment’s
alignment (Ayle) easy using especially in the dry season. Presently, when some of the
locations of the embankments get damaged, people’s way to reach to the schools and health
institutions are hampered for which people of the Gangajuri FCD sub project suffer mostly for
a certain period of time. The risk of damage to their housing and property and the particular
constraints imposed by flash flood or Affal on women’s and girls’ access to basic services of
healthcare and education are enormous.

1

1 Keyar = 30 decimals
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Impact
With the period of time, the educational institutions have increased and people especially
school going children have become encouraged to go to schools run through different
government and NGOs programs. Besides, with the establishment of roads school going
children got the way easy through use of road especially in the dry season. Presently, when
some of the locations of the roads get damaged, people’s way to reach to the schools is
hampered for which people of the area suffer mostly for a certain period of time.
8.9

Transport and Communication
Pre Project

The study areas remain under water for 3-5 months during the pre-monsoon and monsoon
season. The roads get submerged during this period make it impossible to travel from one
place to the other without using boats. Before intervention, there was no defined road network
inside the project area except the compartment (Ayle) of crop land. In the dry season, people
used bicycle or went on foot for travel and transportation. Sometimes people used to come to
this project area through local channels. Pre intervention, people mostly used boat during the
rainy season, and specific transportations system was not available during that period. People
used to go to their desired places on foot during dry season. The roads were unusable by any
kind of vehicle. For this reason, most of the social occasions were held in the rainy season,
allowing people to use different types of boats for convenience.
Post Project
After the project intervention, people started to use those submergible embankments as their
road to go to school, connecting roads, bazaar and health center and other desired places.
Though those embankments were not suitable for driving motor bike and other vehicles but
people got opportunity to get auto rickshaws and bike during dry season and for some time
even in the rainy season as well. Overall 22 km of road networks exist in the study area unions
where 5 km roads is brick soling type and 17 km roads earthen.
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Figure 8.1: Local Road Communication in Gangajuri FCD sub project
With the period of time, mostly in the last 5 to 10 years, the damage of those submergible
embankments were became crucial and school going students, pedestrians, children and
women have been facing problems to use those embankments as their walking ways during
the early monsoon period.
Impact
The communication system has become improved as this project is very close to the Upazila
Head Quaeter (Habiganj Sadar and Bahubal). The Bangladesh Water Development Board’s
(BWDB’s) submersible and compartmental embankments are playing major roles in
communication though these are damaged after each flood. Now a days, due to eroding of
the submergible road, sufferings of the people have become beggar description. In the wet
season, the sufferings increase many times. Poor communication hampers the overall socioeconomic activities and suppresses the developments as well. Proper and protected road
networks as well as the water way communication are essential to ensure the overall socioeconomic development of the project area people.
8.10 Institution and Governance
Pre Project
The Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) is responsible to implement public sector
plans and policies in the haor region and recently the Bangladesh Haor and Wetland
Development Board has been responsible for developing the haors.
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Before the project intervention, the project was looked after by the local Union Parishad
through respective sub-committee. Governance was not very visible at the haor level, except
for some relief works after floods.
Post Project
After the project implementation, the BWDB started to govern and monitor their project activity
in the entire Gangajuri FCD sub project region. Its role for the maintenance and
implementation of the government decision was regular with the completion of submergible
embankments. Presently, it has been found from the consultation with primary stakeholders
that the institution concerned is visible only during the period of damage and to monitor the
physical condition of the embankments after the flooding condition. According to the local
people, the officials from this institution come but do not consult with the local people for
lessening the damaged area of the submergible embankments.
Impact
This institutions only play role for the implementation of government decision to monitor and
repair the damaged area but the participation of local people in decision making was not
observed.

Figure 8.2: Informal Stakeholder Consultation at the Gangajuri Sub Project Area
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9. Summary of Impacts
Table 9.1: Summary of Impacts
Indicators


Flooding



Drainage





Sedimentation



Navigation

Pre project
Post project
Water Resources
Flash flood quickly
 After construction of
moved towards the
the embankment
north-western part of
beside the Khowai
the project area
River, major portion
through numerous
of the project area
khals and internal
has been protected
canals and damaged
from flash flood
crops in pre project
 Most of the area in
scenarion.
northern side of the
project is inundated
by 1-3 m depth of
water during
monsoon.
 The peak normally
occurs in the month
of April and
recession occurs
during OctoberNovember.
Flood water drained
 The drainage
out to the peripheral
system of the haor
rivers smoothly
has little bit been
through the drainage
deteriorated.
khals.
 The local people
Local people cut the
can’t cut the
embankment for
embankment as
smooth drainage of
before because of
water.
the paved road and
causes drainage
congestion at some
times
Sedimentation was
 Sedimentation has
not that much
been affected
problem before
largely after
implementation of the
interventions.
interventions.
 Bed level of the
khals has risen due
to sedimentation
over the years in
the Mirjumla khal,
Teli khal, Poil khal,
Sashanadi, Aralia
khal and Mora Bijna
Gang.
There was
 Navigational
navigational
connectivity has
connectivity between
been severely
the haor and the
affected due to
peripheral rivers
construction of
throughout the year.
sluice gate over
Bainna Khal.
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Impact
 Interventions of the
haor have delayed the
entrance of flash flood
and saved the crops
from damage.

 The drainage in the
project area has been
slowed down as well as
impeded due to the
interventions of the
project.

 Sedimentation has
increased compared to
the pre-project
condition.

 The navigational
connectivity has been
affected due to
construction of sluice
gate.
 The local people
suggested to demolish

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Land Use (ha)
Land Degradation

Pre project

Post project
 The height of the
sluice gate is not
suitable for safe
passage of boats.
The roads have
been paved
recently. So, there
is no opportunity for
the farmers to
transport the crops
easily as they can’t
cut the
embankment road.
Land Resources
 Gross Area: 20,441
 Gross Area: 20,441
 NCA :17,434
 Rice: 16,990
 Others: 3,007
 Others: 3,451
No
No Change
Agriculture Resources

Cropping intensity
(%)

Cropped Area (ha)

Crop Production
(ton)

Crop damage (ton)
Irrigated area (ha)
Surface water
Irrigation availability
Agro-chemicals use
(ton or kiloliter)

124
 Rice: Total 21,573
(Aus: HYV 32, Lt Aus
1,597; B. Aus 1,525;
Amon: HYV 64, Lt
Aman 2,480; B. Aman
10.783; Boro: HYV
845, Lt. Boro 4247)
 Non Rice: 0
 Rice: Total 40,326
(AUS: HYV 107; Lt
Aus 2,862; B. Aus
2,745; Amon: HYV
175; Lt Aman 4,501;
B. Aman 16,606;
Boro: HYV 2,798; Lt.
10,533)
 Non Rice: 0
 Rice: 6,932
 Non Rice: 0
 Rice: 675
 Non Rice: 0
 Available




Livestock Population 
(Number)


Fish habitat area




Impact
the sluice gate and
build at a higher
elevation for safe
passage of boats which
is mainly used for
transporting crops.

 NCA:-444
 Others:+444
No Change

193
 Rice: Total 32,798
(Aus: HYV 2,822;
Amon: HYV 1,382;
Lt 11,576; Boro:
HYV 14,888; Lt.
890)
 Non Rice: 1,240

+69
 Rice: +11,245
 Non Rice: 1,240


 Rice: Total 100,146  Rice:+ 59,820
(AUS: HYV 7,887;
 Non Rice: +10,413
Amon: HYV 4,135;
Lt Aman 24,715;
Boro: HYV 61,130;
Lt. 2,278)
 Non Rice: 10,413






Rice: 11,047
Non Rice: 1,987
Rice: 1,400
Non Rice: 1,000
Deficit during month
of February to
March
Fertilizers: 0
 Fertilizers: 7500
Pesticides: 0
 Pesticides: 34,860
Livestock Resources
Cattle: 28,270
 Cattle: 31,720
Goat: 9,900
 Goat: 10,850
Chicken: 88,200
 Chicken: 103,540
Duck: 33,780
 Duck: 38,960
Fisheries Resources
Fish habitat was
 Total fish habitat is
about 6382 ha.
6266 ha.
Of which capture
 Of which capture
6372 ha,
6235 ha.
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Rice:+4,115
Non Rice: +1,987
Rice:+1,725
Non Rice: +1,000
Deficit

 Fertilizers: +7500
 Pesticides: 34,860





Cattle: 3,450
Goat: 9,50
Chicken: 15,380
Duck: 5,180

 Overall decrease the
fish habitat 116 ha.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project
 Culture 10 ha.

Post project
 Culture 31 ha.




Habitat Condition

Fish Diversity

Fish migration

Fish Production

Fishing Appliance

Fishers Livelihood

 Fish habitat quality
and water quality was
comparatively better.
 Some water bodies
was untouched from
fishing for next year
recruitment of fishes.
 Agrochemicals,
pesticides and
fertilizer was use in
crop field was limited.

 Incremental use of
agrochemicals,
pesticides and
fertilizer in boro field
are degrading the
habitat quality as
well as water quality
in the project.
 Water also polluted
by wastages of
homestead, market
and other
anthropogenic
activities.
 About 80 fish species  Changing of
was available in
abundance of some
Gungiajuri area.
fish species but
species are almost
same.
 The fishes move
 Raising of bed level
easily from one place
by silt of Karagji
to another without any
river and connected
barrier. Fish migration
khals and disturb
was smooth.
fish migration.

 Overall fish
 Total fish production
production was 485
is about 1936 MT
MT per year.
per year.
 Of which from capture  Of which from
production was about
capture production
474 MT.
1874 MT.
 From culture
 From culture
production was about
production about 62
11 MT.
MT.
 Fishing gears namely  Fishing gears are
ber jal, khora, koi jal,
almost similar. At
puti jal, jhaki jal,
present the fishers
dharma jal, thela jal,
are using some new
borshi, Gui (trap
net like kona jal /
made by bamboo)
kafri jal, moshari jal
was used to catch the
(small mesh size
fishes.
net below 0.1 cm)
that damaging the
 The mesh size of
fish fry as well as
berjal was about 2 to
fish habitat.
3 cm.
 Kironmala (round
shape trap made by
plastic sheet) use to
catch gura Icha.
 The fishers was
 Fishers’ numbers
involve with fishing.
are increasing day
Mostly Hindu fishers’
by day. Mainly
and number of Muslim
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Impact
Decrease the capture
fish habitat area 137
ha.
Increase the culture
habitat 21 ha.
Fish habitat condition
and water quality
degrading by
incremental use of
agrochemicals,
pesticides and fertilizer
in boro field.
Also polluted by
wastage from different
sources.

 Abundance of fish
species are changing
and big species are
decreasing day by day.
 Fish breeding of small
fishes are delayed in
some extent due to
hampering of fish
migration and
movement.
 Increase of fish
production about 1451
MT per year.

 Decrease the richness
of fish and destroy the
habitat productivity.

 Increasing the
participation of different
types of peoples in
fisheries activities.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Fisheries
Management

Terrestrial flora

Terrestrial fauna

Aquatic flora

Pre project
fishers was almost
absent.
 The fishers maintain
their live smoothly.

Post project
Impact
increased the part
 Increasing the fishing
time fishers quickly.
pressure on project
 Numbers of peoples
areas and the real
are involved their
fishers are displacing
livelihood as fish
from their position due
aratder, retailer, ice
to rapid entrance of
producer, fish labor,
part time fishers.
transport worker
etc.
 Some water body was  No restriction of
 Fishing access is
reserved for next year
fishing in monsoon.
limited especially in
propagation of fish.
privately own beel and
 But in post
adjacent area in post
 The professional
monsoon, fishing
monsoon period.
fisher never catch fish
are not allow in the
by de-watering or any
privately own beel
 The actual fishers are
brood fish.
and its adjacent
not getting any benefit
area.
in post monsoon period
and displacing from
fishing right.
Ecosystem
Settlement land area
Settlement vegetation
was about 2706 ha
has been increased
Indicator species status
area. So the area was
to 3097ha area.
remains unchanged.
rich in terrestrial
Plantation practice on
composition. Indicator
pond embankment is
tree species were very
very frequently seen
few in number.
over the area. Plant
diversity also
increased over time
as local people
introduced fast
growing species and
fruit yielding plant in
and around their
settlement area.
Indicator tree species
rarely found.
Gungiajuri Sub project
Anthropogenic
Interventions may not
area adjacent rural
activities like killing,
have any direct relation
settlement vegetation
trapping are reducing with the change of faunal
and herb dominant area the diversity and
condition in Gungiajuri
was suitable habitat for population of
Sub project area.
terrestrial wildlife.
terrestrial fauna.
Diversified terrestrial
wildlife (amphibian,
reptilian, aves and
mammals) species
were commonly found.
Gungiajuri Sub project
The perennial water
No direct impact for
areas were composed
body of the
interventional activities.
of wealthy aquatic floral Gungiajuri Sub
composition. Numerous project area
khal and beel provides
Increased. Though
favorable environment
anthropogenic
for aquatic vegetation.
activities threat for
Padma, Shapla,
some species like
Makhna, Singra were
Shapla, Makhna,
available in shallow
Singra etc.
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Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Aquatic fauna

Swamp Forest and
Reed land

Ecosystem goods
and services

Employment
opportunity

Agriculture and
wage base income

Labor and seasonal
migration

Pre project
Post project
Impact
land of the Haor.
Indicator species were
common in the study
area.
A few number of
Pesticide use causing Intervention has no
migratory birds and
harm towards aquatic direct relation with the
large number of native
fauna like frog, snail
aquatic fauna in the
wetland birds were
as well as waterfowl
study area.
found all over the area. at the study area.
Turtle and Checkered
keelback were available
in study area.
There was no swamp
Not remarkably
Intervention has not
forest in the area.
changed
direct link with the
Reeds lands were very
change of the
rare in the plain land of
phenomena.
the study area.
The overall ecosystem
Pond fish culture and Provisional services has
goods and services in
crop variety creates
boosted up and
Gungiajuri Sub project
more production in
regulating and cultural
area was in optimum
the Gungiajuri Sub
services has been
level.
project area.
reduced
Socio-economic Conditions
 Total cropped area
 Total cropped area  New employment
was 20,441 ha and
were 14,434 ha;
opportunity had been
about 115 man days
about 165 man
created with the
labor (per ha) inputs
days labor input
increase of agricultural
were needed.
were needed (labor
production,
input reduced after  Employment
introducing
opportunity has been
technological use)
created during the
period of operation and
maintenance of those
projects in Gungiajuri
FCD sub project
 The total agricultural
 The agricultural
 About 51.58%
production base
production base
agricultural production
average income were
income of after
base income was
about BDT 8,630 lakh
project period was
increased due to the
about BDT 13,082
project intervention.
 The agricultural wage
lakh
base average income
 About 54.1 %
was about BDT 46.36  The agricultural
agricultural wage labor
lakh
wage base average
income increased
income was about
during the period of
BDT 100.86 lakh
after project condition.
 Before intervention,
 The net demand for  The demand for labor
people did not get
agricultural labor
would have to be
more access to do
(having with
increased. But here it is
other works than the
technological
noted that during the
agricultural.
innovation) is near
period of project
about
165
per
ha
intervention, the
 People from different
whereas most of the
technological
regions came to join
labor come from the
innovation in
as work force for crop
local areas
agriculture was
harvesting and
increased that
fishing.
somehow lessen the
 The net demand for
labor demands
labor per ha near
simultaneously.
about 115 and about
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Indicators

Land Price

Pre project
35% labor came from
outside the locality.

 It is found that the
price of agricultural
land was BDT 8,000
to 12,000 per Keyar
(during the time of
before project) and
20,000 to 25,000 for
homestead land.
 It was tough to go to
the schools and
health institutions
especially in the dry
season.

Accessibility in
health and
educational
institutions

 There was no
institutional
governance as there
was no intervention
(i.e. submergible
embankment)

Institution and
governance

Post project


 The price of
agricultural land is
near to be BDT 2.0
lakh to 2.25 lakh
whereas the price of
2.75 lakh to 3.5 lakh
for homestead
lands.
 People started to
use the
embankments as
their way of
communication.
 With the damage of
the certain locations
of the
embankments
people felt
unsecured to use
their way of moving
during the rainy
season.
 School going
children sometimes
fall in problem in
using embankments
as their way to go to
schools.
 The institution (i.e.
BWDB) started to
work and monitor
the damage during
the post flooding
time.
 The governance
had the gap from
the corners of local
people.
 There was no
participation with
the local
stakeholders from
policy to
implementation
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Impact
The net demand for
agricultural labor
(having with
technological
innovation) is near
about 165 per ha
whereas most of the
labor come from the
local areas.
The opportunities for
agricultural production
were increased in
which the value of
agricultural land was
being increased with
the period of after
project condition.
The communication
system became easier
after the time of project
intervention.
Due to lack of proper
maintenance, the
damage of the
embankments was
increased and local
people started to face
problem to use these
embankments as their
means of
communication.

 The practice of good
governance is
unavailable that lead to
increase damage of
those embankments
 There is no mechanism
to understand local
people’s concern in
terms of project
operation and
maintenance.
 The role of institution to
consider public
demand in policy,
operation and
maintenance on the
issue of those
submergible
embankments.

10. Environmental Management Plan
Table 10.1: Management Plan
Impact

Flooding

Drainage and
Sedimentation

Navigation

Land Use Change

Decreased Cropped Area

Increased Crop
Production

Decreased Irrigated Area
and Availability of
Irrigation Water

Mitigation Measures
 Awareness raising program
should be carried out against
public cut.
 The beels, khals and rivers
should be dredged/ reexcavated to increase
carrying capacity and thereby
reducing the impact of flood.
 The dredging work should be
done in a proper way so that
the leeves of the Khowai and
Karanji rivers do not get
eroded.
 The rivers and khals should
be dredged/ re-excavated on
a need basis.
 Sufficient outlets should be
constructed at suitable
locations for easy drainage.
 The sluice gate over Bainna
khal should be built at a
higher elevation for safe
passage of boats.
 Agricultural land graving
should be avoided.
 Fallow land should be
brought under cultivation
 Kanda and fallow land should
be utilized for vegetables
cultivation.
 Hydroponics or floating bed
vegetables cultivation should
be introduced or
strengthened.
 Flood tolerant submergence
variety (BRRI dhan51, BRRI
dhan52 and BRRI
dhan79may be tested.

-

 Regular reexcavation/dredging of the
Re-excavation/dredging of
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Enhancement Measures

 Crop area should be increased
by utilization of fallow land.
 Short duration high yielding and
hybrid varieties should be
developed/introduced/strengthen
ed.
 Crop damage should be
minimized by timely and proper
rehabilitation of water control
structures like embankment,
regulators, drainage sluices etc.
 Re-excavation of existing beels
(Illjuri beel, Daukidoba, and
Bogidhora beel) and khals (Aralia

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures
Khowai, Karangi and
Gungiajuri River has to be
ensured in order for retention
of irrigation water.





Status of
Livestock/Poultry



Enhancement Measures
khal, Poil khal, Akilpur khal, Poil
khal and Akilpur khal) should be
ensured for retention of irrigation
water.
Irrigation water should be
ensured by stopping drain out the
beels during early dry season for
fish harvesting.
Awareness build up through
training
Marketing facilities should be
improved.
Availability of high yielding breed
should be ensured.

 Regular maintenance work is
needed on compartmental
embankment by BWDB.
 Embankment should be
repaired during November to
December.
 Regular dredging of the
rivers has to be ensured in
order to reduce the intensity
of flash flood.
 Rehabilitation works should
Increased Crop Damage
be finished by February
 Quality materials should be
used for rehabilitation works.
 Short duration high yielding
or HYV varieties should be
used instead of long duration
BRRI dhan29 variety.
 Local varieties should be
transplanted in the deeper
part of the project area
instead of short height high
yielding or hybrid variety.
Increased Use of Agro Farmers should be
Chemicals
encouraged to use organic
manure to increase soil
fertility while avoiding water
contamination and reduce
the soil fertility.
 Farmers should be
encouraged to cultivate
leguminous crops to enhance
the soil quality.
 Farmer should be follow
modern agricultural
technology like Integrated
Crop Management(ICM),
Good Agricultural
Practices(GAP) etc.
Decreasing of fish habitat  Fishing by dewatering should  Demonstration of optimal use of
and water quality.
be stopped.
agrochemicals in crop field
should be conducted by the
 Fishing by kona jal / kafri jal,
Department of Agriculture
moshari jal (small mesh size
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Impact

Mitigation Measures
0.1 cm net) should be ban
round the year.
 Optimum use of
agrochemicals and
pesticides and fertilizer in
crop field.
 Kona jal / kafri jal /
moshari jal should be ban
round the year.

Enhancement Measures
Extension (DAE) of related
upazila.
 Kona jal / Kafri jal, moshari jal
fishing should be ban
permanently.

 Local fishers’ communities and
elites / local leaders should
conduct monitoring to protect the
fishing by kona jal / Kafri jal /
moshari jal.
 Monitoring activities should be
guided by the related upazila
fisheries officials.
Hindering of fish
 For smooth migration from
 Removal of silt from the Karanji
migration.
river to beel or floodplain or
River through dredging.
beel to river gates of
Repairing of Durgapur regulator
regulator or any types of
(as required) and proper
obstruction should be open in
maintenance should be
pre-monsoon and monsoon
conducted by regulator
period.
management committee.
 Management committee (for gate
operation) should be formed by 7
or 9 members from the adjacent
village. The committee members
are local elite, teacher, UP
member, student and other
community members. At least 1
fisher members should be
present in gate operation
committee.
Day by day increasing the  ID card holders’ fisher should  Related Upazila Fisheries Officer
fishing pressure.
allow for fishing round the
(UFO) should provide the ID card
year. (ID card no need for
as early as possible (if not
subsistence fishers).
complete the distribution) to the
professional fishers.
 New ID card should be provided
by the UFO to the new fishers
through proper judgment by the
old ID card holder fishers and
local elites.
Decreasing of Perennial
 Removal of silt from the
 Management committee (as
Beels /Water Area.
Karanji River through
mention above) should be formed
dredging.
to protect the water bodies and
proper maintenance should be
conducted by the management
committee and collaboration with
the implementation authority.
 Use of sign board and red flags
to indicate the protected area and
aware the local community about
the importance of wetlands.
Decreasing of Fish
 Fishing by dewatering should  Demonstration of optimal use of
Habitat and Water
be stopped.
agrochemicals in crop field
Quality.
should be conducted by the
 Fishing by kona jal / kafri jal,
Department of Agriculture
moshari jal (small mesh size
Extension (DAE) of related
0.1 cm net) should be ban
upazila.
round the year.
Disappearing of some
fishes and decrease the
richness of fishes.
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Impact

Mitigation Measures
 Optimum use of
agrochemicals and
pesticides and fertilizer in
crop field.
Total removal of aquatic
Conservation practice should
plant and their seeds for
be more planned way in Haor
agricultural production
area. Need to aware people to
causes reduction of
stop permanent removal of
population of some
aquatic plant in important
species.
region of the area.
Pesticide use causing harm Natural fertilizing method
towards aquatic fauna like
should be used instead of
frog, snail as well as
harmful pesticide
waterfowl at the study area.
No referable swamp forest
in the area.
Pond fish cultivation
Consider a suitable land for
becomes a threat for the
selection pond fish culture
haor adjacent khal or beel
based on conservation of
area by illegal
important water body.
encroachment in the area.
Livelihood and
employment opportunity
 New employment
opportunity had been
created with the increase
of agricultural production.
 Employment opportunity
had been created during
the period of operation
and maintenance of those
projects in Gungiajuri
FCD sub project area.

Agricultural and wage
base income
 About 51.58% agricultural
production base income
was increased due to the
project intervention.
 About 54.1% agricultural
wage labor income
increased during the
period of after project
condition.
Labor and Seasonal
Migration
 The demand for labor
would have to be
increased. But here it is
noted that during the
period of project
intervention, the
technological innovation
in agriculture was
increased that somehow

-

Enhancement Measures
 Kona jal / Kafri jal, moshari jal
fishing should be ban
permanently.

Plantation should be well planned
in the suitable selection area.

 Submergible embankment must
be repaired using the local labor.
 Training would be ensured for the
creation of alternative livelihood
options.
 Soft loan would be provided
especially in the emergency
period (i.e. post flooding
condition).
 Allocation of all beel /Jall Mohal
to the actual fishermen on equity
basis.
 Build up linkage with farmers and
national, international traders.
 New variety in production with the
changes of seasonality should be
initiated
 Innovative training programs
should be initiated to cope up
with the changing technology

 Affordability through the soft
loaning mechanism should be
ensured to earn foreign currency
sending the labor in foreign
market
 Skill development training
program should be initiated for
capacity building especially for
women to make them capable to
earn money at home.
 Provide loan services by low
interest to promote young

-
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Impact
Mitigation Measures
lessened the labor
demands simultaneously.
 The net demand for
agricultural labor (having
with technological
innovation) was near
about 165 per ha whereas
most of the labor came
from the local areas.
 The incoming rates of
labor from other regions
were being declined after
the time of project
intervention.
Land Price
 The opportunities for
agricultural production
were increased in which
-the value of agricultural
lands was being
increased with the period
of after project condition.
Accessibility to health
and educational
institutions
 The communication
system became easier
after the time of project
intervention.
 Due to lack of proper
maintenance, the damage
of the embankments was
increased and local
people started to face
problem to use these
embankments as their
means of communication.
Institution and
 Quarterly meeting should be
governance
initiated with local water and
 The practice of good
flood protection committee to
governance is unavailable
understand the gap of
that lead to increase
institutional policy and
damage of those
governance.
embankments
 A monitoring team should be
 There is no mechanism to
formed to visit during the
understand local people’s
maintenance of those
concern in terms of
submergible embankments.
project operation and
 People’s feedback should be
maintenance.
taken before the
 The role of institution to
implementation of any kind of
consider public demand in
policy in relation to new
policy, operation and
project and maintenance and
maintenance on the issue
operation of those
of those submergible
submergible embankments.
embankments.
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Enhancement Measures
entrepreneurs as their alternative
livelihood options.

 Regular maintenance and
protection work should be
implemented properly to keep the
land arable.
 The siltation during the flash flood
would be controlled through the
development of regular
monitoring system.
 A monitoring committee should
be formed in association with
BWDB and local people to
identify damaged area.
 A hot line (i.e. calling system)
should be developed to get
regular update, flooding condition
and damage information during
the emergency
 Design of operation and
maintenance (of submergible
embankment) would be ensured
through the participation of local
stakeholders.
-

Environmental Management Plan
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1.
1.1

Introduction

General Information

The Kalner Haor (locally called ‘Kanler Haor’) is comprised of three sub-polders. Polder 1 and
part of Polder 2 are located in Dowarabazar Upazilla while part of polders 2 and 3 are in
Sunamganj Sadar Upazilla. The total haor area spreads over two unions namely; Ranger Char
Union and Lakhmipur Union. This haor area is bounded by the Meghalaya hills in the north,
Surma River in the South, Khasiamara River in the east and the Haluar Ghat- Mongolkata
road in the west. Four distinct land types are found in the Kalner Haor. These are medium
high land, medium low land, highland and low land. The north and northeastern portion of the
haor adjacent to the Indian border, comprise high land that gradually steeps down towards
Surma River located in the southern side. The flood water gets stored in the mid-portion of the
Haor where major beels are located and the land topography is medium low and low. The
gross area of Kalner Haor is 7340 ha in which the net cultivated area is 6,338 ha.
1.2

Project Descriptions

Bangladesh Water Development Board implemented the Kalner haor project during in 1979
and completed in 1987 under GOB fund. The water resources system of the Kalner Haor
consists of rivers, beels and a number of hilly chharas, which originate from the Meghalya hills
in India and flow through the haor. The only important river in this area is Surma, which flows
along the southern side of Kalner Haor. Another important river is Khasiamara, which flows
along the eastern boundary of the project area. The southern part of Khasiamara River divides
sub polders 1 and 2 while Rangpur khal flows between the boundary of sub polders 2 and 3.
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Figure 1.1: Hydrological Features of Kalner Haor Project
1.3

Present Status of the Project Interventions

The major physical intervention is the submersible embankment and two regulators. The main
objective of the project was to protect boro crops from early flash flood as well as to protect
life and properties from flooding.

2

2.
2.1

Water Resources

Flooding
Pre Project

Before the construction of any type of intervention, the Kalner Haor faced flooding from two
different sources such as high floodwater from Surma River, and tremendous runoff being
generated at the upstream catchments and flowed through the hilly chharas. During premonsoon, the water level of Surma River rose significantly due to heavy rainfall in the
upstream hilly region. The flash flood entered in mid of march before the construction of
submergible embankment and water stayed upto eight months in the haor region.
Post Project
Flood water in Kalner haor enters through the Jupkhola khal and Khasimara River. After
construction of embankment, the flood water normally enters during early May and remain till
the end of September. The local people informed that the flash flood occurred in the last two
years (2016 and 2017) in mid-March due to heavy rainfall in Meghalaya region, consequently
flashy flood flow from hills of Meghalaya. This flood water stays for a week and drains through
the Surma River as the repairment work of submergible embankment work was not completed
yet. The flood level at that time reach upto the yard of the homestead. Recession of flood
water starts from late September and by the November this haor system become completely
dry except beel areas.
During early monsoon, the water level of Surma River rises significantly due to heavy rainfall
in the hilly region and overtops the low embankment along Surma River. A huge volume of
floodwater coming from the upstream exerts pressure on the embankment, which results in
breaching at several locations. In addition, a huge amount of accumulated rainfall from the
upstream hilly region moves quickly in the downward direction through several chharas
resulting in flash floods in the relatively low lying areas of Kalner Haor. Normally, water enters
the haor through several breached locations such as Rangpur, Birampur, Paschim Chandpur,
Rangar Char, Harinapati and the middle of Darpur Mauza. The local people reports that the
closure at Pander Khal, which was constructed during the early seventies to save Dekhar Haor
plays a significant role in creating severe floods every year in Kalner Haor as well as in the
other haors of this region. Flooding from either source inundates about 75% of the area but
when flooding from the two sources synchronizes it inundate a maximum area of 85% of the
haor.
Impact
Interventions have reduced the possibilities of earlier entrance of flash flood. However, in
recent years (2016 & 2017), frequency of flash flood has aggravated due to late repairment of
breached embankment. This exceptional event has created much havoc in people’s life.
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2.2

Drainage Congestion
Pre Project

As a result during Pre Project period, it took about 8 months to drain all the water of the Kalner
Haor to the Surma River. The elevation of the northern portion of the haor is relatively high
rather than the southern part. The steep slope helped drainage of water. Local people
informed that before construction of the intervention, drainage congestion had occured for a
short duration only in the southern low lying portion of the haor.
Post Project
In Kalner Haor, there are two regulators namely, the Birampur and Bongaon regulator. The
Birampur regulator is located in the southwestern side of the haor and it is the only regulator,
which drains out water from Kalner Haor. The main drainage path of the haor is Katakhali
Khal, Bara Dair Khal, and Potagang River. The Birampur regulator was constructed over
Potagang River. But the condition of the regulator is relatively poor. Both sides of the regulator
gets breached early which causes the immense suffering of local people. The local rainwater
and runoff cannot be drained out easily through the regulator because of the high water level
in the Surma. The other regulator at Bongaon was constructed close to the Indian border to
resist entry of flash flood. The regulator was constructed three years ago. The local people
opined that the regulator is able to serve only one village (Samadnagar). But if the regulator
had been constructed 500m upstream then it could serve three other villages (Shingpur,
Sulemanpur and Noagaon) from drainage congestion. The local people believe that reexcavation of the khal would facilitate effective drainage of water through the regulator.
There is a pipe located in Harinapatti union which which collects the water from the boro field
and drains to Rangar Char Khal. After that the water of the khal goes down to the Surma River.
Impact
Drainage through the main regulator at Birampur is not working properly due to lack of proper
maintenance and operation, which has consequently worsened the drainage condition.

Figure 2.1: Birampur Regulator

Figure 2.2: Wave Erosion at Surma River
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Figure 2.3: Rubber Dam at Lakhmipur
2.3

Figure 2.4: Rangar Char

Siltation
Pre Project

The amount of siltation in pre project period was relatively low. Moreover, the local people also
cut the embankment after the harvesting for carrying of paddy. During moonsoon, silt enters
through the cuts, gets deposited in the haor in thick layer.
Post Project
Fertile soil was transported from the upstream during the monsoon and got deposited in the
deep haor area. Due to the embankment, it takes more time now to drain out all the water of
haor to drain through the channels. As a result, the construction of submersible embankment,
the amount of siltation has increased compared to Pre Project.Sometimes this silt exits
through the breached location of embankment and destroy the agricultural field which is just
adjacent to the haor.
Impact
Siltation has increased due to implementation of intervention, mostly in recent years.
Presently, about 6 to 12 inch siltation occurs in haor bed every year, which is higher compared
to without intervention period.

Figure 2.5: Jupkhola Khal

Figure 2.6: Breached Embankment
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2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

Different types of water vessel moved through the Surma River prior to the construction of any
type of structure. Country boat services prevailed inside the haor area in small scale. No
mechanized boat moved at that period. The navigability of the Surma River was better as
possibilities of forming silt was much less.
Post Project
After the construction of embankment, the siltation rate of Surma River is much higher
compared to the without project scenario. As a result, the navigability of the Surma River has
reduced consequently. Country boat moves around Birampur. Small scale of mechanized boat
moves inside the haor area in case of flash flood.
Impact
Erosion due to wave was observed along the bank of Surma River in the southern side of
polder-1. Besides, erosion was also observed in Surma River along Southwestern side of
polder-2 in villages such as Betirgaon and Oinnaghati.
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3.

Land Resources

The project area has fallen in two Agro-ecological zone, namely: Northern and Eastern
Piedmont Plains (AEZ-22) and Eastern Surma-Kushiyara Floodplain (AEZ-20). Acid basin
clays and grey piedmont soil are the dominant soil. The top soil texture are clay, clay loam
and loam; where clay loam texture is dominant. The soils are slow permeable and have a
medium moisture holding capacity. The land type characteristics are not uniform within the
project area. About 41% of cultivable areas are low land where minimum flooding depth is
above 1.8 meter during the monsoon period. The recession of surface water from agriculture
land starts at first week of October and become free of flood water in end of December.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under Pre Project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land Use
Pre Project

The gross area of pre project has been considered as similar to post project. The gross area
was 7,341 hectare under Pre Project situation of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 6,338
hectare. The rest area were covered with waterbodies (baor, beels, river and khals), forest
(herb, shrub and tree) and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented
in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 6,265 hectare. The rest
area are covered with waterbodies (baor, beels, river and khals), forest (herb, shrub and tree),
and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cropped area and forest have decreased about 73 and 2 hectare respectively. On the
other hand, waterbodies and settlement area have increased about 22 and 53 hectare
respectively. Detailed impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed Land Use in Kalner Haor Project
Land use

Pre Project
area (ha)

Post Project area
(ha)

Impact
(Post Project-Pre- project)

Net Cultivated Area (NCA)

6,338

6,265

-73

Water bodies

97

119

22

Forest

133

131

-2

Settlement

773

826

53

7,341

7,341

0

Total

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015
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Figure 3.1: Land Use of Kalner Haor Project (1989)
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Figure 3.2: Land Use of Kalner Haor Project (2015)
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3.2

Land Degradation
Pre Project

There was no information about land degradation issue in Pre Project situation.
Post Project
Local farmers are reported, after flood of 2004 they are observed sand carpeting in Noabeel,
Chorarpara and Horigati area of this Kalner haor. Now total about 15 ha land was carpeted by
sand. This area was increased day by day. After the sand carpeting land cannot use for
agricultural crop production or grazing land for livestock.
Impact
Due to sand carpeting about 15 ha agricultural land converted to non-agricultural land
(permanent fallow). Near about 1.0 ha agricultural land were carpeted by sand per year.
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4.

Agriculture Resources

Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops
are damaged by early flash flood which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall
in the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use
of agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due
to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from
stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The
secondary data were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level
Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) office. Besides, Boro crop areas under pre and
post project situation were identified by analyzing satellite images.
4.1

Cropped Area, Cropping Pattern and Intensity
Pre Project

Before the project interventions, the Net Cropped Area (NCA) was 6,338 hectare, where
dominant cropping pattern was Fallow- Fallow-Local Boro. The land type of this scheme area
was high land (about 46% of NCA) followed by low land, medium low land,medium high land
as presented in Table 4.1.
Farmers usually grew Lt. Aus, Lt. Aman, Local Boro, oilseeds and pulses crops in Kharif-I,
Kharif-II and Rabi season. Different varieties ofAus like Murali, Murabata, Haowa and
Hasbadal; Aman like Maloti, Gandi, Panjab, Kalizira, Birukhail, Hafsail and Changhamora;
Local Boro like Gochi, Boro, Tepi Boro, Rata, Paizam and Akhnishailwere very much popular
among the farmers. The cropping intensity of this area was 120%. Detailed cropping pattern
by land type under Pre Project situation is presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pre Project Cropping Pattern of the Kalner Haor Project
Land type

Kharif-I (MarchJune)

Kharif-II (JulyOctober)

Rabi (NovemberFebruary)

Area
(ha)

% of
NCA

Lt. Aus

Lt. Aman

Fallow

622

10

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Fallow

1,775

28

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Pulses

518

8

Medium High Land (F1)

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Oilseeds

127

2

Medium Low Land (F2)

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

697

11

Low Land (F3)

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

2,599

41

Total

6,338

100

Cropping intensity (%)

120

High Land (F0)

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017
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Post Project
The project area became protected from early flash flood due to the interventions, which
influenced farmers to grow HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro crops instead of Lt. Aman
and local Boro. HYV Amna and HYV Boro crops produces higher yield than local varieties.
The most popular varieties which are used in the project area are BRRI dhan 28 and BRRI
dhan 29. Farmers prefer, Lt. Aman: Gandi, Maloti, Paizam and Hafsail;HYV Aman: BINA
Dhan 7, BRRI Dhan 49, BRRI Dhan 52 in Kharif-II season, HYV Boro: BRRI dhan 28, BRRI
dhan 29 in Rabi season. Moreover, Hybrid Boro (Hira and Jholok) varieties are introduced in
this area but not become as popular as HYV variety. The Net Cultivable Area (NCA) has been
decreased to 6,265 hectare after interventions. Dominant cropping pattern of the project area
is Fallow - Fallow - HYV Boro covering 38% of the NCA. Cropping intensity is 126%. Detailed
cropping pattern by land type under with project situation is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Post Project Cropping Pattern of the Kalner Haor Project
Land type

Kharif-I (MarchJune)

Kharif-II (JulyOctober)

Rabi (NovemberFebruary)

Area
(ha)

% of
NCA

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Groundnut

637

10

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Vegetables

355

6

Fallow

HYV Aman

Spices

367

6

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Fallow

1,235

20

Aus

HYV Aman

Fallow

288

5

Medium High Land (F1)

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Fallow

125

2

Medium Low Land (F2)

Fallow

Fallow

HYV Boro

689

11

Fallow

Fallow

HYV Boro

1,714

27

Fallow

Fallow

Hybrid Boro

624

10

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

231

4

Total

6,265

100

Cropping intensity (%)

126

High Land (F0)

Low Land (F3)

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

Impact
The Net Cultivable Area (NCA) has been decreased to 73 hectare after taking interventions.
The cultivated area of Lt Aman and Local Boro has gradually been decreased and replaced
by HYV Aman, HYV and Hybrid Boro variety after completion of project due to its higher yield
rate and ensured early flash flood protection by project interventions. Impact on cropped area
is presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Kalner Haor Project
Pre Project Area
(ha)

Post Project Area (ha)

Impact (Post Project-Preproject) Area (ha)

622

288

-334

3,042

2,352

-690

HYV Aman

655

655

Hybrid Boro

624

624

2,403

2,403

231

-3,065

Crop name
Aus
Lt. Aman

HYV Boro
Local Boro

3,296

Pulses

518

-518

Oil seeds

127

-127

Groundnut

637

637

Spices

367

367

Vegetables

355

355

7,912

307

Total

7,605

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

4.2

Crop Production
Pre Project

The estimated total annual crop production of the project area was about 14,303 tons after
loss of 2,536 tons before any interventions. Detailed crop production statistics before
interventions is presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Annual Crop Production in Kalner Haor Project under Pre Project Situation
Damage free area

Damaged area

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Annual
productio
n (ton)

622

498

2.0

124.40

0.8

1,095

149

Lt. Aman

3,042

2,282

2.1

760.50

0.9

5,476

913

Local
Boro

3,296

2,307

2.5

988.80

1.1

6,856

1,384

Pulses

518

440

1.4

77.70

0.6

663

62

Oil seeds

127

104

1.9

22.86

0.7

214

27

7,605

5,631

-

1,974

-

14,303

2,536

Crop
name
Aus

Total

Total crop
area (ha)

Production
lost (ton)

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

Post Project
After the implementation of the project, hydrological regime of the project area is changed.
Farmers started to cultivate HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro, HYV Boro, spices, groundnut and
vegetables due to presence of submersible embankment, compartmental embankment,
regulator and closure, which protect their crops from early flash flood. Hence, total annual crop
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production is about 32,565 tons with loss of 4,952 tons after interventions. Detailed estimation
of crop production after interventions is presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Kalner Haor Project under Post Project Situation
Damaged area

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

288

259

2.0

28.80

0.7

539

37

2,352

1,764

2.5

588

1.0

4,998

882

HYV Aman

655

459

4.0

196.50

1.4

2,109

511

Hybrid
Boro

624

499

6.0

124.80

2.1

3,257

487

HYV Boro

2,403

1,802

5.2

600.75

1.9

10,513

1,982

Local Boro

231

185

2.1

46.20

1.1

439

46

Groundnut

637

573

2.6

63.70

1.2

1,567

89

Spices

367

312

10.0

55.05

3.5

3,312

358

Vegetables

355

302

18.0

53.25

7.5

5,831

559

7,912

6,155

-

1,757

-

32,565

4,952

Aus
Lt. Aman

Total

Total
crop
area (ha)

Damage free area

Annual
production
(ton)

Crop
name

Production
lost (ton)

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

Impact
Additional 18,262 tons crop is being produced in post project situation. The crop production is
increased due to the protection of flash flood which encourages the farmers for practicing high
yielding variety instead of local variety. Detailed estimation of impact on crop production is
presented in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Kalner Haor Project
Pre Project
Production(ton)

Post Project
Production(ton)

Impact (Post Project-Preproject)

Aus

1,095

539

-556

Lt. Aman

5,476

4,998

-478

HYV Aman

2,109

2,109

Hybrid Boro

3,257

3,257

HYV Boro

10,513

10,513

439

-6,417

Crop name

Local Boro

6,856

Pulses

663

-663

Oil seeds

214

-214

Groundnut

1,567

1,567

Spices

3,312

3,312

Vegetables

5,831

5,831

32,565

18,262

Total

14,303

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017
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4.3

Crop Damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in Pre Project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro/Robi crop, water entered into the haor area and damaged the crops. So, farmer of this
area suffered due to damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project
area was 2,536 tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.4.
Post Project
Kalner Haor is now protected from early flash flood by the project interventions which basically
performed well up to 2008. After that, most of the year, flood water enters into the project area
before harvesting of Boro/Robi crop (early to mid-March) due to low height of submersible
embankment and malfunctioning of structures in Birampur, Bangaon, Nurpur, Chandpur and
Harinapati Mouza.
Floodwater enters into the project area through the surrounding river by overtopping or by
breaching the embankment at several locations. The height of embankment of the haor is low
in comparison with the design level and more than 10breaches are located in this embankment
at Birampur, Bangaon, Nurpur, Chandpur and Harinapati Mouza. Every year BWDB closes
the major breaches and entrances of the khal. The main reason for flooding in this haor over
the years is that the rivers have silted up and their water flowing capacities are gradually
reducing. The excessive sedimentation makes rivers incapable of holding and conveying
floodwater, which creates excessive pressure on earthen embankment. Moreover, plant
height of hybrid/HYV is less than local varieties and growing period of most of the Hybrid/HYV
varieties are higher than local varieties except BRRI dhan28. So, flood water affects the whole
crop area at a time. The annual crop damaged area was about 16% due to natural calamities
(Hail storm, Heavy rainfall etc) and drainage congestion at before 2008 but now it increased
to 22% due to non-functional condition of different structure, over flow of flash flood and
siltation of rivers, Khals, and beels of the study area. The devastating floods of 2004 inundated
the project area on the mid week of April. Local people reported,around 60% of Boro both
HYV and local varieties were damaged by the devastated flood and late flood damaged the
seedbed of T Aman and around 45% of the T Aman crop. B Aman crop were also fully
damaged in this year due to sudden rise of the floodwater and wave action. In 2007, around
75% of Boro both HYV and local varieties were damaged by the devastated flood. But, this
year (2017), around 100% of Boro crop areas are damaged at pre-mature stage. Most
vulnerable mouzas such Birampur, Bangaon, Nurpur, Chandpur and Harinapati are identified
in this respect. Total crop damage is recorded as 4,952 tons after interventions. Detailed
estimation of crop damage after interventions is presented in Table 4.4.
Impact
Though, the crop damage area has been decreased from 26% to 22% after interventions.
However, the crop damage has been increased 2,416 tons due to higher yield rate of hybrid
and HYV crops. The crop damage area is increase day by day due to the malfunctioning of
the interventions and reduced water carrying as well as retention capacity of surrounding
rivers, khals and beels. Detailed impact assessment on crop damage is presented in Table
4.7.
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Table 4.7: Impact on Crop Damage in Kalner Haor Project
Pre Project
Production loss (ton)

Post Project Production
loss (ton)

Impact (Post Project –
Pre Project)

Aus

149

37

-112

Lt. Aman

913

882

-31

HYV Aman

511

511

Hybrid Boro

487

487

1,982

1,982

46

-1,338

Crop name

HYV Boro
Local Boro

1,384

Pulses

62

-62

Oil seeds

27

-27

Groundnut

89

89

Spices

358

358

Vegetables

559

559

4,952

2,416

Total

2,536

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, only surface water was used for irrigating Local Boro crops.
The local people normally transplanted this crop immediately after the floodwater recedes and
the land is under shallow inundation. Local farmer reported that they stored water with help of
bundh/dyke management and irrigated their crop with the help of flooded water in the low lying
part of the Haor. They also used traditional modes like Seuti, Don and Cone for irrigating their
crop from surrounding rivers, Beels and Khals during dry season. Prior to the implementation
of the project, irrigation water was more available than the requirement of crops.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the irrigation water demand has been increased due to
cultivation of high water demanding HYV/Hybrid verity instead of Local varity. On the other
hand, the availability of surface water is being reduced due to siltation of surrounding rivers,
khals and beels of the project area. Therefore, the scarcity of irrigation water has been
observed from early February to end of March in most of the year. Mainly Low Lift Pumps
(LLPs) is being used for lifting surface water instead of traditional mode. In addition, about
18% of crop area is being irrigated from groundwater by using Deep Tubewell (DTW).
Impact
There was deficit of irrigation water due to increase of water demand and decrease of water
availability during dry season. The irrigation water demand has increased for cultivating high
yielding crop variety. On the other hand, surface water irrigation availability has decreased
due to siltation of rivers, khals and beels of the project area.
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4.5

Agro-chemicals Use
Pre Project

Farmers of the project area cultivated Aus, Aman, Boro, pulses and oilseeds in Pre Project
situation. They didn’t apply agro-chemicals for crop cultivation. However, some farmers used
inorganic fertilizer like mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for the restoration of soil
fertility.
Post Project
Generally more agro-chemicals are required for cultivating Hybrid and HYV Boro crops. So,
farmers applied more agro-chemicals for HYV Aman and HYV/Hybrid Boro crop cultivation.
Total about 3,232 tons chemical fertilizers, 8.9 Kiloliter liquid and 56.4 tons granular/powder
pesticides were used in the study area for crop cultivation per year. Detailed use of agrochemicals under Post Project situation is presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Use of Agro-chemicals in Kalner Haor Project under Post Project Situation
Fertilizer (Kg/ha)

Pesticides

Urea

TSP

MP

Others

Total (kg/
ha)

Aus

100

40

40

5

185

500

3

Lt. Aman

160

100

100

8

368

1000

8

HYV Aman

160

100

100

8

368

1000

8

Hybrid Boro

240

125

125

20

510

1000

8

HYV Boro

220

120

120

18

478

1000

8

Local Boro

80

30

25

5

140

200

1

Groundnut

70

50

40

0

160

500

2

Spices

290

220

160

15

685

4000

8

Vegetables

220

230

160

10

620

2500

8

Crop name

Liq. (ml/ha)

Gran. (Kg/ha)

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

Impact
Use of agro-chemical has increased largely under Post Project situation compared to Pre
Project situation. Additional about 3,232 tons chemical fertilizers, 8.9 Kiloliter liquid and 56.4
tons granular/powder pesticides are used for crop cultivation in this area. Detailed impact on
use of agro-chemical is presented in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Impact on Agro-chemicals in Kalner Haor Project
Pre Project

Post Project

Powder/
Granular(ton)

Total Fertilizer
(ton)

Liquid
(Kiloliter)

Powder/
Granular(ton)

Total Fertilizer
(ton)

Liquid
(Kiloliter)

Powder/
Granular(ton)

Pesticides

Liquid
(Kiloliter)

Pesticides

Total Fertilizer
(ton)

Pesticides

Impact

Aus

0

0

0

53

0.1

0.9

53

0.1

0.9

Lt. Aman

0

0

0

866

2.4

18.8

866

2.4

18.8

HYV Aman

0

0

0

241

0.7

5.2

241

0.7

5.2

Hybrid Boro

0

0

0

318

0.6

5.0

318

0.6

5.0

HYV Boro

0

0

0

1,149

2.4

19.2

1,149

2.4

19.2

Local Boro

0

0

0

32

0.0

0.2

32

0.0

0.2

Groundnut

0

0

0

102

0.3

1.3

102

0.3

1.3

Spices

0

0

0

251

1.5

2.9

251

1.5

2.9

Vegetables

0

0

0

220

0.9

2.8

220

0.9

2.8

Total

0

0

0

3,232

8.9

56.4

3,232

8.9

56.4

Crop name

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017
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5.

Livestock Resources

Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of Livestock Population, Feed and Diseases
Pre Project

According to livestock census 1996, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
were 8,770 cattle, 2,250 goats, 29,180 chicken and 14,000 ducks (Table 5.1). Before
implementation of the project, the major feed available to ruminants was mostly crop residues
(rice straw) supplemented with weeds from cultivated fields. They are to depend on naturally
grown grasses in Kandas and alongside roads and embankments. Most of the year before
implementation of the project, the crops were to damage by early flash flood. As a result,
shortage of feed from crop residues, reduction of grazing facilities seriously affect livestock
rearing. That time, the small holders were to depend on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant
for their cattle. The major poultry feeds were rice bran, broken rice, kitchen wastes like rice,
rice-gruel, vegetables, fish wastes etc. In addition, the duck usually scavenges in the nearby
water bodies like haor, beel, khal, river or any other low lying areas; mainly eat various types
of aquatic insects, small fish, shell or snails. Major livestock and poultry diseases were Gola
Fula (Haemorragic Septicemia), Foot and Mouth Diseases (FMD), Pox and Cholera, Duck
Cholera, Fowl Pox and Fowl Cholera etc. The most vulnerable period was between July to
November for spreading diseases to livestock and poultry populations. Mortality rate of the
livestock/poultry was higher due to poor shelter condition and they lived in unhygienic
condition. Marketing facilities was not in good condition and price was also low due to less
demand of their products and by products. Producer consumed their products at family level
and additional products were sold at local village market.
Livestock provide significant draft power for cultivation and threshing, cow dung as a source
of manure and fuel; a ready source of funds and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption.
Most of the households were raised poultry and livestock, which significantly reduce poverty
through generating income. Details of livestock under Pre Project situation is presented in
Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Kalner Haor Project
Pre Project
Livestock/
Poultry
Category

Post Project

Impact

No of
Households
having Livestock

Total No
of
Livestock

No of
Households
having Livestock

Total No
of
Livestock

Number of
Livestock
Population

Cattle

2,470

8,770

3,850

11,930

3,160

Goat

980

2,250

1,440

3,350

1,100

Chicken

4,280

29,180

5,480

34,070

4,890

Duck

2,450

14,000

2,140

11,840

-2,160

Source: CEGIS estimation based on livestock census (1996), agriculture census (2008) and field information
(July 2017)

Post Project
According to agriculture census 2008, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
are 11,930 cattle, 3,350 goats, 34,070 chicken and 11,840 ducks (Table 5.1). After
implementation of the project, crop is protected from early flash flood. As a result, the feed
availability of livestock is increased due to increase of crop production. However, some of the
year, the crops were damaged by early flash flood. In that year, the small holders were depend
on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The poultry feeds are same as in
pre project situation. On the other hand, more or less similar diseases are found in post project
situation. The mortality rate of the livestock/poultry became negligible during the project
period, due to extension works at farmers’ level such as immunization and insemination
program by Department of Livestock (DLS). Marketing facilities during dry season also
improved due to improvement of the communication system by constructing the submersible
embankments. Therefore, market prices are increased due to high demand of products and
by products.
Impact
From 1996 to 2008, about 3,160 cattle, 1,100 goats and 4,890 chickens have increased due
to the reduction of flood vulnerability, improvement of marketing facilities and strengthening of
livestock extension services. On the other hand, duck population has been decreased to
2,160.
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6.
6.1

Fisheries Resources

Introduction

The river Surma is perennial in nature and situated in south side of Kalner haor. The other
three river (river locally call Ganj) namely Ashara river, Noigang river and Khashmara ganj are
comes from the India and fall in to the Surma river through Kalner haor. The Khaimara Ganj
is adjacent of the submersible embankment and eastern side of haor. Mainly these rivers are
play an active role to pass the rain water from northern side to Surma river through haor.
Upstream of the river are dry in dry season. Numbers of perennial beels namely Kander beel
/haor (locally the beel are call haor), Chatlir beel/ haor, Dukher beel, Dakshin Nayagaon beel,
Khouchkai beel are the main beel in the haor area. These beels are leased beel. The khals
are Bongaon khal, Dulai khal, Birampur khal and rivers are present in the haor and connected
from beel to river. The khals are play an important role to enter the water from beel to river
especially in pre monsoon and monsoon period and uses as drainage purpose in post
monsoon period.
The haor fulfill by the water either by rain water or flash flood comes from the Indian hill
(Northern part of haor) or water comes from the Surma river through Nurpur khal and Birampur
khals. The water entering system in the haor was almost same in Pre Project Scenario. The
local people informed that haor inundate within 1-2 day after rain fall. The haor is bounded by
submersible dyke. The intervention of haor started in 1979 and completed in 1987.
6.2

Fish Habitat Area

In the haor area numbers of perennial beel like Kander beel/haor Chatlir beel/ haor, Dukher
beel, Dakshin Nayagaon beel, Khouchkai beels are present. Chatlir beel/ haor, Dukher beel
is deepest part of Kalner haor. The beel are perennial in nature. Some seasonal beels are
present. In post monsoon Birampur khal is use for drainage of water of haor. Water hyacinth
are present in the perennial beel that are used as sheltering place for fish and other aquatic
animals especially in post monsoon period. Bongaon khal, Dulai khal, Birampur khals are
present. The water in other khal is less in dry season and some of the parts of khals especially
in upstream are almost dry.
The haor area inundated by flash flood or by rain water. The rain water come directly in to the
haor through spill over the submersible embankment and inungate the haor area . Besides
the water from Surma river also enter theKalner haor by Khashimara Ganj and Birampur khal.
In dry season the haor area are used as crop field except the perennial water area. And in
monsoon the area is used as floodplain and water stay about 5 to 6 month and the floodplain
uses as breeding and feeding habitat for fishes. The seasonal beels are dry in dry season.
Fish ponds are present and numbers is increasing day by day in the haor area. Number of
chara (The Chanel use as water flow Chanel from hill to low lying area) was present in northern
side of Kalner haor. The chara get water only from the rain. The depth of water in chara and
internal khals are reducing because of siltation.
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Pre Project
Pre Project Scenario Fish habitat of haor was 6569 ha. Of which baor 14, perennial beel was
22 ha, river and khal 61 ha, floodplain 6471 ha and pond area 1 ha. The overall scenario of
fish habitat was good. And the connectivity of khals with beel and river was smooth.
Post Project
Post Project Scenario the total fish habitat is 6515 ha. Of which baor 6 ha, perennial beel 48
ha, river and khal 59 ha, floodplain area is 6396 ha and pond area 6 ha. The perennial and
seasonal water area is silted up partially almost every year. The area of perennial water body
in increasing because beel connecting khals are silted up. The connecting khals are silted up
and loss the water holding capacity in dry season.

Figure 6.1: Fish Habitat at Kalner Haor
The area of perennial water bodies is increasing post project scenario. The perennial beels in
haor are leased beel and the lease holder catch the fish through de-watering almost every
year.
Impacts
Overall decrease the water body 54 ha. Of which decrease the capture area 59 ha and
increase the pond area 5 ha.
Table 6.1: Fish Habitat of Kalner Haor
Sl.

1

Fishery
Category

Capture

Area (Ha)
Pre project

Post project

Impact (Area
Change in Ha)

Baor

14

6

-8

Perennial Beels

22

48

+26

River, Khals

61

59

-2

6471

6396

-75

6568

6509

-59

1

6

+5

1

6

+5

6569

6515

-54

Habitat type

Floodplain
Sub Total
2

Culture

Culture pond
Sub Total
Grand Total

Source: Satellite Image-Landsat TM, 2015
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6.3

Habitat Condition

Overall the fish habitat condition of haor is good and productive and some beel was untouched
from fishing. That helps for next year recruitment of fishes. But after intervention the habitat
condition is degrading because of boro cultivation.
Pre Project
The fish habitat and water quality was comparatively good in before Intervention.
Agrochemicals and pesticides and fertilizer use was limited and some beel was untouched
from fishing.
Post Project
The use of agrochemicals and pesticides and fertilizer has increase due boro cultivation. So
water quality is degrading by incremental use of agrochemicals and pesticides and fertilizer in
boro field. Beside these the haor water is polluted by wastages from homestead, market and
other anthropogenic activities. Decrease the fish habitat quality due to moshari jal and fishing
by de-watering in some leased beels.
Impacts
Water quality is degrading by incremental use of agrochemicals and pesticides and fertilizer
in boro field and wastage from homestead and markets.
6.4

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

The available fish species are about 80 as reported by the local fishers and aged peoples.
The field team discuss with the fishers to know the previous scenario about available fish
species. The available fishes are tengra, taki, kholisha, magur, gol chanda, baila, kakila,
kholisha, boicha, boal, ghonia, potca, rani, baro baim, guchi baim, tara baim, mola, chela,
ghora chela, rui, catla, kalibaus, mrigal, bata, ayre, gazar, shing, koi, pabda, kani pabda, lamba
chanda, ranga chanda, jat puti, chola puti, tit puti, puti, gutum, chep chela, ghugri baila, gulsha
tengra, veda/ mani, deshi sarputi, kuicha, napit koi, foli, tin chokha, chapila, gharua, batcha,
darkina, chital, pangus, tatkini, ghora gutum, gura icha, dhela, ghagla, kanchon puti,
chang/okol, shol, lal kholisha, napit khoira, batashi etc. And the abundance of some fishes
was good in the haor.
Post Project
The number of fish species is same in compare to Pre Project Scenario. The field team
observe the fish catch of jhaki jal, ber jal etc during field visit. Even the fishers informed that
some of the fish species which was unavailable few years ago, at present these species are
observing in some extent.
Impacts
Number of fish species is same but richness of fishes has some changes. Some of the fish
species which was unavailable few years ago, these species are now available. These species
are bheda / mani, pabda, ghonia, deshi sarputi, chital, lal chanda, baro baim, kalibaus, napit
koi etc. But fish abundance has some changes in compare to before and Post Project Scenario
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6.5

Fish Migration

Inundation either rain water of flood water the small fishes move between beels to river or the
connected water bodies mostly for breeding purpose. The fishes used the shallow depth for
breeding and feeding purpose.
Pre Project
Overall the fish migration was smooth. The fishes move easily from one place to another place
without any barrier. The small fishes use the shallow depth for breeding and feeding purpose.
Post Project
But Post Project Scenario fish migration is hampering because raising of bed level of
connecting khals by siltation and malfunctioning of gates.
Impacts
Hampering of fish migration and delayed fish breeding especially the small fishes in some
extent. Fish migrating is impeding in dry season in some locations.
6.6

Fish Production
Pre Project

Total Overall fish production was 618 MT (Metric Ton) per year. Of which from baor 11 MT,
perennial beel - 12 MT, river and khal - 12 MT, pond - 1 MT and floodplain 582 MT per year.
The fisher catch the fish round the year. And overall fish demand was less in compare to
present scenario (in respect of population). Some of the water body was reserved for next
year recruitment of fish. The number of fishers was limited in Pre Project Scenario.
Post Project
Total fish production is 2650 MT per year. Of which from baor 5 MT, perennial beel - 52 MT,
river and khal – 15 MT, pond 20 MT and floodplain 2558 MT per year. The production of the
haor is good. Fish production in the area that meet up the local fish consumption demand fully
and national demand (partially) that contributing the local and national economy. Fish
production from pond is less in compare to national average because of flash flood. At present
commercial fishers as well as huge number of part time fishers are involved to catch fish from
the same area of haor.
Impacts
Increase of fish production 2032 MT per year. This may be caused due to increasing of fishing
activities by different types of fishers’ involvement, introducing of beel fisheries in haor area
and using of culture fish species.
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Table 6.2: Breakdown of Fish Production by Habitat Type of Kalner Haor
Sl.

1

Fishery
Category

Capture

Habitat type

Culture

Impact
(Production Change in MT)

Baor

11

5

-6

Perennial Beels

12

52

+40

River and Khal

12

15

+3

Floodplain

582

2558

+1976

617

2630

2013

1

20

+19

1

20

+19

618

2650

2032

Sub Total
2

Production (MT)
Pre
Post
project
project

Culture habitat
Sub Total
Grand Total

Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data 1989 and 2015.

6.7

Fishing Appliance
Pre Project

Different types of fishing gears namely ber jal, current jal, thela jal, khora, borshi, Gui (type of
trap used to catch small fishes) was used to catch the fishes from the haor area. The mesh
size of net above 1 inch was used to catch fishes. That was fish friendly and protect the small
fishes.
Post Project
Fishing gears was used before intervention are almost same in the present practices. But at
present the fisher are using some new net and traps like kona jal / moshari jal (small mesh
size net below 0.5 cm) damaging the fish fry as well as habitat quality. And kironmala (round
shape trap used to catch of gura icha and small fishes) which are damaging the fish species.
Some cases the fisher catch the fish through dewatering of some leased beel in post monsoon
period.

Fishing by Khora (lift net)

Fishing by moshari Jal

Figure 6.2: Fishers Involvement in Fishing at Kalner Haor
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Impacts
Use of moshari jal is damaging the fish fry as well as habitat quality. And use of kironmala
which are damaging the fish species. Some cases the lease holder catch the fish through
dewatering of some leased beel in post monsoon period that are destroying the fish habitat
condition.
6.8

Fishers Livelihood

All types of fishers like professional, part time and subsistence fishers are present. Both
Muslim and Hindu fishers are present in Kalner haor area. The professional fishers used to
catch fish round the year. The part time fisher catch fish 4-5 month after inundation of haor in
the (Bangla) month of Jaistho to Kartic (Late May to October). After that the part time fishers
engage with agriculture activities. The subsistence fisher catch fish only for own consumption.
Pre Project
The numbers of professional fishers was limited in Pre Project Scenario. Only the Hindu
fishers was involve with fishing. The Muslim fishers was limited. Limited number of subsistence
fishers was present and the part time fishers was almost absent. Because the community
perception was fishing was lower class work.
Post Project
Post Project Scenario the numbers of Hindu and Muslim fishers has increased in the haor
area. Basically day by day the number of part time fishers’ are increasing rapidly in compare
to past scenario. The part time fishers are mostly Muslim. Beside these good numbers of
peoples are involved for their livelihood as fish retailer, fish aratder, ice producer, fish labor,
transport worker, money investors and lease holder etc.
Impacts
Over all the number of fishers increased in Post Project Scenario. The number of permanent
fishers increased partially but increase the number of part time fishers rapidly. Good numbers
of peoples are involving for their livelihood as fish retailer, fish aratder, ice producer, fish labor,
transport worker some money investors and lease holder etc.
6.9

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

The fisher catch fish all the haor area during monsoon and post monsoon period. The fishing
practice was almost smooth. There was no limitation on fishing in Pre Project Scenario. Even
some of the perennial water bodies /beels was protect for the brood fish for next year
propagation. Leasing system was present in the haor area. The Government own beel were
leased out as per fisheries rules of Bangladesh Government. Lease was taken only the
registered professional fisher committee of related upazila. The professional fisher never catch
fish by de-watering.
Post Project
During monsoon the all types of fisher catch fish in haor without any restriction. But in post
monsoon the fishing practices are restricted in some leased beels area. Only the fishers of the
lease holder committee catch fish in leased beel area. Except the committee member nobody
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is allow to catch fish in leased beel area and its adjacent area. Some cases the lease owner
protect the fishing of leased beels through guarding. So fishing access is limited in leased beel
area. But other part of the haor area except the leased beel and adjacent area there is no
restriction for fishing.
At present the local political leaders in the area or even outsider are taking lease by using the
name of fishers committee. The professional fishers are not allow to catch fish or getting any
benefit from these lease beel. Even some times the lease holder hire the outsider fishers to
catch the fish during fishing season. And some time the lease holder catch the fishes through
dewatering.
Impacts
The lease owner is not allow to catch fish in leased beels and its adjacent area. Most of the
cases the lease owner protects the fishing of leased beels area through guarding. Even the
lease holder hire the outsider fishers in some extent to catch from the leased beels. So fishing
access is limited especially in leased beel and adjacent area. And the professional fishers are
not getting any benefit from these leased water bodies. The lease holder catch the fishes
through dewatering the leased beels almost every year and destroying the fish habitat
productivity. The professional fishers are losing their rights.
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7.

Ecosystem

Kalner Haor is bounded by the Meghalaya hills, Surma and Khaishamara River systems. The
land type of this haor is very distinct and occupied by different ecosystem. Major ecosystems
observed in the study area are homesteads, agriculture ecosystem, as well as aquatic
ecosystem including seasonal and perennial wetlands. The biodiversity and their species
density and population vary in different parts of this study area according to landscape patterns
and land use. The ecosystems of the study area is considered under threats due to flash flood,
river erosion, wave action, low height of embankment, and loss of connectivity.
7.1

Terrestrial Flora (diversity, coverage)
Pre Project

The hilly part of Meghalayan state of India adjacent to the haor boundary provides extensive
food resources along food web and rich biodiversity. Most of the high land of Kalner Haor was
occupied with planted vegetation like Mango and Jackfruit trees and the remaining are
grasses. Some flood tolerant trees like Pitali and Baroon also found in this study area. A vast
area of the haor ecosystem occupied with crop-field vegetation in the winter season and they
were Alternanthera sessilis, Cotula hemisphaerica, Cynodon dactylon, and Cyperus
cephalotes.
Post Project
After the implementation of interventions villagers are protected from floods and provide
supports to plant vegetation of different fruits, timbers and medicinal plants. For quick
economic return people plants woody and fruit plant like Mango, Jackfruit, Sofeda, Jambura,
Coconut, Mahgoni, Siris, Eucalyptus, Pitali and Baroon. Population growth demands increase
of settlement over the area and frequently increased settlement vegetation. The populations
of Hijol and Koroch have gone decreased due to collection of fuelwood at extreme level. The
Nol Khagra and Dhol Kolmi are available in study area.
Impact
The intervention in this haor ecosystem has given security to the villagers and ample
opportunity to crop production. It causes the change in settlement with vegetation. Intervention
may have significant impact on negative impact. The following table 7.1 shows the overall
scenario of the Kalner haor’s terrestrial flora.
Table 7.1: A Comparative Scenario of Flora of the Study Area
Indicator Species

Without Project

With Project

Causes of status change

Pitali

Common

Common

Not applicable

Hizal

Very Common

Rare

Over exploitation

Koroch

Common

Rare

Over exploitation

Baroon

Common

Common

Not applicable

Dhol Kolmi

Common

Common

Not applicable

Nol Khagra

Uncommon

Uncommon

Not applicable
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7.2

Terrestrial Fauna (diversity)
Pre Project

The overall condition of the terrestrial fauna was good. Most of the terrestrial fauna found very
common to common. In this stage, the large mammal, very lucrative animals were set to target
for hunting. The other species did not face such adverse situation in terms of survive. Prey
birds like Pallas’s Fish Eagle and Brahminy Kite were common. The Eurasian Otter and
Fishing Cat also were very common at Kalner haor. The Common Toad (Bufo melanostictus)
and Cricket Frog (Rana limnocharis) were also available with good population.
Post Project
Most of the dominant terrestrial fauna drop into threatened category due to anthropogenic
pressure. After implementation of interventions, it had paved the way to produce more crops
instead keep lands unproductive. In this context, the fallow land/kandas and other swamp
forest have been converted into agricultural land to produce rice. As a consequence, terrestrial
fauna lost their suitable habitats where they once build nests, groom for breeding and take
parental care to their offspring. Most of the species statuses have changed common to rare in
the case of threatening through anthropogenic pressure e.g. habitat destruction or loss.
Reduce the habitat by human activities and disturbance of important wildlife results relocate
over the area especially Eurasian Otter, Fishing Cat and Pallas’s Fish Eagle.
Impact
The terrestrial fauna over the period has been declined due to shortage of habitat coverage in
this study area. A detail impacts on terrestrial fauna is presented in table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Comparative Scenario of Fauna of the Study Area
Indicator Species

Pre Project

Pallas’s Fish Eagle

Very Common

Rare

Habitat loss

Brahminy Kite

Very Common

Common

Feeding habitat loss

Black Kite

Common

Rare

Feeding habitat loss

Vulture

Common

Disappeared

Not applicable

Rat Snake

Common

Rare

Hunting/habitat damage

Fishing Cat

Common

Rare

Hunting/habitat damage

Eurasian Otter

Common

Disappeared

Hunting/habitat damage

7.3

Post Project

Causes of status change

Aquatic Flora (habitat condition and diversity)
Pre Project

The aquatic flora found abundant where no agriculture activities were performed nor in the
lowland either in the inner area. The water lily, panilong, and water hyacinth were noted as
available throughout the area. In addition, floating plant like Eichhornia crassipes and Singra
(Water caltrop) and Makhna found comparatively in the medium high land of northeastern part
of Kalner haor. The natural calamities had great toll to the aquatic vegetation. Wave action
identified as destructive during the monsoon caused havoc to the aquatic vegetation.
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Post Project
By the practice of resource harvest with good quantity, the fallow land has been considered
under cultivation for boost-up production. In such activities, the aquatic flora of this area has
been diminishing. The fallow land converted into cultivated land. Besides, over extraction of
Shapla, Makhna and Singra species reduce their abundance over the study area. For this
reason, status of the aquatic fauna has received drastic fall of their status: abundant to rare.
For such practice, most of the aquatic vegetation has disappeared for decades.
Impact
Over exploitation of the natural resources it has deteriorated the status of the aquatic flora i.e.
Very Common/Common to rare throughout the study area. A specific impact on aquatic flora
is given in table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Status of Aquatic Flora of the Study Area
Indicator
Species

Pre Project

Post Project

Causes of status change

Kochuripana

Common

Rare

Use as a wave protection

Shapla

Very Common

Common

Over extraction

Makhna

Common

Rare

Over extraction

Singra

Very Common

Common

Over extraction

Chhaila Ghash

Very Common

Rare

Over extraction for cattle

7.4

Aquatic Fauna (Habitat condition and diversity)
Pre Project

The wetland birds like Indian Pond Heron, Little Egret, Great Egret, Common Kingfisher, Little
Cormorant, and Common Moorhen were available in the study area. During winter huge
number of migratory bird had also found at Ashawara Bazar haor area as well as central part
of Kalner haor. Skipper frog (Euphlyctis cyanophlyctis) found common in this study area.
Post Project
Increase a large amount of seasonal and perennial wetland area like Boro Chattli, Choto
Chattli, Nayabari, Chawka, Baishakhi Beel etc at Kalner haor,
Impact
Intervention may not responsible to change faunal population. Duck rearing practices reduce
the snail population. The practice of fish culture in the seasonal pond causes killing of
Checkered Keelback Snake and Indian Pond Frog. The following table 7.4 shows impact on
aquatic fauna of the Kalner haor.
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Table 7.4: Comparative Scenario of Intervention and Without Interventions of the
Aquatic Fauna of Kalner Haor
Indicator Species

Pre Project

Post Project

Causes of status change

Migratory bird

Very Common

Rare

Hunting/Human disturbance

Egrets/Herons

Very Common

Common

Human disturbance/Trapping

Turtles

Very Common

Rare

Hunting/habitat damage

Snail

Very Common

Common

Duck rearing

Checkered Keelback

Very Common

Common

Hunting/habitat damage

7.5

Swamp Forest and Reed Land (area coverage)
Pre Project

The swamp forest covered a large area of Kaler haor especially Horinapati of southern part
and Noyagaon of Northern part. Flood tolerant species Hijol (Barringtonia racemosa) and
Koroch (Milletia pinnata) found abundant. Reed lands were commonly seen throughout the
Kalner haor area especially in middle high land. Besides, herbs, shrubs and other grasses
also found. Naturally grown herbs, shrubs and grass were available on the reed bed. The reed
bed was the breeding habitat to different aquatic fauna.
Post Project
The important habitats like swamp forest, reed lands and fallow land for Jungle Cat, Eurasian
Otter, Water Fowl and Duck have been shrinking throughout the study area. Hijol and Koroch
distributed scattered, reed land converted into vegetable or crop fields as well as human
settlements. This is the results of implementation of interventions in this haor ecosystem. The
habitat which is close to embankment vanishes due to repairing of slopes and erosion of banks
each year. But settlement vegetation has been increasing throughout the area and supports
to some local and common wetland birds.
Impact
Siltation to haor bed in Naya Beel, Bongaon, and Chararpar are damaging the habitat of
aquatic fauna. Removal of herbs and shrubs from this area ultimately indicates the partial
damage of wildlife habitats. Finally, some species like Fishing Cat and Eurasian Otter
relocated in other area.
7.6

Ecosystem Goods and Services (general)
Pre Project

The ecosystem goods and services are an integral part of any ecosystem. The haor
ecosystem is not an exception from any form of view. The ecosystem goods are fertilizer, food,
medicine, energy, fiber, construction and craft material. On the other hand, the ecosystem
services have been divided into four categories on the basis of their nature of functions:
provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural services. In this stage, the goods and services
had not interrupted by any interventions and they progress naturally. The provisioning
services in this area had been considered as food, medicinal plants and genetic resources of
the flora and fauna had been standard. Regulating services such as climatic condition were
good because of vast coverage of natural vegetation. Wetland function was good due to
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absent of different types of physical structures. In addition, the cultural services like spiritual,
religious, and recreational and ecotourism, aesthetic, educational and cultural heritage also
be considered as good.
Post Project
The provisioning services, it has been changing day by day due to the implementation of
interventions as well as anthropogenic pressures throughout the haor area. The change
implies rice variety changes from local to HYV. The regulating services also interrupted via
climatic change while wetland function and habitat became worse. The cultural services have
also been changed. It practices tourism instead of ecotourism and lowering the aesthetic value
of the haor area.
Impact
These three ecosystem services occurred negatively in food, medicinal vegetation and
diversity, and population of flora and fauna of the depicted haor area. Similarly, unplanned
tourism establishment occurs within the haor area.
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8.
8.1

Socio-economic Resources

Introduction

The Haor system provides a wide range of economic and non-economic benefits to the local
people as well as other people of Bangladesh. These include benefits in terms of rice
production, fish production, cattle and buffalo rearing, duck rearing, collection of reeds and
grasses, collection of aquatic and other plants. This study was conducted at Kalner Haor under
the Sunamganj sadar and Dowarabazar upazilla of sunamganj district. The socio–economic
scenario was explored in this section to understand both before and after project people’s
condition using both primary and secondary data in relation to the the objectives of the study.
8.2

Location

This study is conducted at the Kalner Haor region which is located at the Sunamganj sadar
and Dowarabazar upazilla under the sunamganj district in sylhet division. In Sunamganj sadar
upazilla, there are twenty mouza (20) under the Rangarchar union and twenty one Mouzas
covered under the Lakshmipur and Mannargaon union of Dowarabazar upazilla on the other
hand.
8.3

Population

In pre project condition, there are 118,346 (BBS, 1991) people live in this study area but the
population increased at the time of post project condition. In post project time, it is projected
that about 185,848 peple live in this study area, that has been found from the population
project 2017 based on the Bangladesh population and housing census 2011.
Following table 8.1 shows the union wise population of this study area based on Bangladesh
population and housing census 1991, 2001 and projected population in 2017.
Table 8.1: Total Population in the Study Area
Total Population in 1991
118,346

Total Population in 2011

Projected Population in 2017

171,278

185,848

Source: Bangladesh Population and Housing Census 1991 & 2011.

8.4

Livelihood Status
Pre-Project

in pre project condition, most of the households depend on agriculture and it was their main
source of household income. The livestock, forestry and fisheries were the secondary source
of income. In addition, other sources of income were non agricultural labor, business and
employment.
Post Project
The livelihood options in this kalner Haor region are mostly dependant on the Haor and its
ecosystem. Generally, most of the people involved in agricultural production, and it is
considered as their primary means of livelihood. Besides, some people are involved in fishing
(either full time or part time). After the project intervention, Agricultural production was
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increased and still it is their recognized as their main source of income opportunity in this
Kalner Haor basin. With the period of time, the income opportunity based on fishing had been
declined and only some people from fishing community got access only to do work as a
seasonal labor in this particular area. Due to leasing arrangements which are often controlled
by local elites resulting in highly restricted access to open water fisheries by the poor.
Impact
Agricultural production was increased and still it is recognized as their main source of income
in this Kalner Haor basin. With the period of time, the income opportunity based on fishing had
been declined and only some people from fishing community got access only to do work as a
seasonal labor in this particular area. Due to leasing arrangements which are often controlled
by local elites resulting in highly restricted access to open water fisheries by the poor.
8.5

Transport and Communication
Pre Project

Before intervention, people mostly used boat during the rainy season, and specific
transportations system was not available during that period. People used to go to their desired
places on foot at the dry season. The roads for using any kinds of vehicle were not possible
and some well off people used palki. In this reason, most of the occasions were held in the
rainy season by the use of different types of boats.
Post Project
After the period of project intervention, people were started to use those submergible
embankment as their way to go to school, connecting roads, bazaar and health center and
other desired places. Though those embankments were not feasible to drive motor bike and
other vehicles but people got opportunity to get auto rickshaws and bike during the dry season
even in the rainy season as well.

Figure 8.1: A submergible Embankment that also Used as the means of
Communication in Kalner Haor, Sunamganj
Impact
With the period of time, mostly in the last 5 to 10 years, the damage of those submergible
embankments became crucial and school going students, pedestrians, children and women
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faced problems to use those embankment as their walking ways during the early monsoon
period.
8.6

Accessibility in Education and Health
Pre Project

During the period of 1980s (pre project condition), the health and education for the people of
Kalner Haor region were not accessible to all. The health and educational institutions were not
available and people were reluctant to go due to poor transport and communication system in
this region.
During the rainy season, people used to use boat to go schools and health institutions while
walking was the main way to go at the remote schools and health institutions. Due to this poor
communication system, pregnant women and other patients were forced to take treatments
which were available around the locality at the period of before project.
Post Project
With the period of time, the health and educational institutions were increased and people
especially school going children were become enthusiastic to go to schools through different
Govt. and NGOs programs. Besides, when the submergible embankments were constructed,
local people, school going children, pedestrian, women and other people got the way easy by
the use of these embankment’s alignment (Ayle) especially in the dry season. Presently, when
some of the locations of the embankments became damaged, people’s way to reach to the
schools and health institutions were being hampered in which people of the Kalner Haor suffer
mostly for a certain time being. The risk of damage to their housing and property, and the
particular constraints imposed by flash flood or Affal on women and girls’ access to the basic
services of healthcare and education.
Impact
With the period of time, the health and educational institutions were increased and people
especially school going children were become enthusiastic to go to schools through different
Govt. and NGOs programs. Besides, with the establishment of embankments, local people,
school going children, pedestrian, women and other people got the way easy by the use of
this embankment’s alignment (Ayle) especially in the dry season. Presently, when some of the
locations of the embankments became damaged, people’s way to reach to the schools and
health institutions were being hampered in which people of the Kalner Haor suffer mostly for
a certain time being. The risk of damage to their housing and property, and the particular
constraints imposed by flash flood or Affal on women and girls’ access to basic services of
healthcare and education.
8.7

Land Price
Pre Project

During the period of before intervention, the land price of this Haor region was minimal and
people were not interested to buy land due to regular flash flood and crop damage. It is found
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that the price of agricultural land was 5000 to 7000 Tk per Keyar1 (during the time of before
project) and 10,000 to 15,000 for homestead land. With the change and autonomous
development in the whole Haor region this situation was changed and the land price was being
increased with the period of time.
Post Project
After the project intervention, the land price was increase due to the increased productivity of
this land. Though here has an impact of natural flow of development and increased inflation
rate, but people’s interest to buy those land were acknowledgeable after the time of project
intervention. Presently, the price of agricultural land is near to be 2 lakh to 2.5 lakh whereas
the price of 1.5 lakh to 2 lakh for homestead lands.
Impact
Though here has an impact of natural flow of development and increased inflation rate, but
people’s interest to buy those land were acknowledgeable after the time of project intervention.
Presently, the price of agricultural land is near to be BDT 2 lakh to BDT 2.5 lakh whereas the
price of homestead lands found as BDT 1.5 lakh to BDT 2 lakh.
8.8

Agriculture based Income
Pre Project

Livelihood opportunities for households in the Kalner Haor region were limited and highly
seasonal and associated with the single annual rice cropping cycle. Fishing was traditionally
an important occupation for the people of Haor region. The incidences of livestock husbandry
as the livelihood activity in the Haor region were also prominent as their tertiary source of
income before the intervention.
In pre project condition, farmers were mostly depended on agriculture and Aus, late Aman,
local boro, pulses and oil seeds were the main variety in rice production. The total income
based on the agricultural production was BDT 403,932,680 millions based on the current
price.
Post Project
In post project, with establishment of different interventions, the income opportunity based on
agriculture increased and people got chance to grow more paddy helped to generate extra
income opportunities. Besides, the technological innovation and increased of hybrid variety
like HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro increased the production that increase the
agricultural production base income. It is found that the agricultural production base income
increased from BDT 403,932,680 millions to BDT 559,985,352 millions.
Impact
It was found that net demand for labor per ha near about 560 and about 50% labor came from
outside than the locality. However, regarding this situation, the net demand for agricultural
labor (having with technological innovation) is near about 1,115 per ha whereas most of the

1

1 Keyar = 30 decimals
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labor come from the local areas. The incoming rates of labor from other regions were being
declined after the time of project intervention. Having with the technological innovation, 555
agricultural man days were increased during the after the project period. In this way, BDT
166,500 agricultural wage labor income increased with the period of after project.
8.9

Income of Agricultural Wage Labor
Pre Project

It was found that net demand for labor was about 100 (In average) per ha and about 50%
labor came from outside from the locality. Regarding this situation, the labor base income was
BDT 379,686,000 millions though there was no hybrid variety in rice production
Post Project
Having with the technological innovation, in average 127 labor (man days) were required (per
hector) during the after the project period. agricultural wage labor income were increased
from BDT 379,686,000 millions to BDT 406,916,400 millions at the post project condition.
Impact
During the period of before project, the damage for agricultural production
the income opportunity were declined with the regular flooding and water
especially during the time of Chaitra and Baishakh (Bengali Month). In
opportunities for agricultural labor were being lessened during the time
condition.

were regular and
logging condition
this respect, the
of before project

After project intervention, the income opportunity based on agriculture were increased and
people got chance to grow more paddy and recruit local labor generating extra income
opportunities. People who have more land can grow more production during the period of
project intervention.
It was found that the net agricultural production base income was increased BDT 156,052,672
millions in comparisons with pre project condition. On the other hand, People’s tendency to
seek more production tended them to grow more agricultural production through HYV Aman,
Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro when the embankments took a lead to protect the early flash
floodin this study area. But the Labor base income increased as BDT 27,230,400 millions
based on the current rate (400 tk daily).
8.10

Labor and Seasonal Migration
Pre Project

During the 1985s to 1990s, people did not get more access to do other works than the
agriculture. People from different regions came to join as work force for crop harvesting and
fishing labors. The intensity to come during that period was significant and people’s demand
specific labors within the Haor area were not adequate to assist their agricultural production.
The technological innovation for agricultural production was not significant at that period and
all activities related to agricultural production were physical labor basis. It was found there was
7,605 area of cultivable land in this study area and 949,215 labors required for this total
cultivable land.
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Post Project
After the project intervention, as the agricultural productions were increased, therefore, it is
easily estimated that the demand for labor would have to be increased. But here it is noted
that during the period of project intervention, the technological innovation in agriculture was
increased that somehow lessen the labor demands simultaneously. It is found that there were
7,912 area of cultivable land in this study area and 1,017,291 labors required for this total
cultivable land.
Due to autonomous development such a gradual process working opportunity of other regions
were increased and people were not interested to come Haor region for searching working
opportunity. Besides, the population growth of this region and technological innovation has
made such way to reduce the working opportunity for agricultural production. Though the
number of agricultural laborer was increased with the period of time but the rate of labor need
was not increased than the previous time. Furthermore, during last ten year people were facing
regular damage due to flood and water logging, in this way, people those who were dependant
on agriculture were forced to change their occupation. At the same time, the working
opportunity in the field of agriculture was lessened and about 40% agricultural labor were on
the move to take new working opportunity at the outside of the Haor region. Presently, it has
become a common trend to do some other works when the working opportunities are not
available in this Haor region. During the flash flood, people of this Kalner Haor try to find other
opportunity to do work as motor driver, garment workers, rickshaw puller in Sylhet and Dhaka
city areas.
Impact
After the project intervention, as the agricultural productions were increased, therefore, it is
easily estimated that the demand for labor would have to be increased. However, regarding
this situation, the net demand for agricultural labor (having with technological innovation) is
increased as 68,076 and most of the labor came from the local areas. The incoming rates of
labor from other regions were being declined after the time of project intervention.
8.11

Institution and Governance
Pre Project

Before the project intervention at this particular Kalner Haor area, there were no activities as
per the monitoring requirements linking with submergible embankments at this Kalner Haor
area. Though institution were present but their role related to the project were absent at this
particular time being.
Post Project
After the project implementation, The Water Development Board started to govern and monitor
their project activity in the whole Kalner Haor region. Their role for the maintenance and
implement government decision was regular with the completion of submergible
embankments at the certain period of time. Presently, it has been found from the consultation
with primary stakeholders, those institutions are visible only during the period of damage and
to monitor the physical condition of those embankments after the flooding condition. According
to the local people, the officials from this institution come but do not consult with the local
people for lessening the damaged area of those submergible embankments. This institution
only play role for the implementation of government decision to monitor and repair the
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damaged area but the participation of local people with those decisions were not remarkable
after the period of project intervention.
Impact
Overseeing the operation and maintenance of the infrastructures is the main function of those
institutions. But the condition of physical infrastructures of the haor is reported to be running
below the desired level.
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9.

Summary of Impacts

Table 9.1: Summary of Impacts
Indicators

Pre project



Flooding


Drainage

Siltation


Navigation

Land use(ha)
Land
degradation

Post project

Water Resources
 After the construction
of the embankment, it
During the field visit, it
served
quite
well
was reported by the
during 1990-2000. But
local
people
that,
after that period i.e.
about 10-15% area of
during
2001-2010,
the
haor
was
flash flood occurred in
inundated
before
the
pre-monsoon
constructing
any
period. And during
intervention.
2011-2017 the flash
flood occurred more
frequently.
About 1% area of the  About 1.5% area of the
haor faces drainage
haor faced drainage
congestion problem.
congestion problem.
About 5 to 8 inch  About 6 to 12 inch
siltation occurred in
siltation occurs in haor
haor bed every year
bed every year
 The
accumulated
water in the river can
Navigation
was
not drain through the
smooth before any
haor in pre-monsoon
intervention.
due to construction of
embankment.
Land Resources

Gross area:7,341
i) NCA :6,338
ii) Others:1,003
No

Gross area:7,341
i) NCA:6,265
ii) Others:1,076
15 ha Sand carpeting

Impact

 Risk of earlier entrance of
flood has been reduced.
But at the same time,
 frequency
of
earlier
entrance of flash flood has
been increased due to
delayed repairment of
breached embankment
 The area facing drainage
congestion problem almost
becomes doubled.
 Siltation increases 2-4 inch
after
constructing
the
intervention.
 Navigation
hampers
slightly
due
to
the
formation of silt in the
riverbed.

i) NCA:-73
ii) Others:+73
15 ha Sand carpeted

Agriculture Resources
Cropping
intensity (%)

120

126

+6

Cropped
area (ha)

Rice: 6,960
Non Rice: 645

Rice:6,553
Non Rice: 1,359

Rice:-407
Non Rice: +714

Crop
production
(ton)

Rice: 13,426
Non Rice: 877

Rice: 21,855
Non Rice:10,710

Rice:+8,429
Non Rice: +9,833

Crop
damage (ton)

Rice: 2,446
Non Rice: 90

Rice: 3,946
Non Rice:1,006

Rice:+1,500
Non Rice: +917

Irrigated area
(ha)

Rice: 3,296
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 3,258
Non Rice: 722

Rice:-38
Non Rice: +722

Surface
water
Irrigation
availability

Available

Deficit during month of
February to March
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Deficit

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project

Post project
Fertilizers: 3,232

Agrochemicals
use (ton or
kiloliter)

Livestock
population
(number)

Fertilizers: 0
Pesticides: 0

Liquid pesticides: 9.0Kelo
liter,
 granular/ powder
pesticides: 56 ton
Livestock Resources

Habitat
Condition

Fish Diversity

Fish
migration

Fish
Production

Fertilizers: +3,232
liquid pesticides: +9.0 Kelo
liter,
 granular/ powder
pesticides: +56 ton

Cattle:8,770

Cattle:11,930

Cattle:+3,160

Goat:2,250

Goat:3,350

Goat:+1,100

Chicken:29,180

Chicken:34,070

Chicken:+4,890

Duck:14,000
Fish habitat
area

Impact


o





Duck:11,840
Fisheries Resources
Fish habitat of haor  Total fish habitat is
was 6569 ha.
6515 ha.
Of which baor 14, o Of which baor 6 ha,
perennial beel was
perennial beel 48 ha,
22 ha, river and khal
river and khal 59 ha,
61 ha, floodplain
floodplain area is
6471 ha and pond
6396 ha and pond
area 1 ha.
area 6 ha.
The fish habitat and  The
use
of
water quality was
agrochemicals
and
comparatively good in
pesticides
and
before Intervention.
fertilizer has increase
Agrochemicals
and
due boro cultivation.
pesticides
and
So water quality is
fertilizer use was
degrading
limited and some beel
was untouched from
fishing. That helps for
next year recruitment
of fishes.
About 80 fish species  About 80 fish species.
are available in haor.
 But some fish species
has decreasing the
abundance.

 Fish migration status
was smooth. The
fishes move easily
from one place to
another place without
any barrier.

 Disrupted
due
to
raising of khal bed
and beel bed in some
areas
and
malfunctioning
of
gates.

 Total fish production
was 618 MT (Metric
Ton) per year.
o Of which from baor
11 MT, perennial beel
- 12 MT, river and
khal
12
MT,

 Total fish production
is 2650 MT per year.
o Of which from baor 5
MT, perennial beel 52 MT, river and khal
– 15 MT, floodplain
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Duck:-2,160
-1
 Overall decrease the
water body 54 ha.
 Decrease the capture fish
habitat 59 ha. And
increase the culture fish
habitat 5 ha.
 Habitat quality and water
quality is degrading by
incremental
use
of
agrochemicals
and
pesticides and fertilizer in
boro field and wastage
from
homestead
and
markets.

-1
 Decrease the abundance
of some species mainly
bottom
feeder
fish
species.
-1
 Hampering
of
fish
migration and delayed fish
breeding especially the
small fishes in some
extent.
+3
 Overall increase of fish
production 2032 MT per
year because of beel
fisheries and involvement
of more fishers in fishing.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Fishing
Appliance

Fishers
Livelihood

Fisheries
Management

Pre project
floodplain 582 MT,
pond - 1 MT per year.
 Different types of
fishing gears namely
ber jal, current jal,
thela
jal,
khora,
borshi, Gui (type of
trap used to catch
small fishes) was
used to catch the
fishes. The mesh size
of net was above 1
inch.
 The
numbers
of
professional fishers
was limited in Pre
Project
Scenario.
Only the Hindu fishers
was
involve
with
fishing.

 There
was
no
limitation on fishing in
Pre Project Scenario.
Even some of the
perennial
water
bodies was protect for
the brood fish for next
year propagation.
 The
professional
fisher never catch fish
by de-watering.
 Leasing system was
present in the haor
area.
 Beel
fisheries
activities was present
in some haors.

Post project













2558 MT, pond 20
MT per year.
Fishing gears are
almost same. But at
present the fisher are
using some new net
and traps like kona jal
/ moshari jal (small
mesh size net below
0.5 cm) and kironmala
(round shape trap)
that damaging the fish
fry as well as habitat.
Numbers of Hindu
and Muslim fishers
has increased and
part
time
fishers
increased rapidly.
Good numbers of
peoples are involved
for their livelihood as
fish
retailer,
fish
aratder, ice producer,
fish labor, transport
worker,
money
investors and lease
holder.
Fisher catch fish in
haor
without
any
restriction. But in post
monsoon the fishing
practices
are
restricted in some
leased beels area.
Sometimes the lease
holder
hire
the
outsider fishers to
catch the fish during
fishing season and
catch fish through
dewatering.
Increase
of
beel
fisheries activities.

Impact

-1
 Decrease
the
fish
abundance and destroy
the
fish
habitat
productivity.

-2
 Increasing
the
participation of different
types of peoples in this
profession.
 Increasing the fishing
pressure on haor areas.

-1
 Fishing access is limited
especially in leased beel
and adjacent area in post
monsoon.
 Professional fishers are
not getting any benefit
from these leased water
bodies.
 Decreasing the fishing
right
of
professional
fishers.

Ecosystem
Terrestrial
Flora

Indicator species status
were common

Significant change on
terrestrial flora occurred

Floral diversity and coverage
have changed; intervention is
not directly responsible.

Terrestrial
fauna

Most of the indicator
species were common

Status
greatly

Wildlife habitat damage;
intervention is responsible.
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have changed

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project

Aquatic flora

Indicator species were
very common

Status
changed

Aquatic
fauna

Indicator species were
very common

Status have changed

Anthropogenic pressure; over
exploitation of resources;
interventions are responsible.

Swamp
forest
and
Reed lands

Indicator species were
common

Overall status changed

Swamp forest and reed land
dilapidated; intervention is
responsible.

Ecosystem
goods
and
services

Three
services
and Cultural services are
goods are functioning interrupted.
good enough
Socio-economic Conditions

Employment
Opportunity

Labor
and
Seasonal
Migration

Post project
have

largely

Total cropped area was
5,515 ha whereas about
560 man days labour (per
hector)
inputs
were
needed.

Total cropped area were
5,555 ha where about
1,115 man days labor
input
were
needed
(technological use but
after the technological
use labor input reduced )

 Before intervention,
people did not get
more access to do
other works than the
agriculture.
 People from different
regions came to join
as work force for crop
harvesting and fishing
labors.
 The Net demand for
labor per ha near
about 560 and about
50% labor came from
outside
than
the
locality.

 The net demand for
agricultural
labor
(having
with
technological
innovation) is near
about 1,115 per ha
whereas most of the
labor come from the
local areas
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Impact
Over
exploitation
resources; intervention
indirectly responsible.

of
is

Ecosystem
services
are
malfunctioning; intervention is
indirectly responsible.
 New
employment
opportunity had been
created with the increase
of agricultural production
 Employment opportunity
has been created during
the period of operation
and maintenance of those
projects in Kalner Haor
 The demand for labor
would
have
to
be
increased. But here it is
noted that during the
period
of
project
intervention,
 The
technological
innovation in agriculture
was
increased
that
somehow lessen the labor
demands simultaneously.

The net demand for
agricultural labor (having
with
technological
innovation) is near about
1,115 per ha whereas
most of the labor come
from the local areas.
 The incoming rates of
labor from other regions
were being declined after
the
time
of
project
intervention.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project


Agriculture
and
wage
base income

Land Price

The total agricultural
production
base
average income were
about

BDT 1,961 lakh
 The agricultural wage
base average income
was about 1.68 lakh.
 The
price
of
agricultural land was
5000 to 7000 Tk per
Keyar

It was tough to go to the
schools
and
health
institutions especially in
the dry season.

Accessibility
in Health and
Educational
institution

 There
was
no
institutional
governance as there
was no intervention
(i.e.
Submergible
embankment)
Institution
and
Governance

Post project

Impact

 The
agriculture
production
base
income
after
the
period of after project
is about

 About 9.7% agricultural
production base income
was increased due the
project intervention.
 About 0.16 % agricultural
wage
labor
income
increased
during
the
period of after project
condition.

BDT 2,931 lakh
 The agricultural wage
base average income
is 3.34 lakh
 The
price
of
agricultural land is
near to be 2 lakh to
2.5 lakh whereas the
price of 1.5 lakh to 2
lakh for homestead
lands.
 People started to use
the embankments as
their
way
of
communication.
 With the damage of
the certain locations
of the embankments
people felt unsecured
to use their way of
moving during the
rainy season.
 School Going children
sometimes fall in
problem
in
using
embankments as their
way to go to schools.
 The institutions (i.e.
WDB) started to work
and
monitor
the
damage during the
post flooding time.
 The Governance had
the gap from the
corners
of
local
people.
 There
was
no
participation with the
local
stakeholders
from
policy
to
implementation
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 The
opportunities
for
agricultural
production
were increased in which
the value of agricultural
lands was being increased
with the period of after
project condition.
 The
communication
system became easier
after the time of project
intervention.
 Due to lack of proper
maintenance, the damage
of the embankments was
increased
and
local
people started to face
problem to use these
embankments as their
means of communication.

 The practice of good
governance is unavailable
that lead to increase
damage
of
those
embankments
 There is no mechanism to
understand local people’s
concern in terms of project
operation
and
maintenance.
 The role of institution to
consider public demand in
policy, operation and
maintenance on the issue
of those submergible
embankments.

Summary of Impacts
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10. Environmental Management Plan
Table 10.1: Management Plan
Impact

Mitigation Measures

Flooding

 The Bongaon Regulator should
be operated with great care as it
received flood water from the
Megalayas.
 Internal channels i.e. Rangar
Char Khal, Rangpur Khal,
Jupkhola Khal, Katakhali Khal,
Bara Dair Khal should be reexcavated.
 During the unprecedented flood
event, it is difficult to save the
haor from being inundated. But as
per manual, the operation and
maintenance
work
of
Submersible embankment should
be finished within 31th March. So
the repairment and maintenance
work must be completed by the
end of March. The local
administration should strongly
monitor the work just after the
completion of embankment work.

Drainage

 The internal canals inside the
haor should be dredged regularly.
 The deposited soil should be
removed from regulator bed.
 The Birampur regulator gate
should be repaired and an
operator should be appointed for
proper functioning of gates.
 Awareness
raising
program
should be carried out against
public cut
 Causeway should be constructed
at the places of public cut

Siltation

 Regular dredging of surrounding
water bodies and haor should be
carried out
 Herbs from local channel should
be cleaned in dry season.
 Efficient slope and connection of
local channel with outlet and
internal structures should be
maintained.
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Enhancement Measures

Environmental Management Plan

Impact
Navigation

Land use(ha)

Decreased cropped area

Mitigation Measures
 The Surma River should be
dredged regularly.
 Agricultural land graving should
be avoided.
i.
 Fallow land should be brought
under cultivation
 Kanda should be utilized for
vegetables cultivation.
 Hydroponics or floating bed
vegetables cultivation should be
introduced or strengthened.
 Medium high and medium low
land should be utilized for short
duration
and
submergence
tolerant T Aman (BINA dhan7,
BINA dhan 11, BINA dhan12 and
BINA dhan 13) cultivation.
 Flood tolerant submergence
variety (BRRI dhan51, BRRI
dhan52 and BRRI dhan79 may
be tested.

Increased crop production

Decreased irrigated area
and Availability of
irrigation water

Enhancement Measures

 Regular re-excavation/dredging
of surrounding rivers has to be
ensured in order for retention of
irrigation water.

 Crop area should be
increased by utilization of
fallow land.
 Short duration high yielding
and hybrid varieties should
be developed/ introduced/
strengthened.
 Crop damage should be
minimized by timely and
proper rehabilitation of water
control
structures
like
embankment,
regulators,
drainage sluices etc.
 Re-excavation of existing
beels and khals should be
ensured for retention of
irrigation water.
 Irrigation water should be
ensured by stopping drain
out the beels during early dry
seasonfor fish harvesting.
 Grazing area should be
increased by utilizingfallow
land.
 Awareness build up through
training
 Marketing facilities should
be improved.
 Availability of high yielding
breed
should
be

Status of livestock/poultry
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Increased crop damage

 Height of the embankment should
be improved as per design level.
 Repairing of embankment at
Birampur, Bangaon, Nurpur,
Chandpur and Harinapati Mouza.
 Overall of the whole embankment
is to raise upto 2-6 ft. height
through earthwork from existing
level of the embankment for
saving boro crops.
 Regular maintenance work is
needed
on
compartmental
embankment by BWDB.
 Embankment should be repaired
during November to December.
 Regular dredging of the rivers has
to be ensured in order to reduce
the intensity of flash flood.
 Rehabilitation works should be
finished by February
 Quality materials should be used
for rehabilitation works.
 Short duration high yielding or
hybrid varieties should be used
instead of long duration BRRI
dhan29 variety.
 Local
varieties
should
be
transplanted in the deeper part of
the haor area instead of short
height high yielding or hybrid
variety.

Increased use of agrochemicals

 Farmers should be encouraged to
use organic manure to increase
soil fertility while avoiding water
contamination and reduce the soil
fertility.
 Farmers should be encouraged to
cultivate leguminous crops to
enhance the soil quality.
 Farmer should be follow modern
agricultural
technology
like
Integrated
Pest
Management/Integrated
Crop
Management(IPM/ ICM), Good
Agricultural Practices(GAP) etc.
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Enhancement Measures
ensured.Availability of high
yielding breed should be
ensured.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact
Decrease the fish habitat

Mitigation Measures
 Re-excavation of silted khal to
Increase the water holding
capacity in dry season.





Decreasing the habitat
condition water quality.

 Fishing by kona jal / moshari jal
(small mesh size net) should be
banded round the year.
 Optimum use of agrochemicals
and pesticides and fertilizer.




Decrease the fish diversity
disappearing of some
fishes.

 Use of small mesh size net should
be banded.


Hampering of fish
migration.

 Repairing of Birampur regulator.
 Increase the depth upstream and
downstream
of
Bongaon
regulator through re-excavation.

Increasing the fishing
pressure on haor areas.

 Only ID card holder fishers
(permanent and part time, no
need of ID card for subsistence
fishers) should allow to catch
fishes.





Decreasing the protected
area.

 Perennial beel namely Dukher
beel should be kept as protected
beel round the year.
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Enhancement Measures
Optimum level of water
should be kept in reexcavated khals especially
in dry season.
Monitoring
should
be
conducted through fishers’
communities
by
the
guidance of related upazila
fisheries officer to protect the
fishing by moshari jal (small
mesh size net).
Optimum
use
of
agrochemical should be
ensure through monitoring
by Agriculture Extension
Department (DAE).
Monitoring
should
be
conducted through fishers’
communities
by
the
guidance of upazila fisheries
officer to protect the fishing
by moshari jal.
Proper maintenance should
be conducted and monitored
by
the
Project
Implementation Committee
(PIC) in coordination with
local community including
fishers.
New ID card should be
provided to the new fishers
through proper judgment by
the
registered
fishers
committee in collaboration
with related upazila fisheries
officer.
The protected area should
be guarded especially at
night by the professional
fishers of management
committee
of
adjacent
village.
Management
committee
should be formed (11 – 13)
members by the fishers and
other community members.
Guidance
should
be
conducted by Sunamganj
Sadar
upazila
fisheries
officer.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

Professional fishers are
depriving from fish catch
and loosing from benefit.

 Lease of beel should be provided
to the registered (fishers ID card
holder) fishers committee.

Floral diversity and
coverage have changed;
intervention is not directly
responsible.

 Keep untouched the kandas and
kahsh lands;
 Introduce plantation program
along the embankment, kandas
and khash lands to enhance the
diversity flora.

Wildlife habitat damage;
intervention is responsible.

 Aware people about wildlife
conservation; and
 Create new habitat through
swamp forests and reed land to
conserve wild fauna.

Over exploitation of
resources; intervention is
indirectly responsible.

 Protect aquatic
harvesting

Anthropogenic pressure;
over exploitation of
resources; interventions
are responsible.

 Identify core habitat for the
threatened animals and take
action to conserve the respective
habitats; and
 Keep resources untouched for a
conservation manner.

Swamp forest and reed
land dilapidated;
intervention is responsible.

 Create swamp forests and reed
lands for the conservation of
biodiversity.

Ecosystem services are
malfunctioning;
intervention is indirectly
responsible.

 Restore forest coverage to
function ecosystem services
properly.

(Livelihood
and
employment
opportunity)
 New
employment
opportunity had been
created
with
the
increase of agricultural
production
 Employment
opportunity has been
created
during
the
period of operation and
maintenance of those
projects in Kalner Haor.

flora

 Use of sign board and red
flag
as
indication
of
protected area.
 Ensuring by upazila fisheries
office to provide lease of
beels to the registered
fishers committee.

from

 Submergible embankment
must be repair using the
local labor
 Training would be ensured
for the creation of alternative
livelihood options
 Soft loan would be provided
especially in the emergency
period (i.e. post flooding
condition)
 Allocation of all beel /Jall
Mohal
to
the
actual
fishermen on equity basis

-
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures
 Build up linkage with farmer
and national, international
traders

(Labor and Seasonal
Migration)
 The demand for labor
would have to be
increased. But here it
is noted that during the
period
of
project
intervention,
 The
technological
innovation
in
agriculture
was
increased
that
somehow lessen the
labor
demands
simultaneously.

The net demand for
agricultural
labor
(having
with
technological
innovation) is near
about 1,115 per ha
whereas most of the
labor come from the
local areas.
 The incoming rates of
labor from other regions
were being declined
after the time of project
intervention.
(Agriculture and wage
base income)
 About 9.7% agricultural
production base income
was increased due the
project intervention.
 About
0.16
%
agricultural wage labor
income
increased
during the period of after
project condition.
(Land Price)
 The opportunities for
agricultural production
were increased in which
the value of agricultural
lands
was
being
increased
with
the

-

 Affordability through the soft
loaning mechanism should
be ensured to earn foreign
currency sending the labor in
foreign market
 Skill development training
program should be initiated
for
capacity
building
especially for women to
make them capable to earn
money at home.
 Provide loan services by low
interest to promote young
entrepreneurs
as
their
alternative
livelihood
options.

-

 New variety in production
with
the
changes
of
seasonality
should
be
initiated
 Innovative training programs
should be initiated to cope
up with the
changing
technology

--

 Regular Maintenance and
protection work should be
implemented properly to
keep the land arable
 The siltation during the flash
flood would be controlled
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact
period of after project
condition.

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures
through the development of
regular monitoring system.
 A monitoring Committee
should
be
formed
in
association with WDB and
local people to identify
damaged area.
 A hot line (i.e.
calling
system)
should
be
developed to get regular
update, flooding condition
and damage information
during the emergency
 Design of operation and
maintenance
(i.e.
Submergible embankment)
would be ensured through
the participation of local
stakeholders

(Accessibility in
Healthand Educational
institution)
 The
communication
system became easier
after the time of project
intervention.
 Due to lack of proper
maintenance,
the
damage
of
the
embankments
was
increased and local
people started to face
problem to use these
embankments as their
means
of
communication.

-

(Institution and
Governance)
 The practice of good
governance
is
unavailable that lead to
increase damage of
those embankments
 There is no mechanism
to understand local
people’s concern in
terms
of
project
operation
and
maintenance.
 The role of institution to
consider public demand
in policy, operation and
maintenance on the
issue
of
those
submergible
embankments.

 Quarterly Meeting should be
initiated with local water and flood
protection
committee
to
understand
the
Gap
of
institutional
policy
and
governance
 A Monitoring team should be
formed to visit during the
maintenance
of
those
submergible embankments
 People’s Feedback should be
taken before the implementation
of any kind of policy in relation to
new project and maintenance and
operation of those submergible
embankments.
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Appendix A: Photo Album

Water Resources

Agriculture Resources

Fisheries Resources

Ecological Resources

Socio-economic Resources

Focused Group Discussion
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1. Introduction
1.1

General Information

The Naluar Haor project is located in between 24°50'21.02"N and 24°42'14.51"N latitude and
in between 91°27'9.51"E and 91°31'56.12"E longitude in Jagannathpur Upazila of Sunamganj
District. The GIS estimated gross area of the project is 12,858 ha (BWDB, 12,140 ha) of which
net cultivable area is 12,036 ha (BWDB, 11,100 ha). Naluar Haor project is divided into two
parts namely Naluar Haor Polder-1 and Nalua haor Polder-2. About 50% of the project area
is under Chilaura Haldipur Union and the remaining portion is under Ranigonj, Kalkolia Unions
and part of Jagannathpur Pourashuva. There are three Haors adjacent to this Haor, namely
Jamkhola Haor located at the northwest, Chaptir Haor at the north and Tangua Haor at the
southwest.
The land elevation of the eastern and northern part of the Polder-1 and the middle portion of
Polder-2 is relatively higher than the other parts and most of the beels are located in the west.
Roads and Highways Department (RHD) of Bangladesh has developed a road on the eastern
side embankment of the haor. This road is used as the main communication of Jangannathpur
Upazila and known as Auskandi-Raniganj-Jagannathpur-Pagla Road (R241) which also runs
to the Polder-2. Besides, there are some paved roads inside the haor constructed by LGED
which are not submersed during flooding. Northern side embankment of Polder-1 has been
developed as a paved road by LGED from Kalkalia to Kamarkhal. These roads passes through
the haor and made compartments inside the haor project. There are a number of culverts and
bridges on the roads to facilitate passage of flood water
1.2

Project Descriptions

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) implemented the Naluar Haor System Project
during 1991-1995 with SSFCDI, WFP fund. The main objective of the project was to protect
Boro crops as well as to protect life and properties from early flash flood. The administrative
and management control lies with Sunamganj BWDB O&M division under Sylhet BWDB Circle
under the North Eastern Zone. The major physical interventions of the project are submersible
embankment in the two Polders and water control structures on several khals. The main
objective of the project was to protect Boro crops from early flash flood, improve drainage
facilities and provide supplementary irrigation.
The water management infrastructures of the Naluar Haor include the following:


66 km embankment,



6 numbers of regulators
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Figure 1.1: Hydrological Features of Naluar Haor System
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1.3

Present Status of the Project Interventions

Major interventions include submergible embankment with regulators. According to local
people, the submersible embankments breached almost every year in early monsoon. In
addition, the regulators are not functioning properly due to heavy siltation.
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2. Water Resources
2.1

Flooding
Pre Project

Flash flood frequently entered into the haor area through the Peripheral Rivers of Dahuka
River and Kamarkhali in Polder-1 and through Katagang and Kushiyara River in Polder-2.
Before implementation of the project, flash flood frequently entered into the Haor during middle
of March to early April. This early flash flood caused damages to crops and livelihood of the
Haor. To tackle the problems, local people made temporarily earthen dam across the khals so
that they could harvest their standing crops. During flash flooding, about 80-90% of the area
was inundated in Post Project condition. Local people informed that before the project, the
devastating flood in 1998 engulfed the entire Haor and caused immense suffering to the
people of this area.
Post Project
After implementation of submersible embankment and regulators by BWDB in 1995, entrance
of flood into Haor got delayed by 15 to 20 days. The flash flood enters in the haor through
internal khals, regulators and overtops the submersible embankment at the end of April and
inundates about 60-70% of the Haor project area within 10 days. The local people informed
that after implementation of the project, they could harvest their Boro crops and safeguard the
livelihood due to delayed inundation by the flash flood.
However, the flash flood sometimes comes early due to unprecedented rainfall in the upper
catchment in Meghalaya like in 2004 and in March 2017. The devastating flash flood in 2004
occurred after implementation of the project which inundated about 70-80% of the haor area
in the mid-February and damaged all the standing crops. It caused immense sufferings to the
locality. In 2017, flash flood occurred in mid-March and inundated about 60-70% of the haor
area and also damaged all the standing crops. In extreme flooding period, several segments
of the submersible embankment were breached. In every year embankment is breached
during flash flood but insignificant compared to the extreme flooding years. At present, the
crest level of the entire embankment and breached segments were found to be below the
design level and most of the structures are not functioning. As a result, flood water enters the
Haor area within 7 to 10 days of onset of flash flood which is supposed to enter after 15 to 20
days. As a result, flash flood damages crops and causes sufferings to the people almost every
year. BWDB carry out the repairing works of embankment and closes the breaches every year
to protect from flash flood.
People of the Pailgaon and Mujahidpur are facing external flooding due to embankment of
Polder-2, where both the areas are situated along the Kushiyara River and outside of the
polder. During flash flood, those areas get inundated before Polder-2 and faces heavy water
pressure from Kushuyara River, resulting erosion/breach of embankment sometimes. Local
people of the area demanded for construction of embankment along the Kushiyara River.
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Impact
The implementation of the project has reduced the risk of early entrance of flood water. The
frequency of early entrance of flood water into the haor has decreased and flooding extent has
also decreased by 20% compared to Pre Project period. External flooding was observed at
some areas due to this project. However, the flash flood sometimes enters into the Haor due
to delay of repair of embankment.

Figure 2.1: Naluar Haor during Monsoon
2.2

Drainage
Pre Project

There are a number of drainage khals inside Polder-1 and Polder-2 of Naluar Haor which
helped to drain out the flood water. According to the local people, in Pre Project period most
of the flood water could be smoothly drained out to the peripheral rivers through the drainage
khals and only some water got retained in the low-lying beels and internal rivers in that period
as there was no embankment at that period. People made several earthen dams on the
internal khals to preserve flood water in late October for irrigation during dry season. They did
not face drainage congestion and water logging problem at large scale before implementation
of the interventions.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the drainage system of the haor has been deteriorated to
some extent. The regulators on the khals and embankment also caused delay of drainage.
The internal roads also caused slower drainage of the area. Malfunctioned water control
structures are also causing slower drainage of the area. Flood water is also drained out
through the culverts on the khals and roads. Local people informed that they are facing some
drainage congestion problem but not much. It only got delayed by 10 to 15 days than before.
Due to delayed drainage about 2 to 3% of the haor area faces drainage congestion for the
delayed period but not impacted at appreciable extent. Sometimes local people intentionally
cut some segments of the embankment for smooth drainage.
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Impact
The drainage of the area has become slower than before but has not impacted at appreciable
extent. Local people demand for maintenance of regulators sluices for smooth drainage of the
area.
2.3

Sedimentation
Pre Project

Sedimentation was not a significant issue in this Haor. The Kushiyara River carries sediment
since it originates from hilly areas in Meghalaya, India. Hence, some sedimentation took
places at the flood plain area of the Kushiyara River. Sedimentation of this Haor was not that
much problem before implementation of the interventions.
Post Project
Sedimentation takes place in this Haor in natural process and not impacted largely after
interventions. However, after implementation of the interventions, sedimentation has taken
place in the river and khals rather in Haor over the years due to slow drainage after monsoon.
As a result, the bed level of the peripheral rivers and khals has risen and reduced their
conveyance capacity.
Impact
Sedimentation process is natural here and has not changed largely Pre Project condition.
2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

Navigation was found in the Kushiyara, Dahuka and Kamarkhali rivers but no internal
navigation inside the Haor in Pre Project condition. During monsoon, navigation was the major
mode of travel of the local people and carrying goods inside and outside of the haor.
Post Project
There are no significant changes in navigation before and after the interventions. After
implementation of submersible embankment, only internal fishing boats cannot go to the
peripheral rivers. However, communication system has improved tremendously in dry season
due to construction of submergible embankments and other roads of LGED and RHD.
Impact
There are no significant changes in navigation after implementation of the interventions rather
number of vessel has increased based on public needs.
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3. Land Resources
The project area has fallen in two Agro-ecological zone, namely: Sylhet Basin (AEZ-21) and
Eastern Surma-Kusiyara Floodplain (AEZ-20). Acid basin clays and non-calcareous grey
floodplain soils (non-saline) are the dominant soil. The top soil texture are clay, clay loam and
loam; where clay texture is dominant. The soils are slow permeable and have a medium
moisture holding capacity. The land type characteristics are not uniform within the project area.
About 67% of cultivable areas are low to very low land where minimum flooding depth is above
1.8 meter during the monsoon period. The recession of surface water from most of the
agriculture land starts at first week of October and become free of flood water in late January.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under Pre Project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land use
Pre Project

The gross area of pre project has been considered as similar to post project. The gross area
was 12,859 hectare under Pre Project situation of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was
11,293 hectare. The rest area was covered with water bodies (Baor, Beels, river and Khals),
forest (herb, shrub and tree) and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are
presented in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 10,929 hectare. The
rest area are covered with waterbodies (Baor, Beels, river and Khals), forest (herb, shrub and
tree), and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cultivated area and waterbodies area have decreased about 364 and 8 hectare
respectively. On the other hand, forest and rural settlement area has increased about 251 and
112 hectare respectively. Detailed impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed Land use in Naluar Haor System
Land use
Net Cultivate Area(NCA)
Water bodies
Forest
Rural Settlement
Total

Pre Project
Area(ha)
11,293
183
341
1,041
12,859

Post Project
Area(ha)
10,929
175
592
1,162
12,859
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Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
-364
-8
+251
+121

Land Resources

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015

Figure 3.1: Land use of Naluar Haor System (1989)
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Figure 3.2: Land use of Naluar Haor System (2015)
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3.2

Land Degradation
Pre Project

There was no information about sand carpeting before interventions.
Post Project
Sand carpeting observes at the location of Bhabanipur, Parua, South Basudebcharan,
Jatrapasa and Ikarchai mouza fallen in the southeast corner of the polder-I of the project area.
Impact
Sand carpeting observes at the location of Bhabanipur, Parua, South Basudeb charan,
Jatrapasa and Ikarchai mouza fallen in the southeast corner of the polder-I of the project.
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4. Agriculture Resources
4.1

Cropped Area, Cropping Pattern and Intensity
Pre Project

Before the project interventions, the Net Cropped Area (NCA) was 11,293 hectare, where
dominant cropping pattern Fallow- Fallow- Local Boro was found. The land type of this project
area was very low land (about 47% of NCA) followed by medium low land, low land and
medium high land as presented in Table 4.1.
Farmers usually grew B. Aman and Local Boro crops in Kharif-II and Rabi season. Different
varieties of B. Aman and Boro rice such as Gochi, Maittail, Lal Tepi, Akhni, Lal dengi, Gochi,
Boro, Tepi Boro, Jagli Boro and Shail were very much popular among the farmers. The total
cultivated area was covered with single cropped area. So, the cropping intensity of this area
was 100%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under Pre Project situation is presented in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pre Project Cropping Pattern of Naluar Haor System
Land type
Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium Low
Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)
Very Low
Land(F4)

Kharif-I
(March-June)
Fallow

Kharif-II
(July-October)
B. Aman

Rabi
(November-February)
Fallow

Fallow

B. Aman

Fallow

Fallow
Fallow

Fallow
Fallow

Local Boro
Local Boro
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Area
(ha)
565
3,162
2,259
5,308
11,293
100

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, August; 2017

Figure 4.1: View of Aman Crops and Aman Seedbed in Naluar Haor System
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% of
NCA
5
28
20
47
100
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Post Project
The project area became protected from early flash flood due to the interventions, which
influence farmers to grow HYV Aman, Lt. Aman, HYV Boro and Hybrid Boro crops instead of
Local Boro and B.Aman. The most popular varieties which are used in the project area are
Gochi, Maittail, Akhni, BRRI dhan 28, BRRI dhan 29, Aftab02, Hira and Tej. The Net Cropped
Area (NCA) has been decreased to 10,929 ha after interventions. But, now 10,383 ha area is
under cultivation due to sand carpeting and irrigation problem observes in the haor area.
Dominant cropping pattern of the study area is Fallow-Fallow-HYV Boro covering 42% of the
NCA. The total cultivable area is covered with single cropped area. So, the cropping intensity
reduced, which is 95%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under Pre Project situation is
presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Post Project Cropping Pattern of the Naluar Haor System
Land Type
Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium Low
Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)
Very Low Land(F4)

Kharif-I
(MarchJune)
Fallow

Kharif-II
(JulyOctober)
HYV Aman

Rabi
(NovemberFebruary)
Fallow

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Fallow

Fallow
Fallow
Fallow

Fallow
Fallow
Fallow

Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Fallow
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Area
(ha)

% of
NCA

546

5

3,060

28

2,186
4,590
546
10,929
95

20
42
5
100

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, August; 2017

Impact
The Net Cultivated Area (NCA) has been decreased 364 hectare after the interventions. On
the other hand, total cropped area has been decreased to 910 hectare. The cultivated area of
B. Aman, Local Boro has gradually been decreased and replaced by HYV Aman, Lt. Aman,
Hybrid Boro/HYV Boro variety after completion of project due to its higher yield rate and
ensured early flash flood protection by project interventions. Impact on cropped area is
presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Naluar Haor System
Crop name
B. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project
Area(ha)
3,727
7,566
11,293

Post Project
Area(ha)
546
3,060
2,186
4,590
10,383

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017
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Impact
(Post Project- Pre Project)
-3,727
+546
+3,060
+2,186
+4,590
-7,566
-910
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4.2

Crop Production
Pre Project

The estimated total annual crop production of the project area was about 35,746 tons after
loss of 6,430 tons before any interventions. Detailed crop production statistics before
interventions is presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Annual Crop Production in Naluar Haor System under Pre Project Situation
Total
crop
area(ha)
3,727
7,566
11,293

Crop name
B. Aman
Local Boro
Total

Damage free area
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
3,168
3.3
5,296
3.95
8,464
-

Damaged area
Area
Yield
(ha) (ton/ha)
559
1.2
2,270
1.6
2,829

Annual
production
(ton)
11,077
24,669
35,746

Production
lost
(ton)
1,197
5,233
6,430

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August 2017

Post Project
After the implementation of the project, hydrological regime of the project area is changed.
Farmers started to cultivate HYV Aman, Lt. Aman, Hybrid/HYV Boro due to presence of
submersible embankment and sluicegate, which protect their crops from early flash flood.
Hence, total annual crop production is about 39,257 tons with loss of 16,119 tons after
interventions. Detailed estimation of crop production after interventions is presented in Table
4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Naluar Haor System under Post Project
Situation
Total
crop
area(ha)
546
3,060
2,186
4,590
10,383

Crop name
HYV Aman
Lt. Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Total

Damage free area
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
410
4.1
2,601
3.3
1,749
7.2
2,754
5.9
7,514
-

Post Project
Damaged area
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
137
1.5
459
1.2
437
2.6
1,836
2.1
2,869
-

Annual
production
(ton)
1,689
8,567
12,672
16,328
39,257

Production
lost
(ton)
561
1,511
3,165
10,882
16,119

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

Impact
Additional 3,511 tons rice is being produced in post project situation. The rice production is
increased due to the protection of flash flood which encourages the farmers for practicing high
yielding variety instead of local variety. Detailed estimation of impact on crop production is
presented in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Naluar Haor System
Crop Name
B. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Aman
Hybrid Boro

Pre Project
Production (ton)
11,077
-

Post Project
Production (ton)
1,689
8,567
12,672
15

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
-11,077
1,689
8,567
12,672
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Crop Name
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project
Production (ton)
24,669
35,746

Post Project
Production (ton)
16,328
39,257

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
16,328
-24,669
+3,511

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

4.3

Crop Damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in Pre Project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro crop, water entered into the Haor area and damaged the crops. So, farmer of this area
suffered due to the damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project
area was 6,430 tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.7.
Post Project
Naluar haor is now protected from early flash flood by the project interventions which basically
performed well up to 2014. After that, flood water enters into the proect before harvesting of
Boro crop (early to mid-March) due to low height of submersible embankment and
malfunctioning of structures. Floodwater enters into the Naluar haor through the surrounding
Naljora, Katagang, Dahuka, Khamarkhali and Itakhola River either by overtopping or by
breaching the embankment at several locations. The height of embankment of the haor is low
in comparison with the design level and more than 20 breaches are located in this
embankment. Every year BWDB closes the major breaches and entrances of the khal. The
main reason for flooding in this haor over the years is that the rivers have silted up and their
water flowing capacities are gradually reducing. The excessive sedimentation makes rivers
incapable of holding and conveying floodwater, which creates excessive pressure on earthen
embankment.
According to local people, repairing of embankment is done by loose earthen materials of Haor
in the month of March, which period is not suitable for embankment repairing. Besides, the
flash flood is being carried huge amount sediment and these is being deposited in Rivers,
Khals and Beels. Consequently, water carrying as well as retention capacities of surrounding
rivers, khals and beels are being reduced. For these reasons, crop damage areas are now
observed higher compared inthe Pre Project situation. Moreover, plant height of hybrid/HYV
is less than local varieties and growing period of most of the Hybrid/HYV varieties are higher
than local varieties except BRRI dhan28. So, flood water affects the whole crop area at a
time. The devastating floods of 2004 inundated the haor on the midweek of April. Local people
reported, around 100% of Boro both HYV and local varieties were damaged by the devastated
flood and late flood damaged the seedbed of T Aman and around 50% of the T Aman crop. B
Aman crop were also fully damaged in this year due to sudden rise of the floodwater and wave
action. In 2007, around 90% of Boro both HYV and local varieties were damaged by the
devastated flood. But, this year (2017), around 100% of Boro crop areas are damaged at premature stage. Most vulnerable mouzas such as Rasulpur, Gargaon, Kamargaon,
Basudebcharan, Sarikait, Betauka, Chilaura, Narikeltala, Bhabanipur, Parua, Kamarkhal,
Jatrapasa, Char hatia, Kadimgaon, Banigaon and Kadirpur are identified in this respect. Total
crop damage is recorded as 16,119 tons after interventions. Detailed estimation of crop
damage after interventions is presented in Table 5.5.
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Impact
Though, the crop damage area has been increased from 30% to 40% after interventions.
However, the amount of crop damage has increased by 9,689 tons because the total
production has increased significantly. The crop damage area is increasing day by day due to
malfunctioning of the interventions and reduced water carrying as well as retention capacity
of surrounding rivers, khals and beels. Detailed impact assessment on crop damage is
presented in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Impact on Crop Damage in Naluar Haor System
Crop name
B. Aman
HYV Aman
Lt. Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project
Production loss (ton)

Post Project
Production loss (ton)

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)

1,197
5,233
6,430

561
1,511
3,165
10,882
16,119

-1,197
567
1,528
3,201
11,006
-5,157
+9,689

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, only surface water was used for irrigating Local Boro crops.
The local people normally transplanted this crop immediately after the floodwater recedes and
the land is under shallow inundation. Local farmer reported that they stored water with help of
bundh/dyke management and irrigated their crop with the help of flooded water in the low lying
part of the Haor. They also used traditional modes like Seuti, Don and Cone for irrigating their
crop from surrounding rivers, Beels and Khals during dry season. Prior to the implementation
of the project, irrigation water was more available than the requirement of crops.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the irrigation water demand has been increased due to
cultivation of high water demanding Hybrid/HYV Boro instead of Local Boro crop. On the other
hand, the availability of surface water is being reduced due to siltation of surrounding rivers,
khals and beels of the project area. Therefore, the scarcity of irrigation water has been
observed from early February to end of March in most of the year. In this time, Kamarkhali
River, Dahuka River, Feni/Fery Nadi, Nachni River, Lama gang, Kasta gang, Sandha River,
Itakhola River, Katakhali River, Kata gang, Chhanda,gang, Sundal Nadi, Vatukhali River,
Badhaura River, Ratna River, Naljur River and Dalia River), khals (Talibadhar Khal, Burboe
Khal, Kurer Khal, Sreedar Pashar Khal, Jagdishpurer Bara Khal, Daliar Khal, Kashila Khal,
Nadampurer Khal, Monaikhali Khal, Hamhamiar Khal, Gadhiyala Khal, Noakhali Khal,
Azimpurer Khal, Baro Dahar Khal, Harirar Khal) and beels(Hawar Beel, Salwa Beel, Baisha
Beel, Ranga mati Beel, Chilarna Beel, Charua Beel, Jurankhura Beel, Gadhiyala Beel, Baro
Gattiya Beel, Chotta Gattiya Beel, Chapti Beel, Chadra Beel, Hamhamia Beel, Machu Kai
Beel, Mach kata Beel, Fita Beel, Kayer Beel, Bagaidubi Beel, Feni ugra Beel, Nalgundi Beel,
Haor dair and Changua Beel). Therefore, surface water is now extracted with the help of Low
Lift Pumps (LLPs) instead of traditional methods. Hawar Beel, Kayer Beel, and Feni Ugra Beel
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are dry up by bailing out of water in the month of December-January for harvesting fish. Khals:
Talibadhar Khal, Burboe Khal, Kurer Khal, Sreedar Pashar Khal, Jagdishpurer Bara Khal,
Daliar Khal, Kashila Khal, Nadampurer Khal, Monaikhali Khal, Hamhamiar Khal, Gadhiyala
Khal, Noakhali Khal, Azimpurer Khal, Baro Dahar Khal, Harirar Khal are dried up during dry
season. Thus, difficulties in surface water irrigation are now observed in mid-February to midMarch in relatively high areas.
Impact
There was deficit of irrigation water due to increase of water demand and decrease of water
availability during dry season. The irrigation water demand has increased for cultivating high
yielding crop variety. On the other hand, surface water irrigation availability has decreased
due to siltation of rivers, khals and beels of the project area
4.5

Agro-chemicals use
Pre Project

Farmers of the project area cultivated B. Aman and Local Boro in Pre Project situation. They
didn’t apply agro-chemicals for crop cultivation. However, some farmers used inorganic
fertilizer like mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for the restoration of soil fertility.
Post Project
Generally more agro-chemicals are required for cultivating HYV Aman, Lt.Aman, HYV /Hybrid
Boro crops. So, farmers applied more agro-chemicals for Hybrid/HYV Boro crop cultivation.
Total about 1,944 tons chemical fertilizers, 7.4 Kilo litre liquid and 24 tons granular/powder
pesticides were used in the project area for crop cultivation per year. Detailed use of agrochemicals under Post Project situation is presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Use of Agro-chemicals in Naluar Haor System under Post Project Situation
Fertilizer (Kg/ha)
Crop name
HYV Aman
Lt. Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro

Urea

TSP

MP

Total
(kg/ ha)

120
75
220
150

40
60
40

15
30
15

175
75
310
205

Pesticides
Liq.
Gran/Pow.
(ml/ha)
(Kg/ha)
500
6
1,200
10
1,000
8

Total
Liquid
Gran/Pow.
(Litre/ha)
(kg/ha)
0.5
6
1.2
10
1
8

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017

Impact
Use of agro-chemical has increased largely under Post Project situation compared to Pre
Project situation. Additional about 1944 tons chemical fertilizers, 7.4 Kilo litre liquid and 62
tons granular/powder pesticides are used for crop cultivation annually. Detailed impact on use
of agro-chemical is presented in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Impact on Agro-chemicals in Naluar Haor System

Crop name

HYV Aman
Lt. Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Total

Pre Project
Pesticides
Total Fertilizer
Liquid
Granular
(ton)
(kilo litre)
(ton)
-

-

-

Post Project
Pesticides
Total Fertilizer
Liquid
Granular
(kg)
(kilo litre)
(ton)
96
230
678
941
1,944

0.273
2.623
4.590
7.486

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, August; 2017
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3
22
37
62

Impact
Pesticides

Total
Fertilizer
(ton)

Liquid
(kilo litre)

Granular
(ton)

96
230
678
941
1,944

0.273
2.623
4.590
7.486

3
22
37
62
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5. Livestock Resources
Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of Livestock Population, Feed and Diseases
Pre Project

According to livestock census 1996, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
were 15,460 cattle, 1,830 goats, 36,630chicken and 23,560 ducks (Table 5.1). Before
implementation of the project, the major feed available to ruminants was mostly crop residues
(rice straw) supplemented with weeds from cultivated fields. They are to depend on naturally
grown grasses in Kandas and alongside roads and embankments. Most of the year before
implementation of the project, the crops were to damage by early flash flood. As a result,
shortage of feed from crop residues, reduction of grazing facilities seriously affect livestock
rearing. That time, the small holders were to depend on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant
for their cattle. The major poultry feeds were rice bran, broken rice, kitchen wastes like rice,
rice-gruel, vegetables, fish wastes etc. In addition, the duck usually scavenge in the nearby
water bodies like Haor, beel, khal, river or any other low lying areas; mainly eat various types
of aquatic insects, small fish, shell or snails. Major livestock and poultry (bacterial and viral)
diseases include Gola fula (Haemorragic Septicemia), Foot and Mouth Diseases (FMD), Pox,
Cholera, Duck cholera, Fowl pox and Fowl cholera etc. which were observed in the project
area. The most vulnerable period was between July to November for spreading diseases to
livestock and poultry populations. Mortality rate of the livestock/poultry was higher due to poor
shelter condition and they lived in unhygienic condition. Marketing facilities was not in good
condition and price was also low due to less demand of their products and by products.
Producer consumed their products at family level and additional products were sold at local
village market.
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Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Naluar Haor System
Pre Project
Livestock/
Poultry
Category

Cattle
Goat
Chicken
Duck

Post Project

Impact

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

Number of
Livestock
Population

3,770
780
6,010
4,550

15,460
1,830
36,630
23,560

4,700
770
5,730
2,640

18,050
2,040
35,910
15,670

2,590
210
-720
-7,890

Source: CEGIS estimation based on livestock census (1996), agriculture census (2008) and field information
(August 2017)

Figure 5.1: View of Ducks and Cattle in Naluar Hoar System
Post Project
According to agriculture census 2008, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
are 18,050 cattle, 2,040 goats, 35,910 chicken and 15,670 ducks (Table 5.1). After
implementation of the project, crop is protected from early flash flood. As a result, the feed
availability of livestock is increased due to increase of crop production. However, some of the
year, the crops were damaged by early flash flood. In that year, the small holders were
dependent on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The poultry feeds are
same as in pre project situation. On the other hand, more or less similar diseases are found
in post project situation. The mortality rate of the livestock/poultry became negligible during
the project period, due to extension works at farmers’ level such as immunization and
insemination program by Department of Livestock (DLS). Marketing facilities during dry
season also improved due to improvement of the communication system by constructing the
submersible embankments. Therefore, market prices are increased due to high demand of
products and by products.
Impact
From 1996 to 2008, about 2,590 cattle and 210 goat have increased due to the reduction of
flood vulnerability, improvement of marketing facilities and strengthening of livestock
extension services. On the other hand, the chicken and duck population has been decreased
to 720 and 7,890 respectively.
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6. Fisheries
Nalua Haor system is bounded by a series of river system (mentioned in Water Resource
Section) which act as the major water sources for maintaining sustainability of fish habitat.
The Haor is fed by a number of connecting Khals of which important ones are Gadhiyala Khal
and Mokambari Khal (others mentioned in Agricultural Resource section). The Haor
possesses a large number of Beels (Hawar Beel, Salwa Beel, Baisha Beel, Ranga mati Beel,
Chilarna Beel, Charua Beel, Jurankhura Beel, Gadhiyala Beel, Baro Gattiya Beel, Chotta
Gattiya Beel, Chapti Beel, Chadra Beel, Hamhamia Beel, Machu Kai Beel, Mach kata Beel,
Fita Beel, Kayer Beel, Bagaidubi Beel, Feni ugra Beel, Nalgundi Beel, Haor dair and Changua
Beel) the size of which vary from 2 to 32 ha. According to local people, Hawar Beel, Gadhiyala
Beel and Feni Ugra Beel are the main fish breeding grounds of this Haor system. The field
investigation revealed that the water centric interventions insignificantly control the
hydrodynamic condition for fisheries resources of this Haor System.
6.1

Habitat Area
Pre Project

Fish habitat has been assessed from the landuse data that is extracted from the satellite image
of 1989. The estimated total area of fish habitat of the haor was about 10,788 ha where capture
fishery was the sole contributor. There are some pits/ponds having no dykes which were
inundated naturally. These ponds are considered under floodplain habitat. Floodplain shares
the major part (about 99%) of habitat in the total area followed by Beel and Khal.
Post Project
The estimated fish habitat area has been assessed from the land use data, which extracted
from image of 2015, is about 10,763 ha. The net loss of habitat area is about 25 ha. This
occurs due to shrinkage of floodplain area by 60 ha, and offset by newly created borrow pit at
an area of 34 ha and drainage Khal of 1 ha. The shrinkage of floodplain occurs may be due to
sand carpeting, newly created borrow pit1 and drainage Khal. The sand carpeting mostly
occurs in the Part-2 and south portion of the Part-1 of the Haor and the estimated area is about
26 ha. This area is not suitable for fishery. The breakdown of functionally different fish habitats
of this Haor is given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Breakdown of Fish Habitat Area by Habitat Type
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4

Habitat Category

Habitat Type

Channel/Khal
Beel
Capture Fishery
Floodplain
Borrow Pit
Grand Total Area =

Area (Ha)
Pre Project,
Post Project,
1989
2015
2
3
87
87
10,699
10639
0
34
10,788
10,763

Impact (Ha)
(Habitat Area
Change)
1
0
-60
34
-25

Source: Fish habitat assessment based on field findings and image based landuse data, 1989 & 2015.

1

Borrow pit is created for collecting soil to construct embankment
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Impact
The net loss of fish habitat in the with Intervention (WI) condition is about 25 ha, which is about
0.23% of Without Intervention (WOI) condition.
6.2

Habitat Condition
Pre Project

Floodplain was unregulated; timely entry of water into the Haor; silt carried by the rivers was
dispersed over the Haor uniformly; river conveyance capacity was more. Local people opined
that the Beels retained water in the dry season at a depth suitable for fishery. Among the
Beels, Hawar Beel, Gadhiyala Beel, Fita Beel and Feni Ugra Beel had an average depth of
about 2-2.5m during dry season. No beels were dried up by bailing out of water in the month
of December-January for harvesting fish.
Little better ecosystem was maintained with the exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between
river and Haor; new water breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species (SIS) of fish;
higher breeding success; less natural and fishing mortality; rich biodiversity; more sustainable
fish production, etc.
Post Project
Floodplain is regulated; floodwater enters into the Haor in the late pre-monsoon; silt deposited
on the river bed as dispersion of silt is hindered or restricted by the submergible embankment;
decreased river conveyance capacity. The habitat condition of floodplain is not homogenous
all along the Haor because of partial compartmentalization by flood free road infrastructures
inside the Haor. Local people opined that the Beels retains water in the dry season at a depth
less suitable for fishery. Among the Beels, Hawar Beel, Gadhiyala Beel, Fita Beel and Feni
Ugra Beel have an average depth of about 1-1.5 m during dry season. The loss of depths is
happened may be due to wash out of loose soil of agriculture land and breached embankment
along with river borne sediment. Other Beels are shallow and dry up by bailing out of water in
the month of December-January for harvesting fish. Beel fishery in Hawar Beel, Kayer Beel,
Feni Ugra Beel, etc. is operated under leasing system.
Ecosystem is being degraded gradually but lightly as water control structures and road
infrastructures are not functioning properly. Exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between river
and haor is being hindered or restricted to some extent by the submergible embankment;
delayed new water entrance into the Haor and hampering breeding stimulation to the small
indigenous species (SIS) of fish; in some cases egg deposited in the fish body; lower breeding
success; little higher natural and fishing mortality; slightly declining trend in fish biodiversity;
less sustainable fish production, etc.
Impact
The net physical condition of habitat is considerably degraded and corresponding ecosystem
goods and services including fisheries. However, the changes in habitat suitability condition
of rivers, Khals and Beels in terms of quantity and quality occurred more due to flood free road
across the Haor, unconventional Beel fishery, illegal fishing, extensive use of agrochemicals
and pesticides in paddy field, etc. rather than water centric interventions.
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6.3

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

This Haor was rich in fish biodiversity containing about 90 species (Table-1 of Appendix-1)
as some of the Beels are perennial and retained water at higher depths mentioned above
suitable for fishery. The fish diversity particularly SIS was also facilitated by the unregulated
lateral migration from river to Beel and vis-à-vis during pre-monsoon breeding season. Thus
Beel resident fishes (particularly ‘SIS’ of fish) were dominant in the Beels and floodplain.
Moreover, the abundance of large-sized adult fish species (Boal- Wallago attu, Pabda- Ompok
pabda, Boro Baim- Macrognathus aculeatus, etc.) were also more. Furthermore, species were
evenly distributed regarding richness inside the total haor system.
Post Project
Fish species diversity has the declining trend but in slow pace in the Post Intervention
condition. This is happening may be due to habitat loss (both depth and area), water pollution,
water regulatory structures, unplanned fisheries management and indiscriminate fishing e.g.
use of harmful fishing appliances, catching of post larvae and brood fish, complete dewatering
of leased water bodies for fishing, etc. In consequence of the above phenomena, following
fish species become locally unavailable (for last 5-10 years) or have become rare includes
Pabda (Ompok pabda), Chital (Chitala chitala), Nanid (Labeo nandina), Riverine Pangas
(Pangasius pangasius), etc. The major driving factors for fish species richness and distribution
of this Haor may include flood free road, insufficient width of the mouth of culvert, coverage of
water hyacinth and submergible vegetation, etc. Vegetation cover loving fish species like
Shing, Magur, Shole, Cheng, etc. are dominant in the Southern portion and open surface area
loving fish species like Chapila, Tengra, Batasi, Punti, etc. are dominant in the Northern portion
of Part- I of the Haor. Major difference was found in case of Part-II of the Haor where fishes
are more concentrated in the Mokambari Khal/Dala.
Impact
Comparing Without and With Intervention, it can be concluded that changes in fish species
diversity and composition are not comprehensible in response to Project intervention.
Whatever changes in species diversity and composition between two phases are observed
may be posed due to other anthropogenic factors mentioned above.
6.4

Fish Migration
Pre Project

Local fishers stated that the lateral fish migration (early feeding and spawning migration rate,
15 April – 15 May, of riverine fishes, particularly ‘Black’ fishes) through natural connectivity
was hindered by locally built earthen bund at the mouth of connecting khals during both the
pre-monsoon and post-monsoon period. Furthermore, most of the fries of riverine fishes enter
into the Beels and floodplain along with flood water. However, successful lateral migration of
different fishes e.g. riverine carps, catfishes, etc. at their certain stages of lifecycle for food
and residence is happening due to sufficient depths of the Beels.
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Post Project
Pre-monsoon (15 April – 15 May) spawning/breeding migration of riverine (mainly Kamarkhali
River) and Beel residence fishes through different connecting Khal is sometimes impeded due
to the closure at Alampur Mouza. Besides, riverine fishes migrate laterally to the Beels by
overtopping or through breaching points of the existing embankment during flooding months
of Jaistha-Ashar (15 May–30 June). Lateral migration of different fishes, e.g., riverine carps,
catfishes, etc. is being hampered due to insufficient depths of the Beels. Moreover, internal
movement of ‘SIS’ of fishes is also being hampered through culverts (which are in the flood
free road) due to high velocity barrier during monsoon.
Impact
Comparing without and with Intervention conditions, it can be concluded that comprehensible
impact has not been observed on fish migration in response to submergible embankment.
Whereas major impacts were resolute due to other factors mentioned above.
6.5

Fish Production
Pre Project

The estimated total fish production was about 896 metric ton (MT) in 1989 where floodplain
shared the most about 82% followed by Beel and Channel/khal (Table 6.2).
Post Project
The estimated total fish production is about 3,870 metric ton (MT) in 2015 where floodplain
shared the most about 96% followed by Beel and Channel/Khal. In the production assessment,
the productivity of the corresponding year has been used.
Impact
The total fish production was increased by about 332%, whereas the increments of production
from floodplain and perennial water body are about 335% and about 141% respectively (Table
6.2). Such huge increment in productivity may be caused due to adoption of fisheries
management like Beel fishery, increasing fishing activities, fishing commercialization, stocking
of culture fish species in Beel fishery, etc. Moreover, the newly created habitat like borrow pit
has added 51 metric ton of fish. The breakdown of fish productions is presented in the following
Table 4.12 by functional unit of fish habitats.
Table 6.2: Breakdown of Fish Production by Functional Habitat
Sl.
No

Habitat
Category

1
2
3
4

Capture
Fishery

Production (MT)
Habitat Type

Channel/Khal
Beels
Floodplain
Borrow Pit
Grand Total Area =

Pre Project, 1989 Post Project, 2015
0.46
39
856
0
896

1
94
3,724
51
3,870

Impact (MT)
[Production
Change]
0
55
2,868
51
2,974

Source: Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data, 1989 & 2015.
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6.6

Fishing Appliances
Pre Project

Different types of fishing appliances are used to catch fishes. The mostly used fishing
appliances are: gill net, Kona jal/Ghurni jal/Ber jal, push net, Khoira jal, hook, Kironmala (one
type of trap used to catch Guraicha- Leander styliferus), Gui (one type of trap used to catch
small fishes), Sip etc. are used to catch other fishes. Furthermore, illegal fishing practice was
reported during fishing in the leased Beel. Dried up the whole Beel for harvesting benthic fish
species may be considered as a good example of illegal fishing. However, this type of fishing
depends on the leasing rotation system.
Post Project
Leaseholders (LHs) generally use Katha as fish aggregating device (FAD) for fish. LHs usually
harvest fish annually in the months of February and March. However, another type of fishing
pressure has been increased day by day around the water control structures. The local fishers
(particularly part-time fishers) create barrier at the mouth of water control structure by net for
catching fish. This fishing pressure becomes more prominent during recession of floodplain
water in the post-monsoon season.
Impact
Though the scheme is not fully functional but still the water control structures are there. For
this reason, some deviation in fishing activities is found in response to Project intervention.
Fishing is done at each of the water control structures which were absent in the Pre
Intervention condition. On the other hand, fishing pressure is also increased with the
increasing of fish demand and fish supply chain for both the national and global fish market.
6.7

Fishers Livelihood
Pre Project

Field findings reveal that about 80% of the Haor population were engaged in fishing and
activities involved in fish supply chain for carrying out their livelihoods. Out of which about 12%
were commercial fishers and the rest of them were subsistence level fishers. Commercial
fishers spent annually about 180 days (6-8 hrs/day) in fishing.
Post Project
Commercial and subsistence level fishers spend annually about 290 days (8-10 hrs/day) and
180 days (6-8 hrs/day) respectively in fishing. They mainly catch fish in the open water area
in and around the Haor for carrying out their livelihoods. Furthermore, a number of part-time
fishers groups are evolved and increased day by day for fishing at the mouth of the connecting
Khals where there are water control structures.
Impact
It can be concluded that the number of part-time and subsistence fishers are increased in
response to the Project interventions.
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6.8

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

Beel fisheries with leasing system were the prominent fisheries management as reported from
the local people. All Beels were harvested by three-year rotation in the months of February
and March. Beel fishery was more sustainable. However, there was no community based
fisheries management in this Haor.
Post Project
Beel fisheries with leasing system are also the prominent fisheries management in the Post
Intervention condition. All beels are harvested annually in the months of February and March.
The whole Beel is used to dry up for catching benthic fish species. However, this type of fishing
depends on the leasing rotation system of the Government. Beel fishery is becoming less
sustainable. There is no community based fisheries management in this Haor and no
enforcement at the indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures.
Impact
Rotation length of time for fishing in most of the leased Beels is decreased from three-year
rotation to one-year rotation in the Post Intervention condition. Such over exploitation in
conjunction with indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures is being happened mostly
due to earn more money and driving fishery ecosystem into fragile resources.
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7. Ecosystem
Noluar Haor contains different landforms as well as different ecosystems like homesteads,
agricultural land, beels, canals, etc. The haor is abode of numerous biota like fishes,
amphibians, reptiles, avifauna, wild mammals, and others.

Figure 7.1: Satellite Image Showing Different Ecosystems of Naluar Haor
7.1

Terrestrial Flora (Diversity, Coverage)
Pre Project

This ecosystem was mainly composed of homestead vegetation like Rain Tree, Coconut,
Baroon and Pitali Tree. People planted these trees for food, fuel wood and shelter. Homestead
platforms favored local wildlife like reptiles (Bengal Monitor, Snakes), birds, and mammals
(Rats). Settlement ridges were vegetated with wetland trees like Hizol, Koroch, Baroon, Pitali
and Kodom. Shitki (Phylanthus reticulates), the wetland shrub which was also dominated
along the ecotone of the settlement ridges. However, settlements were mainly vegetated with
naturally grown wetland trees.
Post Project
The pattern of vegetation has been changed due to plantation of exotic species for their fast
growing nature and quick economic returns. Like other parts of the country, settlement area
of this haor has been increased. Naturally grown species are replaced by the timber and fruit
yielding trees among homesteads vegetation. Density of wetland trees (i.e. Hizol, Koroch)
along homestead ridges has been decreased. The villagers planted these trees for food, fuel
wood and shelter. However, the coverage of homestead vegetation has been increased
parallel with the growing of settlement area but the composition has been changed and
deteriorated the plant density confirmed by locals. A view of the terrestrial flora is presented
in Photo 7.1.
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Figure 7.2: Homestead Vegetation at Raniganj in the Kusiara Riverside

Impact
Impact on this vegetation has been changed. The numbers of timber and fruit bearing trees
have increased instead of natural grown vegetation. The habitat support for wild fauna has
been declined. A comparative scenario of terrestrial flora is presented in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Comparative View of Terrestrial Flora of the Study Area
Indicator Species
Pitali
Hizal
Koroch
Baroon
Dhol Kolmi
Nol Khagra

7.2

Pre Project
Common
Occasional
Occasional
Occasional
Common
Occasional

Post Project
Common
Occasional
Occasional
Occasional
Common
Occasional

Causes of status change
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Terrestrial Fauna (Diversity)
Pre Project

Of the wild fauna, Bronze Skink, Common Garden Lizard, Buff-stripped Keel back, Asian
Grass Frog, Indian Bullfrog, and Field Mouse were found frequent according to locals.
Post Project
The status of some wild fauna has changed over the time. The critically endangered species
Pallas’s Fish Eagle is now rare within the haor area due to their habitat destruction by cutting
tall trees. Frog population has also decreased due to use of insecticides and also juveniles
use as fish trap.
Impact
There are slightly changes in wild plant density as well as population due to use of herbicides
in crop-fields. The common wild fauna population has also been decreased for the same. So,
interventions are not responsible for the changes of faunal biodiversity. Change happened
between before and after the intervention is presented in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Comparative Scenario of the Terrestrial Fauna of the Study Area
Indicator Species
Brahmini Kite
Snail
Black Kite
Vulture

7.3

Pre Project
Common
Common
Rare
Rare

Post Project
Common
Rare
Rare
Disappeared

Causes of Status Change
Not applicable
Killing by fishing net
Not applicable
-

Aquatic Flora (Habitat Condition and Diversity)
Pre Project

Major perennial wetlands in this haor area are beels and khals those have important roles in
supporting numerous water dependent birds, fishes and other wild animals. Khals had
important roles in connecting between rivers and beels. Beels of this haor area hold water
throughout the year and supports as migratory bird habitat and as last shelter of indigenous
fishes. Gaiddala Beel, Hondal Beel, Rua Beel and Hortazur Beel are the major perennial
wetlands those are important for fishes and other water dependent wild fauna communities. A
number of khals performed in connecting between internal water bodies and surrounding
rivers like Kusiara, Dahuka, Naljor and Kamarkhali. The haor area except settlement platforms
converted into seasonal wetland in the monsoon and triggered lush growth of Water Lilies,
Water Hyacinths, and Water Lettuce especially in the shallow portions of the haor.
Post Project
The beel area of this haor remains unchanged over the time. But, vegetation patterns have
changed in some extents due to deposition of silt on beels and haor beds to surrounding rivers.
Rooted floating plants like water lilies, and submergible plants do not get favor to grow on
silted lands. But the free floating plants have been abundantly grown all over the area. Over
harvesting causes population and diversity degradation of fishes. In addition, freshwater snail
population has also declined due to capture and destroyed by small meshed fishing nets
during capture fishes. Consequently, the abundance of water dependent avifauna (including
migratory birds) has declined due to food shortage. Typical view of aquatic flora is presented
in Photo 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Excessive Growth of Water Hyacinth at Baudharan Village
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Impact
The impact from the interventions on the changes of biodiversity is not significant. This change
mainly occurred for hamper germination due to siltation on lands surrounding the Kusiara
River. Population and density of water hyacinth have been increased over the time. This
happened due to reducing of free floating species and replaced by hyacinth luxuriously. A
comparative scenario of aquatic flora is given in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Comparative Scenario of the Aquatic Flora of the Noluar Haor
Indicator Species
Kochuripana
Shapla
Makhna
Singra
Chailla Ghash

7.4

Pre Project
Very Common
Very Common
Occasional
Rare
Occasional

Post Project
Excess
Occasional
Occasional
Occasional
Occasional

Causes of Status Change
Deterioration of Rooted floating plants
Siltation
Not applicable
Siltation
Not applicable

Aquatic Fauna (Habitat Condition and Diversity)
Pre Project

Of the faunal diversity, fishes and snails population have decreased due to over harvesting,
and use of insecticides in the crop-fields. This created food shortage to water birds and
migratory birds. The changes occurred due to anthropogenic pressures. Of the mollusks,
freshwater snails were abound and consumed by migratory ducks.
Post Project
Status of some wild fauna has changed over the time. Huge amount of juvenile freshwater
snails are captured by the fine-mesh nets which are used for open water fish trap. This is the
main cause of degradation of their population. Snakes, otter and turtles populations have also
declined for habitat destruction and killing these species by men.
Impact
The changes occurred due to anthropogenic pressures. However, interventions are not
responsible for above mentioned changes. Status of the aquatic fauna before and after
interventions is presented in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Status of the Aquatic Flora at Pre- and Post-project Phases
Indicator Species
Checkered
Keelback
Rat snake
Fishing Cat
Eurasian Otter
Bengal Fox

Pre Project
Common

Post Project
Occasional

Causes of status change
Hunting/Habitat damage

Common
Occasional
Rare
Occasional

Occasional
Occasional
Disappeared
Occasional

Hunting/Habitat damage
Not Applicable
Hunting/Habitat damage
Not Applicable

Migratory bird
Egrets/Herons
Turtles

Common
Common
Rare

Occasional
Common
Disappeared

Hunting/food shortage/Human Disturbance
Not Applicable
Hunting/Habitat damage
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7.5

Swamp Forest and Reedland (Area Coverage)
Pre Project

By the 1770s, almost the whole of the cultivable area of the haor basin came under the plough
apparently by the late 18th century most of the changes in the vegetation, notably the
widespread disappearance of swamp forest had already taken place. Along with the swamp
forest, a number of tree and shrub species formerly occurring in the area may have become
locally extinct. Reed beds may have initially benefited from the demise of swamp forests, but
as the demand of fuel increased this habitat type is also declining.
Post Project
This vegetation is dominated by Hijal (Barringtonia acutangula) and Koroch (Pongamia
pinnata) commonly associated with Barun (Crataeva nurvala), Chitki (Phyllanthus disticha),
climbers Baladumur (Ficus heterophylla) and Dudhilata (Oxystelma secamone var
secarnone), According to BCAS (1997) surveys in their three sample mouzas, forest areas
have declined from 18 % to 5% since 1971, and most of these areas have been convened into
agricultural land.
Impact
Inside the haor area, habitat condition has slightly changed over the time. Siltation on land is
the main cause behind this change and this problem is significantly followed at Naluar Haor
Part 2 which is derived by Kusiara River. Siltation causes change of vegetation composition
which ultimately impact on habitat condition for the faunal communities. This haor do not
belongs to any reedlands even before and after implementation of the interventions. So,
intervention is not responsible for change of habitat condition in this haor ecosystem.
7.6

Ecosystem Goods and Services (General)
Pre Project

The ecosystem goods and services of Noluar Haor was good enough. The ecosystem goods
in general are food, fertilizer, medicine, energy, fiber, construction and craft material. The
ecosystem services particularly divided into four divisions- namely provisioning, regulating,
supporting and cultural services. The provisioning services in this area had been considered
as food, organic fertilizers, medicinal plants and genetic resources of the flora and fauna.
Regulating services such as climatic condition was good because of vast coverage of natural
vegetation. Wetland function was good due to absent of different types of physical structures.
Supporting services like habitat for species and maintenance of genetic diversity. All
migratory species depend upon different ecosystems during their movement. Some habitats
have an exceptionally high number of species which makes them more genetically diverse
than others and are known as biodiversity hotspots. In such way, the wetland had been
functioning its supporting service as a part of ecosystem services. The cultural services like
spiritual, religious, recreational and ecotourism, aesthetic, educational and cultural heritage
considered as standard.
Post Project
Due to implementation of interventions like construction of embankment and installation of
regulators the provisioning services has been changing day by day negatively. In this
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context, changing has been occurring on crop variety from local variety to HYP and
introduction of other verities throughout the haor area. In the regulating services introduction
of different physical structures has impacts negative on the existing service to the haor system
by breaking natural process of ecosystem. The regulating services also interrupted via
climatic change while wetland function and habitat became worse. By destructing of habitat
and no maintenance of genetic diversity through introduction of intervention to the haor
ecosystem it breaks supporting services of ecosystem services has been paralyzed in this
haor area. The cultural services have also been changed negatively. It practices tourism
instead of ecotourism and hampering the aesthetic value of the haor ecosystem.
Impact
The ecosystem services are changing negatively day by day in food, medicine, genetic
diversity, and population of flora and fauna. Similarly, unplanned tourism establishment, also
an event, occurs within the haor ecosystem.
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8. Socio-economic Resources
8.1

Introduction

Flash flood is the main disaster here which engulfs the primary production sector (e.g.,
agriculture) and thus threatens the lives and livelihoods of the inhabitants of the Naluar Haor
area. Based on reconnaissance field visit and different impact studies in the Haor region, few
socio-economic components have been selected for the study which are directly impacted. .
The impact has been evaluated in terms of difference in values of socioeconomic variables
occurring before project and after (present) project situation.
8.2

Location and Demography

This study is conducted at the Naluar Haor region which is located in the Chhatak, Derai and
Jagannathpur upazilla under the Sunamganj district in Sylhet division. The administrative
distribution of the project area is split (into District, Upazila, Union and Mouza) and shown in
the following table 00 the project extends over an area of 11,108 hectares. Map 1.1 shows the
base map of the Haor.
Table 8.1: Administrative Area in the Naluar Haor Area
District
Sunamganj

Upazila
Chhatak

Union
Bhatgaon

Mouza
Suktiargaon, Guyaspur, Uttar Gopalpur

Derai

Jagaddal

Nurpur, Sarangpasa, Roybangali,
Ektiyarpur, Garma

Jagannathpur

Haldipur

Nalua Noagoan, Rasulpur (Part),
Alampur, Chilaura, Haldipur, Samdhal
Chak, Gola Para Punji, Basudeb
Charan, Betauka, Samdhal, Daukar,
Beri, Kaichapuri, Ismail Chak, Pandeb
Kapan, Shajansree, Para Shimul,
Shaldigha, Gobrapur, Gayaspur,
Khagaura, Mahishakona
Mominpur, Aliabad, Sherpur,
Hasimabad, Bhabanipur, Jagannathpur,
Ikarchhai (Habibnagar), Jatrapasha,
Parua, Jatrapasha Chak, Bhabanipur
Chak
Galakhal, Sreedharpasa, Uttar
Dighalbak, Paschim Jagadishpur,
Maishakhal Bade, Kadirpur, Kalkalia,
Bade Khasila, Kafurpur, Sadipur,
Mollargaon, Parargaon, Banigaon,
Chak Aminpur, Khidirpur, Balikandi,
Gargaon, Ratanpur, Kalyanpur,

Jagannathpur Paurashava

Kalkalia
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District

Upazila

Union

Mouza
Paschim Faridpur, Kanchanpur,
Bhagarkandi, Jani Bishnu, Dhangpur,
Majidpur, Nadampur, Mohammad Hazi,
Bachaspatipur, Hijli, Supar
Mohammadpur, Kamarkhal, Tangar,
Chak Chilatong
Ghoshgaon, Ichhgaon, Narikeltala,
Kabirshal, Gachhigkhai, Kubajpur,
Trilakshyanathpur, Paschim
Brahmangaon, Gandharbapur, Ananta
Golamalipur, TekaliaBaghmoyna,
Kadimgaon, Apasadhu, Brahmangaon

Raniganj

The union-wise population of this study area based on Bangladesh population and housing
census 1991, 2001 and projected population in 2017.The Population and housing census data
1991 shows the number of population before intervention and the Population and housing
census data 2011 and projected population data in 2017 depicts the demographic condition
of the study area after project intervention. The demographic data of this area is presented in
Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: Union Wise Population of the Study Area

21,050
32,742

Total
1,40,013
1,94,132

Population
Male
71,767
96,693

Female
68,248
97,439

Sex
Ration
105
99

34,548

2,07,287

1,03,245

1,04,042

99

Census Year

Household

1991
2011
2017
(Projected Population)

Density
526
611
652

Source: Bangladesh Population Census 1991, BBS, 1992 &Housing and Population Census 2011, BBS, 2012
and Population Projection CEGIS, 2017.

8.3

Livelihood Status
Pre Project

Pre Project status, most of the households depend on agriculture and it was their main source
of income. The livestock, forestry and fisheries were the secondary source of income. In
addition, other sources of income were non-agricultural labor, business, agriculture labor,
transport and employment.
Post Project
The livelihood options in this Naluar haor are mostly dependent on the Haor ecosystem.
Generally, most of the people involved in agricultural production and it is considered as their
primary means of livelihood. Besides, some people are involved in fishing (either full time or
part time). After the project intervention, Agricultural production was increased and still it is
their recognized as their main source of income opportunity in this Naluar Haor basin.
Impact
With the period of time, the income opportunity based on fishing had been declined and only
some people from fishing community got access only to do work as a seasonal labor in this
particular area. Due to leasing arrangements which are often controlled by local elites resulting
in highly restricted access to open water fisheries by the poor.
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8.4

Livelihood and Employment Opportunity
Pre Project

In the past the overall livelihood means of the area was farming. Furthermore, during the field
visit it was also found that the occupational groups and occupational patterns are
characterized by the land holding category and seasonal variation.
Post Project
It is observed that due to the intervention the net cultivated areas were decreased (364 ha,
due to sand carpeting and irrigation problem observes in the Haor area). Additional 3511 tons
crops were produced in the study area due to expansion of HYV/Hybrid crop cultivated area
as benefit of the project interventions. This has a great impact on the income scenario of the
farmers. The farming laborers are tuning to fishing due to different difficulties in agriculture.
Now a day’s some people are involved in other occupations like fishing, sand and stone labor,
coal laboring, and transportation and so on. Due to changing of ecological balance and
environment the overall livelihood of the area is being changed.
Impact
Although farming and fishing were the traditional occupations but due to different intervention
like flash flood, siltation of the river and canal bed, lack of drainage system and so on the
people are compelled to change their occupation. A good number of people have already left
their ancestral dwelling place and migrated to other areas of Gazipur, Chittagong,
Narayanganj, Sylhet and Dhaka, in search of better fortune. Some people also went to Middleeastern countries, London, Greece, Italy.
8.5
8.5.1

Income
Agriculture based Income
Pre Project

Livelihood opportunities for households in the Chandra Shonarthal Haor region were limited
and highly seasonal, as they were focused predominantly on agricultural labour associated
with the single annual rice cropping cycle. Fishing was traditionally an important occupation
for the people of Haor region. The incidences of livestock husbandry as a livelihood activity in
the Haor region were also prominent as their tertiary source of income before the intervention.
Post Project
After project intervention, the income opportunity based on agriculture increased and people
got chance to grow more paddy and recruit local labor, generating extra income opportunities
for the wage earning households. The scheme area becomes protected from early flash flood
due to implementation of the interventions. Additional 7,644 ton of crops are being produced
in the scheme area due to interventions implementation and higher yield rate of HYV varieties
and newly cultivation of Hybrid Boro, HYV Aman and Jute crops. This benefit might be more
practical up to 2012, because functional condition of interventions has been degraded after
2012.
Following Table 8.2 shows the agricultural income, based on cropped area and crop
production. Based on current production rate (per Ha), agricultural income has been calculated
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and presented in this table. According to this table, it is observed that, though at present the
overall cropped area has decreased but the net production has increased. To calculate the
direct financial outcome, the present government rate (tk 21400/ton) of paddy and Jute (tk
71020) has taken under consideration. Before the project intervention farmers got only tk
334.65 million from their paddy. But after the project intervention overall crop production has
increased and farmers got tk 227.96 million.
Table 8.3: Agricultural Income based on Crop Production
Crop
name
Lt. Aman
HYV Boro
Hybrid
Boro
Local Boro
Jute

Pre Project
Production
(tons)
-

Post project
Production
(tons)
663
20,936

Net
Increased
Income

21400
21400

Increased
Income BDT
(Million)
14.18
448.03

-

1,208

21400

25.85

186.95

15,634
-

471

21400
71020

334.56
33.45

Price
BDT(Million)

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

Impact
Due to the project intervention additional 7644 ton of paddy are being produced in the study
area. Protection from early flood ensured higher yield rate of HYV and Hybrid paddy (Boro).
Therefore, the income opportunity of agriculture based households has increased. The total
agricultural production based income has been increased about BDT 186.95 million at after
project condition.
8.5.2

Income of Agricultural Wage Labor
Pre Project

Demand for labor per ha was 120 for local paddy production and about 55% labor used to
come from outside the project area. Demand for agricultural labor (having with technological
innovation) for HYV Boro paddy production has been 160 per ha and most of the labor come
from the local areas.
Post Project
The incoming rates of labor from other regions were declining after the time of project
intervention. Having with the technological innovation, demand for net 40 agricultural man
days increased after the project. Thus, at the project level, net incremental wage income has
been to the tune of BDT 133.3 million as a positive impact on poor wage labor households.
Impact
The working opportunities for agricultural labor were limited before project condition as
agricultural activities were conducted mainly manually. After project intervention, people gets
enabling environment to grow more paddy by introducing HYV crop varieties with intensive
land-use.
8.6

Labor and Seasonal Migration
Pre Project
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Before intervention, people did not get much access to other works than the agriculture.
People from different regions came to join as work force for crop harvesting and fishing labors.
The intensity to come during that period was significant and people’s demand specific labors
within the Haor area were not adequate to assist their agricultural production. The
technological innovation for agricultural production was not significant at that period and all
activities related to agricultural production were on physical labor basis. It was found that net
demand for labor per ha near about 120 and about 55% labor came from outside than the
locality.
Post Project
After the project intervention, as the agricultural productions increased, the demand for labor
increased. The net demand for agricultural labor (having with technological innovation) is 160
per ha for HYV paddy whereas most of the labor come from the local areas. The in-migration
rates of labor from other regions into the project area declined after the time of project
intervention. Due to autonomous development all around, a gradual process opened up
working opportunity in other regions increased and laborers were not interested to come to
this Haor region for searching working opportunity. During last ten years people have been
facing regular damage to crops due to flood and water logging, in this way, people who were
dependent on agriculture were forced to change their occupation. At the same time, the
working opportunity in the field of agriculture was lessened and about 45% agricultural labor
were on the move to take new working opportunity outside of the Haor region.
Impact
Presently, it has become a common trend to do some other works than on crop field when the
working opportunities are not available in this Haor region. During the flash flood, people of
this Naluar Haor try to find other opportunity to do work as motor driver, garment workers,
rickshaw puller in Gazipur, Chittagong, Narayanganj, Sylhet and Dhaka city areas.
8.7

Land Price
Pre Project

Before intervention, the land price of this Haor region was minimal and people were not
interested to buy land due to regular flash flood and crop damage. The price of agricultural
land was BDT 7,000 to 9,000 Tk per Keyar2 before project and that of homestead land was
BDT10, 000 to BDT 15,000. With the change and autonomous development in the whole Haor
region, this situation was changed and the land price started increasing with the period of time.
Post Project
After the project intervention, the land price increased due to the increased productivity.
Though here is an impact of natural flow of development and increased inflation rate, people’s
interest to buy those land has been acknowledgeable after the project intervention. Presently,
the price of agricultural land (keyar) is around BDT1.75 lakh to 2.25 lakh whereas the price of
homestead land is around BDT2.5 lakh to 3.25 lakh per Keyar.
Impact

2

1 Keyar = 30 decimals
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Though here has an impact of natural flow of development and increased inflation rate, but
people’s interest to buy those land were acknowledgeable after the time of project intervention.
Presently, the price of agricultural land (keyar) is near to be BDT 1.75 lakh to BDT 2.25 lakh
whereas the price of homestead lands found as BDT 2.5 lakh to BDT 3.25 lakh.
8.8

Accessibility in Education and Health
Pre Project

Before intervention, the health and education services for the people of Naluar Haor region
were not accessible to all. The health and educational institutions were not reachable and
people were reluctant to go due to poor transport and communication system in this region.
Post Project
During the rainy season, people used to use boat to go both schools and health institution
while walking was the main way to go at the remote schools and health institutions. Due to
this poor communication system, pregnant women and other patients were forced to take
ordinary treatments which were available around the locality pre project.
Impact
With the period of time, the health and educational institutions increased and people especially
school going children became enthusiastic to go to schools run by different Govt. and NGOs
programs. Besides, when the submergible embankments were constructed, local people,
school going children, pedestrian, women and other people got the way easy using these
embankment’s alignment (Ayle) especially in the dry season. Presently, when some of the
locations of the embankments get damaged, people’s way to reach to the schools and health
institutions are hampered for which people of the Naluar Haor suffer mostly for a certain period
of time. The risk of damage to their housing and property, and the particular constraints
imposed by flash flood or Affal on women and girls’ access to basic services of healthcare and
education are enormous.
8.9

Transport and Communication
Pre Project

Haor areas remain under water for 4-6 months during the pre-monsoon and monsoon season.
The roads were submerged during this period making it impossible to travel from one place to
other before using boats. Before intervention, there had no defined road network inside the
haor except the compartment (Ayle) of crop land. In the dry season, people use bicycle or foot
for transportation, sometimes people from another haor area come to this haor through Main
River and local channels. Before intervention, people mostly used boat during the rainy
season, and specific transportations system was not available during that period. People used
to go to their desired places on foot at the dry season. The roads for using any kinds of vehicle
were not possible and some well off people used palki. In this reason, most of the occasions
were held in the rainy season by the use different types of boats.
Post Project
After the period of project intervention, people were started to use those submergible
embankment as their way to go to school, connecting roads, bazaar and health center and
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other desired places. Though those embankments were not feasible to drive motor bike and
other vehicles but people got opportunity to get auto rickshaws and bike during the dry season
even in the rainy season as well. Overall 23 km of road networks exist in the study area unions
where 4 km roads was brick soling and 19 km roads were earthen. Most of the numbers of
passengers travelling daily on the road and them used in non-motorized vehicles and the rest
in motorized vehicles.

Figure 8.1: A Submergible Embankment used as the Means of Communication in
Naluar Haor, Sunamganj
Impact
With the period of time, mostly in the last 5 to 10 years, the damage of those submergible
embankments were became crucial and school going students, pedestrians, children and
women have been facing problems to use those embankment as their walking ways during
the early monsoon period.
8.10 Institution and Governance
Pre Project
The Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) is responsible to implement public sector
plans and policies in the Haor region and recently the Haor Development Board has been
responsible for developing the Haors.
Before the project intervention, the Haor was looked after by the local Union Parishad through
respective Sub-committee. Governance was not very visible at the Haor level, except for some
relief works after floods.
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Post Project
After the project implementation, The Water Development Board started to govern and monitor
their project activity in the whole Naluar Haor region. Their role for the maintenance and
implement government decision was regular with the completion of submergible
embankments. Presently, it has been found from the consultation with primary stakeholders
that those institutions are visible only during the period of damage and to monitor the physical
condition of those embankments after the flooding condition. According to the local people,
the officials from this institution come but do not consult with the local people for lessening the
damaged area of those submergible embankments. This institution only play role for the
implementation of government decision to monitor and repair the damaged area but the
participation of local people in decision making was not observed.
Impact
The presence of BWDB and the Water Management Group has some institutional impact on
the beneficiaries of the haor project. Overseeing the operation and maintenance of the
infrastructures is the main function of those institutions. But the condition of physical
infrastructures of the haor is reported to be running below the desired level.
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9. Summary of Impacts
Table 9.1: Summary of Impacts
Indicators
Flooding

Drainage

Sedimentation

Navigation

Land use(ha)
Land degradation
Cropping intensity
(%)

Pre project
Post project
Water Resources
Flash flood frequently
Entrance of flood into
entered into the haor
haor got delayed by 15 to
area through the
20 days.
Peripheral rivers.
About 60-70% of the haor
About 80-90% of the
area inundates within 10
area was inundated
days after flash flood.
during pre-project
condition.

Flood water could be
smoothly drained out
to the peripheral rivers
through the drainage
khals.
People did not face
drainage congestion
and water logging
problem at large scale
Sedimentation took
place at the flood plain
area of the Kushiyara
river but did not create
any appreciable
problem.

Drainage got delayed 10
to 15 days. Due to
delayed drainage about 2
to 3% of the haor area
faces drainage
congestion.

Sedimentation has taken
place in the river and
khals over the years

Navigation was found
in the Kushiyara,
Dahuka and
Kamarkhali rivers but
no internal navigation
was observed inside
the haor.

Only internal fishing
boats cannot move to the
peripheral rivers.
However, communication
system has improved
tremendously in dry
season due to
construction of
submergible
embankments and other
roads of LGED and RHD.
Land Resources
Gross area:12,859
Gross area:12,859
i)NCA :11,293
i)NCA:10,929
ii)Others:1,566
ii)Others:1,930
No
No change
Agriculture Resources
100

95
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Impact
Reduced the risk of
earlier entrance of
flood water and
flooding extent has
decreased by 20%
compared to preproject period.
External flooding
was observed at
some areas due to
this project.
Drainage of the area
has become slower
than before but has
not impacted at
appreciable extent.

Sedimentation
process is natural
here and has not
changed largely preproject condition in
the haor area. But
depth of external
rivers is increased
due to
sedimentation.
There
is
no
significant changes
in navigation after
implementation
of
the interventions.

i)NCA:-364
ii)Others:+364
No change
-5
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Indicators
Cropped area (ha)

Crop production (ton)

Crop damage (ton)
Irrigated area (ha)
Surface water
Irrigation availability
Agro-chemicals use
(ton or kiloliter)

Livestock population
(number)

Fish habitat area

Fish habitat
Condition

Fish Diversity

Pre project
Rice: 11,293 (Boro:
7,566, B.Aman:
3,727)
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 35,746 (Boro:
24,669,B.Aman:11,077
)
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 6,430
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 7,566
Non Rice: 0
Available

Post project
Rice:10,383 (Boro: 6,776,
Aman:3,706 )
Non Rice: 0

Impact
Rice:-910
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 39,257 (Boro:
29,001,Aman:10,256)
Non Rice: 0

Rice:+3,511
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 16,119
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 6,776
Non Rice: 0
Deficit during month of
February to March
Fertilizers: 0
Fertilizers: 1,944
Pesticides: 0
Pesticides:
i)Liquid:7.4
ii)Granular:62
Livestock Resources
Cattle:15,460
Cattle:18,050
Goat:1,830
Goat:2,040
Duck:23,560
Duck:15,670
Chicken:36,630
Chicken:35,910
Fisheries Resources
 Total fish habitat
 Total fish habitat areaarea- 10,788 ha
10,763 ha,
 Habitat area
 Habitat area
breakdown:
breakdown:
o Khal- 2 ha
o Khal- 3 ha
o Beel- 87 ha
o Beel- 87 ha
o Floodplain- 10,699
o Floodplain- 10,639 ha
ha
o Borrow Pit- 34 ha
 Habitat quality and
 Habitat quality and
suitability condition
suitability condition
was in favor of
becomes little
fisheries;
degraded;
 Maintained
 Regulated ecosystem
unregulated
with somewhat
ecosystem with
degraded and
better provisioning
unsuitable habitat
services like
condition particularly
sustainable fisheries.
for Beel resident fishes;
 Increased pollution load
due to intensified Boro
cultivation.
 Fish species were
 Abundance of some
distributed over the
biologically and
area more or less
commercially important
evenly.
fish species become
low or rare locally;
 Population of benthopelagic like Puntius
ticto, Notopterus chitala,
Labeo calbasu, etc. and
demersal fish species
like Clarius batrchus,
Channa punctatus,
Macrognathus
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Rice:+9,689
Non Rice: 0
Rice:-790
Non Rice: 0
Deficit
Fertilizers: +1,944
Pesticides:
)Liquid:+7.4
ii)Granular:+62
Cattle:+2,590
Goat:+210
Duck:-7,890
Chicken:-210
 Loss of total fish
habitat area by 25
ha (contributed by
floodplain & borrow
pit)

 Slightly degraded
habitat condition
driving towards
less sustainable
provisioning
services majorly
fisheries.

 Little imbalance in
fish species
distribution over
the area;
 Vulnerability to
Beel resident
bentho-pelagic and
demersal fish
species;
 Possible
inbreeding problem
due to increase of
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Indicators

Pre project




 Unregulated lateral
fish migration from
river to floodplain
and vis-à-vis through
Khal;
 Regulated lateral fish
migration from
internal Khal to Beel
and vis-à-vis by
making earthen
closure at the mouth
of Khals by Beel
Leaseholders (LH).



Fish production 3

 Fish production in
1989 was about 896
metric ton.



Fishing Appliances

 Sustainable fishing
was done using
suitable mesh sized
fishing gears.
 Use of Kona jal
/Mosquito net (small
mesh sized net) was
not reported.
 Fishing pressure at
the mouth of the
Khals during
recession period
were very low except
leased Beel
connecting Khals
(only by LH).



Fish migration





3

Post project
Impact
aculeatus,
culture exotic fish
Lepidocephalichthys
species.
guntea, etc. affected
more due to dewatering
of Beels and
indiscriminate fishing in
Beel leasing system;
Fish species were
distributed over the
area somewhat
irregularly;
Increased abundance of
culture fish species.
Since the scheme is not  There is no
fully functional so fish
significant
migration status has no
implication of
significant deviation
interventions on
from the Pre
fish migration.
Intervention condition.
Similar case to Pre
Intervention condition
prevails for regulated
lateral fish migration
from internal Khal to
Beel and vis-à-vis by
making earthen closure
at the mouth of Khals
by Beel Leaseholders
(LH).
Fish production in 2015  Overall fish
was about 3,870 metric
production gain is
ton.
about 2,974 metric
ton in 2015
compared to
production of 1989.
Unsustainable fishing is  Increased use of
being done using small
unconventional
mesh sized fishing
fishing appliances
gears like Kona jal
and thus increased
/Mosquito net (mesh
fishing pressure.
size below 1 cm);
Fishing pressure at the
water structure points
during recession period
is more because of
engagement mass
people.

Major contribution to the increased production came from adoption of fisheries management like Beel
fishery, increasing fishing activities, fishing commercialization, stocking of culture fish species in Beel
fishery, etc.
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Indicators
Fishers Livelihood

Pre project
 Commercial fishers
were dominant in
floodplain fish habitat
meaning livelihood
fully dependent on
fishing.
 Fishing people were
less.

Post project
 Part-time fishers
become dominant in
floodplain fish habitat
meaning carrying
livelihood with fishing is
not adequate and need
other income
generating activities.
 Fishing people are
more.
 Beel fishery is being
maintained mostly oneyear rotation in
harvesting fish.
 Fish is not getting
enough time for
propagation;
 Unsustainable fishery.

Impact
 Fishing based
livelihood becomes
unsustainable.

Fisheries
Management

 Beel fishery
maintained threeyear rotation in
harvesting fish;
 Fish got more time
for propagation;
 Sustainable fishery.

Not exists

Not exists

Wetland

Beels river and canals
the major Wetlands
having well depth and
habitat condition

Reduced depth due to
siltation

Aquatic flora and
fauna

The area was rich with
aquatic flora and fauna

Reduce some of the
aquatic flora and fauna

Migratory Birds

Number of migratory
bird generally seen
during winter

Few of birds are seen in
winter

Swamp Forest

No Swamp forest
exists

No Swamp forest exists

Pitali, Hijal, Koroch
and Nolkhagra have
been decreased due
to agricultural and
human settlement
expansion.
Interventions have
no direct relation
with the change of
faunal condition in
Chandra Sunarthal
Haor project.
Loss of habitat for
some aquatic floral
species. No direct
impact for
intervention
activities.
Habitat loss causes
relocation and
reduction in the
population of aquatic
fauna.
Conversion of reed
bed into crop
production land
causes damage of
wildlife habitat.
Intervention may
facilitate converting
reeds bed into
agricultural land.

Ecosystem
Reed land

Socio-economic Conditions
Total cropped area
was 11,108 ha
whereas about 120
Employment
man days labour (per
Opportunity
hector) inputs were
needed.

Total cropped area were
10,500 ha where about
160 man days labor
input were needed
(technological use but
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 Beel fishery is
being secured by
the scheme though
the weak
enforcement is not
yielding expected
benefit.

 New employment
opportunity had
been created with
the increase of
agricultural
production

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Labor and Seasonal
Migration

Pre project

Post project
after the technological
use labor input reduced )

 Before intervention,
 The net demand for
people did not get
agricultural labor
more access to do
(having with
other works than the
technological
agriculture.
innovation) is near
about 160 per ha
 People from
whereas most of the
different regions
labor come from the
came to join as work
local areas
force for crop
harvesting and
fishing labors.
 The Net demand for
labor per ha near
about 120 and about
55% labor came from
outside than the
locality.











Agriculture and wage
base income

Land Price

 The total agricultural
production base
average income
were about
 BDT 6,153.7 lakh
 The agricultural
wage base average
income was about
13.33 lakh.

 The agriculture
production base income
after the period of after
project is about
 BDT 6,947.9 lakh
 The agricultural wage
base average income is
16.8 lakh

 It is found that the
price of agricultural
land was 7,000 to
9,000 Tk per Keyar
(during the time of
before project) and

 The price of agricultural 
land is near to be 1.75
lakh to 2.25 lakh
whereas the price of 2.5
lakh to 3.25 lakh for
homestead lands.
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Impact
Employment
opportunity has
been created
during the period of
operation and
maintenance of
those projects in
Naluar haor
The demand for
labor would have
to be increased.
But here it is noted
that during the
period of project
intervention,
The technological
innovation in
agriculture was
increased that
somehow lessen
the labor demands
simultaneously.
The net demand
for agricultural
labor (having with
technological
innovation) is near
about 160 per ha
whereas most of
the labor come
from the local
areas.
The incoming rates
of labor from other
regions were being
declined after the
time of project
intervention.
About 12.91%
agricultural
production base
income was
increased due the
project
intervention.
About 26.04 %
agricultural wage
labor income
increased during
the period of after
project condition.
The opportunities
for agricultural
production were
increased in which
the value of
agricultural lands
was being

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project
10,000 to 15,000 for
homestead land.
 It was tough to go to
the schools and
health institutions
especially in the dry
season.

 People started to use

the embankments as
their way of
communication.
 With the damage of the
certain locations of the
embankments people

felt unsecured to use
their way of moving
during the rainy season.
 School Going children
sometimes fall in
problem in using
embankments as their
way to go to schools.

 There was no
institutional
governance as there
was no intervention
(i.e. Submergible
embankment)

 The institutions (i.e.

WDB) started to work
and monitor the
damage during the post
flooding time.
 The Governance had
the gap from the

corners of local people.
 There was no
participation with the
local stakeholders from
policy to implementation

Accessibility in
Health and
Educational
institution

Institution and
Governance

Post project
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Impact
increased with the
period of after
project condition.
The
communication
system became
easier after the
time of project
intervention.
Due to lack of
proper
maintenance, the
damage of the
embankments was
increased and local
people started to
face problem to
use these
embankments as
their means of
communication.
The practice of
good governance
is unavailable that
lead to increase
damage of those
embankments
There is no
mechanism to
understand local
people’s concern in
terms of project
operation and
maintenance.
The role of
institution to
consider public
demand in policy,
operation and
maintenance on
the issue of those
submergible
embankments.

10. Environmental Management Plan
Table 10.1: Management Plan
Impact

Flooding

Drainage and
Sedimentation

Navigation

Mitigation Measures
The submersible embankment
should be repaired as per
design section and regulators
should be repaired and
causeway should be
constructed at suitable
locations for transportation of
crops by boat by recovering
earth over it within the month
of March.
Internal khals and peripheral
rivers should be re-excavated.
Some ghats should be
constructed at suitable
locations and some navigation
friendly culverts should be
constructed over the
embankment.
-

 Agricultural land graving should be
avoided.
 Fallow land should be brought
under cultivation.

 Embankment should be
repaired during November to
December
 Kanda should be utilized for
vegetables cultivation.
 Hydroponics or floating bed
vegetables cultivation should
be introduced.
 Flood tolerant submergence
variety (BRRI dhan51, BRRI
dhan52 and BRRI
dhan79may be tested.

-

Land use change

Decreased cropped area

Enhancement Measures

Increased crop
production

-

Decreased irrigated area
and availability of
irrigation water

 Regular reexcavation/dredging of
Kamarkhali, Jalia river and
51

 Crop area should be increased by
utilization of fallow land.
 Short duration high yielding and
hybrid varieties should be
developed/introduced/strengthened.
 Crop damage should be minimized
by timely and proper rehabilitation
of water control structures like
embankment, compartmental
embankment, pipe sluices and
regulators etc.
 Involvement of Project
Implementation Committee (PIC) on
rehabilitation works should be
increased
 Re-excavation of existing beels and
khals should be ensured for
retention of irrigation water.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures
Kalni river and linked with
the haor and other adjacent
haors. This will improve the
overall water management
system of this haor.

 Grazing area should be increased
by utilizing fallow land.
 Awareness build up through training
 Marketing facilities should be
improved.
 Availability of high yielding breed
should be ensured.

Status of livestock/poultry

-

Increased crop damage

Increased use of agrochemicals

Increased fish habitat
area

Enhancement Measures
 Irrigation water should be ensured
by stopping drainout the beels
during early dry season for fish
harvesting.

 The height of the
embankment of Milonganj
bazaar to Bakshipur 4-5 km
should be improved.
 A large culvert should be
constructed at Medyi beel.
 A bridge or boat pass
regulator should be
constructed at Gojar khal.
 Regular dredging of the
rivers has to be ensured in
order to reduce the intensity
of flash flood.
 Rehabilitation works should
be finished by February
 Quality materials should be
used for rehabilitation works.
 Short duration high yielding
or hybrid varieties should be
used instead of long duration
BRRI dhan29 variety.
 Local varieties should be
transplanted in the deeper
part of the haor area instead
of short height high yielding
or hybrid variety.
 Farmers should be
encouraged to use organic
manure to increase soil
fertility while avoiding water
contamination and reduce
the soil fertility.
 Farmers should be
encouraged to cultivate
leguminous crops to
enhance the soil quality.
 Farmer should be follow
modern agricultural
technology like Integrated
Pest Management/Integrated
Crop Management(IPM/
ICM), Good Agricultural
Practices(GAP) etc.

-

-

 Maintenance work should be
conducted as and when necessary
for keeping water at a level in the

Not applicable
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Slightly degraded fish
habitat quality and
condition

Imbalance in fish species
distribution and
vulnerability to demersal
and bentho-pelagic fish
species

Insignificant alteration to
fish migration

Mitigation Measures

 Water holding capacity in the
Khals and in all Beels should
be increased through reexcavation/ dredging;
 Maintain minimum 1 m water
depth in almost all water
bodies during dry season.
 Unconventional fishing
appliances (i.e., fine meshed
gears, dewatering,
poisoning, etc.) should be
banned;
 Should motivate and
encourage agriculture sector
people for abstaining from
use of chemical fertilizers
and pesticides for keeping
water uncontaminated.






Increased fish production




Increased use of
unconventional fishing
appliances and thus
increased fishing
pressure.





Enhancement Measures
Khal suitable for fishery but not
detrimental to agriculture crops;
 Coordination among the line
agencies should be increased and
involve agencies in their respective
functions. In this case should
involve Upazila Fisheries Office.

Not applicable

 Beel nursery program with native
fish species should be increased;
 Build more sanctuary with the
involvement of adjacent fishers
community; For sanctuary
Gadhiyala Beel, Fita Beel and Feni
Ugra Beel is suitable;
 The protected area should be
guarded especially at night by the
professional fishers of adjacent
village for facilitating fish species
diversity and fish propagation.
Increase the conveyance
 Proper maintenance work should
capacity of Khal maintaining
be conducted and monitored by the
minimum 1 m depth during
Project Implementation Committee
dry season;
(PIC).
Should bring fish friendliness  Monitoring and awareness building
in the existing structures and
activities should be conducted
new structures should be fish
through fishers’ communities under
friendly. Structures should be
the guidance of Upazila Fisheries
Khal’s width-wide, roughness
Officer.
of the structure wall &
bottom, water retention at
minimum 1m depth in the dry
season, etc.
Fishing should be controlled
during pre-monsoon and
recession period.
Beel fishery should be
promoted with three-year
Above measures.
rotation;
Beel dewatering should be
stopped.
Unconventional fishing
appliances should be
stopped;
Should increase law
enforcement for controlling
Not applicable
unlawful fishing.
Strong surveillance for
maintaining water control
structures through controlling
fishing.
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Impact
Fishing based livelihood
becomes unsustainable.

Beel fishery is being
secured by the scheme
though the weak
enforcement is not
yielding expected benefit.
Reed land
Wetland

Aquatic flora & fauna

Migratory Birds

(Livelihood and
employment
opportunity)
 New employment
opportunity had been
created with the
increase of agricultural
production
 Employment
opportunity has been
created during the
period of operation and
maintenance of those
projects in Naluar haor.
(Labor and Seasonal
Migration)
 The demand for labor
would have to be
increased. But here it is
noted that during the
period of project
intervention,

Mitigation Measures
 Fishing ban time income
generating activities should
be promoted. In that case,
the fisher’s community
should be involved in water
management group.
 The scheme should be
maintained with the
coordination of the line
agencies.
 Increase people awareness
about the necessity of
wetland
 Impose law and order for
holding water in all perennial
wetlands round the year

 Take necessary measure to
protect silt inside the haor
 Impose law and order
regarding illegal harvesting
of fishes and wild fauna
 Increase awareness to stop
killing of different fauna like
frog, snake other aquatic
animals
 Impose law and order
regarding illegal harvesting
of fishes and wild fauna
 ban fully drying of wetland
for fish catch
 Raise awareness to
conserve migratory birds

Enhancement Measures

Not applicable

Not applicable.

 Re-excavation of Kusiara River for
divert silt to downstream
 Re-excavation of major beels
(Gaiddala Beel, Hondal Beel, Rua
Beel and Hortazur Beel) to increase
depth

Consider design level for keeping
minimum water depth inside beels
and connecting khals throughout the
year

Consider structure design to ensure
better movement of snail and other
fishes.

 Submergible embankment must be
repair using the local labor
 Training would be ensured for the
creation of alternative livelihood
options
 Soft loan would be provided
especially in the emergency period
(i.e. post flooding condition)
 Allocation of all beel /Jall Mohal to
the actual fishermen on equity basis
 Build up linkage with farmer and
national, international traders

-

 Affordability through the soft loaning
mechanism should be ensured to
earn foreign currency sending the
labor in foreign market
 Skill development training program
should be initiated for capacity
building especially for women to
make them capable to earn money
at home.

-
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Impact
 The technological
innovation in agriculture
was increased that
somehow lessen the
labor demands
simultaneously.
 The net demand for
agricultural labor
(having with
technological
innovation) is near
about 160 per ha
whereas most of the
labor come from the
local areas.
 The incoming rates of
labor from other regions
were being declined
after the time of project
intervention.
(Agriculture and wage
base income)
 About 12.91%
agricultural production
base income was
increased due the
project intervention.
 About 26.04 %
agricultural wage labor
income increased
during the period of
after project condition.
(Land Price)
 The opportunities for
agricultural production
were increased in which
the value of agricultural
lands was being
increased with the
period of after project
condition.
(Accessibility in Health
and Educational
institution)
 The communication
system became easier
after the time of project
intervention.
 Due to lack of proper
maintenance, the
damage of the
embankments was
increased and local
people started to face
problem to use these
embankments as their
means of
communication.

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures
 Provide loan services by low
interest to promote young
entrepreneurs as their alternative
livelihood options.

 New variety in production with the
changes of seasonality should be
initiated
 Innovative training programs should
be initiated to cope up with the
changing technology

-

 Regular Maintenance and
protection work should be
implemented properly to keep the
land arable
 The siltation during the flash flood
would be controlled through the
development of regular monitoring
system.

--

 A monitoring Committee should be
formed in association with WDB
and local people to identify
damaged area.
 A hot line (i.e. calling system)
should be developed to get regular
update, flooding condition and
damage information during the
emergency
 Design of operation and
maintenance (i.e. Submergible
embankment) would be ensured
through the participation of local
stakeholders

-
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact
(Institution and
Governance)
 The practice of good
governance is
unavailable that lead to
increase damage of
those embankments
 There is no mechanism
to understand local
people’s concern in
terms of project
operation and
maintenance.
 The role of institution to
consider public demand
in policy, operation and
maintenance on the
issue of those
submergible
embankments.

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures
-

 Quarterly Meeting should be
initiated with local water and
flood protection committee to
understand the Gap of
institutional policy and
governance
 A Monitoring team should be
formed to visit during the
maintenance of those
submergible embankments
 People’s Feedback should
be taken before the
implementation of any kind
of policy in relation to new
project and maintenance and
operation of those
submergible embankments.
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Appendix A: Tables
Table 1: Availability of Major Fish Species in Nalua Haor
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
7
10
11
14
15
18
19
26
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
47
48
50
51
52
53
55
58
59
64
68
70
71
72
73
74
77
78
80
81

Local Name
Ayre
Bacha
Baghair
Baila
Bajari Tengra
Barobaim
Boal
Catla
Chapila
Chang
Chital
Darkina
Ghoinya
Gojar
Gutum
Kabashi tengra
Kachki
Kaikla
Kajuli
Kalibaus
Kanipabda
Kashkhaira
Katari Chela
Kholisa
Koi
Kuchia
LalChanda
Lal kholisa
Magur
Mrigal
Mola
Nandil, Nandi, Nandina
Napit koi
Potka
Rani
Rita
Rui
Shilong
Shing
Shol
Tara baim
Tengra
Tit puti
Veda/ Mani

Scientific Name
Sperata aor
Eutropiichthys vacha
Bagarius bagarius
Glossogobius giurus
Mystus tengara
Mastacembalus armatus
Wallago attu
Catla catla
Gudusia chapra
Chana orientalis
Chittala chittala
Esomus dandicus
Labeo gonius
Channa marulius
Lepidocephalichthys guntea
Mystus cabasius
Corica soborna
Xenentodon cancila
Ailia coila
Labeo calbasu
Ompok bimaculus
Chela laubuca
Salmostoma bacaila
Colisa fasciatus
Anabas testudineus
Monopterus cuchia
Chanda ranga
Colisa lalius
Clarias batrachus
Cirrhinus mrigala
Amblyphayngodon mola
Labeo nandina
Badisbadis
Tetradon cutcutia
Botia dario
Rita rita
Labeo rohita
Silonia silondia
Heteropneus fossilies
Channa striatus
Macrognathus aculatus
Mystus vittatus
Puntius ticto
Nandus nandus
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IUCN Status, 2015
VU
LC
CR
LC
LC
EN
VU
LC
VU
LC
EN
LC
NT
EN
LC
NT
LC
LC
LC
LC
EN
LC
LC
LC
VU
LC
NT
LC
CR
NT
LC
EN
EN
LC
LC
LC
LC
NT
LC
LC
NT
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Appendix B: Photo Album
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1.
1.1

Introduction

General Information

The Panger Haor lies in between 24°53'25.36" and 24°55'43.73" latitude and between
91°09'46.25" and 91°17'25.02" longitude in the district of Sunamgonj. It encompasses
Nimkhali union of Dirai upazilla and Jamalgonj sadar of Jamalgonj upazilla. The project has a
gross area of about 17020 ha of which which the Rivers and Khals occupy an area of about
1903 ha. There are several haors adjacent to this project, namely Halir Haor, Sonamoral Haor,
Dhankunia Haor, Joydona Haor, Chandra Haor and Kalikota Haor etc.
The main river connected with Pagner Haor is The Surma River which flows along its northern
periphery. Besides, Surma River, Piyan River flow along the southern side of the scheme.
Moreover, there are a number of small water bodies and khals inside this haor. Chatti Pagna
bill, Aila bill, Chagaya bill, Chotab bill, Lonchungi bill, Lomba bill, Toigga bill, Banda bill, Chakni
bill and Srisraboni bill are notable which are used as fish habitats and for irrigation during dry
season. A number of these bills are connected with most of the internal khals namely Dalta
khal, Kanaikhali khal, Fitailer khal, Kalibarir khal, Gazaria khal, Phatamarar khal and Gudda
khal, Daliar khal, Bachar khal, Koraillar khal, Thakurail khal and Shapurar khal. These khals
mainly serve as an artery of the local drainage system and drain out water to the peripheral
rivers in the post monsoon.
1.2

Project Descriptions

Bangladesh Water Development Board implemented the Pagner Haor project during 19901995 with SRP funds. There are several haors adjacent to this project, namely Halir Haor,
Sonamoral Haor, Dhankunia Haor, Joydona Haor, CPahandra Haor and Kalikota Haor etc.
The major physical interventions of the project are 74 km submersible embankment, 2
regulators and 15 culverts.
1.3

Present Status of the Project Interventions

The area normally suffers from flash flood in mid April due to excessive rainfall in the
Meghalaya. But, sometimes the flood occurs earlier like it happened in 2017 due to severe
rainfall both in the upstream region and also inside the country. The farmers also cut the
embankment to expedite the drainage after flood to start cultivation in dry areas. Moreover,
the embankment also gets breached due to heavy onrush of flash flood. If the breached points
or public cuts are not repaired in due time i.e. before onset of flash flood, flood water enters
into the project through these weak points and damages crops.
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Figure 1.1: Hydrological Features of Pagner Haor
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2.
2.1

Water Resources

Flooding
Pre Project

Before intervention, flash flood due to heavy rainfall in the upstream region during premonsoon period flowed through the Surma river and frequently damaged the standing crops
of low-lying areas such as Chellaia, Channa nogor. Binajura, Tera nogor, Rajapur, Choara,
Gongodebpur, Kamargaon. Usually the flash flood entered in early April and water stayed up
to six months in the haor region. Some medium high areas such as Bisla village of Vimkhali
union were comperatively less affected by flood. People of this area could harvest about 50%
of crops. On the other hand, about 75% crop were damaged in low-lying areas such as
Rosulpur village of Fenarbag union. To tackle the problems, local people made temporary
earthen dam across the khals.
Post Project
After implementation of the submersible embankment, entrance of flash floods into haor got
delayed by almost a week. Thereafter, the flash floods overtop the submersible embankment
in last week of April and inundates the entire haor within 10 days. The local people informed
that after intervention, crop damage has been reduced in highlands such as Vimkhali union,
farmers can save almost 80% of their crops. However, the flash flood sometimes comes early
due to excessive rainfall in the upper catchment like it happened in 2004 and 2017. In 2004,
about 85% of the standing Boro crops nearly at the harvesting stage were completely
damaged. The haor was inundated by flash floods within 24 to 30 hours. It caused immense
sufferings to the lives and properties. Mentionable that, the delay of entry of flash flood has
reduced due to not having the designed section now-a-days.
Impact
Interventions have delayed the entrance of flash flood by a week. However, in recent years
(2017), the flash flood entered into the haor a bit early due to unprecedented rainfall in the
upper catchment. Frequency of early entrance of flood water into the haor has decreased
compared to Pre Project period.
2.2

Drainage
Pre Project

The flood water could be easily drained out as there was no peripheral embankment and other
interventions.
Post Project
Drainage system has changed after the project implementation. Due to siltation, both
upstream and downstream of all the regulators are gradually being silted up which impedes
the drainage of water after flood. The beds of rivers, khals and bills are also being silted up
gradually. The internal roads of this haor, though submersible also hinders the drainage. In
the dry period, water remains only in the bill areas which covers approximately 6% of the entire
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Water Resources

haor. Besides, fisherman constructs temporary earthen dams at the connecting point of bills
and khal to conserve water for fish cultivation which delays cultivation.
Impact
The drainage of the area has become slower than before due to both embankments and
internal roads but not impacting at appreciable extent. Overall, the drainage congested area
has increased by about 9% compared to Pre Project condition.
2.3

Sedimentation and Siltation
Pre Project

The Surma River carried silt and other coarse materials during the flash flood, most of which
got deposited in the rivers as well as in the haor area. Mentionable areas which were affected
by sedimentation were Lokkhipur, Inatnogor, Gojaria, and Khandarpur village.
Post Project
Sedimentation has increased in the river bed after intervention. Coarse particles and
sediments which cannot enter the haor area during flash flood due to submersible
embankment is deposited in the river bed. However, sediment with flash flood enters through
the breached points and public cuts of the embankment if not repaired before pre-monsoon.
Besides, overland runoff erodes top of the agricultural land and deposits it in the beds of rivers
khals and beels. The soil eroded from embankment due to breach or public cut also increases
sedimentation.
Impact
The river bed level of beel and khals are rising due to siltation reducing the conveyance
capacity. However, silt increases the fertility of the agricultural land.
2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

During Pre Project period, there was navigational connectivity between the haor and the
Mohasingh River throughout the year.
Post Project
Navigational connectivity of the haor and peripheral rivers mainly remains operative during
monsoon. Besides, navigation also operates through the breached points and public cuts
before repairing in February or March. Boats can play within the haor for fishing and other
purposes. Hence, navigation in the peripheral river has not been affected. However,
navigational connectivity does not persist during pre-monsoon due to repairment of
submersible embankments. Mentionable that communication system has improved
tremendously in dry season, due to construction of submergible embankments.
Impact
The navigational connectivity between the haor and the peripheral river has not been affected
in monsoon but it does not operate during pre-monsoon. Moreover, navigation in the
peripheral river has also not been affected.
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3.

Land Resources

The project area has fallen in one Agro-ecological zone, namely: Sylhet Basin (AEZ-21). Noncalcareous grey floodplain soils (non-saline) is the dominant soil. The top soil texture are clay,
clay loam and loam; where clay loam texture is dominant. The soils are slow permeable and
have a medium moisture holding capacity. The land type characteristics are not uniform within
the project area. About 63% of cultivable areas are low to very low land where minimum
flooding depth is above 1.8 meter during the monsoon period. The recession of surface water
from most of the agriculture land starts at early October and become free of flood water in late
January.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under Pre Project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land Use
Pre Project

The gross area of Pre Project has been considered as similar to Post Project. The gross area
was 17,020 hectare under Pre Project situation of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was
13,814 hectare. The rest area was covered with water bodies (Baor, Beels, river and Khals),
forest (herb, shrub and tree) and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are
presented in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 14,238 hectare. The
rest area are covered with water bodies (Baor, Beels, river and Khals), forest (herb, shrub and
tree), and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cultivated area and rural settlement area has increased about 424 and 69 hectare
respectively. On the other hand, water bodies and forest have decreased about 472 and 22
hectare respectively. Detailed impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed Land Use in Pagner Haor System
Pre Project
Area (ha)

Post Project
area( ha)

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)

Net Cropped Area(NCA)

13,814

14,238

+424

Water bodies

1,903

1,431

-472

Forest

918

896

-22

Rural Settlement

386

+455

69

17,020

170,20

0

Land use

Total

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015
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Figure 3.1: Land Use of Pagner Haor (1989)
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Land Resources

Figure 3.2: Land Use of Pagner Haor (2015)
3.2

Land Degradation

No sand carpeting was found before or after implementation of the project.
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4.

Agriculture Resources

Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops
are damaged by early flash flood which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall
in the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use
of agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due
to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from
stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The
secondary data were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level
Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) office.
4.1

Cropped Area, Cropping Pattern and Intensity
Pre Project

Before the project interventions, the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 13,814 hectare, where
only one cropping pattern Fallow-Fallow-Local Boro was found. The land type of this project
area was low land (about 41%) followed by medium low land, very low land and medium high
land as presented in Table 4.1
Farmers usually grew Local Boro crops in Rabi season. Different varieties of Boro rice such
Gochi, Boro, Tepi Boro, Jagli Boro and Shail were very much popular among the farmers.
Total cultivated area was covered with single cropped area. So, cropping intensity of this area
was 100%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under Pre Project situation is presented in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Cropping Pattern of Pagner Haor System
Pre Project
Land type
Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium Low
Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)
Very Low Land(F4)

Kharif-I
(March-June)

Kharif-II
(July-October)

Rabi
(November-February)

Area
(ha)

% of
NCA

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

553

4

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

4,559

33

Fallow
Fallow

Fallow
Fallow

Local Boro
Local Boro

5,664
3,039
13,814
100

41
22
100

Total
Cropping intensity (%)
Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, September; 2017

Post Project
The project area became protected from early flash flood due to the interventions, which
influence farmers to grow HYV Aman, HYV Boro, Hybrid Boro and Jute crops instead of Local
Boro. HYV Aman, HYV Boro, Hybrid Boro crops also produces higher yield than local varieties.
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The most popular varieties which are used in the project area are: BR11, BRRI dhan28, BRRI
dhan29, Changer muri, Aftab, Janak raj and Alok raj. The Net Cropped Area (NCA) has been
increased to 14,238 hectare after interventions.
Dominant cropping pattern of the project area is Fallow-Fallow-HYV Boro covering 76% of the
NCA. The maximum cultivated area is covered with single and some double cropped area.
So, cropping intensity of this area is increased, which is 104%. Detailed cropping pattern by
land type under Post Project situation is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Cropping Pattern of the Pagner Haor System
Land type

Kharif-I
(March-June)

Medium High
Land(F1)
Medium Low
Land(F2)

Post Project
Kharif-II
Rabi
(July-October) (November-February)

Area
(ha)

% of
NCA

Fallow

HYV Aman

HYV Boro

570

4

Fallow

Fallow

HYV Boro

4,699

33

Low Land(F3)

Fallow

Fallow

Hybrid Boro

2,848

20

Low Land(F3)

Fallow

Fallow

HYV Boro

2,990

21

Very Low Land(F4)

Fallow

Fallow

HYV Boro

3,132

22

Total
Cropping intensity (%)

14,238
104

100

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, September; 2017

Impact
The Net Cropped Area (NCA) has been increased to 442 hectare after interventions. On the
other hand, total cropped area has been increased to 994 hectare. The cultivated area of Local
Boro has gradually been decreased and replaced by HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro/HYV Boro and
crops after completion of project due to its higher yield rate and ensured early flash flood
protection by project interventions. Impact on cropped area is presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Pagner Haor System
Crop name
HYV Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project Area (ha)

Post Project Area (ha)

13,814
13,814

570
2,848
11,390
14,808

Impact
(Post Project - Pre Project)
570
2,848
11,390
-13,814
+994

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.2

Crop Production
Pre Project

The estimated total annual crop production of the project area was about 34,696 tons after
loss of 3,983 tons before any interventions. Detailed crop production statistics before
interventions is presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Annual Crop Production in Pagner Haor System

13,814

Damage free
condition
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
10,361
2.8

Pre Project
Damaged
condition
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
3,454
1.6

13,814

10,361

3,454

Total
crop
Area (ha)

Crop name

Local Boro
Total

-

-

Annual
production
(ton)

Production
lost
(ton)

34,696

3,983

34,696

3,983

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Post Project
After implementation of the project, hydrological regime of the project area is changed.
Farmers started to cultivate HYV Aman and HYV/Hybrid Boro due to presence of submersible
embankment, regulators and pipe sluice which protect their crops from early flash flood.
Hence, total annual crop production is about 55,663 tons with loss of 29,082 tons after
interventions. Detailed estimation of crop production after interventions is presented in Table
4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Pagner Haor System

Total crop
Area
(ha)

Crop name

Damage free
condition
Area
Yield
(ton/ha)
(ha)

Post Project
Damaged
condition
Area
Yield
(ton/ha)
(ha)

Annual
production
(ton)

Production
lost
(ton)

HYV Aman

570

484

4.2

85

2.2

2221

171

Hybrid Boro

2848

2420

6.9

427

3.6

16,705

2944

HYV Boro

11,390

6834

5.7

4556

2.8

38,958

25,967

Total

14,808

9,739

-

5,069

-

57,884

29,082

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Impact
Additional 23,138 ton crops is being produced in Post Project situation. The rice production is
increased due to the protection of flash flood which encourages the farmers for practicing high
yielding variety instead of local variety. Detailed estimation of impact on crop production is
presented in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Pagner Haor System
Pre Project
Production
(ton)

Post Project
Production
(ton)

Impact
(Post Project - Pre Project)

HYV Aman

-

2,221

2,221

Hybrid Boro

-

16,705

16,705

HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

34,696
34,696

38,958
57,884

38,958
-34,696
+23,188

Crop name

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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4.3

Crop Damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in Pre Project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro crop, water entered into the haor area and damaged the crops. So, farmer of this area
suffered due to the damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project
area was 3,983 tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.4.
Post Project
Pagner haor is now protected from early flash flood by the project interventions which basically
performed well up to 1996. After that, flood water enters into the project area before harvesting
of Boro crop (early to mid-April) due to malfunctioning of submersible embankment, regulators
and closure.
According to local people, repairing of embankment is done by loose earthen materials of haor
in the month of March, which period is not suitable for embankment repairing. Therefore,
surrounding rivers, khals and beels of the haor area as well as haor itself becomes silted up
due to flash flood, which carries huge amount of sediment. Consequently, water holding
capacities of surrounding rivers, khals and beels are reduced. For these reasons, crop
damage areas are now observed higher compared to before intervention situation. Moreover,
plant height of hybrid/HYV is less than local varieties and production period of most of the
Hybrid/HYV varieties are higher than local varieties. Most vulnerable mouza’s such as
Rasulpur, Chander nagar, Maingaon, Shahpur, Teligota, Jamalganj, Namapra and Fenarback
are identified in this respect. Total crop damage is recorded as 29,082 tons after interventions.
Detailed estimation of crop damage after interventions is presented in Table 4.5.
Impact
Though, the crop damage area has been increased from 25% to 40% after interventions.
However, the crop damage has increased by 25,099 tons because the total production has
increased significantly. The crop damage area is increasing day by day due to malfunctioning
of the interventions and reduced water carrying as well as retention capacity of surrounding
rivers, khals and beels. Detailed impact assessment on crop damage is presented in Table
4.7.
Table 4.7: Impact on Crop Damage in Pagner Haor System
Pre Project
Production loss (ton)

Post Project Production
loss (ton)

Impact
(Post Project - Pre Project)

HYV Aman

-

171

171

Hybrid Boro

-

2,944

2,944

HYV Boro

-

25,967

25,967

Local Boro

3,983

-

-3,983

Total

3,983

29,082

+25,099

Crop name

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, only surface water was used for irrigating Local Boro crops.
The local people normally transplanted this crop immediately after the floodwater recedes and
the land is under shallow inundation. Local farmer reported that they stored water with help of
bundh/dyke management and irrigated their crop with the help of flooded water in the low lying
part of the Haor. They also used traditional modes like Seuti, Don and Cone for irrigating their
crop from surrounding rivers, Beels and Khals during dry season. Prior to the implementation
of the project, irrigation water was more available than the requirement of crops.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the irrigation water demand has been increased due to
cultivation of high water demanding HYV/Hybrid Boro instead of Local Boro crop. On the other
hand, the availability of surface water is being reduced due to siltation of surrounding rivers,
khals and beels of the project area. Therefore, the scarcity of irrigation water has been
observed from early February to end of March in most of the year.
Impact
There was deficit of irrigation water due to increase of water demand and decrease of water
availability during dry season. The irrigation water demand has increased for cultivating high
yielding crop variety. On the other hand, surface water irrigation availability has decreased
due to siltation of rivers, khals and beels of the project area.
4.5

Use of Agro-chemicals
Pre Project

Farmers of the project area cultivated only Local Boro in Pre Project situation. They didn’t
apply agro-chemicals for crop cultivation. However, some farmers used inorganic fertilizer like
mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for the restoration of soil fertility.
Post Project
Generally more agro-chemicals are required for cultivating HYV/Hybrid Boro crops. So,
farmers applied more agro-chemicals for HYV/Hybrid Boro crops cultivation. Total about 4,835
tons chemical fertilizers and 88 tons granular pesticides were used in the project area for crop
cultivation per year. Detailed use of agro-chemicals under Post Project situation is presented
in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Use of Agro-chemicals in Pagner Haor System

Crop name

Fertilizer (Kg/ha)

Post Project
Pesticides

Total
(kg/
ha)

Liq.
(ml/ha)

Gran./
Pow. (Kg/ha)

Total
Liquid
(Litre/ha)

Gran./
Pow. (kg/ha)

-

-

Urea

TSP

MP

HYVAman

120

40

30

190

-

Hybrid Boro

210

90

80

380

-

7

7

HYV Boro

180

80

60

320

-

6

6

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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Impact
Use of agro-chemical has increased largely in the Post Project condition compared to Pre
Project condition. Additional 4,835 ton of chemical fertilizers and 88 tons granular pesticides
are used for HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro crops cultivation instead of Local Boro
crops cultivation in this area. Detailed impact assessment on use of agro-chemical is
presented in Table 4.9.

1,082

-

20

3,645

-

68

3,645

-

68

4,835

-

88

4,835

-

88

-

108

Hybrid Boro

-

-

-

1,082

HYV Boro

-

-

-

Total

-

-

-

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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Gran./
Pow. (ton)

20

-

Liquid
(Kilo liter)

Total fertilizer
(Ton)

-

-

Liquid
(Kilo liter)

Gran./
Pow. (ton)

Total Fertilizer
(ton)

Impact
Pesticides

108

HYV Aman

Crop name

Post Project
Pesticides

-

Gran./
Pow.(ton)

Pre Project
Pesticides

Liquid
(Kilo liter)

Total Fertilizer
(ton)

Table 4.9: Impact on Agro-chemicals in Pagner haor system

-

5.

Livestock Resources

Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of Livestock Population, Feed and Diseases
Pre Project

According to livestock census 1996, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
were 14,740 cattle, 1,230 goats, 33,560 chicken and 24,780 ducks (Table 5.1). Before
implementation of the project, the major feed available to ruminants was mostly crop residues
(rice straw) supplemented with weeds from cultivated fields. They are to depend on naturally
grown grasses in Kandas and alongside roads and embankments. Most of the year before
implementation of the project, the crops were to damage by early flash flood. As a result,
shortage of feed from crop residues, reduction of grazing facilities seriously affect livestock
rearing. That time, the small holders were to depend on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant
for their cattle. The major poultry feeds were rice bran, broken rice, kitchen wastes like rice,
rice-gruel, vegetables, fish wastes etc. In addition, the duck usually scavenges in the nearby
water bodies like Haor, beel, khal, river or any other low lying areas; mainly eat various types
of aquatic insects, small fish, shell or snails. Major livestock and poultry diseases were
include Pat-fula (Enterotoxaemia), Foot and Mouth Diseases (FMD), Pox and Cholera etc.
which were observed in the scheme area. Major poultry diseases were Duck cholera, Fowl
pox and Fowl cholera etc. in the project area. The most vulnerable period was between July
to November for spreading diseases to livestock and poultry populations. Mortality rate of the
livestock/poultry was higher due to poor shelter condition and they lived in unhygienic
condition. Marketing facilities was not in good condition and price was also low due to less
demand of their products and by products. Producer consumed their products at family level
and additional products were sold at local village market.
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Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Pagner Haor System
Livestock/
Poultry
Category

Pre- project

Post Project

Impact

No of
Households
having Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

No of
Households
having Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

Number of
Livestock
Population

Cattle

3,620

14,740

5,750

20,450

5,710

Goat

530

1,230

400

980

-250

Chicken

5,030

33,560

7,110

45,810

12,250

Duck

3,160

24,780

2,600

19,640

-5,140

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on livestock census (1996), agriculture census (2008) and field information
(September2017)

Post Project
According to agriculture census 2008, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
are 20,450 cattle, 980 goats, 45,810 chicken and 19,640 ducks (Table 5.1). After implementation
of the project, crop is protected from early flash flood. As a result, the feed availability of
livestock is increased due to increase of crop production. However, some of the year, the
crops were damaged by early flash flood. In that year, the small holders were dependent on
water hyacinth and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The poultry feeds are same as in Pre
Project situation. On the other hand, more or less similar diseases are found in Post Project
situation. The mortality rate of the livestock/poultry became negligible during the project
period, due to extension works at farmers’ level such as immunization and insemination
program by Department of Livestock (DLS). Marketing facilities during dry season also
improved due to improvement of the communication system by constructing the submersible
embankments. Therefore, market prices are increased due to high demand of products and
by products.
Impact
From 1996 to 2008, about 5,710 cattle and 12,250 chicken have increased due to the
reduction of flood vulnerability, improvement of marketing facilities and strengthening of
livestock extension services. On the other hand, the goat and duck population has been
decreased to 250 and 5,140 respectively. Details about impact on livestock are presented in
Table 5.1.
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6.

Fisheries Resources

Pagner Haor system is bounded by three-river system (mentioned in Water Resource Section)
which act as the major water sources for maintaining sustainability of fish habitat. This Haor
is surrounded by a number of Haors: a) Joalbhanga Haor and Halir Haor in the north, b) Halir
Haor, Sona Moral Haor, Dhankunia Haor and Joydona Haor in the west, c) Chandra Sonarthal
Hoar in the southwest, and d) Kalikota Haor in the east. The Pagner Haor is fed by a number
of connecting Khals of which important ones are Dalta Khal, Kanaikhali Khal, Fitailer Khal,
Kalibarir Khal, Gazaria Khal, Phatamarar Khal, Gudda Khal, Daliar Khal, Bacher Khal,
Koraillar Kahl, Thakurail Khal, Shapurar Khal, Umedpurar Dala and Kaldurar Dala. The Haor
possesses a large number of Beels of which major ones (sizes vary from 4 to 25 ha) are Hausa
Beel, Baghardhara Beel, Pagner Beel, Nalchandeer Beel, Baisa Beel, Banda Beel, Paita Beel,
Dahal-pakna Beel, Lamba Beel. According to local people, Lamba Beel, Pagner Beel,
Baghardhara Beel are the main fish breeding grounds of this Haor system. The field
investigation revealed that the water centric interventions significantly control the
hydrodynamic condition for fisheries resources of this Haor System.
6.1

Habitat Area
Pre Project

Fish habitat has been assessed from the landuse data that is extracted from the satellite image
of 1989. The estimated total area of fish habitat of the Haor was about 15,807 ha where
capture fishery was the sole contributor. There were some pits/ponds having no dikes
inundated naturally. These ponds are considered under floodplain habitat. Floodplain shares
the major part (about 88%) in the total habitat area followed by Beel and Khal. The breakdown
of functionally different fish habitats of this Haor is given in Table 6.2.
Post Project
Similarly, the estimated fish habitat area has been assessed from the land use data, which
extracted from image of 2015, is about 15,821 ha. The increment of fish habitat area by about
729 ha, which is contributed by the expansion of floodplain area of about 334 ha, newly created
borrow pit area of about 150 ha, fish pond area of about 4 ha and net pen culture area of
about 2 ha. On the other hand, the decrement of fish habitat area by about 476 ha, which is
contributed by the loss of Beel area of about 223 ha, Baor area of 181 ha and Khal area of
about 72 ha. The habitat area loss overtops the habitat area gain and thus the resultant net
gain of habitat area is about 14 ha. The loss of habitat occurs may be due to siltation of river
and khal bed and associated decrease of river conveyance, Beel bed aggravation by loose
top soil from agriculture field with run-off water and embankment breached soil, etc. The
borrow pit is created for the construction of submergible embankment and cross-road. The
breakdown of functionally different fish habitats of this Haor and habitat changes is given in
Table 6.2.
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Table 6.1: Breakdown of Fish Habitat by Type
Sl.
No.

Habitat
Category

1
2
3
4

Capture
Fishery

Area (Ha)
Habitat Type
Channel/Khal
Perennial Beel
Floodplain
Borrow Pit
Sub-Total =

5
6
7

Culture
Fishery

Fish Pond
Net pen Culture
Baor
Sub-Total =
Grand Total=

Pre Project,
1989

Post Project,
2015

Impact (Ha)
(Habitat Area
Change)

312
1,320
13,904
-

240
1097
14,238
150

-72
-223
+334
+150

15,536

15,725

+189

1
270

5
2
89

+4
+2
-181

271

96

-175

15,807

15,821

14

Source: Fish habitat assessment based on field findings and image based Landuse data,1989 & 2015.

Impact
The net gain of fish habitat area in the Post Project condition is about 14 ha, which is negligible
(about 0.1 %) in compared to Pre Project condition.
6.2

Habitat Condition
Pre Project

Floodplain was unregulated; timely entry of water into the Haor; silt carried by the rivers was
dispersed over the Haor uniformly; river conveyance capacity was more. Local people opined
that the Beels retained water in the dry season at a depth suitable for fishery. Among the
Beels, Lamba Beel, Pagner Beel, Baghardhara Beel had average depths ranges from about
3-3.5 m during dry season. Some of the Beels, such as Hokiar Doky Beel, Chatney Beel, Lokri
Beel, Derai Beel, Dhola Pagner Beel etc. were shallow and dried up by bailing out of water in
the month of December-January for harvesting fish. There were some Beels with leasing
system and the lessee control the Khal mouth to hold water for fish production during recession
period and to inhibit water entry into the Haor to protect Boro paddy during the onset of
monsoon.
Little better ecosystem was maintained with the exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between
river and Haor; new water breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species (SIS) of fish;
higher breeding success; less natural and fishing mortality; rich biodiversity; more sustainable
fish production, etc.
Post Project
Floodplain is regulated; floodwater enters into the Haor in the late pre-monsoon; silt deposited
on the river bed as dispersion of silt is hindered or restricted by the submergible embankment;
decreased river conveyance capacity. Local people opined that some of the Beels retained
water in the dry season at a depth less suitable for fishery. Among the Beels, Lamba Beel,
Pagner Beel, Baghardhara Beel average depths ranges from about 2-2.5 m during dry season.
This is happened may be due to wash out of loose soil of agriculture land and breached
embankment along with river borne sediment. Some of the Beels, such as Hokiar Doky Beel,
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Chatney Beel, Lokri Beel, Derai Beel Dhola Pakhna Bee are shallow and dry up by bailing out
of water in the month of December-January for harvesting fish.
There are some Beels with leasing system and the lessee control the Khal mouth (in some
cases earthen closure made by BWDB where water regulatory structures are not functioning)
to hold water for fish production during recession period and to inhibit water entry into the Haor
to protect Boro paddy during the onset of monsoon.
Ecosystem is being degraded gradually but lightly as some of the water control structures are
not functioning properly. Exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between river and haor is being
hindered or restricted to some extent by the submergible embankment; delayed new water
entrance into the Haor and hampering breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species
(SIS) of fish; in some cases, egg deposited in the fish body; lower breeding success; little
higher natural and fishing mortality; slightly declining trend in fish biodiversity; less sustainable
fish production, etc.
Impact
The net physical condition of habitat is negligibly degraded and corresponding provisioning
services of the ecosystem including fish. However, the changes in habitat suitability condition
of rivers, Khals and Beels in terms of quality occurred more due to unconventional Beel fishery,
illegal fishing (use of chemical fertilizer), extensive use of agrochemicals and pesticides in
paddy field, etc. rather than water centric interventions.
6.3

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

This Haor was rich in fish biodiversity containing about 100-110 in the without intervention
condition as some of the Beels are perennial and retained water at higher depths mentioned
above suitable for fishery. The fish diversity particularly SIS was also facilitated by the
unregulated lateral migration from river to Beel and Beel to river during pre-monsoon breeding
season. Thus Beel resident fishes (particularly ‘SIS’ of fish) were dominant in the Beels and
floodplain. Moreover, the abundance of large-sized adult fish species (Rui- Labeo rohita,
Catla- Catla catla, Ghonia- L. gonius, Boal- Wallago attu, Ayre- Mystus aor, Chital- Notopterus
chitala, Shol- Channa striatus, Pabda- Ompok pabda, Boro Baim- Macrognathus aculeatus,
Shar Punti- Puntius sarana, etc.) were also more. Furthermore, species were evenly
distributed in the whole Haor system.
Post Project
Fish species diversity has the declining trend but in slow pace in the Post Intervention
condition. This is happening may be due to many factors other than water control structures.
The factors include habitat loss (both depth and area), water pollution, water regulatory
structures, unplanned fisheries management, over exploitation of fish due to increase of
fishers and modernization of fishing technology, indiscriminate fishing e.g. use of harmful
fishing appliances, catching of post larvae and brood fish, complete dewatering of leased
water bodies (less than 5 acres) for fishing, etc. In consequence of the above phenomena,
following fish species become locally unavailable (for last 5-10 years) or have become rare
includes Pabda, Boro Baim, Shar Puti, Chital, Boro Chingri (Macrobrachium rosenbergii),
Nanid (Labeo nandina), Rui, etc.
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Impact
Comparing Pre Project and Post Project condition, it can be concluded that changes in fish
species diversity and composition are not comprehensible in response to Project intervention.
Whatever changes in species diversity and composition between two phases are observed
may be posed due to other anthropogenic factors mentioned above.
6.4

Fish Migration
Pre Project

Previously the Haor was hydrologically linked with the Joalbanga Haor, Halir Haor, Sona Moral
Haor, Dhankunia Haor, Joydona Haor, Chandra Sonarthal Hoar and Kalikota Haor. For this
reason, the abundance of large fishes like Rui, Catla, Ayer, Chital, etc. were more. Local
fishers stated that the lateral fish migration was open through the natural connectivity during
pre-monsoon. Furthermore, most of the fries of riverine fishes enter the Beels and floodplain
along with flood water. However, successful lateral migration of different fishes e.g. riverine
carps, catfishes, etc. at their certain stages of lifecycle for food and residence is happening
due to sufficient depths of the Beels.
Post Project
Pre-monsoon (15 April – 15 May) spawning/breeding migration of riverine and Beel residence
SIS fishesis mostly impeded through different connecting Khals due to water regulatory
structures. Besides, riverine fishes migrate laterally to the Beels by overtopping or breaching
of the existing embankment of the Haor during flooding months of Jaisthya-Ashar (15 May–
30June).
Impact
Comparing pre and Post Project conditions, it can be concluded that migration of SIS is
impeded during the pre-monsoon in Post Project condition and comprehensible impact has
not been observed on fish migration in response to submergible embankment.
6.5

Fish Production Assessment
Pre Project

The estimated total fish production was 1,842 metric ton (MT) in 1,989 where Floodplain
shared the most about 60% followed by Beel, Channel/khal and Baor as presented in (Table
6.2).
Post Project
The estimated total fish production is about 6,609 metric ton (MT) in 2015 where Floodplain
shared the most about 75% followed by Beel, borrow pit, Baor and Channel/Khal as presented
in (Table 6.2). In the production assessment, the productivity of the corresponding year has
been used.
Impact
Net increase in fish production in Post Project condition is about 4,767 metric ton. As a whole,
fish production has been increased by about 259%, whereas the floodplain production by
about 348%, Beel by about 100%, Baor by about 81% and Khal by about 11% (Table XX).
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Such huge increment in productivity may be caused due to adoption of fisheries management
like Beel fishery, Beel nursery, increasing fishing activities, fishing commercialization, stocking
of culture fish species in Beel fishery, etc. Moreover, the newly created habitats like borrow
pit, fish pond and net pen culture have added 225, 11 and 5 metric ton of fish respectively.
The breakdown of fish productions is presented in the following Table 6.2 by functional unit of
fish habitats.
Table 6.2: Breakdown of Fish Production by Functional Habitat
Sl.
No.

Habitat
Category

1
2
3

Capture
Fishery

4

Production (MT)
Pre Project,
1989

Post Project,
2015

Impact (MT)
(Production
Change)

Channel/Khal

72

80

+8

Perennial Beel

592

1,185

+594

Floodplain

1,112

4,984

+3871

Borrow Pit

-

225

+225

1,776

6,474

+4,698

Fish Pond

1

12

+11

Net pen Culture

-

5

+5

65

118

+53

66

135

+69

1,842

6,609

+4,767

Habitat Type

Sub-Total =
5
6
7

Culture
Fishery

Baor
Sub-Total =
Grand Total=

Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data, 1989 & 2015.

6.6

Fishing Appliances
Pre Project

Different types of fishing appliances are used to catch fishes. The mostly used fishing
appliances are: gill net, Kona jal/Ghurni jal/Ber jal, push net, Khoira jal, hook, Kironmala (one
type of trap used to catch Guraicha- Leander styliferus), Gui (one type of trap used to catch
small fishes), Sip etc. Furthermore, illegal fishing practice was reported in the leased Beel.
Dried up the whole Beel for harvesting benthic fish species may be considered as a good
example of illegal fishing. However, this type of fishing depends on the leasing rotation system.
Post Project
Leaseholders (LHs) generally use Katha as fish aggregating device (FAD) for fish. LHs usually
harvest fish annually. However, another type of fishing pressure has been increased day by
day around the water control structures. The local fishers (particularly part-time fishers) create
barrier at the mouth of water control structures by net for catching fish. This fishing pressure
becomes more prominent during recession of floodplain water in the post-monsoon season.
Impact
The scheme is almost fully functional and possesses water control structures. For this reason,
some deviation in fishing activities is found in response to Project intervention. Fishing is done
at each of the water control structures which were absent in the without Intervention condition.
On the other hand, fishing pressure is also increased with the increasing of fish demand and
fish supply chain for both the national and global fish market.
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6.7

Fishers Livelihood
Pre Project

Field findings reveal that about 25% of the Haor population were engaged in fishing and
activities involved in fish supply chain for carrying out their livelihoods. Out of which about 5%
were commercial fishers and the rest of them were subsistence level fishers. Commercial
fishers spent annually about 180 days (6-8 hrs/day) in fishing.
Post Project
Presently about 40% of Haor population are engaged in fishing activities. The number of
fishers are increasing day by day due to demand of Haor fishes as well as increasing of market
price. It may be mentioned here that about 80% house hold of Fenerbak union of Pagner Haor
are involved in fishing and trading. Because land area of this union is comparatively low and
most of the perennial Beels are located here. The fisheries number Commercial and
subsistence level fishers spend annually about 290 days (8-10 hrs/day) and 180 days (6-8
hrs/day) respectively in fishing. They mainly catch fish in the open water area in and around
the Haor for carrying out their livelihoods. Furthermore, a number of part-time fisher groups
are evolved and increased day by day for fishing at the mouth of the connecting Khals where
there are water control structures.
Impact
It can be concluded that the number of part-time and subsistence fishers are increased in
response to the Project interventions.
6.8

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

Beel fisheries with leasing system were the prominent fisheries management as reported from
the local people. All Beels were harvested in the months of February and March. Beel fishery
was more sustainable. However, there was no community based fisheries management in this
Haor.
Post Project
Beel fisheries with leasing system are also the prominent fisheries management in the Post
Project condition. All leased Beels are harvested annually. Seasonal Beel is used to dry up for
catching benthic fish species. However, this type of fishing depends on the leasing rotation
system of the Government. Beel fishery is becoming less sustainable. There is a number of
fisheries associations is a community based fisheries management in this Haor. There is a
fish sanctuary in Chhatta Beel at Matargaon village. There is no enforcement for limiting or
controlling indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures.
Impact
Rotation length of time for fishing in most of the leased Beels is decreased from three-year
rotation to one-year rotation in the Post Project situation. Such over exploitation in conjunction
with indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures is being happened mostly due to earn
more money and driving fishery ecosystem into fragile resources.
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Ecosystem

Ecological resources of this haor are varied due to its diversified landscapes like crop fields,
settlements, beels, khals and other wetlands. Holistic ecosystem of this haor is the ‘wetland
dominated ecosystem’ that supports various types of ecosystems primarily terrestrial and
aquatic. Terrestrial ecosystem belongs to different homesteads, kanda and roadside
vegetations of the scattered settlement and their associated submergible roads. The
remaining flora is aquatic life-forms. Similarly, a diversified fauna group along with aquatic
species also occurs in this haor area.
7.1

Terrestrial Flora
Pre Project

Before 1990, the highland of the haor ecosystem was considered to boost up crop production
and other vegetables that grow like other areas of Bangladesh. But the lowland usually
receives adverse situation to its crop production especially by flash flood. The terrestrial
vegetation in the lowland received damage due to lack of protection from flash flood and wave
actions. Homestead vegetation was not dominant due to wave rolling throughout the area.
Common terrestrial vegetation occurred during this period were Mango, Coconut and Albizia.
But day by day their status had been diminishing due to absent of protection and adverse
situation of wave action.
Post Project
At the Post Project period, the terrestrial vegetation both in the highland and lowland are good
enough. The inhabitants of haor established settlements throughout the area as per their need
and suitability to harvest resources those are existing in the haor ecosystem. The villagers
planted different fruit, timber and medicinal plants to meet their daily needs nevertheless the
villages are scattered and not spacious for plantation. Dominant species of homestead and
roadsides are Mango, Rain Tree, Kodom, Pitali, Koroch, Barun, Acacia, Mahogany,
Blackberry, Papaya, Albizia, Dhol Kolmi, Nal Khagra, etc. Ipil-ipil and Tamarind also found in
low quantity. Most of the submergible roads along with the slopes are occupied with Dhol
Kolmi that contributes wave protection and fuelwood supply.
Impact
The interventions in the Pagner Haor has basically improved terrestrial floral status but over
exploitation of the resources has diminished flora population in most of the locations. The
anthropogenic pressure is the main reason for depleting resources. Therefore, the ultimate
goal of the interventions was dismay. The specific impact on flora has been depicted below in
Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Overall Status of Terrestrial Flora of Pagner Haor
Indicator
Species
Pitali/Mera

Common

Squeezing

human-induced pressure

Hijol

Common

Squeezing

human-induced pressure

Koroch

Common

Very Common

Plantation by different programme

Barun

Common

Rare

Habitat destruction

Dhol Kolmi

Common

Very Common

Plantation by local people

Nol Khagra

Common

Squeezing

human-induced pressure

7.2

Pre Project

Post Project

Cause of status change

Terrestrial Fauna
Pre Project

The overall condition of the terrestrial fauna was in good. Most of the terrestrial fauna found
common to very common. In this stage, the large mammal, very lucrative animals were set to
target for hunting. The other species did not to face such adverse situation in terms of survive
because there were much more untouched place for their roaming. Before 1990, Brahminy
Kite, Pallas’s Fish Eagle, and Bull Frog were found common in this area.
Post Project
The fauna status has been declining for decades at post 1990. Most of the dominant terrestrial
fauna drop into threatened category due to anthropogenic pressure. After implementation of
interventions, it had paved the way to produce more crops instead keep lands unproductive.
In this context, the fallow land/kandas and other swamp forest have been converted into
agricultural land to produce rice crop. As a consequence, terrestrial fauna lost their suitable
habitats where they once build nests, groom for breeding and take parental care to their
offspring. Most of the species was common to rare in the case of threatening through
anthropogenic pressure. On the other hand, the introduction of pesticide has given the
opportunity to accelerate their population risk to extinction. In this way, the population size and
diversity of the existing species have gone reduction.
Impact
The intervention like embankment, sluice gate, regulators, etc nevertheless provide
opportunity to agriculture sector for boost-up production but it has triggered fauna into threats
due to human-induced pressure on entire Pagner Haor. The Pallas’s Fish Eagle, Fishing Cat,
and Vulture received threats to extinction in this wetland but the population of Indian Fox has
increased for why they take shelter at naturally grown vegetation along the embankment. The
overall impact on terrestrial fauna is presented in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: intervention Impact on Terrestrial Fauna of the Pagner Haor
Indicator Species

Pre Project

Post Project

Pallas’s Fish Eagle

Common

Rare

Brahminy Kite
Vulture
Bull Frog

Common
Common
Common

Rare
Extinct
Common
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Cause of status change
Cutting of long trees and
Human-induced pressure
Human-induced pressure
Habitat loss
Not applicable
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Indicator Species

Pre Project

Post Project

Otter
Fishing Cat

Rare
Rare

Extinct
Extinct

Bengal Fox

Common

Very Common

Migratory Birds

Very Common

Rare

7.3

Cause of status change
Habitat loss
Habitat loss
Create new habitat near
embankment
Hunting

Aquatic Flora
Pre Project

The entire Pagner Haor area was open with free of interventions. The aquatic flora found
abundant where no agriculture activities had been performed not in the lowland as well as its
inner area. The water lily, panilong, and water hyacinth were noted very common throughout
the area. The natural calamities had great toll to the aquatic vegetation. Wave action had
identified as destructive during the monsoon caused havoc to the aquatic vegetation. During
this period Makhna (Euryale ferox), Singara (Trapa bispinosa), Lotus, and Shaluk, Chhaila
Grass noted as very abundant species. Moreover, Azolla and Pistia found common throughout
the study area. The diversity of flora in this haor area was good enough compared to the
current status at the Pagner haor. Additionally, the population density was also standard in
this haor ecosystem.
Post Project
The interventions like embankment, regulators, culvert, and drainage systems have been
supported the entire area to be produced good crops and other facilities to locals. By the
practice of harvest resources with good quantity the fallow land has been considered under
cultivation for boost-up production. In such activities, the aquatic flora of this area has been
diminishing to be grown. The fallow land converted into cultivated land. For this reason, status
of the aquatic fauna has received drastic fall of their status abundant to rare. For such practice,
most of the aquatic vegetation has disappeared for decades.
Impact
The interventions for raising productivity in this haor basin have a major impact on aquatic
flora throughout the area. Some species has lost its richness and received threats to its
survival namely Water Lilly, Makhna, and Chhaila Grass. A comparative scenario of this
aquatic flora is presented in Table 8.3.
Table 7.3: Status of Aquatic Flora of the Study Area
Indicator
Species
Kochuripana
Baroon

Pre
Project
Common
Common

Post
Project
Common
Rare

Shapla

Common

Rare

Makhna
Singara

Common
Common

Disappeared
Disappeared

Chhaila
Grass

Common

Disappeared

Cause of status
change
Not applicable
Agriculture Extension
Overexploitation, fishing
activities
Over exploitation
Over exploitation
Agricultural extension
and herbicide use,
Over exploitation
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Type of Intervention that
caused the change (If Yes)
Embankment
Not applicable
Not applicable
Agricultural extension
Not applicable
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7.4

Aquatic Fauna
Pre Project

Wetland ecosystem of the haor basin offers a vast number of aquatic fauna to use as feeding
habitat. During this period the entire area was out of anthropogenic pressure. According to
local people, a large number of aquatic fauna including migratory birds recorded as abundance
namely Fulvous Whistling Duck, Gadwall, Northern Pintail, Gargany, Common Teal, Redcrested Pochard, Common Pochard, Ferruginous Duck, Tufted Duck, etc. visit this wetland.
Of the resident birds, Little Cormorant, Little Egret, Great Egret, Cattle Egret, and Pond Heron
were common. The other wildlife species noted as available in this area were Checkered
Keelback, Skipper Frog, Indian Bullfrog, Ganges River Dolphin and Eurasian Otter which
recorded as abundant.
Post Project
The haor land is a very lucrative destination for the water birds as well as waders in this area.
But facility provided by the interventions for boost up crop production has decreased their
feeding habitat by cultivating rice in the floodplains, beels and other lowlands of their feeding
habitat. In addition, the sound generated from tractors and other cultivation machinery made
disturbance to waders throughout the area. The hunting pressure also can be mentioned as
disturbance to avoid the feeding ground by the birds. Moreover, the practice of pesticide use
in the paddy field may cause of decreasing the population of the aquatic fauna. Implementation
of interventions throughout the haor area triggers them to diminish e.g. population and
diversity.
Impact
By implementing interventions throughout the haor area it stopped the passages of the aquatic
mammals namely the Ganges River Dolphin and Eurasian Otter. Moreover, conversion
feeding habitat into cultivated land has decreased greatly the possibility of migratory birds to
visit in this haor area. In addition, hunting practice has decreased aquatic birds’ presence.
Construction of embankment around the haor has stopped the movement of Ganges River
Dolphin and Eurasian Otter in this area during monsoon. A specific comparative scenario of
the interventions is presented below in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Comparative Scenario of Intervention and Without Interventions of the
Aquatic Fauna in the Pagner haor
Indicator
Species

Pre
Project

Post Project

Cause of status change

Type of
Intervention that
caused the
change (If Yes)

Indian Bullfrog

Common

Decreasing

Pesticide use for agricultural
extension

Embankment

Fishing Cat

Rare

Disappeared

Human-induced negative
impact

Not applicable

Indian Roofed
Turtle

Rare

Disappeared

Habitat conversion for
agricultural extension, hunting

Not applicable
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Type of
Intervention that
caused the
change (If Yes)

Indicator
Species

Pre
Project

Migratory
Birds/Waterbirds

Very
Common

Rare

Habitat conversion for
agricultural extension, hunting

Not applicable

Eurasian Otter

Rare

Disappeared

Habitat destruction for
agricultural extension

Not applicable

Ganges River
Dolphin

Common

Rare

Habitat encroachment

Embankment

7.5

Post Project

Cause of status change

Swamp Forest and Reeds
Pre Project

In the past, before establishing interventions, most of the Kanda and fallow land occupied with
different swamp trees and reeds with other natural vegetation dominant with Hijol, Koroch,
Nal, and Chitki etc. Additionally, Murta and Khagra also occurred to the periphery. The status
of the forestland was good in condition to support wildlife species to provide core and feeding
habitats. In the core habitats, wildlife species facilitate with nesting, breeding as well as
parental care support to their offspring. The overall condition of the swamp and reed forests
was suitable to sustain for a long time.
Post Project
The swamp forests dominant with flood-tolerant species (i.ee. Hijal and Koroch), currently
reduced to a few small patches. The swamp forests are decaying due to the practice of
cultivation rigorously within the haor ecosystem. In this way, most of the swamp forest has
been converted into agricultural land. Similarly, the kandas of the haor land once occupied
with reeds and other herbs is now diminishing very rapidly due to human-induced pressure of
collecting fuelwood for their daily needs and crop cultivation. By this way, the swamp and
reedlands have been disappearing day by day. Therefore, statuses of these forestlands are
vulnerable and could be disappeared within a decade.
Impact
Swamp forest and reedlands have been reduced due to agricultural extensions and fuelwood
collection.
7.6

Ecosystem Goods and Services
Pre Project

The ecosystem goods are fertilizer, food, medicine, energy, fiber, construction and craft
material. On the other hand, the ecosystem services have been divided into four categories
on the basis of their nature of functions. The ecosystem services are provisioning, regulating,
supporting and cultural services. In this stage, the goods and services had not interrupted by
any interventions and they progress naturally. The provisioning services in this area
considered as food, medicinal plants and genetic resources of the flora and fauna that had
been optimum before implementation of the interventions. Regulating services such as
climatic condition were good because of vast coverage of natural vegetation. Wetland function
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was good due to absent of different types of physical structures. In addition, the cultural
services like spiritual, religious, and recreational and ecotourism, aesthetic, educational and
cultural heritage had also been considered as optimum.
Post Project
The provisioning services, it has been changing day by day due to the implementation of
interventions throughout the haor area due to increasing rice production The change implies
rice variety changes from local to HYV and the introduction of other vegetations which
occupied largely e.g. Water hyacinth throughout the haor area. The regulating services also
interrupted via climatic change while wetland function and habitat became worsen. The
cultural services have also been changed. It practices tourism instead of ecotourism and
hampering the aesthetic value of the haor area.
Impact
The ecosystem’s good and services impact both positively and negatively throughout the study
area especially in food, medicinal plants, and diversity as well as population of flora and fauna.
Similarly, the practice of tourism instead of ecotourism has been established under the current
condition of intervention establishment.
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8.
8.1

Socio-economic Conditions

Introduction

The haor system provides a wide range of economic and non-economic benefits to the local
people as well as other people of Bangladesh. These include benefits in terms of rice
production, fish production, cattle and buffalo rearing, duck rearing, collection of reeds and
grasses, collection of aquatic and other plants. This study was conducted at Pagner haor
under the Jamalganj upazila. The socio–economic scenario was explored in this section to
understand both before and after project people’s condition using both primary and secondary
data in relation to the objectives of the study.
8.2

Location and Population

This study has been conducted in Pagner haor which is located at the Jamalganj upazila under
the Sunamganj district in Sylhet division. In Jamalganj upazilla, there are sixteen mouzas (16)
under the Bhimkhali union and twenty two (26) mouzas under the Fenarbak union. Following
table 8.1 shows the union wise population of this study area, based on Bangladesh population
and housing census 1991, 2011 and projected population in 2017.
The population and housing census data 1991 shows the number of population before
intervention. The population and housing census data 2011 and projected population data in
2017 depicted the demographic condition of the study area after project intervention.
Table 8.1: Union-wise Population of the Study Area
District Name

Upazila
Name

Sunamganj

Jamalganj

Total
Population in
1991

Total
Population in
2011

Vimkhali Union

22686

32847

Fenarbak Union

25676

37440

48362

70287

Union Name

Total Population

Projected
Population
in 2017

76266

Source: Bangladesh Population and Housing Census 1991 & 2011.

8.3

Livelihood Status
Pre Project

Agriculture was the prime source of livelihood for the majority of population. Production of
crops yielded them their food and cash money. The livestock, forestry and fisheries were the
secondary sources of income. In addition, other sources of income were non-agricultural labor,
business and employment.
Post Project
The primary livelihood (agriculture) remaining almost the same as before, its environment has
improved with higher yields and less damage to crops. According to the local people, about
80% people are engaged in agriculture. Besides, the second major livelihood (fishing) has
experienced twofold impacts: (i) open fishing opportunity has been restricted due to less
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movement of fish into embanked area even after submergence and (ii) the poor part time or
full time fishers who used to fish before project feel psychologically restricted to fish in
embanked area due to a spell of project control. Besides these, livelihood opportunity for wage
labour has increased in agriculture. Overfishing from the haor and siltation of riverbeds have
recently caused reduction of fish resource, thereby causing loss of livelihood opportunity for
the poor.
Impact
Agriculture is the main sources of income so far and the agricultural production is increasing
in Pagner haor area. Income opportunity based on fishing has declined and only some people
from fishing community got access only to do work as a seasonal labor in this particular area.
Due to leasing arrangements, which are often controlled by local elites, result in highly
restricted access to open water fisheries by the poor.
8.4

Accessibility in Education and Health
Pre Project

Before intervention, the health and education services for the people of Pagner haor were not
accessible to all. During the rainy season, primary education was frequently disrupted during
floods almost every year. People used boat to go to schools and health clinics while walking
was the only choice when boat did not play. Schools remained closed for 70 days on average
every year due to flooding. The school houses were used as flood shelter for the affected
people. On the other hand, students living in distance area usually used to drop their classes
due to unsafe communication during monsoon. On the other hand, the flood induced poverty
increased the number of drop-out students in this haor.
Post Project
Health and educational institutions have increased with time and people, especially school
going children, have become enthusiastic to go to schools run under different Govt. and NGOs
programs. Besides, when the submergible embankments were constructed, local people,
school going children, pedestrian, women and other people have been using it as road
especially in the dry season. Presently, when some of the locations of the embankments are
damaged, people’s way to reach to the schools and health institutions are reported to be
hampered for a certain period. But in wet season, deferent types of boats are the main sources
of transportation for going to school and health center.
Impact
Impact of the construction of Pagner haor scheme on literacy and health has been marginal:
except for inundation of the embankment for 2 months a year, the submergible embankments
have been used as road to access schools and clinics for the remaining period round the year.
Patients on emergency can be taken to clinics by using local vans or rickshaws along the
embankment in dry season when alternative roads are not existing. The indirect benefit to
education and health services is the increased affordability of small and medium farm
households to avail those services with their increased agricultural and ancillary income due
to protected crops and other resources from damage as an effect of flood control and drainage
infrastructures.
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8.5

Land Price
Pre Project

Before intervention, the land price of this haor region was minimal and people were not
interested to buy land due to regular flash flood and crop damage. It is reported by local
people that the price of agricultural land was BDT 7000 to BDT 8000 per Keyar1 and BDT
10,000 to BDT 14,000 for homestead land before project. With the project-induced change
and autonomous development in the whole haor region this situation has changed and the
land price has increased with the period of time.
Post Project
After the project intervention, the land price has increased due to the increased productivity of
land. Though exogenous factors like macroeconomic development and inflation have
contributed to raise the land price, people’s interest to buy those land is acknowledged to be
one of the reasons of rise in land price.
Impact
Flash flood protection and enabling environment for HYV rice culture, value of land has
appreciated by more than thrice the Pre Project price. Presently, the price of agricultural land
per Keyar (30 decimals) is around BDT 1.5 lakh to BDT 2 lakh whereas the price of homestead
lands learnt as BDT 2 lakh to BDT 3.0 lakh per Keyar.
8.6

Agriculture based Income
Pre Project

Livelihood opportunities for households in Pagner haor project were limited and highly
seasonal, as they were focused predominantly on agricultural labour associated with the single
annual rice cropping cycle. Fishing was traditionally an important occupation for the people of
haor region. The incidences of livestock husbandry as a livelihood activity in the haor region
were also prominent as their tertiary source of income before the intervention.
Post Project
After project intervention, the income opportunity based on agriculture has increased and
people have got favorable agronomic environment to grow HYV paddy and recruit local labor
generating extra income opportunities for the wage earning households. People who have
more land can grow more crop after the project.
Following table 8.2 shows the agricultural income based on land ownership stratum. Based
on current production rate (per decimal), agricultural income has been calculated and
presented in this table. According to this table, the category of landless people did not get
opportunity in both before and after project situation. Marginal farmer category (farmers who
own 1-49 decimal land shows a 10% rise in population (30% before and 40% after project)
with proportionally larger income Post Project. The reason is learnt to be a proliferation in this
category entering from small farmer group who sell out land to owners of upper categories

1

1 Keyar = 30 decimals
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due to high cost of production they cannot afford. Even they become landless when they sell
all their land for sustenance. Hence is the increase in absolute landless group by 5%.
Table 8.2: Agricultural Income based on Crop Production
Households (%)
Land Ownership Stratum

Income (agriculture base)

Before
Project

After
Project

Before
Project (BDT)

After Project
(BDT)

Absolute Landless(0 ha)

10

15

-

-

Functional Landless and Marginal
farmer (0.004 – 0.198 ha)

30

40

4131

4663

Small farmer (0.202 - 1.008 ha)

40

20

24704

27886

Medium farmer (1.012 – 3.032 ha)

10

15

82538

93172

Large farmer (3.036 ha and above ha)

10

10

123931

139898

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

The increased income of different land-size groups due to project interventions. Standard five
land size categories have been used and net increase in yield of rice crop due to improved
cultural environment is shown. Table 8.3: Net Increase in Agricultural income By Category
of Land Owners in Pagner haor.
Table 8.3: Net Increase in Agricultural Income
Average
size of
land (ha.)

Increased
Yield/ha
(ton)

Total
Increased
Production
(ton)

Absolute Landless (0
ha)

0

0

0

0

0

Functional Landless
and Marginal farmer
(0.004 – 0.198 ha)

0.101

1

0.101

21400

2161.4

Small farmer (0.202 1.008 ha)

0.605

1

0.605

21400

12947

Medium farmer (1.012
– 3.032 ha)

2.022

1

2.022

21400

43270.8

Large farmer (3.036
ha and above ha)

6.518

1

6.518

21400

139485.2

Land Ownership
Stratum

Price/
ton
(Tk)

Total Additional
Income (Tk) ovt. As
per government
procurement rate

Source: Field data, 2017 through FGD, KII, and Informal Interview

NB: The ceiling size of the large farmer assumed 10 ha. Average land owning size is the
median value of the class. Increase in yield/ha is a difference between yield of Local and HYV
Boro. Increase in yield/ha is a difference between yield of Local and HYV Boro. Price of Boro
paddy /ton is Tk 21400 as per govt. procurement rate
Impact
Regular flooding and water logging condition, especially during the March-April (time of
Chaitra and Baishakh,Bengali Month), used to damage agricultural production very often
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before the project and therefore, the income opportunity of agricultural households declined.
The opportunities for agricultural labor were also limited during the time of before project
condition for the same reason.
After project intervention, people got enabling environment to grow more paddy and recruit
local labor generating extra income opportunities. So the income opportunity based on
agriculture has increased Post Project. People who have more land can grow more production
during the project period.
8.7

Income of Agricultural Wage Labor
Pre Project

It was found that net demand for labor per ha near about 120 (for local Boro) and income BDT
36000 and most of the labor came from outside than the locality.
Post Project
After intervention, the total crop and its production have increased. Livelihood opportunity for
wage labour has also increased in agriculture compared to the situation before. The demand
of agricultural labour is near about 161 (for HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro, and HYV Boro) per ha
41 man days increased than before. The wage income of local labour households has
increased Post Project. In this way, BDT 764079000 agricultural wage labor income increased
with the period of after project.
Impact
The wage income of local labour households has increased Post Project. Approximately, BDT
764079000 agricultural wage labor income increased with the period of after project.
8.8

Labor and Seasonal Migration
Pre Project

Before intervention, people did not get more access to do other works than the agriculture.
People from different regions came to join as work force for crop harvesting and fishing labors.
The intensity to come during that period was significant and people’s demand specific labors
within the haor area were not adequate to assist their agricultural production. The
technological innovation for agricultural production was not significant at that period and all
activities related to agricultural production were physical labor basis. It was found that net
demand for labor per ha was roughly 120 and most of the labor came from outside than the
locality.
Post Project
After the project intervention, as the agricultural production has increased, livelihood
opportunity for wage labour has increased too. The net demand for agricultural labor (having
with technological innovation) is roughly 161 per ha. So, a net increase of 41 labour per ha.
Has enhanced opportunity for their livelihoods. Again, about 40% labours migrate from other
regions.
In a cropping season when the working opportunities are available, wage laborers rarely
migrate outside of their habitat and instead in-migration takes place during that time. During
last ten years people have been facing regular damage due to flood and water logging, in this
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way, people those who were dependent t on agriculture for livelihood were forced to migrate
to neighboring districts for better livelihood. During the flash flood, people of this Pagner haor
try to find other opportunity to render labour as motor driver, garment workers, rickshaw puller
in Sylhet and Dhaka city areas.
Impact
As a result of increased income from wage, relatively poor labour households of Pagner haor
have been able to raise their living standard to some extent. Opportunities of wage income
from beyond the Pagner haor for those households also have increased due to similar
developments in agriculture. Therefore, the net impact of the project on income and living
standard of labour households of the haor is positive.
8.9

Transport and Communication
Pre Project

Haor areas remain under water for 4-6 months during the pre-monsoon and monsoon season.
The roads get submerged during this period making it impossible to travel from one place to
other without using boats. Before intervention, there was no defined road network inside the
haor except the boundary (Ayle) of crop land. In the dry season, people use bicycle or local
other indigenous vehicles for transportation. Sometimes people from other haor areas come
to this haor through main river route and local channels. Big sized launches, ships, barges
usually run in the river during monsoon.
Post Project
After the period of project intervention, people started to use those submergible road or
embankment as road to go to school, connecting roads, bazaar and health center etc. Though
those embankments were not suitable for driving automobiles but people got opportunity to
ply auto rickshaws and bike during the dry season. But in wet season, boat is the main sources
of transport and communication in this region.

Figure 8.1: An Embankment Road in the
Study Area

Figure 8.2: Road Way in the Study Area

During last 5 to 10 years, the damage of those submergible embankments have left the school
going students, pedestrians, children and women with problems to use those embankment
even as footpath during the early monsoon period.
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Impact
The communication has improved over the Pre Project situation due to its proximity to the
Jamalganj upazila sadar. The BWDB’s submersible and compartmental embankments are
playing main role in communication across the haor. This has expedited the transportation of
goods and harvests too far off places at low cost. Moreover, accessing schools and clinics has
become relatively easier for children and patients along the embankment at least when flood
water recedes.
8.10

Institution and Governance
Pre Project

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) was liable for physical implementation of
water sector projects in haor region. Of late, Department of haor and Wetland Development
has been created. As apex institutions, these two have been administering all plans and
projects in haor region
Before the project intervention, local government organization like Union Parishad or Thana
Parishad existed with mandate to look after haor water resources. Regular inundation by flood
waters was almost a regular phenomenon in haor area. Leasing of Jalmahals was the prime
activity of those institutions for raising revenue of the government. It was only after BWDB was
created that the issues of water development came in.
Post Project
After the project implementation, Water Development Board started to develop and monitor
the project activities in Pagner haor. Their role for operation and maintenance and implement
was regular with the completion of submergible embankments. Presently, it has been found
from the consultation with primary stakeholders that, those institution are visible only during
the period of damage and to monitor the physical condition of those embankments after the
flooding condition. According to the local people, the officials from this institution do not consult
with the local people for lessening the damaged area of those submergible embankments.
Impact
The presence of BWDB and the Water Management Group has some institutional impact on
the beneficiaries of the haor project. Overseeing the operation and maintenance of the
infrastructures is the main function of those institutions. But the condition of physical
infrastructures of the haor is reported to be running below the desired level
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9.
9.1

Summary of Impacts

Summary of Impacts (Key impacts, try to quantification)
Indicators

Pre Project

Post Project

Impact

Water Resources

Flooding
situation

Drainage
condition

Sedimentation
and siltation

Flash flood due to
heavy rainfall in the
upstream region during
pre-monsoon
period
frequently entered into
the haor and damaged
standing crops.
Most of the flood water
could be drain out to
the peripheral rivers
through the drainage
khals as the entire area
was open and only
some
water
got
retained in the lowlying beels.
The sediment carried
by the flash flood got
deposited both in the
rivers and haor area.
Hence, sedimentation
was not that much
problem
before
implementation of the
interventions.

After implementation of
submersible embankment,
entrance of flash flood into
the haor got delayed by
almost a week.

Interventions of the haor
has reduced the risk of
earlier entrance of flood
and saved the crops from
damage. However, due to
low
height
of
the
embankment, flash flood
frequently enters.

Due to siltation, river bed is
rising and U/S and D/S of
regulators
are
being
choked which is reducing
the drainage capacity and
causing the water-logging.

The drainage congested
area has increased after
the intervention

Sedimentation has taken
place in the river and khals
over the years. As a result
the bed level of the rivers
and khals has risen and
conveyance capacity has
also been reduced

Siltation has increased in
both the peripheral rivers,
internal rivers and khals.

Navigational connectivity
between the haor and the
peripheral river remains
operative during monsoon.
Besides, navigation also
operates
through
the
breached points and public
cuts before repairing in
February/March.
Moreover, boats can play
within the haor for fishing
and other purposes.

The
navigational
connectivity has not been
affected in monsoon but it
does not operate during
pre-monsoon
due
to
repairment of submersible
embankment.
Navigation
in
the
peripheral river has not
been affected.

It also carried fertile
soil with it that helped
crop cultivation.

Navigation

There was navigational
connectivity between
the haor and the
peripheral
rivers
throughout the year.
Movement of number
of large vessels were
seen usually in the
rivers during monsoon
but reduced in the dry
period.

Land Resources
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Indicators
Land use (ha)

Pre Project
Gross area: 17,020
i) NCA: 13,814
ii) Others:3,206

Post Project
Gross area: 17,020
i) NCA: 14,238
ii) Others:2,782

No

Change

Land
degradation

Impact
i) NCA:+424
ii) Others:-424
Change

Agriculture Resources
Cropping
intensity (%)
Cropped area
(ha)
Crop
production
(ton)
Crop damage
(ton)
Irrigated area
(ha)
Surface water
Irrigation
availability
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+4
Rice:+994
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 34,696 (Boro:
34,696)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 57,884 (Boro:
57,884)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 3,983
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 29,082
Non Rice: 0

Rice:+ +23,188 (Boro:
++20,967,HYV Aman:
2,221)
Non Rice: 0
Rice:+ +25,099
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 13,814
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 14,238
Non Rice: 0

Rice:+424
Non Rice: 0

Available

Deficit during month of
February to March

Deficit

Fertilizers: 0
Pesticides: 0

Livestock
population
(number)

Cattle:14,740
Goat:1,230
Duck: 24,780
Chicken: 33,560

Fish habitat
condition

Rice: 14,808 (Boro:
14,808)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 13,814 (Boro:
13,814)
Non Rice: 0

Agro-chemicals
use (ton or
kiloliter)

Fish habitat
area

104

Fertilizers: 4,835
Pesticides: 88
Livestock Resources
Cattle: 20,450
Goat: 980
Duck: 19,640
Chicken: 45,810
Fisheries Resources

 Total fish habitat
area- 15,807 ha
 Habitat
area
breakdown:
o Khal- 312 ha
o Beel-1,320 ha
o Floodplain13,904 ha
o Fish pond-1 ha
o Baor-270 ha
 Habitat quality and
suitability condition
was in favor of
fisheries;
 Maintained
unregulated
ecosystem
with
better provisioning
(i.e.,
fish)
and
supporting (i.e., fish

 Total fish habitat area15,821 ha,
 Habitat area breakdown:
o Khal- 240 ha
o Beel- 1,097 ha
o Floodplain- 14,238 ha
o Borrow Pit- 150 ha
o Fish Pond -5 ha
o Net Pen-2 ha
o Baor- 89 ha
 Habitat
quality
and
suitability
condition
becomes little degraded;
 Regulated
ecosystem
with
somewhat
degraded and unsuitable
habitat
condition
particularly
for Beel
resident fishes;
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Fertilizers:+ 4,835
Pesticides: +88

Cattle:+5,710
Goat:-250
Duck:-5,140
Chicken:+12,250

 Gain of total fish habitat
area
by
14
ha
(Increased Pond area
and
newly
created
borrow pit)

 Slightly
degraded
habitat condition driving
towards relatively less
sustainable mentioned
provisioning
and
supporting services.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre Project
nursery
and
breeding grounds)
services
like
sustainable
fisheries.

Fish Diversity

 More or less evenly
distribution of fish
species over the
area.

Fish migration

 Unregulated lateral
fish migration from
river to floodplain
and vis-à-vis through
Khal;
 Regulated
lateral
fish migration from
internal Khal to Beel
and Beel to Khal by
making
earthen
closure at the mouth
of Khals by Beel
Leaseholders (LH).

Fish production

Fishing
Appliances

Post Project

Impact

 Increased pollution load
due to intensified Boro
cultivation.

 Abundance of some
biologically
and
commercially important
fish species become low
or rare locally;
 Population of column
feeders like Notopterus
chitala,
Labeo
calbasu,Labeo
rohita,
etc. and bottom feeders
fish
species
like
Heteropneus fossilizes,
Clarius
batrchus,
Channa
punctatus,
Macrognathus
aculeatus, etc. become
affected more due to
dewatering of Beels and
indiscriminate fishing in
Beel leasing system;
 Increased abundance of
SIS fish species.
 The scheme is almost
fully functional. For this
reason, fish migration
from river to Beel and
Beel to river in the premonsoon season is
being obstructed due to
embankment and water
control structures.

 Little imbalance in fish
species
distribution
over the area;
 Vulnerability to Beel
resident column and
bottom feeders fish
species;
 Possible
inbreeding
problem due to increase
of culture exotic fish
species.

 There is no significant
implication
of
interventions on fish
migration particularly for
SIS.



 Fish production in
1989 was about
1842 metric ton.

 Fish production in 2015
was about 6,606 metric
ton.

 Overall fish production
gain is about 4,767
metric ton in 2015
compared to production
of 1989.

 Sustainable fishing
was done using
suitable mesh sized
fishing gears.
 Use of Kona jal
/Mosquito net (small

 Unsustainable fishing is
being done using small
mesh sized fishing gears
like Kona jal /Mosquito
net (mesh sizein mm);
 Fishing pressure at the
water structure points

 Increased
use
of
unconventional fishing
appliances and thus
increased
fishing
pressure.
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Indicators

Fishers
Livelihood

Fisheries
Management

Pre Project
mesh sized net) was
not reported.
 Fishing pressure at
the mouth of the
Khals
during
recession
period
were very low except
leased
Beel
connecting
Khals
(only by LH).
 Commercial fishers
were dominant in
floodplain fish habitat
meaning livelihood
fully dependent on
fishing.
 Fishing people were
less.
 Beel
fishery
maintained
threeyear
rotation
in
harvesting fish;
 Fish got more time
for propagation and
grow up;
 Sustainable fishery.

Post Project

Impact

during recession period
is more because of
engagement of mass
people.

 Part-time fishers become
dominant in floodplain
fish habitat meaning
carrying livelihood with
fishing is not adequate
and need other income
generating activities.
 Fishing people are more.
 Beel fishery is being
maintained mostly oneyear
rotation
in
harvesting fish.
 Fish is not getting
enough
time
for
propagation and grow
up;
 Unsustainable fishery.

 Fishing based livelihood
of commercial fishers
becomes unsustainable
due to dominancy of
part-time fishers.

 Beel fishery is being
secured by the scheme
though
the
weak
enforcement is not
yielding
expected
benefit.

Ecosystem
Swamp Forest
Reeds
Aquatic fauna

Optimum

Vulnerable

Optimum
Population of waders,
Eurasian Otter and
Ganges River Dolphin
was standard

Vulnerable
Eurasian Otter and Ganges
River Dolphin disappeared;
less diversified and low
populated waders

Loss of biodiversity in the
swamp forest and their
vicinity
Loss of viable population
Dolphin habitat squeezed.
Waders’
diversity
reduction and population
declining

Socio-economic Conditions

Employment
Opportunity

 Total cropped area
was
10,501
ha
whereas about 120
man days labour (per
ha.) inputs were
needed

Agriculture
production and
wage base
income

 The total agricultural
production value at
current price was
BDT 9231 lakh

 Total cropped area were
15,400 ha where about
161 man days labor per
ha. input were needed

 The total agricultural
production
value
at
current price after project
is
 BDT 9921 lakh
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 Additional employment
opportunity has been
created due to HYV
culture of paddy
 New
employment
opportunity had been
created
with
the
increase of agricultural
production
 Net
agricultural
production value at
current price is around
BDT 690 lakh due the
project Net agricultural

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Land Price

Accessibility in
Health and
Educational
institution

Labor and
Seasonal
Migration

Institution and
Governance

Pre Project

Post Project

 The
agricultural
wage income was
about BDT 3779
lakh.
 The
price
of
agricultural land was
7000 to 8000 Tk per
Keyar and that of
homestead land was
between BDT 10,000
to 14,000 only

 The agricultural wage
income is about BDT
7,640 lakh

wage income increase is
about BDT 3861 lakh.
After project condition.

 The price of agricultural
land is near to be 1.5 lakh
to 2.0 lakh per Keyar
whereas the price of 2.0
lakh to 3.0 lakh for
homestead lands.

 Asset value of land has
appreciated for all land
owning
households,
making
them
more
credit worthy for more
assets to own.

 People started to use the
embankments as their
way of communication.
 With the damage of
certain locations of the
embankments people felt
insecured to use their
way of moving during the
rainy season.
 School going children
sometimes fall in problem
in
using
breached
embankments as their
way to go to schools.

 The
communication
system rendered people
comfortable at least
during dry season but
frequent breaches have
left
them
uncertain
about
using
embankment as road as
long as these are not
submerged.

 The demand for
labor per ha near
about
120
and
maximum
labor
came from outside
than the locality.

 The
demand
for
agricultural labor is near
about 161 per ha.

 The net demand for
labor has been 41
labour-days per ha.
Local wage earning
households within the
project
have
more
livelihood
opportunity
and their socioeconomic
situation has slightly
imptovd with more wage
income.

 Local
Union
Parishad used to
manage local water
resources and Beels
and
haors
were
managed by Deputy
Commissioner
at
district level.

 The
institutions
(i.e.
WDB)
constructed
embankments and has
been conducting O&M of
infrastructures
 Local
people’s
participation in planning
and management has
been insufficient land
hence
governance
ineffective.

 Institutional presence (of
BWDB) is seen but
efficiency
of
flood
control system is at the
low ebb.
 In
absence
of
participatory
management
body
within
haor,
the
governance
position
does not turn out
meaningful.

 It was tough to go to
schools and health
institutions especially
in the wet season.
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10. Environmental Management Plan
10.1

Management Plan
Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 The rivers, internal khals and beels
should be re-excavated in order to
increase the water conveyance
capacity there by reducing flood
depth.
 The construction and repair work
of the embankment should be
monitored properly and timely,
particularly within February.

Flooding

 The embankment should be raised
by 2.5 feet at certain places where
the level is lower than the design
level
 Causeway should be constructed
at suitable locations to avoid major
damage of embankment by public
cuts.
 Awareness
raising
program
should be carried out against
public cut.

 The dredging work should be done
in a proper way so that the
embankment do not get eroded.
 Required number of sluice and
pump
house
should
be
constructed to facilitate
faster
drainage.
Drainage

 Proper maintenance of
house should be ensured.

pump

 The conflict of fishers and farmers
with regard to complete drainage
should be resolved satisfying both
sides’ needs.
Sedimentation

 Internal khals and peripheral rivers
should be re-excavated
 Some ghats should be constructed
at suitable locations

Navigation

 The outlets should have boat pass
facility to maintain navigational
connectivity
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Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 Judgment of local stakeholders
and
fishermen
should
be
considered.
 The dredging work should be done
in a proper way so that the
embankment do not get eroded.
 Raised of embankment
from Hasnabad- Rasulpur
and Dakshin Rampur Kuri

Increased cropped area

 Overall of the whole
embankment is to rise up
to 2-3 ft. height through
earthwork from existing
level of the embankment
for saving Boro crops.
 Height of the embankment
should be improved from
Bhutiar pur to Gazaria.

Increased crop production

 Rehabilitation works of the
embankment should be
done by dredged earth
materials.
 Embankment should be
repaired during November
to December.
 Smoothly functioning of the
embankment
and
regulators/
sluice gates

Increased crop damage

 Earth
materials
should
collected from Piyain river.

be

 Re-excavation of Pagna, Bhandaq
beel and a sluice should be
constructed on the western side of
Bhutiar pur village under Baulai
river.
 Re-excavation/dredging of
Piyain, Surma and Baulai
river

Increased irrigated area

Increased use of agrochemicals

 Re-excavation of existing
beels and khals.
 Farmers should be encouraged to
use organic manure to increase
soil fertility while avoiding water
contamination and reduce the soil
fertility.
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Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 Farmers should be encouraged to
cultivate leguminous crops to
enhance the soil quality.
 Farmer should be follow modern
agricultural
technology
like
Integrated
Pest
Management/Integrated
Crop
Management(IPM/ ICM) and Good
Agricultural Practices(GAP) etc.
 Grazing area needs to be
extended to the khas
lands or fallow land.
 Fodder need to be planted
in the khas lands of the
study area to meet the
shortage of grazing areas.

Status of livestock/poultry

 Awareness
build
through training

up

 Marketing facilities should
be improved.
Gain of total fish habitat
area by 14 ha (Increased
pond and newly created
borrow pit)

Slightly degraded habitat
condition driving towards
less sustainable
provisioning services
majorly fisheries.

Vulnerability to Beel
resident column and bottom
feeder’s fish species.


Not applicable
 Water holding capacity in the
Khals and in some cases in the
Beels (i.e., Hokiar Doky Beel,
Chatney Beel, Lokri Beel, Derai
Beel Dhola Pakhna Beel etc.)
should be increased through reexcavation/ dredging;

Re-excavation of internal
Khals and channel and
seasonal Beels

Not applicable

 Maintain minimum 1 m water
depth in almost all water bodies
during dry season.

 Unconventional fishing appliances
(i.e.,
fine
meshed
gears,
dewatering,
poisoning,
etc.)
should be banned;
 Should motivate and encourage
agriculture sector people for
abstaining from use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides for
keeping water uncontaminated.
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 Beel nursery programme
with native fish species
should be increased;
 Build more sanctuary with
the
involvement
of
adjacent
fishers
community;
 The protected area should
be guarded especially at
night by the professional
fishers of adjacent village
for facilitating fish species
diversity
and
fish
propagation.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

There is no significant
implication of interventions
on fish migration.

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 Increase the conveyance capacity
of Khal maintaining minimum 1m
depth during dry season;

 Proper maintenance work
should be conducted and
monitored by the Project
Implementation
Committee (PIC).

 Fish friendly structures should be
implemented for suitable fish
passage.
 Fishing should be controlled
during
pre-monsoon
and
recession period.

Overall fish production gain
is about 4,767 metric ton in
2015
compared
to
production of 1989.

Increased
use
of
unconventional
fishing
appliances
and
thus
increased fishing pressure.

Fishing based livelihood of
commercial
fishers
becomes unsustainable due
to dominancy of part-time
fishers.
Beel fishery is being
secured by the scheme
though
the
weak
enforcement is not yielding
expected benefit.
(Aquatic Fauna) Dolphin
habitat squeezed. Waders’
diversity reduction and
population declining

Not applicable

Above measures.

 Unconventional fishing appliances
should be stopped;
 Should increase law enforcement
for controlling unlawful fishing.

 Fishing
ban
time
income
generating activities should be
promoted. In that case, the fisher’s
community should be involved in
water management group.

Not applicable

 The scheme should be maintained
with the coordination of the line
agencies.

Not applicable.

 Initiate commercial production of
freshwater snails for meeting up
duck feeds
 New plantation should be done.
Conservation of swamp forest is
needed because some fish
species generally use swamp
forest area as their breeding
habitat..

(Reddlands)
Loss of viable population

 Take Immediate initiative
conserve reed land.

(Livelihood
and
employment opportunity)
employment
had
been

Not applicable

 Strong surveillance for maintaining
water control structures through
controlling fishing.

(Swamp Forests) Dolphin
habitat squeezed. Waders’
diversity reduction and
population declining

New
opportunity

 Monitoring and awareness
building activities should
be conducted through
fishers’
communities
under the guidance of
Upazila Fisheries Officer.

-
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to
 Training would be ensured
for
the
creation
of
alternative
livelihood
options

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures
 Submergible embankment
must be repaired using the
local labor

created with the increase of
agricultural production
Employment
opportunity
has been created during the
period of operation and
maintenance
of
those
projects in Pagner haor.

 Allocation of all beel /Jall
Mohal to the actual
fishermen on equity basis
 Soft loan would be
provided especially in the
emergency period (i.e.
post flooding condition)
 Build up linkage with
farmer
and
national,
international traders

(Agriculture and
based income)

wage

Agricultural
production
based income increased
due the project intervention.
Agricultural wage labor
income increased Post
Project.

-

(Land Price)
The
opportunities
for
agricultural
production
increased for which the
value of agricultural lands is
also increasing

(Labor
and
Migration)

--

 Skill development training
program
should
be
initiated
for
capacity
building especially for men
and women to enable
them to continue with the
skill
as
livelihood
opportunity
in
similar
construction works.

-

(Accessibility to Health
and
Educational
institution)
The
submergible
embankments
provided
opportunity to be used as
road
Post
Project
intervention.
Due to lack of proper
maintenance, the damage
of the embankments was
increased and local people

 Regular Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) and
riverbank protection work
should
be
continued
properly to keep the land
optimally productive.


Seasonal

The demand for skilled and
unskilled labor increased
during project construction.

 New variety of crops and
its profitable production
should be ensured among
farmers.
Appropriate
training programs should
be initiated for farmers to
cope up with the changing
climate and technology

-

 A monitoring Committee
should be formed in
association with WDB and
local people to identify
damaged parts of the
embankment
 Local participation has to
be ensured to repair minor
damages to embankment.
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

started to face problem to
use these embankments as
their
means
of
communication.
(Institution
Governance)

and

There is no mechanism to
consider local people’s
ideas and concerns while
drawing project operation
and maintenance systems.
Project people suffer crop
loss and other household
vulnerabilities.
The role of institution to
consider public demand in
policy,
operation
and
maintenance on the issue of
those
submergible
embankments.

 Quarterly Meeting should be
initiated with local water and flood
protection
committee
to
understand the gap of institutional
policy and governance

 A Monitoring team should be
formed to visit submergible
embankments

 People’s feedback should be
taken before the implementation of
any kind of policy in relation to new
project and maintenance and
operation of those submergible
embankments.
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1. Introduction
1.1

General Information

Sari Goyain Project is situated under Jaintapur Upazila of Sylhet District. It lies within the
Northeast hydrological region in between latitude 25° 5'3.65"N and 25° 8'1.15"N and between
longitude 92° 5'5.20"E and 92° 9'18.86"E. The project has a gross area of about 2,400 Ha. The
water resources system of the project comprises rivers and khals running along the periphery as
well as through the project area.
Dhaka-Sylhet highway has divided the project area into two halves; one-half is in the eastern
side and the other portion is in the western side of the highway. The eastern portion is quite
higher and the soil is cohesive enough to withstand against flooding and erosion. In this side,
there are a number of drainage khals such as Agfuad Khal, Beltoli Khal, Naya Khal, Boita Khal,
Putir Khal but are presently closed by embankment. On the other hand, Teli khal and Ujla Khal
in the western side have regulators at the mouth of the outfall in Sari River there are a number
of water bodies within this project namely: Boli Beel, Chandkuri Beel, Mantala Beel, Parash Beel
and Bali Beel.
1.2

Project Descriptions

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) implemented the Sari Goyain Project. The
starting and completion date of the project are 1976-77 and 1988-89 respectively. The water
management infrastructures of the Sari Goyain Project include the following:

1.3



17.10 km embankment;



2 numbers of regulators;



2 numbers of bridges/culverts;



650 m protective works and



10 numbers of closures.
Present status of the project interventions

The area normally suffers from flash flood in pre-monsoon due to excessive rainfall in the
Meghalaya, which damages crops. But sometimes the flood occurs earlier like 2017. However,
the farmers sometimes cut the embankment to expedite the drainage after flood to start
cultivation in dry areas. Moreover, the embankment also gets breached due to heavy onrush of
flood water. If the breached points or public cuts are not repaired in due time i.e. before onset of
flash flood, flood water enters into the project through these weak points and damages crops.
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Figure 1.1: Hydrological features of Sari Goyain Project
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Active Sluice (20V) on Teli Khal

Active Regulator (1V) on Ujla Khal

Embankment Breach in Ag Fuad

Closure Near Teli Khal

Baily Bridge on Sari River

Stable Embankment in Birakhai

Figure 1.2: Sari River at different location surrounding the project area
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2. Water Resources
2.1

Flooding situation
Pre Project

Before implementation of the project, flash floods due to heavy rainfall in the upstream region
during pre-monsoon period flowed through the Sari River and usually entered in the project area
in mid-April and at times in mid-March. In the full monsoon period, about 70-80% of project area
got inundated and water stayed for about four months.
Post Project
The project interventions have delayed the entry of floodwater by 15-20 days. Afterwards, the
flood normally enters in early May through the 20 vent sluice on Teli khal gate, 1 vent regulator
on Ujla Khal and some water also enters through Beltoli Khal. Thereafter, monsoonal flood
comes and continues till the end of September. However, due to unprecedented rainfall in the
upper catchment in Meghalaya, the flash flood sometimes comes early like; it happened n midMarch in 2016 and 2017. On the other hand, If the breached points or public cuts are not repaired
in due time i.e. before onset of flash flood, water enters into the project through these weak points
and damages crops. Recession of floodwater starts from September and by mid-October, most
of the project area become dry except low lands.
Impact
Interventions of the project have delayed the entrance of flash flood by 15-20 days. However, in
recent years (2016 & 2017), flash flood entered into the project a bit early due to unprecedented
rainfall. The flash flood also enters, if the breached points and public cuts are not repaired in due
time i.e. onset of the flash flood, both in the upstream region and also inside the country.
2.2

Drainage condition
Pre Project

The elevation of the eastern portion of the project is relatively higher than the other part. The
slope (1 meter per kilometer) helped drainage of floodwater as there was no embankment and
the entire area was open. As a result during Pre Project period, it took 2-3 months to drain-out
of flood water to the Sari River.
Post Project
The interventions of the project have slowed down the drainage of water in post monsoon.
Moreover, siltation in the khals and at the mouth of the outlet structures also impedes draining
out the water quickly from project area. The eastern portion becomes inundated quickly due to
heavy rain and stays for a longer period, as there is no connection with Sari River. But, drainage
takes place through the regulators in the western portion of the project area. Local people
informed that after construction of the intervention, drainage congestion occurrs frequently after
1979 for a short duration only in the low lying area in western portion of the project.
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Impact
The drainage has been slowed down as well as impeded in the eastern portion due to the
interventions of the project.
2.3

Siltation
Pre Project

The silt and other coarse materials carried by the flash flood during Pre Project period got
deposited in the rivers as well as in the project area.
Post Project
After construction of submersible embankment and regulators, the silt and other coarse materials
cannot enter the project area during flash flood, which is mostly deposited in the river. However,
sometimes, the silts and other coarse materials enter the project through the breached point and
public cut, if not repaired in due time. The riverbed levels are rising due to rapid siltation reducing
the conveyance capacity of the rivers. Besides, runoff also erodes soil from agricultural land and
embankment, which get deposited in the beds of rivers, khals and beels. Moreover, soil from
embankment breach and public cuts gets deposited in the rivers, khals and beels.
Impact
Siltation in both peripheral rivers and internal rivers, beels and khals has increased compared to
Pre Project period. Presently, on average, the rate of sedimentation each year is about 6-8 cm
in the rivers and about 4-5 cm in khals as well as beels, which was 4-6 cm in both rivers and
khals and beels in Pre Project period.
2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

During Pre Project period, there was navigational connectivity between the haor and the
peripheral rivers throughout the year.
Post Project
Navigational connectivity between the haor and the peripheral rivers mainly remains operative
during monsoon. Besides, navigation also operates through the breached points and public cuts
(if it happens) before repairing in February/March. Moreover, boats can ply within the haor for
fishing and other purposes. However, navigational connectivity does not persist during premonsoon due to repairing of submersible embankment.
Impact
The navigational connectivity between the project area and the peripheral river has not been
affected in monsoon but it does not operate during pre-monsoon. Moreover, navigation in the
peripheral river has also not been affected.
Navigation in the Sari River has been affected due to the project though the navigation has been
interrupted to some extent, the road communication around the periphery of the project has
developed.
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3. Land Resources
The project area has fallen in two Agro-ecological zone, namely: Northern and Eastern Hills
(AEZ-29) and Northern and Eastern Piedmont Plains (AEZ-22). Non-calcareous grey floodplain
soil (non-saline) and grey piedmont soils are the dominant soil. The top soil texture is mainly clay
loam. The soils are slow to rapid permeable and have a low or moderate moisture holding
capacity. The land type characteristics are not uniform within the project area. About 85% of
cultivable areas are medium to high land where maximum flooding depth is below 90 cm during
the monsoon period. The recession of surface water from agriculture land starts at first week of
October and become free of floodwater in end of December.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the impact
on land resources due to structural interventions in haor ecosystem. The land use and sand
carpeting information under Pre Project and existing situations were identified through analysis
of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land use
Pre Project

The project boundary has been considered as similar to post project. The gross area of the
project was 2,395 ha, of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 1,807 ha. The rest area was
covered with water bodies (perennial beels/haors, ponds, rivers and khals), Forest, settlement
and others (brickfield and sand). Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 1,794 ha. The rest area is
covered with water bodies (perennial beels/haors, ponds, rivers and khals), Forest, settlement
and others (brickfield). Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cropped area, water bodies and forest has decreased about 13, 11 and 24 hectare
respectively. On the other hand, settlement and others area have increased about 43 and 5
hectare respectively. Detailed impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed land use in Sari Goyain Project
Land use
Net cultivable Land (NCA)
Water bodies
Forest
Settlement
others
Total

Pre Project
area(ha)
1,807
49
84
449
6
2,395

Post Project area(ha)
1,794
39
60
491
12
2,395

Impact (Post Project Pre- project)
-13
-11
-24
43
5
0

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015

3.2

Land degradation

No sand carpeting was found before or after implementation of the project.
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Figure 3.1: Land use of Sari Goyain Project (1989)
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Figure 3.2: Land use of Sari Goyain Project (2015)
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4. Agriculture Resources
Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops are
damaged by early flash flood, which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall in
the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use of
agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due to
structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were collected
from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from stakeholders
through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The secondary data
were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level Department of
Agricultural Extension (DAE) office. Besides, Boro crop areas under pre and post project
situation were identified by analyzing satellite images.
4.1

Cropped area, cropping pattern and intensity
Pre Project

Before the project interventions, the Net Cropped Area (NCA) was 1,807 ha, where dominant
cropping pattern was Fallow- Lt. Aman- Fallow. The land type of this project area was medium
high land (about 80% of NCA) followed by low land, high land, medium low land as presented in
Table 4.1.
Farmers usually grew Lt. Aus, B. Aus, B. Aman, Lt. Aman, water melon and vegetable crops in
Kharif-I, Kharif-II and Rabi season. Different varieties of Aus like Aina Shail, Murali and Haowa;
Aman like Uttak, Jori, Tapi, Moina Shail, Khoia Shail and Badal (B. Aman) were very much
popular among the farmers. As total scheme was single cropped dominated area, cropping
intensity of this area was 124%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under Pre Project
situation is presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pre Project cropping pattern of the Sari Goyain Project
Land type
High Land (F0)

Medium High Land(F1)
Medium Low Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)

Kharif-I
Kharif-II (July(March-June)
October)
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
B. Aus
Lt. Aman
Aus
Lt. Aman
Fallow
Lt. Aman
Fallow
B. Aman
Fallow
B. Aman
Fallow
Fallow
Total

Rabi (NovemberFebruary)
Vegetables
Watermelon
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow
Fallow

Area
(ha)
15
67
238
401
490
325
58
213
1,807

% of
NCA
1
4
13
22
27
18
3
12
100

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, August; 2017

Post Project
The project area becomes protected from early flash flood due to the implementation, which
influenced farmers to grow Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro crops instead of local Boro. HYV Boro
crops also produces higher yield than local varieties. Farmers prefer, Lt. Aus: Aina Shail and
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Murali, HYV Aus: BRRI Dhan 28, BRRI Dhan 48 in Kharif-I season,Lt. Aman: Moina Shail,
Choiah, Jori, Kala Koira, Giri, Chinigura, Kalizira, HYV Aman: BR 11, BRRI Dhan 49, BRRI Dhan
52in Kharif-II season, HYV Boro: BRRI dhan 28, BRRI dhan 29 in Rabi season. Moreover, Hybrid
Boro (Hira and Jholok) varieties are introduced in this area but not become as popular as HYV
variety. The Net Cropped Area (NCA) has been decreased to 1,794 ha after interventions.
Dominant cropping pattern of the study area is HYV Aus- HYV Aman- Falow covering 27%of the
NCA. Cropping intensity of this area is 154%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under with
project situation is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Post Project cropping pattern of the Sari Goyain Project
Kharif-I (March- Kharif-II (July- Rabi (NovemberArea (ha) % of NCA
June)
October)
February)
Vegetables
Fallow
Vegetables
23
1
High Land (F0)
Fallow
Fallow
Watermelon
58
3
Lt. Aus
Fallow
Watermelon
35
2
Lt. Aus
Lt. Aman
Fallow
230
13
HYV Aus
HYV Aman
Fallow
478
27
Medium High Land(F1)
B. Aus
Fallow
HYV Boro
153
9
Fallow
Lt. Aman
Fallow
416
23
Fallow
B. Aman
Fallow
132
7
Medium Low Land(F2)
Fallow
B. Aman
HYV Boro
57
3
Fallow
Fallow
HYV Boro
118
7
Low Land(F3)
Fallow
Fallow
Hybrid Boro
94
5
Total
1,794
100
Land type

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Impact
The Net Cropped Area (NCA) has been decreased 13 ha after the interventions. The cultivated
area of B.Aman and B Aus has gradually been decreased and replaced by either HYV or Lt. Aus
and HYV or Lt. Aman, HYV and Hybrid Boro variety cultivation was introduced after completion
of project due to its higher yield rate and ensured early flash flood protection by project
interventions. Impact on cropped area is presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Impact on cropped area in Sari Goyain Project
Crop name
B. Aus
Lt. Aus
HYV Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Watermelon
Vegetables
Total

Pre Project
Area(ha)
238
401
383
1,129

67
15
2,233

Post Project
Area(ha)
153
265
478
189
646
478
94
328
93
46
2,770

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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Impact (Post Project- Pre
Project) Area(ha)
-85
-136
478
-194
-483
478
94
328
26
31
537
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4.2

Crop production
Pre Project

The estimated total annual crop production of the project area was about 5,848 tons after loss
of 909 tons before any interventions. Detailed crop production statistics before interventions is
presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Annual crop production in Sari Goyain Project under Pre Project situation
Damage free area
Damaged area
Total
crop
Yield
Area(ha) Yield (ton/ha) Area(ha)
area (ha)
(ton/ha)
B. Aus
238
193
2.0
45
1.0
Lt. Aus
401
321
2.1
80
0.7
B. Aman
383
326
1.9
57
1.0
Lt. Aman
1,129
881
2.1
248
0.6
Water melon
67
54
30.0
13
10.0
Vegetables
15
11
22.0
4
6.0
Total
2,233
1,785
448
Crop
name

Annual
production
(ton)
431
730
676
1,998
1,742
270
5,848

Production
lost(ton)
45
112
52
373
268
60
909

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Post Project
After the implementation of the project, hydrological regime of the project area is changed.
Farmers started to cultivate HYV Aus, Lt. Aus HYV Aman, Lt. Aman, Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro
due to presence of submersible embankment, compartmental embankment, regulator and
closure, which protect their crops from early flash flood. Hence, total annual crop production is
about 11,304 tons with loss of 1,518 tons after interventions. Detailed estimation of crop
production after interventions is presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual crop production in Sari Goyain Project under Post Project situation
Crop name

Total crop
area (ha)

B. Aus
Lt. Aus
HYV Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Water melon
Vegetables
Total

153
265
478
189
646
478
94
328
93
46
2,770

Damage free area
Yield
Area(ha)
(ton/ha)
130
2.0
212
2.4
382
3.5
161
2.0
517
2.5
359
3.8
71
5.5
230
4.5
79
35.0
39
25.0
2,179
-

Damaged area
Yield
Area(ha)
(ton/ha)
23
1.1
53
1.2
96
1.3
28
1.2
129
1.3
120
1.5
23
1.8
98
2.0
14
12.0
7
8.0
591
-

Annual
production
(ton)
285
572
1,463
355
1,460
1,542
430
1,230
2,934
1,033
11,304

Production
lost(ton)
21
64
210
23
155
275
87
246
321
117
1,518

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Impact
Additional 5,456 tons crops are being produced in post project situation. The crop production is
increased due to the protection of flash flood which encourages the farmers for practicing high
yielding variety instead of local variety. Detailed estimation of impact on crop production is
presented in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Impact on crop production in Sari Goyain Project
Crop name
B. Aus
Lt. Aus
HYV Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Watermelon
Vegetables
Total

Pre Project
Production(ton)
431
730
676
1,998

1,742
270
5,848

Post Project
Production(ton)
285
572
1,463
355
1,460
1,542
430
1,230
2,934
1,033
11,304

Impact (Post Project- Pre
Project)
-146
-157
1,463
-321
-538
1,542
430
1,230
1,192
763
5,456

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.3

Crop damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in Pre Project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro crop, water entered into the Haor area and damaged the crops. So farmer of this area
suffered due to the damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project area
was 909 tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.4.
Post Project
Sari Goyain River project is now protected from early flash flood by the project interventions
which basically performed well up to 2012. After that, most of the year, flood water enters into
the project area before harvesting of Boro crop (early to mid-March) due to low height of
submersible embankment and malfunctioning of structures at Bitri, Lalmoni, Baorbag kandi and
Birakhai Mouza.
Floodwater enters into the project area through the surrounding Sari Goyain River either by
overtopping or by breaching the embankment at several locations. The height of embankment of
the Haor is low in comparison with the design level and more than 6 breaches are located in this
embankment at Bitri, Lalmoni, Baorbag kandi and Birakhai Mouza. Every year BWDB closes the
major breaches and entrances of the khal. The main reason for flooding in this Haor over the
years is that the rivers have silted up and their water flowing capacities are gradually reducing.
The excessive sedimentation makes rivers incapable of holding and conveying floodwater, which
creates excessive pressure on earthen embankment. Moreover, plant height of hybrid/HYV is
less than local varieties and growing period of most of the Hybrid/HYV varieties are higher than
local varieties except BRRI dhan28. So, flood water affects the whole crop area at a time.
According to local people, repairing of embankment is done by loose earthen materials of this
scheme in the month of March, which period is not suitable for embankment repairing. Besides,
the flash flood is being carried huge amount sediment and these is being deposited in Rivers,
Khals and Beels. Consequently, water carrying as well as retention capacities of surrounding
rivers, khals and beels are being reduced. For these reasons, crop damage areas are now
observed higher compared inthe without project situation.
The annual crop damaged area was about 15% due to natural calamities (Hail storm, Heavy
rainfall etc) and drainage congestion at before 2013 but now it increased to 21% due to non-
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functional condition of different structure, over flow of flash flood and siltation of rivers, Khals,
and beels of the study area.
The devastating floods of 2004 inundated the project area on the mid week of April. Local people
reported, around 100% of Boro both HYV and local varieties were damaged by the devastated
flood and late flood damaged the seedbed of T Aman and around 60% of the T Aman crop. B
Aman crop were also fully damaged in this year due to sudden rise of the floodwater and wave
action. In 2007, around 85% of Boro both HYV and local varieties were damaged by the
devastated flood. But, this year (2017), around 100% of Boro crop areas are damaged at premature stage. Most vulnerable locations such as Bitri, Lalmoni, Baorbag kandi and Birakhai are
identified in this respect. Total crop damage in this project area is about 1,518 tons annually.
Detailed estimation of crop damage after interventions is presented in Table 4.5.
Impact
The crop damage area has been increased from 20% to 21% after interventions, especially after
2013. Therefore, crop damage has been increased about 609 tons. This is happened due to the
malfunctioning of the interventions and reduced water carrying as well as retention capacity of
surrounding rivers, khals and beels. Detailed impact assessment on crop damage is presented
in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Impact on crop damage in Sari Goyain Project
Crop name
B. Aus
Lt. Aus
HYV Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Watermelon
Vegetables
Total

Pre Project
Production loss (ton)
45
112
52
373

268
60
909

Post Project
Production loss (ton)
21
64
210
23
155
275
87
246
321
117
1,518

Impact (Post Project –
Pre Project)
-24
-49
210
-29
-218
275
87
246
53
57
609

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, only surface water was used for irrigating watermelon and
vegetable crops. Local fermer reported that they stored water with the help of bundh/dayke
management and irrigate their crops with the help of flooded water in the low laying part of the
Haor. They also use traditional modes like Seuti, Don, Cone for irrigating their crops from
surrounding rivers, beels and khals during dry season. Prior to the implementation of the project,
irrigation water was more available than the requirement of crops.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the irrigation water demand has been increased due to
cultivation of high water demanding HYV Boro instead of Local Boro crop. On the other hand,
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the availability of surface water is being reduced due to siltation of surrounding rivers, khals and
beels of the project area. Therefore, the scarcity of irrigation water has been observed from early
February to end of March in most of the year. In this time, Sari Goyain River is the main source
of surface water irrigation. Mainly Low Lift Pumps (LLPs) is being used for lifting surface water
instead of traditional mode. In addition, about 15% of crop area is being irrigated from
groundwater by using Deep Tubewell (DTW).
Impact
There was deficit of irrigation water due to increase of water demand and decrease of water
availability during dry season. The irrigation water demand has increased for cultivating high
yielding crop variety. On the other hand, surface water irrigation availability has decreased due
to siltation of rivers, khals and beels of the project area.
4.5

Agro-chemicals use
Pre Project

Farmers of the project area were cultivated Aman, Aus, water melon and vegetables in pre-roject
situation. They didn’t apply agro-chemicals for crop cultivation. However, some farmer uses
inorganic fertilizer like mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for the restoration of soil fertility
they were mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for restoration of soil fertility.
Post Project
Generally, more agro-chemicals are required for cultivating Hybrid and HYV Boro crops. So,
farmers applied more agro-chemicals for HYV Aman and HYV/Hybrid Boro crop cultivation. Total
about 503 tons chemical fertilizers, 2.0 Kiloliter liquid and 4.0 tons granular/powder pesticides
were used in the study area for crop cultivation per year. Detailed use of agro-chemicals under
Post Project situation is presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Use of agro-chemicals in Sari Goyain Project under Post Project situation
Crop name
B. Aus
Lt. Aus
HYV Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Watermelon
Vegetables

Urea
50
80
110
60
100
120
180
160
120
160

Fertilizer (Kg/ha)
TSP
MP
10
10
15
15
25
25
15
15
30
30
40
40
80
80
70
70
100
60
80
80

Others
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pesticides
Total
(kg/ ha) Liq. (ml/ha) Gran. (Kg/ha)
70
200
0.5
110
500
1
160
500
1
90
300
0.8
160
800
1.2
200
1000
1.5
340
1500
3
300
1200
2.5
280
1200
3
320
1500
3

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Impact
Use of agro-chemical has increased largely under Post Project situation compared to Pre Project
situation. Additional about 503 tons chemical fertilizers, 2.17 Kiloliter liquid and 4.0 tons
granular/powder pesticides are used for crop cultivation annually. Detailed impact on use of agrochemical is presented in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Impact on agro-chemicals in Sari Goyain Project
Pre Project
Post- project
Impact
Pesticides
Pesticides
Pesticides
Total
Total
Total
Crop name
Liquid Powder/
Liquid Powder/
Liquid Powder/
Fertilizer
Fertilizer
Fertilizer
(Kilo Granular
(Kilo Granular
(Kilo Granular
(ton))
(ton)
(ton)
Liter)
(ton)
Liter)
(ton)
Liter)
(ton)
B. Aus
0
0
0
10.7
0.03
0.1
10.7
0.03
0.1
Aus
0
0
0
29.2
0.13
0.3
29.2
0.13
0.3
HYV Aus
0
0
0
76.5
0.24
0.5
76.5
0.24
0.5
B. Aman
0
0
0
17.0
0.06
0.2
17.0
0.06
0.2
Lt. Aman
0
0
0
103.4
0.52
0.8
103.4
0.52
0.8
HYV Aman
0
0
0
95.6
0.48
0.7
95.6
0.48
0.7
Hybrid Boro
0
0
0
32.0
0.14
0.3
32.0
0.14
0.3
HYV Boro
0
0
0
98.4
0.39
0.8
98.4
0.39
0.8
Watermelon
0
0
0
26.0
0.11
0.3
26.0
0.11
0.3
Vegetables
0
0
0
14.7
0.07
0.1
14.7
0.07
0.1
Total
503.4
2.17
4.0
503.4
2.17
4.0
Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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5. Livestock Resources
Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an important
role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for cultivation,
threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a ready source
of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of livestock are
reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large areas during most
of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to availability of natural feed for
ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer much due to shortage of feed,
outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter facilities. The livestock rearer in the
Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project. The
status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986), Agriculture
census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases, marketing
facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD)
and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of livestock population, feed and diseases
Pre Project

According to livestock census 1996, the livestock and poultry population in the project area were
2,410 cattle, 540 goats, 8,320 chicken and 2,080 ducks (Table 5.1). Before implementation of
the project, the major feed available to ruminants was mostly crop residues (rice straw)
supplemented with weeds from cultivated fields. They are to depend on naturally grown grasses
in Kandas and alongside roads and embankments. Most of the year before implementation of
the project, the crops were to damage by early flash flood. As a result, shortage of feed from
crop residues, reduction of grazing facilities seriously affect livestock rearing. That time, the small
holders were to depend on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The major
poultry feeds were rice bran, broken rice, kitchen wastes like rice, rice-gruel, vegetables, fish
wastes etc. In addition, the duck usually scavenges in the nearby waterbodies like Haor, beel,
khal, river or any other low-lying areas; mainly eat various types of aquatic insects, small fish,
shell or snails. Major livestock and poultry diseases were Gola Fula (Haemorragic Septicemia),
Foot and Mouth Diseases (FMD), Pox and Cholera, Duck Cholera, Fowl Pox and Fowl Cholera
etc. The most vulnerable period was between July to November for spreading diseases to
livestock and poultry populations. Mortality rate of the livestock/poultry was higher due to poor
shelter condition and they lived in unhygienic condition. Marketing facilities was not in good
condition and price was also low due to less demand of their products and by products. Producer
consumed their products at family level and additional products were sold at local village market.
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Table 5.1: Status of livestock/poultry in Sari Goyain Project
Livestock/
Poultry
Category
Cattle
Goat
Chicken
Duck

Pre Project
No of
Total No of
Households
Livestock
having Livestock
630
2,410
220
540
1070
8,320
420
2,080

Post Project
No of
Total No of
Households
Livestock
having Livestock
880
3,250
380
1,080
1430
8,900
460
2,220

Impact
Number of
Livestock
Population
840
540
580
140

Source: CEGIS estimation based on livestock census (1996), agriculture census (2008) and field information
(September 2017)

Post Project
According to agriculture census 2008, the livestock and poultry population in the project area are
3,250 cattle, 1,080 goats, 8,900 chicken and 2,220 ducks (Table 5.1). After implementation of
the project, crop is protected from early flash flood. As a result, the feed availability of livestock
is increased due to increase of crop production. However, some of the year, the crops were
damaged by early flash flood. In that year, the small holders were dependant on water hyacinth
and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The poultry feeds are same as in pre project situation.
On the other hand, more or less similar diseases are found in post project situation. The mortality
rate of the livestock/poultry became negligible during the project period, due to extension works
at farmers’ level such as immunization and insemination program by Department of Livestock
(DLS). Marketing facilities during dry season also improved due to improvement of the
communication system by constructing the submersible embankments. Therefore, market prices
are increased due to high demand of products and by products.
Impact
From 1996 to 2008, about 840 cattle, 540 goats, 580 chicken and 140 ducks have increased due
to the reduction of flood vulnerability, improvement of marketing facilities and strengthening of
livestock extension services. Details about impact on livestock are presented in Table 5.1.
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6.

Fisheries Resources

Fisheries resources in the project area are rich and diversified. Types of beel, connecting khals,
floodplain and some fish ponds are present in the project area. The khals are perennial in nature
and enough water is present in dry season and act as fish migratory route and maintain the fish
productivity of the area. In post monsoon the floodplains are use as crop field. The ponds in the
project area are use as fish culture purpose and contributing in fish production to some extent.
6.1

Habitat Area

Sari Goyain is the main river in the project area. The major beel are namely Parash Beel, Hautala
Beel, Mantala beel, Boll beel, Digha beel, Chandkur beel, bali. These beels are perennial in
nature. Some seasonal beels are present. The major khals are Beltoli khal and Naya Khal, Putir
khal, Boita khal, Ag Fuad khal, Teli khal, Ujla khal etc. The khals in the project area are the major
fish migratory route. In dry season the depth of water in khals is good for fish sheltering place.
In dry season the project area is used as crop field except the perennial beel area. In monsoon
the area is inundate by water and used as floodplain. Water stay about 3 to 4 months in the
floodplain and uses as breeding and feeding ground for the fishes. Some water hyacinth are
present in the perennial beel that are used as sheltering place for fish as well as other aquatic
animals in post monsoon period.
Pre Project
Fish habitat of the project area was 397 ha in pre Intervention period. Of which capture fish
habitat 386 ha and fish pond 11 ha. The overall scenario of fish habitat was comparatively good.
And the connectivity of khals with beel, floodplain and river was smooth.
Post Project
Post Intervention the total fish habitat is 379 ha. Of which capture fish habitat 366 and fish pond
13 ha. The perennial beel and floodplain are silted up partially due to flash flood. The connecting
khals are silted up and loss the water holding capacity in dry season. Photo of fish habitat of the
project area is given below Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Fish habitat of Sari Goyain Project area
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Impact
Decrease of fish habitat is 18 ha in the post Intervention period, which is decrease about 5% of
pre Intervention condition. Breakdown of fish habitat is given in the following Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Breakdown of fish habitat by type in Sari Goyain project

1

Fishery
Category
Capture

2

Culture

Sl.

Habitat type
Perennial Beels
Rivers and Khal
Floodplain
Sub Total
Culture pond
Seasonal pond
Sub Total
Grand Total

Area (Ha)
Pre Intervention
Post Intervention
28
16
20
20
338
330
386
366
2
3
9
10
11
13
397
379

Impact (Habitat
area Change in Ha)
-12
0
-8
-20
+1
+1
+2
-18

Source: Fish habitat assessment based on field findings and image based landuse data,1989 & 2015.

6.2

Habitat Condition

Habitat condition of the project area is comparatively good and productive. Present scenario of
perennial and seasonal beels habitat are changing because of incremental boro cultivation.
Pre Project
Habitat condition and water quality was satisfactory in pre intervention period. In that period the
farmer cultivates mostly local variety and use of agrochemicals and pesticides and fertilizer was
limited.
Post Project
Increasing of Boro cultivation in the project area means increasing the use of agrochemicals,
pesticides and fertilizer. Incremental use of agrochemicals, pesticides and fertilizer in boro field
are decreasing the habitat condition and water quality. Besides the water and habitat in the
project area are polluted by wastages from homestead, market and other anthropogenic activities
and decrease the fish habitat quality.
Impact
Degrading the fish habitat condition and water quality for incremental use of agrochemicals,
pesticides and fertilizer in boro field and wastage from different sources.
6.3

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

During field visit the local fishers and the aged peoples in the project area reported that about
100 as reported by the local fishers and aged peoples in the project area. The available fishes
in the area are puti, kholisha, kakila, boal, tengra, taki, rui, catla, mrigal, kalibaus, potca, guchi
baim, tara baim, mola, chela, gutum, magur, baila, ayre, shing, deshi sarputi, koi, pabda, chola
puti, tit puti, puti, gulshafoli, darkina, chapila, darkina, chital, gura icha, chang /okol, shol etc.
Abundance of some fishes was comparatively better in the project.
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Post Project
The local fishers and peoples informed that at present the number of fish species are almost
same as before. But some of the fish species which was unavailable few years ago, now these
species are observing in some extent like mani, deshi sarputi, ghonia, pabda, boro baim etc.
Impact
The number of fish species are same. But richness of some species are changes in some extent.
These fish species are ghonia, lamba chanda, deshi sarputi, pabda, kalibaus, baro baim, napit
koi etc.
6.4

Fish Migration
Pre Project

The fishes migrate and moves easily from one place to another without any obstacle. The small
fishes are use the shallow depth for breeding and feeding purpose. Overall fish migration was
smooth in the project area.
Post Project
Fish migration is disturbing because of intervention like embankment and malfunctioning of
regulator and siltation in khal bed and other man made causes.
Impact
Disturbing of fish migration and delayed fish breeding especially the small fishes in the project
area.
6.5

Fish Production
Pre Project

Fish production was about 46 Metric Ton (MT) per year. Of which from capture habitat was about
43 MT and from culture habitat was about 3 MT per year.
Post Project
Total fish production is about 125 MT per year. Of which from capture habitat is about 102 MT
and from culture habitat is about 23 MT.
Impact
Increase of fish production is about 78 MT per year. The incremental fish production may cause
due to increasing of fishing activities, introducing of beel fisheries, beel nursery and
commercialization of fishing, stocking of culture species in the beel etc. Fish production from pre
intervention and post intervention are given in the following Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Breakdown of fish production by habitat type
Sl.

Fishery
Category

1

Capture

Perennial Beel
Khal
Floodplain

2

Culture

Culture pond
Seasonal pond

Habitat type

Sub Total

Sub Total
Grand Total

Production (MT)
Pre
Post
Intervention
Intervention
16.24
14.64
3.00
4.00
23.66
83.50
42.90
102.14
1.20
7.50
2.25
15.0
3.45
22.50
46.35
124.64

Impact
(Production
Change in MT
-1.60
+1
+59.84
+ 59.24
+6.30
+12.75
+19.05
+78.29

Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data.

6.6

Fishing Appliances
Pre Project

Different types of fishing gears namely current jal, jhaki jal, thela jal, ber jal, puti jal, khora, borshi,
Gui (made by bamboo that used to catch small fishes) was used to catch the fishes from the
project area. The mesh size of net was above 2-3 cm (about 1 inch) that use to catch the fishes.
The net was fish friendly and protect the small fishes during fishing.
Post Project
Fishing gears are almost same as before (pre intervention period). Presently the fishers are using
some new nets and traps like kona jal / moshari jal (small mesh size net below 0.1 cm) that
damaging the fish fry as well as habitat quality. Some cases the beel owners catch the fish by
dewatering in post monsoon period.

Trap (for kuchia and baim fishing)

Jhaki Jal

Figure 6.2: Fishing by different types of gears of Sari Goyain project area
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Impact
The moshari (small mesh size net) jal are using excessively that damaging the fish fry as well as
habitat quality. Some cases the beel owner catch the fish through dewatering of some beel in
post monsoon period that also destroying the fish habitat.
6.7

Fishers Livelihood

Both Hindu and Muslim fishers are present. The professional fishers used to catch fish in the
project area during monsoon about 5 to 6 month in the project area. After that they catch fish in
adjacent river and ponds. The professional fishers are fully dependent of fishing for their
livelihood. The part time fisher catch fish 3-4 months after inundation of project area. After that
they engage with agriculture activities. The part time fishers are partially dependent on fishing.
The subsistence fishers catch fish only for own consumption.
Pre Project
The professional fishers was limited in pre intervention period and most of them are Hindu
fishers. The Muslim professional fishers was limited. They involve fishing round the year. The
professional fishers catch fish in the project area in monsoon and post monsoon. After that the
fishers catch fish in adjacent river or other water bodies.
Post Project
The number of Hindu and Muslim fishers has increased in post intervention period. Day by day
number of part time fishers’ are increasing rapidly. The part time fishers are mostly Muslim. They
catch fish in monsoon and post monsoon. Beside these few numbers of peoples are involved for
their livelihood as fish aratder, ice producer, retailer, fish labor, transport worker etc.
Impact
The fishers number increased in post Intervention period. The number of part time fishers
increasing rapidly. Some peoples are involving for their livelihood as fish retailer, fish aratder, ice
producer, fish labor, transport worker etc. and the number is increasing.
6.8

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

The fisher catch fish all the project area during monsoon and post monsoon period without any
restriction. The fishing practice was almost smooth. Even some water bodies was kept as
safeguard for the brood fish for next year breeding. Fishing by dewatering in beels was almost
absent. No leasing system was present in the project area.
Post Project
There is no restriction to catch fish in project area in monsoon period. But in post monsoon the
fishing are restricted in privately own beel area. Some cases the privately own beels are protect
through guarding from the month of Ashin (Bangla) to onward up to fishing. So fishing access is
limited in privately own beel area. Mostly the khas beels are occupied by the adjacent land owner
or local leaders.
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Impact
Private beel owners protect the fishing through guarding for their own interest. And khas beels
are occupied by the adjacent land owner or local leaders. So the professional fishers are not
getting any benefit from these beels in post monsoon period.
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7.

Ecosystem

The haor area occupies terrestrial as well as aquatic ecosystems. Geographical position of this
haor blessed with well biodiversity. Existence of different landscapes provide different types of
ecosystems, which support numerous faunal communities. Overall changes of ecosystem
diversity and biodiversity over the time are as follows.
7.1

Terrestrial flora
Pre Project

Population and density of terrestrial flora of this haor area were well and mainly centered on
homestead platforms, upland fallow areas and village grooves. Bamboo bush was the
remarkable vegetation on homestead area whereas natural undergrowth with numerous herbs
and shrubs dominated over the fallow land, settlement ridges and passages of cropfields. Among
the trees, Rhyna (Aponomyxis polystachya), Jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus), Kodom
(Anthocephalus cinensis) etc were common. Naturally grown species were abundant at each of
the homesteads backyards and fallow areas. Abundance of pteridophytes was quite common at
hillock area near Sarighat. With the cultivated varieties, cropfield were enriched with numerous
herbs and shrubs. Pitali (Trewia nudiflora) and Baroon (Crataeva nurvala) were frequently
followed homestead ridges, toe of unpaved village roads and on the ‘Kanda’ inside the haor
basin.
Post Project
Terrestrial floral composition and population have been changed during last few decades.
Natural vegetation on fallow lands and kandas have disappeared due to landuse change for
agricultural expansion. Overall homestead and settlement vegetation coverage have increased
with the growth of human habitation. But added more economic planted tree species in floral
composition in homestead vegetation.
Impact
Agricultural extension and human habitation caused damages of natural vegetation and changes
of homestead vegetation composition. Implementation of Intervention like embankment is
indirectly responsible in this regards for ensure protection of crop damage from early flood. The
specific impact on indicator flora has been represented below in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: A part of homestead vegetation at Nijpat village dominated with bamboo
bushes
Table 7.1: Changes of status of indicator species
Indicator
Species
Pitali/Mera
Hizol
Koroch
Barun
Dhol Kolmi
Nol Khagra

7.2

Pre Project
Common
Occasional
Occasional
Common
Common
Common

Post Project
Common
Occasional
Occasional
Common
Common
Rare

Cause of status
change
Agricultural expansion

Type of Intervention that
caused the change (If Yes)
-

Indirectly sluices

Terrestrial fauna
Pre Project

Dense homestead and natural vegetation were support good number of terrestrial mammals like
Jackales, mongoose, wild cats, mice etc. Natural vegetation of fallow land and kandas were
provided sheltering place for all the local avifauna and many reptiles like garden lizard, skinks,
snakes etc. Swamp trees on beel ridges were ideal resting and nesting place for prey birds like
Brahminy kite and Black Kite. But extreme flash flood during monsoon caused threat to small
terrestrial wildlife. According to local people, tall trees of this area was temporary resting place
for migratory birds. Pallas’s Fish Eagle reported rare along this area and was take their shelter
on Long trees of settlement area.
Post Project
Increasing homestead vegetation facilitate local avifaunal habitat all over the haor area. But
destruction of natural vegetation of fallow lands and other untouched areas disfavor dweller
wildlife like mongoose, mouse, lizards, skinks and snakes. They bound to relocate on nearer
upland vegetation and face threats due to human hostility. On the other hand, a long strips of
wildlife shelter have created at the both sides of embankment toe. Naturally grown vegetation
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along the embankment blessed to the local wildlife even in flooding season. Application of
insecticides badly impacted on snakes and amphibians.
Impact
Statuses of terrestrial faunal habitat have changed Post Project situation for changes of landuse.
Construction of flood control embankment facilitate sheltering place for terrestrial wild fauna. A
specific status of the terrestrial fauna is presented in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Intervention impact on terrestrial fauna of the study area
Indicator
Species
Pallas’s Fish
Eagle
Brahminy Kite
Vulture
Fishing Cat

Pre Project

Cause of status
change

Post Project

Rare

Rare

-

Common
Not found
Common

Common
Not found
Rare

Bengal Fox

Common

Rare

Rat Snake

Common

Occasional

Destruction of
natural vegetation
for agricultural
expansion
Destruction of
natural vegetation
for settlement and
cropfield expansion
Application of
insecticides

7.3

Type of Intervention that
caused the change (If Yes)
Embankment is indirectly
responsible for boosting up
crop production
Embankment is indirectly
responsible for boosting up
crop production
Embankment is indirectly
responsible for boosting up
crop production

Aquatic flora
Pre Project

Aquatic flora was abundant in Beels, khals and seasonal wetlands. At the species level, Sada
sapla (Nymphaea nouchali), Keshordam (Ludwigia abscendens) and Hygroryza aristata were
the most common and their abundance was only in perennial and deeply flooded seasonal
wetlands. Free floating plants were also common throughout the scheme area and Eichhornia
crassipes was the single most dominant species followed by Salvinia, Azolla and Lemna among
this type. Sedges and meadows were quite common. All the aquatic flora was grown abundantly
which favor fishes, mollusks and amphibians.
Post Project
Agricultural practice has been boosted up within the area after construction of embankment.
Local people tend to expand their crop area even inside the perineal beel ridges and on more
fallow lands. These activities have squeezed the habitat for growing aquatic vegetation in some
extents. In addition, there occurred significant destruction of aquatic flora due to over fishing in
floodplains with ‘Bain Jaal’ (fine meshed fishing net). These also interrupt germination of
hydrophytes like water lily, Singara (Trapa bipinosa) and Makhna (Euryale ferox) and many
species of submerged plants.
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Figure 7.2: Agricultural practice within the depressed area hinder regeneration of
natural aquatic flora
Impact
Aquatic flora have been reduced from the Haor basin due to expansion of agricultural practice
and overfishing. Interventions are indirectly responsible in this change for facilitation of crop
production within the haor. A detail specific status of the aquatic flora is presented in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Status of aquatic flora of the study area
Indicator
Species

Pre Project

Kochuripana
Shapla

Occasional
Very Common

Occasional
Common

Makhna

Common

Disappeared

Singara

Common

Occasional

7.4

Cause of status
change

Post Project

Not applicable
Agricultural expansion,
fishing activities
Agricultural expansion,
Over exploitation
Fishing activities

Type of Intervention
that caused the
change (If Yes)
Not applicable
Not applicable
Agricultural extension

Aquatic fauna
Pre Project

Population and diversity of aquatic faunal species of this haor were optimum as per informed by
the local people. Fishes were the major aquatic faunal group that was abundantly grown all over
the aquatic portions of the haor area. Khedakuri Beel, Bigha Beel, Boro Beel are the referable
perineal wetlands were provided well habitats for numerous water dependent birds (i.e. Little
Cormorant, Little Egret, Great Egret, Cattle Egret and Pond Heron) all over the year. Migratory
birds were also roam each year at these beels. Amphibian and reptiles population were well
along the cropfields, ditches and beel areas. There was evidence of Eurasian Otter (Lutra lutra)
in large beel areas and even in old homestead ponds reported by local people.
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Post Project
Overfishing and agricultural encroachment of wetland impact negatively to the aquatic fauna.
However, as a foothills area, this haor still abode well number of water dependent avifauna like
cormorants, egrets and herons. As per local people, migratory birds are also visited the big beels
and ditches each year. Although local villagers have initiated fish culture at depressed area of
the haor, but the population of freshwater snails and frogs have unchanged over the time.
Impact
There is no significant change of aquatic fauna due to implementation of interventions. A detail
impact of the interventions has been provided below in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Aquatic fauna status of the study area
Indicator
Species
Indian Bullfrog
Monocellate
Cobra
Migratory
Birds/Waterbirds
Eurasian Otter

7.5

Pre Project

Post Project

Very Common
Common

Very Common
Rare

Common

Common

Common

Occasional

Cause of
status change
hunting

Type of Intervention that
caused the change (If Yes)
-

Agricultural
extension
Habitat
destruction

Not applicable
-

Swamp Forest and Reedland
Pre Project

The haor possessed no swamp forest, but a large this haor possessed some reedbeds at the
center portions. The lands were mainly dominated with tall grasses and attain swamp character
whole of the year. This lands have elevation with gentle slopes and deeply flooded in monsoon
which locally called “Pajubon”. Common vegetation composition is Phragmites karka,
Saccharum soontaneum Vetiveria zizanioides, Sclerostachya fusca and Arundo donax within the
grasses. Ficus heterophylla, Asparagus racemosus, Lipia iavanica and Rosa involucrata are the
dominant woody shrubs. The reedbeds were out of agricultural practices in most of the locations
of this haor.
Post Project
After implementation of embankment, a staple amount of reedbeds have converted to cropfield
due to expansion of agricultural practices. Nevertheless, there is existing reedland with healthy
vegetation within the passage of agricultural fields.
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Figure 7.3: View of Reedland within the Haor part of which have gone under paddy
cultivation (Picture taken September 2017)
Impact
Agricultural expansion caused conversion of reedland to cropfield and facilitation of crop
cultivation by implementing interventions is indirectly responsible in this regards.
7.6

Ecosystem goods and services
Pre Project

Referable ecosystem goods are food, fertilizer, medicine, energy, fiber, construction and craft
material. On the other hand, the ecosystem services have been divided into four categories on
the basis of their nature of functions and they are provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural
services. In this stage, the goods and services had not interrupted by any interventions and these
are improved naturally. Food, medicinal plants and genetic resources of the flora and fauna are
considering the provisioning services in this area had been standard before implementation of
the interventions. There were vast Regulating services such as climatic condition was good
because of vast coverage of natural vegetation as well as cultivated vegetation on settlement
and cropfields. Wetlands were functioning well due to possess its natural characteristics without
any intervention.
Post Project
Services have been changed with changing of functionality of wetlands as this area is mostly
depend on wetland ecosystems. The provisioning services as well as food production have
boosted up in the case of cultivated varieties with growing of food demand for human. But food
production from natural vegetation have been decreased day by day due to destroyed aquatic
vegetation for overfishing and crop cultivation. Over harvesting of reedland weeds in some area
caused population depletion of vegetation. The regulating services are as usual over the time.
Impact
Ecosystem services have been changed over the time for changes of landuse as well as increase
human population.
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8. Socio-economic Conditions
8.1

Introduction

This study was conducted to understand the socio-economic condition and social impact due to
the project intervention. The socio–economic scenario was explored to understand people’s
socio-economic condition in both before and Post project condition using primary and secondary
data considering the objectives of the study. The socio-economic benefit would be understood
through this section in comparison with before and Post project condition.
8.2

Location and Population

This study area is located at Jaintapur and Gowainghat Thana under Sylhet district. In Jaintapur
thana, there are 4 Mauzas under the Jaintapur union. On the other hand, there are 7 Mauzas
under Nijpat union and the Jaintapur Baurbhag Daskhin, saru faud and birakhai mauzas fall
under the Charikata, Darbasta, and Jaintapur unions respectively. However, most of the unions
(5) and Mauzas (14) fall under the Jaintapur thana but Nayakhel mouza under Alirgaon union
falls under the Gowainghat thana.
Following Table 8.1 shows the total population of this study area based on Bangladesh
population and housing census 1991, 2001 and projected population in 2017.
The Population and housing census data 1991 shows that there were 15,831 people in this Sari
Goyain project area. The number increased to 24,539 in the 2011. With population projection, it
is found that presently about 26,626 people are living in this Haor region
Table 8.1: Union wise population of the study area
Total Population in 1991
15,831

Total Population in 2011
24,539

Projected Population in 2017
26,626

Source: Bangladesh Population and Housing Census 1991 & 2011.

8.3

Housing Condition
Pre Project

During Pre project, the main structures of the dwelling households of this area Pre project were
predominately roofed with straw/bamboo (58%) and the remaining 42% were made of
combination of different types of materials.
Post Project
During Post project, most of the houses are kutcha (62%) whereas the remaining housing
conditions are Semi-pucka (21%), Jhupri (13%) and pucka (4%). The tendencies to build pucka
houses are increasing with the development of socio-economic condition.
Impact
When there was no intervention, people were not more interested to build new houses in this
area due to the threat of frequent riverbank erosion. After the project, people felt secured as the
embankment and bank protection measures could save their houses and other belongings. The
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safety and security thus increased, a considerable number of new settlements with improved
pattern of housing started pouring in the area.
8.4

Livelihood Status
Pre Project

Pre project, about 19.0% households depended on agriculture which was the main source of
household income. Besides, 9.0% fishery, cropping, livestock and 10.4% as agricultural labor.
On the other hand, other sources of income were non-agricultural labor (5.3%), business
(20.7%), employment (14.6%) remittance (7.0%) and rest of the source (14.0%) of household
income were industry, transport and communication, rent and religious service.
Post Project
After the project intervention, agricultural production has increased and it project is their main
source (23%) of household income in this project The income opportunity based on fishing has
declined and only some people from fishing community have got access to work as a seasonal
labor. Due to existing leasing arrangements, haor fishery resources are often controlled by local
elites resulting in highly restricted access to open water fisheries by the poor. The flash floods
have impacted on livelihood security and employment opportunities. Some areas of this Haor
has been facing this problem acutely compelling the victims to accept alternative livelihood
options. The options to work in the agricultural field is declining, as a result, a portion of
agricultural labors are motivated to do alternative options like stone breaking, auto driving,
industrial labor, boat laborer etc. With the period of time people’s engagement on business have
increased.
Impact
Agriculture and fishery have been the two major livelihood options for the people of this haor.
But repeated inundation of the major Boro crop almost every year and shrinking of fishing
opportunity for fishermen have negatively impacted the households having those two options of
livelihoods. Loss of crops and fishing opportunity have created push factor for those who have
been dependent on these two livelihoods to search for alternative livelihoods. Moreover, attitude
to agricultural and fishery labour as livelihood is getting negative day by day, as a result of new
economic growth influence in urban sector. Agricultural labors are motivated to do alternative
options like stone breaking, auto driving, industrial labor, boat laborer etc. In addition, some
people (15%) from Sari Goyain project area go to Dhaka, Chittagong and sylhet to do different
sorts of work to improve or maintain their income and livelihood. People, who have the
affordability, are going abroad (5-10%) to employed for better income opportunities from different
sorts of works.
8.5

Land Ownership Pattern
Pre Project

Following table 8.2 shows the land ownership pattern of this study area at both pre and post
project condition. During Pre Project, about 45% farmers were in small farmer category. Besides,
there were absolute landless (24%), medium farmer (19%), Marginal farmer (7%) and large
farmer (5%).
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As there was regular flash flood and no protection to mitigate the damage of early flooding
condition, therefore, the investment in the agricultural sector were minimal and economically
solvent people were not interested to invest more in this sector.
Post Project
The percentage of absolute land less farmer increased from 24% (Pre project) to 30% (Post
project). The percentage of large farmer also increased from 5% to 10 % respectively. Though
the percentage of functional land less farmer increased but the percentage of medium large
farmer increased in minimal proportion.
From this scenario, it has been identified that people who have more land have invested more
for agricultural production Post project, and earned a significant income and bought land for
agriculture. From FGDs some notions of causes of decrease and increase of percentage of
owners over time have been registered. In addition, the increase cost of agricultural production
made a considerable impact to lead small farmer to sell their agricultural land to do other
business as a source of their income.
Table 8.2: The land ownership pattern in this study area
Land Ownership Pattern
Absolute Landless(0 ha)
Functional Landless and Marginal
farmer (0.004 – 0.198 ha)
Small farmer (0.202 - 1.008 ha)
Medium farmer (1.012 - 3.032 ha)
Large farmer (3.036 ha and above ha)

Pre project (In Percentage)
24

Post project (In Percentage)
30

7

4

45
19
5

36
20
10

Source: Field data 2017 through FGD and informal interview

Impact
With the project intervention, agricultural production increased and the land owners who have
more lands (i.e. large farmer) gained more through their investment in agricultural production.
8.6

Agriculture and wage based income
Pre Project

During the pre project condition, the livelihood opportunities for households at the Dhaleswai
Haor basin were limited and highly seasonal, as they were focused predominantly on agricultural
labour associated with the single annual rice cropping cycle. Fishing was traditionally an
important occupation which was considered as the secondary sources of livelihood options at
this Dhaleswai basin. The incidences of livestock husbandry as a livelihood activity in the Haor
region were also prominent as their tertiary source of income at the time of before intervention.
It was found that the net income from the agricultural production was 717.59 lakh whereas people
mostly used to grow B. Aus, Aus, B. Aman, Lt. Aman and vegetables.
During the period of Pre project, total net agricultural land were about 2254 hector and the net
demand of agricultural labor input was 157 per hector. In this regard, the net incomes based on
agricultural wage labor were about 3.56 lakh from the total agricultural land in this study area.
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Post Project
Post project intervention, the income opportunity based on agriculture were increased and
people got chance to grow more paddy and recruit local labor generating extra income
opportunities. People who have more land can grow more production during the period of project
intervention.
Based on current production rate it has been found that the income based on agriculture is near
about 1297.77 lakh whereas people grow B. Aman, Lt. Aman, HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro, HYV
Boro, Wheat and vegetables.
The amount of production and production base income increased comparing the scenario from
the before to Post project condition. Though here has a reason of autonomous development but
the people’s tendency to seek more production tended them to grow more agricultural production
through HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro, HYV Boro, watermelon and vegetables when the
embankments took a lead to protect the early flash flood at this Sari Goyain Project.
During the Post project, the net cultivable land was increased from 2,254 to 2,770 but the net
demand of agricultural labor decreased due to the increase of technological innovation in
agricultural production. Though the net labor demand is decreased and net income lessened
3.56 to 3.43 lakh based on net cultivable land.
Impact
Though the net demand for agricultural labor was declined (due to technological innovation) from
157 man days (per hec) 153 man days, but the production and production base income was
increased during the Post project time. It was found that the net agricultural income was
increased 580.18 lakh in comparison with Pre project condition. People’s tendency to seek more
production tended them to grow more agricultural production through HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro
and HYV Boro when the embankments took a lead to protect the early flash flood at this Sari
Goyain Project. The net labor demand is decreased and net wage base income decreased 3.56
to 3.43 lakh based on net cultivable land.
8.7

Land price
Pre project

During Pre project, the land price of this Haor region was minimal and people were not interested
to buy land due to regular flash flood and crops damage. It is found that the price of agricultural
land was 10,000 to 40,000 Tk per keyar and 50000-100,000 Tk for homestead land.
Post project
During Post project, the land price was increased due to the increased productivity of this land
and protection for flash flood in this study area. Though here has an impact of natural flow of
development and increased inflation rate, but people’s interest to buy those land were
acknowledgeable after the time of project intervention. Presently, the price of agricultural land
is near to be 1.0 lakh to 3.0 lakh whereas the price of 4.5 to 6.0 lakh for homestead lands. It has
been understood that the value of land is increasing with the development of business
opportunity and overall infrastructural development in this area.
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Impact
The price of agricultural land is in a range of around BDT1.0 lakh to 3.0 lakh whereas the price
of homestead land is running within a range of BDT4.5 to 6.0 lakh per Keyar. It has been
understood that the value of land is increasing with the development of business opportunity and
overall infrastructural development in this area.
8.8

Transport and Communication
Pre Project

During the Pre project, people faced problems to move due to the poor road and transportation
system. Though here has a river and people mostly used boat during the rainy season but people
used to go on foot during the dry season.
Post project
After the period of project intervention, people were started to use the embankment as their way
to go to school, connecting roads, bazaars and health centers and other desired places.
Presently, different types of vehicles like auto rickshaw, easy bike, bikes and rickshaw are used
to move on the embankment as their way of transportation.
Impact
Some projects have significant impacts to work as the connecting road in which people can get
easy access to reach on the road for moving different locations.
8.9

Health and Educational institution
Pre project

Pre project, there was a community clinic in this study area. It is about 2.0 k.m from the locality
where people used to go to take primary treatment. The upazilla health center, located at the
Goainghat Upazilla (6-8 km away from the study area) where people go for their health care and
solve complicated health related problems. Though all schools were not in same distance
students from different mauzas went to those schools adjacent from the respective communities.
Post Project
There is no change in the number of primary schools but one high school has been established
Post project initiation. People go to the community health clinic for primary treatment but still
upazilla health clinic is their main place for emergency response and other health care treatment.
The development of communication made health and education easily accessible during the
period of Post project.
Impact
Health and educational institutions have increased and people especially school going children
go to schools using the embankments during dry season Besides, embankments also serve
other local people, pedestrian, women and other people, as a road to move to any destination
in the dry season. Presently, when some of the locations of the embankments became damaged,
people’s way to reach to the schools and health institutions are hampered, and people of the
Sari Goyain Project suffer mostly for a certain period of time being. Occasional risk of damage
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to their houses and property, and the particular constraints imposed by flash flood on women
and girls’ access to basic services of healthcare and education still exist.
8.10

Labor and Seasonal Migration
Pre Project

Before intervention, people did not get much access to do other works than the agriculture.
People from different regions came to join as work force for crop harvesting and fishing labors.
The intensity to come during that period was significant and people’s demand specific labors
within the Haor area were not adequate to assist their agricultural production. Due to the facilities
for stone collection, business and related working opportunities on that field was considerable to
attract people from different regions to do work in this area.
Post Project
After the project intervention, as the agricultural production increased, therefore, it is estimated
that the demand for labor would have to be increased. But here it is noted that during the period
of project intervention, the use of modern technology and fertilizer (i.e. in agriculture was
increased that lessened the labor demands simultaneously. However, regarding this situation,
the net demand for agricultural labor (having with technological innovation) is near about 153
man days (field data 2017) per ha whereas most of the labor come from the local areas The
incoming rates of agricultural labor from other regions were being declined after the time of
project intervention. Due to autonomous development and growing field in stone business made
people motivated to work on that field. Furthermore, during last ten years people were facing
regular damage due to flood and water logging, in this way, people dependent on agriculture
were forced to change their occupation. At the same time, the working opportunity in the field of
agriculture was lessened and about 40% agricultural labor (Field Data,2017) were on the move
to take new working opportunity at the outside in this study area.
Impact
The options to do work in the agricultural field is declining, as a result, agricultural labors are
motivated to do alternative options like stone breaking, auto driving, industrial labor, boat laborer
etc. In addition, some people (10%) from this study area go to Jaflong, Dhaka, and sylhet to do
different sorts of work to find income opportunities. People who have the affordability are going
abroad to generate income opportunities involving different sorts of works.
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9. Summary of Impacts
Table 9.1: Summary of Impacts
Indicators
Water Resources

Flooding

Pre Project

Post Project

Impact

 The project area was
inundated frequently
by flash flood during
mid-April and at times
in mid-March.
 Water stayed for about
four months in the
project.

 After implementation
of the submersible
embankment and
other structures by
BWDB in 2005-2006,
entrance of flash flood
into the project area
got delayed by 15-20
days.
 Drainage of flood
water has been
impeded due to
interventions. Most of
the haor area is
drained by the first
week of December.

 Risk of entrance of
flash flood has
reduced.

 Most of the flood water
could smoothly be
drained out to the
peripheral rivers as the
area was totally open.
Most of the project
area got dried up at
the end of November.
Drainage

Siltation

Navigation

 The sediment carried
by the flash flood got
deposited both in the
rivers and haor area.
Hence, sedimentation
was not that much
problem before
implementation of the
interventions.
 As per people’s
opinion every
yearabout 4 to 6cm
siltation occurred in
and around the project
area.
 There was
navigational
connectivity between
the haor and the
peripheral rivers
throughout the year.
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 Sedimentation has
taken place in the
rivers, beels and khals
over the years. As a
result the bed level of
the rivers, beels and
khals has risen and
conveyance capacity
has also been
reduced.
 Presently, very
negligible siltation
occurs inside the
project area but 8-12
cm in the peripheral
river.
 Navigational
connectivity between
the haor and the
peripheral river
remains operative
during monsoon.

 The drainage of the
haor has
deteriorated a little
bit. It got delayed
by 15-20 days than
the Pre Project
condition.
 Conflict has arisen
between the fishers
and the farmer’s in
terms of public cut.
The farmers cuts
the embankment
for quick drainage
to undertake
cultivation but
fishers want to
keep water to
increase fish
production.
 Siltation has
increased in both
the peripheral
rivers, internal
rivers and khals
also.

 The navigational
connectivity has not
been affected in
monsoon but it
does not operate
during pre-

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre Project
 A number of large
vessels used to move
in the rivers during
monsoon but reduced
in the dry period

Post Project
Besides, navigation
also operates through
the breached points
and public cuts before
repairing in
February/March.
Moreover, boats can
ply within the haor for
fishing and other
purposes.

Impact
monsoon due to
repair of
submersible
embankment.
 Navigation in the
peripheral river has
not been affected.

Land Resources
Land use (ha)
Land degradation
(Sand Carpeting
area), ha
Agriculture Resources
Cropping intensity (%)

Cropped area (ha)

Crop production (ton)
Crop damage (ton)
Irrigated area (ha)
Surface water
Irrigation availability
Agro-chemicals use
(ton or kiloliter)

 Gross area: 2,395
 NCA: 1,822
 Others: 573

 Gross area: 2.395
 NCA: 1.794
 Others: 601

 NCA: -28
 Others: +28

1

NA

124
 Rice: 2,172 (B. Aus:
242, Lt. Aus 405, B.
Aman: 383, Lt. Aman:
1,142)
 Non Rice: 82

154
 Rice:2,270 (B. Aus:
153, Lt. Aus 265, HYV
Aus: 478 B. Aman:
189, Lt. Aman: 646,
HYV Aman: 478, HYV
Boro:328 Hybrid Boro:
94)
 Non Rice: 137
 Rice: 7,337
 Non Rice:3,967
 Rice: 1,080
 Non Rice: 438
 Rice: 422
 Non Rice: 139
 Deficit during month of
February to March
 Fertilizers: 394
 liquid pesticides:
1.7Kelo liter,
 granular/ powder
pesticides: 3 ton

+30
 Rice:+459
 Non Rice: +57




















Rice: 3,874
Non Rice: 2,012
Rice: 587
Non Rice: 328
Rice: 0
Non Rice: 82
Available

 Fertilizers: 0
 Pesticides: 0

Decrease









Rice:+3,463
Non Rice: +1,955
Rice:+493
Non Rice: +110
Rice:+479
Non Rice: +57
Deficit

 Fertilizers: +394
 liquid pesticides:
+1.7Kelo liter,
 granular/ powder
pesticides: +3 ton

Livestock Resources
Livestock population
(number)
Fisheries Resources
Fish habitat area

Habitat Condition






Cattle: 2,410
Goat: 540
Chicken: 8,320
Duck: 2,080

Cattle: 3,250
Goat: 1.080
Chicken: 8,900
Duck: 2,220

 Fish habitat was about
397 ha.
 Of which capture 386
ha,
 Culture 11 ha.

 Total fish habitat is
379 ha.
 Of which capture 366
ha.
 Culture 13 ha.

 The fish habitat quality
and water quality was

 The use of
agrochemicals and
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Cattle: +840
Goat: +540
Chicken: +580
Duck: +140

 Overall decrease
the fish habitat 18
ha.
 Decrease the
capture fish habitat
area 20 ha.
 Increase the culture
habitat 2 ha.
 Habitat quality and
water quality

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Fish Diversity

Fish migration

Fish Production

Fishing Appliance

Fishers Livelihood

Fisheries
Management

Pre Project
comparatively good in
pre Intervention
period.
 Agrochemicals and
pesticides and fertilizer
use was limited.
 Some beel area was
untouched from
fishing. That helps for
next year recruitment
of fishes.
 About 100 fish species
was available in
project.

Post Project
pesticides and fertilizer
has increase due to
boro cultivation. So
water quality is
degrading day by day.
 Water also polluted by
wastages of
homestead, market
and other
anthropogenic
activities.
 Fish species is same
but changing of some
species abundance.

 Fish migration status
was smooth. The
fishes move easily
from one place to
another without any
barrier.
 Overall fish production
was 46 MT per year.
 Of which from capture
production was about
43 MT.
 From culture
production was about
3 MT.
 Different types of
fishing gears namely
current jal, jhaki jal
,thela jal, ber jal, puti
jal, koi jal, khora,
borshi, Gui (trap
made by bamboo) was
used to catch the
fishes.
 The mesh size of
berjal was 2 to 3 cm.
 Only the Hindu fishers
was involve with
fishing. Numbers of
Muslim fishers was
limited.

 Interrupted due to
embankment and
regulators and raising
the bed and mouth of
khal.

 Some of the perennial
water bodies was
reserved for next year
propagation.
 The professional fisher
never catch fish by de-
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 Total fish production is
about 125 MT per
year.
 Of which from capture
production 102 MT.
 From culture
production about 23
MT.
 Fishing gears are
almost similar. But at
present the fishers are
using some new net
like kona jal / moshari
jal (small mesh size
net below 0.1 cm) that
damaging the fish fry
as well as fish habitat.
 Numbers of Hindu and
Muslim fishers has
increased partially. But
increased the part time
fishers rapidly.
 Good numbers of
peoples are involved
for their livelihood as
fish aratder, retailer,
ice producer, fish
labor, transport worker
etc.
 In monsoon the fisher
catch fish in project
without any restriction.
 In post monsoon
fishing, not allow in the
private own beel

Impact
degrading by
incremental use of
agrochemicals,
pesticides and
fertilizer in boro
field and polluted
by wastage from
different sources.

 Decrease the
abundance of some
species, mainly big
species.
 Impeding of fish
migration and
delayed fish
breeding especially
the small fishes in
some extent.
 Increase of fish
production about
78 MT per year.

 Decrease the fish
abundance and
destroy the habitat
productivity.

 Day by day
increasing the
participation of
different types of
peoples for their
livelihood.
 Increasing the
fishing pressure on
project areas and
the real fishers are
displacing from
their right.
 Fishing access is
limited especially in
privately own beel
and khas beel and
adjacent area in

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre Project
watering or any brood
fish.

Post Project
(protected by the beel
owners) or khas beel
and adjacent area.

Impact
post monsoon
period.
 Professional fishers
are not getting any
benefit in post
monsoon period
and displacing from
fishing right.

 Indicator species were
common except
occasionally found
Hizol and Koroach

 Insignificant change of
coverage

Terrestrial fauna

 Status was common
for most of the
indicator species
except Pallas’s Fish
Eagle

 Status have changed
for the Fishing Cat,
Bengal Fox and Rat
Snake

Aquatic flora

 Indicator species were
common or occasional

 Status have changed

 Diversity and
coverage have
unchanged except
Nolkhagra;
intervention is not
responsible
 Reduction of
population due to
Destruction of
natural vegetation
for agricultural
expansion and
expansion of
settlement;
intervention is
indirectly
responsible as
promote more crop
production
 Most of the
indicator species
have reduced from
the Haor basin due
to expansion of
agricultural practice
and overfishing;
Interventions are
indirectly
responsible

Aquatic fauna

 Indicator species were
common
 No swamp forest but
existed reedbeds
throughout the area

 No significant change

-

 Reedland coverage
has changed

 Optimum

 Reduced

 Change coverage
of reedbeds due to
expansion of crop
cultivation and
interventions are
indirectly
responsible
 Provisional
services has
boosted up and
regulating and
cultural services
has reduced

Ecosystem
Terrestrial flora

Swamp Forest and
Reedland

Ecosystem goods and
services

Socio-economic Conditions
 The houses, land and
Safety and Security
other properties of this
from the Natural
study area were
calamities
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 The risk of river bank
erosion is decreased
at the time Post
project

 People’s safety and
security regarding
the river bank
erosion and flash

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Livelihood status

Pre Project
vulnerable due to river
bank erosion.
 People’s safety and
security due to river
bank erosion made
people’s life
unsecured during the
flash flood
 Total cropped area
was 2254 ha whereas
about 157 man days
labour (per hector)
inputs were needed.

Post Project
 The protection of
houses and other
properties increased
due to the intervention
at the Sari Goyain
Project area.

 The Net demand for
labor per ha near
about 155 and about
50% labor came from
outside than the
locality.

 The net demand for
agricultural labor
(having with
technological
innovation) is near
about 153 per ha
whereas most of the
labor come from the
local areas

 The total agricultural
production base
average income were
about BDT 717.59
lakh
 The agricultural wage
base average income
was about 3.56 lakh.

 The agriculture
production base
income after the
period of Post project
is about BDT 1297.77
lakh
 The agricultural wage
base average income
is 3.43 lakh

 The price of
agricultural land was
10,000 to 40,000 Tk
per keyar1 and
50000-100,000 Tk for
homestead land

 The price of
agricultural land is
near to be 1.0 lakh to
3.0 lakh whereas the
price of 4.5 to 6.0 lakh
for homestead lands.

 Total cropped area
was 2770 ha where
about 153 man days
labor input were
needed. The
technological use
reduced labor input

Labor and Seasonal
Migration

Agriculture and wage
base income

Land Price

1

1 Keyar = 33 decimalss
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Impact
flood increased due
to the project
intervention.

 With the use of
technology in
agricultural
production reduced
the demand of
agricultural labor
during the period of
Post project.
 The technological
innovation with the
use ofmodern
techmology and
fertilizer in
agriculture was
increased that
lessened the
demands of
agricultural labor
 Due to regular flash
flood and damage
in agricultural;
production the
rates of forced
migration (10%) is
being increased.
 About 580.18 lakh
agriculture base
income increased
due to the project
intervention in this
Haor region
 Agricultural wage
base labor income
decreased during
the period of Post
project due to the
increase of total
cultivable land
 The opportunities
for agricultural
production were
increased in which
the value of
agricultural lands
was being
increased during
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Indicators

Pre Project

Post Project

 It was tough to go to
the schools and health
institutions especially
in the dry season.

 People started to use
the embankments as
their way of
communication.
 With the damage of
the certain locations of
the embankments
people felt unsecured
to use their way of
moving during the
rainy season.
 School Going children
sometimes fall in
problem in using
embankments as their
way to go to schools.

Accessibility in Health
and Educational
institution
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Impact
the Post project
condition.
 The communication
system became
easier after the
time of project
intervention.

10. Environmental Management Plan
Table 10.1: Management Plan
Impact
Flooding

Drainage and
Sedimentation

Navigation

Land use

Decreased cropped area

Mitigation Measures
 The submersible embankment
should be repaired as per design
section within the month of
February every year.
 Causeway should be
constructed at suitable locations
to avoid major damage of
embankment by public cuts.
 Awareness raising program
should be carried out against
public cut.
 The beels, khals and rivers
should be dredged/ re-excavated
to increase carrying capacity and
thereby reducing the impact of
flood.
 The dredging work should be
done in a proper way so that the
embankment do not get eroded.
 The rivers and khals should be
dredged/ re-excavated on a
need basis.
 Sufficient outlets should be
constructed at suitable locations
for easy drainage
 The Sari River should be
dredged regularly.
 The outlets should have boat
pass facility to maintain
navigational connectivity.
 Judgment of local stakeholders
and fishermen should be
considered.
 The dredging work should be
done in a proper way so that the
levees of the river do not get
eroded.
 Agricultural land graving should
be avoided.
 Fallow land should be brought
under cultivation
 Kanda should be utilized for
vegetables cultivation.
 Hydroponics or floating bed
vegetables cultivation should be
introduced or strengthened.
 Medium high and medium low
land should be utilized for short
duration and submergence
tolerant T Aman (BINA dhan7,
BINA dhan 11, BINA dhan12 and
BINA dhan 13) cultivation.
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Enhancement Measures

-

-

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Increased crop
production

Decreased irrigated area
and Availability of
irrigation water

Mitigation Measures
 Flood tolerant submergence
variety (BRRI dhan51, BRRI
dhan52 and BRRI dhan79 may
be tested.
-

 Regular re-excavation/ dredging
of the Sari Goyain river has to be
ensured in order for retention of
irrigation water.

Status of livestock/poultry

-

Increased crop damage

 Height of the embankment
should be improved as per
design level.
 Repairing of embankment from
Baorbag kandi to Birakhai.
 Overall of the whole
embankment is to raise upto 4-5
ft. height through earthwork from
existing level of the embankment
for saving boro crops.
 Regular maintenance work is
needed on compartmental
embankment by BWDB.
 Embankment should be repaired
during November to December.
 Repairing of embankment at
vulnerable point at Bitri, Lalmoni,
Baorbag kandi and Birakhai
Mouza.
 Regular dredging of the rivers
has to be ensured in order to
reduce the intensity of flash
flood.
 Rehabilitation works should be
finished by February
 Quality materials should be used
for rehabilitation works.
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Enhancement Measures

 Crop area should be increased by
utilization of fallow land.
 Short duration high yielding and
hybrid varieties should be
developed/introduced/strengthen
ed.
 Crop damage should be
minimized by timely and proper
rehabilitation of water control
structures like embankment,
regulators, drainage sluices etc.
 Re-excavation of existing beels
and khals should be ensured for
retention of irrigation water.
 Irrigation water should be
ensured by stopping drain out the
beels during early dry season for
fish harvesting.
 Grazing area should be increased
by utilizing fallow land.
 Awareness build up through
training
 Marketing facilities should be
improved.
 Availability of high yielding breed
should be ensured.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact




Increased use of agrochemicals






Decreasing the habitat
condition and water
quality.






Mitigation Measures
Short duration high yielding or
hybrid varieties should be used
instead of long duration BRRI
dhan29 variety.
Local varieties should be
transplanted in the deeper part
of the haor area instead of short
height high yielding or hybrid
variety.
Farmers should be encouraged
to use organic manure to
increase soil fertility while
avoiding water contamination
and reduce the soil fertility.
Farmers should be encouraged
to cultivate leguminous crops to
enhance the soil quality.
Farmer should be follow modern
agricultural technology like
Integrated Pest
Management/Integrated Crop
Management(IPM/ ICM), Good
Agricultural Practices(GAP) etc.
Fishing by kona jal / moshari jal
(small mesh size 0.1 cm net)
should be banded round the
year.
Fishing by dewatering should be
stopped.
Ideal use of agrochemicals and
pesticides and fertilizer.
Moshari jal / kona jal (small
mesh size net) should be
banded round the year.

Decrease the fish
abundance and
disappearing of some
fishes.



Hampering of fish
migration.

 Gates of regulator should be
open in pre-monsoon and
monsoon period for smooth
migration from river/khal to beel
or beel to river/khal.

Increasing the fishing
pressure in the project
area.

 Only ID card holders’ fisher
should allow to catch fish
through toll system in post
monsoon period for private own
beels (ID card no need for
subsistence fishers).
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Enhancement Measures

 Protect the fishing by kona jal /
moshari jal.
 Optimal use of agrochemical
should be ensure through
demonstration and monitoring by
Department Agriculture Extension
(DAE) of related upazila.
 Monitoring should be conducted
to protect the fishing by moshari
jal / kona jal through fishers’
communities and local elites by
the guidance of related upazila
fisheries officer.
 Proper maintenance of regulator
should be conducted and
monitored by the local community
or Project Implementation
Committee (PIC).
 Management committee (for gate
operation) should be formed by 7
or 9 members. The committee
members are local elite, teacher,
UP member, student and other
community members. At least 2
fisher members should be
present in gate operation
committee.
 ID card should be provided to the
professional fishers by the
Upazila Fisheries Officer (UFO).
New ID card should be provided
to the new fishers through proper
judgment by the ID card holder
fishers and local elites in

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Decreasing of perennial
water area

Diversity and coverage
have unchanged except
Nolkhagra; intervention is
not responsible
Reduction of population
due to Destruction of
natural vegetation for
agricultural expansion
and expansion of
settlement; intervention is
indirectly responsible as
promote more crop
production
Most of the aquatic flora
species have reduced
from the Haor basin due
to expansion of
agricultural practice and
overfishing; Interventions
are indirectly responsible
Change coverage of
reedbeds due to
expansion of crop
cultivation and
interventions are
indirectly responsible
Safety and Security from
the Natural calamities
increased during the post
project condition

Agriculture base
livelihood pattern has
been strengthen

Mitigation Measures

 The perennial beel area should
be kept as it is round the year.

Enhancement Measures
collaboration with related upazila
fisheries officer.
 The management committee
protect the khas beel as wetland
area especially in dry season.
The committee activities should
be guided by Jointapur upazila
fisheries officer.
 And use of signboard for
awareness creation of local
people. Aware the local
community about the importance
of wetlands in nature and our
daily life.

 Keep untouched the kandas and
village grooves of Govt. kahsh
land
 Initiate plantation programme
along the embankment toes,
river levees, kandas and other
khash lands
 Increase people awareness
about wild life conservation
 Initiate Govt. for conserve
respective amount of natural
vegetation and reedland in each
haor area

 Control over harvesting of
aquatic resources
 Enforce law and order to protect
beel area

 All the khash land with reedlands
should be out of public lease and
allotments

 A monitoring team will be formed
to look the embankment’s
condition
 Accountability , reliability and
transparency would be ensured
during the operation and
maintenance of the
embankments.
 Embankment must be repair
using the local labor
 Training would be ensured for the
creation of alternative livelihood
options
 Soft loan would be provided
especially in the emergency

-
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Environmental Management Plan

Impact

The input as agricultural
labor decreased
In migration decreased
but out migration
increased

Agriculture and wage
base income increased.

Land Price increased
with increased
agricultural production

Accessibility in Health
and Educational
institution strengthen

Mitigation Measures

 Skill development training
program should be initiated for
capacity building especially for
women to make them capable to
earn money at home.
 Provide loan services by low
interest to promote young
entrepreneurs as their alternative
livelihood options after the period
of early flash flood.
 A Master plan should be
prepared to reduce water logging
problem at Sari Goyain region

 Proper Maintenance is important
with the participation of local
stakeholder’s concern.
 A water management group
should be more functional to
provide suggestion for water
management issue.
 A long term planning should be
prepared with the help of local
stakeholders.
-
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Enhancement Measures
period (i.e. post flooding
condition) due to the damage and
water logging at the Haor region.
-

 New variety in production with the
changes of seasonality should be
initiated
 Innovative training programs
should be initiated to cope up with
the changing technology
 Regular Maintenance and
protection work should be
implemented properly to keep the
land arable
 The siltation during the flash flood
would be controlled through the
development of regular
monitoring system.
 A monitoring Committee should
be formed in association with
WDB and local people to identify
damaged area.
 A hot line (i.e. calling system)
should be developed to get
regular update, flooding condition
and damage information during
the emergency
 Design of operation and
maintenance (i.e. Submergible
embankment) would be ensured
through the participation of local
stakeholders.

Environmental Management Plan
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1. Introduction
1.1

General Information

The project is located in between 24°42′ and 24°46′ north latitudes and between 91°22′ and
91°28′0 east longitude mainly under the Derai Upazila and partially under Jagannathpur
Upazila of Sunamganj district. The gross area of this project is 4528 ha and the net area is
about 3844 ha. Tangua Haor system is located in between the Derai Upazila and partially
under Jagannathpur Upazila of Sunamganj district. There are three important haor besides
this haor. These are Baram haor in the northwest, Chaptir Haor in the north and Naular haor
in the northeast corner. Tangua Haor system is bounded by different river system and they
are Kalni (Western Side), Bibiyana (Southern), Nachhni (North-eastern) and Kamarkhali
(Northern Side). Kalni River and Kushira River are both important to bring the upstream water
into the haor as well as draining out of the floodwater. It is to be noted here that after
construction of Kalni-Kushira cross dam at Markuli, the main flow of Kalni River has been
diverted and flows towards Chamti River at its south-west direction. Water catchment area of
Kalni and Kushiara River is majorly connected with Tangua Haor which carries perennial and
flood water from Meghalaya and Assam hills of India during wet season. There are a number
of named and unnamed local channels and beels located inside the Tangua Haor. Such as
Jailla khal, Baman Dair Khal, Punia Beel, Boranar Beel, Pukhara Beel, Medi Beel, Gaitta Beel
and Sosa Beel Khunjur Beel, Haulla Beel and Jadukata Beel are connected between river and
Tangua haor system.
1.2

Project Descriptions

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) implemented the Chandra Sunarthal Haor
System Project during 1990-1995 with DUTCH-SWIDISH fund. The main objective of the
project was to protect Boro crops as well as to protect life and properties from early flash flood.
The administrative and management control lies with Sunamganj BWDB O&M division under
Sylhet BWDB Circle under the North Eastern Zone. The water management infrastructures of
the Tangua Haor Project include the following:


46 km embankment,



6 numbers of regulators
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Figure 1.1: Hydrological Features of Tangua Haor
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Introduction

1.3

Present Status of the Project Interventions

Major interventions include submergible embankment with regulators. According to local
people, the submersible embankments breached almost every year in early monsoon. In
addition, the regulators are not functioning properly due to heavy siltation.
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2. Water Resources
2.1

Flooding
Pre Project

Kalni and Kushiara are the main sources of water in this system. There were almost 20 hoars
of different sizes before the Interventions. All these haors had a severe flooding problem. The
flash flood used to occur in the end of April. This water inundated all the area simultaneously.
The average height of flooding used to be 10-12 feet. The exit of the water was did not face
any difficulties either. Water could easily pass through the Gang, Jalia Khal, Jarulia, Monu etc.
rivers.
Post Project
The situation in Tangua Haor after the intervention has created a complicated scenario. There
were over 20 small haors before the intervention. After constructing the embankment, all these
haors merged into one. This has created both a convenience and inconvenience to the villages
lying inside the haor. For Pitambarpur Village in Kulanj Union, flooding situation has improved
a lot. In this village, the average height of water decreased by 2 feet. During the monsoon,
almost 60% of this area remains under 6-8 feet water. On the other hand, the villages in the
middle part, like Baraitiyar Village are facing more problems than before because of flooding.
For the last 10-15 years, the water is facing difficulties in exiting. The height of flooding has
increased and more and more areas are getting inundated. Though this village is
comparatively high, it got flooded by 2 feet of water in 2004 and 2010. In recent years, the
flash flood water is observed to arrive early. This condition is making the embankment more
vulnerable as the repair work cannot be completed by then.
Impact
Villages are facing both positive and negative impact after the interventions in Tangua Haor
System. Some villages may be benefitted by the construction of the embankment and sluices
across the haor, but most of the villages are facing more difficulties. The height of inundation
has increased by 2 feet after the interventions in the middle part of the haor. The villages are
also flooded unsymmetrically, i.e. different places are flooded in different heights. Climate
change has changed the raining pattern in the haor area which is also causing a vulnerable
situation to the infrastructures as well as to the flooding situation in the haor area.
2.2

Drainage Condition
Pre Project

In the pre-intervention condition, water flood could easily drain out to the surrounding rivers
easily. The conveyance capacity of the channels and rivers was up to the mark as well. As
different channels brought in and carried out the water in different haors, the scenario was
different either. In most of the cases, the regulation of water was not hampered. In very few
haors, the passage of water was difficult due to the narrow estuary. But this did not cause any
severe problem.
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Post Project
After the interventions in Tangua Haor System, water capacity in the haor has increased. At
the time of flooding and drain out, more water than before has to be drained. Water usually
regulates from Kalni and Kushiara River with other small rivers and channels connecting them.
The estuary of Jalia River has closed as an impact of sedimentation after the construction of
the embankment. Water cannot pass through this river now. On the other hand, there is an
embankment on the estuary of Gudra Khal which has increased the time to drain the water
out completely. Overall, the interventions in Tangua Haor has created problems for water
drainage.
Impact
After the implementation of different projects by BWDB in Tangua Haor, the drainage condition
has become worse. The water due to the flood stays longer than before as the water
conveyance capacity of the rivers and channels has decreased because of sedimentation.
Embankment in the estuary of Jalia River has caused a heavy blockade for water passage.
These conditions in Tangua Haor has put a negative impact on drainage situation.
2.3

Sedimentation
Pre Project

As many haors were scattered inside Tangua Haor and easy water circulation was ensured
before the interventions by BWDB, the problems regarding sedimentation was much less. The
river and channel beds were free from sedimentation. The sediment that came with the
flashflood water was said to be washed away with the flow of water. In some places, naming
Pitambarpur, Tarapasha and Bakshiarkathi, sedimentation accumulated on haor bed after the
drainage of flood water. But in Baraitiyar and Hatia village, there was no sign of sedimentation.
Post Project
After the implementation of the projects in the Tangua Haor System, sedimentation problem
has deepened. Due to the limitation of water regulation, sediment cannot move away from the
haor completely. As a result, the river and channel beds are rising and the water conveyance
capacity of the rivers and channels are also decreasing. A canal, commonly known as ‘Mora
Khal’ now-a-days has completely dried up due to sedimentation near Pitambarpur Village in
Kulanj Union. Same thing has happened to Khaijja River near Baraitiyar. The depth of Jalia
River, Gujar Khal, Monu River has decreased a lot too. The beels and water bodies inside the
haor has been affected by sedimentation very much. The depth of Medi Beel, Hariya Beel and
Punia Beel has decreased by half due to sedimentation. These water bodies are the only
source of water for irrigation in some places in the dry season. Agriculture has been hampered
due to the effect of sedimentation inside the haor system.
Impact
The depth of river, canal and beel beds have decreased a lot after the projects have been
implemented in Tangua Haor System. The consequence of sedimentation has resulted in the
prolongation of flood in the haor area as the water conveyance capacity of the nearby canal
and rivers has fallen. It has also created scarcity of water in the dry season.
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2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

Transportation in Tangua Haor System was not as good as the present condition before the
interventions. The haor is connected to two main rivers, Kalni and Kushiara. It is easy to get
into these rivers through the haor. Manual non-motorized boats were the main mode of
transportation before the interventions in the monsoon. The number of small water vessels
that moved across the haor at that time was not more than 300. Medium sized non-motorized
boats were around 80 in number. These boats could operate at water depth 3 to 8 feet of
water. They were used to carry goods mainly, carrying people and catching fish were done by
them either. In the dry season, people had to use their feet for moving into different places.
There were main ghats only in market places, such as Milongonj Bazar and Kulanj.
Post Project
Transportation in Tangua Haor has improved a lot after the embankment was constructed.
After the construction of the interventions, motorized boats of different size started operating
in the haor. Carrying people from far remote area is the key purpose of the navigation of these
boats. Their draft level is high compared to the non-motorized boats. They need minimum 6
to 10 feet of water to operate, where the non-motorized boats need 3 to 6 feet of water.
Everyday almost 100 of these boats ply on haor. The number of non-motorized boats have
also increased. In recent days, almost all families own a small non-motorized boat for various
purpose. Medium and big manual boats have increased by 20% in this haor. In the dry season,
people walk across the haor and sometimes depending on the situation use motor bikes. The
aftermaths of intervention have resulted in the increment of ghats also. Now almost all villages
have a central ghat. After a certain period, boats leave these ghats and go to different certain
places. Now motorized boats are operated upto Sulla, Derai and Jagannathpur Upzila.
Impact
The interventions in Tangua Haor has resulted in the improvement of transportation across
the haor. After the construction of the embankment, navigability has increased a lot. Motorized
boats were introduced in the haor area after the interventions. The number of non-motorized
boats have increased by 20% as a result of this improvement in transportation. A lot of new
ghats were initiated as an impact intervention.
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3. Land Resources
The project area has fallen in one Agro-ecological zone, namely: Sylhet Basin (AEZ-21). Acid
basin clays are the dominant soil. The top soil texture are clay and loam; where clay texture
is dominant. The soils are slow permeable and have a medium moisture holding capacity. The
entire area is mainly low land where minimum flooding depth is above 1.8 meter during the
monsoon period. The recession of surface water from most of the agriculture land starts at
early October and become free of flood water in late January.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under Pre Project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land Use
Pre Project

The gross area of pre project has been considered as similar to post project. The gross area
was 4,528 hectare under Pre Project situation of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 3,844
hectare. The rest area was covered with water bodies (Baor, Beels, river and Khals), forest
(herb, shrub and tree) and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented
in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 3,481 hectare. The rest
area are covered with waterbodies (Baor, Beels, river and Khals), forest (herb, shrub and tree),
and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cultivated area and water bodies and forest area have decreased about 363 and 90
hectare respectively. On the other hand, forest and rural settlement area have increased about
441 and 12 hectare respectively. Detailed impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed Land Use in Tangua Haor
Land use
Net Cultivated Area(NCA)
Water bodies
Forest
Rural Settlement
Total

Pre Project
area(ha)
3,844
291
167
226
4,528

Post Project
area(ha)
3,481
202
608
238
4,528

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
-363
-90
+441
+12
0

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015
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Figure 3.1: Land Use of Tangua Haor (1989)
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Figure 3.2: Land Use of Tangua Haor (2015)
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3.2

Land Degradation

No sand carpeting was found before or after implementation of the project.
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4. Agriculture Resources
Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops
are damaged by early flash flood which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall
in the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use
of agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due
to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from
stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The
secondary data were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level
Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) office.
4.1

Cropped Area, Cropping Pattern and Intensity
Pre Project

Before the project interventions, the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 3,844 hectare, where only
one cropping pattern Fallow-Fallow-Local Boro was found. The land type of this project area
was low land (about 100%) as presented in Table 4.1.
Farmers usually grew Local Boro crops in Rabi season. Different varieties of Boro rice such
Gochi, Boro, Tepi Boro, Jagli Boro, Mogholshail and Shail were very much popular among the
farmers. Total cultivated area was covered with single cropped area. So, cropping intensity of
this area was 100%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under Pre Project situation is
presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pre Project Cropping Pattern of Tangua Haor
Land type
Low Land(F3)

Kharif-I
(March-June)
Fallow

Kharif-II
(July-October)
Fallow

Rabi
(November-February)
Local Boro
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Area
(ha)
3,844
3,844
100

% of
NCA
100
100

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, July; 2017

Post Project
The project area became protected from early flash flood due to the interventions, which
influence farmers to grow HYV Boro and Hybrid Boro crops instead of Local Boro. HYV Boro,
and Hybrid Boro crops also produces higher yield than local varieties. The most popular
varieties which are used in the project area are: BRRI dhan 28 and BRRI dhan 29, Aftab, Hira,
Janak raj, Sampad and Jholok. The Net Cultivated Area (NCA) has been decreased to 3,481
hectare after interventions.
Dominant cropping pattern of the project area is Fallow-Fallow-HYV Boro covering 75% of the
NCA. The total cultivated area is covered with single cropped area. So, cropping intensity of
this area remained same, which is 100%. Detailed cropping pattern by land type under with
project situation is presented in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Post Project Cropping Pattern of the Tangua Haor
Land type
Low Land(F3)
Low Land(F3)

Kharif-I
(March-June)
Fallow
Fallow

Kharif-II
(July-October)
Fallow
Fallow

Rabi
(November-February)
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Total
Cropping intensity (%)

Area
(ha)
870
2611
3,481
100

% of
NCA
25
75
100

Sources: CEGIS estimation based on field information and image analysis, July; 2017

Impact
The Net Cultivated Area (NCA) has been decreased 9% (363 hectare) after the interventions.
On the other hand, total cropped area remains same as NCA. The cultivated area of Local
Boro has gradually been decreased and replaced by Hybrid Boro/HYV Boro variety after
completion of project due to its higher yield rate and ensured early flash flood protection by
project interventions. Impact on cropped area is presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Tangua Haor
Crop name
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project
Area(ha)
3,844
3,844

Post Project
Area(ha)
870
2,611
3,481

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
+870
+2,611
-3,844
-363

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

4.2

Crop Production
Pre Project

The estimated total annual crop production of the project area was about 8,862 tons after loss
of 1,266 tons before any interventions. Detailed crop production statistics before interventions
is presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Annual Crop Production in Tangua Haor under Pre Project Situation
Crops name
Local Boro
Total

Total crop
area(ha)
3,844
3,844

Damage free area
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
2,883
2.6
2,883
-

Damaged area
Area
Yield
(ha) (ton/ha)
961
1.3
961
-

Annual
production
(ton)
8,862
8,862

Production
lost
(ton)
1,266
1,266

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

Post Project
After the implementation of the project, hydrological regime of the project area is changed.
Farmers started to cultivate Hybrid/HYV Boro due to presence of submersible embankment
and sluicegate, which protect their crops from early flash flood. Hence, total annual crop
production is about 15,133 tons with loss of 1,491 tons after interventions. Detailed estimation
of crop production after interventions is presented in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Tangua Haor under Post Project Situation
Crop name
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Total

Total
crop
area(ha)
870
2,611
3,481

Damage free area
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
653
7.2
1,436
4.0
2,089
-

Damaged area
Area
Yield
(ha) (ton/ha)
218
4.0
1,175
3.3
1,392
-

Annual
production
(ton)
5,589
9,544
15,133

Production
lost
(ton)
717
774
1,491

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

Impact
Additional 6,271 tons rice is being produced in post project situation. The rice production is
increased due to the protection of flash flood which encourages the farmers for practicing high
yielding variety instead of local variety. Detailed estimation of impact on crop production is
presented in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Tangua Haor
Crop name
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project
Production (ton)
8,862
8,862

Post Project
Production (ton)
5,589
9,544
15,133

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
+5,589
+9,544
-8,862
+6,271

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

4.3

Crop Damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in Pre Project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro crop, water entered into the Haor area and damaged the crops. So, farmer of this area
suffered due to the damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project
area was 1,266tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.7.
Post Project
Tangua Haor is now protected from early flash flood by the project interventions which
basically performed well up to 2013. After that, most of the year, flood water enters into the
project area before harvesting of Boro crop (early to mid-March) due to low height of
submersible embankment and malfunctioning of structures. Flood hits almost in the same
places during these years. The submersible embankment of this haor project is low height and
is gradually becoming weaker in some part of embankment especially at the Badalia 4-vent
regulator point. Breaching and overtopping have been found the main causes of floods. The
excessive upstream rainwater comeing through Surma River enters into Mara Surma and
flows towards Kalni Rivers first. Here, the Kalni-Chamti-Darain-Gudi flow could not
accommodate the huge upstream rainfall water due to major sedimentation problem in
different parts of these rivers. Therefore, a high water pressure is created at the confluence
point of the Kalni and Chamti rivers. The Badalia 4-vent regulator, located at immediate
downstream of this confluence point, could not take extra pressure of flashy water and
breached the submersible embankment along the regulator at the end. According to local
people, repairing of embankment is done by loose earthen materials of Haor in the month of
March, which period is not suitable for embankment repairing. Besides, the flash flood is being
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carried huge amount sediment and these is being deposited in Rivers, Khals and Beels.
Consequently, water carrying as well as retention capacities of surrounding rivers, khals and
beels are being reduced. For these reasons, crop damage areas are now observed higher
compared in the Pre Project situation. Moreover, plant height of hybrid/HYV is less than local
varieties and growing period of most of the Hybrid/HYV varieties are higher than local varieties
except BRRI dhan28. So, flood water affects the whole crop area at a time. The devastating
floods of 2004 inundated the haor. Local people reported, around 90% of Boro crop both local
and HYV were damaged during the devastated flood. In 2007, 85% Boro crops were damaged.
But, this year (2017) 100% crop is damaged in pre-mature stage during early March. Most
vulnerable Mouzas such as Kulanj, Pitambarpur, Jalapur, Baraitiyar, Dhal, Nachni, Shaldigha,
Tarapasa and Baksiakathi are identified in this respect. Total crop damage is recorded as
1,481ton after interventions. Detailed estimation of crop damage after interventions is
presented in Table 4.7.
Impact
Though, the crop damage area has been increased from 25% to 45% after interventions.
However, the amount of crop damage has increased by 215 tons because the total production
has increased significantly. The crop damage area is increasing day by day due to
malfunctioning of the interventions and reduced water carrying as well as retention capacity
of surrounding rivers, khals and beels. Detailed impact assessment on crop damage is
presented in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Impact on Crop Damage in Tangua Haor
Crop name
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Local Boro
Total

Pre Project
Production loss (ton)
1,266
1,266

Post Project
Production loss (ton)
717
774
1,481

Impact
(Post Project-Pre Project)
+717
+774
-1,266
+215

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

4.4 Irrigation
Pre Project
Before initiation of the project, only surface water was used for irrigating Local Boro crops.
The local people normally transplanted this crop immediately after the floodwater recedes and
the land is under shallow inundation. Local farmer reported that they stored water with help of
bundh/dyke management and irrigated their crop with the help of flooded water in the low lying
part of the Haor. They also used traditional modes like Seuti, Don and Cone for irrigating their
crop from surrounding rivers, Beels and Khals during dry season. Prior to the implementation
of the project, irrigation water was more available than the requirement of crops.
Post Project
After implementation of the project, the irrigation water demand has been increased due to
cultivation of high water demanding Hybrid/HYV Boro instead of Local Boro crop. On the other
hand, the availability of surface water is being reduced due to siltation of surrounding rivers,
khals and beels of the project area. Therefore, the scarcity of irrigation water has been
observed from early February to end of March in most of the year. In this time, Kamarkhali
river, Kalni river, Jalia river, Banua river), khals (Gujar khal, Machuakhali khal, Gojaripara khal)
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and beels(Medi beel, Punia beel, Pukhara beel, Sosa beel, Khunjuri beel, Gora beel, Banua
beel, Bhogdoba beel, Katma beel, Harya beel, Boranar beel) are the main source of surface
water irrigation. Mainly Low Lift Pumps (LLPs) is being used for lifting surface water instead
of traditional mode. The Medi beel, Pukhara beel, Sosa beel, Khunjuri beel, Gora beel, Banua
beel, Bhogdoba beel, Katma beel are dried up during dry season. However, the Punia Beel
and Boranar Beel are still lost suitability in some extent through Beel leasing activities in
January-February.
Impact
There was deficit of irrigation water due to increase of water demand and decrease of water
availability during dry season. The irrigation water demand has increased for cultivating high
yielding crop variety. On the other hand, surface water irrigation availability has decreased
due to siltation of rivers, khals and beels of the project area.
4.3.1

Agro-chemical Use
Pre Project

Farmers of the project area cultivated only Local Boro in Pre Project situation. They didn’t
apply agro-chemicals for crop cultivation. However, some farmers used inorganic fertilizer like
mixed grass and rice straw in the crop field for the restoration of soil fertility.
Post Project
Generally, more agro-chemicals are required for cultivating HYV Boro crops. So, farmers
applied more agro-chemicals for Hybrid/HYV Boro crop cultivation. Total about 983 tons
chemical fertilizers and 14 tons granular pesticides were used in the project area for crop
cultivation per year. Detailed use of agro-chemicals under Post Project situation is presented
in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Use of Agro-chemicals in Tangua Haor under Post Project Situation
Fertilizer (Kg/ha)
Crop Name
HYV Boro
Hybrid Boro

Urea

TSP

MP

Total
(Kg/ ha)

200
150

100
60

80
40

380
250

Pesticides
Liq.
Granular
(ml/ha)
(Kg/ha)
4
5

Total
Liquid
Granular
(Liter/ha)
(Kg/ha)
4
5

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017

Impact
Use of agro-chemical has increased largely under Post Project situation compared to Pre
Project situation. Additional about 983 tons chemical fertilizers and 14 tons granular pesticides
are used for crop cultivation annually. Detailed impact on use of agro-chemical is presented
in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Impact on Agro-chemicals in Tangua Haor

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, July; 2017
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Granular
(ton)

4
10
14

Liquid
(kilo litre)

-

331
653
983

Impact
Pesticides

Total fertilizer
(ton)

Granular
(ton)

-

Total Fertilizer
(ton)

-

Post Project
Pesticides

Liquid
(kilo litre)

-

Granular
(ton)

Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Total

Liquid
(kilo litre)

Crop name

Total Fertilizer
(ton)

Pre Project
Pesticides

331
653
983

-

4
10
14

5. Livestock Resources
Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of Livestock Population, Feed and Diseases
Pre Project

According to livestock census 1996, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
were 5,060 cattle, 460 goats, 10,130 chicken and 8,780 ducks (Table 5.1). Before
implementation of the project, the major feed available to ruminants was mostly crop residues
(rice straw) supplemented with weeds from cultivated fields. They are to depend on naturally
grown grasses in Kandas and alongside roads and embankments. Most of the year before
implementation of the project, the crops were to damage by early flash flood. As a result,
shortage of feed from crop residues, reduction of grazing facilities seriously affect livestock
rearing. That time, the small holders were to depend on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant
for their cattle. The major poultry feeds were rice bran, broken rice, kitchen wastes like rice,
rice-gruel, vegetables, fish wastes etc. In addition, the duck usually scavenges in the nearby
water bodies like Haor, beel, khal, river or any other low lying areas; mainly eat various types
of aquatic insects, small fish, shell or snails. Major livestock and poultry (bacterial and viral)
diseases include Foot and Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD), Diarrhea, Gola fula (Haemorragic
Septicemia), Pox and Cholera, Duck cholera, Fowl pox and Fowl cholera etc. in the project
area. The most vulnerable period was between July to November for spreading diseases to
livestock and poultry populations. Mortality rate of the livestock/poultry was higher due to poor
shelter condition and they lived in unhygienic condition. Marketing facilities was not in good
condition and price was also low due to less demand of their products and by products.
Producer consumed their products at family level and additional products were sold at local
village market.
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Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Tangua Haor
Pre-project
Livestock/
Poultry
Category

Cattle
Goat
Chicken
Duck

Post-project

Impact

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

No of
Households
having
Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

Number of
Livestock
Population

1,290
200
1,720
1,380

5,060
460
10,130
8,780

1,800
150
2,090
1,110

6,460
380
12,750
6,980

1,400
-80
2,620
-1,800

Source: CEGIS estimation based on livestock census (1996), agriculture census (2008) and field information (July
2017)

Figure 5.1: View of Cattle in Pitambarpur Mauza

Post Project
According to agriculture census 2008, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
are 6,460 cattle, 380 goats, 12,750 chicken and 6,980 ducks (Table 5.1). After implementation
of the project, crop is protected from early flash flood. As a result, the feed availability of
livestock is increased due to increase of crop production. However, some of the year, the
crops were damaged by early flash flood. In that year, the small holders were dependent on
water hyacinth and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The poultry feeds are same as in pre
project situation. On the other hand, more or less similar diseases are found in post project
situation. The mortality rate of the livestock/poultry became negligible during the project
period, due to extension works at farmers’ level such as immunization and insemination
program by Department of Livestock (DLS). Marketing facilities during dry season also
improved due to improvement of the communication system by constructing the submersible
embankments. Therefore, market prices are increased due to high demand of products and
by products.
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Impact
From 1996 to 2008, about 1,400 cattle and 2,620 chicken have increased due to the reduction
of flood vulnerability, improvement of marketing facilities and strengthening of livestock
extension services. On the other hand, the goat and duck population has been decreased to
80 and 1,800 respectively.
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6. Fisheries Resources
Tangua Haor system is bounded by a series of river system (mentioned in Water Resource
Section) which act as the major water sources for maintaining sustainability of fish habitat.
The haor is fed by a number of connecting Khals of which important ones are Jailla khal,
Baman Dair Khal, etc. The Haor possesses a large number of Beels of which major ones
(sizes vary from 4 to 24 ha) are Punia Beel, Boranar Beel, Pukhara Beel, Medi Beel, Gaitta
Beel and Sosa Beel. According to local people, these beels are the main fish breeding grounds
of this Haor system. These beels were used for leasing fisheries. The field investigation
revealed that the water centric interventions insignificantly control the hydrodynamic condition
for fisheries resources of this Haor System.
6.1

Habitat Area
Pre Project

Fish habitat has been assessed from the landuse data that is extracted from the satellite image
of 1989. The estimated total area of fish habitat of the haor was about 4,161 ha where capture
fishery was the sole contributor. There are some pits/ponds having no dykes which were
inundated naturally. These ponds are considered under floodplain habitat. Floodplain shares
the major part (about 93%) of habitat in the total area followed by Beel, Khal and Baor. The
breakdown of functionally different fish habitats of this Haor is given in Table 6.1.
Post Project
Similarly, the estimated fish habitat area has been assessed from the land use data, which
extracted from image of 2015, is about 3,682 ha. The net loss of habitat comes from decrement
of river/khal, beels and floodplain (Table 6.1). The breakdown of functionally different fish
habitats of this Haor is given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Breakdown of Fish Habitat Area by Habitat Type
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Habitat
Category
Capture

Culture

Habitat Type
River and Khal
Perennial Beels
Floodplain
Baor
Extensive Fish
Pond
Grand Total Area =

Area (Ha)
Pre-Project,
Post-Project,
1989
2015
102
89
118
27
3,869
3,481
71
80

Impact (Ha)
(Habitat Area
Change)
-13
-91
-389
9

0

5

5

4,161

3,682

-479

Source: Fish habitat assessment based on field findings and image based landuse data, 1989 & 2015.

Impact
The net loss of fish habitat in the Post Project condition is about 479 ha, which is about 12%
of Pre-Project condition.
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6.2

Habitat Condition
Pre Project

Floodplain was unregulated; timely entry of water into the Haor; silt carried by the rivers was
dispersed over the Haor uniformly; river conveyance capacity was more. Local people opined
that the Beels retained water in the dry season at a depth suitable for fishery. Among the
Beels, Punia Beel, Boranar Beel, Pukhara Beel, Medi Beel, Gaitta Beel and Sosa Beel had an
average depth of about 3m during dry season. Rest of the Beels were shallow and dried up
by bailing out of water in the month of December-January for harvesting fish. These beels with
leasing system and the lessee control the Khal mouth to hold water for fish production during
recession period and to inhibit water entry into the Haor to protect Boro paddy during the onset
of monsoon.
Little better ecosystem was maintained with the exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between
river and haor; new water breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species (SIS) of fish;
higher breeding success; less natural and fishing mortality; rich biodiversity; more sustainable
fish production, etc.
Post Project
Floodplain is regulated; floodwater enters into the Haor in the late pre-monsoon; silt deposited
on the river bed as dispersion of silt is hindered or restricted by the submergible embankment;
decreased river conveyance capacity. Local people opined that the Beels retained water in
the dry season at a depth less suitable for fishery. The Beels have an average depth of about
2 m during dry season. This is happened may be due to wash out of loose soil of agriculture
land and breached embankment along with river borne sediment.
Ecosystem is being degraded gradually but lightly as water control structures are not
functioning properly. Exchange of pre-monsoon nutrients between river and haor is being
hindered or restricted to some extent by the submergible embankment; delayed new water
entrance into the haor and hampering breeding stimulation to the small indigenous species
(SIS) of fish; in some cases, egg deposited in the fish body; lower breeding success; little
higher natural and fishing mortality; slightly declining trend in fish biodiversity; less sustainable
fish production, etc.
Impact
The net physical condition of habitat is negligibly degraded and corresponding ecosystem
goods and services including fisheries. The suitability condition for rivers, Khals and Beels has
not significantly changed due to water centric interventions. However, extensive use of
agrochemicals and pesticides in paddy land for higher agro yields (Highly Variety IRRI/Hybrid)
are becoming a threat to the existing aquatic environment for fish habitation.
6.3

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

This Haor was rich in fish biodiversity containing about 90 species (Table-XX of Annex-XX)
in the without Project condition as some of the Beels are perennial and retained water at higher
depths mentioned above suitable for fishery. The fish diversity particularly SIS was also
facilitated by the unregulated lateral migration from river to Beel and vis-à-vis during premonsoon breeding season. Thus Beel resident fishes (particularly ‘SIS’ of fish) were dominant
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in the Beels and floodplain. Moreover, the abundance of large-sized adult fish species (BoalWallago attu, Chital- Notopterus chitala, Shol- Channa striatus, Pabda- Ompok pabda, Boro
Baim- Macrognathus aculeatus, Shar Punti- Puntius sarana, etc.) were also more.
Post Project
Fish species diversity has the declining trend but in slow pace in the Post Intervention
condition. This is happening may be due to habitat loss (both depth and area), water pollution,
water regulatory structures, unplanned fisheries management and indiscriminate fishing e.g.
use of harmful fishing appliances, catching of post larvae and brood fish, complete dewatering
of leased water bodies for fishing, etc. In consequence of the above phenomena, following
fish species become locally unavailable (for last 5-10 years) or have become rare includes
Pabda (Ompok pabda), Boro Baim (Macrognathus aculeatus), Shar Puti (Puntius sarana),
Chital (Chitala chitala), Boro Chingri (M. rosenbergii), Nanid (Labeo nandina), Riverine Pangas
(Pangasius pangasius), etc.
Impact
Comparing Pre and Post Intervention, it can be concluded that changes in fish species
diversity and composition are not comprehensible in response to Project intervention.
Whatever changes in species diversity and composition between two phases are observed
may be posed due to other anthropogenic factors mentioned above.
6.4

Fish Migration
Pre Project

Local fishers stated that the lateral fish migration (early feeding and spawning migration rate,
15 April – 15 May, of riverine fishes, particularly ‘Black’ fishes) through natural connectivity
was hindered by locally built earthen bund at the mouth of connecting khals during both the
pre-monsoon and post-monsoon period. Furthermore, most of the fries of riverine fishes enter
into the Beels and floodplain along with flood water. However, successful lateral migration of
different fishes e.g. riverine carps, catfishes, etc. at their certain stages of lifecycle for food
and residence is happening due to sufficient depths of the Beels.
Post Project
Pre-monsoon (15 April – 15 May) spawning/breeding migration rate of riverine and Beel
residence fishes is sometimes impeded through different connecting khals due to the water
control structures. Besides, riverine fishes migrate laterally to the Beels by overtopping or
breaching of the existing embankment of the Haor during flooding months of Jaistha-Ashar
(15 May–30 June). Lateral migration of different fishes e.g. riverine carps, catfishes, etc. is
being hampered due to insufficient depth of the Beels.
Impact
Comparing Pre and Post project conditions, it can be concluded that no comprehensible
impact has been observed on fish migration in response to submergible embankment.
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6.5

Fish Production Assessment
Pre Project

The estimated total fish production was 400 metric ton (MT) in 1989 where floodplain shared
the most about 78% followed by Beel, Channel/khal and Baor (Table 6.2).
Post Project
The estimated total fish production is about 1,338 metric ton (MT) in 2015 where floodplain
shared the most about 91% followed by Beel, Channel/Khal, Baor and Fish Pond. In the
production assessment, the productivity of the corresponding year has been used.
Impact
The total production was increased by about 235%, where the floodplain production by about
293%. However, the fish production was decreased from river/khal by about 13% and
perennial beels by about 44% (Table 6.2). The increment in productivity may be caused due
to adoption of fisheries management like Beel fishery, Beel nursery, increasing fishing
activities, fishing commercialization, stocking of culture fish species in Beel fishery, etc.
Moreover, the newly created habitat like fish pond has added 7 metric ton of fish. The
breakdown of fish productions is presented in the following Table 6.2 by functional unit of fish
habitats.
Table 6.2: Breakdown of Fish Production by Functional Habitat
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5

Habitat
Category
Capture
Culture

Habitat Type
River and Khal
Perennial Beels
Floodplain
Baor
Extensive Fish Pond
Grand Total Area =

Production (MT)
Pre-Project,
Post-Project,
1989
2015
23
20
54
29
310
1,218
14
63
0.0
7
400
1,338

Impact (MT)
[Production
Change]
-3
-24
909
49
7
938

Source: Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data, 1989 & 2015.

6.6

Fishing Appliances
Pre Project

Different types of fishing appliances are used to catch fishes. The mostly used fishing
appliances are: gill net, Kona jal/Ghurni jal/Ber jal, push net, Khoira jal, hook, Kironmala (one
type of trap used to catch Guraicha- Leander styliferus), Gui (one type of trap used to catch
small fishes), Sip etc. are used to catch other fishes. Furthermore, illegal fishing practice was
reported during fishing in the leased Beel. Dried up the whole Beel for harvesting bottom
dwelling fish species may be considered as a good example of illegal fishing. However, this
type of fishing depends on the leasing rotation system.
Post Project
Leaseholders (LHs) generally use Katha as fish aggregating device (FAD) for fish. LHs usually
harvest fish annually in the months of February and March. However, another type of fishing
pressure has been increased day by day around the water control structures. The local fishers
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(particularly part-time fishers) create barrier at the mouth of water control structure by net for
catching fish. This fishing pressure becomes more prominent during recession of floodplain
water in the post-monsoon season.
Impact
Though the scheme is not fully functional but still the water control structures are there. For
this reason, some deviation in fishing activities is found in response to Project intervention.
Fishing is done at each of the water control structures which were absent in the Pre
Intervention condition. On the other hand, fishing pressure is also increased with the
increasing of fish demand and fish supply chain for both the national and global fish market.
6.7

Fishers Livelihood
Pre Project

Field findings reveal that about 2% of the Haor population were engaged in fishing and
activities involved in fish supply chain for carrying out their livelihoods. Out of which about 12%
were commercial fishers and the rest of them were subsistence level fishers. Commercial
fishers spent annually about 180 days (6-8 hrs/day) in fishing.
Post Project
Commercial and subsistence level fishers spend annually about 290 days (8-10 hrs/day) and
180 days (6-8 hrs/day) respectively in fishing. They mainly catch fish in the open water area
in and around the Haor for carrying out their livelihoods. Furthermore, a number of part-time
fishers groups are evolved and increased day by day for fishing at the mouth of the connecting
Khals where there are water control structures.
Impact
It can be concluded that the number of part-time and subsistence fishers are increased in
response to the Project interventions.
6.8

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

Beel fisheries with leasing system were the prominent fisheries management as reported from
the local people. All Beels were harvested by three-year rotation in the months of February
and March. Beel fishery was more sustainable. However, there was no community based
fisheries management in this Haor.
Post Project
Beel fisheries with leasing system are also the prominent fisheries management in the Post
Intervention condition. The beels are harvested annually in the months of February and March.
The whole Beel is used to dry up for catching bottom dwelling fish species. However, this type
of fishing depends on the leasing rotation system of the Government. Beel fishery is becoming
less sustainable. There is no community based fisheries management in this Haor and no
enforcement at the indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures.
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Impact
Rotation length of time for fishing in most of the leased Beels is decreased from three-year
rotation to one-year rotation in the Post Intervention condition. Such over exploitation in
conjunction with indiscriminate fishing at the water control structures is being happened mostly
due to earn more money and driving fishery ecosystem into fragile resources.
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7. Ecosystem
The Tangua (locally called Tangni) Haor consists of different ecosystem scenarios. This haor
remain fully flooded at least six months in wet season and remain dry rest of the months.
During the dry season, most of the haor area (except few deep beels, homesteads, and
kandas) converted into agriculture lands and during the wet season this areas became flooded
except few kandas and homestead. In terms of two different hydrological patterns the faunal
and floral diversity and their appearance is different. The Tangua Haor has been covered by
bio-ecological zones (BEZ) Haor Basin and consists with terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem.
Different type of flora and fauna is occurring in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem is
present. However, seasonal variation is common in terms of wildlife and floral diversity.
The impact due to intervention in this haor has been assessed undertaking both a desktop
and field based assessment of the area during July 2017 through interviewing of key
informants and local elderly people by using structured questionnaire. The brief summary of
impact assessment on this ecosystem includes indicator species, habitats and mitigation plan
which are described below.
7.1

Terrestrial Flora
Pre Project

Previously, the homestead area of this haor was less. Therefore, the coverage and diversity
of terrestrial vegetation in homestead was not as much like present situation. However,
coverage of terrestrial vegetation (hijal- Barringtonia acutangula, jangli golap- Rosa
involucrata, bet- Calamus longisetus, karoch- Pongamia pinnata, mera- Trewia nudiflora,
barun- Crataeva nurvala) in kanda area was healthy.
Post Project
The area of occupancy of local terrestrial plant species (hijal- Barringtonia acutangula, KarochPongamia pinnata, mera- Trewia nudiflora, barun- Crataeva nurvala) surrounding sites of
homestead and kanda area has been reduced due to increase of human population and fuel
demand. Subsequently, few tree species sucha as (kadam- Neolamarckia cadamba, rendeeAlbizia saman, kala- Mus paradisiaca, dhol Kalmi-Ipomoea fistulosa) has been increased in
homestead. The coverage of terrestrial vegetation is also increased as the number of human
settlement was increased.
Impact
Due to fuel demand two species of plants (jangli golap- Rosa involucrata, bet- Calamus
longisetus) disappeared from this haor and subsequently other local vegetation (hijal, Karoch,
merra, barun, binna chan- Vetiveria zizanoides) plant reduced from kanda and other fallow
land areas. Now days, Kanda area occupied by dhol kalmi (Ipomoea fistulosa) whereas
previously this area emerges with native vegetation (Table 7.1).
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Table 7.1: Changes of Status of Terrestrial Flora

Indicator species

IUCN
Status 1

Pre –
project
status

Postproject
status

Cause of
Status Change

Remarks whether
or not changes of
status caused due
to implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)
No

Pitali (Trewia
nudiflora)
Hijal (Barringtonia
acutangula)

LC

Common

No change

-

LC

Common

Reducing

No

Karach (Millettia
pinnata)
Barun (Crateva
magna)
Dhol Kalmi
(Ipomoea
fistulosa)

LC

Common

Reducing

Fuel and
fishery support
demand
Fuel demand

LC

Common

Uncommon

No

LC

Rare

Increasing

Jangli golap (Rosa
clinophylla)
Bet (Calamus
longisetus)

VU

Common

VU

Common

Locally
disappeared
Locally
disappeared

Less demand
for fuel wood
High growth
rate and fuel
demand, high
stress tolerant
capacity
Over extraction,
habitat loss
Over extraction,
habitat loss

7.2

No

No

No
No

Terrestrial Fauna
Pre Project

Previously the habitat and coverage of natural vegetation in fallow and kanda area was good.
Therefore, the diversity of common and rare terrestrial fauna was moderate.
Post Project
Currently common terrestrial faunal species found in village bush, jungle, paddy field are Small
Indian Mongoose, Indian Flying Fox, Fulvous Fruit Bat, Golden Jackal, Jangle Cat, Common
House Rat, and Greater Bandicoot Rat. Pallas’s Fish Eagle an indicator bird of the haor
ecosystem is reducing day by day due to unavailability of open water fishes and cutting of tall
trees. The terrestrial bird species diversity is higher than other wildlife groups. Common bird
species found in the study area are spotted owlet, Brown fish owl, Grey-headed fish eagle,
Pallas’s fish eagle, Brahminy kite, Black Drongo, Spotted Dove, House Crow, Red-vented
Bulbul, Pied Myna, and Common Myna etc. The common reptiles found within this haor area
are Common Garden Lizard, Common house Gecko, Keeled Grass Skink and Bengal Monitor.
Among the snake Spectacled Cobra and Indian Rat Snake are known to occur in terrestrial
habitat. The common terrestrial frog species is Common Toad, Cricket Frog, Asian Brown
Tree Frog, Indian Tree Frog etc.

1

IUCN Status Code: LC-Least Concern; EN-Endangered; CR-Critically Endangered; VU- Vulnerable;
NE- Not Evaluated; NA- Not Assessed; DD- Data Deficient; NT- Near Threatened
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Impact
The terrestrial faunal composition and species diversity have been changed due to agriculture
expansion and population growth. The interventions are protecting the agriculture, therefore,
the changed in faunal community is a result of indirect impact of interventions. Due to
agriculture conversion, population growth, degradation of natural forest beside the kandas and
homestead, terrestrial fauna has been decreased over the past decades specially the mammal
species. The population of Golden Jackal, Jungle Cat, has been reduced. Few terrestrial
mammal species such as Fishing Cat, Large Indian Civet, and Small Indian Civet has been
disappeared from this haor area (Table 7.2).
Table 7.2: Changes of Status of Terrestrial Fauna

Indicator
species

IUCN
status

Preproject
status

Postproject
status

Brahminy Kite
(Haliastur indus)
White-rumped
Vulture(Gyps
bengalensis)

LC

Common

No change

CR

Uncommon

Locally
disappeared

Monocellate
Cobra (Naja
kaouthia)
Bengal
Monitor(Varanus
bengalensis)
Fishing
Cat(Prionailurus
viverrinus)

NT

Common

Rare

NT

Common

EN

Small Indian
Civet(Viverricula
indica)
Golden
Jackal(Canis
aureus)
Pallas’s Fish
Eagle
(Haliaeetus
leucoryphus)

7.3

Cause of Status
Change

Remarks whether
or not changes of
status caused due
to implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)
No

Use of dichlofenac
for cattle
treatment, large
tree cutting
Habitat loss and
human behavior

No

Uncommon

Habitat loss and
human behavior

No

Common

Locally
disappeared

No

NT

Rare

Locally
disappeared

Degradation of
swamp bush along
the wetland, Killing
by human
Killing by human,
habitat loss

LC

Very
Common

Common

Killing by human,
habitat loss

No

EN

Common

Rare

Feeling of large
tree, lack of open
water fishers

No

No

No

Aquatic Flora
Pre Project

The habitat condition of the aquatic flora and diversity was good without the project situation.
Among the indicator floral species abundance of makhana, singra and nolkhagra was good at
Tangua Haor.
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Post Project
At the species level Neel Shapla (Nymphaea nouchali), Nymphoides cristatum, Nymphoides
indicum, Ludwigia abscendens and Hygroryza aristata are the most common. The submerged
vegetation has been reduced from the beels due to leasing system and fishing activities
through at Tangua haor during wet season. The local farmer treated aquatic plants as weed
and currently uses herbicide every year to demolish them. Due to use of herbicide in crop field
aquatic vegetation and species diversity has been decreased.
Impact
Among the indicator floral species, makhana, singra and nolkhagra have been disappeared
from the Tangua Haor. Due to fishing activities and use of herbicide in crop field the coverage
of chailla gash (Hmarthira protensa) has been reduced. The local farmer treated aquatic plants
as weed and currently uses herbicide every year to demolish it. Due to use of herbicide in crop
field, wild plant vegetation and species diversity has been decreased. The submerged
vegetation has been reduced from the beels due to leasing system and fishing activities at
Tangua haor during wet season (Table 7.3).
Table 7.3: Changes of Status of Aquatic Flora

Indicator species

IUCN
status

Pre
project
status

Post
project
status

Locally
disappeared
Increasing

Nol Khagra (Phragmites
karka)
Kochuripana(Eichhornia
crassipes)

LC

Common

NE

Common

Makhna(Euryale ferox)

NE

Common

Locally
disappeared

Singara(Trapa
maximowiczii)

LC

Common

Locally
disappeared

Chalia gash
(Hemarthria protensa)
Panibaj (Salix
tetrasperma)

LC

Common

LC

Common

Locally
disappeared
Rare
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Cause of
Status Change

Agriculture
conversion
Stagnant
situation,
drainage
congestion,
quick growth
Over
extraction, Beel
leasing, over
extraction
Over extraction
,fishing in beel,
over extraction,
Beel leasing
Use of
herbicide
Over extraction

Remarks
whether or not
changes of
status caused
due to
implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)
Yes
NO

No

No

No
No

Ecosystem

7.4

Aquatic Fauna
Pre Project

Currently, the population of bird species is healthier than other wetland faunal groups.
Common wetland fauna is currently common in Tangua Haor is Indian Pond Heron, Great
Egret, Little Cormorant , checkered keelback, Skipper Frog, Indian Bull frog .
Post Project
Due to degradation of swamp forest and reedland for agriculture expansion rare wetland
dependent mammal species (Eurasian Otter) has been disappeared from this haor arera.
Among the aquatic reptiles species, drastic declined of turtle species from this haor area. This
decline has been related to the fisheries bycatch, directed hunting. The population of water
dependent frog has been reduced due to use of pesticide and insecticide in agriculture field.
Other water dependent birds (resident and migratory) like egrets, duck, wader and herons are
severely impacted from squeezing of wetland area and number in dry season for agricultural
expansion inside beel area. Leasing systems of beels is another factor for that the lease
owners tend to over drying the beels aims to catching fishes and not allow the water birds
within the lease area.
Impact
Wetland dependent mammal species (Eurasian Otter) has been disappeared from this haor
arera (Table 7.4).
Table 7.4: Changes of Status of Aquatic Fauna

Indicator
Species

IUCN
status

Preproject
status

Postproject
status

Cause of Status
Change

Spotted Flapshelled Turtle
(Lissemys
punctata),
Peacock Softshelled Turtle
(Nilssonia hurum)

LC

Rare

Locally
disappeared

Hunting, beel
leasing,
embankment,
destruction of
eggs due to land
preparation for
cultivation

Eurasian
Otter(Lutra lutra)
Northern Pintailed
(Anas acuta)

CR

Common

LC

Common

Locally
disappeared
Uncommon

Snail/Oyster

-

Very
Common

Degradation of
swamp forest
Beel leasing,
hunting,
agriculture
expansion ,
pesticide
Domestic duck
rearing, using for
culture fish feed

Common
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Remarks whether or
not changes of
status caused due
to implementation
of intervention
(Yes/No)
Yes

No
No

No

Ecosystem

7.5

Swamp Forest and Reedland (Area Coverage)
Pre Project

Previously no unique swamp forest was present in this haor. However, scattered optimum
level of swamp forest and reedlands was present with light coverage.
Post Project
The ree land areas of this haor reduced drastically due to agriculture practice. Previously,
reed lands were mixed with vegetation such as baro nal (Arundo donax), khagra (Phragmites
karka), murta (Schumannianthus dichotmus), chitki (Phyllanthus disticha) etc.
Impact
Disappeared of Redlands
7.6

Ecosystem Services
Pre Project

The scenario of provisioning services- food (fish, rice); fuel wood; biochemical (medicinal
plants); genetic resources of flora and fauna of this haor area was higher than current situation.
Climatic condition and other regulation services were good because of vast coverage of
natural vegetation. Wetland function was good due to absent of different types of physical
structures. Culture service function was also fairly good.
Post Project
Due to implementation of interventions like construction of embankment and installation of
regulators for crop protection, the population within this haor area has been increased. To
meet up their daily natural resources demand, the genetic diversity of the haor area became
less and subsequently provisioning services has been changing day by day negatively.
Impact
The ecosystem services are changing negatively day by day in food, medicine, genetic
diversity, and population of flora and fauna. Anthropogenic causes leading indirect effect on
fish dependent bird and other wildlife resulting food crisis.
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8. Socio-economic Conditions
8.1

Introduction

Flash flood is the main disaster here which engulfs the primary production sector (e.g.,
agriculture) and thus threatens the lives and livelihoods of the inhabitants of the Tantua Haor
area. Excess rainfall in the upstream hilly areas and subsequent runoff, river sedimentation,
unplanned road and water management infrastructure, deforestation, landslide, improper
drainage, and last but not least the effect of climate variability can be viewed as the main
reasons for the devastation caused by flash floods.
8.2

Location and Demography

The study area contains 21 mouzas, 4 unions under 2 Derai and Jamalganj upazilas of
Sunamganj district. About 12,557 households were in the Tanguar Haor area has total
populations of 80,404 of which 41,084 were male and 39,320 were female. The female
population was lower than the male population. The average male-female sex ratio was 105
of which there were 105 males per 100 females. The average density of population was 476
persons per sq. km. The administrative location of the project and the demographic data of
this area are presented in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2.
Table 8.1: The Administrative Location of the Project (Tangua Haor)
District

Upazila

Uniob

Mouza name

Jagaddal

Uzirpur, Baksiarkati

Kulanj

Rarail Brahmanchand, Dakshin
Nagargaon, Pitambarpur,
Saliargaon, Tarapasha, Jalia,
Hatia, Baraitiyar, Kulanj, Nachni
(Part), Tetaiya

Taral

Dhal (Bhati Dhal), Jalalpur,
Rampur

Haldipur

Shaldigha, Gobrapur, Gayaspur,
Mahishakona, Betauka

Derai

Sunamganj

Jagannathpur
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Table 8.2: Distribution of Population and Household in the Study Area
Census Year
1991
2011

Household
12,557
18,772

Population
80,404
1,05,452

Sex ration
105
99

Density (sq. km)
476
642

Source: Bangladesh Population Census 1991 & Housing and Population Census, BBS, 2011

At present about 18,772 households are living in the Haor area have a total population of 1,
05,452 of which 52,342 are male (49.6%) and 53,110 (50.4%) are female. The female
population is higher than the male population. The average male-female sex ratio is 99 of
which there are 99 males per 100 females. The average density of population is 642 persons
per sq. km. The average density of the area has also changed. The average density of the
population has changed to 642 from 476 persons per sq. km. The demographic data of this
area is presented in Table 8.2.
In the study area, household increase 6215, population 25048 and density increase 167 sq/
km. Female population increase about 13790 than male in the study area.
8.3

Livelihood Opportunity of the Population

A livelihood is a means of making a living. For this study livelihood study has been assessed
based on the occupation of the people. To assess the impact of the interventions in the
livelihood of the Haor people the base situation will be drawn and then the changed situation
will also be drawn based on their occupational activity.
8.3.1

Livelihood Status
Pre Project

The majority of the population about 76.06 percent were directly or indirectly dependent on
agriculture and works either as farmers or farm labourers. It was found that agriculture was
the primary source of livelihood for 36.37 percent of the population. Another 39.69 percent are
employed as wage labourers on other farms. Mostly, agricultural labour was an important
occupation for the poor landless households. It was also the main occupation for many small
farmers. There was some other occupations are of minor importance. Notable among these
are business (1.87%), not working (16.58%), service/ employees (0.64%), construction
(0.39%), others occupations/fisheries/transport/ (3.77%). All of these occupations were also
seasonal and the poor farmers were usually performed this activity.
In the study it was found that Fishing, trading and working in other non-farm activities on a
daily basis were also important source of livelihood for poorer households. Poor people live
mostly on wage labour. Labour contracts were followed certain patterns based on the duration
of employment. Contracts may be daily, seasonal or yearly. The majority of labourers were
engaged on a seasonal basis and work in exchange for commodities, usually rice. Few male
labourers went outside the village or even outside the district to work for a season
corresponding to a part of full crop cycle. Women’s seasonal work usually occurred during the
harvest. Women engaged as day labourers performed various household task within the
community.
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8.3.2

Post Project

Still now about 87.0 percent of the population are directly or indirectly dependent on
agriculture. Working either as farmer or farm labourers. But with the explorations of various
livelihood opportunities the ration has been changed. The landless and the small farmers are
shifting their occupation on seasonal basis. It is found that agriculture is the primary source of
livelihood for 30.2 percent of the households. Another 35.6 percent are employed as wage
labourers on other farms and rest 21.2 percent of the population are involved in both farming
and as wage labour too. There is also a remarkable change in the occupation of the Haor
population. A great portion earn their livelihood from business (3.6%) followed by nonagricultural labour (6%), industry (1.2%), service (11.8%), fishery (1.2%) and transport
(0.85%).
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Impact
In the past the overall livelihood means of the area was farming. It is observed that due to the
intervention the net cultivated areas were decreased. Although area decrease but additional
4,680 tons crops were produced in the study area due to expansion of HYV/Hybrid crop
cultivated area as well as benefit of the project interventions. This has a great impact on the
income scenario of the farmers. The farming laborers are tuning to fishing due to different
difficulties in agriculture. Now a day’s some people are involved in other occupations like
fishing, sand and stone labor, coal laboring, transportation and so on because of scarcity of
agricultural land. Due to changing of ecological balance and environment the overall livelihood
of the area is being changed. Although farming and fishing were the traditional occupations
but due to different intervention like flash flood, siltation of the river and canal bed, lack of
drainage system and so on the people are compelled to change their occupation. A good
number of people have already left their ancestral dwelling place and migrated to other areas
of greater Sylhet, Gazipur, Dhaka, Chittagong in search of better fortune. But the fact that
once the area allured people of other areas to migrate in for abundant of wealth.
8.4
8.4.1

Socio-Economic Condition
Housing Condition
Pre Project

The villages are almost cluster and households also. They could not easily expansion the
households. Furthermore, with the rapid population growth the population density has also
increased and the scenario has also degraded. The study area shows the main house of the
dwelling households was predominantly made of straw/Bamboo (58.3%) over other three
types. Tile/C.I sheet and combination of different types of materials household was 38.5%,
Cement was 3.2%. Most of the straw/bamboo houses are located in Jagaddal union, whereas
semi-pucka are predominant at the peripheral areas of Taral. The Kutcha houses are
predominant in the rural area (Figure 8.1).
Housing condition %
70.0

% of HHs

60.0

58.3

50.0

38.5

40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0

3.2

0.0
Straw/Bamboo

Tille/C.I sheet

Cement

Material of Roof

Source: Bangladesh Population Census 1991

Figure 8.1: Housing Condition in the Study Area
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Post Project
According to Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) 2011, about 78.1 percent live in kutcha
where 12.8 percent live in semi pucka, 6.4 percent in pucka and 2.7 percent live in jhupri. Most
of the pucka houses are located in Haldipurl Union, whereas semi-pucka are predominant at
the Kulanj union. Kutcha houses are predominant in the Taral union (Figure 8.2).

% of HHS

Housing Condition %
90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

78.1

12.8
6.4
Pucka

2.7
Semi-pucka

Kutcha

Jhupri

Type of Structure (%)

Source: Population and Housing Census 2011, BBS, 2012

Figure 8.2: Housing Condition in the Study Area
Only the large farmer and rich (who live in midlist or others countries) households of the area
has pucka and semi pucka houses. Most of the middle class households have semi pucka,
with tin-shed house with bulrush made fence. On the other hand, most households from the
poor have tin-shed and thatched fence in their houses. Some households among them have
also paved their house boundary with stones and the remaining have reed and soil
macadamized floor perimeter. One third houses of the very poor of the area own tin made roof
and thatched fence and the remaining have both thatched roof and fence.

Picture: Picture of the Tangua Haor area

Figure 8.3: Housing Condition in the Study Area
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Impact
It is found that before the project intervention, the houses of the village were thatched and
straw/bamboo made (58.3%). But there had been a change in it in course of time. The Pucka
and semi pucka households increase (12.8 % semi pucka & 6.4% pucka) Local people argued
that after the intervention the rice production has improved and many landless laborer started
to sharecrop. Especially, the large farmers were used to give some low lands which were
uncultivated before the intervention to the land less farmers. The Govt. allocated some khas
land to the landless farmers. In this way the landless farmers gained some extra income
opportunity which helped to improve their housing condition. The people are forced to live in
a crowded environment because of scarcity of high land.
8.4.2

Land Ownership
Pre Project

During the field visit it was found that about 5% of the households are absolute landless i.e.
which have no lands either homestead or cultivated land, 34% households belong to functional
landless category that comprises households those have only homestead lands (cultivated
lands include mainly kitchen gardening produced predominantly by housewives mainly for
household consumption.), 36% households belong to small farmer, 20% belong to marginal
farmer and 5% belong to large farmer categories. Table 8.3 shows the households (Pre and
Post Project) by land holdings in the study area.
Table 8.3: Households by Land Holdings
Land Ownership Stratum
Absolute landless (0 ha)
Functional landless and marginal farmer (0.004 – 0.198 ha)
Small farmer (0.202 - 1.008 ha)
Medium farmer (1.012 – 3.032 ha)
Large farmer (3.036 ha and above ha)
Total

Households (%)
Pre Project
Post Project
5
2
34
29
36
51
20
16
5
2
100
100

Source: Field survey/RRA 2017

Post Project
The present scenario of land holding category has changed. The ration of land holding
category at present are as follow- absolute landless households 2%, functional landless 29%,
small farmer 51%, marginal farmer 16% and 2% belong to large farmer categories. The
present scenario of land holding category has changed
Impact
Here, the marginal and small a part of farm owners are passing difficult situation as of regular
flood loss and following hazards. They are also losing their own land by distress selling. On
the other hand, landless and functional landless farm owners are maintaining their livelihood
by doing odd jobs as well as seasonal emigration. A large numbers of landless populations
usually adopt alternative livelihood options, for instances; farm and non-farm laboring, driving,
earth work, working for shrimp farm and other manual works. It is evidential that land
fragmentation decreases the holding size therefore; large and marginal farmers are gradually
being converted to small farmers. A section of large farm owners are in good condition and
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procure the land sold by the marginal, small and a part of functional landless farm owners.
The Large farm owners distribute his lands to daughters and sons.
8.4.3

Education
Pre Project

Literacy rate, based on a definition “ability to write a letter in any language” is 23.75%, where
for male it accounts to 28.0% and female 19.2%. The rate of literacy reported above is for
population of 7 years and over ages. Data confirms that the study area the male populations
were more educated than the female counterpart. Most of the girls get married that decreases
female attendance. Literacy rate of the studied population is presented in Figure 8.4
Educational facility is not good in Tangua Haor for primary level as well as the secondary and
higher secondary level. Primary education is frequently disrupted during floods almost every
year. Some partial infrastructural damage often happens. Schools are remaining closed for 70
days in average every year due to flooding as well as the buildings are used as shelter place
for the affected people. On the other hand, students living in distance area usually drop their
classes due to unsafe communication during monsoon. On the other hand, the flood induced
poverty increases the number of drop-out students in this Haor.

Literacy Rate(%)
28

30

Literacy rate

25

23.75
19.2

20
15

Study area

10
5
0
Both

Male

Female

BBS, 1991

Source: Bangladesh Population Census 1991

Figure 8.4: Literacy Rate in the Study Area
Post Project
In the study area literacy rate is 35.9%, where for male it accounts to 36.4% and female 35.3%.
Data confirms that like the national picture of Bangladesh (both 51.8 %, Male 54.1% and
Female 51.8%), in the study area the male populations are more educated than the female
counterpart. Attending rate of male is higher than the female students is almost same in preschool and primary level but attending of female students starts reducing from secondary level
as the study area is one of the conservative area in Bangladesh. Parents are more concuss
about female education. Literacy rate of the studied population is presented in Figure 8.5:
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Literacy Rate(%)
36.6
36.4
36.2
36.0
35.8
35.6
35.4
35.2
35.0
34.8
34.6

36.4

35.9

35.3

Both

Male

Study area

Female

Literacy Rate (%)

BBS, 2011

Source: Population and Housing Census 2011, BBS, 2012

Figure 8.5: Literacy Rate in the Study Area
Impact
However, as mentioned earlier that male-female attendance ratio and literacy rate is not equal
and difference between 8% among them. At the earlier stage a little difference at primary level
in which female attendance is comparatively lower than that of males. Field findings confirm
that female attendance at this stage is higher because of existing scholarship program, and
the parents also consider this basic schooling as an investment for securing a good marriage
of their girl child, decries of social barrier, parents are more aware about female education. It
has also been observed and our data confirms that after completion of primary education,
most of the girls get married and therefore the attendance rate gradually starts decreasing.
However, male attendance rate is decreasing due to their involvement in income generating
activities. Nevertheless, proper flood protection may improve children’s schooling
opportunities and increase the overall literacy as well.

Figure 8.6: Primary School Locartion in the Study Area
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8.4.4

Health and Sanitation
Pre Project

There was about 35 tube-wells (each para/mohallahin or school premises had 1 tube-well)
this area during 20 – 22 years back. About 58.5% tube-wells, 24.3% pond, 16.3% river and
1% used well water as their domestic purposes. So they had a great problem of drinking water.
On that time most of the people had face great problem for pure drinking water. They used
alternative sources like river water for drinking purpose. Taking a bath, cooking and other
domestic activities are done with the water of River (Kalni) and beel (Punia beel, Hariya beel,
Boranar beel and Bhogdoba beel). About 78.6% people use hung toilets made of bamboo, 5%
used sanitary latriens and the rests 16.4 % use open fields or bushes to meet the natural
essentials. People take Haor water during working and fishing in the Haor.
The villagers were suffered with cold fever, fever, flue, malaria, chicken pox, diarrhoea, TB,
jaundis, gastric ulcer, paralysis, and so on. There had been no medical amenities in the area
on that time. The villagers took kaviraji treatment (traditional treatment) for any kind of
sickness. Besides, they were used to go to the village and quack doctors for any treatment
and if very serious case they to Upazila (Derai) and District (Sunamganj and Sylhet) level
hospitals. Treatment service was also very insufficient. During the monsoon and in case of
violent wind it was not possible for them to go there through stormy and wave Haor. On the
other hand, during the dry season due to the lack of transport facilities people were facing
troubles to go to upazila or district level hospitals for treatment.
Post Project
Now a days people are suffering cancer, heart disease, diabetes mellitus, Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary disease, mental health problems and women’s diseases (pregnancy, breast and
uterine cancer). Medical facilities and services are now easier than previous period like
community clinic, union health centre, private clinic and upazila health complex and district
hospital. Sanitation facilities in the study area show that about 58.6% households use nonsanitary latrines, 4.5% use sanitary (water-sealed), 26.1% use non water-sealed sanitary
latrines and 10.9% use none latrines. Field findings confirm that non-sanitary latrines are
predominant among kutcha houses. As non-water-sealed sanitary latrines are used by kutcha,
semi-pucka and pucka households, it contains the highest coverage (26.1%). Water-sealed
sanitary latrines are available predominantly in pucka houses. However, there are 10.9%
houses, which have no sanitation facilities but tend to use on shared basis and in some cases
uses open spaces (Table 8.4).
Table 8.4: Toilet Facilities in the Study Area
Union Name
Jagaddal
Kulanj
Taral
Haldipur
Total/Average

Sanitary
(water-sealed)
6.0
1.9
3.5
6.6
4.5

Toilet Facility (%)
Sanitary
Non-sanitary
(non water-sealed)
30.0
51.4
23.7
61.9
28.7
60.5
21.8
60.5
26.1
58.6

Source: Population and Housing Census 2011, BBS, 2012
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Picture: Taral Community clinic and Union health center

Figure 8.7: Health and Sanitation Condition in the Study Area
Impact
The situation is compounded by flash floods, which are a major threat to health and sanitation.
Usually the Haor area is flooded from May to October. Most of the tube wells and toilet arego
underwater during monsoon and flood periods, creating scarcity of drinking water and
threatening the health of the Haor community. Moreover, the scenario was changing after
implementation of the projects.
8.4.5

Communication and Transport
Pre Project

There is a famous saying in the Haor area to describe the means of transportation “Borsha
kale naoa ar shukna kale pao”, which literally means “boats during monsoon and feet during
dry season”. Haor areas remain under water for 4-6 months during the pre-monsoon and
monsoon season. The roads are submerged during this period making it impossible to travel
from one place to other without using boats. Before intervention, there had no defined road
network inside the Haor except the compartment (Ayle) of crop land. In the dry season, people
use bicycle or foot for transportation, sometimes people from another Haor area come to this
Haor through Main River and local channels. Big sized launches, ships, barges usually run in
the river.
Overall 13 km of road networks exist in the study area unions where 1.5 km roads was brick
soling road and 11.5 km roads were earthen. The average numbers of passengers travelling
in this way and 75% travel in non-motorized vehicles and the rest in motorized vehicles.
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Figure 8.8: Communication and Transport in the Study Area
Post Project
The water way communication is not effective during dry season. The transportation
network and the waterway and roadway have developed over the years in keeping with the
unique characteristics of Haor. The rural roads consisting of upazila, union and village roads
are constructed by the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED), Local
government. The BWDB submersible and compartmental embankments were playing main
role in communicate on though this was damaged after each flood. The water way
communication was not effective during dry season.
Overall 21 km of road networks exist in the study area unions where 5 km roads are
submerged road (pucka), 16 km roads are earthen (submerged road), is the main road
network in the Haor area. Most of the people use this road as a way of communication and
goods transportation. In this connection, people use small motorized and non-motorized boat
for communication with nearest village market/bazaar, union and upazila town, carrying their
commodities. The villagers use in dry season for travelling from one place to another with nonmotorized and motorized vehicles. There is no road network surrounding the Haor. People
used earthen road as the way of communication.
Impact
The communication system has become improved as this Haor is very close to the Upazila
HQ. The BWDB’s submersible and compartmental embankments are playing major roles in
communication though this is damaged after each flood. Now days, due to eroding the
submerged road, sufferings of the people become beggar’s description. In the wet season,
the sufferings increase many times. Poor communication hampers the overall socio-economic
activities and suppresses the developments as well. Proper and protected road networks as
well as the water way communication are essential to ensure the overall socio-economic
development of the Haor people.
8.4.6

Local Social Dynamic
Pre Project

There is conflict of interest in the area mainly between farmers and fishermen. Before
intervention, the conflict of interest was not noticeable but with the project intervention the
conflict has emerged.
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Post Project
According to the local people, due to the interventions, at present some areas have become
water logged and some are congested by drainage obstacles. The lease holders of the jal
Mohal are prolonging the drainage congestion and water logged situation as they can capture
more fish out of it. In contrast, the agricultural group wants to pass away the water through the
river or canal to get rid of water logging. This is the biggest conflict at this moment of the area
in between the farmers and the lease holders of Jal Mohal. In order to reduce the conflict
significantly, considerable remodelling of the rehabilitation work is needed.

Figure 8.9: Stakeholder Consultation with Community People in the Study Area
Impact
Sometimes social unrest situation emerged due to the control of water management.
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9. Summary of Impacts
Table 9.1: Summary of Impacts
Indicators
Flooding

Drainage

Sedimentation

Pre project

Post project
Impact
Water Resources
 Nearly 20 individual
 All haors have merged  Villages inside the
haors existed before the
into one after the
Tangua Haor System
interventions
implementation of the
have got both
projects
positive and negative
 In April and May, flash
impact
flood caused severe
 Naturally, the raining
problems in this haor
pattern has changed
 Flood water level has
area. The depth of water
and water has started
increased up to 2 feet
reached 10-12 feet then.
entering in the month
in the villages in the
of March.
middle part of the
 Most of the villages
haor after the
faced flooding in
 Unsymmetrical flooding
intervention, where
monsoon.
has been occurring
the flooding situation
after the interventions.
has improved in the
 Some villages got
northern part of it
benefitted by the
 Improper design has
embankment and
made the
sluices and some are
embankment
facing new sort of
vulnerable to the
difficulties
early flash flood and
the intensity has
become severe in
recent years.
 Water drainage was
 After the intervention,
 The interventions in
very spontaneous
the river and canal bed
Tangua Haor has put
before the intervention.
has elevated by a huge
negative impact on
margin and decreased
the drainage situation
 The river and canal bed
the water conveyance
could carry enough
 In the northern side
capacity
water and the water
of the haor,
could regulate without
 Embankment and
regulation of water
any obstruction
sluices have slowed
has become better
down the drainage of
due to the sluices
water to the rivers
and in the middle part
of the haor, the
 Constructing
regulation has
embankment in the
become worse.
estuary of the rivers is
hampering the
drainage of the water.
 Problems regarding
 Increasing
 Water conveyance
sedimentation was
sedimentation has
capacity of the river
comparatively lass
become a great
and canals has
before the interventions.
problem in Tangua
decreased due to
Haor.
sedimentation.
 Almost all river, canal
and haor beds were free  River and Canal beds
 The duration of the
from sedimentation.
are rinsing as a result
flood has prolonged
of sedimentation.
as a consequence
 Sediment accumulated
on haor bed in few
 The bed of the water
 Beginning of
villages, but didn’t
bodies has also risen
agriculture work is
happen in most of them
due to sedimentation.
delayed for the
removal of sediment
from the haor bed
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Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Navigation

Land use(ha)
Land degradation
Cropping
intensity (%)
Cropped area
(ha)
Crop production
(ton)
Crop damage
(ton)
Irrigated area
(ha)
Surface water
Irrigation
availability
Agro-chemicals
use (ton or
kiloliter)
Livestock
population
(number)
Fish habitat area

Fish habitat
Condition

Pre project
 Non-motorized boats
were the only way of
communication in dry
season before the
interventions
 People had to use their
feet for travelling in dry
season
 Ghats existed only in
major market places,
few villages had ghats

Post project
Impact
 Motorized boats of
 Accessibility of the
different size were
people to different
introduced after the
places in the haor
construction of the
has increased
embankment.
 Motorized boats have
 Non-motorized boats
increased the extent
increased by 20% in
of places and
number
decreed travelling
time
 Ghats in new places
were initiated as an
 New ghats have
aftermath of the project
opened the door for
more people for an
easier way of
communication
Land Resources
Gross area:4,528
Gross area:4,528
i)NCA:-363
i) NCA:3,844
i)NCA:3,481
ii)Others:+363
ii)Others:648
ii)Others:1,047
No
No change
No change
Agriculture Resources
100

100

Rice: 3,844 (Boro: 3,199)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 3,481(Boro: 3,481)
Non Rice: 0

Rice:-363(Boro: -363)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 8,862 (Boro: 8,862)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 15,133(Boro:
15,133)
Non Rice: 0

Rice:+6,271 (Boro:
+6,271)
Non Rice: 0

Rice: 1,266
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 3,844
Non Rice: 0
Available

Rice: 1,481
Non Rice: 0
Rice: 3,481
Non Rice: 0
Deficit during month of
February to March

Rice:+215
Non Rice: 0
Rice:-363
Non Rice: 0
Deficit

Fertilizers: 0
Pesticides: 0

Fertilizers: 983
Pesticides: 14

Fertilizers:+ 983
Pesticides: +14

Livestock Resources
Cattle:6,460
Goat:380
Duck:6,980
Chicken:12,750
Fisheries Resources
 Total fish habitat area Total fish habitat area4,161 ha
3,682 ha,
 Habitat area
 Habitat area
breakdown:
breakdown:
o Khal- 102 ha
o Khal- 89 ha
o Beel- 118 ha
o Beel- 27 ha
o Floodplain- 3,869 ha
o Floodplain- 3,481 ha
o Baor- 71 ha
o Baor- 80
o Fish Pond- 5 ha
 Habitat quality and
 Habitat quality and
suitability condition was
suitability condition
in favor of fisheries;
Cattle:5,060
Goat:460
Duck:8,780
Chicken:10,130
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No change

Cattle:+1,400
Goat:-80
Duck:-1,800
Chicken:+2,620
 Loss of total fish
habitat area by 479
ha (by river/khals,
floodplain & beels)

 Slightly degraded
habitat condition
driving towards less

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project
 Maintained unregulated
ecosystem with better
provisioning services
like sustainable
fisheries.





Fish Diversity

 Fish species were

distributed over the area
more or less evenly.







Fish migration

Fish production

 Unregulated lateral fish
migration from river to
floodplain and floodplain 
to river through Khal.

 Fish production in 1989
was about 400 metric
ton.



Post project
becomes little
degraded;
Regulated ecosystem
with somewhat
degraded and
unsuitable habitat
condition particularly
for Beel resident fishes;
Increased pollution
load due to intensified
Boro cultivation.
Abundance of some
biologically and
commercially important
fish species become
low or rare locally;
Population of benthoopen water loving fish
like Puntius ticto,
Notopterus chitala,
Labeo calbasu, etc.
and bottom dwelling
fish species like Clarius
batrchus, Channa
punctatus,
Macrognathus
aculeatus,
Lepidocephalichthys
guntea, etc. affected
more due to
dewatering of Beels
and indiscriminate
fishing in Beel leasing
system;
Fish species were
distributed over the
area somewhat
irregularly;
Increased abundance
of culture fish species.
Since the scheme is
not fully functional so
fish migration status
has no significant
deviation from the Pre
Intervention condition.
Pre-monsoon and postmonsoon (AugustOctober) lateral
migration was hindered
by regulator in Alipur
and Chandpur Village
Fish production in 2015
was about 1,338 metric
ton.
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Impact
sustainable
provisioning services
majorly fisheries.

 Little imbalance in
fish species
distribution over the
area;
 Vulnerability to Beel
resident column
feeder and bottom
dwelling fish species;
 Possible inbreeding
problem due to
increase of culture
exotic fish species.

 There is little
implication of
interventions on fish
migration.

 Overall fish
production gain is
about 938 metric ton
in 2015 compared to
production of 1989.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators
Fishing
Appliances

Fishers
Livelihood

Fisheries
Management

Terrestrial florai.

Terrestrial fauna
ii.

iii.
iv.
Aquatic flora vii.

Pre project
Post project
Impact
 Sustainable fishing was  Unsustainable fishing
 Increased use of
done using suitable
is being done using
unconventional
mesh sized fishing
small mesh sized
fishing appliances
gears.
fishing gears like Kona
and thus increased
jal /Mosquito net (mesh
fishing pressure.
 Use of Kona jal
size below 1 cm);
/Mosquito net (small
mesh sized net) was not  Fishing pressure at the
reported.
water structure points
during recession period
 Fishing pressure at the
is more because of
mouth of the Khals
engagement mass
during recession period
people.
were very low except
leased Beel connecting
Khals (only by LH).
 Commercial fishers
 Part-time fishers
 Fishing based
were dominant in
become dominant in
livelihood becomes
floodplain fish habitat
floodplain fish habitat
unsustainable.
meaning livelihood fully
meaning carrying
dependent on fishing.
livelihood with fishing is
not adequate and need
 Fishing people were
other income
less.
generating activities.
 Fishing people are
more.
 Beel fishery maintained  Beel fishery is being
 Beel fishery is being
three-year rotation in
maintained mostly onesecured by the
harvesting fish;
year rotation in
scheme though the
harvesting fish.
weak enforcement is
 Fish got more time for
not yielding expected
propagation;
 Fish is not getting
benefit.
enough time for
 Sustainable fishery.
propagation;
 Unsustainable fishery.
Ecosystem
Floral coverage of
Floral diversity (kadamThe indicator floral
Neolamarckia cadamba, coverage is changed.
indicator species in
rendee- samania
homestead diversity was
saman) enriched
not notable but in kand
area is notable.
specially on homesteads
and decreased kanda
vegetation (karach
(Millettia pinnata), pitali
(Trewia nudiflora), barun
(Crateva magna), hijal
(Barringtonia
acutangula)
Faunal indicator species
v.
Faunal diversity and vi.
Diversity and
(Brahmini Kite, Whitepopulation of faunal
population of indicator
rumped Vulture, Indian
indicator species has
terrestrial fauna has
Bull Frog, Cricket Frog,
been reduced locally
been reduced over
Monocellate Cobra,
diapered (White-rumped time.
Bengal Monitor, and
vulture, Fishing Cat,
Golden Jackal)
Large Indian Civet) due
population were pretty
to agricultural
high.
expansion, planting
exotic and other human
interference.
Aquatic floral coverage
viii.
Due to over extraction,
ix.
Indicator species like
(makhna- Euryale
was enriched especially
agriculture expansion
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Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project
rooted floating plants
(makhna- Euryale ferox,
singra-Trapa
maximowiczii, chalia
gash- Hemarthria
protensa).

Aquatic fauna x.

Aquatic faunal speciesxi.
and population were
enriched throughout the
area.

Swamp Forest
and Reed land

No swamp forest but xiii.
reeds coverage
especially on Phragmites
karka, Xanthium indicum,
Calamus longisetus,
Vetiveria zizanioides,
Imperata cylindrical) etc.
and their density were
enriched.
Ecosystem goods and
xvii.
services were in optimum
level.

Ecosystem xvi.
goods and
services

Employment
Opportunity

Gross income
from crop
production

Housing
condition

Post project
and other anthropogenic
activities makhana
(Euryale ferox), singra
(Trapa maximowiczii)
and nolkhagra
(Phragmites karka) has
been locally
disappeared.
Aquatic faunal
xii.
communities have
changed specially the
turtle and otter
population.
Reduced of swampxiv.
bush and reed land
density and coverage

Indicator faunal
diversity and
population especially
the turtle, mammals
population are
significantly changed.
Harvesting of
economically valuable
plants reed land has
converted to
agricultural land.

xv.

Ecosystem goods and
xviii.
services have been
reduced over time for
different anthropogenic
xix.
activities.
Socio-economic Conditions
Total cropped area was
Total cropped area were
3,844 ha where about
3481 ha where about
4, 61,280 man days labor 5,56,960 man days
input were needed.
labor input were needed
when there was no
technological use but
after the technological
use labor input reduced
up to 15%.
Annual crop production
Annual crop productions
was 8862 tons which net
were increased to 15133
value was approximately
tons of which net value
18.96 corer at present
is approximately tk.
market price
32.37 corers.

The Haor area’s
households were
predominantly made of
straw/Bamboo (58.3%),
tile/C.I sheet and
combination of different
types of materials
household was 38.5%
and Cement was 3.2%.

Impact
ferox, singra- Trapa
maximowiczii, chalia
gash- Hemarthria
protensa) has been
locally disappeared.

About 78.1 percent live
in kutcha where 12.8
percent live in semi
pucka, 6.4 percent in
pucka and 2.7 percent
live in jhupri.
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Ecosystem goods and
services have
changed.

On an average about
87.0% labor input has
increased for the
intervention before
technological use in
the area. But after the
technological use the
labor input has
reduced up to 20.74%.
Additional 6271 tons
crops were produced
which net value is
approximately tk.
13.44 corer and
increase near about
41.5% from the base
situation.
It has observed that
the housing condition
of the area has
changed due to the
increase of income
opportunity from
agriculture.
After the intervention
the rice production has
increase and many
landless laborers
started to sharecrop.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre project

There had no defined
road network inside the
Haor except the
compartment (Ayle) of
crop land
Communication
and Transport

Health and
Sanitation

 There was about 35
tube-wells in this area
during 20 – 22 years
back.
 About 78.6% people use
hung toilets made of
bamboo, 5% used
sanitary latriens and the
rests 16.4 % use open
fields or bushes to meet
the natural essentials.
 They were used to go to
the village and quack
doctors for any
treatment and for
serious case they go to
Upazila (Derai) and
District (Sunamganj and
Sylhet) level hospitals.
Treatment service was
also very insufficient

Post project

The Local Government
Engineering Department
(LGED), Upazila
parishad, Union
Parishad have
constructed some
submergible roads. In
addition with, the BWDB
constructed submergible
and compartmental
embankments are
playing significantly
major role in the
communication system
during the dry season
Medical facilities and
services are now easier
than previous period.
Non-water-sealed
sanitary latrines contain
the highest coverage
(26.1%). Water-sealed
sanitary latrines are
available predominantly
in pucka houses.
However, there are
10.9% houses, which
have no sanitation
facilities but tend to use
on shared basis and in
some cases uses open
spaces
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Impact
The landless farmers
gained some extra
income opportunity
which helped to
improve their housing
condition.
The BWDB’s
submersible and
compartmental
embankments are
playing major roles in
communication though
this is damaged after
each flood. Now a
days, due to eroding
the submerged road,
sufferings of the
people become
beggar’s description.

The situation is
compounded by flash
floods, which are a
major threat to health
and sanitation.
Usually the Haor area
is flooded from May to
October. Most of the
tube wells and toilet
area underwater
during monsoon and
flood periods, creating
scarcity of drinking
water and threatening
the health of the Haor
community. Moreover,
the scenario was
changing after
implementation of the
projects.

10. Environmental Management Plan
Table 10.1: Management Plan
Impact



Flooding






Drainage and
Sedimentation





Navigation




Mitigation Measures
The sluices should be maintained and
operated properly
The embankment has to be renovated in
certain palces like in Baraitiyar,
Tarapasha, Jalalpur etc.
An embankment should be given on the
other opening of Jailla River
The construction and repair work of the
embankment should be monitored
properly and timely, particularly within
February.
The height of the embankment should
be redesigned
The estuary of Kalni should be
excavated up to 7-8 feet for proper water
drainage
All the surrounding canals should be
excavated for the proper regulation of
water
Proper slope and connection of local
channel with inlet and outlet should be
ensured
Sediment from the bottom of the sluice
gates should be removed
Dredging can be a solution against the
continuous sedimentation.
The sluices can be redesigned in the
changed circumstances to prevent
sedimentation
To ensure navigability, dredging work
should be done in regular intervals along
the Kalni-Kushiara River and other
connecting channels
Proper boat passage should be provided
through the embankment
The sluices and regulators should be
operated and maintained properly under
deep observation

 Agricultural land graving
should be avoided.
 Fallow land should be brought
under cultivation

Land use change

Decreased cropped
area

Enhancement Measures

 Embankment should be repaired during
November to December
 Kanda should be utilized for vegetables
cultivation.
 Hydroponics or floating bed vegetables
cultivation should be introduced.
 Flood tolerant submergence variety
(BRRI dhan51, BRRI dhan52 and BRRI
dhan79may be tested.
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Impact

Mitigation Measures

Increased crop
production

-


Decreased irrigated
area and availability of
irrigation water
xx.

Regular re-excavation/dredging of
Kamarkhali, Jalia river and Kalni river and
linked with the haor and other adjacent
haors. This will improve the overall water
management system of this haor.

Status of
livestock/poultry

-

Increased crop
damage

 The height of the embankment of
Milonganj bazaar to Bakshipur 4-5 km
should be improved.
 A large culvert should be constructed at
Medyi beel.
 A bridge or boat pass regulator should
be constructed at Gojar khal.
 Regular dredging of the rivers has to be
ensured in order to reduce the intensity
of flash flood.
 Rehabilitation works should be finished
by February
 Quality materials should be used for
rehabilitation works.
 Short duration high yielding or hybrid
varieties should be used instead of long
duration BRRI dhan29 variety.
 Local varieties should be transplanted in
the deeper part of the haor area instead
of short height high yielding or hybrid
variety.
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Enhancement Measures
 Crop area should be
increased by utilization of
fallow land.
 Short duration high yielding
and hybrid varieties should be
developed/introduced/strength
ened.
 Crop damage should be
minimized by timely and
proper rehabilitation of water
control structures like
embankment, compartmental
embankment, pipe sluices and
regulators etc.
 Involvement of Project
Implementation Committee
(PIC) on rehabilitation works
should be increased
 Re-excavation of existing
beels and khals should be
ensured for retention of
irrigation water.
 Irrigation water should be
ensured by stopping drainout
the beels during early dry
season for fish harvesting.
 Grazing area should be
increased by utilizing fallow
land.
 Awareness build up through
training
 Marketing facilities should be
improved.
 Availability of high yielding
breed should be ensured.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact
Mitigation Measures
Increased use of agro-  Farmers should be encouraged to use
chemicals
organic manure to increase soil fertility
while avoiding water contamination and
reduce the soil fertility.
 Farmers should be encouraged to
cultivate leguminous crops to enhance
the soil quality.
 Farmer should be follow modern
agricultural technology like Integrated
Pest Management/Integrated Crop
Management(IPM/ ICM), Good
Agricultural Practices(GAP) etc.
 Maintenance work should be conducted
as and when necessary for keeping
water at a level in the Khal suitable for
fishery but not detrimental to agriculture
Decreased fish habitat
crops;
area
 Coordination among the line agencies
should be increased and involve
agencies in their respective functions. In
this case should involve Upazila
Fisheries Office.
Slightly degraded fish  Water holding capacity in the Khals and
habitat quality and
in some cases in the Beels should be
condition
increased through re-excavation/
dredging;
 Maintain minimum 1 m water depth in
almost all water bodies during dry
season.
Imbalance in fish
 Unconventional fishing appliances (i.e.,
species distribution
fine meshed gears, dewatering,
and vulnerability to
poisoning, etc.) should be banned;
bottom dwelling and
 Should motivate and encourage
column feeder fish
agriculture sector people for abstaining
species
from use of chemical fertilizers and
pesticides for keeping water
uncontaminated.

Insignificant alteration
to fish migration

 Increase the conveyance capacity of
Khal maintaining minimum 1 m depth
during dry season;
 Fish friendly structures should be
implemented at all khals maintaining
good water surface profiles (Minimum
Required Water Depth: 1 m during dry
season) for suitable fish passage.
 Fishing should be controlled during premonsoon and recession period.

Increased fish
production

 Beel fishery should be promoted with
three-year rotation;
 Beel dewatering should be stopped.
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Enhancement Measures

 Not applicable

 Not applicable

 Beel nursery program with
native fish species should be
increased;
 Build more sanctuary with the
involvement of adjacent
fishers community; For
sanctuary Boranar Beel is
suitable;
 The protected area should be
guarded especially at night by
the professional fishers of
adjacent village for facilitating
fish species diversity and fish
propagation.
 Proper maintenance work
should be conducted and
monitored by the Project
Implementation Committee
(PIC).
 Monitoring and awareness
building activities should be
conducted through fishers’
communities under the
guidance of Upazila Fisheries
Officer.
 Above measures.

Environmental Management Plan

xxiv.

Impact
Mitigation Measures
Increased use of
 Unconventional fishing appliances
unconventional fishing
should be stopped;
appliances and thus
 Should increase law enforcement for
increased fishing
controlling unlawful fishing.
pressure.
 Strong surveillance for maintaining water
control structures through controlling
fishing.
Fishing based
 Fishing ban time income generating
livelihood becomes
activities should be promoted. In that
unsustainable.
case, the fishers community should be
involved in water management group.
Beel fishery is being
 The scheme should be maintained with
secured by the
the coordination of the line agencies.
scheme though the
weak enforcement is
not yielding expected
benefit.
The indicator floral
 Plantation of local species (i.e. Karoch coverage is changed.
Millettia pinnata, Pitali -Trewia nudiflora,
Baroon- Crateva magna, Hizaal Barringtonia acutangula Ficus
hispidaetc.) as early as possible.
 Use of natural fertilizer such as cow
dung, compost etc.
Diversity and
Identify core habitat for the threatened
population of indicator animals (Fishing Cat- Prionailurus
viverrinus, Small Indian Civet- Viverricula
terrestrial fauna has
indica, Bengal Monitor- Varanus
been reduced over
bengalensis Jungle Cat-Felis chaus etc)
time.
and take action to conserve the
respective habitats.
xxi.
 Aware local people to avoid wildlife
killing
Indicator species like
xxii.
 Aware local people about the importance
(makhna- Euryale
of aquatic resources
ferox, singra- Trapa
 Sustainable harvesting of aquatic
maximowiczii, chalia
species and re-introduction of singra,
gash- Hemarthria
makha from the beels (mela beel, ulauli
protensa) has been
beel, tiura beel etc.).
locally disappeared.
Indicator faunal
 Aware local people about conservation
diversity and
of aquatic animals and their sustainable
population especially
harvesting of aquatic flora.
the turtle, mammals
 Avoid hunting of the turtles (Spotted
population are
Flap-shelled Turtle -Lissemys punctata,
significantly changed.
Peacock Soft-shelled Turtle-Nilssonia
xxiii.
hurum)
 Identify core habitat for the threatened
animals and take action to conserve the
respective habitats.
Harvesting of
 All the khash land with swamp bush and
economically valuable
reed lands should be out of public lease
plants reed land has
and allotments.
converted to
agricultural land.

xxv.
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Enhancement Measures

 Not applicable

 Not applicable

 Not applicable.

Initiate plantation programme
(suggested species) along the
river levees, kandas and other
khash lands with the attachment
of plant specialist.

 Aware local people for
conserving specially
threatened suggested wildlife
species of this haor area
under the supervision of a
wildlife specialist.

Preserved important beels for
aquatic biota conservation.

 Aware local people for
conserving specially
threatened wildlife species of
this haor area under the
supervision of plant and
wildlife specialists.

 Local household should be
involved in nursery program
for proper seed germination
and saplings collection.
 BHWDB, local people, local
nursery owner should be
properly involved (under
participatory approach) in the

Environmental Management Plan

xxvi.

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Ecosystem goods and
services have
changed.

 Conservation of reed land and important
wetland areas.
 Avoid over harvesting of economically
valuable plants such as (Bet -Calamus
longisetus), panibaz- Salix tetrasperma)
 Use of natural fertilizer such as cow
dung and compost.

Employment and
income generation

Health and sanitation

Communication and
Transport

-

-

 Embankment repairing work to be done
in such a way that people can use it for
transportation.
 Involvement of water management
committee for the repairing plan
 Provide legal authority for monitoring
the repairing work through the water
management committee
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Enhancement Measures
collaboration of plantation
program inside the haor area.
 Create new swamp forest
area.
 Eco friendly tourism
according the relevant policy
and laws
 Alternative livelihood to be
created through provision of
appropriate training among
Haor based community.
 Train up Haor people about
alternative employment and
income generation
 Provide soft lone to the real
farmers
 Allocation all the beel
/jallmohal to the actual
fishermen
 Build up linkage with farmer
and national, international
traders
 Awareness should be built up
about sanitation among the
local people.
 Toilet must be always clean
in daily basis
 Providing training of the
villagers about health and
sanitation,
 Dissemination the messages
on best hygienic practices by
family level
 Tubewells and toilet built up
in the high land
 Use of local labour for the
repairmen of the
embankments

Environmental Management Plan
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Appendix A: Photo Album

Water Resources

Agriculture Resources

Fisheries Resources

Ecological Resources

Socio-economic Resources
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1.
1.1

Introduction

General Information

Zilkar Haor Project is situated in between 24°54'33.41" and 24°58'47.33" North latitude and in
between East longitude 91°41'56.16" and 91°48'42.16". It falls in northeast hydrological region
under Sadar Upazila (Kotwali) of Sylhet District. The gross area of this project is 4344 ha and
the net cultivable area is 3597 ha. The water resources system of the project comprises rivers
and khals flowing along the periphery as well as through the project area.
The Zilker Haor project area is located about 8 kilometres away from the Sylhet town on the
northern side of the Sylhet-Sunamganj highway. The land elevation of the project area ranges
from 5.35 m+ PWD to 11.10 m PWD and its average elevation is 8.38 m PWD. The project is
bounded by the Surma River in the south and west, Singar Khal in the north and Sadi Khal in
the east. The Surma river, which runs along the south-western side of the project area, is the
main river of this project and controls the flood and drainage dynamics. The Singar Khal
originates from the Meghalaya hills and meets with the Surma river at Alinagar. Both the
Surma river and Singar Khal are very important for controlling the hydrology, irrigation and
drainage of the project area. The Sylhet-Sunamganj highway lies at its southern boundary and
act as the flood control embankment of the area.
There are also a number of other khals such as Mollargaon Khal, Haosha Khal, Fatehpur Khal,
NapitKhal, SreeKhal, Jahidermar Khal, Sonduk Khal, Chirakail Khal, Chinar Khal etc. which
originate from the beels inside the project area and finally meet with the peripheral river
through the khals. The water of the khals is normally used for irrigation and these also serve
as the arteries for drainage. Presently, most of the khals are silted up and have lost their
conveyance capacity due to continuous siltation. There are two major perennial beels namely
Bagola Beel and Haikhai Beels which serve as the main sources of irrigation and as fish habitat
during the dry season.
1.2

Project Descriptions

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BPDB) implemented the Zilkar Haor project during
1989-90 under EIP (Early Implementation Project). The physical infrastructures involve; 43
Km of embankment and 33 number of regulators. This project is encompassing two sub-haors
namely Zilkar Haor locatedin the western side and Haparo Haor located in the eastern side of
the Zilkar Haor project area. Of the two, Haparo Haor is fully flood protected while Zilkar Haor
is partially protected by the submersible embankment.
1.3

Present Status of the Project Interventions

The area normally suffers from flash flood due to excessive rainfall in the Meghalaya. But
sometimes the flood occurs earlier like 2017. The annual rainfall in the project area ranges
from 2,700 mm to 6,200 mm and the long-term annual average rainfall is about 4,300 mm.
Like other parts of the country, most of the rainfall occurs in the rainy season (about 86%),
which normally starts from May and continues up to October. In the project area, monthly
rainfall of about 1650 mm occurred at times.
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Figure 1.1: Hydrological Features of Zilkar Haor Project
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2.
2.1

Water Resources

Flooding Situation
Pre Project

Before construction of any type of intervention, flash floods due to heavy rainfall in the
upstream region during pre-monsoon period flowed through the Surma river and Singar khal
.Usually the flash flood entered in mid-April and at times in mid-March before construction of
submergible embankment. In the full monsoon period about 70-80% of the project area got
inundated and water stayed for about four months in the project area.
Post Project
It has been described earlier that the Zilkar Haor sub-project is composed of two haors of
which Haparo Haor is fully flood protected (Figure 2.1) and Zilkar Haor is partially (Figure: 2.2)
flood protected by a submersible embankment. Excessive rainfall is the main cause of flooding
in Haparo Haor. During heavy rainfall, the accumulated water cannot escape easily from this
haor due to the high water level in Singar Khal and the Surma River. In Zilkar Haor, flood water
mainly enters from Singar Khal through two ways: by overtopping and breaching of the
embankment from Noyagaon (Figure: 2.3) to the Gangi regulator (Figure: 2.4). Flood water
from Surma River also enters Haparo Haor through a number of openings along the SylhetSunamganj highway. There is no submersible embankment at some places beside the Surma
river. As a result, flood water easily enters Zilkar Haor as it happened in Pre Project period
and also by overtopping the embankment having lower level than the designed one during
normal flood years.

Figure 2.1: Full Flood Protection in
Haparo Haor

Figure 2.2: Partially Protected by
Submersible Embankment in Zilkar Haor
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Figure 2.3: Embankment Breach Zilkar
Haor

Figure 2.4: Breach at Regulator (2V)
Zilkar Haor

Impact
The entry of flash flood has been delayed than the Pre Project period which has helped saving
crop damage. However, flash flood sometimes enters through the breached points and public
cuts (which are cut by the farmers to expedite the drainage), if not repaired before onset of
the pre-monsoon. Flash flood also enters during severe floods as it happened in 2016-17
years.
2.2

Drainage Congestion
Pre Project

Most of the flood water could easily be drained out to the peripheral rivers and khals as there
was no embankment except the low lying beels.
Post Project
The interventions of the project have slowed down the drainage of water in post monsoon.
Moreover, siltation at the mouth of the outlet structures also impedes draining out the water
quickly from the project area. Local people informed that after construction of the intervention,
drainage congestion occurs frequently after 1990 for a short duration only in the low lying area
in Haparo haor.
Impact
During Pre Project period, the flood water could be drained out naturally as there was no
embankment and entire area was open. Presently, the drainage has been slowed down to
some extent.
2.3

Siltation
Pre Project

During Pre Project period, the flash flood used to carry silt and other coarse materials, most
of which got deposited in the rivers as well as in the project area.
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Post Project
After construction of submersible embankment, the silt and other coarse materials cannot
enter the project area during flash flood overtopping submersible embankment which is mostly
deposited in the river. However, in the eastern portion (Zilkar haor), the silts and other coarse
materials enter the project through the open (no embankment) portions, breached points and
public cuts, if not repaired in due time. The river bed levels are rising due to rapid siltation
reducing the conveyance capacity of the rivers.
Impact
Siltation in peripheral rivers and internal rivers, beels and khals has increased compared to
Pre Project period.
2.4

Navigation
Pre Project

During Pre Project period, there was navigational connectivity between the haor and the
peripheral rivers throughout the year.
Post Project
Navigational connectivity between the Zilkar haor and the peripheral rivers mainly remains
operative during monsoon. Besides, navigation in this haor operates through the breached
points and public cuts before repairing in February/March. Moreover, boats can ply within this
haor for fishing and other purposes. However, navigational connectivity does not persist during
pre-monsoon due to repairing of submersible embankment.
Impact
The navigational connectivity between the eastern project (Zilkar haor) area and the peripheral
river has not been affected in monsoon but it does not operate during pre-monsoon. Moreover,
there is no navigation in the Haparo due to embankment.
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3.

Land Resources

The project area has fallen in one Agro-ecological zone, namely: Eastern Surma-Kusiyara
Floodplain (AEZ-20). Non-calcareous grey floodplain soil (non-saline) is the dominant soil. The
top soil texture are clay and clay loam; where clay loam texture is dominant. The soils are slow
to moderate permeable and have a high or moderate moisture holding capacity. The land type
characteristics are not uniform within the project area. About 73% of cultivable areas are low
to very low land where minimum flooding depth is above 1.8 meter during the monsoon period.
The recession of surface water from agriculture land starts at first week of December and
become free of flood water in end of December.
Two indicators (Land use and Sand carpeting area) have been selected for assessing the
impact on land resources due to structural interventions in haor ecosystem. The land use and
sand carpeting information under Pre Project and existing situations were identified through
analysis of the available archived satellite images of CEGIS and it was verified through Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
3.1

Land Use
Pre Project

The gross area of Pre Project has been considered as similar to Post Project. The gross area
was 4,344 hectare under Pre Project situation of which Net Cultivated Area (NCA) was 3,597
hectare. The rest area were covered with water bodies (baor, beels, river and khals), forest
(herb, shrub and tree) and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented
in Table 3.1.
Post Project
The gross area remaining same and the Net Cultivated Area (NCA) is 3,583 hectare. The rest
area are covered with water bodies (baor, beels, river and khals), forest (herb, shrub and tree),
and settlements including homestead vegetation. Details are presented in Table 3.1.
Impact
Net cropped area and water bodies have decreased about 14 and 11 hectare respectively. On
the other hand, rural settlement has increased about 25 hectare respectively. Detailed
impacted area is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Detailed Land Use in Zilkar Haor System
Pre Project area
(ha)

Post Project area
(ha)

Impact (Post Project Pre Project)

3,597

3,583

-14

Water bodies

210

199

-11

Settlement

537

562

25

4,344

4,344

0

Land use
Net Cultivable Land (NCA)

Total

Sources: Analysis 30 m Resolution Landsat Satellite Images, March: 1989 and 2015
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Figure 3.1: Land Use of Zilkar Haor Project (1989)
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Figure 3.2: Land Use of Zilkar Haor Project (2015)
3.2

Land Degradation

No sand carpeting was found before or after implementation of the project.
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4.

Agriculture Resources

Boro rice is the main crop in Haor areas. In most cases, pre-matured or matured Boro crops
are damaged by early flash flood which generally happened due to pre-monsoon heavy rainfall
in the hilly areas. Besides, drainage congestion and irrigation water scarcity due to siltation of
rivers, Khals and Beels are the another problem for Haor agriculture.
Six indicators (cropping intensity, crop area, crop production, crop damage, irrigation and use
of agro-chemicals) have been selected for assessing the impact on agriculture resources due
to structural interventions in Haor ecosystem. The information of these indicators were
collected from both primary and secondary sources. The primary data were gathered from
stakeholders through Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII). The
secondary data were collected from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and field level
Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) office. Besides, Boro crop areas under pre and
Post Project situation were identified by analyzing satellite images.
4.1

Cropped Area, Pattern and Intensity
Pre Project

Before the project interventions, the Net Cropped Area (NCA) was 3,597 hectare, where
dominant cropping pattern Fallow- Fallow- Local Boro was found. The land type of this project
area was low land (about 73% of NCA) followed by medium low land and high land as
presented in Table 4.1.
Farmers usually grew B. Aus, Lt. Aus in the Kharif-I and B. Aman and Lt. Aman in Kharif-II
and Local Boro and vegetables crops in Rabi season. Different varieties of B. Aus, Lt. Aus, B.
Aman, Lt. Aman and Boro rice such as Aina Shail, Murali, Haowa Uttak, Jori, Tapi, Moina,
Shail, Khoia Shail, Badal (B. Aman), Gochi, Rata, Lal tepi, Dholi Boro, Kalizira and Boro were
very much popular among the farmers. The total cultivated area was covered with single
cropped area. So, the cropping intensity of this area was 102%. Detailed cropping pattern by
land type under Pre Project situation is presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Cropping Pattern with Land Type of Zilkar Haor
Land type
Medium High
Land(F1)

Medium Low
Land(F2)
Low Land(F3)

Kharif-I
(March-June)

Kharif-II (JulyOctober)

Rabi (NovemberFebruary)

Area (ha)

% of NCA

Fallow

Fallow

Vegetables

45

1

B. Aus

Lt. Aman

Fallow

296

8

Lt. Aus

Fallow

Vegetables

125

3

Lt. Aus

Lt. Aman

Fallow

91

3

Fallow

B. Aman

Fallow

130

4

Fallow

Lt. Aman

Fallow

282

8

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

2,186

61

Fallow

Fallow

Fallow

442

12

Total

3,597

100

Cropping intensity (%)

102

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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Post Project
The project area became protected from early flash flood due to the interventions, which
influence farmers to grow HYV Aus, HYV Aman, HYV Boro and Hybrid Boro crops instead of
Local Boro. The most popular varieties which are used in the project area are Hira, Jholok,
BRRI Dhan 28, BRRI Dhan 29; Boro, Gocchi, Rata, Tapi and Laltepi, BR 11, BRRI Dhan 49,
BRRI Dhan 52, Moina Shail, Jori, Chinigura, Kalizira, Maloti Biplob, BRRI Dhan 28, BRRI Dhan
48, Paizam and Murali. guti alu, Forash, Yard Long Been, Been. The Net Cultivable Area
(NCA) has been decreased to 3,583 hectare after interventions. Dominant cropping pattern of
the project area is Fallow - Fallow - HYV Boro covering 37% of the NCA. The total cultivable
area is covered with single cropped area. So, the cropping intensity increased to 119%.
Detailed cropping pattern by land type under with project situation is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Cropping Pattern of the Zilkar Haor
Land type
Medium High
Land(F1)

Medium Low
Land(F2)

Low Land(F3)

Kharif-I
(March-June)

Kharif-II (JulyOctober)

Rabi (NovemberFebruary)

Area
(ha)

% of
NCA

Vegetables

Fallow

Vegetables

65

2

HYV Aus

Fallow

Vegetables

120

3

HYV Aus

HYV Aman

Fallow

279

8

Lt. Aus

HYV Aman

Fallow

132

4

Fallow

Lt Aman

Fallow

280

8

Fallow

Lt Aman

HYV Boro

89

2

Fallow

Fallow

Local Boro

924

26

Fallow

Fallow

HYV Boro

1,314

37

Fallow

Fallow

Hybrid Boro

380

11

Total

3,583

100

Cropping intensity (%)

119

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Impact
The Net Cultivated Area (NCA) has been decreased to 14 hectare after the interventions. On
the other hand, total cropped area has been increased to 601 hectare. The cultivated area of
Local Boro has gradually been decreased and replaced by HYV Aus, HYV Aman, Hybrid
Boro/HYV Boro and vegetables crops variety after completion of project due to its higher yield
rate and ensured early flash flood protection by project interventions. Impact on cropped area
is presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Impact on Cropped Area in Zilkar Haor
Pre Project Area
(ha)

Post Project Area
(ha)

Impact (Post Project - Pre
Project), Area (ha)

B. Aus

296

-

-296

Lt. Aus

216

132

-84

HYV Aus

-

399

399

B. Aman

130

-

-130

Lt. Aman

669

369

-300

Crop name
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Pre Project Area
(ha)

Post Project Area
(ha)

Impact (Post Project - Pre
Project), Area (ha)

HYV Aman

-

411

411

Hybrid Boro

-

380

380

HYV Boro

-

1,403

1,403

Local Boro

2,186

924

-1,262

W. Vegetables

170

185

15

S. Vegetables

-

65

65

3,667

4,268

601

Crop name

Total

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.2

Crop Production
Pre Project

The estimated total annual crop production of the project area was about 10,319 tons after
loss of 2,408 tons before any interventions. Detailed crop production statistics before
interventions is presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Annual Crop Production in Zilkar Haor

B. Aus

296

Damage free
area
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
186
2.0

Lt. Aus

216

162

2.2

54.00

1.0

410

64.80

B. Aman

130

101

2.0

28.60

1.0

231

28.60

Lt. Aman

669

468

2.3

200.70

1.1

1,298

241

2,186

1,421

2.8

765.10

1.3

4,973

1,148

170

119

22.0

51.00

6.0

2,924

816

3,667

2,458

-

1,209

-

10,319

2,408

Crop name

Local Boro
W. Vegetables
Total

Total crop
area (ha)

Damaged area
Area
(ha)
110

Yield
(ton/ha)
1.0

Annual
productio
n (ton)

Production
lost (ton)

482

109.63

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Post Project
After the implementation of the project, hydrological regime of the project area is changed.
Farmers started to cultivate HYV Aus, HYV Aman, Hybrid/HYV Boro and vegetables due to
presence of submersible embankment and sluicegate, which protect their crops from early
flash flood. Hence, total annual crop production is about 20,061 tons with loss of 3,385 tons
after interventions. Detailed estimation of crop production after interventions is presented in
Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Annual Crop Production in Zilkar Haor

Crop name

Lt. Aus

Total
crop
area (ha)
132

Damage free
area
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)
106
2.4

Damaged area
Area
(ha)
26.40

13

Yield
(ton/ha)
1.2

Annual
production
(ton)

Production
lost (ton)

285

32

Agriculture Resources

Crop name

Total
crop
area (ha)

Damage free
area
Area
Yield
(ha)
(ton/ha)

Area
(ha)

Yield
(ton/ha)

Damaged area

Annual
production
(ton)

Production
lost (ton)

HYV Aus

399

319

3.5

79.80

1.3

1,221

176

Lt. Aman

369

295

2.5

73.80

1.3

834

89

HYV Aman

411

321

3.8

90.42

1.2

1,327

235

Hybrid Boro

380

285

6.0

95.00

1.6

1,862

418

HYV Boro

1,403

1,052

4.8

350.75

1.8

5,682

1,052

Local Boro

924

665

3.1

258.72

1.8

2,528

336

W. Vegetables

185

148

30.0

37

8.0

4,736

814

S. Vegetables

65

53

28.0

11.70

8.0

1,586

234

4,268

3,244

-

1,024

-

20,061

3,385

Total

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Impact
Additional 9,742 tons crops is being produced in Post Project situation. The rice and non-rice
production is increased due to the protection of flash flood which encourages the farmers for
practicing high yielding variety instead of local variety. Detailed estimation of impact on crop
production is presented in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Impact on Crop Production in Zilkar Haor
Pre Project
Production (ton)

Post Project
Production (ton)

Impact (Post Project - Pre
Project)

B. Aus

482

-

-482

Lt. Aus

410

285

-125

HYV Aus

-

1,221

1,221

B. Aman

231

-

-231

Lt. Aman

1,298

834

-464

HYV Aman

-

1,327

1,327

Hybrid Boro

-

1,862

1,862

HYV Boro

-

5,682

5,682

Local Boro

4,973

2,528

-2,445

W. Vegetables

2,924

4,736

1,812

S. Vegetables

-

1,586

1,586

10,319

20,061

9,742

Crop name

Total

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.3

Crop Damage
Pre Project

Flash flood was the main cause of crop damage in Pre Project situation. Before harvesting of
Boro crop, water entered into the Haor area and damaged the crops. So, farmer of this area
suffered due to the damaging of their crops in every year. Total crop damage in the project
area was 2,408 tons annually. Detailed estimation of crop damage is presented in Table 4.4.
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Post Project
Zilkar Haor is now protected from early flash flood by the project interventions which basically
performed well up to 2013. After that, most of the year, flood water enters into the project area
before harvesting of Boro crop (early to mid-March) due to low height of submersible
embankment and malfunctioning of structures. Surrounding rivers, khals and beels of this area
were silted up. So, water holding capacities were reduced of surrounding rivers, khals and
beels. Flash flood carried huge amount of sediment through river water and entered in to
project area. For this reason crop damage areas were observed higher in with project situation
compared to without project situation. Total crop damage was recorded 3,385 tons of which
Rice were 2,337 ton and non-rice 1,048 ton in with project situation. Detailed are presented in
Table 4.5.
Impact
The crop damage area was decreased to 24% (Post Project situation) from 33% (Pre Project
situation) but after the completion of project, it works well up to 2013 and damaged area was
15%. The crop damage was increased 978 tons in with project situation over without project
situation. Damaged was increased due to higher yield of crops but percent of damaged crops
was less in with project situation. Detailed are presented in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Impact on Crop Damage in Zilkar Haor
Crop name
B. Aus
Lt. Aus
HYV Aus
B. Aman
Lt. Aman
HYV Aman
Hybrid Boro
HYV Boro
Local Boro
W. Vegetables
S. Vegetables
Total

Pre Project
Production loss (ton)
110
65
29
241
1,148
816
2,408

Post Project
Production loss (ton)
32
176
89
235
418
1,052
336
814
234
3,385

Impact (Post Project Pre Project)
-110
-33
+176
-29
-152
+235
+418
+1,052
-811
-2
+234
+977

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

4.4

Irrigation
Pre Project

Before initiation of the project, only surface water was used for irrigating Local Boro and
vegetable crops. The local people normally transplanted this crop immediately after the
floodwater recedes and the land is under shallow inundation. Local farmer reported that they
stored water with help of bundh/dyke management and irrigated their crop with the help of
flooded water in the low lying part of the Haor. They also used traditional modes like Seuti,
Don and Cone for irrigating their crop from surrounding rivers, Beels and Khals during dry
season. Prior to the implementation of the project, irrigation water was more available than
the requirement of crops.
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Post Project
After implementation of the project, the irrigation water demand has been increased due to
cultivation of high water demanding Hybrid/ HYV Boro instead of Local Boro crop. On the other
hand, the availability of surface water is being reduced due to siltation of surrounding rivers,
khals and beels of the project area. Therefore, the scarcity of irrigation water has been
observed from early February to end of March in most of the year. In this time, Sariguyan river.
Mainly Low Lift Pumps (LLPs) is being used for lifting surface water instead of traditional mode.
At 2016 BADC developed an irrigation project at Fothehpur village with the capacity to
irrigation about 75 ha area. The source of water for this project was Surma River. Surface
water was extracted with the help of Low Lift Pumps (LLPs) instead of traditional methods of
extraction in with project situation.
Impact
There was deficit of irrigation water due to increase of water demand and decrease of water
availability during dry season. The irrigation water demand has increased for cultivating high
yielding crop variety. On the other hand, surface water irrigation availability has decreased
due to siltation of rivers, khals and beels of the project area.
4.5

Use of Agro-chemicals
Pre Project

Farmers of the study area were cultivated Aman, Aus, Boro and vegetables in without project
situation. Local variety of rice was cultivated in this situation which has low demand of fertilizer.
However, some farmers used inorganic fertilizer like mixed grass and rice straw in the crop
field for the restoration of soil fertility. Total about 213 tons chemical fertilizers were used in
the study area for crop cultivation per year. Detailed are presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Use of Agro-chemicals in Zilkar Haor under Pre Project Situation
Fertilizer (Kg/ha)
Crop name

Total (kg/
ha)
Others

Urea

TSP

MP

B. Aus

-

-

-

-

Lt. Aus

30

-

-

-

-

B. Aman

Pesticides
Liq. (ml/ha)

Gran.(Kg/ha)

-

-

-

-

30

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

30

-

-

Lt. Aman

30

Local Boro

60

10

10

-

80

-

-

W. Vegetables

40

20

10

-

70

-

-

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Post Project
Generally more agro-chemicals are required for cultivating HYV Aus, HYV Aman, HYV /Hybrid
Boro crops. So, farmers applied more agro-chemicals for Hybrid/HYV Boro crop cultivation.
Total about 878 tons chemical fertilizers, 4 Kilo litre liquid and 7 tons granular/powder
pesticides were used in the project area for crop cultivation per year. Detailed use of agrochemicals under Post Project situation is presented in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Use of Agro-chemicals in Zilkar Haor under Post Project Situation
Fertilizer (Kg/ha)
Crop name

Total (kg/ ha)

Pesticides
Liq.
Gran.
(ml/ha)
(Kg/ha)
200
0.5

Urea

TSP

MP

Others

Lt. Aus

50

10

10

0

70

HYV Aus

80

15

15

0

110

500

1

Lt. Aman

110

25

25

0

160

500

1

HYV Aman

60

15

15

0

90

300

0.8

Hybrid Boro

100

30

30

0

160

800

1.2

HYV Boro

120

40

40

0

200

1000

1.5

Local Boro

180

80

80

0

340

1500

3

W. Vegetables

160

70

70

0

300

1200

2.5

S. Vegetables

120

100

60

0

280

1200

3

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017

Impact
Use of agro-chemical has increased largely under Post Project situation compared to Pre
Project situation. Additional about 665 tons chemical fertilizers, 4 Kilo litre liquid and 7 tons
granular/powder pesticides are used for crop cultivation annually. Detailed impact on use of
agro-chemical is presented in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10: Impact on Agro-chemicals in Zilkar Haor

Powder/
Granular (ton)

Total Fertilizer (ton)

Liquid (Kilo
litre/ha)

Powder/
Granular (ton)

Total Fertilizer (ton)

Liquid (Kilo
litre/ha)

Powder/
Granular (ton)

Impact

Liquid (Kilo
litre/ha)

Post Project

Lt. Aus

6

0

0

9

0.03

0.07

3

0.03

0.07

HYV Aus

0

0

0

44

0.20

0.40

0

0.20

0.40

Lt. Aman

20

0

0

59

0.18

0.37

39

0.18

0.37

HYV Aman

0

0

0

37

0.12

0.33

37

0.12

0.33

Hybrid Boro

0

0

0

61

0.30

0.46

61

0.30

0.46

HYV Boro

0

0

0

281

1.40

2.10

281

1.40

2.10

Local Boro

175

0

0

314

1.39

2.77

139

1.39

2.77

W. Vegetables

12

0

0

56

0.22

0.46

44

0.22

0.46

S. Vegetables

0

0

0

18

0.08

0.20

18

0.08

0.20

213

0

0

878

3.93

7

665

3.93

7

Crop name

Total

Total Fertilizer (ton)

Pre Project
Pesticides

Pesticides

Source: CEGIS estimation based on field information, September; 2017
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5.

Livestock Resources

Livestock and poultry, being an essential element of integrated farming system, play an
important role in the economy of the Haor area. Livestock provides significant draft power for
cultivation, threshing and crushing of oil seeds; cow dung as a source of manure and fuel; a
ready source of funds; and meat, milk and eggs for human consumption. A large number of
livestock are reared in Haor areas but constrained by flash flood causing inundation of large
areas during most of the time in the year. This area is famous for duck rearing due to
availability of natural feed for ducks in natural large water bodies. All of livestock species suffer
much due to shortage of feed, outbreak of waterborne diseases and inadequate shelter
facilities. The livestock rearer in the Haor areas do not get fair price due to poor communication
as well as lack of marketing facilities.
The indicator status of livestock has been selected for assessing the impact of the project.
The status of livestock population data were collected from Livestock Census (1986),
Agriculture census (1996 and 2008) of BBS. The status of livestock feed and fodder, diseases,
marketing facilities information were gathered from stakeholders through Focus Group
Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII).
5.1

Status of Livestock Population, Feed and Diseases
Pre Project

According to agriculture census 1996, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
were 4,850 cattle, 1,040 goats, 18,180 chicken and 6,970 ducks (Table 5.1). Before
implementation of the project, the major feed available to ruminants was mostly crop residues
(rice straw) supplemented with weeds from cultivated fields. They are to depend on naturally
grown grasses in Kandas and alongside roads and embankments. Most of the year before
implementation of the project, the crops were to damage by early flash flood. As a result,
shortage of feed from crop residues, reduction of grazing facilities seriously affect livestock
rearing. That time, the small holders were to depend on water hyacinth and other aquatic plant
for their cattle. The major poultry feeds were rice bran, broken rice, kitchen wastes like rice,
rice-gruel, vegetables, fish wastes etc. In addition, the duck usually scavenge in the nearby
water bodies like Haor, beel, khal, river or any other low lying areas; mainly eat various types
of aquatic insects, small fish, shell or snails. Major livestock and poultry diseases were Gola
fula (Haemorragic Septicemia), Foot and Mouth Diseases (FMD), Pox and Cholera etc. which
were observed in the project area. Major poultry diseases were Duck cholera, Fowl pox and
Fowl cholera etc. The most vulnerable period was between July to November for spreading
diseases to livestock and poultry populations. Mortality rate of the livestock/poultry was higher
due to poor shelter condition and they lived in unhygienic condition. Marketing facilities was
not in good condition and price was also low due to less demand of their products and by
products. Producer consumed their products at family level and additional products were sold
at local village market.
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Table 5.1: Status of Livestock/Poultry in Zilkar Haor System
Pre Project
Livestock/
Poultry
Category

Post Project

Impact

No of
Households
having Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

No of
Households
having Livestock

Total No of
Livestock

Number of
Livestock
Population

Cattle

1,460

4,850

2,070

6,990

2,140

Goat

430

1,040

870

2,470

1,430

Chicken

2,840

18,180

3,390

22,020

3,840

Duck

1,590

6,970

1,360

7,160

190

Source: CEGIS estimation based on agriculture census (1996 and 2008) and field information (July 2017)

Post Project
According to agriculture census 2008, the livestock and poultry population in the project area
are 6,990 cattle, 2,470 goats, 22,020 chicken and 7,160 ducks (Table 5.1). After implementation
of the project, crop is protected from early flash flood. As a result, the feed availability of
livestock is increased due to increase of crop production. However, some of the year, the
crops were damaged by early flash flood. In that year, the small holders were dependent on
water hyacinth and other aquatic plant for their cattle. The poultry feeds are same as in Pre
Project situation. On the other hand, more or less similar diseases are found in Post Project
situation. The mortality rate of the livestock/poultry became negligible during the project
period, due to extension works at farmers’ level such as immunization and insemination
program by Department of Livestock (DLS). Marketing facilities during dry season also
improved due to improvement of the communication system by constructing the submersible
embankments. Therefore, market prices are increased due to high demand of products and
by products.
Impact
From 1996 to 2008, about 2,140 cattle have increased due to the reduction of flood
vulnerability, improvement of marketing facilities and strengthening of livestock extension
services. On the other hand, the goat, chicken and duck population has been increased to
1430, 3,840 and 190 respectively. Details about impact on livestock are presented in Table
5.1.
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6.

Fisheries Resources

The haor area is enrich and diversified in fisheries resources. Perennial and seasonal beels,
khals, floodplain and fish ponds are present in the haor area. Both perennial and seasonal
khals are present. The khals are act as fish migratory route as well as sheltering place of fish.
The Zilkar haor is bounded by the Singar khal in North – East and Surma river in South–West
site and Sadi Khal in the east and connected with haor through different khals. The SylhetSunamganj highway act as southern boundary and flood control embankment of Zilker haor.
This is flash flooded area. The haor area inundated by rain water, flash flood or by the water
comes from Surma river and Singar khal through connecting khals. The khals are use as water
entrance and drainage chanel of the haor. In post monsoon the floodplain are use as cropfield
except the perennial water bodies. Fish ponds are use as fish culture purpose and contributing
in fish production to some extent.
During field visit, the team members observed the field scenario. Also discuss with the local
farmers and fishers, local elites and they informed that the flood occurs due to upstream rain
and enter the water into the haor area after 5 to 6 hours through different khals. Or water
comes to the haor from Surma river or Singar khal through different khals. Water entering
system in the haor was almost same in pre Intervention period. There are two haor in the
project area namely Haparu haor located on the eastern side and Zilkar haor located on the
western side. Of which Haparu haor is fully flood protected while Zilkar haor is partially
protected by the submersible embankment that also use as road.
6.1

Habitat Area

Surma is the main river in the haor area. Beside Singra khal is playing a vital role in respect
of fish production. The major beel are namely Zilker beel, Magural beel, Nalmuri beel, Haparu
beel, Bhera beel, Haonhara beel, Bagola beel etc. present. The major connecting khals are
Dhum khal and Pachimpalpur khal, Mogalgaon khal, Gangina Khal are the main khals in the
haor area.The above mentioned khals are the major fish migratory route of fish. In dry season
the depth of water in khals is good for fish sheltering place. Most of the haor area is used as
crop field except the perennial beel area in dry season. And in monsoon the area is used as
floodplain. Water stays about 3 to 4 months and uses as breeding and feeding ground for the
fishes. Water hyacinth is present in the perennial beel that used as sheltering place for fish in
post monsoon period.
Pre Project
Fish habitat of the haor area was 3158 ha in pre Intervention period. Of which capture fish
habitat 3157 ha and fish pond 1 ha. The overall scenario of fish habitat was comparatively
good. And the connectivity of khals with beel, floodplain and river was smooth. Some khas
beel was present.
Post Project
Post Intervention the total fish habitat is 3122 ha. Of which capture fish habitat 3119 ha and
fish pond 3 ha. The perennial beel and floodplain are silted up partially due to flash flood. The
connecting khals are silted up and loss the water holding capacity in dry season.
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Zilkar beel

Haparu beel

Figure 6.1: Fish Habitat of Haor Area
Impact
Decrease of fish habitat is 36 ha in the post Intervention period, which is decrease about 1%
of pre Intervention condition. Breakdown of fish habitat is given in the following Table 6.1
Table 6.1: Breakdown of Fish Habitat Area by Habitat Type
Sl.

Fishery
Category

1

Capture

2

Culture

Habitat type
Perennial Beels
Rivers and Khal
Floodplain
Baor
Sub Total
Culture pond
Sub Total
Grand Total

Area (Ha)
Pre Project
Post Project
(as of 1989)
(as of 2015)
165
149
34
36
2942
2921
16
13
3157
3119
1
3
1
3
3158
3122

Impact (Habitat area
Change in Ha)
-16
+2
-21
-3
-38
+2
+2
-36

Source: Fish habitat assessment based on field findings and image based landuse data,1989 & 2015.

6.2

Fish Habitat Condition

Fish habitat condition is comparatively good and productive. Present scenario of perennial
and seasonal beels habitat are changing due to incremental boro cultivation in the haor area.
Pre Project
Water quality and habitat condition was satisfactory in pre intervention period. The farmer
cultivates mostly local variety and use of agrochemicals and pesticides and fertilizer was
limited.
Post Project
Due to boro cultivation, the use of agro chemicals, pesticides and fertilizer in the haor area is
increasing gradually. Thus habitat condition and water quality is decreasing for the incremental
use. Water and habitat in the haor area are also polluted by different types of wastages from
homestead, market that decrease the fish habitat quality.
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Impact
Fish habitat and water quality are degrading for incremental use of agrochemicals, pesticides
and fertilizer in boro field and wastage from different sources.
6.3

Fish Diversity
Pre Project

About 120 fish species was present in Zilkar haor. During field visit the local fishers and the
aged peoples reported that the abundance of the species was very rich. The available fishes
in the area areboal, puti, rui, catla, mrigal, kalibauskholisha, meni, kakila, tengra, taki, potca,
guchibaim, tarabaim, mola, chela, gutum, magur, baila,ayre, shing, deshisarputi, koi, pabda,
cholaputi, tit puti, gulshafoli, darkina, chapila, darkina, chital, guraicha, chang/okol, shol etc.
Post Project
At present the number of fish species is almost same as before. But richness of species has
some changes. And some of the fish species are now available which was unavailable few
years ago.

Figure 6.2: Fish Species in Zilkar Haor Area
And abundance of these species is increasing day by day. These species are deshisarputi,
mani, ghonia, pabda, borobaim, foli etc. Some fish species in the haor area are given in the
following figure 6.2.
Impact
The numbers of fish species are same. But richness of some species are changes in some
extent. These fish species are deshisarputi, pabda, kalibausghonia, lambachanda, barobaim,
napit koi, mani, kakila etc.
6.4

Fish Migration
Pre Project

Fish moves easily from one place to another without any obstacle. Shallow depth is uses for
breeding and feeding purpose of small fishes. Overall fish migration and movement was
smooth in the haor area.
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Post Project
Intervention like embankment and malfunctioning of regulator and siltation in khal bedare
causes of disturbing of fish migration.
Impact
Delayed of fish breeding especially the small fishes and disruption of fish migration in the haor
area is impacted remarkably.
6.5

Fish Production Assessment
Pre Project

Fish production was about 312Metric Ton (MT) per year. Of which from capture habitat was
about 311MTand from culture habitat was about 1 MT per year.
Post Project
Total fish production is about 894MT per year. Of which from capture habitat is about 886MT
and from culture habitat is about 8MT.
Impact
Increase of fish production is about 582MT per year. The incremental fish production may
causes due to increasing of fishing activities, introducing of beel fisheries, beel nursery and
commercialization of fishing, stocking of culture species in the beel etc. Fish production from
pre intervention and post intervention are given in the following Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Breakdown of Fish Production by Habitat Type
Sl.

Fishery
Category

1

Capture

2

Culture

Habitat type
Perennial Beels
River and Khal
Floodplain
Baor
Sub Total
Culture pond
Sub Total
Grand Total

Production (MT)
Pre
Post
Project
Project
96.0
136.0
5.2
7.2
206.0
730.0
4.0
13.0
311.2
886.2
0.60
7.50
0.60
7.50
311.80
893.7

Impact
(Production Change in MT
+40
+2
+524
+9
+575
6.90
6.90
581.9

Source: Fish production assessment based on field findings and FRSS data, 1989 & 2015.

6.6

Fishing Appliances
Pre Project

Types of fishing gears namely khora, thela jal, current jal, jhaki jal,ber jal, borshi, Gui (made
by bamboo that used to catch small fishes) was used to catch the fishes from the haor area.
The mesh size of net was above 2-3 cm (about 1 inch) that uses to catch the fishes. The net
was fish friendly and protect the small fishes during fishing. Lease system was present and
only the professional fishers’ take lease khas beel.
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Post Project
Presently the fishers are using the gear which was used as earlier. But at present some new
nets and traps like kona jal/moshari jal (small mesh size net below 0.1 cm) that are using to
catch the fish which are damaging the fish fry as well as habitat quality. Lease systems are
present and mostly handle by the local leaders even outsider of the project area. Some cases
the lease holders catch the fish from lease beel by dewatering in post monsoon period.

Fishing by borshi near Dhumkhal/Monaikandi
regulator

Fishing by kona/moshari jal at Zilkar beel

Figure 6.3: Different Types of Fishing Gears of Zilkar Haor
Impact
New nets like moshari (small mesh size net) jal are using excessively that damaging the fish
fry as well as habitat quality. Some cases the lease owner catch the fish through dewatering
from leased beel during fishing that also destroying the fish habitat.
6.7

Fishers Livelihood

Good number of fishersare involves with fishing activities in haor area. Both Hindu and Muslim
fishers are there. The professional fishers used to catch fish in the haor area during monsoon
and post monsoon period about 5 to 6 month. After that they catch fish in Surma river and
Singra khal and ponds. The professional fishers are fully dependent of fishing for their
livelihood round the year. But the part time fishers catch fish about 3-4 months after inundation
of haor area. After fishing the part time fishers are engage with agriculture activities. The
subsistence fishers catch fish only for own consumption.
Pre Project
The professional fishers catch fish in the haor area in monsoon and post monsoon. After that
the fishers catch fish in river, khal or other water bodies. Most of the professional fishers was
Hindu. The number of fishers was limited in pre intervention period. The Muslim professional
fishers were almost absent.
Post Project
Good number of Hindu and Muslim fishers is involved with fishing. Monsoon and post
monsoon is the main fishing time. And the number is increasing in post intervention period.
But day by day number of part time fishers’ is increasing rapidly. The part time fishers are
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mostly Muslim. Beside these some peoples are involved as fish aratder, ice producer, retailer,
fish labor, transport worker etc. for their livelihood. But at present the local political leaders in
the area are taking lease by using the name of fishers committee. So the original fishers are
not getting any benefit from these water bodies. Sometimes the lease holder catches the
fishes through dewatering the leased beels.
Impact
Number of professional fishers increased and increased the fishing pressure in post
Intervention period. At present some peoples are involving as fish retailer, fish aratder, ice
producer, fish labor, transport worker etc. for their livelihood and the number is increasing day
by day. And the local political leaders are involving with lease activities. So the commercial
fishers are not getting any benefit from these water bodies that impacts the fishers’ livelihood.
The lease holders catch the fishes through dewatering from the leased beels and destroying
the fish habitat productivity.
6.8

Fisheries Management
Pre Project

Monsoon and post monsoon period is peak time for fishing. There was no restriction in fishing
in pre intervention period. And fishing practice was almost smooth. Even some water areas
were kept as safeguard for the brood fish for next year breeding. Fishing by dewatering in
beels was almost absent.
Post Project
No restriction of fish catches in haor area in monsoon period. But in post monsoon the fishing
are restricted in leased beel and privately own beel and adjacent area. Some cases the leased
beels are protect through guarding from the month of Ashin (Bangla) to onward up to fishing.
So fishing access is limited for fishers in leased beel and adjacent area.
Impact
Fishing by dewatering that destroys the fish fry and fish habitat. Leased beels are protecting
from fishing through guarding by the lease holder. The fishers are not getting any benefit from
these beels in post monsoon period.
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7.

Ecosystem

Zilkar haor occupies terrestrial as well as aquatic ecosystems. Remnant natural vegetation of
this Haor give blesses to abode numerous faunal communities. Existence of different
landscapes provides different types of ecosystems. Overall changes of ecosystem diversity
and biodiversity over the time are as follows
7.1

Terrestrial Flora
Pre Project

Major terrestrial flora of this Haor took place on settlement platforms, cannal and riverbanks
and at cropfields. The vegetation composition of settlement area was dominated with naturally
grown species and with a little proportion of human influenced vegetation. Among the naturally
grown vegetation, Pitali (Trewia nudiflora), Rhyna (Aponomyxis polystachya), Kodom
(Anthocephalus chinensis) and Baroon (Crataeva nurvala) was mostly common. Unused parts
of the homestead were densely covered by Joli Bet (Calamus tenuis). Jarul (Lagertroemia
speciosa) and Mandar (Erythrina ovalifolia) were also grown on settlements or rive levees
those remarked as moist uplands. Canal and river banks, kandas inside cropfields were
vegetated with high density of Joli Bet with association of Jarul, Mandar and Colocasia.
Various wild herbs and shrubs were grown within the fallow passages of cropfield.
Post Project
Terrestrial floral composition and population have been slightly changed during last few
decades. Fallow passages of agricultural land have been decreased and squeeze to grow wild
herbs and shrubs as weeds. More cultivated varieties of plants have been included with
homestead vegetation. Natural vegetation within the river/khal banks, embankment sides and
kandas are still existed but denude in some extents due to cattle grazing and used as crop
cultivation.
Impact
Insignificant changes of terrestrial floral diversity and coverage due to agricultural expansion
and people choice of plantation on homesteads area. Intervention is not responsible in this
regards. The specific impact on indicator flora has been represented below in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Natural Vegetation at Riverside and On Submergible Embankment of the
Haor
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Table 7.1: Changes of Status of Indicator Species
Indicator
Species

Pre Project

Post Project

Cause of status
change

Type of Intervention
that caused the
change (If Yes)

Pitali/Mera

Very Common

Very Common

-

-

Hizol

Common

Common

-

-

Koroch

Occasional

Occasional

-

-

Barun

Common

Common

-

Dhol Kolmi

Common

Common

-

Nol Khagra

Very Common

Common

Agricultural expansion

7.2

-

Terrestrial Fauna
Pre Project

Terrestrial faunal diversity was well due to having much vegetation in wilderness all over the
haor area. Natural vegetation of river/khal bank, fallow land and kandas were provided
sheltering place for all the local avifauna and many reptiles like garden lizard, skinks, snakes
etc. Dense homestead and natural vegetation were support good number of terrestrial
mammals like mongoose, Jackales, wild cats, mice etc. Swamp trees on kandas and beel
ridges were ideal resting and nesting place for prey birds like Brahminy kite and Black Kite.
Numerous beels and perennial wetlands of this haor wee attract migratory birds as their
feeding place and tall trees of this area were support resting place for them. Pallas’s Fish
Eagle roam within the area during post monsoon and their occurrence was common.
Post Project
Status of terrestrial faunal diversity have more or less unchanged within this Haor because of
still consisting the much areas of natural vegetation as functioning the wildlife habitats. Birds
of prey like Brahminy Kite, Black Kite, Pallas’s Fish Eagle roam within the wetland site and
take rest on trees at ridges and kandas. Numerous local avifaunas abode reeds inside the
haor. Population of Snakes, skinks, and lizards have still healthy within fallow lands, river bank
vegetation and even within the homestead vegetation. Jackal and foxes face threats due to
hunting and hostile attitude of local inhabitants.
Impact
Terrestrial faunal diversity has unchanged over the time.
fauna is presented in Table 7.2.

A specific status of the terrestrial

Table 7.2: Impact on Terrestrial Fauna of the Zilkar Haor
Indicator
Species

Pre Project

Post Project

Cause of status
change

Type of Intervention
that caused the
change (If Yes)

Pallas’s
Fish Eagle

Occasional

Occasional

-

-

Brahminy
Kite

Very
Common

Very Common

-

-
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Indicator
Species

Pre Project

Vulture

Rare

Not found

Fishing Cat

Occasional

Occasional

Bengal Fox

Very
Common

Common

Rat Snake

Common

Common

7.3

Cause of status
change

Post Project

Habitat destruction and
effect from cattle
medicine
Hunting

Type of Intervention
that caused the
change (If Yes)
-

-

-

Aquatic Flora
Pre Project

Existence of numerous waterbodies and seasonal floodplains favored significant succession
of different aquatic flora within the Haor basin. Perennial and deeply flooded seasonal
wetlands were dominated with Sada sapla (Nymphaea nouchali), Keshordam (Ludwigia
abscendens) and Hygroryza aristata. Free floating plants were also common throughout the
haor area and Eichhornia crassipes was the single most dominant species followed by
Salvinia, Azolla and Lemna among this type. Sedges and meadows were quite common. The
entire aquatic flora were grown abundantly which favor fishes, mollusks and amphibians. As
per habitat condition, aquatic flora was more diversified at northern portion of this Haor as
there was vast deeply flooded land with low agricultural intensity.
Post Project
With increasing cropping intensity at southern portions of the Haor natural succession of most
wild aquatic plants have been interrupt. However, the diversity has unchanged at ditches and
deep beels. Scope of succession of free floating plants and rooted floating plants in seasonal
inundated lands have reduced due to squeezed the time between one crop harvesting and
then next cultivation.
The situation is different at the northern part of this haor as their land is deeply flooded during
monsoon and cropping intensity is low. For why, the aquatic floral diversity is high and habitat
condition is healthy.

Figure 7.2: View of Seasonal Wetland Vegetation of the Haor; Left: Southern Part
and Right: Northern Part
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Impact
Aquatic flora has been reduced from the southern part of the Haor due to expansion of
agricultural practice and unchanged at deeply flooded northern portions. Interventions are
not responsible in this change. A detail specific status of the aquatic flora is presented in Table
7.3.
Table 7.3: Status of Aquatic Flora of the Study Area
Indicator
Species

Pre Project

Cause of status
change

Post Project

Type of Intervention
that caused the
change (If Yes)

Kochuripana

Common

Common at northern
part

Not applicable

-

Shapla

Very
Common

Very common at
northern part but less
in southern part

Agricultural
expansion

-

Makhna

Occasional

Disappeared

Over exploitation

-

Singara

Common

Occasional

Fishing activities

-

Nol Khagra

Very
Common

Common

Agricultural
expansion

-

7.4

Aquatic Fauna
Pre Project

This haor was consisted huge population and diversity of aquatic faunal species as per
informed by the local people. Fishes were the major aquatic faunal group that was abundantly
grown all over the aquatic portions of the haor area. Haparu Beel, Kaitta Beel, Zilkar Beel are
the referable perennial wetlands were provided well habitats for numerous water dependent
birds (i.e. Little Cormorant, Little Egret, Great Egret, Cattle Egret and Pond Heron) all over the
year. Migratory birds were also roamed each year at these beels. Amphibian and reptiles
population were well along the cropfields, ditches and beel areas. As per local people, there
was evidence of Eurasian Otter (Lutra lutra) in large beel areas and even in old homestead
ponds.
Post Project
The change occurred at the southern side of the haor in the case of aquatic faunal diversity.
Change of landuse in this side squeezed the habitats of snakes, reptiles and fishes. However,
the northern depressed are have no significant change of habitat condition and for why the
diversity of aquatic fauna have more or less unchanged. As per local people, migratory birds
are also visited the big beels and ditches each year. Occasional evidence of Eurasian Otter
also still in the northern area of this haor. Freshwater snails have reduced throughout the haor
area for introducing commercial duck rearing nowadays.
Impact
Changes have been occurred mainly at southern parts of the haor but no influence of
intervention is mentioned. A detail impact of the interventions has been provided below in
Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Aquatic Fauna Status of the Zilkar Haor
Indicator
Species

Pre
Project

Post Project

Cause of
status
change

Type of
Intervention that
caused the change
(If Yes)

Indian Bullfrog

Very
Common

Very common at northern
part but less in southern part

Landuse
change

-

Monocellate
Cobra

Common

Rare

hunting

-

Migratory
Birds/Waterbirds

Common

Common in northern part
but rare in southern part

Agricultural
extension

-

Eurasian Otter

Common

Disappeared from southern
part, Occasional at northern
part

Habitat
destruction

-

Freshwater
snails

Very
Common

Decreasing all over the haor

Commercial
Duck raring

-

7.5

Swamp Forest and Reed Land
Pre Project

The haor possessed no swamp forest, but a large area of this haor possessed reedbeds at
the southern portions. The lands were mainly dominated with tall grasses and attain swamp
character whole of the year. This land has elevation with gentle slopes and deeply flooded in
monsoon which locally called “Pajubon”. Common vegetation composition is Phragmites
karka, Saccharum soontaneum Vetiveria zizanioides, Sclerostachya fusca and Arundo donax
within the grasses. Ficus heterophylla, Asparagus racemosus, Lipia iavanica and Rosa
involucrata are the dominant woody shrubs.
Post Project
Some areas of reedland have been converted to cropfield after implementation of
embankment due to expansion of agricultural practices. Nevertheless, there is still existing
reedland with healthy vegetation within the passage of agricultural fields or even the moist
ridges of depressed area at southern part.

Figure 7.3: Reedland within the Southern Haor Part (Picture taken September 2017)
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Impact
Reedland have squeezed in some extents for expansion of agriculture practice that occurred
generally and interventions are indirectly responsible in this regards. Nevertheless, there is
huge area of reedbeds in this haor with healthy condition.
7.6

Ecosystem Goods and Services
Pre Project

Important ecosystem goods are food, fertilizer, medicine, energy, fibre, construction and craft
material. On the other hand, the ecosystem services have been divided into four categories
on the basis of their nature of functions and they are provisioning, regulating, supporting and
cultural services. In this stage, the goods and services had not interrupted by any interventions
and these are improved naturally. Food, medicinal plants and genetic resources of the flora
and fauna are considering the provisioning services in this area had been standard before
implementation of the interventions. There were vast Regulating services such as climatic
condition was good because of vast coverage of natural vegetation as well as cultivated
vegetation on settlement and cropfields. Wetlands were functioning well due to possess its
natural characteristics without any intervention.

Figure 7.4: Ecosystem Goods and Services of the Haor
Post Project
Services have been changed with changing of functionality of wetlands as this area is mostly
depending on wetland ecosystems. The provisioning services as well as food production have
boosted up in the case of cultivated varieties with growing of food demand for human. But food
production from natural vegetation has been decreased day by day due to landuse change for
crop cultivation. The regulating services are as usual over the time.
Impact
Ecosystem services have been changed over the time for changes of landuse as well as
increase human population.
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8.
8.1

Socio-economic Conditions

Introduction

The Haor system provides a wide range of economic and non-economic benefits to the local
people as well as other people of Bangladesh. This is (Haor) an important source of
agriculture, commercial fishing, cattle and buffalo rearing, duck rearing, collection of reeds and
grasses, collection of aquatic and other plants. This study area combines two districts of the
Sylhet division. In Sylhet district, there are 22 Mauzas under the Jalalabad, Hatkhola,
Mollagaon, and Lama Kazi union of Sylhet sadar thana, On the other hand, in Sunamganj
district, there are 4 Mauzas under the Kalaruka union of Chattok Thana. The socio–economic
scenario was explored in this section to understand both before and after project people’s
condition using both primary and secondary data in relation to the objectives of the study.
8.2

Population

Following Table 8.1 shows the population of this study area based on Bangladesh population
and housing census 1991, 2011 and projected population in 2017.
Before Project, it has been estimated that there were 49,208 people live in this Haor area
which had been increased as 153,990 at the after project period. Presently, the number of
population of this area is being increased due to its location (adjacent to the Sylhet). Many
people from different area migrated from different region started to live and continue their living
helped to increase the number in current population.
Table 8.1: Population of the Study Area
Pre Project

Post Project

49,208

153,990

Source: Bangladesh Population and Housing Census 1991 & 2011

8.3

Land Ownership Pattern

There are two types of land available in this Haor region, one is privately owned land, and
another is govt khas land. Having with some Govt khas land, most of the land (80%) in that
Haor is owned and managed by the local people. During the field visit, it has been found that
the land ownership pattern are mostly in five categories like absolute land less, functional land
less and Marginal farmer, small farmer, medium farmer and the large farmer.
Following Table, 8.2 shows the land ownership pattern in this study area. From the field data,
it has been found that most of the farmer was small farmer in both before (44%) and after
project condition (37%). The percentage of absolute land fewer farmers was increased from
15 % (before project) to 20% (after project) due to the increase production cost and
maintaining their lives and others benefits. The percentage of large farmer was increased
from 15% to 20% respectively due to the increased production and growing interest to the
investment in agricultural production. However, the percentage of functional land less farmer
increased but the percentage of medium large farmer increased in compassion to the before
project condition.
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Table 8.2: The Land Ownership Pattern in this Study Area
Land Ownership pattern
Absolute Landless(0 ha)
Functional Landless and Marginal farmer
(0.004 – 0.198 ha)
Small farmer (0.202 - 1.008 ha)
Medium farmer (1.012 – 3.032 ha)
Large farmer (3.036 ha and above ha)

Pre Project
(In Percentage)
15

Post Project
(In Percentage)
20

7

4

44
18
15

37
20
20

Source: Field Data; September 2017 through FGD, Informal interview and Community Meetings

8.4

Livelihood and Employment Status
Pre Project

Before intervention, most of the households depend on agriculture and it was considered as
their main source of household income. The livestock, forestry and fisheries were the
secondary source of income. In addition, other sources of income were non-agricultural labor,
business and other employment.
According to Bangladesh Population census 1991, about 29.88 % households depended on
agriculture as their main source of household income with 2.31% on livestock, forestry, and
fishery, 0.14% from pisciculture, and 10.59% as agricultural labor. Other sources of household
income were non-agricultural labour (5.08%), business (21.48%), and employment (15.24%).
Post Project
After the project intervention, Agricultural production was increased some of the area but the
scope of livelihood options has been changed with the period of time. The income opportunity
based on fishing had been declined and only some people from fishing community got access
only to do work as a seasonal labor in this particular area. Due to leasing arrangements which
are often controlled by local elites resulting in highly restricted access to open water fisheries
by the poor. The options to do work in the agricultural field is declining, as a result, agricultural
labors are motivated to do alternative options like auto driving, industrial laboring, boat laborer
etc. With the period of time people’s engagement on business have been increased than the
before project. It is found that about 35% people are involved in business with the development
of infrastructure, road and communication system.
Impact
Agricultural production was increased due to the project and still it is recognized as their main
source of income in this haor area.
People face problems and agricultural damage tended them to search alternative livelihood
options. The options to do work in the agricultural field is declining, as a result, agricultural
labors are motivated to do alternative options like, auto driving, industrial labor, boat laborer
etc.
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8.5

Income Pre and Post Project

8.5.1

Agriculture based Income
Pre Project

During the period of before intervention, the livelihood opportunities for households at the
study area were limited and highly seasonal, as they were focused predominantly on
agricultural labour associated with the single annual rice cropping cycle. Fishing was
traditionally an important occupation which was considered as the secondary sources of
livelihood options at this Zilkar Haor basin. The incidences of livestock husbandry as a
livelihood activity in the Haor region were also prominent as their tertiary source of income at
the time of before intervention. It was found that the net income from the agricultural production
was 2,305 lakh whereas people mostly used to grow B. Aus, Aus, B. Aman, Lt. Aman and
vegetables.
Post Project
After project intervention, the income opportunity based on agriculture were increased and
people got chance to grow more paddy and recruit local labor generating extra income
opportunities. People who have more land can grow more production during the period of Post
Project condition. Based on current production rate it has been found that the income based
on agriculture is near about 4,531 lakh whereas people grow B. Aman, Lt. Aman, HYV Aman,
Hybrid Boro, HYV Boro, Wheat and vegetables.
Impact
The amount of production and production base income increased comparing the scenario from
the before to after project condition. Though here has a reason of autonomous development
but the people’s tendency to seek more production tended them to grow more agricultural
production through HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro and HYV Boro when the embankments took a
lead to protect the early flash flood in this Haor area.
8.5.2

Wage based Income
Pre Project

During the period of before project, total net agricultural land was about 3,667 hector and the
net demand (in average) of agricultural labor input was 133 (in average) per hector. In this
regard, the total income was 20801 lakh based on labour demand in the net cultivable land in
this study area.
Post Project
During the Post Project, the net cultivable land was increased from 3,659 to 4,268 but the net
demand of agricultural labor decreased due to the increase of technological innovation in
agricultural production. The net labor based income increased from 2,080 to 2,481 lakh based
on net cultivable land.

1

The income is calculated based on 400 taka per day.
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Impact
The demand of average agricultural labor input was increased (in average) from 133 man days
(per hec) 138 man days. Besides, the production and production base income was increased
during the after project time. It was found that the net agricultural income was increased 1,1202
lakh in comparison with before project condition. People’s tendency to seek more production
tended them to grow more agricultural production through HYV Aman, Hybrid Boro and HYV
Boro due to the implementation of the project as early flash flood protection.
8.6

Land Price
Pre Project

According to the field data through FGD and KII, the land price of this Haor region was minimal
especially in the low land area and people were not interested to buy land due to regular flash
flood and crops damage during the before project. It is found that the price of agricultural
land was 150000 to 20000 Tk per Keyar3 and 30,000 to 60,000 Tk for homestead land.
Post Project
During after project, the price of agricultural land is near to be 1 lakh to 2.5 lakh whereas the
price of 2.5 lakh to 5.0 lakh for homestead lands (Field Data 2017). Though the project has
some effect on the increase of price but the price of the land in this area increased with the
autonomous improvement through infrastructure and communication development. With the
recent trend and good communication with Sylhet district made an impact to rise of the land
price in this Zilkar Haor region. People have tended their investment to those land areas for
different cultivation also made affect for the rise of land price within this study area.
Impact
However, the price of land increased with the autonomous development but this project has
significant outcome to carry a value for the land area. With the project implementation, the
production of land increased that drew people’s attention to buy land and increase investment
in agricultural production. In this way, this project contributed towards the valuation of the
agriculture production in after project condition. According to the field data through FGD and
KII, presently, the price of agricultural land is near to be 1 lakh to 2.5 lakh whereas the price
of 2.5 lakh to 5.0 lakh for homestead lands.
8.7

Labor and Seasonal Migration
Pre Project

During the before intervention, most of the people were dependent on agricultural production
related activities. People from different regions came to join as their work force for crop
harvesting and fishing labors. The intensity of migrated labor was high and their number was

2

Filed data through observation, KII and community consultation

3

1 Keyar = 33 decimals
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recognizable at that period. According to the local people, different groups of agricultural labor
used to come from Mymensingh, Netrokona and other parts of the Sylhet region.
Post Project
At the after project, the agricultural productions were increased, therefore, it is estimated easily
that the demand for labor would have to be increased. However, here it is noted that during
the period of project intervention, the technological innovation in agriculture was increased
that decreased the labor input in agricultural production.
Besides, the population growth of this region and technological innovation and use of modern
fertilizer has made such way to reduce the working opportunity for agricultural production.
However, the number of agricultural laborer was increased with the time but the rate of labor
need was not increased than the previous time (before intervention). Furthermore, the working
opportunity in the field of agriculture reduced and about 40%4 agricultural labors were on the
move to take new working opportunity at the outside of the Haor region. Presently, it has
become a common trend to do some other works when the working opportunities are not
available in this Haor region. The options to do work in the agricultural field is declining, as a
result, agricultural labors are motivated to do alternative options like auto driving, industrial
labor, boat laborer etc. In addition, some people (15%)5 from zilkar Haor go to Sylhet,Jaflong
and Dhaka to do different sorts of work to keep their income and livelihood options. People
who have the affordability are going abroad to generate income opportunities involving
different sorts of works.
Impact
However, the options to do work in the agricultural field is declining, as a result, agricultural
labors are motivated to do alternative options like auto driving, industrial labor, boat laborer
etc. In addition, some people (10%)6 from this study area go to Jaflong, Dhaka, Chittagong
and Sylhet to do different sorts of work to find income opportunities. People who have the
affordability are going abroad to generate income opportunities involving different sorts of
works
8.8

Transport and Communication
Pre Project

The road and transportation facilities were developed before the construction of embankments
in this Haor area. In this Haor area, people mostly used boat during the rainy season, and
specific transportations system was not available during that period. People used to go to
their desired places on foot at the dry season. Most of the occasions were held in the rainy
season by the use different types of boats.

4

Field Data, 2017 through KII and Informal discussion

5

Field Data, 2017 through KII and Informal discussion

6

Source: Field Data, 2017
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Post Project
During after project, people started to use those submergible embankments as their way to go
to school, connecting roads, bazaar and health centre and other desired places. However,
those embankments were not feasible to drive motorbike and other vehicles but people got
opportunity to get auto rickshaws and bike during the dry season even in the rainy season as
well.
Impact
The communication has improved over the Pre Project situation due to the project
implementation in this study area. The BWDB’s submersible and compartmental
embankments are playing important role as the connection of the highway and other roads
across the haor. This has expedited the transportation of goods and harvests too far off places
at low cost. Moreover, accessing schools and clinics has become relatively easier for children
and patients along the embankment at least when flood water recedes.
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9.
9.1

Summary of Impacts

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre Project

Post Project

Impact

Water Resources

Flooding

 The project area
was
inundated
frequently by flash
flood during midApril and at times
in mid-March.
 Water stayed for
about four months
in the project.

 The Haparo haor fully
protected from flood Water
can only enter into haor
through the controlled
structures.
 The
Zilkar
haor
is
surrounded by submergible
embankment which delays
the entry of flash flood by
15-20 days.
 However,
flood
water
enters into haor through the
breaching
points
and
overtopping
the embankment
having
lower level than the
designed

 Risk of entrance of
flash
flood
has
reduced.
But
sometimes, flash flood
enters through the
weak points.

Drainage

 Most of the flood
water could
smoothly
be
drained out to the
peripheral rivers
as the area was
totally open. Most
of the haor area
got dried up at the
end of November.

 Drainage of flood water has
been impeded due to
interventions. Most of the
haor area is drained by the
first week of December.

Siltation

 The
sediment
carried by the
flash flood got
deposited both in
the rivers and
haor area. Hence,
sedimentation
was not that much
problem
before
implementation of
the interventions.

 Sedimentation has taken
place in the river and khals
over the years. As a result
the bed level of the rivers
and khals has risen and
conveyance capacity has
also been reduced.

 Siltation has increased
in the peripheral rivers,
internal rivers and
khals also.

 There
was
navigational
connectivity

 Navigational connectivity
between the haor and the
peripheral river remains



Navigation
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 The
drainage
has
been slowed down a
little bit.

 Siltation occurs more in
the Zilkar haor than the
Haparo haor.

The
navigational
connectivity has not
been
affected
in
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Indicators

Pre Project
between the haor
and the peripheral
rivers throughout
the year.
 Movement of a
number of large
vessels used to in
the rivers during
monsoon
but
reduced in the dry
period

Post Project

Impact

operative during monsoon
in the Zilkar haor.

monsoon but it does
not operate during premonsoon due to repair
of
submersible
embankment
(Zilkar
haor) and full flood
protected area (Haparo
haor).

 Besides, navigation also
operates
through
the
breached points and public
cuts before repairing in
February/March.
 Moreover, boats can ply
within the haor for fishing
and other purposes.

 Navigation
in
the
peripheral river has not
been affected..

Land Resources
Land use
(ha)

 Gross area:4,344
 NCA :3,597
 Others:747

Land
degradation
(Sand
Carpeting
area), ha

 Gross area:4,344
 NCA:3,583
 Others:761

NA

 NCA:-14
 Others:+14

NA

NA

Agriculture Resources
Cropping
intensity (%)

102%

119%

+17%

Cropped
area (ha)

 Rice: 3,497
 Non Rice: 170

 Rice:4,018
 Non Rice: 250

 Rice:+521
 Non Rice: +80

Crop
production
(ton)

 Rice: 7,395
 Non Rice: 2,924

 Rice: 14,039
 Non Rice:6,022

 Rice:+6,644
 Non Rice: +3,098

Crop
damage
(ton)

 Rice: 1,592
 Non Rice: 816

 Rice: 2,337
 Non Rice:1,048

 Rice:+745
 Non Rice: -232

Irrigated
area (ha)

 Rice: 2,186
 Non Rice: 170

 Rice: 2,707
 Non Rice: 250

 Rice:+521
 Non Rice: +80

Surface
water
Irrigation
availability

 Available

 Deficit during month of
February to March

 Deficit

 Fertilizers: 213
 Pesticides: 0

 Fertilizers: 878
 liquid pesticides: 4 Kiloliter,
 granular/ powder pesticides:
7 ton

 Fertilizers: +665
 liquid pesticides: +4
Kiloliter,
 granular/ powder
pesticides: +7 ton

Agrochemicals
use (ton or
kiloliter)

Livestock Resources
Livestock
population
(number)






Cattle:4,850
Goat:1,040
Chicken:18,180
Duck:6,970






Cattle:6,990
Goat:2,470
Chicken:22,020
Duck:7,160






Cattle:+2,140
Goat:+1,430
Chicken:+3,840
Duck:+190

Fisheries Resources
Fish habitat
area

 Fish habitat was
about 3158ha.

 Total fish habitat is 3122ha.
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 Overall decrease the
fish habitat36ha.
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Indicators

Pre Project
 Of which capture
3157ha,
 Culture 1 ha.

 Fish habitat and
water quality was
comparatively
good.

Habitat
Condition

 Some beel area
was
untouched
from fishing. That
helps
for next
year recruitment
of fishes.
 Agrochemicals
and
pesticides
and fertilizer use
in crop field was
limited.

Post Project
 Of which capture3119ha.
 Culture 3 ha.

Impact
 Decrease the capture
fish habitat area 38ha.
 Increase the
habitat2ha.

 The use of agrochemicals
and pesticides and fertilizer
in crop field has increase
due to boro cultivation. So
water quality is degrading
day by day for increased
use.
 Water also polluted by
wastages of homestead,
market
and
other
anthropogenic activities.

culture

 Fish habitat quality and
water quality degrading
by incremental use of
agrochemicals,
pesticides and fertilizer
in boro field and also
polluted
by
wastage from different
sources.

Fish
Diversity

 About 120 fish
species
was
available in Zilkar
haor area.

 Fish species are almost
same but changing of
abundance of some fish
species.

 Abundance of fish
species are changing
and big species are
decreasing

Fish
migration

 Smooth
fish
migration in pre
intervention
period. The fishes
move easily from
one
place
to
another
without
any barrier.

 Disturbed
due
to
embankment
and
malfunctioning
of
regulators and raising the
bed and khal.

 Delayed
of
fish
breeding especially the
small fishes in some
extent
due
to
hampering
of
fish
migration.

 Overall
fish
production
was
312 MT per year.
Fish
Production

 Of which from
capture
production
was
about 311MT.
 From
culture
production
was
about 1MT.

Fishing
Appliance

 Different types of
fishing
gears
namely khora jal,
current
jal,jhaki
jal,thela jal, koi jal,

 Total fish production is
about 894 MT per year.
 Of which from capture
production 886MT.
 From culture
about 8 MT.

production

 Fishing gears are almost
similar. But now the fishers
are using some new net like
kona jal/moshari jal (small
mesh size net below
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 Increase
of
fish
production about 582
MT per year.

 Decrease
the
fish
abundance
and
destroy the habitat
productivity.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Pre Project
borshi, Gui(trap
made by bamboo)
was used to catch
the fishes.
 The mesh size of
berjal was 2 to 3
cm.

Fishers
Livelihood

Fisheries
Management

Post Project

 Only the Hindu
fishers
was
involve
with
fishing. Numbers
of Muslim fishers
was
almost
absent.

 Fishers’
numbers
has
increased. But increased
the part time fishers rapidly.

 The professional
fisher never catch
fish
by
dewatering or any
brood fish.

 No restriction of fishing in
monsoon period. But in
post monsoon, fishing are
not allow in the leased beel
and privately own beel and
its adjacent area.

 Some perennial
beels
was
reserved for next
year propagation.

Impact

0.1cm)that damaging the
fish fry as well as fish
habitat. Kironmala (round
shape trap made by plastic
sheet) use to catch Icha
catch.

 Good numbers of peoples
are involved for their
livelihood as fish aratder,
retailer, ice producer, fish
labor, transport worker etc.

 Increasing
the
participation of different
types of peoples in this
resources.
 Increasing the fishing
pressure on haor areas
and the real fishers are
displacing from their
position.
 Fishing
access
is
limited especially in
leased and privately
own beel and adjacent
area in post monsoon
period.
 The real fishers are not
getting any benefit in
post monsoon period
and displacing from
fishing right.

Ecosystem
Terrestrial
flora

Terrestrial
fauna

 Indicator species
were common

 Indicator species were
common or occasional

 Insignificant change

 Status
was
common for most
of the indicator
species

 Status have changed

 Slightly reduction of
population of Bengal
Fox due to hunting;
intervention
is not
responsible

 Indicator species
were common or
occasional

 Status have changed

 Reduced
coverage
most of the species at
southern
part
but
unchanged in northern
part;
Agricultural
expansion,
over
exploitation and fishing
activities
are
responsible

Aquatic flora
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Indicators

Pre Project

Post Project

Impact

 Indicator species
were common

 Status have changed at
southern part

 Monocellate
Cobra,
Migratory Birds, and
Eurasian
Otter
occurrence
has
reduced due to hunting
agricultural extension
and
habitat
destruction;
reduce
population
of
freshwater snails for
duck rearing

 No swamp forest
but existed huge
coverage of reeds

 Coverage has changed at
southern part

 Change coverage of
reedbeds
due
to
expansion of cropping
intensity

Aquatic
fauna

Swamp
Forest and
Reedland

Ecosystem
goods and
services

Optimum

Reduced

 Provisional
services
has boosted up and
regulating and cultural
services has reduced

Socio-economic Conditions
 The options to do work
in the agricultural field
has been declined

Employment
Opportunity

Safety and
Security
from the
Natural
calamities

 Total
cropped
area was 3667 ha
whereas
about
133 person-days
labor (per hector)
inputs
were
needed.

 Total cropped area was
4268 ha where about 138
person-days labor input
were needed.
The
technological use reduced
labor input

 The early flash
flood was their
main
concern
during the before
project and it
made a vulnerable
condition
damaging
their
agricultural
production.

 With
the
project
implementation, most of the
submergible embankments
worked as the protection
from the early flash flood in
the Haor area.
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 With the use of
technology
in
agricultural production
reduced the demand of
agricultural
labor
during the period of
after project.
 Employment
opportunity has been
created during the
period of operation and
maintenance of those
projects in Zilkar Haor
area.

 The loss of production
is decreased than the
period
of
before
project.

Summary of Impacts

Indicators

Labor and
Seasonal
Migration

Pre Project

 The Net demand
for labor per ha
near about 133
man-days
per
hector.



Agriculture
and wage
base income

Land Price

7

Post Project

 The net demand for
agricultural labor (having
with
technological
innovation) is near about
138 per ha whereas most of
the labor come from the
local areas

Impact
 The
technological
innovation
in
agriculture
was
increased
that
somehow lessen the
demands of agricultural
labor
 Due to regular flash
flood and damage in
agricultural; production
the rates of forced
migration (10%) is
being increased.
 About
176
lakh
agriculture
base
income increased due
to
the
project
intervention in this
Haor region

The
total
agricultural
production base
average income
were about BDT
2,305 lakh

 The agriculture production
base income after the
period of after project is
about

 The agricultural
wage
base
average income
was about 2,080
lakh.

 The agricultural wage base
average income is 2,050
lakh

 The agriculture base
income was decreased
from 2,080 to 2,050
due to the increase of
agricultural net area.

 The price of agricultural
land is near to be 1 lakh to
2.5 lakh whereas the price
of 2.5 lakh to 5.0 lakh for
homestead lands.

 The opportunities for
agricultural production
were increased
in
which the value of
agricultural lands was
being increased with
the period of after
project condition.

 The
price
of
agricultural land
was 150,000 to
20,000 Tk per
Keyar 7
and
30,000 to 60,000
Tk for homestead
land.

 BDT 2,481 lakh

1 Keyar = 33 decimals
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10. Environmental Management Plan
10.1

Management Plan
Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 The submersible embankment
should be repaired as per design
section within the month of
February every year.
 Causeway
should
be
constructed at suitable locations
to avoid major damage of
embankment by public cuts.
Flooding

 Awareness raising program
should be carried out against
public cut.
 The bills, khals and rivers should
be dredged/ re-excavated to
increase carrying capacity and
thereby reducing the impact of
flood.
 The dredging work should be
done in a proper way so that the
embankment do not get eroded.

Drainage and
Sedimentation

 The rivers and khals should be
dredged/ re-excavated on a
need basis.
 Sufficient outlets should be
constructed at suitable locations
for easy drainage
 The Surma and Singar Rivers
should be dredged regularly.

Navigation

 The outlets should have boat
pass
facility
to
maintain
navigational connectivity.
 Judgment of local stakeholders
and fishermen should be
considered.
 Rehabilitation
work
of
embankment should be done
before the Bangle month of
Chaitra.


Increased cropped area
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Raise the height of the
submersible embankment up
to 2 to 4 feet higher than the
present height at vulnerable
locations.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures
 Developed
well
drainage
condition for drained out of
extra water after the monsoon
period and remove drainage
congestions
from
Bitri,
Lalmoni, Baorbag kandi and
Birakhai Mouza.
 Re-sectioning of embankment
 River bank protection
places where vulnerable.

at

 Cheek and repairer all kind of
structure in every year for well
functioning.

Increased crop
production

 Try to control the iterance of
water in to project area after
harvesting time of crops.
 Increase irrigation facility.
 Smoothly functioning
structures.

Increased crop damage

of

the

 Developed
well
drainage
condition for drained out of extra
water after the monsoon period
and
remove
drainage
congestions.
 Increase
the
height
of
embankment to control over flow
of flood.
 Repairing the inlet and outlet
structure at both upstream and
downstream of this project.

Increased irrigated area

 Re excavation of internal
channels, rivers and water
reserves.
 Farmers should be encouraged
to use organic manure to
increase soil fertility while
avoiding water contamination
and reduce the soil fertility.

Increased use of agrochemicals

 Farmers should be encouraged
to cultivate leguminous crops to
enhance the soil quality.
 Farmer should be follow modern
agricultural technology like IPM,
ICM and GAP etc
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Impact

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 Grazing area needs to be
extended to the khas lands or
fallow land.
 Fodder need to be planted in the
khas lands of the study area to
meet the shortage of grazing
areas.
Status of livestock/poultry

 Excavated material should be
dumped to the embankment to
increase width and strength,
which can be used as grazing
land in future.
 Awareness builds up through
training at household level.


Decreasing the habitat
and water quality.

Decrease the abundance
and disappearing of
some fishes.

Marketing facilities should be
improved

 Fishing by kona jal/moshari jal
(small mesh size 0.1 cm net)
should be banded round the
year.
 Fishing by dewatering should be
stopped.

 Optimal use of agrochemical
should be ensure through
demonstration and monitoring
by Department Agriculture
Extension (DAE) of related
upazila.

 Optimum use of agrochemicals
and pesticides and fertilizer.

 Fishing by kona jal/moshari jal
should be protected.

 Moshari jal/kona jal should be
banded round the year.

 Monitoring
should
be
conducted to protect the
fishing by moshari jal/kona jal
through fishers’ communities
and local elites by the
guidance of related upazila
fisheries officer.
 Re-structuring
of
regulator/sluice (as required)
and
proper
maintenance
should be conducted by
management committee.

Hampering of fish
migration.

 For smooth migration from river
to beel or beel to river gates of
regulator should be open in premonsoon and monsoon period.
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 Management committee (for
gate operation) should be
formed by 7 or 9 members
from the adjacent regulator.
The committee members are
local elite, teacher, UP
member, student and other
community members. At least
2 fisher members should be
present in gate operation
committee.

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Increasing the fishing
pressure.

Decreasing of perennial
beels/water area.

Mitigation Measures

Enhancement Measures

 The ID card holders’ fisher
should allow for fishing round
the year. (ID card no need for
subsistence fishers).

 Some area of perennial beels
should be protected round the
year for next year recruitment.

 Upazila
Fisheries
Officer
(UFO) should provide the ID
card to the professional fishers
through proper judgment.
 New ID card should be
provided by the UFO to the
new fishers through proper
judgment by the old ID card
holder fishers and local elites.
 Minimum 1 ha, deep area of
Zilkar beel should be protected
round the year for next year
recruitment. This should be
mandatory.
And
the
management
committee
should be guided by Sylhet
Sadar upazila fisheries officer
about the activities.
 Use of signboard and red flags
to indicate the protected area.
Aware the local community
about the importance of
wetlands.

 Increase people awareness
about wild life conservation
Slightly
reduction
of
population of Bengal Fox
due to hunting

Reduced coverage most
of the aquatic floral
species at southern part
but
unchanged
in
northern part; Agricultural
expansion,
over
exploitation and fishing
activities are responsible
Reduce
Monocellate
Cobra, Migratory Birds,
and
Eurasian
Otter
occurrence due to hunting
agricultural extension and
habitat
destruction;
reduce population of
freshwater snails for duck
rearing

 Initiate Govt. for conserve
respective amount of natural
vegetation and reedland in each
haor area

 Control over harvesting
aquatic resources

of

 Identify the core habitat for the
threatened animals and take
action
to
conserve
the
respective habitats
 Facilitate
commercial
snail
culture for meet up the duck feed
demand
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 Initiate plantation programme
along the river levees, kandas
and other khash lands

-

 Aware local farmers for using
optimum doses of fertilizers
and insecticides

Environmental Management Plan

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Change
coverage
of
reedbeds
due
to
expansion of cropping
intensity

 All the khash land with swamp
forest and reedlands should be
out of public lease and
allotments

Provisional services has
boosted up and regulating
and cultural services has
reduced
(Livelihood
employment
opportunity)

Enhancement Measures

 Awareness among people
should be increased regarding
this.
 Embankment must be repair
involving
local labor and
stakeholders

and

 Training would be ensured for
the creation of alternative
livelihood options

The livelihood pattern
based on agricultural
become reliable due to
the decrease amount of
production damage by the
early flash flood.



A water management group
would be organized to play
role for the monitoring and
maintenance of the damaged
area of the project.

 New variety in production with
the changes of seasonality
should be initiated

(Agriculture and wage
base income)
Agricultural
production
base
income
was
increased due the project
intervention.

 Innovative training programs
should be initiated to cope up
with the changing technology
 Regular Maintenance and
protection work should be
implemented properly to keep
the land arable

(Land Price)
The opportunities for
agricultural
production
were increased in which
the value of agricultural
lands
was
being
increased with the period
of after project condition.

 The siltation during the flash
flood would be controlled
through the development of
regular monitoring system.
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Appendix A
Table A1: Availability of Major Fish Species in Zilkar Haor (but not limited)
Sl.
No.

Local Name

Scientific Name

IUCN Status, 2015

1

Ayre

Sperata aor

VU

2

Bacha

Eutropiichthys vacha

LC

3

Baghair

Bagarius bagarius

CR

4

Baila

Glossogobius giurus

LC

5

Bajari Tengra

Mystus tengara

LC

6

Barobaim

Mastacembalus armatus

EN

7

Boal

Wallago attu

VU

8

Catla

Catla catla

LC

9

Chapila

Gudusia chapra

VU

10

Chang

Chana orientalis

LC

11

Chital

Chittala chittala

EN

12

Darkina

Esomus dandicus

LC

13

Ghoinya

Labeo gonius

NT

14

Gojar

Channa marulius

EN

15

Gutum

Lepidocephalichthys guntea

LC

16

Kabashitengra

Mystus cabasius

NT

17

Kachki

Corica soborna

LC

18

Kaikla

Xenentodon cancila

LC

19

Kajuli

Ailia coila

LC

20

Kalibaus

Labeo calbasu

LC

21

Kanipabda

Ompok bimaculus

EN

22

Kashkhaira

Chela laubuca

LC

23

Katari Chela

Salmostoma bacaila

LC

24

Kholisa

Colisa fasciatus

25

Koi

Anabas testudineus

LC

26

Kuchia

Monopteruscuchia

VU

27

LalChanda

Chanda ranga

-

28

Lalkholisa

Colisalalius

-

29

Magur

Clarias batrachus

LC

30

Mrigal

Cirrhinus mrigala

NT

31

Mola

Amblyphayngodon mola

LC

32

Nandil, Nandi, Nandina

Labeo nandina

CR

32

Napit koi

Badis badis

NT
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Sl.
No.

Local Name

Scientific Name

IUCN Status, 2015

33

Potka

Tetradon cutcutia

LC

34

Rani

Botia dario

EN

35

Rita

Rita rita

EN

36

Rui

Labeo rohita

LC

37

Shilong

Silonia silondia

LC

38

Shing

Heteropneus fossilies

LC

39

Shol

Channa striatus

LC

40

Tara baim

Macrognathus aculatus

NT

41

Tengra

Mystus vittatus

LC

42

Tit puti

Puntius ticto

LC

43

Veda/ Mani

Nandus nandus

NT

Etc.
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Appendix B: Photo Album

Water Resources

Agriculture Resources

Fisheries Resources

Ecological Resources

Socio-economic Resources

Focused Group Discussion
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